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PREFACE 

The idea of re-evaluating the accepted interpretation of the Paulician 

heresy was originally suggested to me some years ago by Professor Austin 

P. Evans in his seminar on medieval heresies at Columbia University. 

Like most other investigators of the problem, I very soon found myself 

faced with the contradiction presented by the two bodies of sources, 

Greek and Armenian, the latter of which could not be reconciled with the 

traditional view of Paulicianism as a Gnostic-dualistic sect. This book 

is an attempt to rework all the currently available material which bears 

on the problem of the origin, history, and nature of Paulicianism. Such 

an attempt must still be tentative and fragmentary; some of the problems 

are not yet capable of solution because of insufficient evidence. My pur- 

pose here has been to present such knowledge as we now possess on the 

early development of Paulicianism in Armenia, on the Euphrates, and at 

Constantinople. The problem of later Balkan Paulicianism and its im- 

plications is too vast in itself to be included in such a study as this, and I 

have not attempted it here. The extremely important manuscript mate- 

rial in the National Collection of Ancient Manuscripts of the Council of 

Ministers of the Armenian SSR (Matenadaran) is only beginning to be 

known, and I learned of some of the material as this book was going to 

press. Unfortunately, circumstances have not yet permitted me to see 

the manuscripts themselves, but I have tried to integrate into the text of 

this work whatever knowledge I have been able to obtain of them. 

No system of Armenian transliteration seems altogether satisfactory 

for a study of this type. I have used the Hiibschmann system, except 

where this would entail unwarranted pedantry in the case of familiar 

names. 
Among the many people who have helped me in the preparation of this 

book, my thanks go first to Professor Evans. Throughout the years taken 

by this investigation, he has always been ready to give me help and advice 
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both scholarly and practical, and I have imposed on his patience when- 

ever I found myself in difficulty. My debt to him is more than can be 

acknowledged here. I am most grateful also to Professor Sirarpie Der 

Nersessian of Dumbarton Oaks for her innumerable kindnesses in en- 

couraging me to enter and persist in the field of Armeno-Byzantine 

history, for her criticism and guidance, and particularly for calling to my 

attention much invaluable material which would otherwise have es- 

caped me. 

My thanks are due as well to Professor Elias Bickerman of Columbia 

University, whose invariably incisive criticism was of the greatest help to 

me in clarifying my own ideas, and provided whatever sharpness this 

book may possess; and to Professors John Mundy and Garrett Mattingly 

of Columbia University for their encouragement and counsel at many 

stages of this work. I am also most grateful to the Mkhitarist Fathers of 

San Lazzaro in Venice where the research for much of this book was 

carried out under a Fulbright grant, not only for giving me full use of 

their library and manuscript collection, but also for providing help with 

problems of language and Armenian paleography. Finally, for endless 

hours spent in discussion, correction and proofreading of the manuscript, 

I am most grateful to my many friends and colleagues and most par- 

ticularly to Dr. Lenore O’Boyle of Connecticut College for Women, Dr. 

Marlies Kallmann Danziger of Hunter College, Dr. Wendell Stacy 

Johnson and Mr. Gerard E. Caspary of Smith College, and Dr. Robert 

G. Lewis. 

Northampton, Mass., September 1, 1960 

Note: 

As indicated above, the manuscript of this book was completed in September of 
1960. Through circumstances outside my control delays in publication have regrettably 
made it impossible to include material which appeared after that date. 

N.G.G. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The sect of the Paulicians achieved a brief period of political importance 

on the Armeno-Byzantine frontier of the upper Euphrates in the middle 

of the ninth century and was a source of serious concern to the emperors 

of the Amorian and early Macedonian dynasties. Nevertheless the origin 

of the sect, as well as much of its history, and, far more seriously, the 

very nature of the heresy of which it was accused, remain obscure to this 

day. 

The earliest reference to the sect by name comes from Armenia and 

dates from the middle of the sixth century. Thereafter a variety of 

sources throughout the Middle Ages notes the presence of the sectarians 

on Armenian and Mesopotamian territory, either under the general name 

of Paulicians, or, after the tenth century, under the regional name of 

T‘ondrakeci, which is derived from the heretical district of T‘ondrak in 

Armenia. 

Although the Paulician heresy presumably existed in imperial lands at 

least from the middle of the seventh century, we possess no Greek sources 

earlier than the first part of the ninth century. The Greek material con- 

sists of both historical and polemical texts which customarily refer to the 

Paulicians as Manichaeans.2 Most of these sources are concerned with 

the Paulicians in the period preceding the destruction of their capital, 

Tephriké, on the upper Euphrates by the Emperor Basil I in 872, but we 

possess references to the existence of the sect in the western provinces of 

the Empire until the thirteenth century at least. 

The first mention of the Paulicians in western European sources comes 

from southern Italy in the eleventh century. The Annals of Bari, for the 

year 1041, allude to Paulicians in the imperial army operating against the 

1 The Greek and Armenian sources will be discussed separately in Chapters I and II 

respectively. 
2 For a discussion of this term, see Chapter V. 
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Normans.* These Paulicians seem to be identified with Manichaeans.* 

Far more abundant are the documents from the period of the Crusades. 

Most of the sources on the First Crusade refer to the presence of 

Paulicians, whom they normally call Publicani,> in the Muslim 

3 “Annales Barenses”, MGHS, V (Hanover, 1843), 55, ““Hinc rediens Michael 

confessus cum paucis, relictis semivivis pro pavore Normanorum sevientium, scripsit 
ad Siciliam, et venerunt ipsi miseri Macedones et Paulikiani et Calabrenses; et collectis 
insimul cum reliquis in catuna Montis Pelosi, tunc descendit catepanus filius Budiano 

in Apuliam; Michael rediit ad Siciliam, iubente imperatore, unde venerat”’. 
We have evidence from the Greek sources that Paulicians were present in Italy at a 

still earlier date in the contingents brought by Nicephorus Phocas, the elder, in 885, 

Theophanes Continuatus, ‘““Chronographia’’, ed. I. Bekker, CSHB, XXXIII (Bonn, 

1838), 313; “...tov AtaxovitCi éxsivov, dc brEepétns mote Tod Kata THY TEegpiKTV 

XpvoodxEtpos Hv, otimos tHv and Ma&vEevtos tiv PpnoKsiav EAKOVIMV TPOGETAYO- 

pevov’’; also Cedrenus, “Historiarum Compendium’, ed. I. Bekker, CSHB, VII 

(Bonn, 1838), 236. On the career of Diakonitzes among the Paulicians and his sub- 

sequent conversion, see Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 275; Genesius, 

“Regum”, ed. C. Lachmann, CSHB, XXII (Bonn, 1834), 125; and Cedrenus, Compen- 

dium, 211-212. 
It is possible that we have evidence for knowledge of Paulicians in the West at 

an earlier date, “Anno decimo quinto Imperii sui Constantinus [V] Syros et 

Armenios, quos a Theodosopoli et Mitilena [sic] duxerat, in Thracem emigravit, ex 
quibus etiam Publicanorum haeresis est dilata”, “Historia Miscella ab incerto Auctore 
consarcinata”, RIS, I (Milan, 1759), 158. The date of the Historia Miscella is problem- 

atic. The editor’s preface of the new edition of the RIJS (Rome, 1900), I, cvii, is of the 

opinion that the section quoted must be dated in the late ninth or early tenth century 
and derived from Anastasius Bibliothecarius’ translation of Theophanes’ Chronography. 
Indeed this passage is an exact translation from Theophanes Confessor, Chronographia, 

ed. C. de Boor (Leipzig, 1883), I, 429. The composition of Theophanes’ work is dated 
between 810/1 and 814/5 by K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur, 

2nd. ed. (Munich, 1897), 342, a date which is confirmed by G. Moravesik, Byzantino- 

turcica (Budapest, 1942), I, 147, but the term “Publicanorum haeresis” suggests a late 

date. The Annals of Bari still use the Greek form, “Paulikiani”, in the eleventh century, 
and Anastasius Bibliothecarius, uses the form ‘‘Paulicianorum’’, Anastasius Biblio- 

thecarius, Chronographia Tripertita, ed. C. de Boor (Leipzig, 1885), 281. The form 
“Publicani” is not found normally before the twelfth century. 
* William of Apulia, “Gesta Roberti Wiscardi”, MGHS, IX (Hanover, 1851), I, wv. 
339-340, p. 248: 

“Cum Graecis aderant quidam, quos pessimus error 

Fecerat amentes, et ab ipso nomen habebant”’. 

These verses, which refer to the campaign of 1041 seem clearly to contain the pun on 
the name of Mani or Manes so dear to early ecclesiastical writers. The doctrine attri- 
buted to these sectarians is rather confused: 

“Plebs solet ista Patrem cum Christo dicere passum, 

Et fronti digito signum crucis imprimit uno, 

Non aliam Nati personam quam Patti esse, 
Hanc etiam sancti Spiraminis esse docebant’’. Ibid., vv. 341-344. 

The correct Latin form seems to have been “Publicani”, though the forms 
“Populicani”, ‘“Poblicani”, and “Poplicani’”, etc.... also occur. See Ducange, 
Glossarium mediae et infimae latinitatis, V, ed. G. Henschel (Paris, 1845), 350, and 

5 
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army.® Occasionally these Publicani appear to cooperate with the Crusad- 
ers, but their normal position is in the enemy camp.’ In the East the Publi- 
cani are numbered by the chroniclers among the heathen Muslims rather 
than among the Christian sectarians,* although the Paulicians met by the 
Crusaders in the Balkans are always identified as heretics.? After the 

Ducange, “‘Histoire de l’empire de Constantinople sous les empereurs Francois’’, 
Corpus Byzantinae Storica, XXVIII (Paris, 1658), 341-342. 

6 The Paulicians are listed among the Muslim contingents as follows: 
a) In Asia Minor and particularly at the battle of Dorylaeum: Histoire anonyme de 

la premiere croisade, ed. L. Bréhier (Paris, 1924), III, 9, p. 48. Peter Tudebodus, “His- 
toria de Hierosolymitano itinere”, RHC-Occ., III (Paris, 1856), 26. Robert the Monk, 
“Historia Iherosolimitana’’, RHC-Occ., II, 763; Henry of Huntington, “De captione 

Antiochae a christianis”, RHC-Occ., V (Paris, 1895), 375. 
b) In 1098, at the siege of Antioch: Histoire anonyme, VIII, 20, p. 102. Peter 

Tudebodus, Historia, 55; Stephen of Chartres, “Ad Adelam uxorem suam epistola”, 

RHC-Occ., Ill, 888; Baldric of Dole, “Historia Jerosolimitana”, RHC-Occ., IV (Paris, 

1879), 54. 

c) In the relieving Muslim army of Curbaran (Kerbogha): Histoire anonyme, IX, 21, 
pp. 110-112. Peter Tudebodus, Historia, 59; Robert the Monk, Historia, 808; Baldric 

of Dole, Historia, 59; Henry of Huntington, De captione, 377; Baldwin IL, ‘‘Historia 

Nicaena vel Antiochena’”’, RHC-Occ., V, 162; Hugo of St. Maria, “‘Itineris Hieroso- 

lymitani compendium”, RHC-Occ.; V, 364; Guibert de Nogent, “Historia quae dicuntur 
gesta Dei per Francos’’, RHC-Occ., IV, 189. 

d) In 1099 at the battle of Ascalon: Albert of Aix, ‘Historia Hierosolymitana’’, 
RHC-Occ., IV (Paris, 1879), 490, 493, 497. 

e) As garrisons in Muslim cities such as Arche and Neapolis (Nablus): Peter 

Tudebodus, Historia, 97; Baldric of Dole, Historia, 91, 105, var. 19; Gilo of Paris, 
“Historia Gilonis de via Hierosolymitana’’, RHC-Occ., V, 788. 
’ Histoire anonyme, lV, 11, p. 62. The author seems to be suggesting a measure of 

cooperation between the Publicani and the scouts sent by Raymond de Saint-Gilles 

to investigate the situation of Antioch in the fall of 1097, ‘““Venerunt itaque in vallem 

prope Antiochiam ad quoddam castrum Publicanorum illicque audierunt Turcos esse 

in civitate [Antiochia] eamque fortiter defendere preparabant”. Peter Tudebodus, 

Historia, 33, and Henry of Huntington, De captione, 383-384, are non-commital, but 
Robert the Monk, Historia, 770, shows that the garrison was hostile to the scouts, 

“Perrexerunt igitur usque ad castrum Publicanorum, eoque sibi subjugato...”. This 
point of view is supported by the Anonymus Rhenanus, ‘‘Historia et gesta ducis 

Gotfridi’”, RHC-Occ., V, 458. This antagonism is far more characteristic of the 
attitude of the Paulicians toward the Crusaders. 
8 Histoire anonyme, III, 9, pp..48 and 110-111, “Erat autem numerus Turcorum, Persa- 

rum, Publicanorum, Sarracenorum, Angulanorum aliorumque paganorum...”; also 
Baldric of Dole, Historia, 54, “‘... Turcos, Publicanos... et plurimas alias gentilium 
nationes...’’; Peter Tudebodus, Historia, 26, 55, 59; Stephen of Chartres, Epistola, 

888; Robert the Monk, Historia, 808; Albert of Aix, Historia, 490, 497; et al. 

® The earlier chroniclers do not mention the name of the heretics found near Pelagonia, 

Histoire anonyme, I, 4, p. 22, “Egressi de Castoria, intravimus Palagoniam [sic] in qua 

erat quoddam hereticorum castrum, quod undique aggressi sumus, moxque nostro suc- 

cubuit imperio; accenso itaque igne, combussimus castrum cum habitatoribus suis”. 
Also Peter Tudebodus, Historia, 16, and Robert the Monk, Historia, 745. William of 
Tyre, however, identifies the heretics as Publicani, P. Paris ed., Guillaume de Tyr et ses 
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period of the First Crusade no more is heard of the Paulicians in Syria- 

Palestine, and William of Tyre can already use the name Publicanus as a 

general name for a heretic.!° In the Balkans they are still known to 

Villehardouin early in the thirteenth century, but he presents them as 

traitors rather than heretics." 

In western Europe, particularly in northern France and England, the 

name of Publicani was given to heretics from the twelfth century onward.? 

The background of these heretics is obscure,!? though Evervinus of Stein- 

feld says that in 1146 heretics at Cologne confessed that their doctrine 

was ancient and had lingered in Greece.4* Occasionally we find the 

continuateurs (Paris, 1879), 1, 72, “Aprés il [Bohemond and his army] vindrent en la 

terre de Pelagoine... puis oirent dire que prés de la avoit un chastel mout fort, ot 
tuit li popelicain de la terre fesoient recet, por la force du lieu; ne n’avoit iluec se teus 
genz non mescréanz”. William may be using the term “‘Publicani” as a general term 
of abuse (see n. 10). However, we know that Paulicians were still to be found in the 

area in the thirteenth century (see n. 11). 
10° Guillaume de Tyr, Il, 420-421, “... car bien avoit Vc anz passez que uns popeliquans 

fu qui avoit non [sic] Marons: de cestui estoient-il apelé Maronique, porce qu’il le 
sivoient en sa mescréandise”. 
11 Villehardouin, La Conquéte de Constantinople, ed. E. Faral (Paris, 1939), LU, 

210-212. This account of the attempt made by the Paulicians of Philippopolis to 
betray the city to the Bulgar Tsar Johanitza or Kalojan, their subsequent punishment 
by the Latin lord of Philippopolis, Renier de Trit, and the eventual surrender of the 
city to the Bulgars treats the entire episode on a purely political basis without any 
overtones of heterodoxy. 
12 Historia Miscella, 158; “Historia Vizeliacensis monasterii’’, in d’Achéry, Spicile- 
gium veterum aliquot scriptorum, Il, ed. de la Barre (Paris, 1723), 560; Louis VII, 
“Epistola CCCLVIIIad Papam Pascalem”, in Duchesne, Historiae Francorum Scriptores, 
IV (Paris, 1641), 729; Lateran Council of 1179, Mansi, XXII, 232; Alberic the Monk, 

“Chronicon’’, MGHS, XXIII (Hanover, 1874), 878; Robert of Auxerre, ‘““Chronicon’’, 

RGFS, XVIII (Paris, 1897), 249-250, 262; William of Newbridge, “Libri quinque de 

rebus Anglicis’’, RGFS, XIII (Paris, 1869), 108; Radulph Coggeshale, ‘““Chronico 
Anglicano”’, RGFS, XVIII, 59, 92; Matthew of Paris, Chronica Majora, ed. H. R. 

Luard (London, 1878), II, 375; William Brito, “‘Philippidos”’, in Duchesne, Scriptores, 
V, 102; Stephen Bellavilla, ““De septem donis Spiritus Sancti’’, in d’Argentré, Collectio 
judiciorum de novis erroribus (Paris, 1724), I, 90; “Roman de Chantepleure”, in Ducange, 
Glossarium, V, 350. 

18 William of Newbridge, Libri quinque, 108, “‘... incerto auctore habentes’’. An 

unknown origin is likewise ascribed to the heretics at Orléans in 1022; see Peter Vivi 

Senonis, ““Chronicon’”’, in d’Achéry, Spicilegium, I, 474, “Sub ipso tempore exorta est 
magna haeresis nova et inaudita in urbe Aurelianensi”. The same is true in Milan 
in 1040; see Landulph Senior, “‘Medioalensis Historia”, RIS, IV, 2, new ed. (Bologna, 
1942), 67, “*...quandam haeresim inauditam...”. These last two heresies are not 
specifically identified with the Publicani by the contemporary sources, though this is 
done by Ducange, Glossarium, V, 350. 

4 Evervinus of Steinfeld, “Epistola ad S. Bernardum de haereticis sui temporis’’, 
PL, CLXXXII (1879), 679, “hanc haeresim usque ad haec tempora occultatam fuisse 
a temporibus martyrum, et permanisse in Graecia, et quibusdam aliis terris”. The 
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Publicani identified with the Cathari or Albigensians of southern France. 
In the sources, the Paulicians are seldom called Manichaeans;!6 they 
must, however, have been so considered by analogy with the Cathari, 
against whom this accusation is made.17 Thus we find, as early as the 
thirteenth century, the opinion widespread among western authors that 
the Oriental Paulicians or Publicani were the probable ancestors of 
western Manichaean sects. The entire study of the Paulician heresy, as 
a result, has developed in the light of its position as the transmitter of 
Manichaean dualism to the West, rather than as an independent inves- 

tigation of its particular characteristics.18 
With the publication early in the seventeenth century of the polemical 

work of Peter of Sicily against the sect, the Paulicians became a subject 

for historical research.1® Yet this work does not seem to have been familiar 

to Ducange, who presented the Paulicians as Manichaeans and the an- 

cestors of French heretics,?° though it had been used by Baronius in his 

heretics of southern France, the Cathari or Albigensians, with whom the Publicani 

were often identified (see n. 16), were often traced to a Bulgarian origin by their 

contemporaries; see Robert of Auxerre, Chronicon, 274; Matthew of Paris, Chronica 

Majora, 78; Rainier Sacchoni, “Summa de Catharis et Leonistis seu Pauperibus”, in 

Marténe et Durand, TNA, V, 1767-1768, et al. 

15 Lateran Council of 1179, Mansi, XXII, 232; Robert of Auxerre, Chronicon, 249-250; 

William of Newbridge, Libri quinque, 108; et al. 

16 Louis VII, Epistola, 729, “‘Archiepiscopus Remensis H. frater meus nuper in 

Flandriam Terram profectus, ibi invenit homines depravatos, erroris pessimi sectatores 

in Manichaeorum lapsos haeresim, qui vulgo Populicani vocantur”. Also Stephen 

Bellavilla, De septem donis, 90; Alberic the Monk, Chronicon, 945. 

17 Eckbert of Schénau, “‘Sermones contra Catharos’’, PL, CXCV (1855), 16, et 

passim; Moneta of Cremona, Adversus Catharos et Valdenses, ed. T. Ricchini (Rome, 

1743), et al. 

18 The concern of this study is only with the Oriental Paulicians to the exclusion of 

any considerations of their possible survival in the Balkans or western Europe. 

19 M. Rader ed., Petri Siculi Historia Manichaeorum (Iingolstadt, 1604). Only the 

History of Peter of Sicily was edited by Rader, and not the Sermons following it, which 

were first published by A. Mai, Nova patrum bibliotheca (Rome, 1847), IV, 3, 1-79. 
20 Ducange, “Observations sur l’histoire de Geoffroi de Ville-hardouhin”, Corpus 

Byzantinae storicae, XXVIII, 342, does not list Peter of Sicily among his sources. In the 
Glossarium, V, 350, which was published some twenty years later, the mention of Paul 
and John as the originators of the Paulician sect may well be a reference to Peter of 
Sicily, History, Chapters XXI and XXIII, PG, CIV, 1273/4-1275/6. This added source 
would explain the change in point of view from the suggestion of a doubt in the 
Observations, 342, “Or quoy que les hérétiques Pauliciens soient différens des Mani- 
cheans [sic] ... ils sont ordinairement reconnus dans les autheurs sous le nom de Mani- 

cheans”’, to the categorical identification of the Paulicians as Manichaeans in the 
Glossarium, V, 350. Here not only does Ducange consider the Paulicians to have been 

Manichaeans, but he identifies them with the Publicani, and derives the heretics of 

Orléans and the Waldensians from them. 
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Ecclesiastical Annals.21_ Maimbourg, basing himself on Peter of Sicily 

and the Byzantine chroniclers, Cedrenus and Zonaras, included in his 

History of Iconoclasm a note on the persecutions of Paulicians in the 

Byzantine Empire during the ninth century. These Paulicians, he noted, 

were not only Manichaeans, but Iconoclasts. This additional characteris- 

tic was the cause of their persecution by the Empress Theodora after the 

re-establishment of Orthodoxy at Constantinople in 843.72 More im- 

portantly, Bossuet, in his history of the Protestant sects,”* also followed 

Peter of Sicily and firmly established the thesis that the Paulicians were 

both Manichaeans and the transmitters of this doctrine to western 

Europe, through their settlement in the Balkans.** This thesis, which was 

to have much weight among scholars, appears in the works of Bayle,”® 

Fleury,?6 Wolf,?” Ricchini,2* Muratori,?® and Le Beau.®° The insistence 

of Catholic authors on the heretical and specifically Manichaean char- 

acter of the Paulicians resulted in part from the claim of Waldensian and 

21 C. Baronius, Annales Ecclesiastici (Lucca, 1742-1744), XI, 459-462; XII, 76, 

298-299, 628-629; XIII, 489-490; XIV, 313-314; XV, 223, 232 (editio princeps, 1588- 
1607). This is an historical account drawn mainly from Peter of Sicily. The Paulicians 

are invariably characterized as Manichaeans. 

22 L. Maimbourg, Histoire de ’hérésie des Iconoclastes (Paris, 1686), 480-482. 

°3 J. B. Bossuet, ““Histoire des variations des églises protestantes’’, Oeuvres, IV (Paris, 
1852), 172-174 (editio princeps, 1688). 

24 Tbid., 174. 
25 P. Bayle, ““Pauliciens”’, Dictionnaire historique, new ed. (Paris, 1820), XI, 476-509 

(editio princeps, 1695-1697). Almost all the material for Bayle’s article is taken from 
Bossuet. 

26 G. Fleury, Histoire ecclésiastique, new ed. (Paris, 1858), III, 223, 225-227, 229, 

243-244, 259, 319, 487-488,645 (editio princeps, 1720). In addition to Cedrenus and 

Zonaras, Fleury was acquainted with the chronicles of Theophanes Confessor and his 
Continuator, and with the life of the Emperor Basil I by Constantine Porphyrogenitus. 
Fleury’s historical information is far more extensive than that of any of his predecessors, 
but he does not alter their thesis of Paulician Manichaeanism and its influence on 

western Europe. See particularly III, 223, 225-227, 487-488, 645, IV, 640, 689. 

27 J. C. Wolf, Anecdota graeca sacra et profana (Hamburg, 1722-1724), 2 vols. The 
preface to the four polemical books against the Paulicians attributed to the Patriarch 

Photius, of which this is the first edition. 

*8 T. Ricchini, “Preface” to Moneta of Cremona, Adversus Catharos et Valdenses 
(Rome, 1743), xiv-xviii. 
29 L. A. Muratori, ‘“‘Dissertatio sexagesima, Quaenam haereses saeculis rudibus 
Italiam divexarint”’, Antiquitates Italicae Medii Aevi (Arezzo, 1777), XI, 436-444. 
8° Le Beau, Histoire du Bas-empire en commencant a Constantin le Grand (Maestricht, 
1780), XIV, 259-261, 265, 358; XV, 28-30, 88, 172-186; XVII, 569-571. Le Beau is 
acquainted with most of the chroniclers concerned with the Paulicians with the 
exception of George the Monk whose chronicle was not published until the following 
century. He is not interested in Paulician influence in the West, but he does not 
question the characterization of the sect as Manichaean. 
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other Protestant authors that the Paulicians were, by way of the Cathari, 
the original ancestors of the Waldensians in particular and of all the 
reformed churches in general. Such an assertion would naturally lead 
Protestant scholarship to the denial of the existence of any Manichaean 
doctrine among the Cathari and eventually among the Paulicians.*! 

Voltaire suggested that the name “‘Manichaean” was given inaccurately 
and pejoratively to all the opponents of the established Church, though 
he himself referred to the Paulicians persecuted by Theodora as Mani- 
chaeans.*” The first serious criticism of the identification of Paulicians 
with Manichaeans was to come from Mosheim.®* In his Institutes, 
Mosheim retained the thesis of Paulician influence on western Europe,*4 
but he pointed out that the Paulicians differed from the Manichaeans on 
a number of points,®° and that the two had been identified merely on the 

basis of a dualistic doctrine widespread in early heterodox Christianity.2* 

He came to the conclusion that the Paulicians were descended from one of 

the many Gnostic sects.” The Protestant point of view was probably 

31 J. Chassanion, Histoire des Albigeois (1595), 29 ff.; J. Perrin, Histoire des Vaudois 

et des Albigeois (Geneva, 1618), passim; J. Léger, Histoire générale des églises évangé- 

liques vaudoises (Leyden, 1669), I, 18, 126-131; II, 328; E. Gibbon, The History of the 

Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ed. J. B. Bury (London, 1902), VI, 111, 113, 125; 

F. Schmidt, Historia Paulicianorum Orientalium (Hafnia, 1826), 1-2, 68-74; J. K. L. 

Gieseler, “Untersuchungen tiber die Geschichte der Paulikianer’, Theologische 

Studien und Kritiken (Hamburg, 1829), Il, 80; Bossuet, Variations, and Fleury, Histoire, 

IV, 767, make a point of distinguishing between the Albigensians and the Waldensians. 

The tradition of the Paulicians as the ancestors of the Waldensians, however, was to 

persist as late as the nineteenth century; see A. Lombard, Pauliciens, Bulgares, et Bons- 

hommes en Orient et en Occident (Geneva, 1879), xviii-xix, 18-19, 271, etc. On this 

point see C. Schmidt, Histoire ... des Cathares ou Albigeois (Paris-Geneva, 1849), 267 ff. 
82 Voltaire, “Examen important de Milord Bolingbroke ou le tombeau du fanatisme, 

écrit sur la fin de 1736’, Oeuvres, XLIII, ed. M. Beuchot (Paris, 1831), 196-197. 

33 J. L. Mosheim, /nstitutes of Ecclesiastical History Ancient and Modern, trans. 
J. Murdock, 3rd ed. (New York, 1845-1849), 3 vols; G. Arnold, Unparteyische Kirchen 

und Ketzer Historien, new ed. (Schaffhausen, 1740), I, 331 (editio princeps, 1699), also 

questioned the Manichaean identification. I. de Beausorbe, Histoire critique de Mani- 

chée et du manichéisme (Amsterdam, 1734), I, 254, 262, criticized the accuracy of 
Peter of Sicily, Photius and Euthymius Zigabenus in their accusations against the 
Manichaeans and the Bogomils. He apparently left a manuscript study of the Paulici- 
ans, but this was never published, ibid., I, ‘““Preface”, 5, and 262; C. Schmidt, Histoire, 

II, 268 n. 2. 
34 Mosheim, Institutes, II, 135-136, 465. 

35 Jbid., 103-104, “‘... it is certain that they were not genuine Manichaeans, although 

they might hold some doctrines bearing a resemblance to those of that sect’’. 

36 Jbid., 103. 
37 Ibid., 104, and 104, n. 12. The tendency to minimize the heretical aspect of 

Paulicianism is found here too, “‘... we discover, as to most of their doctrines, that they 
had in several respects more correct ideas of religion, of religious worship, and of 
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best presented by Gibbon. Following the thesis of Mosheim quite closely, 

Gibbon pointed out that the Paulicians had rejected all identification with 

Mani and his doctrine, and therefore he, too, considered them a Gnostic 

sect, though he admitted the presence of Manichaean elementsamongthem. 

In his opinion the sectarians, in their insistence upon the Scriptures and 

their rejection of images, personified the opposition to the superstitions 

of the Church, and as such were worthy precursors of the Reformation.*® 

The first important monograph on the Paulicians was published by 

Gieseler in 1829.39 In addition to characterization of the doctrine and 

establishment of a systematic history and chronology of the sect,?° 

Gieseler gave the first criticism of the existing sources. He pointed out 

church government than the prevailing churches of that day had; and that they drew 
on themselves persecution, by their dislike of images, and by their opposition to the 
hierarchy, more than by their other religious opinions’’. 

38 Gibbon, Decline and Fall, VI, 111-115, 124-125. “The visible assemblies of the 
Paulicians or Albigeois were extirpated by fire and sword; and the bleeding remnants 

escaped by flight, concealment, or catholic conformity. But the invincible spirit which 
they had kindled still lived and breathed in the Western world. In the state, in the 
church, and even in the cloister, a latent succession was preserved of the disciples of 

St. Paul; who protested against the tyranny of Rome, embraced the Bible as the rule 

of faith, and purified their creed from all the visions of the Gnostic theology. The 
struggles of Wickliff in England, of Huss in Bohemia were premature and ineffectual; 
but the names of Zuinglius, Luther, and Calvin are pronounced with gratitude as the 
deliverers of nations’’ (125). Gibbon was also the first to consider the possible means 
for the transmission of the Paulician doctrine to the West. He suggested: 1) pilgrims 
passing through the Balkans on their return from Jerusalem; 2) Eastern traders in 

Venice; 3) Paulician contingents in the Byzantine provinces in Italy, ibid., 123. Peter 

de Marca, Histoire de Béarn (Paris, 1640), VIII, xiv, 728, had suggested that the 

Paulicians had joined the French armies returning from Palestine by way of Bulgaria 
and so reached France, but he gave no proof of this hypothesis. 

It is interesting that recent Soviet historians have returned to the thesis that the 
Paulicians, rejecting the corruption of the Medieval Church, turned back to the 

tradition of the early Christian communities. This thesis, however, is based on social 

and economic and not on theological grounds. See, for instance, K. Iuzbashian, 

“Toward the History of the Paulician Movement in Byzantium in the IX Century’’, 
Problems of the History of Religion and Atheism, {V (1956), 269-270. 
39 Gieseler, ““Untersuchungen”. Two earlier monographs on the Paulicians exist: 
1) F. Schmidt, Historia Paulicianorum Orientalium (Hafnia, 1826), and 2) J. Engelhardt, 

“Die Paulikianer. Eine kirchenhistorische Abhandlung”, Neues kritisches Journal 
der theologischen Litteratur (Sulzbach, 1827), VII, 3-33, 129-165. Schmidt, however, 

merely gave an account of Paulician history and dogma from the attempted reconciliation 

of Peter of Sicily, Photius, and Cedrenus. The study of Engelhardt, though more critical 

and thorough than that of Schmidt, was immediately superseded by that of Gieseler. 
40 Gieseler, ““Untersuchungen”’, 87-101, 114-120. 

41 Ibid., 80, 82-86, et passim. Gieseler was to give a new edition of Peter of Sicily, 

Petri Siculi Historia Manichaeorum seu Paulicianorum (Gottingen, 1846), as well as of 
the polemical author known as Peter the Higumen, Métpov éAayiotov povayod 
‘Hyovpévon nepi Tlavdiciavav tév Kai Mavixaiov (Gottingen, 1849). 
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that the history of the sect could not safely be traced back further than 
the middle of the seventh century, and rejected the early or Manichaean 
phase of Paulicianism as a fable invented by Orthodox polemicists.42 
Developing the theory of Mosheim and Gibbon, he concluded that the 
Paulicians were the descendants of a dualistic sect reformed to bring it 
into closer accord with primitive Christianity, but that they were unable 
to free themselves entirely from their Gnostic antecedents.4* Through a 
study of the doctrine of the Paulicians, he further concluded that its closest 

analogy lay inthe early Christian heresy of the Marcionites whose anti-Ju- 

daistic, Pauline attitude he found reflected in the later Paulician tradition. 
By the middle of the nineteenth century the general theory was, there- 

fore, that the Paulicians had held a non-Manichaean but dualistic Gnostic 

doctrine containing many elements of primitive Christianity which had 

been transmitted to anti-Catholic groups in western Europe.*® All of the 

studies were concerned exclusively with the Paulicians within the Byzan- 

tine Empire; they were based on the polemical works of Peter of Sicily 

and the Patriarch Photius, as well as on the notices found in the works of 

the Greek chroniclers.*® Two additional factors were to complicate the 

study of Paulicianism in more recent times. 

Some Armenian documents concerning the Paulicians had been known 

from the end of the eighteenth century, but had been useless to western 

scholars because of language difficulty. These had been discussed by 

42 Gieseler, ‘“Untersuchungen’’, 81-86. 
43 Ibid., 81, 83, 87, 102, 107-108. 
44 Ibid., 103-111. Gieseler emphasizes the Paulician reverence for St. Paul and their 
rejection of the Old Testament. He identifies this as part of the Marcionite tradition, 

ibid., 83, 104-105, 108-109. 
45 C. Schmidt, Histoire des Cathares. Schmidt attempted to demonstrate the absence 
of any relation between the Cathari and the earlier dualistic sects, “‘Preface’’, iv-v, H, 

252-271, et passim; he did not, however, question the dualistic character of the Pauli- 

cians, I, 12; Uf, 261-262. H. Finlay, A History of Greece from the Conquest by the 

Romans to the Present Time, B.C. 146 to A.D. 1864, new ed., ed. H. F. Tozer (Oxford, 

1877), Ii, 243-244. Finlay comes to no particular conclusions about the Paulicians, 
but he is inclined to believe in their early Christian character. Lombard, Pauliciens, 

12-21. The work of Lombard tends to be polemical and unscholarly. At best it repro- 

duces the conclusions of Gieseler. 
46 The work attributed to Peter the Higumen had been published by Gieseler (see 
n. 41). Two additional sources on the Greek Paulicians were available in this period: 

1) an abjuration formula published by Tollius, Insignia itinerarii Italici (1696), 126 ff., 

reprinted in PG, I, 1461/2-1471/2 (known to Gieseler); 2) Euthymius Zigabenus, 
Panoplia Dogmatica, first published in Latin translation by P. F. Zinus (Venice, 1555), 

and in Greek by the Monk Mitrophanes (Tergovist, 1710). The works of Photius and 
in particular those of Peter of Sicily remained, however, the principal if not the only 

sources up to this period. 
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Michael Caméean, who had included some information on the history 

and doctrine of the Armenian Paulicians and T‘ondrakeci in his History 

of the Armenians, published in Venice in 1784.4” Caméean considered 

these sectarians to have been Manichaeans. In 1834 one of the main 

polemical sources against the Armenian Paulicians, the work of the 

Kat‘otikos John of Ojun, was also published in Venice, together with a 

Latin translation.48 These works were familiar to Neander*® and particu- 

larly to Déllinger,®° and the Armenian material in general was extensively 

studied by Sargisean and Ter Mkrttschian.*! This additional material 

was not, however, to lead any of these scholars to any appreciable modifi- 

cation of the existing theories.*? 

Toward the end of the preceding century and in the first years of our 

own, a number of additional sources on the Paulicians were published. 

Furthermore, the validity of both the basic Greek sources, Peter of 

47 M. Caméean (Tchamtchian), History of the Armenians from the Creation of the 

World to A.D. 1784 according to the Accounts of all the Sources, 3 vols (Venice, 1784- 
1786), I, 765-68; I, 356-357, 386-388, 395, 884-895. Caméean was acquainted with the 

Greek chroniclers as well as with the work of Peter of Sicily, though apparently not 

at first hand, ibid., I, 767-768. 
48 John of Ojun, Domini Johannis Philosophi Otzniensis Armeniorum Catholici, 
Opera, ed. J. B. Aucher (Venice, 1834). F. Windischmann, “Mittheilungen aus der 
armenischen Kirchengeschichte’’, Tiibingen theologische Quartalschrift (1835), gives a 
discussion of this work. 
49 A. Neander, Allgemeine Geschichte der christlichen Religion und Kirche (Hamburg, 
1836), IV, 450-453. Neander was acquainted with the work of Caméean through a 

translation given to him by Petermann, ibid., 451, nn. 1, 3. He does not seem to have 

known the work of John of Ojun or the article of Windischmann. 

50 J. von Dollinger, Beitrdge zur Sektengeschichte des Mittelalters I—Geschichte der 

gnostisch-manichdischen Sekten im friiheren Mittelalters (Munich, 1890), 1-31, 54, 58-59, 
113-116, 123, 127, 129-131. Déllinger was also acquainted with the work of Caméean 

at second hand, but he devoted a chapter to the work of John of Ojun, ibid., 24-31. 

He was of the opinion that the Paulicians might be related to the sect of the Archontics 
as well as to the Marcionites, ibid., 2-3, but he does not otherwise seriously modify 

the thesis of Gieseler. 
51 B. Sargisean, Research on the Manichaeo-Paulician Sect of the T‘ondrakians 

(Venice, 1893). K. Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer im byzantinischen Kaiserreiche und 

verwandte ketzerische Erscheinungen in Armenien (Leipzig, 1893). Some of Ter 

Mkrttschian’s conclusions seem unfounded, but H. Grégoire’s condemnation of the 
work as “‘un livre faux d’un bout a l’autre”’, seems unduly harsh, H. Grégoire, ““Autour 
des Pauliciens”, Byzantion, XI (1936), 610. Much of Ter Mkrttschian’s material is of 

primary importance, and he made some of the Armenian sources available to western 

scholars for the first time; see, Die Paulikianer, Appendices, 129 ff. 

52 Although Ter Mkrttschian criticized and rejected part of the Greek sources (see 

n. 54), he too accepted the thesis of the Marcionite origin of Paulicianism, ibid., 106-111, 
though he also suggested a relation to the Messalians, ibid., 42-49, 62-63, 84, 89, 111. 

63 a) George the Monk, Chronicon, ed. E. Muralt (St. Petersburg, 1859). This is the 

first complete edition of the chronicle and of its continuation. It contains the chapter 
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Sicily and the Patriarch Photius, was attacked by Ter Mkrttschian.*4 

Consequently the majority of recent works on the Paulicians have devoted 

themselves primarily to the establishment of the validity and sequence of 

the Greek sources.*® No definitive conclusions on this subject have been 

reached up to now. Nevertheless, the general opinion at present remains 

that the Paulicians were a non-Manichaean but clearly Gnostic sect 

probably most closely related to the Marcionites.*° 

Two other theories give a different interpretation of Paulicianism. One 

relating to the Paulicians omitted in CSHB, XXXII (Bonn, 1838). The Muralt 
edition was reprinted by Migne, PG, CX (1863). A better edition was brought out by 

C. de Boor, Georgii Monachi Chronicon (Leipzig, 1904), 2 vols. 
b) J. Friedrich ed., ““Der urspriingliche bei Georgios Monachos nur theilweise 

erhaltene Bericht tiber die Paulikianer”, Sitzungsberichte der philosophisch-philologischen 
und der historischen Classe der K.B. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Miinchen (1896), 67- 
111. This is the publication of the chapter concerning the Paulicians in the Codex 

Scorialensis, and it differs radically from the version of de Boor (see my Chapter I). 
c) G. Ficker ed., “Eine Sammlung von Abschwo6rungsformeln”’, Zeitschrift fiir 

Kirchengeschichte, XX VII (Gotha, 1906), 443-464. This contains an abjuration formula 

different from the one published by Tollius and Migne (see n. 46). 
d) N. M. Petrovskii ed., “Letter of the Patriarch of Constantinople Theophylactus 

to the Tsar of Bulgaria Peter’, JAN, XVIII, 3 (1913), 356-372. 

e) A number of Armenian sources referring to the Paulicians were translated by Ter 
Mkrttschian and Conybeare (see nn. 51, 59). Also new manuscript evidence from 

Armenia was published by Miaban (G. Ter Mkrttschian), ‘““The Book of Heretics’’, 

Ararat (Feb., 1892). 
54 K. Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 3-4, 9-14, 127 accepted as genuine the first 

part of the first book of Photius, but rejected the rest as well as all of Peter of Sicily 
as twelfth-century forgeries. These conclusions were, however, not accepted. 

55 K. Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 2-14, 28, 127, et passim. J. Friedrich, “Der 

urspriingliche Bericht’”’, 67-69, 81 ff. C. de Boor, “Der Bericht des Georgios Monachos 

tiber die Paulikianer’”’, BZ, VII (1900), 39-49. J. B. Bury, ‘“‘Appendix 6”, in Gibbon, 

Decline and Fall, V1, 540-543. K. R. Moeller, De Photii Petrique Siculi libris contra 

Manichaeos scriptis (Bonn, 1910). H. Grégoire, “Les Sources de l’histoire des Pauli- 

ciens. Pierre de Sicile est authentique et ‘Photius’ est un faux’, ARB-BL, XXII, 5e 

série (1936), 95-114. Grégoire, “Sur l’histoire des Pauliciens”’, ibid., 224-226. Grégoire, 

“‘Autour des Pauliciens”, Byzantion, XI (1936), 610-614 (hereafter, ‘“Pauliciens’’). 

Grégoire, ‘‘Précisions géographiques et chronologiques sur les Pauliciens”, ARB-BL, 

XXXIII, Se série (1947), 289-295. F. Scheidweiler, “Paulikianerprobleme”, BZ, 

XLIII, 2 (1950), 10-39, 366-384. E. Lipshits, “Problems of the Paulician Movement 

in the Light of Contemporary Bourgeois Historiography”, VV, V (1952), 235-243. 

M. Loos, “‘Deux contributions 4 l’histoire des Pauliciens”’, Byzantinoslavica, XVU, 1 

(Prague, 1956), 19-57. Good résumés of the various conclusions presented in these 

works are to be found in Bury, “Appendix”, in Gibbon, Decline and Fall, V1, 540-543; 

Grégoire, “‘Sources’’, 95-101; and Loos, “Contributions I’’, 19 ff. See also J. Scharf, 

“Zur Echtheitsfrage der Manichderbiicher des Photius”, BZ, XLIV (1951), 487 ff. 

56 WV. Sharenkoff, A Study of Manichaeism in Bulgaria with Special Reference to the 

Bogomils (New York, 1927). H. Grégoire, “Sources”, 95-105. Grégoire, “Pour 

Phistoire des églises pauliciennes Koivoxoptov du Pont, Episparis en Pavdpouc”’, 

Orientalia Christiana Periodica, XIII (Rome, 1947), 509, 513 (hereafter, “‘Eglises’’). 
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is held by Soviet scholars. In 1947 the Central Committee of the Com- 

munist Party of the Armenian SSR set before Armenian scholars the 

problem of tracing the history of the class struggle and of revolts against 

foreign oppressors in Armenia.” As a result, basing themselves on Engels’ 

interpretation and generally neglecting the theological aspects of the 

heresy, Soviet scholars view the Paulician movement as a proletarian 

revolt against the oppression of a feudal nobility. In their opinion, this 

opposition expressed itself in theological terms, but these were intrinsi- 

cally of little importance. These studies show acquaintance with most 

of the Armenian material as well as the Greek sources, and their socio- 

logical interpretation may be valid within its limited sphere, though the 

arguments presented to support it have not been particularly convincing 

so far. Such an approach, however, is far too limited to give any com- 

prehensive insight into the real character of Paulicianism. In the realm of 

theology, Soviet scholarship still accepts the thesis of Paulician dualism.** 

Grégoire, ‘“‘Précisions’”’, 301. A. Dondaine, Un traité neo-manichéen du XIIUe siécle le 

liber de duobus principiis (Rome, 1939), 52, 56. T. Nersoyan, “The Paulicians”’, The 
Eastern Churches Quarterly, V, 12 (London, 1944), 403-412. H. C. Puech and A. 

Vaillant, Le Traité contre les Bogomiles de Cosmas le prétre (Paris, 1945), 305-306. 

311, 317-325. S. Runciman, The Medieval Manichee (Cambridge, 1948), 26-62. D, 

Obolensky, The Bogomils (Cambridge, 1948), 28-58. Scheidweiler, ‘“‘Paulikianer- 

probleme”’, 366 ff. H. Soderberg, La Religion des Cathares (Uppsala, 1949), 24-29, 33, 

52-53, 55, 103, 117-118, 120-121, 268, etc. 
The thesis of the Manichaean origin of the Paulicians seems to have been abandoned 

in favor of a Gnostic dualism, though Dondaine still gives the former serious con- 

sideration, Le liber de duobus principiis, 52, ““‘Les débuts du Paulicianisme sont mal 

connus; ses premiéres manifestations certaines ne remontent guére au dela du milieu 

du Vile siécle. Un lien historique avec le manichéisme n’a pu étre établi, cependant 

ses origines aux confins de l’Europe et de I’Asie ot les doctrines de Mani avaient encore 
de nombreux adeptes rendent la filiation des plus vraisemblable’’. 

In view of the recent enthusiasm for the Marcionite origin of the Paulicians, it will 

be well to remember that the authority on the Marcionites, A. Harnack, had doubts 

as to the resemblance of the two sects; see his Marcion, das Evangelium vom fremden 

Gott (Leipzig, 1921), 303-304, also 382-383. The relation of Paulicianism to Mani- 

chaeanism and Marcionitism had already been denied in the last century by I. V. 

Chel’tsov, “About the Paulicians”, Khristianskoie Chtenie (Christian Readings), 3-4 
(1877), 513-19. 
57S. Melik-Bashian, 7he Paulician Movement in Armenia, Russian edition (Moscow, 

1955), 12. 
°8 . Lipshits, “The Paulician Movement in Byzantium in the VII and the First 
Part of the [X Centuries”, VV, V (1952), 49-72. S. Melik-Bashian, The Paulician 

Movement in Armenia (Erevan, 1953). This work was received with severe criticism; 

see K. luzbashian, “Review”, Voprosy Istorii (1955, #1), 158-162. The Russian transla- 

tion appeared with some corrections in 1955, and all references to the work of Melik- 

Bashian in this study will be to the corrected Russian edition. A. G. Ioannisyan 

(Hovhannisyan), “The T‘ondrakian Movement in Armenia (IX-XI Centuries)”, 
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One other theory, insufficiently appreciated by most modern scholars, 
has been advanced as to the origin and nature of the Paulician heresy. 
Drawing extensively on the Armenian documents, some of which he 
published for the first time, F. C. Conybeare came to the conclusion that 
the Paulicians, far from being dualists, were the survivors of early Adop- 
tionist Christianity. That is to say, they believed that Jesus was born an 
ordinary creature and was adopted by God upon his baptism as a reward 
for virtue. In their eyes, therefore, he was not both God and man, but, 
on the contrary, the Son of God by grace and adoption rather than by 
nature.®? 

Voprosy Istorii, X (1954). A. Manatsakanyan, “On Some Major Problems of the 
T‘ondrakian Movement”, [ANA (1954, #3), 63 ff (unfortunately unobtainable at 
present). K. N. Iuzbashian, “On the History of the Paulician Movement in Byzantium 
in the IX Century”, Problems in the History of Religion and Atheism, 1V (Moscow, 
1956), 246-279. K. N. Iuzbashian, “The T‘ondrakian Movement in Armenia and the 
Paulicians”, IANA (1956, #9), 31-44. A. G. Ioannisyan, ‘““Smbat Zarehavanci, his 

Times and his Contemporaries”, Matenadaran Bulletin, I (Erivan, 1956), 7-30, 
H. Bart‘ikyan, “On the Problem of the Paulician Movement in the First Half of the 
Eighth Century”, VV, VHI (1956), 127-131. H. Bart‘ikyan, “Concerning the Evaluation 

of Certain Sources on the Paulician Movement”, JANA (1957, #6), 85-97. H. Bart‘i- 

kyan, “On the Organization of the Paulician Community”, Historico-philological 

Journal of the Academy of Sciences of the Armenian SSR (1958, #3), 183-187. 
Soviet scholars have benefited from a great deal of new manuscript material, but 

their lack of interest in theological matters has kept them from questioning the 
traditional interpretation of Paulicianism as a dualist heresy. As regards the socio- 
economic interpretation of the development of the sect, there is no doubt that Paulicians 

were found in the army of Thomas the Slav in the early ninth century (see my Chapter 
ID), but Thomas had gathered such a heterogeneous following during his rebellion 
that little can be deduced about the Paulicians from the mere fact of their presence in 
Thomas’ army, which is all that we know. Also, it does not seem safe to argue that 

the Paulicians were proselytizing exclusively among the oppressed proletariat simply 

on the basis of their enemies accusation that they were ignorant folk. We shall see 

that members of the upper classes of society were also present in the sect. Finally, the 

Sconoclasm of the Paulicians need not be explained exclusively in terms of their 

opposition to the wealth and exploitative character of the monasteries. For these 

arguments, see, for example, Lipshits, ‘“‘Paulician Movement’’, 57-58, 64 ff., 67-72, etc. 

The theory of a lower-class origin for the Paulicians had already been suggested by 
Chel’tsov, “‘About the Paulicians’’, 495, 512, etc. 

59 F.C. Conybeare, “Introduction” to The Key of Truth, A Manual of the Paulician 
Church in Armenia (Oxford, 1898), xvii-cxcvi (hereafter K7-J). The publication of 

The Key of Truth provides the first document purporting to be by the heretics them- 

selves rather than being the work of their opponents. The theory of Conybeare as to 
the origin of the Paulicians has not, however, received the attention which it deserves, 

though Bury acknowledged that: ‘““There can be no doubt that Mr. Conybeare’s 

discovery brings us nearer to the true nature of Paulicianism’’, “Appendix 6”, in 
Gibbon, Decline and Fall, V1, 543. A number of scholars rejected Conybeare’s thesis 
as unfounded; see L. Mariés, ‘“‘Frederick Cornwallis Conybeare. Notice biographique 
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The foregoing divergent theories reveal a fundamental problem: the 

apparent contradiction of the Greek and Armenian sources. Most 

studies are not able to reconcile the two bodies of material, and therefore 

reject or disregard part of the evidence. Furthermore, they are led astray 

by the assumption that Paulician doctrine showed no geographical or 

chronological variations, but remained static throughout the history of 

the sect.°° 

The purpose of this study is first to re-evaluate all the available material 

on the subject of the Paulicians; second to present the history of the 

Paulician movement, both in Armenia and the eastern provinces of the 

Byzantine Empire; third to study the evolution of Paulician theology; 

and finally, by resolving some of the difficulties and contradictions of the 

subject and tracing the origin and nature of Paulicianism, to attempt a 

synthesis of the evidence. 

et bibliographie critique”, REA, VI, 2 (1926), 247-251. While it is quite true that 
Conybeare’s enthusiasm carries him too far on a number of occasions, his critics, 

often insufficiently acquainted with the Armenian sources, were not able to appreciate 

at its true value a thesis which broke so sharply with the prevailing Manichaeo-Gnostic 

Paulician interpretation of the period. See my Chapter V for a discussion of Adop- 

tionism and of Conybeare’s thesis. 

60 One more interesting exception to this point of view is to be found in the work of 
Chel’tsov, “‘About the Paulicians”. He is of the opinion that the Paulicians were never 
dualists of any denomination (see n. 56), and believes that the sect grew from the 
widening of the gap between the clergy and the laity in the Empire during the seventh 
century (527-528). During the first century of its existence the sect showed no signs 

of heterodoxy, according to him, but was merely a gathering for the reading and 

expounding of the Scriptures (495-502). It was only with the leadership of Sergius in 
the early ninth century that this gathering became a definite sect (503). After Sergius’ 

reform the Paulician movement, though heretical, was merely anti-clerical. This 

opposition to the clergy and to the usages of the Church led the sectarians eventually 
deeper into heresy and resulted in their rejection of the Orthodox sacraments (519 ff). 
Although Chel’tsov did not possess the Armenian material nor some of the Greek 
sources (he does not mention George the Monk or the Adjuration formulae), and 

although he made a number of mistakes and presented unsupported conclusions, his 
theory of a non-dualistic sect showing a marked evolution in character and a major 
reform in the time of Sergius, is most interesting. Insofar as I know, it has never been 
considered by western scholars. 
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The Greek sources which relate to the Paulicians present an extremely 

complex problem. The interpretation of these sources has caused much 

confusion and misunderstanding. Hence another analysis of these Greek 

works seems not only defensible but imperative at this point. We no 

longer possess a single document in Greek which can be ascribed to the 

Paulicians themselves. All of our information must be drawn from the 

works of their opponents. What sources we actually possess can be divided 

into the following categories: 

1) Official documents and letters; 

2) References to the Paulicians in the works of the Byzantine historians; 

3) Occasional references in other works not directly concerned with 

the heresy; 

4) Polemical works of various types aimed specifically at the sec- 

tarians. Each category must be considered in turn. 

We possess no official Byzantine documents concerned directly with 

the Paulicians. They are not mentioned by name in any of the imperial 

constitutions, nor in the patriarchal and conciliar decrees.1 However, a 

few religious documents have survived: two Abjuration Formulae for 

heretics returning to the Orthodox Church;? some Letters of the Patriarch 

1 The references to the Manichaeans in the imperial documents will be discussed 
elsewhere, together with the subject to which they pertain. The official documents 
never associate the Paulicians with the Manichaeans. 
2 a) Tepi tot n> xpi tov and Havaikiavov mpooepxonevov avabepatiCew tHhv 
aipeoivy tv TavAixiaviotév, Codex Scorialensis R I 15, fols. 88a-90b, in Ficker, 
Abschwérungsformeln, 453-455 (hereafter Paulician Formula). 

b) “Quomodo haeresim suam scriptis oporteat anathematizare eos qui e Manichaeis 
accedunt ad Sanctam Dei catholicam et apostolicam Ecclesiam”, Codex Regius 1818 = 
Parisinus 1362 in Clement I, “Appendix monumentorum III, dubia”, PG, I (1857), 
1461/2-1471/2. Also Codex Scorialensis R115, fols. 66b-72b. This version hardly varies 

from the one published by Migne to which I shall refer. See Ficker, Abschworungs- 
formeln, 445-446, and 445, n. 5, 446, n. 5 (hereafter Manichaean Formula). 
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Photius (858-867, 877-886) ;3 and one Letter of the Patriarch Theophylactus 

Lecapenus (933-956) to his nephew by marriage, Peter, Tsar of Bulgaria, 

who had apparently complained of the presence of heretics in his realm.* 

The Paulician Formula is a brief document consisting of eighteen 

anathemas to be pronounced by the abjuring heretic, followed by an 

indication of the ritual to be used in receiving him back into the Orthodox 

community. This formula contains a good deal of material on the doc- 

trine and practice of the Paulicians, but almost no historical information. 

Despite its brevity, this is an important and useful document. It may be 

dated toward the middle of the ninth century by means of a comparison 

of its historical content and the doctrines anathematized in it with some 

of the other material which we possess from this period.® 

The second formula is ostensibly devoted to Manichaeans, although it 

is evident that parts of it, at least, refer to the Paulicians.* The character 

of this document is very different from that of the Paulician Formula. 

Apparently concerned with completeness rather than coherence, the 

Manichaean Formula anathematizes, pell-mell, Mani, his disciples, doc- 

trines and books, the Paulician leaders, Manichaean feasts, and Paulician 

beliefs and customs.’ Brinkmann§ and Ficker® long since observed that 

we are dealing here with a composite document drawn from a number of 

sources. The Manichaean Formula actually appears to be a confused com- 

bination of an earlier formula concerned exclusively with Manichaeans?° 

® Photius Patriarcha, ““Encyclica epistola ad archiepiscopales thronos per Orientem 
obtinentes, Epistolarum liber primus’, PG, CII (1860), Epistola XIII,721/2. 

“Epistolarum liber tertius’”’, ibid., Epistolae I, IX, XIX, XXVI, 927/8, 933/4, 941/2, 

945/6. 

* Codex Ambrosianus 270 E 9 sup., fols. 171v-173r, early fourteenth century. 

Theophylactus Patriarcha, Letter, 361-368. V. Grumel ed., Les Régestes des actes du 

patriarcat de Constantinople, I, 2 (1936), #789, 223-224. On the relation of Tsar 

Peter to Theophylactus, see Obolensky, Bogomils, 111-112, and 112, n. 1. 

° Seen. 96 and Chapter IV. The tentative suggestion made by Ficker, Abschwérungs- 

formeln, 461-464, that the date of this formula should be shifted from the ninth to the 
eleventh century on the ground of the similarity between the doctrine described in it 
and that of the Bogomils, is not warranted. The evidence both internal and external 
points to the ninth century. 

* The names of the Paulician leaders and churches are listed, Manichaean Formula, 
1467/8, but the word Paulician is never used; all the references are to ‘“Manichaeans”’. 
* The references to the Paulicians occur mostly in the latter part of the formula, 
ibid., 1467/8-1471/2. 
8 A. Brinkmann, ‘Die Theosophie des Aristokritos”, Rheiniches Museum fiir 
Philologie, Neue Folge, LI (1896), 273, 275. 

®  Ficker, Abschwérungsformeln, 446, 448. 

ro ““Onws Set dvabepatilery éyypagac todc and Maviyaiov mpooepxyopévous th 
ayia tod Osob "ExxAnoia”’, Codex Barberinus Graecus 336, ninth century at the latest, in 
PG, C (1860), 1321/2-1323/4. Also in Ficker, Abschwérungsformeln, 446-448. This for- 
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and the Paulician Formula already described. Several anathemas of the 
latter are repeated, together with the ritual for the reception of the re- 
canting heretic back into the Church." To these sources may be added 
some material drawn from another work, probably the History attributed 
to the Patriarch Photius.? 

The inclusion of the Manichaean Formula in such collections of abjura- 

tion formulae as those found in the Codex Scorialensis I R 15 and the 

Codex Regius 1818 implies that it was a document in actual use, though the 

confusion of its content and its contradictions undermine its practical 

value. On the other hand, the similarity long noted by scholars between 

the Manichaean Formula and such polemical works as the History 

attributed to the Patriarch Photius, which must be dated as late as the 

tenth century,!? suggests the possibility that this formula is merely a 

literary source. At best, this is a late and composite document, belonging 

to the middle of the tenth century, and must be used with the greatest 

caution. Its main value lies in the suggestion of a change in Paulician 

doctrine, a change inadvertently reflected in its internal contradictions." 

From the same period as the Manichaean Formula, we possess a Letter 

mula dates from the fifth century. I shall refer to the Ficker edition, which is more accu- 

rate than that of Migne, ibid., 446, and 444, n. 1. The Manichaean Formula with which 

we are concerned may not derive directly from this particular earlier formula, but merely 

from a similar one. Our formula is rather more elaborate if less precise than the 

earlier one. Our formula lists the figures of the Manichaean mythology such as Opifex, 

the AAons, the Virgin of Light, ete. Manichaean Formula, 1461/2; the prophets of the 

Old Testament rejected by the Manichaeans, ibid., 1463/4; and the names of the 

Manichaean scriptures, ibid., 1465/6. It also refers to such Manichaean doctrines as 

metempsychosis and the belief in extreme asceticism, ibid., omitted by the earlier 

formula. However, the anathemas of the Manichaean Formula, 1461/2-1463/4, 1465/6A, 
1465/6D-1467/8, bear on the identical points as those of the earlier formula whose 
order even seems to have been followed on a number of occasions, so that an intimate 
relation between the two formulae cannot be denied. Moeller, De /ibris, 60-61. 

11 The parallel between the Manichaean and Paulician Formulae is as close as the 
relation discussed in the preceding note: 

Paulician Formula Manichaean Formula 
Anathema IV, 453 Mary and the Saints 1469/70B 

Anathema V, 453 Christian fasts 1469/70B 
Anathema VI, 453 The Gospels 1469/70BC 
Anathema VII 453-454 Unnatural vices 1469/70C 

453-454 Ritual for the reception 1469/70D-1471/2 A, etc. 

of recanting heretics 

12 Moeller, De libris, 60-61; Brinkmann, “Die Theosophie’’, 273-275, et al. 

18 Brinkmann, “Die Theosophie”, 273-275, dated the Manichaean Formula in the 

ninth century, but solely on the basis of its dependence on the History attributed to 

the Patriarch Photius, which he considered authentic. For a discussion of Photius’ 

authenticity, see below. 

14 For the discussion of the alteration of the Paulician doctrine, see Chapter IV. 
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of the Patriarch Theophylactus Lecapenus. The authenticity of this docu- 

ment has never been questioned, and it must be dated between 940 and 

956.15 Runciman has expressed a rather low opinion of Theophylactus’ 

competence as a theologian.!* This Letter, however, presumably repre- 

sents the result of some research on the part of the Patriarch or his chan- 

cery, since it is the second missive sent from Constantinople to Bulgaria. 

Tsar Peter, in a lost Letter, had apparently complained that the advice 

given him in a earlier Letter from the Patriarch was insufficiently compre- 

hensive.1’? In the Letter which we possess, Theophylactus expresses the 

intention of satisfying the Tsar with a clearer reply, now that he has 

obtained additional information on the heretics.18 The importance of 

Theophylactus’ Letter is twofold. It is a practical document composed 

for a specific purpose, rather than a literary, theological discourse. 

Furthermore, the heretical doctrines described by Theophylactus provide 

us with a fixed point of comparison by which we may date other docu- 

ments. 

The Encyclical Letter for the Year 866 shows that the Patriarch Photius 

was concerned with the problem of the Paulicians and that his repressive 

measures against these heretics had met with a certain amount of suc- 

cess.1® The other Letters of the Patriarch are purely unofficial in character. 

15 Theophylactus was patriarch from February 2, 933, to February 27, 956, Grumel 

Régestes, 222. Obolensky, Bogomils, 112, observes that the fatherly tone of the Letter 

scarcely suits the beginning of this period, since Theophylactus, the fourth son of 

Romanus Lecapenus, was made patriarch at the age of sixteen. On the other hand, 

Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 68, thinks that this document cannot postdate 954, 
the year in which Theophylactus was incapacitated by the riding accident from the 
consequences of which he was to die two years later. In view of the tone of the Letter 

and of the fact that this was not the first such advice sent to Tsar Peter (see n. 17), 

I would be inclined to date this document very close to 950. 

16 Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 67. 

“ Grumel, Régestes, #788, 223. Theophylactus, Letter, 359-360, 362, “°Ensi 5& cou 

kai dn Epi thc veo~avots dvteypaon Kata ta EpwtnOévta aipgcewc, Kai vdv 
Tpavotepov te Kai dieCw@diKatEpov ypaoorEV NAALV Os ExeCHtNOac’’. 

8 Ibid., 362, “...teAe@tepov avapabdvtes &E Hudv tod Sd6yuatosg tO edyiotov. 

Tpagopev S& cage Ady@, youva tOEvtEs TA TPGyLATA, 514 A1TOV Ypappatov, Kabac 

HEimoac”’. Also Grumel, Régestes, 223. The similarity of the anathemas of Theo- 
phylactus and of the Paulician and Manichaean Formulae suggests that the latter 
documents were familiar to the patriarchal chancery if not still in current use. While 
the Letter of Theophylactus adds little to the Paulician doctrine such as we know it 
from the Abjuration Formulae, its great interest for us lies in the characterization of the 
heretics given by the Patriarch, and his advice as to the means to be employed in dealing 
with them (see Chapter V). 
%* Photius, “Epistularum liber primus, Epistula XIII”, PG, Cll, 721/2, “nartota o& 
Kata tHv BacirEevovoav NOAL, év 7 MOAAG OEod ovvepyeig, TOV avEeAriotav KaTopPI- 
Tat TOAAGI SE yYAWoou thy Tpotépav SiantvoduEVaL pWOUpPdTNTA, TOV KOLVOV 
andavtwv AGotnv, kai Anpiovpyov, pe6” hav dpvetv €6160x8noav’’. 
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They are written to a certain spatharios, John, who is addressed in one 
of them as John Chrysocheir, the name of the last Paulician leader in 
Anatolia known to the Byzantine sources.2° These Letters, in which Pho- 
tius writes to John as a personal acquaintance, are unfortunately very 
brief and none too explicit, but they indicate a relationship between the 
Patriarch and the last of the great Paulician leaders. 

The references to the Paulicians in the various Byzantine chronicles 
which form the second category of our sources are not very numerous, 
but they provide some of the most trustworthy historical information 
concerning this sect. The earliest mention of the Paulicians by name oc- 
curs in the Chronicle of Theophanes the Confessor, composed in the first 
years of the ninth century.” The next reference to the sect comes from 
the Chronicle of George the Monk in the Sixties of the same century.22 
The main reference to the Paulicians in this work presents a serious 

problem and will be discussed subsequently along with the polemical 

material. Of necessity, both of these sources treat the history of the 

Paulicians before the period of their political importance, which lies 

between ca. 843 and 872.23 The historical documents which cover the 

period of the established Paulician state date mainly from the middle 

of the tenth century. They are the Basileia of Genesius, written at the 

order of Constantine Porphyrogenitus,** and the so-called Continuator 

20 Photius, ““Epistolarum liber tertius”, ibid., 927/8, 933/4, 941/2, 945/6. “"Iadavvy 

ona8apid 7H Xpvooxépy”’, ibid., 933/4. These letters indicate that Photius’ admoni- 

tions did not always meet with the success of which he boasts in his Encyclical Letter. 

21 Theophanes, Chronographia, ed. C. de Boor, 2 vols. (Leipzig 1883-1884). Krum- 
bacher, Byzantinische Litteratur, 342, dated the work of Theophanes between 811/812 

(the death of Syncellus) and 814/815 (the emprisonment of Theophanes); so also Morav- 
csik, Byzantinoturcica, 333 ff. There is no mention of the Paulicians as such in the 

work of the Patriarch Nicephorus who died in 829. Nicephorus Patriarcha, “‘Brevia- 
rium historicum de rebus gestis post imperium Mauricii”, PG, C (1860), 875/6-993/4. 
Nicephorus refers to the shift of population from Armenia to Thrace in the reign of 

Constantine V, whence Theophanes derives the spread of Paulicianism, Chronographia 

I, 429, but he describes the emigrants as Armenians and Syrians without any suggestion 

of heterodoxy, Nicephorus, Breviarium, 975/6 B. 
22 Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, ed. C. de Boor (Leipzig, 1904), Il. Krumbacher, 

Byzantinische Litteratur, 352, and Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, 146, date this chronicle 

ca. 866-867. Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 30-31, says that there are no mentions 

of the Paulicians in George’s Chronicle outside of the polemical chapter devoted to 
them. This assertion, however, is inaccurate; cf. Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, 751. 
23 For the history of the Paulicians, see Chapter III. 
24 Genesius, “Regum”, CSHB, XXII, ed. C. Lachmann (Bonn, 1834). Krumbacher, 
Byzantinische Litteratur, 264, and Moravesik, Byzantinoturcica, 175 ff. Also A. A. 

Vasil’ev, Byzantium and the Arabs. The Political Relations of Byzantium and the Arabs 
During the Period of the Macedonian Dynasty (867-959), (St. Petersburg, 1902, in 

Russian), (hereafter Macedonian Dynasty). Vasil’ev is of the opinion that Genesius 
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of Theophanes,”* of which the fifth book, on Basil I, was considered by 

Krumbacher to be the work of Constantine Porphyrogenitus himself.” 

There is also a brief reference to the Paulicians in the same emperor’s 

work, On the Themes;2’ and in The Book of Ceremonies he gives a descrip- 

tion of Basil I’s triumphal entrance into Constantinople after the destruc- 

tion of the Paulician capital of Tephriké and the end of the Paulician 

War.?® Finally, we possess for this period the works of Leo Grammaticus 

and the Continuator of George the Monk, who is identified as Symeon, 

Magistros and Logothetes.?® These are the main historical sources on the 

Paulicians. The later works of Georgius Cedrenus®° and Zonaras*! repeat 

is a good and reliable source in general, ibid., 34, n. 1, though he criticises him for 
making Basil I the leader of the second campaign against the Paulicians, and for 
attributing the destruction of Tephriké to an earthquake. 
25 Theophanes Continuatus, ““Chronographia’’, CSHB, XXXII, ed. I. Bekker (Bonn, 

1838). 
26 Krumbacher, Byzantinische Litteratur, 253, ascribes the work to the period of 

Constantine’s sole rule, 945-959, as also does Moravesik, Byzantinoturcica, 340 ff. 
For the sake of convenience I shall continue to refer to the work as Theophanes 

Continuatus. Vasil’ev, Macedonian Dynasty, 41-43, points out that the fifth book of 

Theophanes Continuatus is a combination of the account of Genesius and an unknown 

source. He further points out that the two campaigns of Basil I against the Paulicians 

are combined to minimize the defeat which ended the first campaign. Thus the entire 
account is to be considered unreliable and used with the greatest caution. 
27 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, ‘““‘De Thematibus”, Studi e Testi 160, ed. Pertusi 

(Vatican City, 1952). Vasil’ev, Macedonian Dynasty, 34, n. 1, points out again the 

inaccuracy of Constantine who speaks of the Paulician leader Karbeas as still alive 

in the reign of Basil I when we know that he died in 863 under Michael III, ibid., 25. 

28 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, ‘““‘De ceremoniis aulae Byzantinae”’, CSHB, XI, ed. 

J. Reisk (Bonn, 1829), 498-503. Vasil’ev, Macedonian Dynasty, 34-37, and 34, n. 3, 
notes that the two triumphs of Basil I, the victory over the Paulicians in 872 and the 

campaign of Germanicia in 882, are described by Constantine as a single ceremony. 

29 Leo Grammaticus, ““Chronographia”, CSHB, XX, ed. I. Bekker (Bonn, 1842). 

Georgius Monachus, “‘Vitae imperatorum recentiorum”, CSHB, XLI, ed. I. Bekker 

(Bonn, 1838), 763-924. This section is not included in the edition of de Boor, which 

ends with George’s own work in 842. I shall cite this section as Georgius Monachus 

Continuatus. Also Symeon Magister ac Logothetes, ““Annales a Leone Armenio ad 

Nicephorum Phocam’”, CSHB, XLI, ed. I. Bekker (Bonn, 1838), 603-760. See 

Krumbacher, Byzantinische Litteratur, 354-355, 359, 361  Vasil’ev, Macedonian 

Dynasty, 31, n. 4, is of the opinion that the account of George’s Continuator is very 

satisfactory for late Paulician history. It must, however, be noted that his information 
is not always accurate. The inhabitants of Tephriké are identified as Arabs rather than 
Paulicians: ““Eotpatevoe 5& 6 Baoliteds Kata tav “Ayapnvav tov sic Teopikiv...”, 
Georgius Monachus Continuatus, Vitae, 841. 

8° Georgius Cedrenus, ‘‘Historiarum Compendium”, CSHB, VI-VIIL, ed. I. Bekker 

(Bonn, 1838). See Krumbacher, Byzantinische Litteratur, 368. Cedrenus incorporated 
into his chronicle the works of Theophanes, Georgius Monachus, and Theophanes Con- 
tinuatus. His account is not always clear; see Vasil’ev, Macedonian Dynasty, 32, n. 2. 
81 Johannes Zonaras, “Annales”, CSHB, XLII-XLIV, ed. M. Pinder (Bonn, 1841). 
See Krumbacher, Byzantinische Litteratur, 370. 
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the material found in the earlier sources, but add no further information. 
An interesting commentary on the Paulicians, however, can be found in 

the Annales of Michael Glycas, which date from the late twelfth century.*? 
Finally, there are extensive references to Paulicians in the Alexiad of 
Anna Comnena, but she is writing about Bulgarian heretics in a region 

and period outside the range of this study.?8 

In addition to purely historical works, there are various occasional 

references to the Paulicians in Byzantine literature, the third category of 

sources. In hagiographic literature we find them in the Vita of the Forty- 

two Martyrs of Amorium* and in the Vitae of Macarius of Pelecletes and 

Eustratus of Agaurus.* A fragment of a Poem addressed to the Emperor 

Basil I and containing references to the Paulicians has survived in a 

Florentine manuscript of the ninth or tenth century.®* The fall of 

Tephriké is mentioned in a Letter of the Patriarch Nicholas Mysticus.37 

A vague and distorted memory of the Paulician leaders, Karbeas and 

Chrysocheir, lingered in the Byzantine national epic of Digenes Akrites.38 

32 Michael Glycas, ‘“‘Annales’, CSHB, XXII, ed. I. Bekker (Bonn, 1836). See 

Krumbacher, Byzantinische Litteratur, 380-381. 

33 Anna Comnena, Alexiade, ed. and trans. B. Leib, 3 vols. (Paris, 1937). A passage 

in Nicetas Choniates, “Historia”, CSHB, XXXI, ed. I. Bekker (Bonn, 1835), 527, 

probably refers to Paulicians, but they are spoken of as Armenians and the episode 

takes place exclusively in the Balkans. 

34 VY. Vasil’evski and P. Nikitin eds., ““The Legend of the Forty-two Martyrs of 

Amorium and their Church Service’, JAN, 8th series, VII, 2 (1906), 22-36 (in Russian). 

Only one of the many versions of this legend is of interest to us. This is the version 

designated as I’, which was to be found in MS. 380 of the Moscow Synodal Library, 

written by an unknown Theophanes in 1023, ibid., 150, (hereafter Martyrs of Amorium). 

The other versions contain no references to the Paulicians. 
35 H. Delahaye ed., “S. Makarii monasterii Pelecletes hegumeni. Acta Graeca’’, 

Analecta Bollandiana, XVI (1897), 140-163. This version is derived from the Codex 

Parisinus 548, fols. 136r-154v, of the eleventh century, ibid., 142. A. Papadopoulos- 

Kerameus, “AvéAsxta ‘Iepooodvpitikiic Xtayvodroyiac, (St. Petersburg, 1897), IV, 

382. 
38 Codex Mediceus Bibliothecae Laurentianae 1X, 23, printed in the “Introduction” 
to Alexander of Lycopolis, Contra Manichaei opiniones disputatio, ed. A. Brinkmann 

(Leipzig, 1895), xvi-xvii. Grégoire, ‘““Précisions’’, 292, dates this poem in the first 

years of Basil’s rule, 867-869. A. Vogt, Basile I (Paris, 1908), xxiii, attributes it to 
Photius in the period 869-871. 
37° Nicholaus Mysticus, ‘““Epistola LXXV”, PC, CXI (1863), 277/8A, “... 6 nanmoc 
TOD PaclAéM@c HUdV tod Kvpod Ka@votavtivov tiv Tegpikiy EEngavice...”. 

38 Digenes Akrites, ed. and trans. J. Mavrogordato (Oxford, 1956), I, vv. 284 ff. By 

the eleventh century when the Digenes Akrites was composed, the memory of the 
Paulician leaders was very confused. Chrysocheir (XpvodBepyog) had become the 
grandfather of Digenes and Karbeas (Kap06n¢) his great uncle. Both these characters 
are significantly presented as Muslims. See ‘Introduction’, ibid., xlii, Lxi-Ixvi, Ixxix, 

Ixxxiv; Vasil’ev, Byzance et les Arabes, la dynastie d’ Amorium (Bruxelles, 1935), 232, 

n. 1 and H. Grégoire, ‘‘Notes sur l’épopée byzantine”, Byzantion, XIII (1938), 25. 
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Of particular interest is the brief passage preserved among the works of 

Nicetas Choniates from a lost Life of the Patriarch Methodius (843-847) 

by Gregory Asbestas, Bishop of Syracuse.%* In this fragment Gregory 

describes the conversion by Methodius of a ‘““Manichaean” a secretis 

named Lizix and his followers.*° The beliefs attributed to these sectarians 

in the middle of the ninth century are of the greatest importance in con- 

nection with the contemporary dogma of the Paulicians. 

On the crucial problem of the relation of Paulicianism to Iconoclasm 

in Constantinople, we possess a number of additional sources among the 

works directed against the Iconoclasts, although none of these is specifi- 

cally concerned with Paulicians.* The most important of these sources 

are the works of the great eighth-century father, John Damascene: The 

Dialogue against the Manichaeans, The Oration on Holy Images against 

Constantine V, and the Three Apologetic Dialogues on Holy Images.** 

There is also a description of a very interesting Iconoclastic sect in his 

Compendium of Heresies.* Equally important are the Three Treatises 

against Constantine V of the Patriarch Nicephorus (806-815), as well as 

the Patriarch’s Life, composed by Ignatius the Deacon.“ For the second 

period of the Iconoclastic controversy, we have the numerous works of 

39 Nicetas Choniates, “Ex libro incerto thesauri Orthodoxae fidei”, PG, CXL (1865) 

281 /2-283/4. 
40 These sectarians are also known under the name of Zelikians, in Genesius, Regum, 
85; Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 161-162; and Cedrenus, Compendium, 

VI, 150. Unfortunately these sources tell us nothing about these sectarians beyond 

their conversion to Orthodoxy. 

41 The importance of this material was noted by Lipshits, “Problems”, 237. All of 
these sources speak of Manichaeans rather than Paulicians, but they are of paramount 

importance in establishing the meaning of the word ‘‘Manichaean”’ in the eighth and 

ninth centuries (see Chapter V). 

42 Johannes Damascenus, “‘Dialogus Contra Manichaeos”’, PG, XCIV (1860), 1505/6- 

1583/4. “‘Oratio demonstrativa de sacris et venerandis imaginibus ad Christianos 

omnes adversusque imperatorem Constantinum Cabalinum ac haereticos universos”, 

PG, XCV (1860), 309/10-343/4 (hereafter Oratio). “Orationes apologeticae adversus 
eos qui sacras imagines abjiciunt’’, PG, XCIV (1860), 1231/2-1419/20 (hereafter 
Orationes). 

43 Johannes Damascenus, “De haeresibus compendium unde ortae sint et quomodo 

prodierunt”, PG, XCIV (1860), 677/8-779/80 (hereafter Compendium). The other 

work occasionally attributed to St. John Damascene, the “Epistola ad Theophilem 
imp. de sanctis et venerandis imaginibus’’, PG, XCV (1860), 345 ff., cannot be his work 

on chronological grounds alone. John lived in the first half of the eighth century, 

while Theophilus reigned from 829 to 842. See Hefele-Leclerq, Histoire des Conciles, 

II, ii (Paris, 1910), 631, 625, n. 1, 631, n. 2. 
44 Nicephorus Patriarcha, ‘‘Refutatio et eversio deliramentorum inscite et impie ab 

irreligiosi Mamonae vaniloquentia dictorum adversus salutarem Dei Verbi incarnatio- 
nem”, PG, C (1860), 205/6-533/4 (hereafter Refutatio). Ignatius Diaconus, “‘S.P.N. 
Nicephori Constantinopolitani archiepiscopi. Vita’, ibid., 41/2-167/8. 
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the most vigorous champion of images, Theodore of Studius.*5 Finally, 
the attitude of the Patriarch Photius on the dogmatic aspects of Icono- 
clasm is pertinent to this study, particularly the point of view expressed 
in the Confession of Faith to Pope Nicholas I, in the Letter to T. heophanes 
the Monk, and in some of the Amphilochian Questions.“® These, then, are 
the sources from which we can draw occasional information as to the 
history and dogma of the Paulicians. We must now turn to the much de- 
bated problem of the works written specifically to combat the heresy—the 
fourth category of our sources. 

The polemical literature consists of a number of sources of various 
lengths and kinds. I shall list and describe them before I turn to the dis- 
cussion of their relative value and interrelation: 

1) A brief account of the Paulician sect, with a list of its leaders and 
churches, as well as a summary of its beliefs and practices (this work is 

generally attributed to a certain Peter the Higumen);*” 

2) A chapter on the Paulicians included in the Chronicle of George 

the Monk; the chapter appears in three versions, all closely related to 

each other: 

a) A brief account of the history and dogma of the sect, characterized 

by a violently polemical tone (this version is found in only one manu- 

script) ;*8 

45 Theodorus Praepositus Studitarum, “‘Antirrhetici tres adversus Iconomachos’’, 

PG, XCIX (1860), 327/8-435/6 (hereafter Antirrhetici). ‘‘Refutatio et subversio 
impiorum poematum Johannis, Ignatii, Sergii, et Stephani, recentium Christomacho- 
rum”, ibid., 435/6-475/6 (hereafter Refutatio). ‘‘Quaestiones aliquae propositae 

iconomachis qui Dominum Nostrum Iesum Christum secundum corpoream formam 
depingi nolunt’’, ibid., 477/8-485/6 (hereafter Quaestiones). ‘“‘Epistolae’’, ibid., 903/4- 

1679/80. 

46 Photius Patriarcha, “In omnibus sanctissimo, sacratissimo, reverendissimo com- 

ministro Nicholao papae senioris Romae, Photius episcopus Constantinopoleos novae 
Romae”, PG, CII (1860), 585/6-593/4. “Epistola CII Theophani monacho”, ibid., 

923/4-925/6. “Amphilochia sive in sacras litteras et quaestiones diatribae”, PG, 
CI (1860), 45/6-1171/2. 

47 J. Gieseler ed., “Tlétpov éAaxiotov povaxod “Hyovpévov nepi TavaArkiavév tév 

Kai Mavixaiwv”’, Appendix ad Petri Siculi Historiam Manichaeorum seu Paulicianorum 

(G6ttingen, 1849). This work was edited by Gieseler from the sole Paris MS., Codex 
Parisinus 852, of the eleventh century, ibid., 58. Another fragment exists in a Vatican 
MS., Codex Vaticanus Graecus, 511, fols. 79r-80r, as was demonstrated by Grégoire, 

“Sources”, 97 (hereafter cited as Petrus Higumenus). 

48 Codex Coislinianus 305. For the MSS. of George the Monk, see the preface to his 

Chronicle in PG, CX (1860), 17/8-33/4. Also B. Montfaulcon, Bibliotheca Coisliniana 
(Paris, 1715), 419-421, 425. Muralt, PG, CX, 17/8, following Montfaulcon, 419, dates 
MS. 305 in the eleventh century as does Moravesik, Byzantinoturcica, 147. The version 
of George the Monk in MS. 305 is characterized as ‘‘Krzb. no. 1” by Scheidweiler, 

“Paulikianerprobleme’’, 10, et passim. I shall refer to it as Codex Coislinianus 305. 

See also Loos, ‘‘Contributions, I’’, 39-41. 
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b) A slightly different version of the preceding, giving the same mate- 

rial, but written in a much calmer, matter-of-fact, descriptive style (this 

version is found in most manuscripts of George the Monk*® as well as in 

the editions of Muralt, Migne and de Boor);°° 

c) A more extensive version of the same, embodying the second one 

(2b) almost verbatim, but containing, in addition, two interpolations and 

a long section of a discursive-polemical character, the tone being once 

again argumentative and belligerent (this last version is found exclusively 

in a single manuscript in the Escorial library). 

In addition to these works, all of which are relatively brief, there are 

three lengthier sources: 

3a) A History of the Paulicians by a certain Peter of Sicily, otherwise 

unknown (this history has survived in a single Vatican manuscript); 

3b) Two Sermons and a fragment of a third from a group of six Sermons 

directed against the heretical doctrine, also written by Peter of Sicily and 

originally following his History ;°* 

49 Codex Coislinianus 310, Codex Coislinianus 134, et al. See de Boor, BZ, VII, 44, 

for the similarity of these MSS. This is the version called ““Krzb. no. 2” by Scheid- 
weiler, “‘Paulikianerprobleme’’, 10, et passim. I shall refer to it as Codex Coislinianus 

310, from the most important MS. containing it. 

50 Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, ed. E. Muralt (St. Petersburg, 1859), 605-610. 
“Chronicon breve’, PG, CX (1863), 883/4-891/2. This is a reprint of the Muralt 

edition. Chronicon, ed. C. de Boor (Leipzig, 1904), If, 718-725. Unless otherwise 

specified, all references to George the Monk will be given according to the de Boor 

edition. Codex Coislinianus 310 is also the version reproduced in the Slavonic transla- 

tion of George the Monk, V. M. Istrin ed., The Chronicle of Georgius Hamartolus in the 
Old Slavonic Translation (Petrograd, 1920), II, 459-462, as well as in the Chronicle of 

Cedrenus, VI, 756-761. 

51 Codex Scorialensis I ® 1, fols. 164v ff., ed. J. Friedrich, ‘““Der urspriingliche 
Bericht”, 70-81. This is Scheidweiler’s “Krzb. no. 3”, “Paulikianerprobleme”, 10, 
et passim. I shall refer to it as Codex Scorialensis. 
52 Petrus Siculus, “Tod adtod Wétpov LXikeAimtov iotopia ypeimdec gAEyxOc TE 

Kai GvatTpOTT Tis KEVijs Kai pataiac aipgosMcs TOV LAVLYAi@vV THV Kai TAVAIKLAVOV 

AEYOLEVOV: TPOGMTONOINOEion wo TmPdG TOV Apxlenickonov BovAyapiac”’, Codex 
Vaticanus Graecus 511, fols. 80v ff. ‘““Historia utilis et refutatio atque eversio haereseos 
Manichaeorum qui et Pauliciani dicuntur, Bulgariae Archiepiscopi nuncupata’’, PG, 
CIV (1860), 1239/40-1303/4 (hereafter Historia). Unless otherwise noted, all references 
to this work will be taken from Migne. 

The title of the work is incorrectly given by Migne, PG, CIV, 1239, who leaves out 

the words “tot abtob” and “‘tij¢ Kevijc Kai pataiac’ and by Gieseler, Petri Siculi 

Historia Manichaeorum seu Paulicianorum (Gottingen, 1846), who omits ‘“‘tobd advtob’’ 
and “xpeimdnc EAEyXOG TE Kai GvatporT”’. 

The date of the MS is suggested as the tenth century by Grégoire, “‘Pauliciens”, 610. 
However, R. Devresse, Bibliothecae Apostolicae Vaticanae Codices Manuscripti recensiti, 

Codices Vaticani Graeci I (Vatican City, 1937), #364, is of the opinion that those folios 

of the MS. which contain the work of Peter of Sicily date from the eleventh century. 

53 Petrus Siculus, “Verba Tres’, PG, CIV (1860), 1305/6-1365/6. 
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4a) A History of the Manichaeans, that is to say the Paulicians; pur- 
porting to be the work of Photius, Patriarch of Constantinople ;>4 

4b) Two Sermons against the heretics, and a third on the same subject 
addressed to a monk named Arsenius, also presumably following the 
History attributed to Photius ;** 

5) One section dedicated to the Paulicians in the Panoplia Dogmatica 
of Euthymius Zigabenus, a theological treatise composed at the command 
of the Emperor Alexis I, Comnenus, in the late eleventh or early twelfth 

century.*® 

Not all of the texts found in this catalogue are of equal importance 
and value. The failure to distinguish among them has distorted many of 
the studies of Paulicianism. Two of the polemical works can be separated 
from the remainder at the outset. The work of Euthymius Zigabenus (5) 
cannot be considered as an independent source, since it is directly derived 
from the History attributed to the Patriarch Photius (4a). The indebted- 

ness is acknowledged by Euthymius himself.°? Furthermore, the very 

°4 Photius Patriarcha, ‘“‘Narratio de Manichaeis recens repullulantibus”, Codex 
Palatinus 216, tenth century. Codex Coislinianus 270, eleventh century, et al. Printed 

in PG, CII (1860), 15/6-83/4 (hereafter Narratio). 

°° Photius Patriarcha, “Sermo II, Dubia et solutiones Manichaeorum”’, and “‘Sermo 

Ul (mo title)”, PG, CII, 85/6-121/22, 121/2-177/8. ‘Sermo IV, Eiusdem dissertatio 
contra repullulantem Manichaeorum errorem ad Arsenium, monachum sanctissimum, 

presbyterum et praefectum sacrorum’’, ibid., 177/8-277/8. This Arsenius cannot be 

identified, Migne, ibid., 177/8, n. 80; there are, however, letters of Photius to a monk 

of that name. 

°6 Euthymius Zigabenus, ‘““Panoplia dogmatica, Titulus XXIV Adversus Paulicianos 
ex scriptis Photii Patriarchae Constantinopolitani’’, PG, CXXX (1865), 1189/90- 

1243/4. The date of Euthymius’ work must be later than 1081; see F. Cumont, ‘“‘La 
date et le lieu de la naissance d’Euthymios Zigabenos”, BZ, XII (1905), 582 ff., and 

Moeller, De libris, 9. 

5? Buthymius Zigabenus, Panoplia, 1189/90, “Kata tOv Aeyouév@v TavAukiavev &« 
TOV Ootiov tod Makapiotatov natpiapxou K@votavtivoundAEwc’’. The relation of 

Euthymius to Photius has already been amply demonstrated by Moeller, De libris, 

11-13. Ter Mkrttschian held that only the first ten chapters of Photius’ History had 

been copied by Euthymius, Die Paulikianer, 8. Actually, as noted by Moeller, op. cit., 

12-13, and Friedrich, ‘‘Der urspriingliche Bericht’’, 87-88, Euthymius included in his 

work some material not in Photius, and altered the organization of the work. Euthymius 

himself, Panoplia, 1197/8-1199/1200, states that he intended to condense and correct 

the work of Photius, and announces as his own contribution a section on the Heresiarch 

Sergius, but he does not give it. 

The improvements of Euthymius are not of the most fortunate, particularly his 

information that Sergius lived 500 years after St. Paul, ibid., 1197/8, when the other 

sources agree that Sergius lived in the reign of the Emperor Theophilus. Cf. Photius, 
Narratio, 69/70, from which the account of Euthymius is taken, and, for the correct 
date of Sergius’ activity, Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1293/4-1297/8. It is possible that 
Euthymius was acquainted with material on the Paulicians other than the work of 
Photius, but his dependence on this work is both admitted and evident. This relation 
is far more clear than the one postulated by Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 47, 181. 
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History attributed to Photius must, as the following evidence reveals, be 

abandoned as an authentic source. 
Ter Mkrttschian had already asserted that only the first ten chapters of 

the History were the work of Photius himself.°* Grégoire was skeptical 

of the value of the whole work, which he considered stylistically and dog- 

matically unworthy of a renowned theologian such as Photius. He finally 

succeeded in demonstrating, on the basis of internal evidence, that the 

writer of the History had knowledge of events which cannot antedate 932, 

long past Photius’ death. In his opinion, therefore, the History attributed 

to Photius was a mid-tenth century forgery.°® His conclusion, though 

hotly debated, has not been disproved by subsequent studies.®° 

In support of Grégoire’s thesis, we possess additional evidence that 

the historical work attributed to Photius could not have been written in 

the period of the Emperor Basil I, as it purports to have been. In the 

closing section of the History, brief reference is made to the Paulician 

58 Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 3, 8, 12-13. Even these chapters, in his opinion, 
were mere paraphrases of the Higumen’s work. 
59 Grégoire, ‘““Sources’’, 110-112; ‘‘Pauliciens’’, 612-613. 

60 In recent years Scheidweiler, “‘Paulikianerprobleme”’, 32 ff., J. Scharf, “Zur 
Echtheitsfrage der Manichderbiicher des Photius’, BZ, XLIV (1951), 490-492, 

Lipshits, “Problems”, 240, and Loos, “‘Contributions I’, 48 ff., have attempted to 

rehabilitate the first book of “‘Photius”. Their arguments have not been particularly 
convincing, however. 

Scharf argues that the author of the Narratio has the political and theological 

competence of a great churchman who can be only Photius, but his argument that 

“Photius” demonstrates his knowledge and accuracy when he tells us that Leo III 
disqualified himself as theologically incompetent to argue with the Heresiarch Genesius 

(Narratio, 53/4B), is not supported by our knowledge of the Emperor’s career. Leo III 
had a very high opinion of his theological competence, ‘“‘Imperator sum et sacerdos”’, 
Gregorii II, “Epistola XIII’’, PL, LXXXIX, 521; and St: John Damascene, his 
contemporary, had occasion to complain bitterly of the Emperor’s meddling in church 
affairs, “Ob Baotréwv goti vopobststv ti “ExKAnoia’, Orationes II, 1295/6, 1297/8, 
1301/2. Furthermore, Scharf, op. cit., 494, is forced to postulate two periods of 
composition for the Narratio, an awkward situation for which there is no evidence. 

Loos’ argument, op. cit., 51-53, of a parallel passage in the Narratio and in the au- 
thentic Book II of Photius is based on a point of Paulician theology so familiar that it 
can be found in every Greek source and, therefore, does not necessarily demonstrate the 

interdependence of the Narratio and Book II. 

In refutation of Gregoire, Scheidweiler, Lipshits and Loos consider his arguments 

based exclusively on the word “‘téts”, which they attribute to a copyist’s error. There 
is no evidence for assuming that such an error was made, and Scharf, op. cit., 494, is 
forced to admit that until a clear refutation of Gregoire’s thesis is made and an ex- 
Bane found for the word “‘téte’’, the authenticity of the Narratio must remain in 
oubt. 

In connection with the authenticity of the Narratio it is finally wise to remember 
that some of the oldest MSS of this work attribute it not to Photius but to his opponent, 

Metrophanes of Smyrna, Moeller, De libris, 9-10. 
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leader, Chrysocheir, who is presented as a contemporary, but about whom 
no additional information is given.* Among the authenticated Letters of 
the Patriarch Photius, however, we have seen four written to a spatharios, 
John, who in one of the Letters is specifically addressed as John Chryso- 
cheir. While these Letters are not as informative as we might desire, all 
of them have a single purpose—to prevent the vacillating John from 
abandoning the Orthodox faith. Their progressively more irritated and 
despairing tone demonstrates the failure of the Patriarch’s attempt. 
Though the particular heretical tendencies of John are not specified, 
there seems to be no reason to doubt that this Chrysocheir is indeed the 

last of the great Paulician leaders, whose death in 872 would make him a 

contemporary of Photius, and that the existing four Letters were written 

by the Patriarch to prevent Chrysocheir from joining his uncle, Karbeas, 

who had fled the imperial service to become the leader of the Paulicians 

on the Euphrates.® In this case, it does not seem possible that the same 

Photius who writes to Chrysocheir as a friend should mention him so 

vaguely in the History of the Paulicians. 

Finally, the evidence of the Sermons of Photius against the Paulicians 

(4b) supports the thesis that the History attributed to the Patriarch was 

not written by him. The Sermons themselves are clearly authentic. The 

third of these, addressed to the Monk Arsenius, has all the hallmarks of 

Photius’ own work. The obvious relation of the two preceding sermons 

to the third makes their authenticity likewise probable. It is, therefore, 

all the more significant that the Sermons indicate no knowledge of, or rela- 

tion to, the historical treatise, which they supposedly follow. Thus there 

seems to be no valid reason for continuing to maintain the authenticity 

of the History, the author of which we may now call the Pseudo-Photius.® 

61 Photius, Narratio, XXVIII, 83/4, ‘‘... Xpvooxépnc. Kad’ otic Kaipovcs thvde tiv 
OvYYPAOTV O AdyOS &vaTAEdpLEVOG tod TpdoW YOpEiv, GtE 51) TOV LEAAOVTOV TIYV 
yV@ouv ovts Ex@v, oUtE EnayyelAdpEevoc anéotn’”’. The protestations of ignorance 

seem rather overdone. 
62 Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 165-166. Karbeas was protomandator of 

Theodotus Melissenus, Dux Orientis (see Chapter II). If Karbeas was killed in 863 
as is generally admitted, his nephew and son-in-law, Chrysocheir, would be of an age 

to be addressed as a contemporary by Photius, who was born in 820. This is the tone 
of the Letters which we possess. Scheidweiler, Scharf, Lipshits and Loos completely 

ignore these Letters. 

68 Scheidweiler, ‘“‘Paulikianerprobleme’’, 29-30, 32, corrects the opening Sermo IV as 
given by Migne. See Grégoire, ‘“‘Sources”, 113, and Scharf, ‘‘Echtheitsfrage’’, 490, 494. 

The complaints made by the author of Sermo IV that his documentation is inadequate 
because his books have been withheld by the authorities, have indeed the tone of the 
lamentations of Photius during his period of exile. See also Moeller, De libris, 9; 
Scheidweiler, op. cit., 30-31; and Loos, “‘Contributions, I’’, 52-53. ne 

All three sermons are philosophical arguments against the same point of Paulician 
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This work must have been written, as Grégoire concluded, at least half a 

century later than the composition of the Sermons, with which it has been 

associated, and after the death of the Patriarch to whom it has been attrib- 

uted. The only value for us of the History of the Pseudo-Photius lies in its 

close similarity to the work of Peter of Sicily (3a), to which we shall return. 

The work of the remaining polemicists—namely Peter the Higumen, 

George the Monk, and Peter of Sicily—must now be considered with 

some care. The close interconnection of all these texts is evident. The 

little Treatise appearing in an eleventh-century manuscript as an independ- 

ent work attributed to Peter the Higumen, who is otherwise unindentified, 

is identical with the version found in the Codex Coislinianus 310 (2b) of 

the Paulician chapter included in the Chronicle of George the Monk.*4 

doctrine: the belief in two gods, one the Heavenly Father, the other the Creator of 

this world, and the consequent rejection of the Old Testament as divine Scripture. 

Since there seems at present no reason for modifying Grégoire’s demonstration that 

the Narratio is not the work of Photius, though the Sermons are authentic, or of 

doubting his assertion that there is no relation between the Sermons of Photius and 

either the Narratio or the History of Peter of Sicily (‘‘Pauliciens’’, 612-613), I shall 

hereafter refer to the authentic works of the Patriarch, that is to say the Sermons and 

the Letters, as Photius, and cite the Narratio as Pseudo-Photius. 

64 The similarity of the two texts is almost complete. The only notable variations 

are as follows: 
a) Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, 718, 9-11, “““E@’ ®v xpovev Kai 6 apxnyoc tTHV 

TlovAuciavav aveoavn K@votavtivoc, 6 kai LiAovavov Eavtov Ovondoac. ot dé 

aipeoig avtdv ottmc’’. Petrus Higumenus, I, 1, 60, begins without the opening 

sentence of introduction. 

b) Georgius Monachus, op. cit., 719, 1,““Obto1 ot TlavArkiavoi peta XPOvouvs TLVGC THC 

ddaxfic TODSE tod MavAov [od toAAOUc] Etepov Eoxov SiSGoKaAov...”. The reading 

of this passage varies with the several MSS. of George the Monk. (Cf. de Boor, BZ, 

VII, 48-49, who considers the words ‘“‘od noAAob” or ““noAAOdc” an interpolated gloss 

on “tivac”. Petrus Higumenus, I, 1, 61, ““Obdto1 oi MavArkiavoi peta xpovouc tivac 

thc SidaxiiI¢ tobde tod IladvAov od noAAOd Etepov Eoxov SidcoKGAOV...”’. 

c) Georgius Monachus, op. cit., 722, 19 (Codex Coislinianus 310), “*...xai ob xpn, 

Onoiv, TpocaysoOar dptov Kai oivov”’. Codex Scorialensis, 72, agrees with the 

Coislinianus 310. The Migne edition, PG, CX, 889/90 (Muralt, 608) has: “‘... kai odxi 
mpoodyecOar dptov Kai oivov”. Petrus Higumenus, VIII, 4, 64, ‘‘...Kai odyi mpo- 

oayopsvetal, Paciv, Gptov Kai oivov’’. Gieseler, n. 2, corrects the MS.’s “‘obdypi” 

into “ovxi”. There is probably an error in the MS. since in the parallel passage of the 

next section, ibid., IX, 2, 64, we find “‘od xpnh”’. 

d) Georgius Monachus, op. cit., 723, 3, “...8v ti GAANyopia adtHv AéyovtEc”’, 

Codex Scorialensis, 73, agrees. Petrus Higumenus, XI, i, 65, “...év tf dodyapia 

avtTAaV AEyOVTEC”’. 

e) Petrus Higumenus, III, 61, 12-62, 1, drops the name of the heresiarchs, Zacharias 
and Genesius, from the list of Paulician leaders, though he gives them elsewhere. He 
also says, XIII, 1, 65, ““Tatta navta Kai nAsiova tovtwv Ste napabaowv 7 TEpiotU- 
tnOGoiv...”, but the last two words are missing in all the MSS. of George the Monk 
except the Codex Coislinianus 305; see Moeller, De libris, 33. The similarity of the 
two texts has been noted by most scholars. 
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In addition, Grégoire observed that a fragment of the so-called Higumen’s 
work immediately preceded the History of Peter of Sicily in the Codex 

Vaticanus 511 and was ascribed to the latter author in this manuscript. 

It must also be noted that the listing of Paulician beliefs given by Peter of 

Sicily in Chapter X of his History reproduces almost exactly the doc- 

trines described by the Higumen and George the Monk.** Finally, Ter 

6° Grégoire, “Sources”, 97; ‘‘Pauliciens’”’, 612; “Histoire”, 224-225. The History of 

Peter of Sicily immediately following this fragment of the Higumen in the Vatican MS. 
is entitled, “tod adtob Métpov”. Codex Vaticanus Graecus 511, fol. 80v. 

66 The similarity between the description of the Higumen and the listing of doctrine 
in Peter’s Chapter X are striking: 

Petrus Higumenus, VI, 1-8, 63, and 

Georgius Monachus, 721, 7-17: 

“Exovot 5& TpOtnv aipsoiv thv tHVv 

Maviyaiav d00 apxyas OnodkoyobvtEs > 

Ka&kKEivot. A€yovor 5 OTOL StL Ev &oTL 

LOvov tO d1ax@pitov hac é&k THVv 

“P@pai@v Stl NwEIc LEV, Mnoiv, EtEepov 

Oedov AEyouEV ONapPXELV TOV TATEPA TOV 
EMOVPAVLOV, Oc EV TOUTM TH KOOL@ ODK 

éxyer sEovoiav, GAA év tH péAXOVTL, 

Etepov Sé VEdv TOV KOOMOTOINTHV, GOTIC 

éxsit tovde toh napdovtos KOoLOD tHV 
éEovoiav, ot 5& “Papator, @noiv, Eva 
Kai TOV adTOV BEdv OLOAOYyOdOLV Eivat Kat 
TATEPA TOV ADTOV ELOVPAVLOV KaitOD KOO- 

LOD TAVTOS TOLNTHV. KaAOdol 5& EavtoOvs 

pév xplotiavovs, hudc 5& “Popaiouc’. 
[The text quoted is from Georgius Mona- 

chus. For variations in Petrus Higumenus 

see note 64.] 

Petrus Higumenus, VII, 64, and Georgius 

Monachus, 722, 7-15: 

« ..éneita 6&8 BAaognpOdot LEV Eig tHV 

mavayiav OsotoKov Gdusetpa, sav dé 
BiacbHo1 nap’ AuUdv dporoyijoat adtHv, 
GAANYOpIKGs Aéyovoiv' TLotEvM Eic TIYV 

Tavayiav OsotoKov, év f sioiAGe Kai 
SE7AGev O KOpLOG, AEyovol Sé THV Gvw 

‘IepovoaAnn, év } tpddpopoc biéEp NU@V 
ciof\AOe Xpiotdc, Kabas, noi oO 

GnOSTOAOSG, Kai Ob AEyOVOL KATA 
GAnOeiav thv Gyiav Mapiav thv Beotd- 

KOV odds && adtiic oapKoOijvar tov 

KUOPLOV”’. 

Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1253/4B-D: 

“TIp@tov pév yap éott tO Kat adtode 

yv@piopa, tO S00 Gpxacg OpoAoyeiv, 

TOVNpOV OEdv Kai ayabov: Kai GAAOV 
eivar tTobde tod KOOLOD TOINTHV TE Kai 

EEovolaothy, EtEepov & TOD EsAAOVTOG 

. Eavtodsg Oi GomOVvdoL Kai AxXpPHotTOL 

Kail Gnioto. Kai axdpiotor Kai agi- 

AGya8o1r, Xpiotiavodv<s anoKkadrobvtsc: 

Huds S& TOS GANOHs> éEnw@vbpOvG Xpt- 
otod tod GANOivod Oe0b Hudv, “Paoai- 
ovsg OvopdCovtec, ... Aéyovot 5& todto 

sivat TO YMpPiCov adtOdG, StL éKEivor LEV 

GAXKOV OEedv A€yovotv sivat tOV TOD 

KOOLOD TOLNTHV’ Kai EtEpov OEov, Sv Kai 

Tlatépa éxovpaviov AEyovol, HN EXovtO 

5é &Eovoiav Ev THdE TH KOOL GAN Ev 

TH WWEALOVTL aidvi. “Hyusic 6é tov adtOV 

éva Qedov OnoAOyobusv Kai TavtTODPYOV 
Kai rapPao1tréa Kai TavtoKpatopa’’. 

Petrus Siculus; 1255/6A: 

“Asv0tspov, TO Tv Tavouvntov Kai 

deimapSEvov VeotdKoOV LNdé KV EV WAT 
TOV KYAVOV AVOparwV TatTELV GTEXOH< 

dnapiOunoer undé & adtiic yevvnOfvar 

tOvV Koptov, GA’ odpavoev tO cpa 

KateveyKetv. Koi Ott peta tOV TOD 

Kupiov toxov Kai GAAOvS ONoiv, viod<s 

éyévwvnoev EK Tob “Iacono”. 
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Mkrttschian demonstrated that even the first ten chapters of the Pseudo- 

Photius are a rather prolix paraphrase of the Higumen’s work.®’ 

The reproduction of identical material in all of these sources suggests 

Petrus Higumenus VIII, 64, and Georgius 
Monachus, 722, 15-20: 

“Braognpoter S& Kai sic ta Oia 

pvothnpia tic Gayiag Kolv@viag tod 
tysiov c@patoc Kai aipatocg tod Kvpiov 
Hudv “Inood Xprotot Aéyovtec, Sti ta 
phuata avtod 6 Kvplog d1d0b¢ TOIC 
GmootoAo1c BAeyev’ AdBets, Oayste Kai 
tists, odK Gptov Kai oivov, Kai od XPT, 

onotiv, mpoodysoba1 diptov Kai olvov”’. 

Petrus Higumenus, IX, 64, and Georgius 

Monachus 722, 20-723, 2: 

Petrus Siculus, 1255/6A: 

“Tpitov, tO tiv Osiav Kai MpiKthv TOV 
Gyiov pvotnpimv tod om@patocg Kai 
aipatoc tod Kupiov kai Osod udv 
petdAnyiv arotpéneo8a1. Od pdvov dé, 
GAAG Kai GAAOLS mEepi tovtOvD mTEiDELv 

oisoar Aéyovtes Sti ODK Tv Aptos Kai 
oivoc, dv 6 Kopioc é5id0v, toicg pabntaic 
avtod éxi tod deizvov, GAAG ovpupBo- 

MKS TA PHpata adtod adtoic gdidov, 
as Gptov Kai oivov’’. 

Petrus Siculus, 1255/6AB: 

“Tétaptov, tO TOV tOMOV Kai THV 

“Braognpoto. 5& Kai sic tov Tipiov 
otavpov Aéyovtsc. StL otavpdcg 6 

Xpiotds gotiv, od XpP7) MpooKvveioBar 
tO EDAOV OS KaTHPALEVOV Spyavov’”’. 

At this point the parallel arrangement of the two lists stops. However, the fifth and 

sixth points of Peter of Sicily’s list, namely the rejection of the Old Testament prophets 
and of the Apostle Peter by the Paulicians, Historia, 1255/6C, 1257/8AB, find their 
counterparts in the work of the Higumen, X, 64-65, and Georgius Monachus, 723, 

2-6, as does the Paulician refusal to recognize the Orthodox clergy, also noted by 
Peter of Sicily. Petrus Higumenus, XIV, 66, and Georgius Monachus, 724, 7-11. 

It is true that some of the explanations found in the Higumen, such as the heretical 

identification of the Virgin Mary with the Heavenly Jerusalem, VII, 64, and of 

Christ with the Cross, [X, 64, are not to be found in Chapter X of the History but 

only in Chapter XXIX, 1283/4BC. Scheidweiler consequently argues that the 

similarity between the accounts of the Paulician doctrine in the two Peters is greater 

in Chapter XXIX of the History than in Chapter X, “‘Paulikianerprobleme”’, 22; see 

also Loos, “‘Contributions I’’, 31, n. 66. However, in the parallel passage of the 
Pseudo-Photius, Narratio VII, 25/6B, both allegorical explanations are given in this 

context in exact accordance with the presentation of the Higumen. I shall return to 

the problem of Chapter XXIX in the History, as it presents an interesting problem 

(see my Chapter IV). Finally, Peter of Sicily seems to have information unknown to 
the Higumen, namely the heretical contention that Mary bore other children to Joseph 

after Jesus, as well as the specific Scriptures used by the Paulicians, Historia, 1255/6- 
1257/8. This might indicate that Peter possessed some additional sources which we do 
not know. In any case, the parallel passages quoted above seem to make the similarity 
between Chapter X of Peter of Sicily and the account of the Higumen self-evident. 

87 Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 11-12; Moeller, De libris, 13; Scheidweiler, 

“Paulikianerprobleme”, 22. The parallel between the Pseudo-Photius’ account of 

Paulician doctrine and that of the Higumen is, if anything, closer than the one we have 

just observed in the case of Peter of Sicily: e.g., the doctrine of Mary as the Heavenly 
Jerusalem and Christ as the Cross. Likewise, the information that the Paulicians used 

crosses in time of illness, Narratio, [X, 29/30B, is found in Peter Higumenus, XVII, 

1-3, 66, and Georgius Monachus, 724-725, but not in Peter of Sicily. 

évépyslav Kai ddvapiv tod tipiov Kai 
Cwonotod otavpod ph anodéxeobo1, 

GAAG pvpiais HBpsor mEepiBaGAAev”’. 
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that, in spite of their varied character, all are not only closely related, but 
also probably ultimately derived in some degree from a single source, 
which I shall call P. The characteristics of P, as we can deduce them from 
the material common to all the texts, are as follows: The tone is essen- 
tially polemical, but without striking violence; there is a fairly detailed 
knowledge of the beliefs and practices of the sectarians; the emphasis is 
on dogma rather than history, since P apparently contained no more than 
a list of the Paulician heresiarchs and churches, without further ampli- 
fication. As for the probable date of P, at present we can say only that it 
cannot be later than the second quarter of the ninth century, since the lists 
of Paulician leaders based upon it invariably end with Sergius, who died 
ca. 835.°° The problem which we must now attempt to resolve is that 
of the identification of P, if it has survived, and the interrelation of the 
texts based upon it. 

In his publication of the version found in the Codex Scorialensis (2c) 

of the Paulician chapter in George the Monk’s Chronicle, Friedrich ex- 

pressed the opinion that the original source for our knowledge of the 

88 Sergius is the last heresiarch mentioned in Petrus Higumenus, III, 62; Georgius 
Monachus, 720; the Codex Scorialensis, 71; and the Paulician Formula, Anathema IX, 

454. Since Sergius presumably died in 835 and we hear of the next heresiarch, Karbeas, 

no later than 845, the possibilities for the dates of these sources and consequently for 
the date of P are considerably narrowed. It is interesting to note that many of the 
sources which, as we shall see, belong to a later period, also ignore the successors of 

Sergius on many occasions: Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, IV, 21/2AB; Euthymius 

Zigabenus, Panoplia, 1189/90; Theophylactus, Letter, 367. The Manichaean Formula, 

1467/8BC, lists the heresiarchs through Sergius, then adds the last two—Karbeas and 

Chrysocheir—after a noticeable hiatus. 
The only sources acquainted with the names of the last two Paulician leaders, 

Karbeas and Chrysocheir, are: the Manichaean Formula, 1467/8C; Pseudo-Photius, 
Narratio, XXVI-XXVII, 81/2-83/4; Petrus Siculus, Historia, XLII-XLIII, 1303/4. 
Even these mention them only in certain sections and not in others, thus differentiating 
the parts dependent on P from those based on other material which we will consider 

later. 
H. Bart‘ikyan, “On the Problem of the Organization of the Paulician Community”, 

AAS-PBH (1958, #3), 183-187, particularly 186, proposes a different explanation for 

the omission of Karbeas and Chrysocheir from most lists of heresiarchs. He argues 

that the Paulician community had two heads: an ideological (i.e., religious) leader, 
and a military commander. In his opinion no religious leaders were chosen after 
Sergius’ death, and Karbeas and Chrysocheir were merely military commanders who 
therefore would not be included in a list of heresiarchs. Though Bart‘ikyan’s attempt 
to reconstruct the social structure of the Paulicians is interesting, the chance references 

in the sources which he has used are quite inadequate to support any conclusions as 
to this structure, and he has been forced to strain the evidence unduly. The sources, 

whether polemical or historical, make no differentiation between Karbeas and Chryso- 

cheir and their predecessors. Furthermore, the Manichaean Formula, 1467/8BC, 

though indicating a break after Sergius, anathematizes Karbeas and Chrysocheir on 
the same basis as all the other Paulician leaders. 
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Paulicians, which he called the “‘urspriingliche Bericht’, had failed to 

survive to our times.*® There is undoubtedly a possibility that source P 

is no longer extant. Nevertheless, there is evidence to support the theory 

that the little Treatise of Peter the Higumen is either identical with P 

or the earliest surviving version of P. This theory, however, has met with 

so much opposition that it will be necessary to consider the alternate 

theories at some length.”° 

Let us examine first the possibility that the earliest version of P is to be 

found in the Chronicle of George the Monk. Friedrich was of the opinion 

that the first version of the original, that is to say of P, was to be found in 

the earliest form of George the Monk’s Paulician chapter, which he con- 

sidered to be the one in the Codex Scorialensis (2c). In this manuscript, 

we find the version of the Codex Coislinianus 310 (2b), in which two 

passages have been added. In addition, the manuscript contains a long 

theological passage of admonitory character, which closes with the 

author’s Orthodox confession of faith. Friedrich believed that the other 

versions of George the Monk, to be found in the Codices Coisliniani, 

were abbreviations of the originally longer chapter in the Codex Scoria- 

lensis. The little Treatise of Peter the Higumen was, in turn, a mere epit- 

ome of the original version. The order of the texts for him was, there- 

fore: P (“urspriingliche Bericht’), Codex Scorialensis (2c), Codices Cois- 

liniani (2a and 2b), and Peter the Higumen (1).*71 However, de Boor, the 

editor of the Chronicle of George the Monk, decisively refuted the thesis 

of Friedrich that the Codex Scorialensis could be taken to represent the 

oldest tradition of George the Monk. By an exhaustive analysis of the 

manuscripts, he demonstrated that the Chronicle consists of two ver- 

69 Friedrich, ‘““Der urspriingliche Bericht’’, 81 ff., et passim. 

70 Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 2-3, had already expressed the opinion that 

Peter the Higumen’s Treatise was an independent source and our oldest text; that this 

had been incorporated into the Chronicle of George the Monk, and had been para- 

phrased by Photius. He dismissed Peter of Sicily as a late forgery. Some of these 

conclusions are unwarranted, as we shall see. It must be borne in mind that Ter 

Mkrttschian was not acquainted with some of our sources, that he possessed only the 

defective Muralt edition of George the Monk, and that the version of the Codex 

Scorialensis was as yet unpublished. Even so, some of his arguments are quite sound and 

worth investigating. See Loos, “Contributions I’’, for a résumé of the latest theories. 

“t Friedrich, “Der urspriingliche Bericht”, passim. The first addition gives a more 

extensive explanation of the doctrine of the two gods, Codex Scorialensis, 72. The 

second explains the Paulician aversion for St. Peter: The devil was present at the bap- 
tism of Christ, who bowed down before him, and it was the devil and not God who 

spoke the words, ““This is my beloved son”. Peter was the witness of this scene, and 

furthermore transmitted to mankind the monk’s habit in which the devil had been 
disguised, ibid., 73. See, ibid., 74-81, for the theological discussion and the confession of 

faith which Friedrich does not give in its entirety. 
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sions, of which the older is to be found in the Codex Coislinianus 305 (2a), 
and the more recent in the Codex Coislinianus 310 (2b). These two ver- 
sions, of which the older is more dogmatic and the later more historical, 
can, in his opinion, be observed throughout the Chronicle and not merely 
in the Paulician chapter, where the change from the first to the second 
version is reflected in the calmer tone of the Codex Coislinianus 310. De 

Boor believed that the Codex Scorialensis occupied a position somewhere 

in the middle of this evolution and was quite distant from the original 

tradition. In his opinion, the additional material found in the Codex 

Scorialensis was to be considered as a later interpolation into the text of 

Codex Coislinianus 310.7? 

The problem of relating the Codex Scorialensis to the other versions of 

George the Monk undoubtedly hinges on the presence of the additional 

material which it contains, particularly the curious heretical doctrine that 

Christ was an angel, which is not duplicated in any of the other sources. 7* 

On the basis of the information which we possess at present, it is not 

possible to trace the origin of this material, and as a result the precise 

relation of the Codex Scorialensis to the other versions of George the Monk 

cannot be established definitively. On the other hand, it cannot be denied 

that this relation is very close. In all of the common passages, the Codex 

Scorialensis follows the version of the Codex Coislinianus 310, whenever 

this differs from the text of Peter the Higumen.” It is possible that the 

72 De Boor, BZ, VII, 43-46, et passim. Loos, “Contributions I’’, 42-47, sees no 

objection to considering the Codex Scorialensis as the original of the Codex Coislinianus, 

but he assigns the former to Peter of Sicily, which is impossible on the basis of chro- 

nology and of dissimilarity of material. Scheidweiler, ““Paulikianerprobleme’’, 11-12, 

argues that the Scorialensis represents a better version of the Chronicle than the 

Coislinianus 310, and that it is authentic and in the same tradition as the Coislinianus 

with no evidence of interpolation by a different author. 
78 Codex Scorialensis, X1X, 74-75. 

74 Codex Scorialensis, VII, 70, and IV, 71, follows the Coislinianus 310, Georgius 

Monachus, Chronicon, 720, in listing the Heresiarch Zacharias omitted by the Higumen 
(see n. 64e). There are slight indications that the Scorialensis might be later than the 

Coislinianus 310, but they are not conclusive: 
a) The Scorialensis, 71, gives the name of one of the Paulician churches as 

“Kvvoxwpitac”, which is the form found in Peter of Sicily who, as we shall see, is a 

later source, rather than the form ‘“‘Koivoympitac”’, found in Coislinianus 310, 
Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, 721. However, the name is given without any in 
dication of an offensive intention such as we find in Peter of Sicily, Historia, 1297/8. 
Furthermore, Grégoire, ‘Eglises’’, 512, notes that by the ninth century the pronuncia- 
tion of the two versions would have been indistinguishable. 

b) Codex Scorialensis, 71. We find here a lacuna of seventeen words in comparison 

with the same passage in the Coislinianus 310, Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, 721, 2-4. 
This lacuna has all the marks of a copyist’s error since it occurs immediately after the 
word “‘éxKAnoiac”, and the text resumes two lines later after the same word. 
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writer of the Codex Scorialensis possessed sources other than the version 

of P embodied in the Codex Coislinianus 310. We shall see in our inves- 

tigation of the History of Peter of Sicily that such sources existed in the 

ninth century. From these sources the author of the Codex Scorialensis 

could have acquired a knowledge of dogma with which the other extant 

sources are not acquainted, though they do not contradict it.”* At present, 

the chief value of the Codex Scorialensis lies in the fact that it seems to be 

describing two dissimilar Paulician doctrines, thus indicating an altera- 

tion in the beliefs of the heretics, a phenomenon which we have already 

observed in the Manichaean Formula. However, de Boor’s demonstration 

of the relatively late position of the Codex Scorialensis in the grouping of 

the manuscripts of George the Monk precludes the possibility that it is 

the earliest extant version of source P. 

The claims of the other versions of George the Monk are no better than 

those of the Codex Scorialensis. Friedrich correctly observed that the 

Paulician chapter does not occur in the same place in the various manu- 

scripts of George the Monk,” and that George shows almost no interest 

in the Paulicians elsewhere in his work. Thus we may even be dealing 

in this chapter with a later interpolation into the Chronicle.’7 De Boor 

75 Photius, Sermo II, 89/90, indicates that there were several Paulician groups, and 
we shall see that the disciples of Sergius quarrelled after their master’s death so that a 
split in the tradition may have occurred, Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XXV, 79/80-81/2 
(see my Chapter III). Lipshits, “Problems”, 239, observes that many additional sources 
on the Paulicians, no longer available, must have existed in the early ninth century. 

%6 Friedrich, ‘““Der urspriingliche Bericht’’, 109-110. Codex Coislinianus 310, Georgius 

Monachus, Chronicon, 718, and Codex Scorialensis, 70, place this chapter at the end 
of the reign of Constans II. In the edition of Muralt, PG, CXXX, 833/4, this section 
follows a brief chapter on the reign of Constantine IV, a chapter which is not found 
in the edition of de Boor. In the Chronicle of Cedrenus, Compendium, V1, 756, which 

normally follows the Codex Coislinianus 310 verbatim, this chapter is put into the thir- 
teenth year of Constans II. De Boor, BZ, VII, 41-42, objects, however, believing 

these variations are more apparent than real. 

™ Friedrich, “Der urspriingliche Bericht’, 108. This had already been noted by Ter 

Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 30-31. The reply of de Boor, BZ, VII, 41, seems un- 

satisfactory. There is no doubt that in spite of his reference to the Paulicians outside 
the special polemical chapter, George the Monk was not well-informed about them. 

In the account of the transportation of the Armenians by the Emperor Constantine V, 

whence Theophanes, Chronographia, I, 429, derives the spread of Paulicianism in the 

Balkans, George, Chronicon, 752, merely calls the emigrants Monophysites: “‘*Appe- 
viovg Kai Ldpous aipetikovs cic 16 BuCdvtiov pEetadkioev, dv of TAEiovs oiKobvtEs 
év tf, Opdxn pyéxpi viv Geonaoxitar Kata Tétpov eici tov Seidatov”. [Peter the 

Fuller, Monophysite Patriarch of Antioch, 461, or Peter Mongus, Monophbysite 
Patriarch of Alexandria, 482]. This, despite the fact that he had just identified Constan- 

tine V as a Paulician, ibid., 751. 

The introductory sentence of the Paulician chapter in the Codex Coislinianus 310, 
ibid., 718, 9-11. “Eg dv xpovav Kai 6 apynydc tHv MavduKidavov éveoavn Kovotav- 
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himself acknowledged that both the Codex Coislinianus 305 and the 
Codex Coislinianus 310 ultimately went back to a common earlier arche- 
type. There is, therefore, no reason for accepting his theory that the 
Codex Coislinianus 305 is an earlier version than the work of Peter the 
Higumen.’® The precedence of Peter the Higumen over George the 
Monk is still further supported by the greater similarity which the Higu- 
men’s Treatise bears to the later Codex Coislinianus 310 than to the earlier 
Coislinianus 305, since de Boor himself noted that George the Monk 
followed his sources far more closely in his second version than he had 
done in the earlier one.”® The relation between source P and the works of 
Peter the Higumen and George the Monk may, therefore, be expressed in 
the following manner: 

(P)? 

Petrus Higumenus (1) 

Georgius Monachus Georgius Monachus 

Codex Coislinianus 305 Codex Coislinianus 310 

(2a) (2b) | 
2 

Georgius Monachus 

Codex Scorialensis 

(2c) 

The other possible theory which we must consider is that of Grégoire, in 

whose opinion the original source was the History of Peter of Sicily (3a).®° 

For Grégoire, the Treatise of Peter the Higumen was not an independent 

tivoc, 6 Kai LiAovavov Eavtov dvoudoac. ~éott 5é H aipsoic adtav obtwc”’, is not to 

be found in Peter the Higumen, I, 60. The inclusion of this transition can be explained 
only as the preface to an extended quotation from an extant source, a conclusion which 

is supported by the complete similarity of the Codex Coislinianus 310 to the work of 

the Higumen as noted above (see n. 64). Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 2-3, also 

makes the reasonable suggestion that it is far more likely that George the Monk was 
the one to include an existing document in his Chronicle, than that a passage from a 
well-known chronicle should be excerpted and presented separately under the name 
of a different author. All of these points seem to reinforce the thesis of the precedence 
of Peter the Higumen over George the Monk. 
78 De Boor, BZ, VII, 45-47. 
79 Ibid., 46. Moeller, De libris, 33, thought it more likely that George the Monk had 
merely used the work of the Higumen rather than incorporated it into his own. How- 

ever, see n. 77. 
80 Grégoire, “‘Sources’’, 110-112; “‘Pauliciens”, 611-613, et passim. 
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work; it was merely an epitome of the History of Peter of Sicily. Further- 

more, this epitome was too awkward and careless to have been made by 

Peter himself, and it added nothing to the original source.* Hence Gré- 

goire concluded also that the date of the Chronicle of George the Monk 

must be later than the generally accepted 866-867, since all of the manu- 

scripts of the Chronicle include the epitome, which in turn must neces- 

sarily postdate its supposed source, Peter of Sicily, presumably composed 

in 872.82 In recent years this theory of Grégoire has been rejected. Scheid- 

weiler pointed out that Grégoire’s objection to the listing of the Paulician 

Churches in the work of Peter the Higumen is not conclusive, * and that, 

far from adding nothing to his source, Peter the Higumen gives material 

which cannot be found in Peter of Sicily.8* Loos has furthermore demon- 

strated that Grégoire’s criticism of the composition and organization of 

Peter the Higumen is unwarranted.*° As a result of this revision, there 

81 Grégoire, “Sources”, 101-109, “Histoire”, 224-225. 

82 Grégoire, “Histoire”, 225-226, “Paulicians”, 611. 

88 Scheidweiler, ‘“‘Paulikianerprobleme’’, 24-26; Lipshits, ““Problems”’, 238-239. I shall 
return to the problem of the listing of the Paulician churches in connection with Peter 

of Sicily. Seen. 153, and Chapter II, n.5. 

84 Scheidweiler, ‘‘Paulikianerprobleme”, 23, and Lipshits, ““Paulician Movements’, 

51. Grégoire, “Sources”, 107-108, can suggest only that the additional material found 
in the ‘‘Epitome”’ of Peter the Higumen and not in the History of Peter of Sicily must 

have been contained in the lost three Sermons of Peter of Sicily. 

85 Loos, “‘Contributions I’’, 30, 34, and 34, n. 83. Interpreting the words: “‘ka8ac zepi 

TOUTOV OAMEOTEPOV EV TOIG 510 TAGTOUG LOL AéAEKtOL”’ (Petrus Higumenus, XV, 66, 

Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, 724), to which Grégoire (“‘Sources”, 109), had 

objected as a careless copy of Peter of Sicily since the ‘““Epitome’’ had never contained 
a broader development; Loos demonstrated the validity of Gieseler’s earlier suggestion 

that these words merely refer back to an earlier section of the treatise of Peter the 
Higumen itself, and do not imply the existence of another more developed work, 

Petrus Higumenus, 66, n. 1. Gieseler, therefore, suggested that the word “aivm’’ had 

been dropped out of the MS. of the Higumen after “‘év toic’’, and cited a parallel 
passage of Epiphanius. That a suitable reference for this passage can be found “‘above”’ 

in the work of the Higumen is evident from a reading of section II, Petrus Higumenus, 

61 (see n. 95): Scheidweiler, “Paulikianerprobleme”, 25-26, agrees with Grégoire that 
the words, 814 mAdtovc refer back to the History of Peter of Sicily, but this theory 
depends on the very early date for the History postulated by Scheidweiler, op. cit., 38-39. 
I shall return to the date of the History later, but the explanation of Gieseler and Loos, 
supported by Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 3, and substantiated by the text of 

the Higumen without the need of an additional text, seems much more reasonable and 
satisfactory. 

As for the organization and wording of the “Epitome” as against Peter of Sicily, 
Loos, op. cit., 28-31, quite rightly demonstrates that the work of the Higumen is in no 
way inferior to that of Peter of Sicily, but rather the contrary: “‘En regardant de plus 
prés les deux textes, on se rend compte de toute la faiblesse de l’objection énoncée par 
Grégoire...” (28) “On peut méme objecter contre Grégoire, que dans l’Epitomé 
l’explication des termes Romains et chrétiens semble mieux placée”. (29) “Il nous 
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is no longer any reason for considering the work of Peter the Higumen as 
an epitome of that of Peter of Sicily, or for questioning the accepted date 
for the Chronicle of George the Monk. 

Both Scheidweiler and Loos, however, assume that Peter the Higumen 
and Peter of Sicily were one person, and that the two works were, there- 
fore, composed by the same author. In Scheidweiler’s opinion, the His- 
tory of Peter of Sicily was written in two different periods, and the short 
Treatise ascribed to Peter the Higumen was a work of Peter of Sicily, 
composed between the two parts of his History. The short Treatise was 
then included in the Chronicle of George the Monk, which also preceded 
the final version of Peter of Sicily’s History.8* In other words, the se- 
quence of texts in his opinion should be: Peter of Sicily I (3a), Peter the 

Higumen (1), George the Monk (2), Peter of Sicily II (3a bis). 

Loos in turn showed that the hypothesis of the double version of Peter 

of Sicily’s History was both awkward and unnecessary,*’ and maintained 

that the short Treatise attributed to the Higumen, though by Peter of 

Sicily, was written before the composition of the History. Thus he 

reversed the order of Scheidweiler and obtained the following sequence: 

Peter the Higumen (1), George the Monk (2), Peter of Sicily (3a).88 This 

order appears more satisfactory, but another problem is rightly raised by 

Scheidweiler. The Chronicle of George the Monk in all of its versions, 

but particularly in that of the Codex Scorialensis, contains material which 

cannot be found in Peter of Sicily. Since this Chronicle merely reproduces 

the work of Peter the Higumen, it is unlikely that the Higumen and Peter 

of Sicily are one and the same person.®® 

semble donc que la critique de Grégoire blamant l’auteur de |’ Epitomé d’avoir fait une 
compilation inintelligente et superficielle, soit encore plus douteuse que son inter- 

prétation des erreurs dans la liste des églises pauliciennes’’. (30) 

86 Scheidweiler, ‘“Paulikianerprobleme’’, 19, 22-29, 38-39. 

87 Loos, ‘Contributions I’’, 32-36. The basis of Scheidweiler’s theory is his inter- 

pretation of the Higumen’s words, ‘“‘51d tAGtovc’’, in the same sense as Grégoire, as 

a reference to another work by the same author, but this interpretation has been 

rejected (see n. 85). Without it there is no reason for supposing that Peter the Higumen 

is later than Peter of Sicily. 
88 [bid., 33-39, 43, particularly 36. 
89 Scheidweiler, ‘“Paulikianerprobleme”’, 23-29. Scheidweiler himself has doubts as 
to the identification of the Higumen with Peter of Sicily. Furthermore his explanation 

that the discrepancy between the Higumen and the History on the names and number 

of the Paulician churches stems from the fact that in the shorter work Peter is quoting 

his own History from memory, hardly seems satisfactory, ibid., 26. Loos, ““Contribu- 
tions I’’, 42 f., argues that: ‘Il semble donc qu’aucun obstacle d’importance ne peut 

nous empécher de considérer le texte de |’Escurial comme original et de l’attribuer a 

Pierre de Sicile’”. However, he too is unable to explain away the objection of Scheid- 

weiler that there is information in the Codex Scorialensis which cannot be found in 
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The conclusive factor dissociating Peter the Higumen from Peter of 

Sicily and establishing the precedence of the former is the date of the 

History of Peter of Sicily. As we shall see, the work of Peter of Sicily does 

not belong to the late ninth century, as it purports to do, but must be 

placed in the same category and period as the Pseudo-Photius, whom 

Grégoire himself dated after 932, more than sixty years after the composi- 

tion of George the Monk, who had used the earlier work of the Higumen. 

Under no circumstances, therefore, could the Treatise of the Higumen, 

composed in the mid-ninth century, have been the work of Peter of Sicily, 

and even less could it have been derived from it. It is rather Peter of 

Sicily who was forced to rely upon the Higumen for the material which 

they share. In this connection, it is interesting to note that a comparison 

of the works indicates that both Peter of Sicily and the Pseudo-Photius 

probably relied directly upon the work of the Higumen, rather than on 

the version of his work incorporated in the Chronicle of George the 

Monk.*° The relation of the later works to the original source may, 

therefore, be presented in the following manner: 

(P)? 

Petrus Higumenus (1) 

Petrus Siculus Pseudo-Photius 

(3a) (4a) 

so 

Euthymius Zigabenus (5) Manichaean Formula 

Peter of Sicily, ibid., 42. He is, therefore, compelled to take refuge in Grégoire’s 
hypothesis that the missing material was found in the lost Sermons of Peter of Sicily 
(see n. 84). 
0 a) Peter of Sicily not only incorporates material from the Treatise of the Higumen 
in his own work, he reproduces the entire Treatise at the beginning of the History, 
claiming it as his own work in the Vatican MS. 

b) Peter shows no signs of being acquainted with the Chronicle of George the Monk, 
and seems to be following another historian, possibly Theophanes Confessor, in the 
passages which are common to both works. 

c) Gieseler noted that both Peter the Higumen and Peter of Sicily habitually use 
“not” for “aci’’, though he tried to explain this in term of a Sicilian practice, 
Petrus Higumenus, 59. 

d) Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, IV, 21/2B, though not in 21/2A, lists the Paulician 
heresiarchs, omitting Zacharias as does the parallel passage of the Higumen, but not 
that of George the Monk. 
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Since neither the work of George the Monk nor that of Peter of Sicily 
reproduces the original version of source P, we must now consider once 
again the claim of the Treatise of Peter the Higumen to be the earliest 
extant version of P. The first characteristic of the little Treatise is its com- 
pleteness. It is in no way dependent on the context of the Chronicle of 
George the Monk, but is entirely self-contained. The information is 
brief, but adequate, containing observations on the origin of the sect, the 
leaders and heretic communities, the doctrine, and, finally, the organiza- 
tions and practices of the sectarians. No aspect has been overlooked. 
Furthermore, the information is given clearly and coherently, without 
undue rhetoric. 

The treatment of the several points is not, however, uniform. The 

historical section of the work is the briefest and the least satisfactory. 

This is the section in which errors have been found. The churches of the 

Paulicians are given as six instead of seven, and the location of the Church 

of the Koinochoritai is incorrect.*1 Furthermore, the name of the 

Heresiarch Zacharias has been omitted.°? The dogmatic section, on the 

other hand, is carefully presented. Its tone, despite the author’s obvious 

disapproval of the doctrine exposed, is neither condescending to the 

reader nor unduly violent.** The principal purpose of the work seems to 

be to give information rather than to indulge in polemic. Time and again 

the writer stops to warn his reader that the sectarians are adept at hiding 

their doctrine, so that they confuse the ignorant and must be questioned 

closely and skillfully before the truth is revealed.®* He stresses particularly 

*1 Petrus Higumenus, passim, the history is given in 36 lines, pp. 60-62, while the 

doctrine and practices of the heretics occupy double that space—74 lines, pp. 62-67. 
See Grégoire, ‘Sources’, 102-105. 

82 See n. 64e. Codex Coislinianus 310 and Codex Scorialensis put Zacharias back 
into the list of heresiarchs. It is quite possible that the omission is not a mistake on 

the part of the Higumen. We know that many of the Paulicians rejected Zacharias, 

who had abandoned his followers during a massacre, Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXX, 
1285/6; Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, 57/8; Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, 720, 1-2; 

Manichaean Formula, 1467/8; et al. Furthermore, Georgius Monachus, op. cit., 720, 

8-9, also omits the name of Zacharias when he lists the leaders whom the heretics hon- 

ored. Therefore, it is possible that the Higumen’s list is intended to present those 

leaders whom the heretics acknowledged rather than the ones who had actually 
existed. 
83 Scheidweiler, ‘‘Paulikianerprobleme’’, 12, argues that a certain amount of polemic 

can be found in the work of the Higumen, but he can bring forth only a few examples, 

none of them persuasive. The purpose of the Higumen is polemical, undoubtedly, but 

his tone is relatively calm. In comparison with the vituperation which we find in some 
parts of Peter of Sicily, the Higumen is remarkably dispassionate. 
%4 Petrus Higumenus, VI, 63-64: “Aégyovoi 5€ mpdcg todvcs ayvootvtag abdtovc 
TPOOvUas: TIOTEvOLEV sic Natépa Kai vidv Kai Gylov nvEebpa, TOV EMOVPaVLOV TATEpA, 
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the fact that the heretics use correct texts of the Scriptures, so that they 

appear orthodox at first glance, but that their interpretation of these 

texts is heretical. The concern of the author is emphasized by the repeti- 

tion of his warnings and admonitions. ** 

The Treatise of Peter the Higumen is in no sense a literary creation. 

Indeed, if we remember the Byzantine love of rhetoric, this work appears 

remarkably abrupt and practical. This characteristic, combined with the 

apparent lack of historical interest and the close attention given to the 

recognition and interrogation of heretics, makes the work curiously un- 

like a chronicle. The practical character of the Higumen’s account seems 

far more suited to a sort of inquisitor’s manual. That is to say, it gives 

only enough history to identify the sect; a list of leaders and churches 

which corresponds to the heretics’ confession rather than to historical 

fact; and little attention to geographical accuracy which is of no imme- 

diate importance. On the other hand, it shows precision in the description 

of the heretical doctrine and practices, and puts particular emphasis on 

the advice given to examiners. A practical purpose for the work would 

also explain the matter-of-fact tone of the exposition. Inquisitors stand 

in need of precise information and specific methods, not rhetoric and 

Kai &va8ena Qaoi tH LN ObtwS MIOTEDOVTL, WELEAETHLEVWS Aiav THY EavToV KaKiav 

pe8odevovtec’ od yap mpooTLOéaoLv, StE AEYOVOL TOV TATEPG TOV EMODPAVLOV, STL TOV 

LLOvov GANOivov Osodv, TOV TOINOAVTa TOV ODPAVOV Kai TIV yfiv Kai Tavta Ta EV 
avtoic. Xpr dé tov TpOGSiaAEyOuUEVOV OpOdSo0EOV aiteiv TOv Mavixyatov tod einsiv 

tO O0LBOAOV Tig tiotews, 6 ETL’ IItotebw sic Eva Oedv natépa, mavtoKpatopa, 

TOUNTIV Ovpavod Kai yiic, Opatev te Tavt@v Kai Gopatwv”’; and again ibid., XIII, 65: 

"AAG XP1] vovvexas Kai SuWPLoLEvas adtOIC sig Tavta Siaréyeoba1, Kai yap Kai 

TO webddoc TpOXEipas EXOVOL WS VOLOV Oiketov’. The same deceitfulness is character- 

istic of the heretics’ habits, ibid., XVII, 66-67, ‘““Tivéc 5& & adt&v Kai ta Tmaldia 
Eavtdv PantiCovowy bn0 tv huEetépov IIpeoButépov aixuarotav Svt@v nap’ adtoic. 

“Etepou 6&, siospxouevor év ti “ExxAnoig ti huetépa tOv dp00ddEwv, AcANOdTAS 
tOV Osimv pWOTNPIOV LETAAGUBAVOVvOLV, TPdc TAEiova &Eandtnv TOV AnAOvoTEpwV’’. 
The heretic priests cannot be identified by their outward appearence or comportment, 

ibid., XIV, 66: ““éxeivor 5€ Kai tobs ispsic adtHv ovvekdHuovs AEyov! Kai votapious, 
adiapdpovs miotv adtoic Svtac Kai Toig oxHLAOL Kai taic Siaitaic Kai MdoN TH TOD 

Aoirod Biov KkataoKkevf)”’. 

*° Petrus Higumenus, II, 61: ““obtog yap [K@votavtivos 6 LiAovavoéc] adtoics napé- 

daKkev tac Lev aipéoeic adtod odk éyyphows, GAN a&yphows Kata napddoolv, TO 

Ebvayyéitov 5é Kai tov “AndotoAov éyypdoac anapaAAaKta péev ti ypaot Kai toic 

OYOIG, 6 TA Kai Tap’ Htv Svta, adtoic napadodc, Siactpsyac 58 EicaoTOV KEMOAGLOV 
TpOG tag Eavtod aipécEtc, vonobEtious adtoic Kai toto, p Seiv Etépav PiPAOV tHv 
otavotv avayivaoxety, si ut) TO Edayyédov Kai tov "Andotohov”. Ibid., XV, 66: 
“Exovo1 dé navta,ta tod “AnootdAov kai tod Edayyeriov pnt Sidotpoga, mpdc ta TAP” 
huiv dvta évavtia, map’ adbtHv 5é ovvtebévta, do SfGev ApydCovta taic oiKsiatc 
abta&v aipéoeotv. ‘Qc yap eipntar, th ypaet Kai toic Adyoic obtac eiciv do Kai TH 
Tap hiv dnaparAAaKkta: ta 58 vonuata Siactpspovot, Kaac rEpi TOUTAV CUMEDTEPOV 
év toi [diva] 51a TAGTOUG LOL A€AEKTAL”. 
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propaganda, since as ecclesiastics they can presumably be trusted to know 

the heinous nature of the heresy they are meant to combat. 

It seems reasonable, therefore, to suggest that the work of Peter the 

Higumen was originally a practical document, written for the enlighten- 

ment of the Byzantine clergy for the specific purpose of assisting examiners 

concerned with the extirpation of heresy. This independent source was 

consulted by George the Monk in the writing of his Chronicle. The first 

version of the Chronicle was merely based on the work of the Higumen, 

whereas the second version embodied it almost verbatim. At a later date, 

this same document was used again by both Peter of Sicily and the Pseudo- 

Photius. Thesemi-official character of the Higumen’s Treatise is supported 

by the similarity which we can observe between it and the Paulician 

Formula.*® 

The date of the composition of the work of Peter the Higumen can be 

determined fairly accurately. Among the various practices of the Pauli- 

cians, the Higumen notes that “‘some of them have their children bap- 

tized by our priests, who are prisoners among them’’.®’ Such prisoners can 

have existed only in the period of Paulician political power, when the sect 

formed a semi-independent state on the upper Euphrates (that is to say, 

between ca. 813 and 872).°* In order to have been included in the Chron- 

icle of George the Monk, the Treatise must have preceded 866-867, or 

even date still earlier to have been consulted by George for the first ver- 

sion of his work. Finally, the last heresiarch known to the Higumen is 

Sergius, who presumably died in 835. The most suitable date for the 

composition of a work of the type of Peter the Higumen’s would seem to 

be in the period immediately following the re-establishment of Orthodoxy 

by the Empress Theodora in 843; her action was followed almost imme- 

86 The similarity between the two works is extremely close and supports the dating 
of the Paulician Formula in the same period as the Higumen’s work, that is to say, the 

mid-ninth century: 
Petrus Higumenus Paulician Formula 

I, 60 Anathema XII, 454 

Ill, 61-62 Anathema IX, X, 454 

VI, 63-64 Anathema I, VI, 453 

VII, 64 Anathema III, IV, 453 

IX, 64 Anathema IV, 453 

XIV, 66 Anathema XV, XVI, 455 

XVIII, 67 Anathema VII, 453-454. 
Finally both list the Paulician heresiarchs only as far as Sergius and ignore the later 

heresiarchs, Petrus Higumenus, III, 61-62, IV, 63, and Paulician Formula, 1X, 454. 

7 6See n. 94. 
98 That is to say, the period between the establishment of Sergius and his followers 

at Argaous on the frontier of the Empire after the persecution of Michael I (811-813) 

and the fall of Tephriké in 872 (see Chapter III). 
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diately by a violent persecution of Paulicianism. In this same period, we 

know that the Patriarch Methodius (843-847) was concerned with the 

conversion of heretics who held a doctrine very similar to that of the 

Paulicians.9® As Friedrich rightly observed, what period could be more 

suitable than this for the composition of works against the Paulicians,1°° 

and particularly of a practical treatise for the indentification and extirpa- 

tion of a sect which was becoming a dangerous neighbor for the Empire? 

In the work of Peter the Higumen, we have, therefore, a practical docu- 

ment dealing with the Paulicians in the middle of the ninth century, most 

probably in the period of the patriarchate of Methodius. This document 

was to be used and preserved in the Chronicle of George the Monk com- 

posed soon afterward, and in all subsequent works. 

The semi-official character of the Higumen’s work and its relation to 

the Paulician Formula suggest that this may indeed be source P, of which 

it exhibits all the characteristics. Such an identification is further sup- 

ported by our knowledge that the Paulicians were generally favored by 

the Iconoclastic emperors, so that a semi-official polemical work against 

them in the period preceding the re-establishment of Orthodoxy is not a 

likely possibility.1°! On the other hand, the familiarity with the Higumen’s 

work shown by the first version of George the Monk leaves little time 

for the composition of an earlier polemical document which would 

postdate 843. We cannot, at our present stage of knowledge, affirm 

that the work of Peter the Higumen is identical with source P, but 

it is undoubtedly the earliest extant version of that source and under- 

lies to some extent all our polemical texts: 

(P)? 
| 

Petrus Higumenus (1) 
| 

Georgius Monachus Georgius Monachus Petrus Siculus Pseudo-Photius 

(Cod. Cois. 305) (Cod. Cois. 310) (3a) (4a) 

(2b) 
2 we 

Georgius Monachus Euthymius Manichaean 

(Cod. Scor.) (2c) Zigabenus (5) Formula 

°° Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, IV, 161, 165; Nicetas Choniates, “Ex 
libris thesauri Orthodoxae fidei”, 281/2-283/4; Genesius, “Regum”, 85; Cedrenus, Com- 
pendium, VII, 150-151 (see Chapter IV). 
100 Friedrich, “‘Der urspriingliche Bericht’’, 82-83. 
t01 For the favor shown to the Paulicians by the Iconoclastic emperors and the subse- 
quent persecution after the re-establishment of Orthodoxy in the Empire, see Chapter III. 
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Up to now we have been concerned exclusively with source P. However, 

it has been noted that certain of our texts contain additional material 

and in particular information of an historical character which cannot be 

derived from P. This additional material is particularly noticeable in 

the Codex Scorialensis, in the History of the Pseudo-Photius, and in that 

of Peter of Sicily. It is evident from the presence of this material that 

sources, now lost, other than P must have existed in Byzantine times. 

Even though these sources are no longer available to us, some of their 

characteristics and the information they contained may be reconstructed 

from a careful analysis of the most complex and baffling of the surviving 

anti-Paulician works, the History of Peter of Sicily. 

The History of Peter of Sicily is presented to the reader as a straight- 

forward and coherent document. The information which Peter gives 

about himself and his work is simple and precise. In the second year of 

the Emperor Basil I, the Macedonian (869), Peter was sent to the Pauli- 

cian capital of Tephriké as an ambassador concerned with the exchange 

of prisoners. He remained in Tephriké nine months and became ac- 

quainted with the heretics and their doctrine. Alarmed by the evidence 

of missionary activity directed by the Paulicians toward Bulgaria, Peter 

wrote his History for the information of the Orthodox world and par- 

ticularly for the Archbishop of Bulgaria, to whom he dedicated his work.!” 

Peter emphasizes the firsthand quality of his work throughout and repeats 

the date and purpose of his journey: 

On account of this mission to the Paulicians I remained a long time in the city 

of Tephriké and often disputed with them [the heretics] and I was accurately 

informed by the Orthodox many of whom live in that region.1% 

The reputation of Peter’s work, however, has not always been of the best 

among scholars. After having been used as the basic source on the 

102 Petrus Siculus, Historia, Ul, 1241/2-1243/4. Gieseler, Petri Siculi Historia Mani- 
chaeorum seu Paulicianorum (Gottingen, 1846), 3, correctly puts the words: “té 
mpoéd5p@ BovAyapiac Métpoc”’, immediately after the dedication of the work and enti- 

tles the next section merely” tpdA0yoc”’. This is the form in which the passage appears 

in the Codex Vaticanus Graecus 511, fol. 81v. Migne, PG, CIV, 1243/4B, for some 
reason divides and alters this heading so that Chapter III is entitled “T@ mpoédp@ 

BovAyapiac Métpov Mpdiroyoc”’; cf., however, ibid., n., r. Scheidweiler, ‘*Paulikianer- 

probleme’, 14-18, 20-21, demonstrates that such a division is incorrect, since the 

prologue contains no reference to the Archbishop of Bulgaria. See also Loos, 

“Contributions I’’, 20, n. 7. 
108 Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1241/2B, ““XpovotpiBijous toivev év ti abdtf SovAcia 

Mpdc tovs Tavarkidvovg év TiPpikh, Kai noAAGKIC adtoic SiarExOEic, od phy GAAG 

Kai Tapa TOAAGV SpOoSdE@v éexeice KaTOLKOOVT@V AKpLBéoTEpoV Ta TEpi AdTOV 

pabeav’”’. Ibid., 1303/4B. 
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Paulicians until late in the nineteenth century, Peter’s work was rejected 

by Ter Mkrttschian as a Comnenian forgery.1% Soon, however, Bury 

was to point out that the sole extant manuscript of Peter’s History was 

much earlier than the twelfth century.!% Grégoire completed Peter’s 

rehabilitation and asserted that the History was not only an authentic 

document, but the unique source on the Paulicians of which Peter the 

Higumen was an epitome and the work of the Pseudo-Photius a late 

copy.!% We have already seen that Grégoire’s thesis that Peter of Sicily 

is our sole source for the history and dogma of the Paulicians can no 

longer be maintained. Let us now look at the quality of Peter’s own work. 

The organization of the History is by no means so coherent and orderly 

as Grégoire would have us believe. The first two chapters contain a 

statement of the circumstances in which the work was undertaken, its 

purpose, and the dedication to an archbishop of Bulgaria who is not 

named.!°’ These are followed by two more chapters entitled ““Prologue”’ 

which are of a general nature and bear no relation to the dedication.1% 

At this point the History proper presumably begins, but we are faced once 

again with several chapters dealing generally and discursively with some 

of the misdeeds of the Paulicians. This section ends with a listing of the 

main dogmas of the heretics and the promise that the author will refute 

these after he has finished with the history of the sect.1°® The next ten 

chapters are concerned with Mani, his life, teachers, disciples, doctrines 

and the refutation of them, and lead into an account of the origin of the 

Paulician sect.14° At this point additional confusion arises. The next 

chapter, XXII, interrupts the exposition of the history of the sect and 

104 See Introduction. J. Gieseler, “Untersuchungen tiber die Geschichte der Pauli- 

kianer”, Theologische Studien und Kritiken, 11 (Hamburg, 1829), 80, insisted that 

“Photius” and Peter’s animosity toward the Paulicians did not necessarily make them 
untrustworthy sources. See Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 121-127. Krumbacher, 

Byzantinische Litteratur, 78, refuses to express a final judgement on the work of Peter 

of Sicily. 

105 Bury-Gibbon, “Appendix VI”, VI, 541. Grégoire, “‘Pauliciens”, 610. 

106 Grégoire, “Sources”, 110-112; ‘‘Pauliciens’’, 611-613. “‘J’insiste aujourd’hui sur 
la parfaite authenticité de Pierre de Sicile, y compris son Prologue” (‘‘Pauliciens”’, 611). 
“Il n’y a point d’erreur chez Pierre de Sicile. Il dit bien ce qu’il veut dire. Son récit est 

logique et cohérent. Et il le confirme en usant d’une source excellente, en citant une 

épitre de Tychikos lui-méme’’ (‘‘Sources”, 103). This theory of Grégoire is followed 
by both Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 34, 181, and Obolensky, Bogomils, 31. 
107 Petrus Siculus, Historia, I-I, 1239/40-1243/4. 

108 Ibid., “TIpddoyoc”, I-IV, 1243/4B-1245/6B. 
109 Ibid., “ “Totopia”, V-X, 1245/6-1257/8B. V-VI concern the Incarnation and the 
Virgin Mary; VII, the cross; VIII, the apostles, prophets and doctors of the Church; 
IX, the secret nature of the heresy; X, the main dogmas of the Paulicians. 
110 Ibid., X1-XXI, 1257/8B-1271/2D. 
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turns to the anti-heretical activities of the Macedonian emperors, Basil I 

and his sons Constantine and Leo, and to a panegyric of these rulers.1" 

Chapter XXIII marks a new beginning, as was observed by Grégoire and 

Scheidweiler,'? and introduces an extensive and detailed account of the 

history of the sect down to the death of the Heresiarch Sergius, where it 

breaks off.* The work then ends with an epilogue of two brief chapters 

on the last Paulician leaders, Karbeas and Chrysocheir, together with 

a restatement of Peter’s mission and his reason for writing the History.1™4 

In addition to the confusion of the presentation, innumerable difficul- 

ties arise if we are to assume the truth of Peter’s statement as to the date 

and purpose of his work. There is extensive duplication of material; the 

occasion for the writing of the History is told twice, the date stated three 

times.14° Two accounts are given for the origin of the Paulician sect as 

well as for Mani’s disputation with Archelaus, Bishop of KaSkar, and for 

the Heresiarch’s death.14® Not only is the material repetitive, but much 

of it is contradictory. Peter tells us at the beginning of his work that he 

was alarmed by the evidence of Paulician proselytism and that he was 

therefore writing to inform the Archbishop of Bulgaria of this imminent 

danger. At the end of the History, however, he tells us that the work was 

undertaken at the order of the Macedonian emperors,’ without any 

mention of Bulgaria. Similarly, the date of Peter’s mission shifts from 

“the beginning of Basil’s reign’’, presumably alone, to the joint rule of 

Basil and his two sons, Constantine and Leo, which cannot be earlier than 

870.118 Again we are told, in Chapter XXII, that the heresy was first 

111 Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1273/4C-1275/6D. 
2 Jbid., XXIII, 1275/6C-1277/8B; Grégoire, “‘Précisions”, 290; Scheidweiler, 
“Paulikianerprobleme’’, 17, 19. 
113 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXIII-XLI, 1277/8B-1301/2C. 
114 [bhid., XLII-XLIII, 1301/2C-1303/4C. 
5 The circumstances and purpose of Peter’s trip, and the composition of the 
History, ibid., U1, XLII, 1241/2B-1243/4A, 1303/4B. The date of Peter’s activity, I, 

XXII, XLII, 1241/2AB, 1273/4D-1275/6A, 1303/4AB. 
116 The origin of the Paulicians, ibid., XXI, XXIII, 1273/4AB, 1275/6D. The disputa- 

tion with Archelaus, Mani’s flight and death, XIV, XV, XX, 1261/2B-1265/6B, 
1271/2CD. Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XIII, XV, 39/40B-41/2A, 43/4B-45/6A, also 
duplicates the account of the disputation with Archelaus, but in a different order. 
117 See n. 115. Also Scheidweiler, ‘“‘Paulikianerprobleme’’, 14. 

u8 Seen. 115. Petrus Siculus, Historia, Il, 1241/2AB, “év apxii tic abtoKpatopias 

Baotsiov”; ibid., XXII, 1273/4D-1275/6A, “év taic huépaic Bactisiov kai Kov- 

ctavtivov Kai Agovtoc, tov sdvoeBOv Kai dpb0dSdEov pEydA@V Bacliéov Lav”; 

ibid., XLII, 1303/4B, “év 1 Sevtép@ Eter thc BaciAciag BacwAeiov kai Kwvotav- 

tivov Kai Agovtoc, tov edvosBadv Kai Sikaiov peyGA@v Baoiéov Hdv”. Basil came 

to the throne in 867 after the murder of Michael III. Scheidweiler, ‘“Paulikianer- 

probleme”, 17, rightly observes that Chapters XXII and XLIII must have been written 
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identified and openly revealed in the time of Basil and his sons.1!° Yet 

elsewhere Peter says that Paulicians had been known and pursued under 

Basil’s predecessors, Constantine IV, Justinian II, Michael I, and Leo 

V.129 These contradictions often follow very closely one upon the other. 

In Chapter XXI the origin of the Paulicians is ascribed to Paul and John, 

the sons of a Manichaean woman from Samosata named Kallinike, but 

in Chapter XXIII the first leader of the sectarians is an Armenian named 

Constantine. Likewise Chapter XLI ends with the statement that the 

Paulicians had no single leader after the death of Sergius, but only a 

group of teachers, all equal in rank. Chapter XLII opens with an account 

after January, 870, when Leo VI was associated to the throne. Migne, PG CIV, 
1275/6, n. 29, says that the sons of Basil were immediately associated with their father; 
this is true of Constantine, but not of his younger brother, Leo. 

119 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXII, 1275/6A: “‘Ilavtag yap tov mpoBPeBaoirevKkotac 

dSiadabav 6 éyKeKpvppévocg SOA0G TiIG Hvoapac tabtNs aipsoeMs. tHV Sikaiav 
Baclrsiav TOV KOGLOOvOTATOV Kai Gyiov LEyGAav Baoltléwv Hudv [Basil, Constan- 

tine and Leo mentioned above] ob d1éAa0ev’’. 
120 J[bid., XXI, 1273/4B: “Oi obv edoeBéotato1 Kai d6p8dd0Eo1 Hu@v BaotAsic iva 

yt ExinAsiov StavepnPeion fh AoiWwdNS OTAOIs AUTN, ALUNVNTAL TOAAOLS TOV KAO 
Tuas Osik@® CHA® KivobpEvo1 TObs KATA TOMOV ELPLOKOLEVOUG Tis “PapaiKiic apxiic 

Moaviyaiovg Kata Kaipovs anoKtévvovolv...”; 1277/8B: “Oi yap G8E1otator Kai 

Op86S0E01 Hudv tHV Svtws Xpiotiav@®v Baot1Asic peta nmavtMV TOV ayabav adtHv 

Katop§@pdtwv, OEeonifovor Kai tovtto, Mavixaiovug Kai Movtavods Eiger 

tin@psetobar...’’; also XXV, 1279/80C—Constantine IV or Justinian II. Constantine 

the Heresiarch had first appeared in the reign of Constans II, and preached for twenty- 
seven years before his execution, 1279/80AB; see my Chapter III, n. 34, also Grégoire, 
“*Précisions”’, 303. 

For the chronology of the Paulicians: XXV, 1279/80BC-Constantine IV; XXVII,- 

1281/2D-Justinian II; XLI, 1299/1300-1301/2A-Michael I and Leo V; see also Scheid- 

weiler, ‘““Paulikianerprobleme’’, 15. 

121 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXI, 1273/4A (see n. 131 for the text of this passage and 

its provenance). Ibid., XXIII, 1275/6C, “‘év taic huépaic Ko@votavtivov tod Baoiré@c 
tov Eyyovoc “HpakAsiov, yéyove tic “Appévioc, d6voyatt Kavotavtivoc, év tH 

LapLoodt@ tic “Appeviacs év Kut) MavavaAsr Asyouévil, tt1g KON Kai péxpi tod 

viv Mavixatious éxtpéger”. It is true that Peter of Sicily tells us that the new Paulician 

leaders were the disciples of their predecessors, but Chapter XXII] has no further mention 
of Paul and John, though they make a brief reappearence in Chapter XXVIII, 1283/4B. 

Similarly in Chapter XXI, 1273/4B, Peter tells us rather vaguely that the Byzantine 

emperors had persecuted Manichaeanism, but in Chapter XXIII, 1277/8BC, he is 
precise enough to quote the very wording of the law in the Eclogue of Leo III and the 

provisions of the Codex Justinianus: “Maviyaiovsg kai Movtavodc Eiger tismpsiobat, 

tas dé BiBAous adtHV edpioKOpLévac TUPi TapadidocOar’ & Sé TIc PHPAbEin tAdTAS 

anoKpUTT@V, TOV TOLOdTOV Wow Savdtov KabvToPGAAEobal, ta Sé OndpyovtA 
avt® Ev 7H tod Snuocion eickopiCeoba1 pépev’’. Cf. C. Spulber ed., L’Eclogue des 

Tsauriens (Cernautzi, 1929), 75, “Oi Maviyaior kai of Movtavoi Eiger tinmpeic®moav”. 
Corpus Iuris Civilis, Il, ed. Krueger (Berlin, 1929), Codex Justinianus, 1, v, 11—Mani- 
chaeans shall be punishable by death; 15, 16, 18—-Manichaeans may not bequeath their 
goods which are to be confiscated by the fisc, Manichaean books are to be burned, 

and the sheltering of a Manichaean is punishable by death. 
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of the leadership of Karbeas.!22 Even more serious are the facts that the 
doctrine of the Paulicians presented in Chapter X does not coincide with 
some of the information which we find in the later section of the H istory,1?8 
and that the tone and style of the composition vary from one section of 
the work to another.!24 

In his study of the works of Photius and Peter of Sicily, Moeller al- 
ready suggested that the History of Peter of Sicily was a composite work, 
although his divisions of the work are difficult to accept.!2° That such 
divisions do exist, however, is evident from a close study of the History. 
We are, therefore, brought to the conclusion that the History of Peter of 
Sicily is not a homogeneous work as it purports to be, but rather a collec- 
tion of various sources belonging to diverse periods, joined together into 
a more or less coherent narrative by a compiler whom, for the sake of 
convenience, I shall continue to call Peter of Sicily. 

The first section of Peter’s History consists of the work of the Higumen, 

which was taken over verbatim in the Vatican manuscript, as we have 

already seen. The separate title of the History which follows in this manu- 

script should not blind us to the fact that both works were considered 

part of a single unit, as is indicated by the incorrect attribution of the 

Higumen’s work to Peter of Sicily.12° Next we find the suspicious dedica- 

2 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XLI, 1301/2C, “‘oi kai ovvékSnyor [Lepyiov]... peta 

TOV TOD SIdUOKGAOD adtTHV Lepyiov Savatov... icdtyol navtec Ori pxrov’ uNKEetL Eva. 

d1ddo0KaAov GvaxknpvEavtEc, KabdrEp Of TP@vV, GAAG navtEC iool Svtec’’. Ibid., XLII, 
1301/2C, ““O ovv KapBéac, év toicg tote Kaipoic dvapavsic, Kai tod dAEOpiov 

éxsivov Aaod KaOnynodpevoc...’’. 
123 Jbid. The doctrine of the two principles described in Chapter X, 1253/4B, and 
the docetic principle that Christ received no flesh from the Virgin Mary, 1255/6A, do 
not reappear in Chapters XXII-XLIHI. 

124 Moeller, De libris, 41; Scheidweiler, ‘‘Paulikianerprobleme”, 16-7, criticizes 

Moeller’s method but gives no actual proof of the unity of style. Loos “Contribu- 

tions I’’, 33, accepts Scheidweiler’s conclusion without any further proof. 

125 Moeller, De libris, 41-43, 51, ““Neque enim quae Petrus profert omnia eiusdem 
farinae sunt. Aliis locis temperato placidoque usus est sermone, aliis haereticorum 

detestionibus abundat’’. Moeller suggests the following sources for Peter of Sicily: 

1) George the Monk, whom Peter consulted but did not cite as an authority; 2) St. 

Cyril, Epiphanius, and Socrates Scholasticus, whom he named; 3) an anonymous 

history of the Paulicians amplified by a biography of the Heresiach Sergius. This 
theory has been too lightly disregarded by subsequent scholars; see preceding note. 
226 The inclusion of the Higumen’s work into the compilation of the Histories is even 
clearer in the Pseudo-Photius. There, the first ten chapters are a paraphrase of the 
Higumen, as was demonstrated by Ter Mkrttschian (see n. 58). These ten chapters are 
then followed, without any transition or new title, by the history of Mani and that of 
the Paulicians found in the main body of the work of Peter of Sicily. As we shall see, 

one of the characteristics of the Pseudo-Photius’ work is a greater cohesion which 
obliterates the separations between the various sections still visible in the History of 

Peter of Sicily. 
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tion to the unnamed archbishop of Bulgaria and the ten preliminary 

chapters ending with the résumé of Paulician doctrine. These are most 

likely the works of Peter of Sicily himself. They are confused in style and 

organization and at best introductory in nature. What Paulician doctrine 

they discuss is mainly drawn from the Higumen’s work which Peter had 

already presented in the preceding section. The repetition of material is 

particularly clear in Chapter X of the History, which follows the Higu- 

men’s argument point by point. Here, already, we find a characteristic 

of Peter’s compilation which we shall meet again, the duplication of 

material. In addition to the demonstration of Peter’s indebtedness to the 

Higumen, the main value of the first ten chapters lies in their similarity to 

the Sermons which follow the History. The Sermons, therefore, should 

probably be acepted as Peter’s own work.!?” 

With the next nine chapters on Mani we are in a completely different 

world. Peter himself admits that he was acquainted with the anti- 

Manichaean works of Socrates Scholasticus, Saint Cyril, and Epiphanius, 

and Moeller has amply shown the indebtedness of Peter to these works.17® 

Peter may also have known the Acts of Archelaus, a work dating pre- 

sumably from the fourth century and containing a lengthy account of the 

disputation between Mani and Bishop Archelaus of KaSkar, an account 

which is repeated by Peter in his History.12° So intent is Peter on bolster- 

127 The similarity between the Sermons and the early part of the History was amply 
demonstrated by Scheidweiler, “‘Paulikianerprobleme”’, 19-22. Useful though the 
Sermons may be as corroboration of the doctrine described in Chapter X of the 
History, they do not add anything to our knowledge, nor are they of any use in dating 

Peter’s work; see n. 171. 

128 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XTX, XX, 1269/70C-1271/2D. Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, 

XI, 31/2-33/4 gives more extensive sources; see n. 173 f., and Moeller, De libris, 

Chapter IV, 21-31, ““De ratione quae intercedit inter Cyrillum, Socratem, Epiphanium 

et Petrum Photiumque’’. 

129 Hegemonius, Acta Archelai, ed. G. H. Beeson (Leipzig, 1906). The disputed 

authenticity of the work does not affect our subject. Peter may have known the Acta 
Archelai, since the parallel between his account of Manichaean doctrine and that found 

in the Acta is striking: 

Historia Acta Archelai 

1267/8BC X(IX), 16-17 
1267/8A X(IX), 15-16 
1269/70B IX, 14. 

On the other hand, Peter, who cites his authorities at this point, does not mention the 
Acta, Furthermore, he refers to Archelaus in flattering terms, Historia, 1265/6AB, 
as does the Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XIII, 39/40. This may be due to Archelaus’ 
position as the opponent of Mani, but some of the Christology found in the Acta 
could hardly have passed as Orthodox in ninth- and tenth-century Constantinople, 
though, as we shall see, it was quite acceptable to some branches of fourth-century 
Christianity; see my Chapter V. The first sentence of Peter of Sicily is obviously a 
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ing his History with all the sources at his disposal, that he follows his 

account of this disputation and Mani’s death with a complete repetition 

of the whole story, drawn from Epiphanius. It is important to note here 

that none of the sources cited by Peter dates later than the fifth century, 

so that this entire section of the History is a sort of archaeological excur- 

sion into a long vanished Manichaeanism.!°° The relevance of this 

section to the rest of the History is doubtful; at best it provides a back- 

ground for Peter’s thesis that Paulicians and Manichaeans are one and 

the same. The entire section is drawn together by Peter, but its various 

sources have been left clearly visible through the repetitions of the com- 

piler. 

The next chapter, XXI, with the account of Kallinike, Paul and John, 

and their founding of the sect, marks the return of Peter to the account of 

the Higumen. All the material for this chapter, including the explanation 

given for the name, Paulicians, and for that of the heretical village of 

Episparis, is to be found in the Treatise of the Higumen, though Peter has 

confused his source in one case.!*! As for Chapter XXII, both Grégoire 

transition from the Manichaean section and an introduction for the section to 

follow. 
130 Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1269/70C, “Tatta yéypantat év taic tHv Mavixaiov 
BiPAotc. Tadta hyeic &véyvapev aniotobdvtEs toic AEyouévoic: bnEp yap thc buetEpac 

dooadrsiac tiv ékeivev andAeiav éxoAvTpaypwovnoapev’”. Peter seems to be antici- 
pating an objection from his reader; in any case, the admission that his information 

came from books and was hardly believable argues against the currency or even the 

knowledge of such beliefs in his own time. 
131 Jbid., XXI, 1273/4AB, Petrus Higumenus, I, 60; 

Petrus Higumenus: 

“TlavAikiavoi, oi Kai Mavi- 

xato1, pEetovondo8noav avti 

Maviyaiav Tlovauciavoi ano 

Tlabaov tivdg Lapooatéwe, 
viod yovaikdos Mavixaiac, Kaa- 

Mviknsg todvoua, ijti¢c dvo 
viodcs goxEv, tTobtOV TOV IIadAov 

Kai Iadvvnv. Tovtovus obv tiv 

Moviyaixnhy aipeoiw 1ddeéaca, 
&k tod Lapwodtov sic “Appevi- 

axobc KipvKac tic aipgoewc 
adtOv GméotetAEev’ oitives EA- 
Odvteg sic KOuNV Tiva THC 

@Mavapoiac, ékeioe tiv EALTAV 

Gipsoiv évéoneipav. “Extote 
obdv 7 Lev KOUN pETOVOLGACON 
’"Enionapic, of d& padntai 
avtav TlavaAuciavoi éKAnen- 
oav”’. 

Petrus Siculus: 

“Tivéc € TOV LAOnTdV adtod [Mavnv] Epoacav 
véxpt Lapwodtov tfc “Appeviac, kai to Cilaviov 
tod movnpod év advtd Kataonsipavtes, ToAAOLG 

tov éxeios “Appeviov ratnoav’ ... Povn yap 

tic &kK TOD Laopwodtov Kaddtvixn tobvoya dbo 

viodc ~oxe, Dadiov Kai “Imdvvnv: tovtovg obv 
tovg S00 Soeic  adt@v yevvitpia *Exidva 

ékOpéwaca, Kai tiv Tappiapov 6154Eaca aipeotv, 
KipoKac THs mMAGvNS anéotElrev EK tod Lapa- 

oatov. Oi 58 KatadaPdvtes tiv évopiav Dava- 

poiac, hAGov sic tiva Kpynv, Kai tob¢ év adtii 

oikobdvtac Gpabeic Kai Gotnpiktovg sbpdovtEc 

zxeioe TOV idv tic movnpiag Kal TO mIKPOV 

tiCaviov tod éxOpod évéonetpav’ 810 Kai péx pu 

tic onuspov A pév Kdayn “Exntomapic WEtTMvo- 

udo0n h S& aipeoic Kata tiv TMV KNPvVEGVT@V 

dvopaciav’ Kai yap é&K tote EK Mavixaiov 

énexAnOnoav Iavauctavot”. 
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and Scheidweiler observed that it has the aspect of an interpolation or a 

new beginning with its sudden interruption of the story of Paul and John 

and its return to the obliteration of the heresy by the Orthodox emperors.1*” 

The reason for this awkward chapter becomes quite clear when we rec- 

ognize its function. It is both a transition and the introduction of a 

completely new source which forms the bulk of Peter’s work. 

It has long been observed that the history of the Paulician sect included 

in Chapters XXIII to XLI shows a different character from the rest of 

Peter’s work. It is a systematic and orderly account of the sect’s develop- 

ment from its founder, Constantine, to its greatest leader and reformer, 

Sergius. Many of the geographical locations given in it can be verified, 

and a number of historical events mentioned are corroborated else- 

where.!** Finally, this section presents a homogeneous unit without 

repetitions or interpolations.14 

The space given to Sergius in this account is disproportionately large.1** 

Not only are we given extensive details on his conversion to Paulicianism, 

his assumption of the leadership of the sect, and his life and missionary 

activities, but his Letters to his disciples and contemporaries are quoted 

directly.1°° The tone of the narrative changes as it reaches Sergius’ 

lifetime. Throughout the history of the sect there is no doubt as to the 

writer’s disapproval of Paulicianism, his constant depreciation of the 

leaders of the sect, and his malignant joy at imperial persecution, but 

when he deals with Sergius he becomes positively shrill in his vitupera- 

tions.13” So hysterical are the author’s denunciations and so accurate and 

132 See n. 112. 
133 Grégoire, “‘Précisions’’, 295-296, ‘““Eglises’’, 511-514. 

184 Rader was rather puzzled by Chapter XXXIV, but Migne, PG, CIV, 1289/90, 
n. 38, attributes it correctly to the narrator. It is a perfectly reasonable commentary 

on the preceding chapter. 

185 Sergius is the subject of ten chapters out of a total of nineteen; the most given to 
any other heresiarch is two. This is probably the basis for Moeller’s assumption that 
Peter possessed a biography of Sergius (see n. 125). This is a possibility though not a 

likely one, as there is no evidence of a break between the account of Sergius’ career 

and the section immediately preceding it. 
#86 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXXVI, 1293/4B—on Sergius’ missionary activities; 
XXXVII, 1295/6A — the inhabitants of Koloneia; XXXVIII, 1297/8AB—on the 

Paulician Churches; XXXIX, 1197/8-1299/1300A—to Leo the Montanist. All of these 
are quoted directly and not paraphrased. 

187 Ibid., XXXII, 1287/8B: “Lépyov tov Ex9pdv tod otavpod tod Xpiotod, tO tic 
G0EdtH TOS GtOLG, tov tic BEountOpOS Kai navtMv tov ayiwv bBpiotHv: Lépyiov 
TOV GvTiLAXOV THV tod Xpiotod GnoGTOAV TOV TOS TPOMHTUC pLOoaAVTE, Kai TOG 
Ociac Ppagac anootpagévta Kai mpd¢ psOove Kai webddn éxtpanévta’ Lépyiov tov 
tod Xpiotob piontiv, tov tfc “EkKAnoiac noAguiov, tov Yidv tod Ocod Katana- 
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detailed his information, that it seems likely that this section of Peter’s 
History is the work of one of Sergius’ contemporaries. The violence of 
the style suggests a recanting Paulician writing for the edification of 
Orthodox readers.*® This conclusion as to the date of this section is 
supported by the fact that the narrator, in dealing with Sergius’ life, 
continually slips into the present tense,!*® most conspicuously in the 
following revealing correction: 

tThoavta, Kai TO aiva tic SiaOKNS KoIvov hynodpevov, Kai tO Tvedpo ths XAPItOS 
EvvBpioavta, «.1.A....”; ibid., XXXVIII, 1295/6D: “’"Q éxOpé tijc GAnGsiac, vié 
d1aporov, kai maons Padiovpyias épydta: nH> EtdOAUNOUS toLAdtO anopbéyyeo@at, 
icov Eavtdov no1lWv tH 88h’; ibid., 1293/4D ff., 1297/8AB ff., etc. The narrator does 
not seem able to proceed with his story without exploding. Note the contemporary 
tone of these attacks. 

88 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XLI, 1301/2BC, the narrator seems well acquainted with the 

names of Sergius’ disciples, who are unknown to source P and the texts dependent on it, 

“pabntai dé tovtov [Lepyiov] bri pxov pvotikatepot MiyanA kai 6 Kavaxdpic Kai 
‘Toavvns 6 “Adpatos, oi tpsic piepsic Kai 6 uwnwovevOsic @edSot0c, BacitEtoc te Kai 
Zoos, kai Etepor NOAAOi”. He tells us of the dissensions within the sect after Sergius’ 
death, ibid., 1299/1300D; this is confirmed by the Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XXV, 70/ 

80C-81/2A. It is very tempting toidentify, the author of source S with one of Sergius’ 

disciples who quarrelled with the others after the master’s death and returned to 

Orthodoxy. The reference to the disciples, Basil and Zosimus, in Chapter XLIII, 

1303/4, “‘...étt mepiovtocg Baotireiov Kai Zwoipov tHv wiap&v ovveKdShU@v AEyo- 

Ltév@v”’, whom Peter himself could not possibly have known, may have been taken 
from source S. The phrase is not necessary to the sense or the context, and Scheid- 

weiler, “‘Paulikianerprobleme’’, 16, noted that this chapter bears the mark of inter- 

polations. 
The personality of the author of source S as opposed to Peter of Sicily seems 

indicated by S’s love of nicknames and puns: a) ““K‘fjtoc” for ““Titoc”’, Historia, 1281/ 

2A; b) “@©vpd0eoc” for “Tyd0E0c”, ibid., 1283/4B; c) ‘’A@pdvntoc”’ for 

““Ernagpositoc”, ibid., 1285/6B-D; d) particularly the pun on the name of the 
Paulician church of the “Koivoxympitac” or “Kuvoxympitac”’, i.e., “Aaodikeic 5& 

tov<s KatoiKObvtac Kovac thv tod Kbovoc xopav’’, ibid., 1297/8B and 1301/2A. The 

correct version of the name “‘Koivoywpitac” is given by source P, Petrus Higumenus, 

IV, 63, though Gieseler corrects the correct reading in the MS.; see p. 63, n. 2, and 

Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, 721. However, the Codex Scorialensis and all the 

other texts have ““Kuvoywpitac”’, Codex Scorialensis, 71; see n. 74a. Lipshits, 

“Problems’’, 239, noted the progress from the correct to the pejorative form. Grégoire, 

“Eeglises”’, 512, noted that by the ninth century the pronunciation of the two forms 

would have been indistinguishable. This may be a valid argument in the case of the 
Codex Scorialensis where, as we have seen, the name is given without comment, but 

the offensive intention of the pun in source S$ is unmistakable. Peter of Sicily, himself, 

cannot be blamed for these puns and epithets. We do not find them outside the section 
formed by source S. They are not applied to the last two leaders, Karbeas and 

Chrysocheir, nor do they appear in the earlier part of the History. 
139 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXXIII-XLI, passim. Ibid., XXXVI, 1293/4, “év 6Xo1¢ 
yap TpLAKOVTUTéSOUpOL XPdvoIc éeniKpathoas Gnd Eiphvns tic Abyovotns HEXpPL 

Ocogirov tod Paciréwc, ovveotHoato tiv vOv TEpLodcoayv Gnootaciav”’, as a date 
for Sergius’ life this seems the description of a contemporary heresiarch. Pseudo- 
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So that we may not seem to accuse him [Sergius] at random, we will describe 

all about him in order. And first let us tell how the wretch was turned to the 

heresy, then from his own words we will prove what sort of a person the wretch 

is or rather was [italics mine].'4° 

Under no circumstances can this extensive section of the History be 

drawn from source P, since we have already seen that P was concerned 

primarily with dogma and contained no history beyond the bare essen- 

tials. We are, therefore, brought to the conclusion that Peter was in- 

debted for the information of this section to a lost independent source 

which I shall call S. This source, despite its violent polemical tone, con- 

tained a detailed and generally accurate account of the historical develop- 

ment of the Paulicians and was probably the work of one of Sergius’ 

disciples who had abjured the heresy and returned to the Orthodox com- 

munity, probably in the very period of the re-establishment of Orthodoxy 

which followed so closely upon Sergius’ death.1* 

There is no possibility that S is the work of Peter of Sicily himself. 

Its precise, detailed quality contrasts favorably with the vagueness of 

Peter’s own historical information, and a different personality clearly 

emerges from this section of the work.1#2 Finally, even if we were to 

accept Peter’s word that his History was written ca. 872 and not, as we 

shall later show, in the middle of the tenth century, he is not likely to have 

had the detailed knowledge and passionate reaction to Sergius’ career 

exhibited by the narrator of source S.14% 

There is also little probability that source P was acquainted with source 

S, although the two appear to be contemporary. Except for their common 

polemical nature, P and S are totally dissimilar in character. P is dog- 

matic, S historical; P appears as a relatively objective and semi-official 

document, S, despite its historical accuracy, degenerates into a hysterical 

work of personal spite. Finally, P ignores S’s geographical precision and 

its historic account of the founding of the Paulician sect by Constantine- 

Silvanus in favor of the legendary story of the Manichaean leaders, 

Photius, Narratio, XXI, 71/2A, “...8 06 ypdvov [Eiphvnc] péxpr tod mapdvtoc 
H vdv éxrxmprdCovoa doéPeta tig &keivov pév ptntar SisacKkariac’”’. 

40 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXXIII, 1287/8D-1289/90A: “Iva && pi S6E@pEv ic 
LatHV KatnyopEiv adtod, ta nEpi adtod pEpiKds Sinynodueba. Kai mp@tov pév 
Eim@pEV TAS 6 KOALOG sig tadtHY eEetpaxN tI aipeotv: E18’ obtoc &K THV OCiKEi@V 
abtod Aoyiov napactioopev dmoids tic BOL, PGAAOV SE Hv 6 navaOdoc”. 
v4. Sergius died in 835; Orthodoxy was re-established in the Empire in 843. 

142 See n. 138. 
143 As we shall see, Peter’s History must have been written in the mid-tenth century, 
and this date decisively disposes of the possibility that Peter himself was the author of S. 
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Paul and John, albeit he lists Constantine as one of the heresiarchs.1“4 
So far, we have seen that the account of Peter of Sicily was composed of 

information drawn from source P, early anti-Manichaean works, and 
finally source S. This analysis may now be carried one step further. The 
information of the author of source S was probably drawn in the main 

from his own experience and knowledge of the sect, and he was obviously 

acquainted with Sergius’ own Letters. There are indications, however, 

that he possessed still another source of the greatest value to us. In Chap- 

ter XXV the author tells us of the death of Constantine, the first of the 

Paulician heresiarchs. Brought before the imperial official, Symeon, at 

the city of Koloneia, Constantine was condemned to death by lapidation. 

Symeon ordered Constantine’s disciples to perform the execution. But 

the disciples, unwilling to kill one whom they considered God’s messenger, 

dropped the stones and spared him. Then one among them, Justus, 

Constantine’s adopted son and favorite pupil, picked up a stone and 

slew his master. The narrator approvingly calls Justus a new David, 

the slayer of the Goliath of heresy, but in spite of his triumphant tone, 

the impression given is one of compassion and sorrow. Far from being 

an execution, Constantine’s death takes on the characteristics of a pas- 

sion.14° This impression is sustained in the next chapters. The persecutor 

of Constantine, Symeon, the imperial envoy, was in turn converted by the 

Paulicians. He returned to Constantinople, but after three years secretly 

fled from his home, assumed the leadership of the sect, and kept it until 

his own execution in the persecution by Justinian II.1** If we remember 

the reverence given to St. Paul by the sectarians according to all accounts, 

the parallel here again seems to be too striking to be fortuitous. The 

author of source S seems to have possessed a Paulician history of their 

own sect written in the style of a vita sanctorum. This he distorted at the 

points necessary for his polemical purpose. The existence of such a source 

favorable to the Paulicians, which I shall call A, underlying the polemical 
history of the Paulicians, S, and incorporated into the work of Peter of Sicily, 

wouldalso explain some of the other difficulties which we find in this work.1*” 

144 For the evaluation of the legend of Paul and John, see Chapters III and V. 

145 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXV, 1279/80C. 
146 [bid., XXVI-XXVII, 1279/80D-1281/2D. 
147 The main characteristic of source A is its pro-Paulician tone; this would be one 

of the real Paulician sources which was destroyed by Orthodox opponents. The 
Paulician doctrine, which we can still gather from well-intentioned sources such as A 
and the Letters of Sergius, is, therefore, all the more important for our study. This is 

particularly true where the testimony of the Paulician sources disagrees with that of 

their opponents. 
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In Chapter XXIX we are told of the summons to Constantinople of 

the third heresiarch, Genesius, to exculpate himself before the Patriarch.1*8 

The narrator of S interprets the answers of Genesius as a tissue of lies 

which deceive the Patriarch. The interpretation which he puts on Gene- 

sius’ replies brings them into close accordance with the Paulician doctrine 

described by the Higumen.1*® However, the actual words of Genesius do 

not of necessity agree with the interpretation of them given by the com- 

mentator. We may, therefore, originally have had in this chapter the 

description of a doctrine quite unlike that of the heresy presented by the 

Higumen and an account of Genesius’ triumphant vindication at Con- 

stantinople. This account was then distorted in the subsequent retelling. 

The same distortion seems to have occurred in ascribing to Joseph, the 

next heresiarch, the epithets of bastard and hireling usually reserved for 

his colleague Zacharias whom many of the Paulicians refused to recognize 

as a leader after his abandonment of his disciples in time of persecution.1°° 

The story of Joseph’s return to the Paulician village of Episparis and his 

enthusiastic welcome with lighted torches by the inhabitants of the village 

may once again be an echo of source A, the older Paulician account.}*! 

148 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXIX, 1283/4B-1285/6A. 

149 The interpretations of the answers of the Heresiarch Genesius given by the author 
of S are the same as those found in the work of Peter the Higumen: 

Petrus Higumenus Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXX 

VI, 63. The Paulicians call their own heresy the 
true church; 1283/4D 

VII, 64. The Virgin Mary isthe Heavenly Jerusalem; 1283/4B-C 
VIII, 64. The body and blood are to be understood 

as Christ’s words; 1283/4C 

IX, 64. The Cross is Christ himself. 1283/4B 
The order of the two accounts is not the same, but the interpretation is identical. 
The only element added in Chapter XXIX is the heretical rejection of Orthodox 
baptism with water. See n. 66 for the parallel with Chapter X of the History. It is 
possible that this interpretation of Genesius’ words is the work of Peter of Sicily 
following the account of P as he had done in Chapter X. On the other hand, it is as 
likely that this is the work of source S interpreting the Paulician dogma of an earlier 
period in terms of the doctrine current in his own period, which is the same as that of 
P. See also n. 153 and my Chapter IV. 

450 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXX, 1285/6AB. Here the confusion seems due to Peter 

of Sicily rather than to the author of S. Joseph is called “‘uic®10¢” at the beginning 
of the chapter, but at the end of the same chapter the epithet has been transferred to 
Zacharias. Also in Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XXa, 57/8A, and all the other polemical 
texts, it is Zacharias who is the unworthy hireling. This is probably closer to the 
Paulician tradition which often refused to recognize Zacharias as a leader. Petrus 
Higumenus, 61-62, and the Paulician Formula, 454, significantly drop Zacharias from 
the list of Paulician leaders. See n. 92. 

+51 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXXI, 1285/6C; Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XXa, 59/60B, 
gives the same account of the welcome. 
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The historical section of the History of Peter of Sicily, therefore, 
presents a triple aspect: 1) the original Paulician tradition found both 
in the history of the sect written by the Paulicians themselves, source A, 
and in Sergius’ Letters; 2) the distortion of this tradition for polemical 
purposes, source S (we have seen that this alteration was probably the 

work of a contemporary of Sergius writing in the middle of the ninth 

century—this would explain the similarity between the doctrine ascribed 

by him to the Heresiarch Genesius and the Paulician dogma described by 

the contemporary source P);'* 3) the final reworking of this material 

by Peter of Sicily. The pattern of this section may be represented as 

follows: 

Letters of Sergius A 

—— 
S 

| 
Petrus Siculus 

The historical section of Peter of Sicily ends with an account of the 

immediate successors of Sergius. The final two chapters of epilogue in 

the History are probably the work of Peter himself. Vague and unclear, 

they barely mention Karbeas and Chrysocheir before leading to a rather 

abrupt conclusion. Without the historical source S to guide him, Peter 

had little knowledge of the last great Paulician leaders and gives less 

information about them than can be found in the chance references of 

the Byzantine chroniclers. 

From this analysis we can see that the pattern which emerges from the 

work of Peter of Sicily is one of a multiplicity of sources of various types 

and epochs worked together into an awkward narrative: 

Anti-Manichaean Sources P_ Letters of Sergius A 

Socrates 

St. Cyril 

Epiphanius 

Acta Archelai S 

Petrus Siculus 

152 If Sergius died in 835, his disciples would be exact contemporaries of the Higumen. 
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Framed between the unlikely dedication and the unsatisfactory epilogue, 

we find documents of widely differing periods: anti-Manichaean works of 

the fourth and fifth centuries, Paulician works probably of the early ninth 

century, and anti-Paulician polemics of the middle of the same century. 

Little wonder that we still find contradictions of fact and doctrine among 

the various sections of the work despite the reworking of this heterogene- 

ous material by Peter of Sicily himself.15* It is true that Peter does not 

seem to have been a particularly skilled compiler, but his greatest value 

lies in the very awkwardness with which he has preserved the flavor of 

his sources and allowed us a glimpse into the modifications of Paulician 

doctrine in various periods. 

The interpretation of the work of Peter of Sicily as a compilation of 

various sources of differing character and periods gives us a plausible 

explanation for the contradictions and confusion which plague the 

History, but it is hardly reconcilable with Peter’s own statement that the 

History is entirely his own work based on his personal experiences as the 

official envoy of Basil I at Tephriké. For this reason, the supporters of 

Peter of Sicily as a truthful and independent source have presented 

various theories to reconcile the contradictions evident in their author’s 

work. 

Grégoire attempted to explain these contradictions by the hypothesis 

that Peter’s History was not written all at once. In his opinion, the first 

twenty-two chapters, ending with the panegyric of the emperors, were 

153 ~The reworking of all the material incorporated into the History by Peter of Sicily, 
himself, would explain the similarity of expressions noted throughout by Scheidweiler, 

‘‘Paulikianerprobleme’’, 16-17, as well as the occasional characterization of the 

Paulicians as Manichaeans found in Chapters XXIII-XLI, though this identification 
could also be the work of the intermediary narrator, S. 

The correct listing of the Paulician Churches in Peter of Sicily, Historia, XX XVIII, 

1297/8AB, noted by Grégoire, “Sources”, 102-105, particularly the location of 
the Church of Laodicaea, also becomes clear. It is not Peter himself who gives the 
list of churches, nor yet the narrator of S, who merely comments upon it. The list is 
drawn from the Letter of Sergius quoted in the History. It is quite natural that this 
earlier and truly Paulician source should be more accurate on this subject than any 
of the polemicists, including the Higumen. Who would know better than Sergius the 
names and locations of the Paulician Churches, and particularly of his own founda- 
tions? Scheidweiler, op. cit., 24, offers a possible alternate explanation as to the number 
of the Paulician Churches, but he too must admit the superiority of Peter of Sicily’s 
information as to the location of the Church of Laodicaea. 

In the listing of the Paulician Churches in Chapter XX XVIII of the History according 
to Sergius’ Letter, we find S using the same technique he had applied to the doctrine 
of Genesius in Chapter XXIX. That is to say, quotations of the inoffensive words of 
the Paulician leader are interspersed with antagonistic and distorting commentary. 
Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 22-23, has already noted that the Letters of Sergius 
are not particularly heretical in content. 
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written before Peter went to Tephriké, at a time when he was still igno- 
rant of the true nature of Paulicianism. For this reason, in this section he 
associated the Paulicians with the Manichaeans and ascribed the origin of 
the Paulician sect to the Manichaean disciples, Paul and John. The 
second half of the work, beginning with Chapter XXIII, represented the 
account written by Peter after his return from Tephriké. By that time 
he was far better informed and had dropped all identification of the 
Paulicians with the Manichaeans and along with this the doubtful fable 
of Paul and John. The entire work, despite the hiatus caused by Peter’s 

trip, was completed before the fall of Tephriké in 872.154 
Scheidweiler advanced a different theory as to the composition of the 

History. He pointed out that Grégoire’s division of the work cannot be 

maintained. Chapter XXII could not have been written before Peter’s 

mission, since the mention of Leo as emperor dates it after 870. Scheid- 

weiler therefore considered that this chapter was a later interpolation into 

the text, as was the next chapter in which Peter speaks of the refutation 

of the heretics, which he had merely promised in Chapter X, as already 

written.4°° Furthermore, he rejected Grégoire’s theory that Peter had 

abandoned the story of Paul and John after he had learned in Tephriké 

that it was inaccurate, and pointed out that Peter had not discarded the 

story, but returned to it in Chapter XXVIII.1* Finally, Scheidweiler 

questioned the dedication to the Archbishop of Bulgaria, which he con- 

sidered false, or rather as distorting the original purpose of the work.15? 

1o4 Grégoire, “‘Précisions”’, 290-291, 293-295; ‘‘Pauliciens”’, 611. 
185 Scheidweiler, “Paulikianerprobleme”, 15, 17, 19. Scheidweiler saw an inter- 

polation in Chapter XLIII also, ibid., 16. 
156 [bid., 17-18. Scheidweiler also argues that Peter kept his identification of the 
Paulicians as Manichaeans throughout the work, and Loos, ‘‘Contributions I’’, 35, 

n. 84, agrees with him. However, we have already seen that an explanation for this is 

possible without assuming that the entire History is Peter’s own work; see n. 153. 

187 Scheidweiler, ‘‘Paulikianerprobleme”, 14, rightly points out that the words, 

“tpoownmomtoineion Wo TPOG Apxlenioxonov BovAyapiac’, Historia, 1239/40, are 

very puzzling. He suggests that the word, ““xpoomnonoinOsioa’”’, should be translated 
“masked” to indicate that a work originally intended for another purpose had subse- 
quently been travestied or transformed into an address to the Archbishop of Bulgaria. 

The suggested translation of Scheidweiler is possible (see Sophokles, A Greek Lexicon 

of the Roman and Byzantine Periods, Cambridge, Mass., 1914, II, 952-953), though 

it is not likely that Peter would have advertised the fact that his work had a purpose 

apart from the one it purported to have. However, Scheidweiler also remarks that the 
tone in which Peter addresses the Archbishop is hardly the one in which a minor 
Byzantine cleric would speak to his superior. The problem of the curious dedication 
has troubled scholars since the time of Gieseler; see Scheidweiler, op. cit., 14. The 

suggestion that the History had never been dedicated to the Archbishop is very at- 

tractive and explains the absence of any reference to Bulgaria in the rest of the History, 
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Through an analysis of the Sermons accompanying Peter’s History, Scheid- 

weiler came to the conclusion that these had originally been delivered to 

the Orthodox inhabitants of Tephriké and reworked for Bulgaria at a 

later date, though before the fall of Tephriké. In his opinion, therefore, 

the bulk of the History was written before Peter’s mission and only the 

interpolated Chapters XXII and XXIII and the reworked Sermons, 

together with the new dedication to the Archbishop of Bulgaria, were 

added after his return. To explain the knowledge of Paulicianism ex- 

hibited by Peter before his mission, Scheidweiler was forced to postulate 

two trips made by Peter to Tephriké; of these the first, upon which most 

of the History was based, preceded the official voyage.1°® 

Loos in his study of the History rightly objects that the two trips 

assumed by Scheidweiler are unsupported by any evidence. In his opinion 

the entire History, together with the Sermons, was composed at Tephriké 

in 869. It was then reworked by Peter after his return home, the interpolated 

chapters added, and the work sent to the Archbishop of Bulgaria with a 

dedication, probably still before the destruction of the Paulician capital.}°° 

None of these theories succeeds in explaining satisfactorily the con- 

tradictions and confusions which we have noted above. Indeed, no such 

explanation is possible if we assume that the History is the work of one 

man and that Peter is telling the truth about his voyage and the com- 

position of his treatise. It is tempting to believe him. We know that an 

ambassador was sent by Basil I to Chrysocheir, the Paulician leader.!®° 

Several factors, however, throw doubt on the reality of Peter’s journey 

to Tephriké. 

It is curious, in view of the reiterated assertions concerning his visit, 

that we find in Peter’s narrative not a single specific reference to any 

particular of his journey, not an event, not a geographical description, 

not even a detail concerning the Paulician capital in which he is supposed 

to have sojourned the better part of a year, beyond the uninformative 

statement that it was a den of iniquity.1*1 Furthermore, in the second part 

though there is one reference in Peter’s second Sermon, Verbum, I, 1333/4D. An ex- 

planation of this dedication will be attempted subsequently, see below, pp. 75-77. 

158 Scheidweiler, ‘‘Paulikianerprobleme’’, 14-15, 19-22. 
259 Loos, “Contributions I’’, 35-36. Scharf, ‘‘Echtheitsfrage”, 494, suggests a similar 

reworking for Pseudo-Photius. These reworkings and double periods of composition 
of the sources seem unduly complicated. 

160 Genesius, Regum, 121-122. See Vasil’ev, Macedonian Dynasty, 25-29, 28, n. 1. 

However, the name of the imperial ambassador is not given, and Peter of Sicily is not 
known to any other source. Féburel, Les Pauliciens (Strasbourg, 1868), 4, questioned 

the authenticity of Peter’s trip to Tephrike. 
781 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XLII, 1303/4BC. 
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of the History we have seen that Peter, who appears quite well informed 

concerning the earlier history of the Paulicians, becomes vaguest when he 

approaches what should be his own period. Whereas the career of Ser- 

gius is recounted with a wealth of detail, the last two leaders, Karbeas 

and Chrysocheir, are dismissed in two scant paragraphs. This is partic- 

ularly curious in the case of Chrysocheir, to whom Peter’s mission should 

have been addressed, since Chrysocheir was ruling in Tephriké at the 

supposed time of Peter’s visit and continued to do so until his defeat and 
death and the destruction of the city by Basil I.1®? 

Equally surprising is a geographical reference given in Peter’s account 

of the career of the Heresiarch Constantine: 

A certain Armenian named Constantine was born in the region of Samosata of 

Armenia, in the village of Mananati.1® 

Now Samosata is not an Armenian city, but lies on the Euphrates some 

seventy kilometers northwest of Edessa. Mananati is not near Samosata, 

but rather in western Armenia in the bend of the Euphrates, southwest of 

Erzurum in the direction of Erzincan. Furthermore, far from being a 

village, Mananati is the name of an entire district which is not very distant 

from Tephriké.1* It is, in short, very strange that Peter should have been 

guilty of such geographical confusion if he had actually visited the 

Paulician capital. 

162 Genesius, Regum, 121-126, for the career of Chrysocheir; also Theophanes 

Continuatus, Chronographia, 271-276, et al. See my Chapter Ill. Peter of Sicily, 
Historia, 1303/4, admits that his presumed visit was: “‘’Ev taicg hepatic obv adtod 

[Chrysocheir]’’. 

163 Ibid., 1275/6C, “‘yéyové tig “Appéviog Ovopnatt Kwvotavtivoc év 1 Lapwodtm 
tis Apueviac, é€v koun Mavavaarer Asyopévy’”’. 

164 B. Honigmann, Die Ostgrenze des byzantinischen Reiches von 363 bis auf 1071 
(Bruxelles, 1935), 64, 180, 184, 192, and map II, gives Mananati as ca. 40°20’ x 39°40’; 
so also in Pauly-Wissowa, et al., Real-Encyclopddie der classischen Altertumswissen- 

schaft, XIV (Stuttgart, 1930), 971-972, ‘““Mavavadic”. The Armenian sources in- 
variably describe Mananati as an extensive border district of Armenia: K7-J, Ixix-lxx, 

Appendix II, 139, n. 1; Aristakés of Lastivert, History (Venice, 1901), 61, 98, 102, 117, 

122, “fh quewnl Uurdurbugenyh pp pun * ap agp USpumuy plpg? (61), “fp vn dube Viushiu- 

fugeny?” (102), “dphish ybgp glmnyh Giipwinw, mp Vububugf f iSu Juuntfr’ (122). Moses 

of Khoren, Histoire d’Arménie, ed. and trans. P. E. Le Vaillant de Florival (Venice, 

1841), TI, 110, “f queunpi Vutwbwyeny” Tephriké, the modern Divrigi, lies on the upper 
Euphrates, ca. 38°6’ x 39°20'; see Hénigmann, Ostgrenze, map II, also G. Le Strange. 

“Al-Abrik, Tephrike, the Capital of the Paulicians: A Correction Corrected”, JRAS 

(1896), 733-741. 

16 Grégoire, “Précisions”’, 293-294, and 293, n. 1, attempted to substitute Arsamosata 

onthe Murat Nehri for ““Xapoouta tig “Appueviac”. However, Arsamosata lies south 

of the Murat Nehri, ca. 39°45’ x 38°40", Hénigmann, Ostgrenze, maps IJV. Mananati lies 

some one hundred and thirty kilometers northeast of Arsamosata and is further 

separated from that city both by the Murat Nehri and a mountain range. It can hardly 
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Finally, it is incredible that Peter, presumably Basil I’s official ambas- 

sador, should know so little about his master’s struggle against the Pauli- 

cians. Throughout the History there is no indication that the situation 

in the Empire was in any way difficult. Peter tells us that he personally 

was alarmed by the evidence of Paulician proselytism and that the heresy 

was overcome thanks to the vigilance and prayers of the Orthodox 

emperors.!®* At the time of the embassy sent by Basil, however, the 

Paulicians under Chrysocheir had advanced as far as the neighborhood 

of Constantinople, raiding the imperial cities of Nicaea and Nicomedia 

on the way and stabling their horses in the renowned church of St. John 

the Theologian in Ephesus.!*’ So, powerful did Chrysocheir feel at this point 

that he returned the haughtiest of answers to Basil’s conciliatory overtures: 

If you wish to attain peace with us, O emperor, abandon the eastern part of 

your realm and be satisfied with the western, and we will be at peace with you, 

but if you do not, we will push on so, that we will drive you from your throne.*®® 

Surely the time for prayers was passed, as indeed Basil judged, by taking 

the field in person.®® But of the great Paulician campaign we find not a 

be described as a “‘village of Arsamosata”’. Furthermore, the Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, 

15/6D, writing in the same period as Peter of Sicily, identifies Samosata as a Syrian 

city: “Lapooata ndAtc goti tic Lvpiac”’. Finally Grégoire gives no explanation for 

the description of Mananali as a village rather than a province. 

The origin of Peter’s mistake can probably be found in a misreading of a passage 

of Peter the Higumen, I, 60, “é«k to} Lapwodtov sic “Appeviakodc’’, which does not 
associate Samosata with Armenia and furthermore gives the correct location of 

Phanaroia as not in Armenia proper, but in the imperial theme of Armeniakon. Having 

once made the mistake, Peter could easily have repeated it in Chapter XXIII by 

association with the Armenian background of Constantine-Silvanus. This is all the 

more likely since the Higumen, IV, 62, makes a similar mistake in putting the Paulician 

Church of Achaia in Mananali of Samosata, though there is no reference to Samosata 
in his account of Constantine’s career. We have already noted that geographical 

precision is not a characteristic of the Higumen’s work. The error made by Peter of 

Sicily demonstrates all the more his dependence on the earlier author rather than on 

his own observation. 

166 Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1241/2BC, “xdAw 5é& Kai tOv GoeBOv éxeivov Gxovoac 
MAnVaPovdvtaV, HG HEAAOVOLIV & adtHv eksivwv GrootéAAElv gv TOIC TOMOIC 

Bovayapiac, tot Gnootfioai tivas tic OpP0ddEOU nictews Kai Mpdc TIv Oikeiav Kai 
HELLALWEVHV aipeoiv émiondoacbar”’; ibid., 1275/6A: “Ta yap nmdéAai Kexpvppéva 
KdKlota, SnANntHpia Kai oxEdov navtas dvOparnove SiaravOdvovta TEpi THV LVCAPAV 
TlavAixiavev, viv pavepdc SprapBevovtar taic dypbnvoic mpocEvyaic Kai GKOUNTOIC 

hepipvaic Kai Osodékto1cg &ypnyoposot Kai TH &mLoTHLOVIKT] TOULGVOEL TOV EipNVvo- 

TOBY Kai OpO0dSdE@v pLEYGAMV BacLAéaVv HUdv’’. 
167 Genesius, Regum, 121; Vasil’ev, Macedonian Dynasty, 25-26, 26, n. 1. 

Genesius, Regum, 122, “sinep &0éA01¢ “OQ Paocired, peO’hLdv ciphvnv Exitedéoa, 
andotnOt thc Kat avatoAnv &ovoiac cov, thc 58 MPdc SUotv avtéxOV, Kai sipnvedoo- 
Hev peta Gob: si 68 UH, omedoouev SAWS iva oe Kai tic BaclAsiac &E00tpaKkiowpev’’. 
169 Tbid., 120-122. 

168 
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trace in the History of Peter, not a word of indignation at the desecration 
of one of the most outstanding shrines of the Empire or at the unparal- 
leled insolence of the message he himself had presumably brought back. 
The tone with which he discusses the putting down of the heresy by Basil 
and his sons is one of utmost complacency.1”° It may be that his trust in 

the efficacy of the Emperor’s prayers was unbounded, but we are rather 

given the impression that Peter’s assurance stems less from faith than from 

a knowledge of the outcome of the Paulician war. We are, therefore, 

brought to the conclusion that Peter of Sicily was not a contemporary of 

Basil I, but was writing at a time when Chrysocheir was long since dead 

and Tephriké, which he had never visited, destroyed.” 

This conclusion as to the date of the History of Peter of Sicily is sup- 

ported by the evidence which we possess concerning the History of the 

Pseudo-Photius. The pattern of the two works is almost identical.172 The 

main divisions of the two works are the same. In the Pseudo-Photius we 

meet again, in the same sequence, the Treatise of the Higumen, here 

paraphrased and incorporated into the compilation; the Manichaean 

section; the history of the Paulicians derived from sources A and S; and 

the epilogue on Karbeas and Chrysocheir. It is possible that the Pseudo- 

Photius used these sources independently rather than that he copied the 

version of Peter of Sicily, since his work occasionally contains additional 

material or a more correct account of an event. These additions and 

corrections are, however, rarely significant.1"* The main difference 

170 Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1273/4D-1275/6A, “...vdv @¢ yedoiov toic maou 
TPOKELTAL GVV TOIC TELBOLEVOIC AdTH KaBdnEp vATLOV EuMatCOLEVOG Ti\c KaKiac 

avtod OpiapPevOsions év taic Auépaic BaoiAsiov Kai K@votavtivov Kai Agovtoc 

tOV svoEPOV Kai OpO0SdEav LEyGAwV BaolAé@v HU@vV’’. The Paulician threat was no 
laughing matter in 869-870, nor does this passage support Grégoire’s theory that the 

Paulician republic was too powerful to be attacked directly, so that only religious 

polemic could be used; see his “‘Précisions’’, 292-293, and “‘Pauliciens’’, 611. 

171 The suggestion of Scheidweiler, ‘Paulikianerprobleme”’, 21, that the Sermons of 
Peter of Sicily were written before the fall of Tephriké is no better supported than 

the theory which assigns the History to the earlier period. As observed by Loos, 
“Contributions I’’, 36, the reference to Tephriké in the first sermon, ““Nopoc yap, ono, 

Kupiov é« Lidv éeAevoetat Kai AOyoo Kupiov &€ ‘IepovoaAnu, uh dnd TiBpuciic”, 
Petrus Siculus, Verbum, I, 1327/8B, in no way implies that the city was still in existence. 
172 The discussion of the relation between the works of Peter of Sicily and Pseudo- 
Photius pertains exclusively to the question of precedence. The similarity of the two 
sources is inescapable and unanimously accepted. The two works are probably 

independent but contemporary compilations of the same material. 

173 The variations between Peter of Sicily and Pseudo-Photius are fairly numerous 
though relatively minor: ie 

a) The most important correction of Peter of Sicily by the Pseudo-Photius is the 

giving of the correct date for the death of Sergius. Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XXV, 

79/80C, gives A.D. 835, as against Peter of Sicily, Historia, XLI, 1301/2B, who gives 
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between the Pseudo-Photius and Peter of Sicily is one of presentation, not 

content. In the compilation of the Pseudo-Photius the cohesion is far 

greater than in that of Peter of Sicily. The work of the Higumen is 

incorporated into the body of the text; the suspicious dedication of 

Peter has vanished together with his prologue and the awkwardly inter- 

polated introduction to the historical narrative of S. The violence of the 

attacks on Sergius has been toned down in this section, the epithets and 

perorations dropped, and many of the direct quotations found in Peter 

transformed into paraphrases. As a work of literature, the compilation 

A.D. 795, which is patently impossible if Sergius’ activity, as Peter tells us himself, lay 
in the period between the reign of Irene (790-795, 797-802) and that of Theophilus 
(829-842). Pseudo-Photius, however, is the one at fault when he tells us that Sergius’ 
missionary activity came seven hundred years after St. Paul, Narratio, XXI1, 69/70C. 

Peter here has the correct date, eight hundred years after St. Paul, Historia, XXXVI, 
1293/4A, and XXXIX, 1297/8C. 

b) We find additional geographical precision in Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XXIa, 
61/2A, where ‘““Xoptoxoriov” is identified as a suburb of Antioch of Pisidia. This is 
not clear in the account of Peter of Sicily, Historia, XXXI, 1287/8A. The location of 

the activity of Paul and John is correctly given by Pseudo-Photius as Armeniakon and 
not Armenia, Narratio, I, 17/8 (see n. 165). However, he also makes the mistake of 
associating Samosata with Armenia, ibid., XVI, 45/6A, thus showing that his informa- 

tion at this point is also based on that of the Higumen. In the account of Constantine’s 
passion, the name of the city of Koloneia has been omitted, ibid., XVII, 49/50B, and 

the entire account lacks the intensity of Peter’s tale, cf. Historia, XXV, 1279/80BC. 

c) The dependence of Pseudo-Photius on the Higumen is closer than that of Peter 

of Sicily in the listing of Paulician doctrine (see n. 66 and 67). The use of the list of 
Paulician leaders which omits Zacharias, Narratio, IV, 21/2, indicates that Pseudo- 

Photius is probably using the Higumen himself rather than the account of George the 

Monk (see n. 64). The mention of the Paulicians’ use of crosses in times of illness, made 

by the Higumen, is repeated by Pseudo-Photius, but not by Peter of Sicily. 
d) The account given by Pseudo-Photius of the escape of Joseph, Narratio, XXa, 

57/8, and the characterization of Karbeas, ibid., XX VI, 81/2, are more satisfactory than 
the parallel passages of the History, 1285/6 and 1301/2C-1303/4A. 

e) Loos, “‘Contributions I’’, 51, and 43, n. 114, may be right in the assumption that 

Pseudo-Photius consulted the Sermons of Peter of Sicily as well as his History for the 

account of the Paulicians’ hatred of the Apostle Peter and for the explanation that 

Christ at birth passed through Mary as water through a pipe, Narratio, VII, VIII, 

25/6B, 27/8A. Scheidweiler, “Paulikianerprobleme”, 12-13, is, however, of the opinion 
that the explanation given by Pseudo-Photius for the abomination of St. Peter by the 
sectarians is an abbreviation of the one given in the Codex Scorialensis, 72-73, 77-78. 

It seems unlikely that Pseudo-Photius should have followed Peter on these two points 

alone and failed to do so in other cases. 

f) The compilation of Pseudo-Photius is different from that of Peter of Sicily. Pseudo- 

Photius is less lively and more scholarly than Peter. He eliminates the puns on the 

names of the Paulician leaders found in §. He attempts to give an etymological 
explanation for the name of the Paulicians, Narratio, II, 17/8B, and he bolsters his 
anti-Manichaean section by adding Titus of Bostra, Serapion of Thmuis, Alexander of 

Constantinople, and Heraclianus of Chalcedon to the list of authorities marshalled 
by Peter, ibid., XI, 31/2B, 33/4A; cf. Historia XIX, 1269/70C-1271/2B, XX, 1271/2CD. 
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of the Pseudo-Photius is far superior to that of Peter of Sicily, but it is 
less vivid and, more importantly, it loses much of the value of the earlier 
sources in the reworking and reorganization by the compiler.17* As a 
historical source, therefore, it is far less useful than the History of Peter of 
Sicily. 

The great value of the Pseudo-Photius for us, however, lies in the com- 
plete similarity of its material and organization to the History of Peter of 
Sicily. They are evidently works of the same period and probably the 
same milieu. Since Grégoire has demonstrated that the work of the 
Pseudo-Photius dates after 932, the History of Peter of Sicily must belong 
to the same period and not to the late ninth century as it purports to do.175 

This later date for the work of Peter of Sicily incidentally furnishes a 
possible explanation for the puzzling and otherwise inexplicable dedica- 

tion of the History to the unknown archbishop of Bulgaria. We have no 

evidence for extensive Paulician activity in Bulgaria in the late ninth 

century; the Paulicians’ threat to the Empire in this period was on the 

Euphrates and not in the western provinces. For that matter, it has been 

pointed out that Bulgaria had no Orthodox archbishop at the time of 

Peter’s mission and returned unexpectedly to communion with Con- 

stantinople only at the coup de théatre presented to the Papal legates by 

174 Pseudo-Photius observes that the listing of the Paulician churches in the Letter 
of Sergius does not agree with the six given by P, Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXXVI, 
1295/6D-1297/8B, and Petrus Higumenus, IV, 62-63. To reconcile the contradiction, 

he proceeds to eliminate the more valuable source, i.e., the Letter of Sergius; see 

Narratio, V, 21/2C-23/4A. 

Pseudo-Photius incorporates the treatise of the Higumen into his compilation 

without any mention, whereas the new title of Peter’s work kept the separation between 

the two documents clear even though Peter revendicated the composition of both; 
see n. 65. 

In the section of Paulician history based on S, Narratio, XVU-XXV, 47/8B-81/2A, 

Pseudo-Photius compresses and distorts far more than Peter. The reflective chapter, 

Historia, XXXIV, 1289/90-1291/2, has been dropped. The discussion of Sergius with 

the Manichaean woman has been greatly abbreviated, Narratio, XXI, 63/4C-67/8B, 
cf. Historia, XXXIII-XXXV, 1287/8D-1291/2D. Allsense of contemporary immediacy 

in the tale of Sergius’ life has vanished from the version of Pseudo-Photius. The 
important ending of Sergius’ Letter to Leo the Montanist, quoted by Peter, Historia, 

1299/1300A, is merely paraphrased, Narratio, XXI, 63/4A. Etc. 

175 Had Peter written ca. 871, he would have been a contemporary of the real Photius, 
but though the work of Pseudo-Photius parallels Peter’s throughout, the authentic 

works of the Patriarch, such as the Letters and the Sermons, indicate no knowledge 

of a work against the Paulicians such as the History of Peter, which could hardly have 
escaped the Patriarch’s notice in view of his interest in the subject. This was already 

observed by Grégoire, ‘‘Sources’’, 114, “... ni dans [sermon] IV ni dans III ni dans I 
on n’apercoit la moindre trace d’une utilisation de Pierre de Sicile. Le Photius authen- 

tique ne connait pas ce vir obscurus”. 
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the Patriarch Ignatius at the Council of 870.17° In the middle of the tenth 

century, the situation was quite different. The earliest Bulgarian polemical 

work against the Bogomils, the Treatise of Cosmas the Priest, dating from 

ca. 972,1”" informs us that: 

This is what happened in Bulgarian lands: In the reign of the good Christian 

emperor Peter [927-969], there was a priest named Bogomil, ‘worthy of God’s 

mercy’ but to tell the truth unworthy of God’s mercy, who for the first time 

[italics mine] began to preach heresy in the land of Bulgaria.*”® 

This information is confirmed by a later polemical work, the Sinodik of 

Tsar Boril, who specifies that the heresy which Bogomil received and 

began to propagate in the reign of Tsar Peter was ““Manichaean’”’.179 We 

also know that Constantinople did not remain unmoved by the danger of 

heresy in Bulgaria in this period, since the Letter of the Patriarch The- 

ophylactus Lecapenus, which we still possess, was addressed to the same 

Tsar Peter. It is, therefore, perfectly reasonable that the recrudescence of 

the Paulician danger in the West almost a century after its obliteration on 

the Euphrates should produce a new crop of polemical literature based 

on earlier sources such as the works of the Pseudo-Photius and Peter of 

Sicily. Writing in this period and aware of the new focus of danger, Peter 

would understandably dedicate his work to the Archbishop of Bulgaria, 

but the unsettled state of the Bulgarian Church in the Seventies of the 

ninth century, when Peter was pretending to write, would prevent him 

from discovering any particulars or even the name of the individual to 

whom his work should have been addressed.1®° 

176 For the relation of the Bulgarian Church to Constantinople, its vacillation toward 

Rome and sudden return to the Orthodox communion at the Council of 870, see F. 

Dvornik, Le Schisme de Photius, Histoire et légende (Paris, 1950), Chapter IV, 144-195, 

and particularly 222-229. The absence of a Bulgarian archbishop at the presumed time 
of writing of Peter of Sicily was also noted by K. Iuzbashian, “Toward the History 
of the Paulician Movement in Byzantium in the Ninth Century”, Problems of the 

History of Religion and Atheism, 1V (Moscow, 1956), 251. 
1H. C. Puech and A. Valliant eds. and trans., Le Traité contre les bogomiles de 

Cosmas le prétre (Paris, 1945). See pp. 19-24 for Vaillant’s discussion of the date 

of the work. The title of the treatise, “Against the recent heresy of Bogomil’’, 53, gives 
some indication of the date of the appearence of the heresy in Bulgaria. See my 

Chapter III for the historical and legendary accounts of the spread of Paulicianism 
in Bulgaria. 

M78 Ibid., p. 54: “C’est ce qui est arrivé en pays bulgare: sous le régne du bon chrétien 
l’empereur Pierre, il y a eu un prétre nommé Bogomil, ‘digne de la pitié de Dieu’, 
mais a dire vrai indigne de la pitié de Dieu, qui pour la premiére fois a commencé 
de précher I’hérésie dans le pays de Bulgarie”’. 
179 Ibid., Appendix, 344. The date given for the Sinodik is 1211. 

The awkwardness of the Bulgarian dedication explains its omission in the work 
of Pseudo-Photius. Peter of Sicily is invariably less skillfull than his colleague. 

180 
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The compilatory nature of the two Histories furnishes the final support 
for the theory that they were composed in the tenth rather than in the 
ninth century. We know that this type of composition was popular in 
Constantinople and particularly at the antiquarian court of Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus, which produced the chronicles from which we draw our 
knowledge of the downfall of the Paulician state.18! We have evidence 
that Constantine, as well as his brother-in-law, the Patriarch Theophy- 
lactus, was concerned with the problem of heresy and with the Paulicians 
in particular. We also know that at least one work against heretics 

had been presented to the Emperor.!8? There seems, therefore, to be no 

valid reason for rejecting the theory that the Histories of the Pseudo- 

Photius and Peter of Sicily are compilations of earlier sources produced 

in the scholarly entourage of Constantine Porphyrogenitus rather than 

the original late ninth-century sources they purport to be.1® On the basis 

181 Constantine Porphyrogenitus’ own works, the De Thematibus and De Ceremoniis, 

are of this type. 

182 A small treatise against the Jacobites was presented to Constantine Porphyro- 

genitus by Demetrius of Cyzicus: “"“Ex®éo1g kat’ amitoujv tod tOv “laxwpit@v 

So0ypatocg Kai TOV GAA@V Ov noLtodol napa tiv ExKAnoliaotiKTV Kai dp9dd50EoVv 

Tiotl tE Kai TAapadsooLvV, ovyyepgsion rapa AnuNtpiov pNntpONOAItOD KouCixov éK 

Tpotponfi¢ tod @idoxpiotov Seondtov Ka@votavtivov Kai adtoxpdtopos tod 

Ilopgvpoyevvntov, év h Kai mepi tOvV Katlitlapiwv’’, Codex Scorialensis I R 15, 

fols. 138-142, and Codex Vaticanus Graecus 712, fols. 126 ff., as quoted in G. Ficker ed., 

Erlasse des Patriarchen von Konstantinopel Alexios Studites (Kiel, 1911), 22, n. 1. In 
the preface to the work Demetrius praises the Emperor because, “‘od« OAiyous 5é TOV 
"AvOiyyavov [sic] kai TavAikidvev dunreyEac...”. The text though not the introduc- 
tion of this work is published by Migne, PG, CXXVII (1856), 879/80-883/4, who 
mistakenly attributes it to Philip the Solitary. 

Ficker thought that the work was dedicated to Constantine VIII (1025-1028) rather 
than to Constantine VII (912-959), but Petit, ‘““Demetrius de Cyzique’, DTC, IV, 

264-265, Janin, ‘‘Pauliciens’’, DTC, XII, 60, and J. Starr, “‘An Eastern Christian Sect, 

the Athingani’’, Harvard Theological Review, XX1X (April, 1936), 97, n. 1, all agree 

that the earlier emperor is addressed. The dedication of the Escorial MS. to “tod... 

deonotov Ka@votavtivov Kai abtoxpétopos tot Tlopgvpoysvvntov” seems more 

suited to Constantine VII, who was always specifically styled Porphyrogenitus. 

183 The ignorance of late Paulician history exhibited by both Peter of Sicily and 
Pseudo-Photius suggests that their works were composed before the writing of 

Genesius’ Basileia from which most of our knowledge of late Paulician history is 
derived. On the other hand it seems unlikely that Theophylactus Lecapenus or his 
chancery would have failed to mention in the Letter to Peter of Bulgaria a major work 

on the Paulicians bearing the prestigious name of the Patriarch Photius if such a work 
had been current. The most likely date for the composition of the Histories would 
therefore seem to be between 954 (the terminus ante quem for Theophylactus’ Letter) 

and 959 (the death of Constantine Porphyrogenitus). 
There is a possibility that the Sermons which follow the History of Peter of Sicily 

were added by the compiler to parallel the existing anti-Paulician Sermons of the 

authentic Photius. 
One final hypothesis is tempting. One of our compilations was falsely attributed 
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of this conclusion, the late date of the two works explains their ignorance 

of the details of the careers of Karbeas and Chrysocheir as well as of the 

location of Tephriké, destroyed almost a century earlier, just as their 

compilatory nature explains the internal contradictions which they 

exhibit throughout. 

In recapitulation, therefore, we can say that the Greek sources dealing 

specifically with the Paulicians fall into several well-defined categories and 

periods. The earliest evidence is not polemical, but belongs rather to the 

true Paulician tradition and dates most probably from the period of 

Sergius’ missionary activity in the early ninth century. To this category 

belong the Letters of Sergius and the Paulician history, source A, which 

we glimpse twice distorted in the History of Peter of Sicily. With the 

re-establishment of Orthodoxy in 843 and the increasing Paulician threat 

on the Euphrates under the leadership of Karbeas, the need for anti- 

Paulician works became urgent. To this period belong our first series of 

polemical sources, source P, probably identifiable as the inquisitor’s 

manual of Peter the Higumen, soon to be included in the Chronicle of 

George the Monk and complemented by the model disputation found in 

the Codex Scorialensis, together with the Paulician Formula which would 

logically accompany the inquisitor’s work. From approximately the same 

period we have the history of the Paulicians presumably written by a 

recanting companion of Sergius, source S, from which Peter of Sicily 

acquired most of his historical knowledge of the sect. Only a little later 

come the Sermons of the Patriarch Photius. The common trait of these 

polemical documents is their basically practical character; they are com- 

posed for a specific and immediate purpose rather than as works of liter- 

ature.184 Finally, the middle of the tenth century was the age of histories 

and compilations. The Paulician danger was long past on the eastern 

frontier, but now threatened the western provinces and Bulgaria in partic- 

ular. To this period belong the chronicles written at the court of Constan- 

tine Porphyrogenitus and the Letter of the Patriarchal chancery to Tsar 

to the Patriarch Photius so that it might benefit from the authority of one of the greatest 
theologians of the Orthodox Church. Might the name of Peter of Sicily attached to 
the other compilation have been intended to evoke the prestige of another famous 

theologian of the period, Peter of Sicily, Bishop of Argos? We have no evidence of 
such an intent, but the confusion between the two Peters of Sicily was common among 
early scholars; see Migne, PG, CIV, 1231-1238. 

84 The Sermons of Photius are certainly the most literary among these documents. 

They were probably elaborated by the Patriarch during his exile, but even they have 

a specific purpose. We have seen that Photius was concerned with the conversion of 
Paulicians. 
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Peter of Bulgaria. Probably the same milieu was responsible for the 

| composite sources: the Manichaean Formula, the History of Peter of 

Sicily, and its more elegant contemporary, the History of the Pseudo- 

Photius.18> 

185 The pattern of drawing upon earlier sources for refutations of the Paulician 

doctrine, once established in the tenth century, was to be repeated. In the twelfth 

century, Euthymius Zigabenus, working at the command of the Emperor Alexis I, 

who was troubled once again by the Paulician problem, turned for his information 

and arguments to the History of the Pseudo-Photius; see nn. 56 and 57. 



II 

THE ARMENIAN SOURCES 

The Armenian sources relating to the Paulician heresy consist of a size- 

able body of documents covering the entire span of the medieval period. 

With the exception of Ter Mkrttschian, Conybeare, and contemporary 

Russian writers concerned with the Paulicians, scholars have given no 

more than perfunctory attention to these texts. Even the most recent 

western scholars, although they acknowledge the existence of this mate- 

rial, rely almost exclusively on the traditional Byzantine sources for the 

formulation of their theories. The discovery of the Armenian sources has 

created the basic problem of Paulician scholarship because the Armenian 

evidence has seemed to contradict the Greek sources on the fundamental 

points of the character of Paulician dogma as well as on the origin and his- 

tory of the sect. The tendency of western scholars, therefore, has been 

to reject or disregard the Armenian material whenever it could not be 

brought into agreement with the Greek authorities.1 The danger of 

such procedure is self-evident, especially since the use of the Armenian 

sources led Conybeare to conclusions diametrically opposed to those of 

his colleagues on the fundamental aspects of Paulicianism. Before 

attempting to study the evidence of the two bodies of sources or to resolve 

the contradictions between them, it will be necessary to give an account 

of the entire Armenian material comparable to the treatment of the 

Greek sources in the preceding chapter. 

Armenian texts relating directly to the heresy of the Paulicians exist 

from at least as early as the middle of the sixth century, if not earlier, 

and pertinent documents have been found from as late as the nineteenth 

century. These sources vary greatly in their character and content, but 

two aspects differentiate them as a whole from the Greek texts: First, 

1 KT-I, lvii, Ixxiv, “It is difficult to bring the Greek and Armenian sources bearing 

on the history of the Paulician Church into line with each other. They nowhere overlap 

one another, and their lists of the names of Paulician leaders are different”’. 
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an authentic Paulician document has survived in Armenian, whereas all 
Greek Paulician material has perished and therefore the heretical doc- 
trine in the Empire can be reconstructed only laboriously from polemical 

literature. Second, the Armenian sources, in the main, consist of official 

and authenticated documents, rather than more or less questionable 

literary texts such as we have found in Byzantium. 

The categories of Armenian material which must be considered succes- 
sively are as follows: 

1) Various sources not referring to the Paulicians by name, but illu- 

minating the development of Christianity in Armenia and its relation to 

the growth of heresy; 

2) Polemical texts aimed at the sectarians, which may be subdivided 

into two categories: 

a) Earlier works directed against the Paulicians as such; 

b) Later documents which refer to the heretics as T‘ondrakeci; 

3) The authentic Paulician source. 

Much of the material composed by Orthodox Armenian writers does 

not relate specifically to the Paulicians and is often ambiguous in content, 

but it is indispensable for the study of the early heretical tendencies in 

Armenia and the development of Paulicianism. Before the early part of 

the fifth century we do not find any Armenian documents as such, since 

the Armenian alphabet was first composed in this period (ca. 402), by 

St. Mesrop.? The entire literature of Armenia up to the fifth century was 

written in either Greek or Syriac. From this early period one work is 

of particular interest, the Letter sent to the Armenian Apostolic Church ca. 

331-335 by the Patriarch of Jerusalem, Macarius.*? While not specifically 

concerned with heresy, this letter, which Conybeare considered authentic 

despite some doubts on the subject,* gives us valuable information on 

2 See P. Peeters, ‘Pour l’histoire des origines de l’alphabet arménien’”’, REA, IX, 1 

(1929), 203-237 and J. Marquart, Uber den Ursprung des armenischen Alphabets, 
Vienna, 1917, 59-60, et passim. 
3 Macarius, ‘“‘Canonical Epistle of the Blessed Macarius Patriarch of the Holy City 

of Jerusalem to the Armenians, Concerning the Laying down of Canons of the Holy 
Church, Which it is not Right to Transgress by Command or Definition”, The Book 
of Letters (Tiflis, 1901), 407-412. Translation in KT, Appendix ix, 178-186. Conybeare 
mentions ten chapters in the Letter, whereas the version of the Book of Letters has 
only nine. The Armenian Church, separated from Rome and Constantinople as a result 

of the Council of Chalcedon in 451, will be referred to throughout as the Armenian 

Apostolic Church. 
4 KT, 178 ff. A number of MSS. of the Armenian version of Macarius’ Letter have 

survived. The presence of Macarius at the Council of Nicaea is confirmed by the 

seventh-century author, Ananias of Sirak, ibid., 185. See also N. Akinian, The Letter 

of Macarius Patriarch of Jerusalem (Vienna, 1930). 
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some of the important characteristics of the newly founded Armenian 

Apostolic Church. 

Some references to heresy can be found in the works of Armenian 

hagiographers and historians of the fourth and fifth centuries, such as 

Koriun, Agat‘angetos, and the anonymous biographer of St. Nersés I.° 

Of particular interest is the dogmatic work Against the Sects of Eznik of 

Kolb, Bishop of Bagrewand, written between 441 and 448.° This work 

consists of four refutations of heretical or pagan doctrine directed against 

the Messalians, Zoroastrians, Pagans, and Marcionites.’ 

In 447, the Kat‘otikos Joseph I of Hotocim called together at Sahapi- 

van a council of the Armenian Apostolic Church. Several of the canons 

of this council are related to heresy and are of great importance since they 

may be our first reference to the Paulicians in Armenia. Despite their 

translation by Ter Mkrttschian,® these canons have received little atten- 

tion from western scholars and are difficult to obtain, so that a repetition 

of them seems warranted despite their length: 

Canon XIV 

Let no bishop or priest or deacon or any member of the clergy or of a con- 

gregation keep any kind of housekeeper as is the custom of the Mciné [doqbf}. 

If anyone should have one, and this be confirmed by the testimony of witnesses, 

let him be deposed from his order, whatever it be, and let him be considered 

impious and a publican. 

Canon XIX 

If anyone be found in Mctinéut‘iun, whether he be a priest or a deacon or a 

monk, let him be deprived of his priestly orders, let him be branded on the face 

5 Koriun, History of the Holy Doctor Mesrop (Venice, 1894), trans. in CHAMA, II, 

9-16. Agat‘angetos, History (Venice, 1930), trans. in CHAMA, I, 105-194. See Thoros- 

sian, Histoire de la littérature arménienne (Paris, n.d.), 58-60, for the problem of the 
compilation of Agat‘angetos. 

Anonymous, “Généalogie de la famille de Saint Grégoire illuminateur de l’Arménie 
et vie de Saint Nersés patriarche des Arméniens, par un auteur anonyme du Ve siécle”, 
trans. J. B. Emine, CHAMA, II, 18-44 (hereafter, Nersés). 
6 L. Mariés, Le De Deo de Eznik de Kolb connu sous le nom de “Contre les Sectes” 
(Paris, 1924), 5. 

" Eznik of Kotb, Against the Sects (Venice, 1926), trans. and ed. J. N. Schmidt, 
Wieder die Sekten (Vienna, 1900), also “Eznik de Kotb De Deo”, trans. and eds. 
L. Mariés and Ch. Mercier, PO, XXVIII, 3-4. The interpretation of Mariés as to the 
purpose and form of Eznik’s work has been disputed by Adontz, see Thorossian, 
Littérature arménienne, 73-74, and 74, n.4, but this problem does not affect the value 
of the work for this study. 
8 Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 42-45, also n. vii for preferring Ter Mkrttschian’s 
text of the canons to the one found in the work of Caméean. The identification of 
the heretics condemned at Sahapivan with the Messalians made by Ter Mkrttschian 
will be discussed in my Chapter V; see also next note. 
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with the sign of a fox, and let him be confined for penance to a place of hermit- 
age. Then if he be found again, let him be hamstrung on both legs and be sent 
to a leprosarium, for the man was in the right and did not understand. Let the 
same punishment be visited on a monk. Further, if men be found in the sect 
with their wives and children, let the men, women, and children who have 
reached the age of reason be hamstrung, branded on the face with the sign of a 
fox and sent for penance to a leprosarium; as for the children who have not 
reached the age of reason and do not know the pollution, let them be taken 
away and given into the hands of the holy servants of the Church to be brought 
up and educated in the true faith and the fear of God. 

Canon XX 

If there be found any evil doer among the people and the priests have learned 
of this and not reported it to the bishop; if this be found true upon investigation 
and the priests have known the matter for many days and months before and 

not addressed a complaint to the bishop, let the canonical punishment for Mciné 

be borne also by the priests and let them not perform their priestly office for 

the rest of their lives... Then if the priests have reported to the bishop, and this 

be supported by the testimony of witnesses, and the bishop either accept a 

bribe and cover it up or show partiality, and if this be shown by the testimony 

of witnesses, namely that the complaint of the priests really reached his ear and 

he disdained God’s command and did not go out to seek him who was lost, 

and was not jealous and an avenger of God’s law, let him be deposed from his 

see who hid the adulterer, and let the priest be acknowledged innocent. But 

if the bishop was diligent and an avenger, and the priests and other men bear 

witness to the bishop’s labors, and he report about the evil doer to the authori- 

ties, but the prince [//uwh] of the country, or the chief naxarar of any village, 

or the lord [ufp] of a province [quunfir], wishes to be the protector of uncleanli- 

ness and to hide the adulterer, either for the silver of perdition or from partiality 

or service, and does not prefer to love Christ and his commands and to be an 

avenger of the laws of the Lord and of the spirit and the flesh—let such a one be 

accursed and let him be cut off from the holy Church until he shall deliver the 

polluted one into the hands of the bishop. And if the pollution be found in the 

house of the naxarar, either in his wife, or his daughter, or his son, or in himself, 

and he should not hand his family over to the bishop and himself return to 

holiness, but should wish to be their tyrannical refuge, let him be accursed with 

all his house, his kin and his life. Let him not dare come out into a public place, 

let not his friends and all the world consort with him until he shall have gone 

from his uncleanliness and come to the holy Church. And if he be not in the 

uncleanliness [himself] let him hand over his household and his servants into 

the hands of the chief bishop for rebuke.... And if he [the Ostikan, Numpfluh), 

himself, with his household, be found in Mcinéut‘iun, let him be seized together 

with his polluted household and let him be brought for judgment before the 

chief bishop and before the greatest princes and the leading judges, and let them 

jointly avenge the laws of God so that others, beholding this, in holiness and 

fear, should revere the Creator of all.® 

® A. LitGean ed., Book of Armenian Canons (Tiflis, 1913), 73, 80-82. These canons 

are also quoted with a Russian translation in Melik-Bashian, The Paulician Movement, 
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It is evident from Canon XX that heresy was present in all classes of 

society during the fifth century, and although no tenets of the heresy in 

question are mentioned, the punishment applied to the culprits in Canon 

XIX is the same as the one we shall invariably find used for the T‘ondra- 

keci in later times. 

Toward the end of the century, Lazar of P‘arpi (Lazar P‘arpeci), the 

leading historian of the period, was accused of heretical tendencies and 

wrote a Letter which we still possess to the Persian viceroy of Armenia, 

Vahan Mamikonean, in order to clear himself of the accusation.1° The 

Letter is not as explicit as we might wish, but it does refer to the presence 

of a heretical element in Armenia, and the information which it con- 

tains concerning both the sectarians and the general state of religion in 

Armenia during the late fifth century has not been used by scholars to its 

fullest advantage. 

It is unfortunate that the great Armenian chroniclers have evinced but 

little interest in heresy. We can, however, obtain much useful information 

concerning the early development of the Church in Armenia from the 

earlier chronicles mentioned as well as from Zenob of Glak’s History of 

Taron, originally written in Syriac, and from his continuator, John Mami- 

konean." This material is of particular interest in any study of the 

heretical tendencies in Armenia as an indication of the close relations of 

the Apostolic Church with Syria and as an illustration of the parallel 

between the political division of Armenia and its theological differences, 

an aspect of the religious evolution hitherto insufficiently studied. Like- 

wise Moses of Xoren has references to the presence of heresy in Armenia 

during the next century and to the difficulties of St. Mesrop in dealing 

with the survivals of Armenian paganism. The Letter of the Patriarch 

of Constantinople, Atticus (405-425), to the Armenian Kat‘otikos Sahak I 

80-87. For the text of the canons see my Appendix I. M. Tallon, Livre des Lettres, 

Premier Groupe (Beyrouth, 1955), 12, does not hesitate to identify the heretics con- 
demned at Sahapivan as Paulicians, though he then goes on to derive Paulicianism 
from Manichaeanism. See also N. Akinian, The Canons of the Council of Sahapivan 
(Vienna, 1950). 

10 Lazar of P‘arpi (Lazar P‘arpeci), Letter to Lord Vahan Mamikonean, ed. J. B. Emin 
(Moscow, 1853). Vahan Mamikonean was Marzpan of Armenia from 485 to 505-510, 

R. Grousset, Histoire de l’ Arménie des origines & 1071 (Paris, 1947), 229-230. 
1+ Zenob of Glak, History of Taron (Venice, 1889), trans. in CHAMA, I, 337-355. 
This work is usually considered to be a seventh-century apocryphon, see Thorossian, 
Littérature arménienne, 56-58. The information of the work is of great interest, 
irrespective of its date and author. Also John Mamikonean, “Histoire de Daron”, 
CHAMA, I, 361-382. 
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(387-428, 432-439), enjoining him to expel heretics from his land, has 

also been preserved in Moses’ History.!? 

Probably the most interesting reference to heresy in the Armenian 

chroniclers is found in a passage of the History of Lewond written in the 

eighth century.!* Bart‘ikyan recently showed that Lewond’s allusions to 

nameless heretics, whom he calls “sons of sinfulness”, operating in con- 

junction with Armenian rebels in Pontus in the mid-eighth century, 

probably refer to Paulicians. The point Bart‘ikyan demonstrates is 

particularly interesting, as it provides us with Armenian corroboration 

for the account of Paulician activity in the eighth century found in source S, 

and thus establishes a point of agreement between the Armenian and Greek 

sources./4 One last reference to nameless sectarians dates from the tenth 

century when Bishop Xosrov Anjevaci (*965) describes contemporary 

heretics who from their doctrine must also have been Paulicians.1® 

The evidence for the presence of Nestorianism in Armenia is of the 

greatest importance for the study of the Paulician heresy since, as we 

shall see, the Nestorians were compared to the Paulicians by the Arme- 

nian ecclesiastical authorities. Most of the evidence on this subject is 

contained in a collection of official dogmatic letters, to and from the 

Armenian Kat‘olikosate, known as the Book of Letters.* The manu- 

script which contains this collection was found in the Monastery of St. 

12 Moses of Xoren (Movsés Xorenaci), Histoire d’Arménie, ed. and trans. Le 

Vaillant de Florival (Venice, 1841). For the Letter of Atticus, see, ibid., U1, lvii, 154-157. 

The problem of the disputed date of Moses’ History does not affect our study. 

13 ¥ewond (Ghevond), History (St. Petersburg, 1887), xvi, 122-123, translate by 

G. Chahnazarian ed., Histoire des guerres et des conquétes des Arabes en Arménie par 

Ghévond (Paris, 1856), Chahnazarian, however, loosely translates the words “‘apypp 

suiguling”? by “une foule de gens perdus de crimes”’. Ibid., 119. 

14 See my Chapter III, also Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 88-91, and “Paulician Movement”, 

128-130. 
15 Xosrov Anjevaci, MS. #8075, fol. 159, National Collection of Ancient Manuscripts 
of the Council of Ministers of the Armenian SSR (Matenadaran) as quoted in A. loan- 

nisyan, “The T‘ondrakian Movement”, 105. Xosrov Anjevaci was the father of the 

great Armenian ecclesiastical writer, Gregory of Narek; see M. Abegian, History of 

Ancient Armenian Literature (Erivan, 1948), I, 447-448. Both Gregory of Narek and 

his uncle, Xosrov’s brother Ananias of Narek, were concerned with the problem of 

Paulicianism, as we shall see. Xosrov’s own description of the practices of contem- 
porary heretics corresponds with that of his son and the majority of Armenian sources, 

so that there is little doubt that he is speaking of the T‘ondrakeci or Paulicians. See 

my Chapter IV. 

The invaluable MSS. collection of the Matenadaran is becoming known only at the 

present time. A number of the MSS. in this collection concern the problem of the 

Paulician movement and will be referred to at the proper time. Unfortunately cir- 

cumstances as yet compel me to quote these documents at second hand. 

16 The Book of Letters (Tiflis, 1901), hereafter BL. 
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Anthony in Constantinople late in the nineteenth century. It is a copy 

made in 1298 by a priest named Thomas of Hromklay, at Sis, the capital 

of Cilician Armenia. Thomas’ copy was taken in part from an earlier 

collection made in 1077 for the Kat‘otikos Gregory II Vkayesér. The 

compilation of the Book of Letters must have been already in existence in 

the tenth century, since it was used by Uxtanés Urhaeci (of Edessa) for 

his History of the Armenian Kat‘olikoi composed in this period.’” Peeters 

is of the opinion, furthermore, that the first part of the Book of Letters, 

represented by the Codex of Gregory II, had already been compiled as 

early as the seventh century.1® 

A sizeable portion of the early documents included in this official 

collection are concerned with the problem of Nestorianism. The so- 

called Tome of the Patriarch of Constantinople, Proclus (434-446/7),!% 

and the Answer of the Armenian Kat‘otikos St. Sahak I (387-428, 432- 

439)2° attest the presence of Nestorians in Armenia as early as the fifth 

17 See Tallon, Le Livre des Lettres, 17-20, for a résumé of Akinian’s study of the 

MSS. of the Book of Letters. 

18 PP, Peeters, ‘Sainte Sousanik martyre en Arméno-Géorgie (14 décembre 482-484). 
Seconde partie, étude critique’, Analecta Bollandiana, LIM (1935), 246-247. 

T. Poladian, The Nestorian and Chalcedonian Controversies as Treated in the Armenian 

Documents of the Girk Thghthotz, unpublished M.A. thesis, Union Theological 
Seminary (New York, 1941), 1, says that no other mention of the Book of Letters is to 

be found in Armenian literature. However, in the fourteenth century we find a con- 
fused reference to unknown books used by the Armenian Apostolic Church. Among 

these is a reference to the ‘““Textorquire (Teytorgunt) id est Liber Epistolarum (epula- 
rum)’’, also ““Sciendum est quod de super scriptis libris sunt aliqui quod nescimus, et 

sunt isti primus Toctanensis...”, Daniel de Thaurizio, “Responsio ... ad errores 

impositos Hermenis [sic]”, RHC-DA, II, article cxii, 644. This may well be a garbled 

reference to the Book of Letters, whose Armenian title, Girk‘ T‘it‘oc, may have been 

inverted and distorted in the Latin version. See, however, Tallon, Le Livre des Lettres, 17. 
19 Proclus, ““Ad Armenios de Fide”, PG, LXV (1858), 855/6-873/4. Armenian text: 

“‘Letter of Prokt, Bishop, to Saint Sahak Patriarch of the Armenians and to Saint 

Mazdoc’”’, BL, 1-8. See Poladian, Thesis, 4, and 4, n. 1, for the superiority of the 

Armenian text. 

20 St. Sahak I, ““Answer to the Letter of the Blessed Prokt from Sahak and MaSdoc’’, 

BL, II, 9-13; and Moses of Xoren, Histoire, III, 1xi, v. Il, 166/7. See also Acacius of 
Malatya (Melitene), “Letter of Akakay, Bishop of Melitine [sic] to Saint Sahak, Patriarch 

of Armenia”, BL, 14-15, and St. Sahak I, “Answer of the Lord Sahak to the Letters of 

Akakay”, BL, IV, 16-18; also “Letter to Akakay from the Armenians”, BL, 19-21. 

The concern of the Armenian ecclesiastical authorities with the problem of 
Nestorianism is further attested by the inclusion in the Book of Letters of the Letter of 
St. Cyril of Alexandria to Nestorius in an Armenian translation, BL, 396-406, and a 
number of other anti-Nestorian texts, BL, 241-242, 413-483, etc. (see next note). For 
the early period at least, these texts must be directly concerned with true Nestorians 

rather than with Byzantine (Chalcedonian) Orthodoxy, which the Armenians con- 
sidered to have lapsed into Nestorianism. The letters to and from St. Sahak must 

antedate the Council of Chalcedon, since Sahak died in 439. 
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century as well as the concern they aroused in ecclesiastical authorities 
both in Byzantium and in Armenia. More important, the source of 
Nestorian proselytism can be traced to Persia and particularly to Syria 
through the extensive correspondence of the Armenian Kat‘otikosate 
with Orthodox Persian and Syrian groups in the course of the fifth cen- 

tury.” In these documents, the Armenian authorities invariably appear 

as the source of Orthodoxy to which the other Churches turn for advice 

and assistance. Finally, the spread of Nestorianism on the northern 

frontier of Armenia is demonstrated in the Letters of the Kat‘otikos John 

II Gabetean (557-574) to the authorities of Siunik‘ and Atovania (Caspian 

Albania).?? 

In addition to the Orthodox texts relating to heresy in general, we 

possess a number of Armenian polemical sources concerned specifically 

with the Paulicians. The earlier works in this category refer to the Pauli- 

cians as such. The earliest presumed mention of the Paulicians by name 

in Armenia, or for that matter in any text, has been questioned. It is to 

be found in the Call to Repentance of the Kat‘otikos John I Mandakuni 

(478-490). Here the Kat‘otikos decreed that a seven-year penance was 

to be imposed on Polikean [Qn, ffm] sectarians.?? The copy of the manu- 

script in which this injunction is found is a late one, and Bart‘ikyan notes 

that this work of John Mandakuni is not otherwise known; he is, there- 

fore, of the opinion that this reference is a late interpolation into the text.” 

21 “Tetters of the Armenians to the Persians on Orthodoxy” (two letters), BL, 41-47, 

48-51. ‘“‘Letter of the Orthodox Syrians to the Armenians’, BL, 52-54. “Answer to 
the Letter of the Syrians from Nersés Kat‘otikos of the Armenians and Mersapuh 

Bishop of the Mamikonean’”’, BL, XI, 55-58. “‘Letter of Greeting of ’Abdisoy, Bishop 

of the Syrians, to Lord Nersés, Kat‘otikos of the Armenians”, BL, XII, 59-60. The 

first and the last three letters are translated by Ter Minassiantz, Die armenische Kirche in 

ihren Beziehungen zu den syrischen Kirchen bis zum Ende. des 13. Jahrhunderts (Leipzig, 

1904), appendix, 152-166. Also “From ’Abdisoy, Bishop of the Orthodox Syrians, to 
Lord Nersés, Kat‘otikos of the Armenians, and to all his Bishops. Concerning the Ac- 

cursed Heresy of the Nestorians”, BL, XIII, 62-65. ‘‘From the Same Bishop ’Abdisoy, 

Concerning the Accursed Nestor and all Heretics’, BL, XIV, 66-67. “‘From the Same 

Bishop ’Abdisoy, Concerning the Anathematization of all Heretics who are Opposed 
to the Orthodox”, BL, XV, 68-69. ‘Letter of Blame of Lord Nersés, Kat‘otikos of 

Armenia, to the Bishops’, BL, XVI, 70-71. 
22 John II, Gabetean, “Letter which Lord John Kav‘otikos of Armenia and the Other 
Bishops Wrote to the Bishops of the Atovanians BL, 81-84 (hereafter, Alovanians). 
John II Gabetean, “Letter which Lord John Kat‘otikos of Armenia and the Other Bish- 

ops Wrote to the Bishops and Lords of Siunik*”, BL, XVIII, 78-80 (hereafter Siunik‘). 

23° John I Mandakuni (Yovannés Mandakuni), “The Call to Repentence”, Matena- 
daran #659, fol. 275v, “... yuh yny phtwh £ b wi ...” in Melik-Bashian, Paulician 
Movement, 239. 

24 Ibid.; the date of the MS. is A.D. 1268. Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 92, gives the date 

incorrectly as 1368. The argument of Bart‘ikyan as to the accuracy of this reference is 
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Far more important is the next reference to Paulicians in an official 

document of the mid-sixth century—the Oath of Union taken at the Coun- 

cil of Dvin summoned by the Kat‘otikos Nersés II of A8tarak in 555. 

This document was first published by K. Ter Mkrttschian and has been 

accepted by most Armenian scholars.” The importance of this text, 

which carries our definite knowledge of the Paulicians back a full century 

earlier than the date for the appearance of the sect on Byzantine territory, 

and which is unavailable in any European language, requires a translation 

of the more significant part of the work before any further discussion of 

its content and value is attempted.”° 

Oath of union of the Armenian land given from the hand of Nersés Kat‘otikos 

of the Armenians and MerSapuh, bishop of the Mamikonean, and Petros, 

bishop of Siunik‘ and all the other bishops, magnates [wulinunf pp] and freemen 

[wqun p] and the assembly of the people. 

On account of the peril of spiritual accident, a daily illness which had reached 

us, we have come to a council of union so that we might by this means raise 

the wail of sorrowful sighs from our souls and free with oaths our consciences 

from foreign sins in which there never was any salvation [expectation]. For this 

reason, we, all the Armenians, have been compelled to make this agreement, in 

the twenty-fourth year of Xosrov, king of kings, in the holy forty [days] on 

Palm Sunday. [We did this] as a result of the evil barbarian heresy of the 

Nestorians. 

This [Nestorius] the Holy Ghost anathematized by the hand of the 318 holy 

and Orthodox bishops gathered at Nicaea, and the 150 at Constantinople and 

the 200 at Ephesus. Nestorius having been accursed by them, they cut him off 

and rejected him, chasing him into a foreign land, into the province of Mcbin 

[Nisibis]. Having arrived there, his maleficent arts fermented their [the heretics’] 

spirits, making them thorny and dwellers in darkness. Into this [heresy] they 

not altogether convincing since it is based on the a priori assumption that a mention of 

the Paulicians is impossible in the late fifth century and indeed before the eighth 

century. See below n. 28 for a discussion of Bart‘ikyan’s rejection of the other Paulician 
document antedating the eighth century. His strongest argument in rejecting the 

testimony of John Mandakuni is the absence of any reference to a work of this author 
called The Call to Repentance. 

25K. Ter Mkrttschian, “The Paulician and T‘ondrakian Sects in Contemporary 

Criticism”, Ararat (July, 1900), 333. The version of the ‘“‘Oath of Union” used in this 

study is, “Oath of Union of the Armenian Land”, BL, 73-75. This document is 

followed by a reiteration, “Separation of the Nestorians from the Holy Church”, BL, 

76-77. 

The “Oath” has been accepted by S. der Nersessian, ““Une apologie des images au 

septiéme siécle”, Byzantion, XVII (1944-1945), 71, n. 55, and 86, n. 131, and Poladian, 

Thesis, 22-25; also in Russia by Melik-Bashian, Paulician Movement, 17, and by many 

others, see Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 88. For a discussion of Bart‘ikyan’s own objections 

to the “Oath’’, see below, n. 28. 

*6 The entire text of the “Oath” will be found in my Appendix IJ. The meaning of 
this document is perfectly clear though the style is often awkward and repetitive. 
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[the Nestorians] also ensnared the province of Xuzastan, from which some of 

them reached very deeply into our land as merchants living with our fathers and 

with ourselves, confessing themselves of one faith with us through union with 

our Church. Then in the seventeenth year of Xosrov, king of kings, in the 

governorship [dupquuhnt/F firth) of Nihorak, they concocted something in the 

monastery dedicated to [in the name of] Manaérhi Razik—who having believed 

in Christ and been baptized, was named Grigor and murdered for his faith— 

and called this the gathering place of their filthiness. They also brought doctors 

[ of upyuy kup), leaders of their perdition. These, having come, began to spread 

their filthiness into our holy and true faith. And, in the gatherings of the igno- 

rant, they ensnared both the men and the women to participate in the filthiness of 

faith of their prayers, to bring the bread of offering to the place of their lawless- 

ness, to receive communion from their hands, just as [this is done] in the gather- 

ing of dedication [offering] of the Paulicians. They dared to give their seal of 

absolution to unbaptized children of our people so that they might die an 

eternal death without baptism. And they took into their filthy and lawless 

blessing and into the communion of their conventicles, thieves and fornicators 

and other criminals, who came to them and whom we throw outside the Church 

and do not consider worthy of communion. And this [they did] from hostility 

to us. 

Seeing this spiritual catastrophe derived from them, we arrived, albeit late, 

at the origin of their lies, because they falsely assumed the name of Christians 

yet denied the truth. Then we could not bear the evil of their deeds. All of us, 

unanimously, produced this document of covenant and confirmation, by the 

will of everyone, before our Lord Jesus Christ, our God. Destroying it, we 

obliterated the place of refuge of their lawlessness, and removed from our midst 

this darkness of night. 

I, Nersés, Kat‘otikos of the Armenians, and MerSapuh of Taron ... Petros, 

bishop of Siunik‘ ... and all the other bishops of the Armenian land ....?’ 

The sense of this document is perfectly clear. The Kat‘otikos, Nersés II, 

became alarmed both at the evidence of increasing missionary activity 

of the Nestorians from XuZastan centered in the monastery of the martyr, 

Manaétrhi-Grigor, and at the claim of the Nestorians that they were of 

the same faith as the Armenian Apostolic Church. He therefore sum- 

moned a council of the entire Church and the representatives of the 

laity to demonstrate the heresy of the newcomers and their similarity to 

already familiar sectarians such as the Paulicians. The council, having 

duly met, anathematized the heretics, destroyed their center of worship, 

and bound itself to reject all communion with the sectarians by the Oath 

embodied in the above text. 

There is no reason for doubting the authenticity of the Oath of Union, 

2? The remainder of the ‘“‘Oath” consists of the signatures of the various participants, 

the restatement of their common agreement, and the threat of excommunication to 

anyone breaking the covenant or associating with heretics, this irrespective of rank 

or station. No additional historical or dogmatic information is given. 
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since it is found at its logical, chronological place in the official compila- 

tion of the Book of Letters. The holding of the great council at Dvin 

under the presidency of the Kat‘otikos Nersés II is also confirmed by a 

number of documents.28 Hence we possess in Armenia an official record 

of the existence of Paulicians one century before the supposed organiza- 

tion of the sect by Constantine-Silvanus, whom the Byzantine sources 

present as a contemporary of the Emperor Constans II (641-668).° 

Another document which has not yet been sufficiently considered by 

Paulician scholars is the brief Treatise in Defense of Images written by 

28 See my Appendix IJ. Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 85-88, argues that the reference to 
the Paulicians in the ‘‘Oath”’ is not authentic and that the ‘“‘Oath”’ is not to be con- 
sidered as our first document on the Paulicians. Bart‘ikyan’s arguments, however, 

do not seem convincing for the following reasons: 
a) His objection to the mention of Paulician communion in the ‘“Oath’’—“‘‘to 

receive communion... just as in the gatherings of the Paulicians’’—as an impossibility, 
is based on a misunderstanding. As we shall see, there is no evidence that the Paulicians 
rejected communion altogether, but only that they refused this and other Orthodox 
sacraments as polluted (see my Chapter IV). 

b) The objection that the Armenian sources are silent on the subject of the heretics 
for too long a period—between the sixth and eighth centuries if we accept the evidence 
of the “‘Oath’’,—is due to his ignoring the references to the sectarians in Vrt‘anés 
K‘ert‘ol, John Mayragomeci and other sources which J shall discuss in due course. 

c) His criticism of John of Ojun for being insufficiently acquainted with Paulician- 
ism, thus showing that the sect was newly established in Armenia in the eighth century, 

is unwarranted. The information of John of Ojun is usually accurate, particularly 
in the case of the history of the Paulicians, which he traces back to the Kat‘otikos 
Nersés II (see below also my Chapter III). 

d) Bart‘ikyan accepts the evidence of Peter of Sicily that the Paulicians made their 
appearence only in the mid-seventh century, not before, and hence cannot be mentioned 

in the “Oath” a century earlier. We have already seen, however, that Peter’s informa- 

tion cannot always be accepted at face value. Furthermore, Peter is speaking of 
Paulicians in the Byzantine Empire, and not in general. 

e) Bart‘ikyan argues that the reference to Paulicians in the “Oath” is due to a 

copyist’s error such as he had already postulated in the case of John Mandakuni (see 

n. 24). In his opinion, the original reference was to Paulinians, followers of Paul of 
Samosata, and not Paulicians, who had nothing to do with them, ibid., 87. This 

argument is based on Bart‘ikyan’s acceptance of the thesis that the Paulicians are a 
Manichaean sect and therefore not to be associated with the followers of Paul of 
Samosata. The association was made nonetheless in the Middle Ages by Balsamon, 

Zonaras, and Theophylactus Lecapenus, whose Letter Bart‘ikyan does not mention. 

To maintain his thesis, therefore, Bart‘ikyan is not only forced to postulate a hypothetical 
MS. error for which he gives no evidence, but also to reject the interpretation of all 
the medieval commentators on the subject. As we shall see in Chapter V, the associa- 
tion between the Paulinians and the Paulicians is perfectly warranted on theological if 
not on directly historical grounds. Furthermore the association of Paulicians and 
Nestorians found in the “‘Oath” is equally possible. On the basis of this discussion, 
therefore, there seems to be no reason to accept Bart‘ikyan’s thesis and hence his 
rejection of the “Oath” as our first authentic document referring to the Paulicians. 

*® Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXIII, 1275/6CD, et al. See my Chapter IIL. 
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Vrt‘anés K‘ert‘ol in the first years of the seventh century. Vrt‘anés was 

both a poet and an important ecclesiastical dignitary, coadjutor of the 

Kat‘olikos Moses II and locum tenens during the three-year vacancy 

(604-607) which preceded the election of the Kat‘otikos Abraham I, 

whose coadjutor he remained. Much of Vrt‘anés’ activity was concerned 

with the relations of the Armenian and Georgian Churches which sep- 

arated from each other in this period, when the Georgians returned to 

communion with the Orthodox Byzantine Church.°° The treatise of 

Vrt‘anés is not specifically aimed at the Paulicians, but from it we learn a 

number of interesting characteristics of the Armenian Iconoclastic party 

which, as we shall see, was closely related to the development of Pauli- 

cianism in Armenia. The authenticity of the text, which was questioned 

by Strzygowski, is supported, in the light of new evidence, by the trans- 

lator, Sirarpie Der Nersessian.*! Indeed the historical facts and the names 

of the heretical leaders given by Vrt‘anés are corroborated by another 

source also dating from the seventh century. 

A Letter of another important ecclesiastical figure, John Mayragomeci, 

Vrt‘anés’ close successor in point of time, has been preserved in the 

tenth-century History of the Alovanians of Moses Katankatwaci.®* John 

Mayragomeci, who also played an important rdéle in the Armeno- 

Georgian relations of the seventh century, was a fervent supporter of the 

Armenian Apostolic Church. He carried on a famous feud with the 

contemporary kat‘otikos, Ezr (630-641), who had accepted the Ekthesis 

of the Emperor Heraclius and had become reconciled with the Greek 

Church. Consequently, John has been accused of heresy by a number of 

Armenian writers,®? and he himself considers the Greeks as the source of 

30 Vrt‘anés K<‘ert‘ol, “Traité contre les iconoclastes”, in S. Der Nersessian, “Apologie”, 

58-69. 
31 Der Nersessian, ‘“Apologie’”’, 75 ff., also 69, 73, 79, 85. J. Strzygowski, “Das 

Etschmiadzin Evangeliar’’, Byzantinische Denkmailer, 1 (Vienna, 1891), 78-79. There 

is a possibility that this treatise is not by Vrt‘anés K ‘ert‘ot, though Akinian and Tourian 

did not doubt its authenticity, as S. Der Nersessian points out, but there is no doubt 

whatsoever that it is a text of the seventh century. 

32 Moses of Katankatuk (Movsés Katankatwaci or Dasxuranci), History of the 

Alovanians, trans. K. P. Patkanian (St. Petersburg, 1861), 214-215; S. Der Nersessian, 

“Apologie”’, 72. The date of the Letter is somewhat problematic. 

33 John VI the Historian, History (Jerusalem, 1867), trans. J. Saint-Martin, Histoire 

d’ Arménie par le patriarche Jean V1 dit Jean Catholicos (Paris, 1841). ; 

Asolik (Stephen of Taron), Histoire Universelle, trans. E. Dulaurier (Paris, 1883), 

120; Samuel of Ani, Collection from the Writings of Historians, ed. A. Ter Mik‘elian 

(Valarsapat, 1893), 60; Kirakos of Ganjak, Universal History (Venice, 1865). The 

suggestion that John had heretical inclinations is usually rejected with indignation by 

Armenian authors, but it is admitted in the case of his disciple Sargis, see Ter Mkrt- 

tschian, Die Paulikianer, 67 ff., and Grousset, Histoire de l’ Arménie, 283-285, et al. 
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all evils to whom the origin of every heresy must be attributed. The 

Letter preserved by Moses Katankatwaci must, therefore, be used with 

some caution. However, the historical information contained in it 

appears generally reliable and in agreement with the information given 

by Vrt‘anés and other sources.*4 

The relation of the Paulicians with the northern region of Atovania, 

noted by Vrt‘anés K‘ert‘ot and John Mayragomeci, is supported by a 

curious document preserved in the twelfth-century History of Samuel of 

Ani: “The Canons and Constitution of the Council of the Atovanians 

which occurred in the time of Etia Kat‘oltikos (703-717) who was the 

thirty-first see holder after St. Gregory”.*® Bart‘ikyan considers this to be 

the first extant reference to the Paulicians. It has never been translated, 

to my knowledge: 

In his [Etia’s] time Michael the priest was appointed patriarch of the Alovanians 

and he spoke with his bishops who were John, bishop of Kapatak, Sahak, bishop 

of Amaras, etc. ... and Joachim, bishop of Gardman, concerning the good order 

of the land and the Orthodox faith. 

Thus, I, Siroy Apihi, patrician, lord of Gardman and prince of the Alovanians, 

Varaz-Grigor, patrician, sparapet of the Atovanians, etc. ... In the eighty- 

eighth year of the Armenians thus we laid down: If you undertake [anything] 

for the heresy of the Chalcedonians or of Mayragomeci or for the payli keank‘ 

[wu fp Yobug, sic],2® or confused [mixed?] marriage; if any [of this] should 

happen, no one may go at your order, and if any one goes let him be condemned 

by God, and you shall be [able] to judge a prince according to your will and no 

34 Der Nersessian, “‘Apologie’’, 71, 85, and 85, n. 131. 

35 “YGutinh p ft au duh wgpne|d fl Aagnifayh Uqarwtfig, ap Egt fi Fudubu hu Gypsy 2uyng 

fu feng flaup, op kp LU. wfnamhuy f uppayh Ophqapt:? “Matenadaran #2966, fol. 120 

r-v,and #3062, fols. 251-252, in Bart‘ikyan ‘‘Sources’’, 96: 

Sh Pu Susbul fib papa hupgbgu bh pbuh jury Ginn |e fic Ugqarutifg Up payky puluh ay 

fuoukgun wi [Fnawhgoph fuprd p, opp hh. Bnduhiku Quywquijae Eyfulayne, Valu Uduipuune 

by fulnyny, sea Baul ps Guppy dushiuy Ewfulnynu, puja puptlupgn [out ui fuuphpu h 

agqunfimnne ehh Lue: 

Upq fu Chpay Vayphp-yunnp hy euppiabiay inky bk Uqmewlipg pprut: Lupug-Qppgap 
uypusinp fly Uqaruhifg uy uprusty Eun, +» Of Porwhminfebubu 2uyng myjuybu hubahbgup, [et papas 

qatp dbahuplhbp yuquge punhbyotuluk uqubgah, kb had Vuypmgnitgnyh, Eek uu wey f 

WEbug, kh (Pb fb fount wintula but, k Pt gfis h fgt ng np yup Eyohky pon akp Cpmimbt, 

h Eel np Eyuht jUuunedny spose ee we ong ws prt Ess Eq pgp, h Lp fiafuut Lbhe pum fui abpng 

ee L np Jfizfuutug snip fi2fuubarfe fib oghky, hk fr ump Subpu, qap Gupybgup Cuunmuunnh 

mggnep: 

be Ghpkgh qohpu bu Chany Uyursh yumphy Pupysutipg mkp k Ugnewlipg frfeuts Cutoglepe 
wi Sbbiwyh ugumop”’. 

8° Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 96, n. 2, notes that the word is divided in both MSS. He 
further observes that this word appears in the form “muy f jEwhp” in a MS of the 
Canons of the Council of Dvin of 719, Matenadaran #795, fol. 129r. The Venice 
edition of these canons, however, writes the word as one; for a discussion of this 

form see John of Ojun, Opera (Venice, 1834), p. 74, and my Chapter V. 
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one of the princes have the power to help [him?]. And that which we instituted 
in this contract let us firmly maintain. 

I sealed the books, I, Siroy Apahi, patrician, lord of Gardman and prince of 
Atovania, together with all free men [wan pl. 

Bart‘ikyan observes that the date of this document presents a problem, 
that the “‘eighty-eighth year of the Armenian era’’, i.e., A.D. 639, cannot 

coincide with the period of the Kat‘olikoi Etia I of Armenia (703-717) 

and Michael of Atovania (702-737). He therefore rejects the earlier date 

as an error and assigns the text to the beginning of the eighth century.®” 

Two serious difficulties arise if we are to accept Bart‘ikyan’s conclusion. 

One of these is chronological. Among the nobles listed in the text we 

find the sparapet of Atovania, Varaz-Grigor. The historian, Moses 

Kalankatwaci, mentions a Varaz-Grigor, grandson of the Lord of Gard- 

man, baptized ca. 627, among the princes of Atovania. The name does 

not occur again in the Alovanian ruling house.?® This evidence coincides 

with the date 639 given by the text but cannot be reconciled with the 

period of the title and introduction. The other difficulty lies in the text 

itself. The first part of this speaks of the eighth-century Patriarch, Mi- 

chael, and his bishops meeting to discuss problems of Orthodoxy. The 

second part begins abruptly and has no mention of any ecclesiastical 

figure. It is very curious that the Patriarch, if he were present, did not 

sign the acts of the council. What we seem to have are two documents 

rather than one, the title and résumé of a council held by the Kat‘otikos 

Michael of Afovania in the eighth century and, added to this, a completely 

different compact entered into by the Atovanian nobility under the leader- 

ship of their prince who was also Lord of Gardman. The early date of 

the second part is supported by the information given in the seventh 

century by John Mayragomeci: that the Lord of Gardman of his time 

had pursued Iconoclastic heretics and surrendered them to the Armenians 

for punishment.?® Hence, whatever may have been the subject discussed 

37 Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 96. Since the text has been preserved in two MSS., it is 

curious that the same error should occur in both. 
38 See M. Brosset; Histoire de la Siounie, 1, 96, n. 2, and II, 137, n. 2; also Grousset, 

Histoire d’ Arménie, 647 table 5. 
39 John Mayragomeci, Letter, 216. S. Der Nersessian, “‘Apologie”, 73, dates the 
deportation of Iconoclastic heretics ca. 633, so that it would already have taken place 

at the time of the meeting of 639. One more difficulty remains. John Mayragomeci 
himself took refuge with the Lord of Gardman in 633, ibid., 73, and yet the text 
of 639 condems those who follow the heresy of John. The only explanation which 
may be hazarded at present is that the Lord of Gardman had changed his opinion. 
We know that he was a recent convert. Indeed, the provision threatening that the 
nobles may take the law into their own hands against a heretical prince whom no-one 
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by Michael and his bishops, the mention of Pailikeank‘ in our document 

would seem to date from the beginning of the seventh rather than from 

the eighth century. 

The next reference to the Paulicians by name occurs in the first part of 

the eighth century. About 719 the Kat‘otikos John of Ojun summoned a 

council at Dvin to deal specifically with the problem of heresy. The 

thirty-second canon of this synod is directed against the Paulicians.*° 

One chapter of John’s Oratio Synodalis also originally dealt with the 

Paulicians, but this portion of the work has been lost. Still another work 

of John of Ojun, his Sermon against the Paulicians, has been preserved.* 

Runciman believes that John of Ojun was hopelessly confused on many 

occasions and consequently knew not whereof he spoke,*? but an exam- 

ination of John’s career and reputation does not support this assertion. 

A few years after the Council of Dvin, John called a second council at 

Manazkert to effect the reunion of the Armenian and Syrian Churches 

which had separated as the result of the influence in Armenia of a sect 

known as the Phantasiasts.4* These heretics, who were considered to be 

the followers of Julian of Halicarnassus, denied the corruptibility of the 

body of Christ. Their influence in Armenia was great in the early eighth 

century and alarmed the Syrian prelates, but a doctrinal reconciliation 

between the Churches was elaborated at Manazkert in 725-726, and the 

doctrine of the Phantasiasts was rejected in Armenia. We see from his 

may help, suggests that the Orthodoxy of some of the members was not above 
suspicion. 

Concerning the linking together of the two texts, it must be remembered that the 

MSS. we have are not independent documents but quotations of the texts, in a late and 

notoriously inaccurate chronicle (see my Appendix II). In view of the fact that the 

first half of the text deals with the Patriarch of Alovania and the Bishop of Gardman, 
and the second with the Lords of Alovania and Gardman, we may have a careless and 
inexpert compilation of documents dealing with the two regions, or else a later eccle- 

siastical confirmation of what had originally been a purely secular covenant. 

40 John of Ojun (Yovhannés Ojneci), “Canons”, Opera (Venice, 1834), 74-77. Some 

of the other canons of the Council of Dvin are also pertinent to this study and will be 
discussed subsequently. It must be noted that the heretics condemned in the thirty- 

second Canon of Dvin are occasionally called Payl-i-keank‘ (see n. 36), but John of 
Ojun’s other work, “Contra Paulicianos”, ibid., 78-107, is clearly addressed to 

Paulicians. The date of the Council of Dvin is not absolutely certain, M. Ormanian, 
Azgapatum (Constantinople, 1912), I, 892, was of the opinion that it took place in 
720 after the kat‘otikos had returned from Damascus. 

41 John of Ojun, Contra Paulicianos, 78-107. 
42 Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 33, 47. 

‘8 J. B. Chabot, trans., Chronique de Michel le Syrien patriarche jacobite d’ Antioche 
(1166-1199), (Paris, 1900-1905), II, 3, 498-500. Ter Minassianz, Die armenische 
Kirche, 53-55, 70-91. 
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activity that John of Ojun gave particular attention to questions of 
dogma and heresy. He wrote treatises against heresies other than the 
Paulicians and was the first compiler of the corpus juris of the Armenian 
Church. Commonly known as Imastaser (the philosopher), John is 
honored as one of the greatest Armenian theologians.44 The historical 
information given by John in his Sermon against the Paulicians is sup- 
ported in detail by the evidence of the Oath of the Council of Dvin and a 
number of Armenian and Afovanian sources.*® It does not seem likely, 
therefore, that John, by all accounts a great churchman and scholar, 
should have been totally baffled and uninformed on the subject of con- 
temporary heretics. He is not always guiltless of repeating old wives’ 
tales of the sectarians’ practices, though even here some of his informa- 

tion may be more accurate than has been generally credited,*® but his 

works must be considered on the whole to be reliable and informative 

sources, as was recognized by the later Armenian writers who invariably 

cited them as authorities on the Paulicians. 

With the exception of the Catalogues of Heretics which will be dis- 

cussed later, John of Ojun’s is the last Armenian work to speak specifi- 

cally of the Paulicians. Thereafter the heretics are commonly known as 

T‘ondrakeci or T‘onrakeci, from the center of that name.‘? The identity 

44 John of Ojun, “Contra Phantasiasticos”, Opera (Venice, 1834), 109-179. “De 

Officiis Ecclesiae Christi”, ibid., 180-223. On John of Ojun see John the Historian, 
Histoire, 89, and L. Petit, “Arménie”, DTC, I (1909), 1929, “Jean Otnetzi est le premier 

compilateur du corpus juris de ’Eglise arménienne; tous les canons des péres et des 
conciles antérieurs au VIIle siécle furent réunis par lui en un seul volume’’. 

45° John of Ojun’s account of the development of Paulicianism and its relation to 

the heretics of Alovania, Contra Paulicianos, 88/9, is supported throughout by other 

sources: “Oath of Union’’, BL, 73; John Gabetean, Afovanians, 81-84, particularly 83; 

Vrt‘anés K‘ert‘ol, Treatise, 67-68; Moses of Katankatuk, History, 97; etc. See my 

Chapter III. 

46 Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 61. The story of the admixture of a murdered 

infant’s blood in the Host, John of Ojun, Contra Paulicianos, 86/7, is one of the oldest 
and most popular canards. However, it is quite possible that some of the Paulicians had 
adopted certain other practices mentioned by John, such as exposure of the dead on 

roof tops and reverence of the sun and moon, from the Persians or from another 
Armenian sect, the Arewordik‘ or Sons of the Sun, with whom the Paulicians were 

occasionally confused; see Daniel de Thaurizio, Responsio, 643, and Mas‘idi, Le Livre 

de l’avertissement et de la révision, trans. Carra de Vaux (Paris, 1896), 208. The 
Arewordik‘ should not be confused with the Paulicians, as was noted by Ter Mkrt- 

tschian, Die Paulikianer, 103; they are specifically distinguished from the Paulicians. 
The two sects may, however, have been in close relation with each other, since the 
Paulicians were favoured by the Persian authorities (see my Chapter V). 
“7 KT-I, lix-lx; Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 111; Gregory Magistros, “Letter to 
the T‘ulaili”, Letters, ed. Kostanianz (Alexandropol, 1910), 164 (hereafter, T“ulaili). 
The comment by Gregory Magistros that T‘ondrak was made to be burned, “‘the fire 
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of the two heresies, however, is evident not only from the similarity of 

their doctrines,*8 as will be shown subsequently, but also from the specific 

identification of the T‘ondrakeci as Paulicians made in the eleventh 

century by Gregory Magistros in a Letter to the Syrian Kat‘otikos.*° 

From the ninth century, which is generally considered to be the period 

in which the sect of the T‘ondrakeci was developing in Armenia, we 

unfortunately possess no sources except for the heretical treatise known 

as the Key of Truth, if this work was composed in this period.®*° By the 

end of the tenth century, however, the sect had become so powerful that 

numerous Armenian ecclesiastics were accused of the heresy. Among 

these may even have been St. Gregory of Narek, the author of a book of 

devotions still in common use, and his uncle, the Abbot Ananias of Narek. 

Both men wrote doctrinal admonitions to known heretics. Ananias’ 

Treatise against the T‘ondrakeci became the standard manual for all 

subsequent writers on the subject, but it is probably no longer in exist- 

ence.*! 

The Letter written by St. Gregory of Narek to the heretical abbot of the 

monastery of Kéaw, which we find preserved in the Book of Letters, 

contains a great deal of useful information concerning the doctrines and 

practices of the T‘ondrakeci, mingled with the customary invectives and 

perorations.*® In addition to this work, Gregory included in his book of 

devotions a curious chapter describing the church entitled Discourse Con- 

altar of T‘ondrak”, in the “Letter to the Syrian Kat‘otikos”, ibid., 158, (hereafter, Syrian 

Kat‘olikos) would suit a volcanic region such as Apahunik‘, the mountain range of the 

Aladag, in which T‘ondrak was situated. 

48 See my Chapter IV. 

49 Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘otikos, 161. 

50 See n. 102. 

5! A presumed work of Ananias of Narek, $pp Waumnduiimftwi,, ed. Miaban 
(VatarSapat, 1892) has been preserved; see also A. C. Anasian, Armenian Bibliography 

of the V-VIII Centuries (Erivan, 1959), I, 730. However, Ter Mkrttschian, Die 

Paulikianer, 83-84, 99, and Conybeare, KT-/, |xii and KT, appendix i, 126, n. 4, as well 

as K. Iuzbashian, “The T‘ondrakian Movement”, 36, n. 5, and Thorossian, Littérature 

arménienne, 115-116, do not consider this to be Ananias’ famous treatise against the 

Paulicians written at the order of the Kat‘otikos Ananias Mokaci and mentioned by 

Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 153. 

52 Gregory of Narek, “Letter of the Blessed Doctor Grigor Narekaci which he Wrote 

to the Magnificent and Admirable Congregation of Kaw Concerning the Refutation 
of the Accursed T‘ondrakeci”, BL, XCII, 498-502. Translation in KT, appendix I, 
125-130. See Thorossian, Littérature arménienne, 118; Abegian, Armenian Literature, 
449-450; and Peeters, ‘“‘Sainte Sousanik”, 251-252. We have already seen that 
Gregory’s father, Xosrov Anjevaci, was also concerned with the problem of heresy; 
seen. 15. 
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cerning the Church against the Manichaeans who are Paulicians.2 The 
chapter itself is purely descriptive and as such uninformative, but the 
identification of the Paulicians with the Manichaeans, which we have 

already met in Byzantine sources such as Peter of Sicily, is curious. In 

the Letter to the Abbot of Kéaw this identification is not maintained except 
for a passing remark concerning the sectarians: ‘““What gifts of election 

have they seen in the abominable Kumbrikios [Mani]’.** Other heretics 

such as Simon Magus and Nestorius are also mentioned in the Letter as 

the forerunners of the T‘ondrakeci, so that no particular identification 

with Mani seems intended at this point. Furthermore, the doctrine 

described in the Letter has, as we shall see, very little which is consonant 

with any form of Manichaeanism.** 

The spread of the T‘ondrakeci was not halted by the efforts of the two 

Narekaci. In the eleventh century, Aristakés of Lastivert devoted two 

chapters of his History to the manifestations of the heresy of the T‘on- 

drakeci, thus providing us, in the opinion of Conybeare, with what may 

be eyewitness accounts.°® Unfortunately, on the subject of the heretical 

doctrine, Aristakés, a watchful prelate, announces: 

But for their filthy observances, we deem it indecent to commit them to writing, 

for they are too loathsome; and since it is not everyone who is proof against 

what he hears, a recital of many sins might draw listeners into lust, or even lead 

them to commit such things themselves. For this reason we have avoided them.*? 

Far more valuable is the testimony of a contemporary of Aristakés. In 

the middle of the eleventh century, an Armenian nobleman, Gregory, 

was appointed Dux of Mesopotamia with the title of Magistros, by the 

emperor Constantine IX Monomachus (1042-1055) in recompense for 

what amounted to the betrayal of the last Armenian king of the Bagratid 

dynasty, Gagik II, and the surrender to the Byzantines of several Arme- 

nian fortresses of which he was the guardian. In this period Mesopo- 

58 Gregory of Narek, “Discourse Concerning the Church Against the Manichaeans 

who are Policians [sic]”, Book of Lamentations (Venice, 1926), 477-492. Tuzbashian, 

“The T‘ondrakian Movement’, 34, notes that in certain MSS, e.g., Matenadaran 

#1568, fol. 256v, the name T‘ondrakeci is substituted for Paulicians in the title of 

the work. 

54 Gregory of Narek, Letter, 500, “Upq qf°lis yupgkio plypafbut mbukwy fr qupeky fb 

Yadpppiaw”. 

55 See my Chapter IV. 

56 Aristakés of Lastivert, History (Venice, 1901), xxii, xxiii, 111-125. Translation in 

KT, appendix ii, 131-140. See Thorossian, Littérature arménienne, 127-129. 

57 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, xxviii, 125, “Payg qingm ddqht qanpdt whywiungud 
Lusupkgup ply gan uphwbey, putigh yupp uqukgh LE kgf ng withuyh np ylinuljugd £ pukjbop 

puqiug JEqugh Jhoumul” fi fumgunutia dof qpuoquh, k fr funnuwpoeits qaponjh pul mot, uuts 

uyunppl bh Eu funye fina pedal?’ 
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tamia included the southern Armenian districts of Vaspurakan and Taron, 

and Gregory Magistros, as he is usually known, carried on an active 

persecution of the T‘ondrakeci within his provinces.®* His Letters, among 

them one to the heretics themselves and another to the Kat‘olikos of 

Syria to whom they had appealed for help, have been preserved.®® With 

Gregory Magistros we have again a first-hand informant who claims that 

his knowledge was derived from the confession of two recanting heretical 

priests who had acquainted him with the writings of one of their here- 

siarchs, Hesu.®° Consequently, Gregory’s Letters are of the greatest value 

for the study of Paulicianism in this period. 

In connection with the Armenian sources concerned with the T‘on- 

drakeci as opposed to the earlier texts dealing with Paulicians, it is in- 

teresting to note in the later period the appearance of the accusation of 

Manichaeanism found also in the Byzantine sources. Only late Armenian 

sources make this charge and even then not uniformly.*' No suggestion 

of Manichaean identification is found in the accounts of Aristakés of 

Lastivert, but the accusation is made by Gregory of Narek as well as 

Gregory Magistros. In both these cases, however, an explanation of the 

charge may be suggested. 

Throughout the tenth century the Monastery of Narek, the home of 

Ananias and his nephew, St. Gregory, was a center of philhellenic and 

pro-Byzantine activities. The advance of the Emperor Basil II into north- 

western Armenia in the year 1000 to gain the disputed heritage of the 

Curopalate David of Tayk‘, was celebrated by St. Gregory himself in 

dithyrambic elegies which must have proved far from acceptable to Basil’s 

°8 VY. Langlois, “Mémoire sur la vie et les écrits du prince Grégoire Magistros’’, 
Journal Asiatique, I, 6e série, 13 (1869), offprint, passim. 

59 Gregory Magistros, T‘ulaili, 164-168, Syrian Kat‘otikos, translation in KT, 148-164, 
appendix iii, 141-151. See Langlois, “Grégoire Magistros”, CHAMA, I, 401-403, and 
Conybeare, KT, 141. 

6° Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 158, 161-162, “huh hufupwh quyjunuph ywm- 
gun wyud iplwanpdafbat Eqkbh Ephnuw ndubiy fp ingachg LEpywputop pulubuyhg, fununndu- 

fkwy qudttuyh qfnefefrefrh hb qsup uqubg fupbutg. puhgh Ginun bh ju he wHGh uy find 

unu Singh frplubg. be yurmohtuyp Eh finpu yapSughwy ququbuy fh ugoutiug fup Sep. 

app hwpque quywtinnyh fingu, np ujyd8 £, wyumbkghh s&q:? 

*! There is no mention of Manichaeanism in the “Oath” of the Council of Dvin, 

or for that matter in the official correspondence of the Book of Letters, except in the 

formal listings of known heresies. Neither Vrt‘anés K‘ert‘ot nor John Mayragomeci 

raises the subject, though Vrt‘anés, Treatise, 61, associates Iconoclasm and Manichaean- 
ism. The single reference in John of Ojun, Contra Paulicianos, 86/7, is not clear; it 
may refer to the Arewordik‘ or to Persian practices in general rather than to the Pauli- 

cians (see n. 46). The later writers who make the accusation in Armenia are Gregory 
of Narek, Gregory Magistros, and Paul of Taron q.v. Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 
80, also noticed that the accusation of Manichaeanism appears late in Armenia. 
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opponent, King Gagik I of Armenia.** Gregory’s cultural and political 

inclinations seem to have drawn him toward Byzantium. It is, therefore, 

quite likely that Gregory, a renowned churchman, versed as he was in 

Greek culture, was well acquainted with the great Byzantine ecclesiastical 

writers such as St. John Damascene, the Patriarch Nicephorus, Theodore 

of Studius, and Photius himself, and that he used the word Manichaean 

in the same sense as it had been used by them, that is to say, as a synonym 

for Iconoclast.** The relevancy of Gregory’s chapter, with its listing and 

descriptions of all the features of the church building, becomes far more 

intelligible if this section is intended as a refutation of Iconoclastic ideas 

rather than of true Manichaean doctrine. 

In the case of Gregory Magistros, the relation with Byzantium is even 

clearer. Gregory had lived many years in Constantinople and was a 

renowned Greek scholar who made numerous translations of Greek 

classics into Armenian. He might well have been acquainted with the 

Byzantine polemical writers on Paulicianism and, therefore, might occa- 

sionally reflect the Byzantine point of view on the subject prevalent in 

his period.** The punning explanation given by Gregory for the name of 

each of the heretical centers, as for example T‘onrak (worthy of being 

burned) and others,® may be only a stylistic mannerism, but it may also 

have been suggested by the similar explanation for the name of the 

original Paulician village of Episparis (from *entonsipw— to sow with 

seed) given by source P,® or by the pun on the name of the Koinochoritai 

preserved by Peter of Sicily.®’ 

62 Gregory of Narek, “8fpumuwhwpuh Uumtbfu bpmfkwh?, Book of Lamentations, 

651-653; Peeters, ‘Sainte Sousanik”’, 251-253, and 253, n. 2. 

68 See my Chapter V. 
64 Tanglois, “Grégoire Magistros”, CHAMA, I, 402-403; Conybeare, KT, 141. 

65 Gregory Magistros, T‘ulaili, 164. Similar explanations are given for the names of 

the other heretical centers: T‘ulay (@mywy) from T‘ulcnel (@mjduby), to weaken or 

demoralize; Xnun (Wins) from Xckel (fudhty), to obstruct; Xavarel (/uuwemply), to 

grow dark, or Xoramt‘in (lapwi/#fh), to be in the dark. All these etymologies are 

suggested by Gregory himself. 
66 Petrus Higumenus, I, 60, et al. 

67 Source Sin Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXXVIII, 1297/8B (see my Chapter I, n. 138). 

Particularly interesting is a remark of Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘otikos, 162, 

noted by both Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, and luzbashian, “Paulician Move- 

ment”, 37-38. This refers to certain refugees: “.. .phuhbuy p thi p Ghufwhul”, Tuzbash- 

ian translates “Ciwwhp” as “the community of dogs”, rather than “the dog monastery”’, 

and takes this to be a reference to “Kvvoyaptov, ...t0d¢ Katoikobvtag Kovac tiv 

tod Kovoc xapav”. Cf. Peter of Sicily, Historia, 1297/8B. Conybeare, KT, 148, n. 5, 

doubts the relation, but it seems very clear. We have thus another indication that 

Gregory Magistros was closely acquainted with the Byzantine sources. Gregory may 

even have known source S directly, but it is more probable that he acquired his 
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The acquaintance of Gregory Magistros with the Greek sources seems 

even clearer in a passage from his Letter to the Syrian Kat‘olikos: 

To those who are more matured in wickedness, and are able to receive the 

deadly poison, they preach a sort of utter despair and godlessness, such as we 

find among the Epicureans. But others [are taught] after the manner of the 

Manicheans, whom they anathematize at the same time as they pursue the same 

practices. To others they make a show of teaching in conformity with the 

Christian tradition, yet themselves make no confession at all except what is 

repugnant to all Christian ordinances and beliefs.*® 

The pretense of Orthodoxy and the rejection of Mani were noted by 

source P and most particularly by Peter of Sicily.6? The accusation of 

Epicureanism finds its counterpart exclusively in the Codex Scorialensis’® 

and is explicable only in terms of such dualistic doctrine as the one de- 

scribed by source P, in which the Heavenly Father has no power in this 

world, but only in the next.7! Furthermore, the mention of various heret- 

ical groups betrays knowledge of a situation more characteristic of the 

Empire, where the Greek sources indicate the presence of these various 

heretical ramifications, than of Armenia.”* A tripartite division within 

knowledge at Constantinople from later compilers as was done by Euthymius Zigabenus 
in much the same period. 

68 Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 158-159:“App fp suph junupkjugnjip bi k 
fuspag bh pgacbky qdu<ugae gegh, wyhaghh pupagkh fiep wbyncune|[ebuhs wobbhhb bk whwunnd- 

momnfekuh ippa aby phapkubgh. ful ndubg hdutin bud Uubp pkgkugh, qnpu wh hoch, pay 

ghngh gnpdkh. ful) qndwhu fppk ppfumnbkulot ucubgnebwdp nongwbeh wa Epbu bh pi ptut p 

wibhbph og fununnfabbhh, puyg quyhs los uypubgul pif Gopgug hb hpobig ppfumnakthg’’. 

69 On the claim of the Paulicians to be true Christians and their hypocrisy, see Petrus 

Higumenus, 65, et al.; on the Paulician anathematization of Mani, Petrus Siculus, 
Historia, 1245/6B. 
70 Codex Scorialensis, 76, “kai dronintetc ti TOV “Enuxovupsiov “EAAnv@v Kaxiott} 

d0Ef adtopatwas Aeyovtmv ovvectaéval tO néiv’. No other source mentions the 

Epicureans. On the other hand, as we shall see, the Codex Scorialensis also seems to 

have some knowledge of such Paulician doctrine as is found in the Key of Truth. 

Might the Codex Scorialensis therefore be an elaboration of the Chronicle of George 
the Monk made in the eastern provinces of the Empire, in the proximity of Armenia? 

71 Petrus Higumenus, VI, 63, ef al., “Sti fhwseic pév, Oaoiv, Etepov Odv AEyopEV 

brapxelv tov natépa tov énovpaviov, Sc év tobtTM TH KOOL ODK Byer EEovoiav, 
GAM EV TH LEAAOVtL’. The total impassibility of the Heavenly Father cannot be 
maintained in the presence of a doctrine of redemption, but the Heavenly Father is 

sufficiently far removed from the affairs of this world to permit his assimilation to the 
Epicurean deity, especially in a polemical text. 

72 See my Chapter I. Also Photius, Sermo I, v, 89/90B, “Etta tod oxdtovc nad, 

ci Kai WT Mavtes adtHv Evior 68 SGuws GvadsbvtEs AEyovo1, tov Gyabov Osdv ExeEw pév 

Ta Exovpévia Kai SnuLovpydv Eivat tod odpavod Kai YopNyov eivat toic avOpamoig 
TPGEEv, ... tives 58 adtHv (noAvoxLSis¢ yap  TAGVN) Kai tov odpavov adtov Kai 
Ta €v pEOW Navta TETOALHKGOL AéyELV TOLnWATA Tod "ExOpov”. Iuzbashian, ‘“The 
T‘ondrakian Movement”, 37, is of the opinion that several groups were present in 
Armenia as well. 
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the heresy, such as the one indicated by Gregory Magistros, is specifically 
mentioned by Theophylactus Lecapenus in his Letter to Tsar Peter of 
Bulgaria.”= As a result, then, of a possible Byzantine influence on the 

works of both Gregory of Narek and Gregory Magistros, these must be 

used with some caution as they may occasionally reflect the situation 

within the Empire rather than the one characteristic of Armenia. 

From the twelfth century we possess the Letters of Paul of Taron and 

the Kat‘otikos Nersés IV Snorhali (1166/7-1 172/3).74 Nersés IV, although 

he no longer lived in Greater Armenia but at Hromklay in Cilicia,’* gives 

us a good deal of information about the T‘ondrakeci in his Letters. 

Furthermore, he wrote a Confession of Faith at the request of Alexis, the 

son-in-law of the emperor, Manuel I Comnenus. This work is important 

for the picture it gives of the later Armenian Church and, through its 

anathemas, of the heresies of the period. Of equal interest for the differ- 

entiation of the TSondrakeci from the Armenian Manichaeans is a Letter 

written by Nersés IV to the city of Samosata concerning the conversion of 

heretics known as “Sons of the Sun” (Arewordik‘).7¢ 

The chronicler Matthew of Edessa (Matt‘eos Urhaeci), who likewise 

belongs to this period, is not considered to be either accurate or well- 

informed; he was a man of little culture. Nevertheless, he has preserved 

for us in extenso a most valuable document—the Confession of Faith of 

King Gagik II, who was murdered in the latter part of the eleventh cen- 

tury.” Matthew considered Gagik to be a great theologian, and indeed 

the anathemas pronounced by the King are most informative for con- 

temporary heretical doctrine. Dulaurier, the editor of the Chronicle of 

Matthew, considers the Confession of Faith to be an authentic text, 

73 Theophylactus, Letter, 362-363. 

74 Paulof Taron, Letters (Constantinople, 1735), unobtainable, trans. in KT, appendix, 
viii, 174-177. A particularly important characterization of the Paulicians by Paul of 
Taron is found in one MS., Matenadaran #5787, fol. 294v, in Ioannisyan, ‘““Smbat 

Zarehavanci’’, 15, n. 3. 

Nersés Snorhali, Encyclical Letters (Jerusalem, 1871), translated by Cappelletti, 
Sancti Nersetis Clajensis Opera, 2 vols. (Venice, 1833). Nersés IV is called Snorhali 

(the graceful) in recognition of the inspiration and beauty of his religious poetry. He 
is also called Clajensis because the seat of the Armenian kat‘olikosate during his period 

of tenure was at Hromklay (Qalat-ar-Rim) on the Euphrates; see next note. He will 

be refered to in this study as Nersés Snorhali. 
76 The seat of the Armenian kat‘otikosate was shifted to Hromklay soon after 1147 

but the sources disagree on the precise date. 

76 Nersés Snorhali, Letters, 120-130. 

77 Matthew of Edessa (Matt‘eos Urhaeci), History (Jerusalem, 1869), 195-214, 

transl. and ed. E. Dulaurier, La Chronique de Matthieu d’ Edesse (Paris, 1858), 135-150. 

See Dulaurier, “‘Preface”’, xiv-xv, Xvili. 
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a conclusion which there seems to be no reason for questioning.’® 

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, chronographers such as Samuel 

of Ani, Kirakos of Ganjak, and Mxit‘ar of Ayrivank‘ are of some interest 

insofar as they embody earlier lost sources, but generally speaking they 

are too remote from the period which they describe and too inaccurate in 

their chronology to be considered reliable.?® The thirteenth-century 

History of Siunik‘ by Stephen Orbelean is, however, of considerable value 

not only because it has preserved the Letter of the Kat‘olikos John II 

confirming the calling of the Council of Dvin in 555, but also for the 

additional light which it casts on the Orthodoxy of the Bagratid house in 

the period of the appearance of the T‘ondrakeci.®° 

Finally, among the manuscripts of the Matenadaran at Erevan are 

to be found Catalogues of Heresies which have references to the Pauli- 

cians.®! Bart‘ikyan has shown that most of these collections are transla- 

tions of the Compendium of Heresies of St. John Damascene and have 

nothing to do with the Paulicians.** Two manuscripts, however, #687 

and #3681, reproduce the same list which, in addition to the part taken 

from St. John Damascene, has a section containing a very curious and 

garbled legend as to the origin of the Paulicians. This account is not found 

in any other source. The date of this list cannot be fixed with any degree 

of precision (#3681 was copied in A.D. 1315 and #687 in 1621),** but 

78 Dulaurier, “Preface”, xvii. 

79 Samuel of Ani, Collection. Kirakos of Ganjak, Universal History. Mxit‘ar of 
Ayrivank‘, Histoire chronologique, trans. M. Brosset (St. Petersburg, 1869). See my 

Appendix II for the inaccuracy of Samuel of Ani. Kirakos not only considered 
Kat‘otikos Moses II to be the successor of John III of Bagaran rather than John’s 

contemporary and opponent, but he also placed the death of Manaérhi-Grigor in the 
pontificate of Moses, giving the date as A.D. 551. Moses II, however, ruled the 

Armenian Church from 574 to 604, and the evidence of the “‘“Oath’’ makes it clear that 
Manaérhi had died long before the Council of Dvin of 555. See P. J. Alexander, ‘“‘An 

Ascetic Sect of Iconoclasts in Seventh Century Armenia’”’, Late Classical and Medieval 
Studies in Honor of Albert Mathias Friend Jr. (Princeton, 1955), 153, 155-157. 

80 Stephen Orbelean, History of the Province of Siunik‘ (Paris, 1859), 2 vols. 

81 Matenadaran #687, 1217, 1425, 1495, 1850, 2005, 2019, 2245, 2252, 3488, and 3681 as 
referred to in Melik-Bashian, Paulician Movement, 18-19; and particularly Bart‘ikyan, 
“Sources” 92 ff. Part of MS. #687 was published by Miaban under the name, 

“The Book of Heretics’, Ararat (1892). Most of the MSS. are late copies of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, with the exception of #3681, for which see n. 84. 
Because of the impossibility of studying the MSS. directly, all conclusions about them 
must be considered provisional. 
82 Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 92, considers that # 1495, which is a dictionary rather than 
a catalogue, is of interest only to philologists and not to historians. As for #/2/7, 
1850, 2019, 2245, 2252, and 3488, they are translations of the Tepi aipécewv of 
St. John of Damascus. 

88 Matenadaran #687 and #3681, heresies #153 and #154, Miaban, ‘‘The Book of 
Heretics”, Ararat (1892), 113. See H. Bart‘ikyan, “The Legend of the Paulician Origin 
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the obviously legendary setting of the account in which an anonymous 

“king of Greece” is linked with St. Ephrem, and the changing background 

and names of the protagonists suggest a late period in which the Pauli- 

cians were a confused memory rather than a present reality.*4 

in a Bulgarian Manuscript’, JANA (1957, #1), 92, and ‘“‘Sources’’, 93, for the dates 

of the MSS. Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 93-95, notes that the MSS. are almost identical. 
Miaban used #687, as does Bart‘ikyan, because of the poor state of preservation of 

the earlier #368/, but he notes the variants throughout. 
The parallel between the Armenian catalogue and the Compendium of St. John 

Damascene is clearly established by Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 94, and had already been 

observed by Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 36-37. Bart‘ikyan notes correctly that 
heresy #62, listed as “Qoqfuimup” in the Armenian MSS., corresponds to #65, 
“TIavAtaviotai”’, in the Compendium of St. John, and as such ostensibly deals with 

Paulianists and not Paulicians. Indeed, even the list of the Compendium in this section 
is taken from the earlier treatise of Epiphanius and is not the original work of St. John. 

See F. Chase, trans., ““St. John of Damascus”, The Fathers of the Church, XXXVII 
(New York, 1958), “Introduction”, xxxi. Therefore Bart‘ikyan rejects Melik-Bashian’s 

use of heresy #62 in reference to the Paulicians; see Melik-Bashian, Paulician Move- 

ment, 244, 251. There are, however, additions in the Armenian version not to be found 

in heresy #65 of the Compendium (PG, XCIV, 716/7). Bart‘ikyan admits these to be 
non-Greek because of their anti-Chalcedonian tone, “‘Sources’’, 94. While it is im- 

possible to come to a conclusion in the absense of the MSS. themselves, the rejection 

of special prayers for the dead and of the intercession of the saints, which are not 
part of the Paulianist tradition insofar as we know it, are quite suited to the doctrine 
of the Paulicians. See my Chapter IV, n. 74. 

Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 36-37, observed very interestingly that heresies 

#153 and #154 of the Armenian list replace #101, the ““Xpiotiavoxatnyopov’, and 
#102 the “*’Anooxiota.’, of St. John Damascenes, ““Compendium’”, 773/4 and 
775/6-777/8. For the discussion of this point see my Chapter IV, n. 139. Bart‘ikyan, 

“‘Sources’’, 95, is of the opinion that heresy #154 is a continuation of #153 and that 

we have one heresy rather than two; see my Chapter III. 

84 See my Chapter III and Appendix III for the text and discussion of this legend. 

The story shifts from Greece (i.e., the Byzantine Empire) to the Caucasus and Armenia. 

The woman responsible for the heresy is said to come from the Turks (or the Arabs). 

Her name changes from Maré to Set‘i. 
Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 95, n. 9, notes that the “Turkish” origin of the woman is not 

necessarily an indication of date. He suggests that “Turkish” is a late version for 
“Arabic” since the earlier MS. #3681 has ‘“‘mwéply’. However, the vague story of the 

blood sacrifice in #153 and the Manichaean suggestion in #154 that “Christ is the 

Sun”, which are not found in the other Armenian sources, suggest a poor knowledge 

of Paulicianism on the part of the compiler of the catalogue. The slaughter of children 

may be part of the tale reported by Daniel de Thaurizio, who is a contemporary of 

MS. #3681 (see n. 95). The identification of Christ with the Sun may be part of the 

Persian customs noted by John of Ojun or of the accusation of Manichaeanism which 

appears in the later Armenian sources. 

See J. Markwart, Siidarmenien und die Tigrisquellen (Vienna, 1930), 270-284, 

particularly 279-280 and 280, n. 1; also Eran3ahr nach dem Geographie des Ps. Moses 

Xorenacii (Berlin, 1901), 141-142, 161. Markwart, Siidarmenien, 274-279, notes that 

by the ninth or tenth centuries the position and nature of the River Sit‘it'ma was no 

longer known to Arab historians, who speak of it as a mountain of shifting or even 
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All of the sources considered so far have been the work of members of 

the Armenian Apostolic Church. One more group of polemical sources, 

however, exists. The creation of the Kingdom of Cilicia in the twelfth 

century brought the Armenians into close contact with the crusading 

states of the Holy Land and particularly the principality of Antioch. As 

a result, extensive efforts were made to heal the dogmatic breach which 

had followed the Council of Chalcedon and to bring the Armenian 

Apostolic Church back into communion with Rome or Constantinople.*® 

The attempts at union were surrounded by an extensive polemical liter- 

ature, as part of the Armenian clergy, supported by the ruling house, 

favored a compromise, while the rest held to its intransigent dogmatic 

isolation. 

From this period we possess a curious work purporting to be an attack 

on the Armenian Apostolic Church by an unknown partisan of the union, 

who is called Isaac Kat‘otikos.8° Some of the accusations which Isaac 

legendary location. As we shall see, the River Sit‘it‘ma may be the origin of the 
woman Set‘i in our legend (see my Chapter III). Such confusion would once again 

argue for a late date for the legend and a composition far from the Armenian locale 
of the Sit‘it‘ma or Batmansuyu, one of the northern tributaries of the Tigris. 

85 J. de Morgan, Histoire du peuple arménien (Paris, 1919), 161 f., M. Ormanian, 

The Church of Armenia, trans. G. M. Gregory (London, n.d.), 65-70, et al. 

86 Isaac Kat‘olikos, “‘S.P.N. Isaaci Magnae Armeniae catholici, Oratio invectiva 

adversus Armenios’’, Codex Parisinus Graecus #900, I, fols. 152b-173b; IL, 173b-180a, 

published in PG, CXXXII (1864), 1155/6-1217/8, 1217/8-1237/8. The version in KT, 
appendix vii, 171-173, is taken from Combefisius and does not always agree with that 
of Migne, which I shall cite. 

No kat‘otikos named Isaac (Sahak) can be found in the Armenian ecclesiastical lists 

anywhere near the twelfth century. The name of Isaac does not occur between Sahak 

III (677-703) and Sahak IV (1624-1626)! See de Morgan, Histoire, 364-365. Never- 

theless the Orations attributed to the ‘‘Kat‘oltikos” Isaac must belong to the twelfth 

century, since we have a reference to “eight hundred years after the baptism of 

Constantine”, PG, CXX XII, 1200/1B. 
The entire problem of “‘Isaac Kat‘olikos” is a most complicated one, since he has 

been credited with works of widely differing epochs. Furthermore Migne, following 
earlier editions, reproduces one of “‘Isaac’s” works, the Narratio de rebus Armeniae, 
in two separate volumes of his collection: PG, CX XVII, 885/6-900/1, and PG, CX XXII, 

1237/8-1253/4. To add to the confusion, the second of these editions is credited to 
Isaac, but the first is attributed to Philip the Solitary. The Narratio has now received 
a thorough treatment from G. Garitte, La Narratio de rebus Armeniae (Louvain, 1952), 

who demonstrates that it is neither by “‘Isaac’”’ nor to be associated with the Orationes 
invectivae, since it was composed ca. 700 and not in the twelfth century. 

As far as the Orationes invectivae are concerned, Garitte, while refusing to come to 

a final conclusion, is of the opinion that their authorship is doubtful, but that they 

are undoubtedly works of the twelfth century, La Narratio, 396-398. For the sake of 
convenience I shall continue to list the Orationes invectivae as the work of Isaac 
Kat‘olikos, but he must not be confused with the Armenian patriarch of the fifth 
century, whom I refer to as St. Sahak I. 
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makes against the Armenian Church are not consonant with what we 

know of its practices in this period. Particularly in his eighth chapter, 

Isaac accuses the Armenians of rejecting the canons, the ecclesiastical 

hierarchy, the church buildings, religious vestments, and the giving of 

the eucharist at baptism, all of which, contrary to his view, were and still 

are fully acceptable to the Apostolic Church.’? Furthermore, he accuses 

the Armenians of being Iconoclasts, but in this very period the Kat‘olikos 

Nersés IV Snorhali wrote specifically in his Confession of Faith: 

It has been said in a letter concerning the images of the saints that the Armenians 

reject them altogether ... so among some of the common people of our nation 

there is an aversion to the holy images. These men are berated by us, especially 

those who dare to blaspheme. For we ... accept and adore images of our 

incarnate Savior, and we honor likewise the images of the saints ... we paint 

them also in our churches and on the sacrificial vestments, and those who are 

ignorant and foolish and do not accept them, we reprove and castigate. 

and again: ““And whoever does not honor the cross or blasphemes 

against it, he believes that he dishonors and blasphemes against Christ 

and not against the visible object’’.8® This is almost a direct answer to 

the charge made by Isaac. Hence it is unlikely that Isaac’s accusation is 

really directed against the Armenian Apostolic Church proper. On the 

other hand, many of the beliefs and practices attacked by Isaac closely 

resemble what we know of Paulician beliefs and customs. The conclusion 

of Conybeare that Isaac, at least in the eighth chapter of his work, was 

concerned with Paulicians rather than Orthodox Armenians, and that 

he was 

... a renegade Armenian who had gone over to the Greeks, and who, in his 

anxiety to blacken his countrymen, ascribes to the Armenian church not only 

87 Isaac Kat‘olikos, “Oratio I’, PG, CXXXII, viii, 1179/80B-1181/2: ““O Xptotoc, si 
Kai dnép Hudv gotavpHOn, GAAG otavpdv TpOOKvvEtoBal Od SiEeTaEaTO, Mo HApPTUPEtT 

tO EbdayyéMov: odkotv und’ adtoi ctavpdov mpookvviytm@oay. ‘O ctavpdg EdAov Tv" 
OdKODV NTE YPvLoodv, pte Apyvpobv, phte o1dnpotv. i} yarkodv, H ALPtvov 

oTavpov TPOOKvVEiTWOAV”’; ibid., xiv, 1223/4BC. 

88 Nersés Snorhali, “‘Confession of Faith”, Letters, 98: “hp ’} ghpu wamgkuy k fun 

Uppng yuunlbpug’ Et ng pigmbph 2uyp wibbkefb: Ge np yuyunufily iE 6 >Hupinac[2 fiche sespentsfr 

gmugubkdp: 

P Luhwnula pth ufinf’ ap op std Ephacg wqquge ft, pugnd supfo ubpiwbbwg uunnubuy, 

npyto un nib Oh ngbun Fnqgn{pang dkpng quumlbpug Uppag quiiphynhbynefe fib, op lf 

ath qu pr ibs my hiy fupph, fioke figmifu f fipuy pub p* np puting hhh Luyhny by. pubaf skp ap 

qusrun Ifonprpes ly sobs mbpip quumpéuts, pigahfdp bk Eplpumgkd p yun Epp mboptiineftkuh 

Ppl shh dEpay, wyp h quithujh Uppay wun pe pun frpuputi ship hupaf wpuunnktp, qapu ke 

tkhkgkghu skp bhupkip (Ghupugp pip?) kp uprising ft Luhinkpdu, be puree Gouras Eeoery 

paphpubkip gas phynckaquh "fh dkpng “quatnu b qujudupub:”. See also Ibid., 270-273: 

“Gr ap why wink qfuugh hud LuyLayt, gfpfumnu Luiupkugh Luyhnyby h abupgby hang gkplcby fr 

ifupi” (273). 
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the errors of Eutychius and Dioscorus, etc. ... but also the characteristic errors 

of the Paulicians®® 

seems, therefore, altogether acceptable. Thus we find in the work of the 

mysterious Isaac additional evidence for the study of Armenian Pauli- 

cianism. 
The controversy within the Armenian Church initiated in the days of 

the so-called Isaac the Kat‘otikos persisted into the fourteenth century. 

In this period, Nersés Balientes, ex-Bishop of Urmiah and Archbishop 

of Manazkert, deposed from his see and living at Avignon, drew up a list 

of Armenian errors which Pope Benedict XII forwarded to the Armenian 

Kat‘oltikosate at Sis with a request for their refutation.°® Daniel de 

Thaurizio [Tabriz], professor of theology at the Cathedral of Sis and subse- 

quently Archbishop of Bostra,*! was sent back to the papal court at 

Avignon in 1340-1341, bearing the required refutation which he had com- 

posed®? and which became the basis for the profession of faith of the 

Armenian council subsequently held at Sis.°? Both in the refutation of 

Daniel and to a lesser degree in the profession of faith of the Council of Sis 

we find mention of heretical practices in Armenia. The presence of dissi- 

dent Iconoclastic groups among the Armenians is acknowledged in the 

terms used two centuries earlier by Nersés Snorhali.** Even more interest- 

89 KT-I, Ixxvi, Ixxxi, n. 2. Isaac Kat‘otikos, Oratio II, 1219/20, tells us that he was 
born and educated among heretics, and only subsequently recanted. 
8° C. Kohler, “Introduction” to Daniel de Thaurizio, RHC-DA, II, ceviii-ccxviii, 
and ccx, n. 5, and 559, n.a. Also RHC-DA, I, 608, n. 1, and 701-702. The Jibellum 

of Nersés of Urmiah was first published by O. Rainaldi, Annales ecclesiastici, XXV 
(Lucca, 1750), for A.D. 1341, 261-279. See also E. Marténe and V. Durand, Veterum 

scriptorum et monumentorum ... amplissima collectio, V\I (Paris, 1733), 310-413, and 

Mansi, XXV, 1185-1270, which is taken from Marténe and Durand. 

®t Kohler, “Introduction’’, ccxiii, ccxvi. Daniel was created Archbishop of Bostra 

on July 26, 1343 by a bull of Pope Clement VI. 
2 Daniel de Thaurizio [Tabriz], “Responsio ... ad errores impositos Hermenis”, 
Codex Parisinus Latinus #23368, fols. 1-48, fifteenth century, printed in RHC-DA, Il, 
559-650. 

°8 Mansi, XXV, 1185-1270 etc. The date of the Council of Sis shifts from 1342, given 

by Mansi, XXV, 1185/6, to 1345. See Kohler, “Introduction”, ccxii-ccxiii and ccxvi. 

** Daniel de Thaurizio, Errores, article Ixxvi, 616: Accusatio [Nersetis Balientis]: 
“Apud Armenos Majoris Armenie non fit ymago crucifixi, nec alie ymagines tenentur 
sanctorum’’. 

Respondeo [Daniel]: “Aliquando, inter aliquos Armenos ignorantes et Grecos, fuit 
controversitas de ymaginibus, sed prelati non respuerunt ymagines, et in ecclesiis suis 

habentur depicte... Modo quare non tenent in Armenia Majori, causa est timor 
Sarracenorum, qui multum persecuti sunt et persecuntur ymagines et tenentes eas, et 
non causa odii ymaginum quod non tenent, quia etiam Latini in Jerusalem non tenent... 
sed causa quod non habentur ymagines communiter in Majoris Armenia, est persecutio 
Sarracenorum, qui dominantur Armenis, et valde persequuntur ymagines et habentes”. 

Responsio [of the Council of Sis]: “Quamvis quandoque aliqui ignorantes de Armenis 
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ing is the recollection of the T‘ondrakeci in the work of Daniel. The de- 

scription of the heretics may be vague and inaccurate, but some knowledge 

of the sectarians was still preserved by the Armenian ecclesiastical author- 

ities. °° 

After the fourteenth century however, the Armenian sources cease to 

speak of either T‘ondrakeci or Paulicians;* their names are no longer to 

be found in the texts which have survived. The Armenian ecclesiastical 

authorities struggling to preserve the very existence of their Church in the 

contrarii fuerint (imaginibus), sicut supra in Ixxiii articulo diximus, tamen a prelatis 

dictae ecclesiae numquam sunt abjectae, sed potius habentur in multis ecclesiis 

depictae”. See n. 88 for the statement of Nersés Snorhali. 
%5 Daniel de Thaurizio, Errores, article cx, 643: “Respondeo quod juxta Manasguerd 
civitatem ... sunt bene quatuor vel circa ville; una illarum vocatur Tondray et habitatores 

dictarum villarum clarissime et manifestissime sunt heretici, et vocantur filii solis, et 

locuntur in lingua armenica; non sunt christiani, nec sarraceni, nec judei, sed colunt 

solem et semel in anno colliguntur in una domo obscura, in nocte, sine aliquo lumine, et 

tunc miscentur carnaliter ad invicem, confusibiliter, secundum casum et venturam, sive 

sit mater, sive filia, sive aliena, et proles que generatur in nocte dicta confusionis audivi 

utrum quando moriuntur, vel studiose occiduntur, comburuntur et de pulvere dictorum 

corporum prolum combustorum ponunt pro re sacra in omnibus comestibilibus suis. 

Armeni christiani in nullo participant cum eis, sed abhorrent eos sicut diabolos. Dicti 

filii solis non cognoscuntur quando vadunt ad alias partes, nisi per certa signa que habent 
infra se, ed ipsimet tantum sciunt et nullus alius’’. 

Responsio: “‘In terra nostra, per gratiam Dei, tales haeretici non inveniuntur, sicut 

ipsi dicunt; tamen, si in Majori Armenia inveniantur, ignoramus; et talia alia non 
audivimus, excepto de quibusdam haereticis qui sunt in Majori Armenia, in contrata 

Manasguer, et vocantur filii solis, et quamvis ipsi habitent in Majori Armenia et 
loquantur armenice, tamen Armeni non sunt; sed colunt solem, et sunt infideles 

manifesti et operantur multas alias turpitudines, quas per prolixitatem, transimus’”’. 
We have already seen that the Arewordik‘, or Sons of the Sun, are probably not the 

Armenian Paulicians; but the evidence of Daniel de Thaurizio supports that of John 
of Ojun and Mas‘idi that the Paulicians in Armenia had acquired some Persian 
customs and were in close contact with the Arewordik‘ (see n. 46). It is interesting that 

neither Daniel nor the Council accuses the heretics of Manichaeanism. 
The accusation of indiscriminate intercourse without regard to relationship, if not a 

malevolent fiction, suggests that Daniel might have known source P, where the same 
accusation is found; see Petrus Higumenus, xviii, 67; Paulician Formula, anathema VU, 

453-454; Manichaean Formula, 1469/70; etc. 

96 In the fourteenth century, Gregory of Tat‘ew devoted one chapter of his “Book of 
Questions” to the Manichaeans, Gregory of Tat‘ew, “Against the Manichees”, trans. 
T. Poladian, Review of Religion, 1X (1945), 242-253. This section, however, consists 

of a formal refutation of the doctrine of the two principles which is the basic dogma 

of true Manichaeans. There is not the slightest reference to Paulicians or T‘ondrake¢i 

in the text of the work, or to any doctrine or practice which can be attributed to 

them in the light of the Armenian sources. Furthermore, even though the T‘ondrakeci 

are occasionally called Manichaeans by Armenian writers, as we have seen, the 

doctrine of the two principles is not attributed to them. Therefore it seems likely that 

the work of Gregory of Tat‘ew relates to the classic Manichaeans and is not relevant 

to a study of medieval Paulicianism. 
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face of Turkish persecution tell us nothing of heretical movements. How- 

ever, one very curious document attests the survival of the Paulician 

heresy in Armenia as late as the nineteenth century. In the years 1837- 

1845 an investigation was carried out at the order of the Armenian Kat‘- 

olikosate at Ejmiacin. The cause for this inquiry was the appearance in 

the village of Ark‘weli in Russian Armenia of a group of heretics who had 

migrated from the Armenian provinces dominated by the Turks. These 

sectarians were known as T‘ondrakeci, and their confessions to the 

ecclesiastical authorities confirmed the evidence of the medieval sources 

on the doctrine of the Paulicians.°’ On the basis of this remarkable simi- 

larity of doctrine, the confessions of the nineteenth-century heretics should 

at least be considered as evidence, despite the lateness of the date. 

The Scriptures used by the heretics of Ark‘weli provide us with the 

most important single document which we possess for the study of the 

Paulician heresy. The manuscript of this treatise, known as the Key of 

Truth, was seized by the Armenian ecclesiastical authorities and preserved 

in the library of the Holy Synod at Ejmiacin.°* The work, which is purely 

dogmatic in nature, contains some seventeen chapters of explanation and 

admonition on the faith, stressing in particular the significance and the 

importance of baptism. This section is followed by an account of the 

ritual to be used for baptism and ordination, some additional chapters of 

explanation of various minor points, and a catechism.®® The sole re- 

maining copy of the text has not reached us in its entirety, as thirty-eight 

pages have been torn from the codex.1°° Furthermore, the existing manu- 

script is not the original version of the treatise, but a copy made in the 

province of Taron in 1782, though the surviving fragment of the colophon 

indicates that the actual composition of the work was much earlier in 

date.‘"' Despite the lateness of the surviving copy, Conybeare, the editor, 

has accepted the Key of Truth as an authentic Paulician work originally 

composed in the period between the seventh and the ninth centuries, or 

in part even earlier.1° 

Two objections might be made to the acceptance of the Key of Truth 

9? KT-I, XXiii-xxviii. 

88 Ibid., xxix. 

°° F.C. Conybeare ed. and trans., The Key of Truth. A Manual of the Paulician 

Church in Armenia (Oxford, 1898). 

oe Folios 30r-53r, 56-59, 66-67, 74-77, 126-127, and the beginning of the colophon 
are missing, KT, 18(85), 19(86), 23(90), 27(92), 53(114), 64(124). The pages in paren- 
theses refer to the translation. For the circumstances under which the manuscript was 
injured, see KT-I, xxiii-xxix. 

101 KT, 64-65(124), KT-I, xxix. 

102 KT-I, Vi; XXX-KXXi. 
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as a work of the Armenian Paulicians in the Middle Ages, the lateness of 
the date of the existing manuscript and the discrepancies found between 
it and the Greek sources on the Paulicians. The evidence as to the date 
of composition of the Key of Truth is unfortunately still inconclusive. 
Conybeare’s demonstration that the language and style of the Key are 
most closely related to those of Armenian authors of the ninth and tenth 
centuries has been questioned by critics who do not, however, challenge 
the authenticity and value of the work.2° It is rather on a theological 
basis that the medieval origin of the Key can be established. We know 
that the Key of Truth was an Armenian heretical text because the existing 
copy was still being used at the time of its seizure by the Armenian 
authorities, by a sectarian group professing, as we shall see, a faith com- 
parable to that of the medieval Paulicians.1% Without going into a de- 

108 KT-I, xxix-xxx, 187-190. The Key of Truth is written in the classical form of 
Armenian (Grabar). Thorossian, Littérature arménienne, 192-193, considers the sixth 
century as the line of demarcation between the use of Grabar and the vulgar tongue 
which rapidly predominated so that Grabar was a dead language by the tenth century. 
On this basis the Key should be assigned to a period no later than the tenth century. 
However, Abegian, Armenian Literature, 499, remarks on the occasional archaising 
use of Grabar as late as the nineteenth century. This is particularly true of ecclesiastical 

writers. Conybeare, in a systematic analysis of the vocabulary of the Key, 187-190, 
shows that the post-classical words present in the Key were current in the tenth 

century with only one or two exceptions, and that the stylistic forms are common to 

early authors such as the pseudo Zenob of Glak and particularly the tenth-century 

authority on the Paulicians, Gregory of Narek. 

The main opposition to the ninth-century date assigned to the Key of Truth by 
Conybeare has come from F. Macler, “‘Review”, Revue d’histoire des religions, XLIV, 

22e année (1901), 456, “... je crois que M. Conybeare s’est un peu avancé en datant 

La Clef de la Verité du IXe siécle. L’imprécision méme du style porterait 4 faire 
descendre beaucoup plus bas la date de rédaction de ce précieux document des 
Pauliciens”. This opinion is also shared by A. Meillet, ““Review’’, Revue critique 

@histoire et de littérature, 32e année, 2e sem. nouv. sér., XLVI, 38-39 (19-26 sept., 
1898), 169: ““M. Conybeare fait remonter la composition jusqu’au milieu du [Xe 
siécle. Sans vouloir diminuer la trés haute importance de la publication, il sera permis 
d’exprimer des doutes a ce sujet, ... les probabilités sont pour une époque plus récente”’. 

On the other hand, the Armenian reviewer, A. Haigazian, American Journal of Theology, 
Ill (April, 1899), 383, does not object to Conybeare’s date. For a collection of the 
reviews of the Key of Truth, see L. Mariés, ‘‘Frederick Cornwallis Conybeare’, REA, 
VI, 2 (1926), 247-251. 

There is obviously no question that the extant MS. of the Key of Truth is a late copy. 
The obvious possibility of alteration of vocabulary and style in the course of many 
copyings makes the linguistic evidence inconclusive at best for an estimate of the date 

of the original composition of the Key. For this date, the most satisfactory evidence 
lies in the theological similarity between the doctrine of the Key and that discussed by 
medieval sources. This similarity must be considered in some detail. 
104 KT-I, xxv-xxvii. See my Chapter IV for a discussion of the similarity between the 
doctrine of the nineteenth-century heretics who used the Key of Truth and that of the 

Paulicians in the Middle Ages. 
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tailed analysis at this point, suffice it to say that the Armenian polemical 

sources which we possess on the Paulicians and the T‘ondrakeci corrobo- 

rate the main points of doctrine found in the Key, and even support it in 

detail.1% 

Still more interesting perhaps is a comparison of the doctrine of the 

Key with some of the parallel material in the Byzantine sources. It is 

true that some of the dogma found in the Key seems to contradict the evi- 

dence of the Greek texts as they have been interpreted hitherto.1°% How- 

ever, the discrepancies, if they exist, have blinded scholars to a number of 

interesting similarities.1°’ Most significant of these is the presence in the 

Key of Truth of some of the material whose appearance in the Byzantine 

texts cannot be explained on the basis of existing Greek antecedents: 

particularly the belief that Mary did not remain a virgin after the birth of 

Jesus, also found in the History of Peter of Sicily,1°® and the heretical 

interpretation of the Gospels to mean that Christ had transferred the 

particular blessing of Mary, his mother, to all believers, a belief condemned 

in the Codex Scorialensis°® Both of these beliefs find their exact 

counterparts in the Key of Truth.1!° It is possible, therefore, that Peter of 

Sicily and the unknown author of the additional parts of the Codex 

Scorialensis had learned some of the heretical doctrine from the Key or a 

similar source. In any case, there is no reason on doctrinal grounds to 

doubt Conybeare’s identification or dating of the Key of Truth. Conse- 

quently, the information given by the Key on the dogma and ritual of 

the heretics must be considered as a source of major importance since it 

has not been distorted by the enemies of the sect, and the evidence of the 

105 See my Chapter IV. 

106 Scheidweiler, ‘““Paulikianerprobleme”’, 383. 

107 The doctrine of the separate Heavenly Father and the Creator of the World found 

in source P does not occur in the Key. However: 

a) The rejection of Orthodox baptism in P, Petrus Higumenus, XII, 65, supports 

the Key’s insistence on a particular ritual to be used by the sectarians, KT, 6-7(75-76), 

19(88), 25-38(91-101), 55(116), 57(118), et passim; 
b) The opposition of the Paulicians to the cross, Petrus Higumenus, IX, 64, KT, 

53(115); 
c) The opposition to the Orthodox clergy, Petrus Higumenus, XIV, 66, KT, 59(119), 

vili-ix, 16-17(83-85); 
d) The rejection of marriage as a sacrament, KT, 59(119), may well be the basis for 

the accusation of gross immorality, Petrus Higumenus, XVII, 67, et al. 
108 Petrus Siculus, Historia, V, 1247/8BC. This belief is attributed to the Paulicians 
by Glycas also, ‘‘Annales’’, 387. 

*09 Codex Scorialensis, XX1, 78-80. The similarity of the two passages is remarkable. 
The disguise of Satan in a monk’s habit found in the interpolated passage on Christ’s 
baptism in the Codex Scorialensis, X, 72-73, is also found in the Key of Truth, IX, 
ALOK Sts 213-114): 
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Key of Truth may not be disregarded by any serious study of Paulician- 
ism 

In conclusion, as can be seen from the previous discussion, the Arme- 

nian sources are both pertinent and extensive. Their chronological span 

is much greater than that of the Greek sources. The contradictions which 

have been observed by scholars between the information given by them 

and the Greek material must indeed be considered in some detail; how- 

ever, the arbitrary rejection of the Armenian texts is unwarranted in any 

investigation of Paulicianism, and their evidence must be given sufficient 

consideration before any valid conclusion may be reached as to the his- 

tory and dogma of the sect. 

In addition to the two major series of documents which we have 

discussed in these chapters, it is interesting to note the existence of still 

further material. We have already seen that the presence of Paulicians in 

the Holy Land was noted by most of the historians of the Crusades.'? A 

few Oriental sources are also pertinent to this study. The relations of the 

Armenian and Syrian Churches in the early period of their development 

and their reconciliation at the council of Manazkert in the eighth century 

are discussed in the later Chronicle of Michael the Syrian.4*> Occasional 

brief but illuminating references to the Paulicians are to be found in the 

works of Mas‘idi and Qudama.!4 Finally, the information given by the 

Byzantine chroniclers as to the history of the campaigns of the Byzantine 

emperors against the Paulicians, both in the Amorian and in the early 

Macedonian dynasties, is supplemented by the evidence of the Muslim 

historians, Tabari and Ibn-al-Athir.1® 

111 The theory of Scheidweiler, ‘‘Paulikianerprobleme”’, 383, of a late date for the 

Key, based on a possible Socinian influence on the Paulicians in the Balkans, which 

he considers apparent in certain portions of the Key, remains purely hypothetical and 

unsupported. No work which might conceivably have been a version of the Key is 
mentioned in the medieval centers of Balkan heresy: Bulgaria, Bosnia, etc. 
112 For references to the Paulicians in the sources of the Crusades, see my Introduction. 
Unfortunately these mentions are relatively uninformative and testify merely to the 

presence of the Paulicians in the Holy Land. 
113° Michael the Syrian, Chronique. 
114 Mas‘idi, Le Livre de l’avértissement. Particularly interesting is the reference to 
the Persian practices of the Paulicians, ibid., 208, which supports the observations of 

John of Ojun and Daniel de Thaurizio. Qudama, “The Book of the Revenue”, as 

quoted in G. Le Strange, “Al-Abrik”, JRAS (1896), 735-736. 

115 ¥, Zotenberg, trans., Chronique d’ Abou-Djafar-Mo’ hammed-ben-Djarir-ben- Yezid, 

Tabari (Paris, 1867-1874), 4 vols. Ibn-al-Athir, as quoted in Vasil’iev, Amorian Dynasty, 

278-326, 349-369; Macedonian Dynasty, II, 133. 
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THE HISTORY OF THE PAULICIANS 

Two medieval tales, one Greek and one Armenian, account for the ap- 

pearance of the Paulician heresy. The Byzantine version is found in 

source P, repeated and elaborated by Peter of Sicily and the Pseudo- 

Photius: 

The Paulicians who are also Manichaeans were called by a new name: Paulicians 

instead of Manichaeans from a certain Paul of Samosata, the son of a Mani- 

chaean woman named Kallinike who had two sons, this Paul and John. She 

taught them the Manichaean heresy and sent them as missionaries of their 

heresy from Samosata to Armeniakon; they, coming to a certain village of 

Phanaroia, sowed their heresy in it. From this then the village changed its 

name to Episparis and their followers were called Paulicians.* 

The Armenian story appears in a Catalogue of Heresies of which the ear- 

liest manuscript we possess dates from the year 1315. Numbers 153 and 

154 of the list tell of a Paulician heresy arising under completely different 

circumstances :? 

153 The K atert‘akan [Pug bp [7 ul wh) that is to say ‘bloodthirsty’. A certain king 

from the land of the Greeks chanced on the filthy sect of the Polikeank< 

[Qn fp y&tug) and was not able to turn them from their heresy. He pursued them 

beyond the mountain of Caucasus. And a woman [was] their leader, her name 

Maré [Uwrpl), an evildoer and a witch. To evil deeds she gave a reward [good] 

and to good deeds a punishment, and she taught that all women were common 

[property], and the five appointed days—those which we call ordinary—she 

called Satanic, and she said to them [that] to pour out the blood of a man [was] 

good, and whoever eats and drinks the blood of a man, that [is] justice. And 

by the operation of Satan she saw a vision and slaughtered children and said 

that their souls appear in the vision to the witches. 

154 Behold a certain woman named Set [Gt/#/), this woman having come 
after the Turks, came to the Armenians. And a certain Pot [Noy] from the prov- 

See Petrus Higumenus, I, 60-61, and my Chapter I, n. 131, for the text. 

See my Chapter I, nn. 83-84. For Bart‘ikyan’s discussion of the relationship of 
heresies #153 and #154 as well as the historical content of the tale, see below. 

2 
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ince of Ayrarat, who was a disciple of St. Ephrem, seduced the woman and so 
were confused [mingled] heresy with Christianity. Christ, the Sun, they say did 
not die and was not resurrected, and because of this they fast on Sunday. And 
St. Ephrem came and could not turn him away from his heresy and [so] he 
cursed him and left.* 

The total absence of relation between the two versions emphasizes the 
basic problem in the attempt to retrace the history of the Paulicians. It 
is only with great difficulty that it is possible to achieve a partial recon- 
ciliation of the Greek and Armenian sources into a single coherent account 
of the sect’s development. The two series of texts almost never coincide 
geographically or chronologically. The Armenian sources cover a much 
longer span of time than the Greek material, but their greatest concen- 
tration is either earlier or later than that of the Greek sources. In the 
ninth century, the period of Paulician political apogee in the Byzantine 
empire, the Armenian sources fail completely. Therefore, it will be neces- 

% See Appendix III. The version given is taken from Matenadaran #4687 as quoted 
in Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 94-95. The variants of the earlier MS. #368] are given by 

Bart‘ikyan, ibid., 94, nn. 2-4, and 95, nn. 1, 3, 4, 9; they are generally not significant. 

A third legend concerning the origin of the Paulicians is to be found in Bulgaria; 

see I. Ivanov, ““The Origin of the Paulicians according to Two Bulgarian Manuscripts”, 
Spisanie of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, XXIV, 13 (Sofia, 1922), 20-31; 1. 
Iavorski, ““The Legend of the Origin of the Paulicians”, Sbornik of the Division of 

Russian Language and Philology of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Cl, 3 (Lenin- 

grad, 1928), 503-507; and H. Bart‘ikyan, “The Legend of the Paulician Origin in a 

Bulgarian Manuscript”, [ANA (1957 #1), 84-92. 

According to the Bulgarian legend, the devil, disguised as a scholar (grammaticus) 
and taking the name of Pail, came to Saint Basil of Cappadocia to humiliate him and 
was unmasked and driven away by Saint John Chrysostom. Two of the devil’s 

disciples named Subotin and Sutil came to Petrich in Bulgaria where, taking the 

pastoral names of Paul and John, they spread the heresy until St. John Chrysostom 
came to Bulgaria and had them flayed alive. (See Ivanov, ‘‘The Origin”, 21-22, for 
the text of the earlier version of the story.) 

This story has more to do with the coming of the Paulicians to Bulgaria, with which 

we are not concerned, than with the origin of the sect. The anachronistic character of 

the tale has been observed by all the scholars who have dealt with it. The attempt 

made in the tale to establish a contact between Bulgarian Paulicianism and the Byzantine 
tradition of the Paulician founders, Paul and John, found in source P, is quite evident, 
but the origin of the heresy is traced to the ultimate source of all evil, Satan, who 
is given the name of Pay! or Paul. Bart‘ikyan’s attempt to connect the tale with Armenia 
seems unconvincing. The relation between the devil’s disciple, Subotin, and the 

Armenian Heresiarch of the ninth century, Smbat, half-heartedly suggested by Ivanov, 
“The Origin”, 30, and adopted by Bart‘ikyan, “The Legend”, 87, is unlikely. Even 
more far-fetched is the identification of the second disciple, Sutil, with the woman 
Set‘i of heresy #154 in Matenadaran #687, #3681, ibid., 89. Aside from the dissim- 
ilarity of the names, and the change of sex necessary for the identification, it is quite 

evident that Subotin and Sutil are Slavic and not Armenian names. Subotin probably 
means “the child of the Sabbath (Saturday) and Sutil “the jester”, both fitting 

disciples for the devil. 
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sary to present the two series of evidence separately, before discussing 

their relation. 

The basic text for the history of the Paulician sect within the Byzantine 

Empire is the historical account, source S, used by Peter of Sicily. Not 

only is this account coherent and detailed, but, as we have seen, it was 

partially based on a pro-Paulician history of the sect, source A. The 

other basic text on the Byzantine Paulicians, source P, is not of equal 

historical value. The concern of the author of P is primarily with dogma, 

so that his historical information is only perfunctorily included. 

With two exceptions, the scanty information of P does not contradict 

the far more detailed account of S.4 The two points at which the accounts 

of P and S disagree serve to emphasize the historical superiority of the 

latter source. Grégoire observed that P erroneously locates the first 

church founded by the Heresiarch Sergius. S, on the contrary, relying on 

information obtained from Sergius himself, re-establishes the proper and 

logical order of Sergius’ foundations.® 

Far more important is the other discrepancy between the two accounts, 

since it relates to the origin of the Paulician sect. As we have seen, accord- 

ing to P, the sect was the creation of two brothers, Paul and John, the sons 

4 The list of Paulician heresiarchs and churches given by P generally coincides with 

the account in S except as noted by me. There is an occasional omission of a here- 

siarch’s name, e.g., Petrus Higumenus, III, 61-62, where Zacharias is left out of the list 
(see my Chapter I, n. 64e), or a condensation or simplification of S, but these altera- 

tions are never significant. 

5 Grégoire, “Sources”, 105. The churches are listed as follows: 

Petrus Higumenus, IV, 63 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XX XVIII, 

1297/8B 
Ie S 
a) Laodicaea-Argaous a) Laodicaea-Koinochorion 
b) Ephesus-Mopsuestia b) Ephesus-Mopsuestia 

c) Colosses-K oinochorion c) Colosses-Argaous 

As Grégoire rightly points out, the list of S is based on the information given by 
Sergius himself and is the correct one. Sergius founded his first church, that of 
Laodicaea, at Koinochorion or Kainochorion in the district of Neo-Caesarea, Grégoire, 

“Eglises”, 513. This foundation preceded Sergius’ flight to Muslim territory and was 
logically still on imperial lands, while the two subsequent foundations, Ephesus- 
Mopsuestia and Colosses-Argaous, lay in the lands of the Emir of Melitene where 
Sergius had sought refuge. The acceptance of P’s list would require a postulated 
return of Sergius to imperial territory for the foundation of his last church of Colosses. 
Not only is this hypothetical return not supported by evidence, but it is specifically 
contradicted by the account of Sergius’ murder when he was still beyond the imperial 
frontier; see Petrus Siculus, Historia, XLI, 1301/2B. Most texts, however, including 
Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, V, 23/4AB, follow the incorrect listing of P (see my Chapter 
I, nn. 153, 174). Unless otherwise specified all the texts based on P are assumed to 
be in agreement. 
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of a Manichaean woman from Samosata named Kallinike, who brought 
their heresy to the village of Episparis in the theme of Armeniakon, whence 
it spread to the neighboring provinces of the Empire. The name of the 
Paulicians was derived from their founder, Paul, the son of Kallinike.* 
The account of S is entirely different. Ignoring both Paul and John, the 
author attributes the origin of the sect to an Armenian from Mananati 
named Constantine who had learned the heretical doctrine from a Syrian 
deacon in the mid-seventh century.’ 

The story of Paul and John seems to be a legendary fabrication. Nei- 

ther the identity nor the date of the brothers from Samosata can be estab- 

lished, and there is not the slightest explanation of their relation to Con- 

stantine the Armenian, whom P accepts as their successor.* The author 

6 This is the account found in Peter of Sicily, Historia, XXI, 1273/4AB, who relies 

on P for this section of his work, and in the Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, 11, 17/8AB, for 
the same reason (see my Chapter I). It is interesting, however, that Pseudo-Photius at 

this point differs from the other texts based on P. For the name of the sect he suggests the 
awkward etymology—“Pauloioannai (IlavAotwévvo1)’’—derived from the names of 

both Paul and John of Samosata, Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, Il, 17/8B. More signifi- 

cantly, both he and Peter of Sicily derive the name of the sect either from the brothers 

from Samosata or from another, much later Paul the Armenian, a heresiarch of the 

early eighth century, Narratio, XIX, 51/2C, and Historia, XXVIII, 281/2D-1283/4A. 

See Loos, “‘Deux contributions 4 histoire des Pauliciens. 2. Origine du nom des 

Pauliciens”, Byzantinoslavica, XVIII, 2 (1957), 202-217 (hereafter ‘‘Contributions II’). 

I shall return to the problem of the Paulicians’ name in Chapter V, but it must be 
noted here that the explanation of P as to the origin of this name was not completely 
satisfactory even to Byzantine writers. 

* Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXIII, 1275/6D-1277/8AB. It is true that Peter of Sicily, 
Historia, XXVIII, 1281/2D-1283/4A, refers to Paul and John of Samosata in the 

historical section based on source S. However, it seems most likely that this reference 

is drawn not from S but from P. The name Episparis, which occurs in a different 

connection in the account of S, at this point brought back to Peter’s mind the associa- 

tion of the story of Paul and John whose headquarters, according to P, had been 

Episparis. The reference back to the story of Paul and John found in the twenty-first 

chapter of the History, which is specifically based on P, is acknowledged in Chapter 
XXVIII, 1283/4A, with the words, “’Exionaptv, tiv mpoAEx8etoav piv Ev toic 51a 
TAGtOvG’’, which are incidentally reminiscent of the very formula used by P, Petrus 

Higumenus, XV, 66, “Ka0ac¢ nEepi tToUT@V CAMEOTEPOV Ev TOIC [va] 516 TAGTOUG LOL 

AéAEKta”. Pseudo-Photius mentions Paul and John at the same point, only to reject 

them, Narratio, XIX, 51/2C (see n. 6). 
8 Petrus Higumenus, II, 61, “Odto1 of MavArkiavoi peta xypovoue tivac thc S1dax Fic 

tovdE TOD IlabAOv od TOAAOD EtEpov EcxoV S1SacKaAov, Kovotavtivov KaAObMEVOV’’. 
The transition is very awkward, and the various readings suggested for this passage do 
nothing to smooth it (see my Chapter I, n. 64b). The unconvincing introduction to 
the section based on S—“‘GA 6s Kai odtoL mEpi HV SinynodpEOa, ei Kevopaviac 
TAG Taig TPataIc Emiovviiwav aipéceot, ... GAAG paOntTai THV TpONyNOApLEVOV 
aipsoiupyav odnfipEav yviowo1, Ka0d@onep AEntonsepH> SnAwOnHoetar”’, Petrus 
Siculus, Historia, XXIII, 1275/6C—with its insistence on the relation between the 
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of P admits that the Paulicians named Constantine, and not Paul, as the 

founder of their sect.® Furthermore, all the Byzantine sources concede 

that the Paulicians would willingly anathematize Mani and Paul of 

Samosata, but not Constantine and his successors whom they acknowl- 

edged and revered as their leaders.1° The story of Paul and John of 

Samosata, together with the derivation of the name “Paulicians”’, will 

have to be considered subsequently in connection with the origin of the 

sect both in Armenia and in the Empire. However, there is no reason to 

reject at this point the conclusion of Gieseler and Grégoire that the story 

of Paul and John is purely legendary in character, and that the historical 

founder of Byzantine Paulicianism was Constantine the Armenian." 

Consequently, the historical account of source S must be considered both 

fuller and more accurate than the references found in source P, and must, 

therefore, constitute the basis of our historical information on the devel- 

opment of Paulicianism on imperial territory. 

The following detailed account can be obtained from S alone, with the 

embodied A. The founder of the Paulician sect was a certain Armenian 

named Constantine from the district of Mananati, which Peter of Sicily 

incorrectly describes as a village in the neighborhood of Samosata.!” 

earlier and later heretics despite their doctrinal dissimilarity, does nothing to improve 

the verisimilitude of the the earlier account. Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, III, 17/8B, 

XVI, 45/6B, also points out an inexplicable lapse of time between Paul and John and 
the later Constantine. In general the account of P, as well as that of S, presents a 

coherent whole from Constantine on; the story of Paul and John, attached to it as a 
preface in P, does not belong to it in any way and merely serves the purpose of explain- 
ing the name of the Paulicians. 

® Petrus Higumenus, II, 61, “Tottov [K@votavtivoy] obv éxovoiv apxnyov tev 

didacKdAov adtHv, kai odyi tov IlatAov’’. Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, III, 17/8B, 

19/20A, agrees. 

10 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXIV, 1277/8CD: ‘“OOev Gnavtec of vOv mEpiovtEc TOV 

Movizyaiwv maidec, ... mpo0vums dvabspatiCove: XKvOiavdov, Bovddav te Kai 
Mavevta, tovs tij¢ Kaxias yeyovotac apxnyétacs: Kwvotavtivov 5& tobtov, ... Kai 
tovs wet adtov dvadery8Evtas wo AmOoTOAOLS Xpiotod Kai iootipovc TavAov 
Hyobvta”’. Ibid., IV, 1245/6AB: “Mavevta Kai tod odv adt® piapovc aipestiKodc, 

Ett 5& Kai HadAov tov Lapooatéa avabepatiCovor mpo8bume” Petrus Higumenus, 
Ill, 62: “Maévevta toivov kai Tabtiov ixai “Iadvvnv, cai GAAovc, obs &av Tic cing 
adtoic, tPoObuMs dvabspatiCovoiv' Kwvotavtivov 5é ... Kai Lopedv, ... [k.1.2.] odK 

dvoGepatiCovoiv, GANEXOvVoIV adtods Honep "AnootdAOVG Xpiotob”. Pseudo- 
Photius, Narratio, IV, 21/2B, et al. The seven leaders acknowledged by the Paulicians 
according to P are: Constantine, Symeon, Timothy, Joseph, Zacharias, Baanes, and 
Sergius; see Petrus Higumenus, IV, V, 62-63. Paul and John are never mentioned in 
this list. 

11 See my Chapter V for this discussion. Gieseler, “Untersuchungen”, 82-85; Grégoire, 

“Précisions”, 293-295. 

** Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXIII, 1275/6D-1277/8AB; Pseudo-Photius, Narratio 
XVI, 45/6B-47/8B, et al. For the geography of Mananali, see my Chapter I, n. 164. 
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Constantine lived in the reign of the “grandson of Heraclius”, that is to 
say, Constans II.1* He received his doctrine from a Syrian deacon whom 
he had befriended, and moved with his disciples to Kibossa in the dis- 
trict of Koloneia, where he founded the first Paulician church of Mace- 
donia.* Constantine assumed the name of Silvanus in honor of the 
disciple whom St. Paul had sent to Macedonia, and directed the sect for 
twenty-seven years. He was then killed at Koloneia by one of his disciples, 

Justus, during a persecution carried out by an imperial official named 

Symeon at the order of the Emperor Constantine IV.15 

Symeon, however, was soon won over by the heretics and became their 

new leader. After three years’ hesitation in Constantinople, to which he 

had returned after Constantine’s death, he secretly went back to the 

Paulician center of Kibossa and gathered together Constantine’s scat- 

tered disciples. Following the example of Constantine-Silvanus, Symeon 

assumed the name of another of St. Paul’s disciples, Titus. At Kibossa 

his position was soon endangered by the opposition of Constantine’s 

murderer, Justus, who had managed to maintain his position among some 

of the remaining Paulicians. After three years, news of the dissension 

reached the Bishop of Koloneia through Justus, and he, in turn, informed 

13 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXIII, XXIV, 1275/6D-1279/80A. The date is supported 

by the comment that the activity of Constantine came six hundred years after the 

martyrdom of St. Paul. Grégoire, ‘‘Précisions’’, 303, shifts the appearance of Constan- 

tine the Heresiarch to the period 662-689, which would place the beginning of the sect 

in the reign of Constantine IV. The main reason for this transfer is to synchronize the 

appearance of Constantine the Heresiarch in the Empire with the hypothetical perse- 

cution of the Paulicians in Armenia under the Kat‘olikos Nersés II (641-661). This 
synchronization, however, is impossible since the evidence of the “‘Oath’’ of the Council 

of Dvin clearly points to Nersés II (548-557) as the opponent of Paulicianism in 

Armenia. There is a slight variation in the position of the Paulician chapter in the 

Chronicle of George the Monk (see my Chapter I, n. 76). Also, though the Pseudo- 
Photius, Narratio XVI, 45/6B, uses the indefinite term “‘a@mdyovog (descendant) ... 

“HpaxAsiov”, Peter is quite definite in specifying the grandson of Heraclius: “‘év 
Taig NwEépaic K@votavtivov tot Baoiiéwc, tot ~yyovoc “HpaxkAsiov”, Historia. 

XXIII, 1275/6D, and again XXIV, 1279/80A. The reign of Constans II (641-668) 
therefore seems to be the correct date. It is interesting to note that the date of the 
Heresiarch Constantine is given by George the Monk but not by source P, since the 
opening sentence of the section giving the date is to be found in George the Monk but 
not in Peter the Higumen; see my Chapter I, n. 66a. 

144 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXIII, XXIV, 1275/6A-1279/80A. 
15 Jbid., XXIV, XXV, 1279/80. The emperor is not named in the text. If twenty- 

seven years are allowed for the rule of Constantine-Silvanus, his execution was most 
probably in the reign of Constantine IV (668-685) unless the Heresiarch began his 
mission at the very end of the reign of Constans II (641-668). The date given by 
Cedrenus, Compendium, I, 755-756, the thirteenth year of the rule of Constans II, would 

put the death of Constantine-Silvanus in 681. 
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the Emperor, now Justinian II. Symeon-Titus and most of his followers 

died in the ensuing persecution.’® 

A hiatus in the succession seems to have occurred at this point, since 

the new heresiarch was again an Armenian, the son of a certain Paul, 

who is not included in the lists of Paulician leaders and whose position in 

the sect is unclear.1” Paul fled from persecution to the village of Episparis 

in Phanaroia. There his son Genesius (or Gegnesius), taking the Pauline 

name of Timothy, succeeded him and soon became involved in a struggle 

for power with his own brother, Theodore.1® During the tenure of office 

of Genesius-Timothy, the Emperor, Leo III the Isaurian, alarmed by 

various reports about the sect, summoned the Heresiarch to Constanti- 

nople and confronted him with the Patriarch. Timothy, however suc- 

ceeded in clearing himself of heretical accusations and even obtained 

an imperial safe-conduct back to Episparis.1° Gathering his disciples, 

Timothy then moved back to Constantine-Silvanus’ home, Mananah, 

where he presumably founded the second Paulician church of Achaia.?° 

After a long stay at Mananati, Timothy died there in the epidemic of 

bubonic plague which occurred in 746, having directed the Paulicians for 

a period of thirty years.”4 

The successors of Timothy, his son Zacharias and a foundling named 

Joseph, contended with each other for the leadership of the sect. Zacha- 

rias abandoned his followers during a Muslim attack and was, therefore, 

rejected by most Paulicians as unworthy of leadership. Joseph, however, 

succeeded in hoodwinking the Muslims and brought his followers back in 

16 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXVI-XXVII, 1279/80D-1281/2D. 
Ww Ibid., XXVUI, 1281/2D-1283/4A. There is no mention of Paul the Armenian in 
source P or the Paulician Formula. However, see Loos, ‘‘Contributions I’’, and 

below for the possibility of a mention of this Paul in the Armenian sources. 

18 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXVIII, 1283/4A. 
19 Ibid., XXIX, 1283/4CD. Peter of Sicily, probably following S, presents Timothy 
as hoodwinking the Patriarch through his lying answers. This, however, need not 
have been the case; see my Chapter IV. 

°0  Ibid., 1283/4D, 1297/8A. Gieseler, ‘‘Untersuchungen”, 89, argued that Timothy 
fled to Mananali because he did not feel safe in imperial lands. Hence, he concluded 
that the Paulicians were in no way favored by the Iconoclastic emperors, though the 
contrary is repeatedly asserted by the chroniclers. The implication in the History is 
that Timothy fled because his safe-conduct had been obtained through a deceitful 

confession of faith. 

#1 Ibid., XXIX, 1285/6A, “dnd tod BovBdvoc tov Biov Katéotpswev”. Pseudo- 
Photius, Narratio, XIX, 57/8A, does not mention the nature of Timothy’s fatal illness 
but says that it occurred during an epidemic. Grégoire, “Précisions”’, 299, noted that 
the mention of the epidemic of bubonic plague in 746 in Theophanes’ Chronography 
gives us the first precise date of Paulician chronology: the rule of Timothy, spanning 
the years 717-746. 
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safety to the Paulician center of Episparis, where he was enthusiastically 

received.” Denounced once again to the Orthodox authorities, Joseph 

was forced to flee to Phrygia, where he settled for thirty years at Xorto- 

kopeion, a suburb of Antioch of Pisidia. To Joseph, who had taken the 

name of Epaphroditus, is attributed the founding of the third Paulician 

church of Philippi, whose location, however, is never specified. 

With the successor of Joseph, Sergius-Tychicus, a man of great ability, 

the activity of the sect appears to have been greatly intensified. Born in 

a village near Tabia, in the theme of Armeniakon, Sergius was to rule the 

Paulicians for thirty-four years, from the reign of the Empress Irene to that 

of the Emperor Theophilus (801-835).74 The other successor of Epaphro- 

ditus, a certain Armenian named Baanes (Vahan), seems to have been 

quite overshadowed by his brilliant competitor. Yet the sect was split in this 

period between the followers of the two leaders.*» The writer of source S, 

who abhors Sergius particularly, describes in detail his incessant mis- 

sionary activity, his supervision of the various Paulician communities, 

and his relations with contemporary heretical leaders, such as Leo the 

Montanist.?6 Following the example of his predecessors, Sergius-Tychi- 

cus founded a number of new churches; the first of these, Laodicaea- 

Koinochorion, was still established on imperial territory. Sergius’s 

activity, however, awakened the concern of the Emperor, who ordered an 

investigation by the authorities of the district of Koinochorion: Parakon- 

dakes, the Exarch, and Thomas, Bishop of Neo-Caesarea.”” The per- 

22 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXX-XXXI, 1265/6. Peter confuses the issue by calling 

Joseph rather than Zacharias the unworthy hireling, but this is probably a distortion 
to blacken the name of the leader acknowledged by the majority of the Paulicians. 
See my Chapter IJ, n. 150. Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XX, 57/8A-59/60, has a more 

coherent account of Zacharias’ defection. 

23 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXXI, 1285/6D-1287/8A, XXXVIII, 1297/8A; Grégoire, 
“Eelises”, 511, and ‘“Précisions’”, 303, is of the opinion that the Church of Philippi 

was at Antioch of Pisidia. This seems likely, since it was founded by Joseph-Epa- 

phroditus ca. 753. 
24 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXXII, 1287/8, XXXVI, 1293/4. Peter gives the im- 

possible date of A.O.C. 6303 (A.D. 795) for the death of Sergius, ibid., XLI, 1301/2B, 

though he correctly dates Sergius’ activity as being 800 years after St. Paul, XXXVI, 

1293/4B. Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XXV, 79/80C, gives the correct date, A.O.C. 6343 

(A.D. 835), though he places Sergius’ activity 700 years after that of St. Paul, ibid., 

XXII, 69/70C. See Hénigmann, Ostgrenze, 51, and 51, n. 8, map II, for the location 

of Tabia (NefeskGe) ca. 39°50’ <x 34°30’. 

25 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XX XI, 1287/8A, XL, 1299/1300. 

26 Ibid., XXXVI, 1293/4. The letters of Sergius quoted by Peter indicate the breadth 

of the Heresiarch’s activity: XXXVI, 1297/8B, XXXVII, 1295/6—1to the church of 

Koloneia; XXXVIII, 1297/8AB, XXXIX, 1297/8CD-1299/1300A—to Leo the 

Montanist; XXXIX, 1299/1300A. 

27 Ibid., XLI, 1301/2A; Grégoire, ‘‘Précisions’”, 297-298, locates Koinochorion 
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secution provoked the murder of both imperial officials, and Sergius was 

forced to take refuge in the domain of the Arab Emir of Melitene, who 

settled him and his followers at Argaous, some thirty kilometers due 

north of Melitene.2® In this district Sergius founded the last Paulician 

churches, Ephesus-Mopsuestia and Colosses-Argaous, and led raids on 

imperial territory in conjunction with the Muslims until his murder in 

835.29 

At the death of Sergius, a major change seems to have taken place in 

the government of the sect. Violence broke out between the followers of 

Sergius and those of Baanes. The intervention of one of Sergius’ disciples, 

Theodotus, prevented the total extermination of the Baaniotes, but the 

sect remained leaderless. It was ruled jointly by a group of Sergius’ 

followers for a period of years, until the accession of Karbeas.?° With 

the immediate succession to Sergius, however, source S comes to an end, 

so that the accounts of Peter of Sicily and the Pseudo Photius become 

unreliable.®! P likewise knows nothing of the last Paulician leaders, for 

(Kainochorion) in the district of Neo-Caesarea. H6énigmann, Ostgrenze, map II, also 

places Koloneia (Sebinkarahisar) ca. 38°35’ x 40°10’ in the general neighborhood 
of Neo-Caesarea. The entire district was evidently riddled with Paulicianism. 
28 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XLI, 1301/2B; Honigmann, Ostgrenze 56, map II: 
Melitene (Malatya), ca. 38°27’ x 38°15’, Argaous (Argawa), 38°40’ x 38°15’; see 

also J. Anderson, “The Road System of Eastern Asia Minor”, JH'S, XVII (1897), 27, 

and 27, n. 5. 

29 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXXVI, 1293/4CD, XLI, 1301/2BC. See n. 5 for the 

location of Sergius’ churches. 
30 [bid., XL, 1299/1300CD, XLI, 1301/2C; see below for the date of Karbeas’ 

leadership. 

H. Bart‘ikyan, “On the Organization of the Paulician Community”, Historico- 

Philological Journal of the Academy of Sciences of the Armenian SSR (1958 #3), 183- 

187, attempts to reconstruct the structure of the sect. He postulates two leaders, one 

religious, the other military. He further argues that the religious leader was elected 
by his immediate disciples, the synekdemoi (ovvéKdnpol) or missionaries who also 
appointed their own subordinates, the notaries (votaptoi). The military leader, who 
was probably independent of the religious one, was elected by the entire community. 
Finally he considers that the Astatoi (Aotato.) were a special group of military 
missionaries. We have no evidence for the dual leadership postulated by Bart‘ikyan in 
the medieval sources, and though synekdemoi and notaries are mentioned by source P, 

Petrus Higumenus, XIV, 66, and Petrus Siculus, Historia, XLI, 1301/2C, and the ag- 

gressive qualities of the Astatoi are demonstrated by the murder of the imperial 
Exarch and of the Bishop of Neo-Caesarea, ibid., XLI, 1301/2A, we have no evidence 

whatever for their functions beyond the fact that the first two groups were “priests”, 
or of their relations to one another. 

81 Ibid., XLII, XLII, 1301/2C-1303/4B, tells us merely that Karbeas appeared, without 

any explanation of his origin or claim to the leadership of the sect. He further informs 
us that Karbeas shifted the Paulician center from Argaous to Tephriké on the upper 

Euphrates. Of Chrysocheir, he says no more than that he was Karbeas’ son-in-law 
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whose careers we must rely on the information provided by the chroni- 
clers.*? 

Before turning to the later history of the Paulician state under Karbeas 
and Chrysocheir, we must, however, consider the extent to which the 
account of S is supported by the evidence of the various other sources. 
As we have seen, the names of the heresiarchs and churches given by S 
coincide with those found in P and in the official Abjuration Formulae.?8 
Most of the sites mentioned in the history of the Paulicians have been 
identified by Grégoire, who has also demonstrated the accuracy of S on 
the basis of these documents.*4 

Let us now consider the evidence of the Byzantine chroniclers. For 

the period of Paulician history covered by source S, the information 

found in the chronicles generally supports the more detailed narrative of 

S, though the surviving references are not nearly as complete as we might 

desire. The names of Sergius and his predecessors are unknown to the 

chroniclers, who refer specifically only to Karbeas and Chrysocheir. Nor 

and his own contemporary. Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XXVI-XXVII, 81/2A-83/4C, 

gives a more circumstantial but not a more informative account. Both authors, 

writing almost a century after the events, were ill-informed of the actual facts (see my 
Chapter J). 

32 Petrus Higumenus, III-IV, 62-63, and the Paulician Formula, 454, stop with Sergius. 

Manichaean Formula, 1467/8, suggests a break after Sergius. Theophylactus, Letter, 

366-367, also stops with Sergius, anathematizing in addition to him those who associate 

with or welcome the heretics; see my Chapter I, n. 68. 

33 Petrus Higumenus, IIJ, 61-62 (omitting Zacharias), [V, 62-63 (including Zacharias). 

Paulician Formula, anathema IX, 454, lists the heresiarchs by their pastoral names, i.e., 

Silvanus, Titus, Timothy, Epaphroditus, Tychicus. The Manichaean Formula, III, 
1467/8A, gives the entire list, including Zacharias and the names of Sergius’ disciples 

found in sourse S. Theophylactus, Letter, 366-367, giving the same list, includes even 

Paul the Armenian, the father of Genesius and Theodore. Seen. 5 for the error in the 

listing of the Paulician Churches. 
34 Grégoire, “‘Eglises”, 511-514, ““Précisions”’, 295-297, 301, 303-304. See nn. 13, 15, 

21, for a discussion of Grégoire’s early chronology. We do not know the length of the 

rule of Paul the Armenian after the death of Titus. The first definite date as shown 
by Grégoire is the rule of Timothy, 717-746, which would coincide with the reign of 
Leo III. The rule of Sergius, 801-835, is also correctly given as lying between the 

reigns of Irene and Theophilus. All the synchronisms between Paulician history and 

the reigns of the Byzantine emperors are quite correct: 
654-681 Constantine-Silvanus Constans II, Constantine IV 

684-687 Symeon-Titus Justinian IT 

? Paul the Armenian Philippicus? (see nn. 36, 78) 

717-746 Genesius-Timothy Leo III 
ca. 747-783 Joseph Epaphroditus No emperor mentioned (Constantine V) 
post 783 Baanes 

801-835 Sergius Tychicus Irene—Theophilus 
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are the persecutions of Constantine IV and Justinian II, in which Con- 

stantine-Silvanus and Symeon-Titus lost their lives, recorded. However, 

the sect may not have been of sufficient importance in this period to have 

attracted the attention of official historians.** 

In the beginning of the eighth century the Emperor Philippicus (711- 

7143) is said to have driven Armenians out of the Empire and forced them 

to settle in Melitene and Armenia IV. It is quite possible that this passage 

refers not to a deportation of Armenians, for which there is no evidence, 

but to the persecution of Paulicians from which Paul the Armenian fled. 

It is true that Paul is said to have gone to Episparis in Phanaroia, but, 

as Bart‘ikyan observes, Melitene was a Paulician center in the mid-eighth 

century, and the cooperation of the ““Armenians”’ from Melitene with the 

Arabs, noted by the sources, is characteristic of Paulicians in both the 

eighth and the ninth centuries.* 

With the middle of the eighth century the silence of the chroniclers on 

the Paulicians is definitely broken. The first reference, in the case of the 

Emperor Leo III, is not clear; he may have been accused of favoring 

Paulicians.?’ In any case, such an accusation is clearly made concerning 

his son and successor, Constantine. Not only does Theophanes relate 

that in the year 747 Constantine V moved Paulicians from Armenia to 

Thrace in order to strengthen the Bulgarian frontier with a reliable popu- 

85 The period of development of Paulicianism in the Empire, the seventh and eighth 
centuries, is one of particular poverty in Byzantine historiography. The first important 

works, such as the histories of the Patriarch Nicephorus and Theophanes Confessor, 

date from the beginning of the ninth century. 

8° Bart‘ikyan, “Paulician Movement”, 127. It is true that Theophanes, Chronographia, 

I, 382, does not mention heresy in connection with this deportation by Philippicus, 

but he derives the spread of Paulicianism from the Armenians of the region of Melitene 

in 747; ibid., 1, 429, “6 5& Baoihedg Kovotavtivos Lbpous te Kai “Appeviouc, ovs 
Hyayev and OeodsoorovndAEwe Kai MeAityvije, cig tHY OpaknvpEeta«tosv, & dv énra- 
tOvOn 7H aipeoic tHv TavAikidvev”; see below. Further, as Bart‘ikyan also notes, 
Michael the Syrian, Chronique, II, 482, speaks of the alliance of the Armenians from 
Melitene with the Arabs. The cooperation of the Paulicians with the Arabs in the 
early eighth century is confirmed by John of Ojun (see n. 99), and the protection given 
to the heretics by the Emir of Melitene is attested by both source S (see p. 120) and the 
chroniclers (see p. 128 nn. 50 and 60). 
87 Stephanus Diaconus, “In vitam et martyrium beatissimi et sancti martyris Stephani 
Junioris, qui martyrium subiit sub impio Iconocausta imperatore Constantino Copro- 
nyma’’, PG, C (1860), 1083/4, “6 véoc obtoc BoAtaoap [Aémv] aipsoi gunvei th 
"ExkAnoia Maviyaixny, taxa, iv’ sinw ti, Kai tov “Agbaptodsoxkntav éspapiAAOv’’. 
This may be no more than an accusation of Iconoclasm, though see my Chapter V 
for the implications of the term ““Manichaean” at Constantinople in the eighth century ; 
George the Monk, Chronicon, 798, accuses Leo III and Constantine V of having 
derived their heresy from the Manichaeans. 
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lation,** but Cedrenus says the heretics were even settled in the capital,39 
and George the Monk accuses the Emperor himself of being a Paulician.*° 
This favor shown to the sectarians during the early period of Iconoclasm 

would explain Genesius’ successful trip to Constantinople in the reign 

of Leo III and his return to Episparis armed with the imperial safe-con- 

duct. Source S mentions no imperial persecution during the long rules 

of Genesius and Joseph, which coincide with the reigns of the Isaurian 

emperors.*! 

In the second period of Iconoclasm at Constantinople, the situation 

became more complicated. Nicephorus I was considered by Theophanes 

to have shared the beliefs of the Paulicians. He restored them to full civil 

rights, which they had presumably lost during the Orthodox reaction 

under Irene, and allowed them to live peacefully within the Empire and to 

spread their doctrine.*? This period of peace coincides with the early 

38 Theophanes Confessor, Chronographia, I, 429. This movement of population was 

noted by Nicephorus Patriarcha, Breviarium, 975/6B; George the Monk, Chronicon, 

752, etc. (see my Chapter I, nn. 21, 77, and III, n. 36). J. Martin, A History of the 

Iconoclastic Controversy (London, n.d.), 277, suggests that the population transplanted 

by Constantine V was merely Monophysite, since neither Nicephorus nor George the 

Monk mentions Paulicians. There seems to be no doubt that some Paulicians were 

included in the group, in view of Theophanes’ specific assertion that, “é& o@v émAatbvOn 

TN) aipsois THV TavAikiavav’’. 

There is no suggestion that this transfer of population was in any way punitive; the 

Emperor, concerned with the Bulgarian war, wished merely to resettle and strengthen 

the frontier; see next note. The Armenian historian, Lewond, History, 123, 126, tells 

that the population of Theodosiopolis begged Constantine V to take them with him 

and save them from the Muslims. 

39 Cedrenus, Compendium Il, 10, “T@ 10’ &te. K@votavtivoc tiv Oeodoo10dvm0ALv 
Tapérafev Gua th Meditnvij, aixuarwtioas mavtac tovs éxeioe. Kai TPOMGOEL TOD 
Oavatikod mpocAaBdpEvos tods GvYyEVEic adTOD “AppEevioug Kai LOpous aipetiKovs 

sic te TO BuCdvtiov petaKice Kai THV OpdKnv’ o7 pExpt Tod vdv tv aipeoiy tod 

tvopavvov SiaKkpatovolv. dy av Kai &tAGTHVONn 1h aipsoic tHv TlavAiKkiavv”’. See 
also the fifth year of the reign, ibid., 7. The passage is obviously taken from Theophanes 
(see n. 36) and is late in date, but the stress on Constantine’s favoring of the Paulicians 

is unmistakable. The suggestion that the heretics were the relatives of the Emperor is 
not found in Theophanes, but George the Monk goes still further; see next note. 
40 Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, 750; see my Chapter V, n. 92, for the text of this 

passage. 
41 The relation of Paulicianism to Iconoclasm will be discussed in my Chapters IV 

and V. See below, p. 138, nn. 111-115, for a possible explanation of the persecution 

which drove Joseph-Epaphroditus from Episparis to Antioch of Pisidia. 

42 Theophanes, Chronographia, 1, 488, “t@v 5& Maviyaiav, tv viv Maviikiavov 

Kahovpévov, Kai APtyyavov tov kata Opvyiav kai AvKaoviay, ayxLyeltov@v avdtob, 

@idos Tv Stanvpos, ypnopois Kai teAEtaic adtav éEnixaipov, ... OTOL YOPAV éEXaBov 

éni tiic Puotrsiac adtod a@dBas moAitedEeoOar Kai mOAAOL TOV KOVEOTEPAV TAC 

GOepitoic adtHv SiepOapnoav dEa1c”; Cedrenus, Compendium, II, 39, repeats this 

passage. 
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missionary activity of Sergius-Tychicus and his founding of the church of 

Laodicaea-Koinochorion in the district of Neo-Caesarea. 

With the accession of Michael I Rangabe, however, the benevolent 

policy of the preceding period was sharply reversed. The Emperor was 

persuaded by the Patriarch Nicephorus to institute a violent persecution: 

... moved by divine zeal, the most pious emperor decreed the death penalty 

against the Manichaeans now called Paulicians ...*% 

Leo, general of Anatolikon, the future Emperor Leo V, was sent to carry 

out the imperial decree whereby many Paulicians were executed.** The 

part played by Leo in the persecution of Michael I explains the assertion 

of S that both Michael and Leo had persecuted Paulicians, as we have 

no evidence of any anti-Paulician activity during the actual reign of Leo 

Vv. The persecution itself, which resulted in the murder of the Exarch 

and the Bishop of Neo-Caesarea and the subsequent flight of Sergius to 

the Emir of Melitene, is duly recorded by S. 

The settlement of Sergius at Argaous and his raiding activities on the 

border districts of the Empire noted by S mark the beginning of a serious 

Paulician threat. It is also the first step in the establishment of the 

Paulician state on the upper Euphrates. The disaffection of the Paulicians 

was caused by Michael I’s persecution and apparently continued unceas- 

ingly. S tells that Sergius continued his warlike activities to his death, 

and the chroniclers, while accusing Michael II of favoring the heretics,** 

record the presence of Paulicians in the rebellious army of Thomas the 

Slav.*” The position of Paulicians in the early ninth century remained 

‘°  Theophanes, Chronographia, I, 495, “Chr@ 58 Be0d NOAA kivnOEic 6 edoeBEotatoc 
Baoireds Kata Maviyaiov, tév viv Mavaikidvev, kai “A@tyyavev tav év Ppvyia 
kai Avkaovig, KegaAiKkny tiw@piav dnognvapEevos taig Nukn@dpov, tod &yi@tétov 
nTatpiapxov, Kai GAAMV edoePOv sionynosow ...”. J. Alexander, The Patriarch 
Nicephorus of Constantinople (Oxford, 1958), 227, says that the Patriarch was forced 
by the Studites to back down in this matter and cease to urge the death penalty. 
44 Theophanes, Chronographia, 1, 497, ‘“‘tov¢ 8&8 *AOtyyavoug Snusvcac’ &opig 
napadsédsaxKev 51a Agovtoc, tod otpatnyod tHv dvatoAiK@v’”. Though the Paulicians 
are not specifically mentioned, they are associated with the Athinganoi in this period; 
see the two preceding notes. Ibid., I, 495, “... 6 edvoeBiic Baoikeds Miyanar od« 
Ohiyous adtadv anétepev’’. 
*° Petrus Siculus, Historia, XLI, 1299/1300-1301/2A, “I8av 5& Miyanr 6 svoeBic 
Baoireds, 6 “ABodac, kai Agav 6 pet’ adtov Baoirsboas, Sti TOAD Epos tov 
Xplotiavav fh towdtn aipsoig éAvphvato, éknéuyavtes Kata Mavtds tTOMOV THC 
“Papaikiic apxfic, tobe ebproKxopévouc év tavty Ti Uvoaps aipéoei GméKtEVOV”’. 
*° Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 42-44; Genesius, Regum, 31-32; 
ee IT, 69-71 ; Ephraem, “Chronologi Caesares”, PG, CXLIII (1 865), 

47 Genesius, Regum, 33, ‘“‘no.sitar toivov onovéds pet “Ayapnvav ... Kai Scot tC 
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precarious. The Abbot Macarius of Pelecletes, thrown into prison at the 
accession of Theophilus (829) on account of his Iconodule beliefs, found 
there a number of Paulicians condemned to death, though we cannot tell 
whether the condemnation stemmed from the Paulicians’ religious beliefs 
or simply from their rebellious activities.48 

The description given by the chroniclers of Paulician activity in the 

reigns of Michael IT and Theophilus is the last Greek information pertinent 

to our evaluation of source S, which ends in this period. It is regrettable, 

though understandable, that the chroniclers ignored the obscure begin- 

nings of the Paulicians in the Empire. However, the corroboration of 

the official documents of the lists of heresiarchs and the general agreement 

between S and the chroniclers from the reign of Leo III on, all support the 
authenticity of S’s account. 

It seems clear from all sources that the Paulician sect, founded on 

imperial territory in the mid-seventh century by an Armenian refugee, 

survived early persecution ‘and flourished under the Isaurian emperors. 

The persecution by Michael I in the early ninth century, however, threw 

the sect into open rebellion. The retiirn of Iconoclasm under Leo V and 

the early emperors of the Amorian dynasty, Michael II and Theophilus, 

could not undo the harm of their predecessor. The Paulicians continued 

to cooperate with the enemies of Byzantium, both internal ones such 

as Thomas the Slav, and external ones such as the Emir of Melitene. By 

the second quarter of the century a threatening Paulician state was estab- 

lished on the eastern frontier of the Empire. 

The history of the Paulician state in the mid-ninth century under the 

leadership of Karbeas and Chrysocheir is amply recorded by the chroni- 

clers, though we no longer possess sources specifically concerned with 

the Paulicians for this period.t® The date of Karbeas’ assumption of 

Mavevtoc [Havaixiavav] BSeAvpiacg petetxov”; Theophanes Continuatus, Chrono- 
graphia, 55., Lipshits, “Paulician Movement”, 58, and Iuzbashian,“Paulician Move- 

ment”, 260, make much of this fact as evidence of the proletarian nature of the 
Paulician movement, but Thomas had a number of Oriental allies of varied character. 

48 Delahaye, “Macarius of Pelecletes”, 159, 14; Vasil’ev, Amorian Dynasty, 230, 

but in appendix viii, 433, the episode is incorrectly put into the reign of Michael II and 
Theodora by Germaine Louillet. The latest possible date for Macarius’ conversion 
of the condemned Paulicians would be the very beginning of Theophilus’ reign, since 
the conversion preceded Macarius’ own exile, which occurred very soon after Theo- 

philus’ accession. 
49 Both sources P and S end before Karbeas’ accession. The Paulician Formula also 

ignores him, as for the accounts of Peter of Sicily and Pseudo-Photius, they agree 

generally with the information of the chroniclers, but are much too vague to be of 

any value. 
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leadership, however, still remains problematical. Theophanes Continua- 

tus gives a detailed account of Karbeas’ early career. According to him, 

the re-establishment of Orthodoxy in 843 under the Emperor Michael III 

and his mother, Theodora, was followed by intensified repressive meas- 

ures against the Paulicians. A violent persecution in the eastern provin- 

ces under the supervision of Sudalis, Argyros, and Dukas, resulted in 

some hundred thousand deaths and confiscations.®° One of the results of 

this persecution was the flight of a Paulician staff officer of the general of 

Anatolikon, Theodotus Melissenus, one Karbeas. This Karbeas, whose 

father had been crucified, took refuge with five thousand of his coreligion- 

ists in the lands of the Emir of Melitene, who received him with honor and 

granted him sufficient land on the upper Euphrates to build the cities of 

Argaous, Amara and subsequently Tephriké.*! It would seem then that 

the flight of Karbeas to Muslim territory immediately followed the re- 

establishment of Orthodoxy in 843. The existence of a seemingly con- 

tradictory document has, however, led Bury, followed by Vasil’ev, to 

question the date of Karbeas’ defection.®? 

One version of the Vita of the Forty-two Martyrs of Amorium, composed 

ca. 845-846, tells us that Callistus, the governor of Koloneia appointed by 

Theophilus, tried to convert some of his soldiers who were Paulicians. 

These betrayed him to their coreligionist Karbeas, who then sent Callis- 

tus to the Muslims at Samarra to die with the Amorian martyrs on March 

6, 845.53 Since Callistus had been appointed by Theophilus, and Amo- 

rium had fallen on August 12/13, 838, Bury and Vasil’ev concluded that 

°° Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 165, “‘... Kai tods Kata tiv avatOAnV 

TlavAikiavovs éneipito pethyeiv dco BovAoLTO mpdc edoéPetav 7 eEaipetv Kai an” 
avOparov toLeiv’ 6 Kai NOAA KaKOv tiv NuEetépav évérAnoev. 1 péev yap néwyacd 
tivac tay én’ EEovoiacg (6 tod “Apyvpot Kai tod AovKdc Kai 6 LovddAnc oi &noota- 
MEvtec EAEyYOVTO) TOS HEV ELAW Gviptav, Tods Sé Eiger napEedidovv, tods Sé TH Tic 
BarAGGons Prd. Hosi SExa pupiddec 6 obtas aMOAALLEVOS TpLOLEtTO Aadc, Kai 7 
Brapic adtHv 7H Pactkik tapiei@ ... Hyeto Kai cicexopiteto”. See also Cedrenus, 
Compendium, II, 154. 

*! Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 165-166; Hénigmann, Ostgrenze, 55-56, 
map II, Tephriké (Abrik), 38°5’ x 39°20’; Le Strange, “‘Al-Abrik’’, 733 ff. 
°2 J. B. Bury, A History of the Eastern Roman Empire (London, 1912), 277, n. 5. 
Vasil’ev, Amorian Dynasty, 229-230, and 229, n. 4. Grégoire, ““Précisions’’, 303, dates 
Karbeas’ flight ca. 838. 

°° Martyrs of Amorium, 29 ff., Leo Grammaticus, Chronographia, 224, Georgius 
Monachus Continuatus, Vitae, 805, Symeon Magister, Chronographia, 638-639, all 
know of the martyrdom of Callistus together with the martyrs of Amorium, but they 
do not mention the intervention of Karbeas. See Bury, The Eastern Roman Empire, 
271, for the date of the martyrdom. It is interesting to see that in the ninth century 
Koloneia was still a Paulician center, as had been observed by source S in an earlier 
period. 
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Karbeas’ flight was to be dated in the reign of Theophilus (829-842).54 

This conclusion is not, however, beyond challenge. The account of 

Theophanes Continuatus is both coherent and detailed. He specifies the 

names and places of the personages in question. Karbeas is identified as 

the protomandator of the general of Anatolikon, whose name is also 

specifically given as Theodotus Melissenus. The betrayal of Karbeas 

cannot have taken place during the Amorian campaign at the end of 

Theophilus’ reign, since the general of Anatolikon on this expedition was 

not Theodotus Melissenus, but the Patrician Aetius, who was to be one 

of the forty-two martyrs.®*° More particularly, we know that Callistus was 

to die in 845 with the Amorian martyrs, but there is no indication that he 

was an original member of that group. On the contrary, as Vasil’ev 

himself acknowledges, Callistus was added to the Amorian captives 

already at Samarra at a later date and shared their martyrdom only 

because he was equally steadfast in his faith.** Finally, a later date for 

Karbeas’ flight can best be reconciled with the evidence of source S. 

We know from this text that Sergius died in 835 and that the sect was 

ruled for some time by his successors. The names of these successors are 

listed in full by S, but Karbeas is not among them, nor had he become the 

leader of the Paulicians by the time the author of S composed his narra- 

tive. Therefore, a date before 835 for Karbeas’ leadership would con- 

tradict the evidence of S as to Sergius’ rule, and the period 835-838, be- 

fore the fall of Amorium, seems too short for the quarrels of the succes- 

sors of Sergius and their reconciliation, their reorganization of the sect, 

and the composition of source S.5” Consequently, the chronology of 

Theophanes seems the most reasonable. The frightful persecution by 

Theodora drove Karbeas from the Empire, probably late in 843 or early 

in 844, so that he would have been in a position to send Callistus to 

Samarra before the beginning of 845.°° 

The establishment of the Paulicians on the upper Euphrates was a 

54 Seen. 52. For the date of the capture of Amorium, see Bury, The Eastern Roman 

Empire, 267, n. 1, and Vasil’ev, Amorian Dynasty, 170, n. 3. 

58 Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 126, et al. Vasil’ev, Amorian Dynasty, 

147, 147, n. 1, 170-171. The account of Theophanes is corroborated by Cedrenus, 

Compendium, Ii, 153 ff. 

86 Vasil’ev, Amorian Dynasty, 171; Leo Grammaticus, Chronographia, 224; Georgius 

Monachus Continuatus, Vitae, 805; Symeon Magister, Chronographia, 639. 

57 The absence of any mention of Karbeas in source P, which stops with Sergius, also 

argues against an early date for his appearance. 

58 The persecution by Theodora is confirmed by George the Monk, Chronicon, 802. 

We know that the Zelikians, a sect with beliefs similar to those of the Paulicians, were 

converted to Orthodoxy under Theodora; see Nicetas Choniates, Thesaurus, 281 /2- 

283/4. 
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direct threat to the imperial power. Though Karbeas shifted his capital 

from Argaous to Tephriké further north, he still cooperated with the 

Muslims in their raids, and a continuous state of war existed between the 

Paulicians and the Empire. A punitive expedition conducted by the 

Domestic Petronas successfully reached the district of Tephriké, which was 

devastated in 856.°® The first campaign of the young Michael III against 

Samosata in 859 may possibly have had a favorable outcome, though the 

Byzantine sources speak of the outstanding success of Karbeas and of 

Michael’s narrow escape from capture at the hands of the Paulicians.®° 

In the following year, however, Karbeas led a successful raid against the 

Byzantine Empire, and he probably accompanied his ally, Omar of 

Melitene, on the great expedition which captured Amisus on the Black 

Sea.%1 

The outstanding victory of Poson in 863 temporarily re-established 

Byzantine military prestige in the East, and Karbeas was probably killed 

during the campaign, since we know that he died in 863-864.° However, 

the period of respite for the Empire was brief. Karbeas was succeeded by 

another ex-officer of the imperial army, Chrysocheir, sometimes identi- 

fied as his nephew and son-in-law.®* The war between the Paulicians of 

Tephriké and the Empire entered into its final phase. At the beginning 

of the reign of Basil I, the Macedonian, the Paulician military power 

seems to have reached its apogee. Emboldened by Basil’s difficulties in 

the West, Chrysocheir in a major raid reached across Asia Minor to the 

cities of Nicaea and Nicomedia, sacked the coastal city of Ephesus,** and 

returned an insulting message to the conciliatory embassy sent by Basil, 

probably in 869-870. The first retaliatory campaign in 871, led by the 

Emperor in person, ended in disaster. Though the district of Tephriké- 

°9 Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 166-167; Tabari, ““Annals”, in Vasil’ev, 

Amorian Dynasty, 318-319; also Vasil’ev, ibid., 231-234. 
60 Genesius, Regum, 91-93; Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 176-177. 
Vasiliev, Amorian Dynasty, 235-236, and 235, n. 3, is, however, of the opinion that this 
campaign was successful for the Empire and that the accounts of the chroniclers are 
distorted as a part of the propaganda to blacken Michael’s name during the Macedonian 
dynasty. 

61 Tabari, “Annals”, Amorian Dynasty, 320; Vasil’ev, ibid., 246, 250, and 250, n. 2: 

also Qudama in Vasil’ev, ibid., 232, n. 2. 

6 Mas‘tdi, Les Prairies d’or, ed. and transl. Barbier de Maynard (Paris, 1861-1877), 

viii, 75. Karbeas died A.H. 249 (A.D. 863-864); see Vasil’ev, Amorian Dvnasty, 256, 

and 256, n. 2. 

% Mas‘tdi, Prairies d’or, viii, 75; Genesius, Regum, 121. 
4 Genesius, Regum, 121; Vasil’ev, Macedonian Dynasty, 25-26. 

°° Genesius, Regum, 121-122, puts the embassy two years before Chrysocheir’s last 
campaign of 872. Vasil’ev, Macedonian Dynasty, 26-29; this is Peter of Sicily’s 
presumed mission (see my Chapter I). 
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Argaous was devastated by the imperial army—Genesius tells us that 
Chrysocheir was terrified and many Paulicians fled to Syria—the Pauli- 
cian capital could not be taken, and Basil himself narrowly escaped 
capture by the enemy.® Chrysocheir, losing no time, launched a second 
raid the same year and apparently reached Ancyra in the Charsinian 
theme.®’ Nevertheless, he seems to have underestimated the power of 
the Empire at this point. Basil had decided to achieve a final solution of 
the Paulician problem. A second campaign, led by the Emperor’s son-in- 
law, the Domestic Christophorus, brought about a total rout of the 
Paulician military might. Tephriké fell to the imperial troops, and Chry- 
socheir, identified by a renegade named Pullades, was murdered in flight. 
Basil returned in triumph to the capital to receive the victor’s crown from 

the Patriarch. The effective control by the Paulicians on the upper 

Euphrates was at an end.® 

... Such an ending had the affair of Chrysocheir and the flourishing power of 

Tephriké, with the assistance of God, who had been propriated by the numer- 

ous prayers of the blessed emperor Basil.”° 

86 Georgius Monachus Continuatus, Vitae, 841, Leo Grammaticus, Chronographia, 

255, Symeon Magister, Chronographia, 690, give the date as the fifth year of Basil’s 

reign, 1.e., 871. Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 266-267, tries to minimize 

the defeat of Basil by running the two campaigns together. See Genesius, Regum, 121; 

Vasil’ev, Macedonian Dynasty, 30; also J. Anderson, “The Campaign of Basil I against 

the Paulicians in 872 A.D.”, Classical Review, X, (1876), 137. 

6” Genesius, Regum, 122; Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 271-272; Vasil’ev, 
Macedonian Dynasty, 31. 

68 Georgius Monachus Continuatus, Vitae, 841, is the only source which names 

Christophorus; all the other speak merely of the Domestic. Theophanes Continuatus, 

Chronographia, 272-276; Cedrenus, Compendium II, 209-212. Genesius, Regum, 122- 

126, erroneously attributes the leadership of the expedition to Basil I rather than to his 

son-in-law and ascribes the destruction of Tephriké to an earthquake. The date of 

the second expedition is given by Georgius Monachus Continuatus, Vitae, 841, as the 

year after the first one, i.e., 872. Tabari, “Annals”, Macedonian Dynasty, 6, gives the 

year of Chrysocheir’s death as A.H. 258 (A.D. 871-872). 

Anderson, “The Campaign of Basil I”, 137-139, suggests that the campaign of 872 

merely devastated the district of Tephriké and failed to take the capital. This would 

necessitate a third expedition to end the Paulician War. Such a campaign is not 

indicated by the sources and would push the death of Chrysocheir beyond the date 
given by Tabari. Also the triumphal coronation of Basil by the Patriarch seems more 

suited to the end of the war than to the completion of a successful campaign. Tuzbashian, 

“Paulician Movement”, 266, n. 79, is of the opinion that Chrysocheir died before the 

destruction of Tephriké. The exact details of Basil’s Paulician Wars are still by no 

means clear; see Vasil’ev, Macedonian Dynasty, 31-34, also 42-43. 

88 Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 271, 267-268. For the surrender of the 
other fortresses of the Paulicians, see Vasil’ev, Macedonian Dynasty, 31-32. 

70 Theophanes Continuates, Chronographia, 276, “kai ta pév Kata TOV XpvodxeEtpa 
Kai thv avOobdoav tOte SOvaptv tis Tegpixtig torobtov 16 téA0c E5éEatO GvvEpyeia 
Gcob, taic moAAaic ikeciais KapM0Evtos Baoiheiov tod edceB> Bactdebdovtog”’. 
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The Paulician survivors appear to have fled to the south-east, where they 

were to harass the Empire in the region of Tarsus in Cilicia.”* In the late 

tenth century they were still numerous in Syria so that the Patriarch of 

Antioch urged the Emperor John I Tsimisces to deport them to Philip- 

popolis in Bulgaria,’ where they continued to be centered in the days of 

Anna Comnena.”2 The memory of Karbeas and Chrysocheir, and their 

association with the Muslims, passed into folklore. They appear in the 

national epic, Digenes Akrites, but their historical r6le was completely 

forgotten.” With the destruction of Tephriké the history of the Pauli- 

cians within the imperial provinces of the East comes to an end, and 

the subsequent history of the sect must be sought in the Balkans or beyond 

the Euphrates in its homeland of Armenia.” 

The information of the Armenian sources is by no means as explicit 

as that of the Greek authorities. The scant historical information which 

is to be obtained from the Armenian legend quoted at the beginning of 

this chapter has in the main been extracted by Bart‘ikyan. Analyzing the 

name of the sect, ‘‘K ‘atert‘akan or bloodthirsty’’, of heresy #4153 and the 

name of the heretic woman, Set‘, of heresy #154, he noted their re- 

semblance to the name of the river K‘alirtS, called Sidma or Sit‘%it‘ma 

in Arabic (now the Batmansuyu, a tributary of the Tigris).”® Particularly 

interesting is BartSkyan’s observation of a passage from the Geography 

formerly attributed to Moses of Xoren in which all of the elements of the 

legend are brought together: 

The K<‘atirt‘, which comes out of the mountains of Salin and Sasun, separates 

Np‘rkert and Kdimar; therefore, it separates the Romans and the Persians and 

it is now called Sitsit«ma which is bloodthirsty.7? 

71 Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 283, 284. 

72 Zonaras, Annales, 133-136. E. Tachella, ‘‘Les Anciens Pauliciens et les modernes 

Bulgares catholiques de la Philippopolitaine’’, Le Muséon, XVI (1897), 71. 
73 Anna Comnena, Alexiade, xiv, Vol. III, 177-185; Tachella, ‘““Les Anciens Pauli- 

ciens’”’, 81-83. 

“4 Digenes Akrites, 1, vv. 283-288, 18: 

"Ey® KaAoi vewtepon, 6 dunpic &vtéon, 

“XpvooPépyov vidc sit, untpdc S& tic TlavOiac: 
“AuBpav bdrfipxe pov nanrotc, Gstoc pov 6 Kapdnc: 
téOVNKE YAP Lov 6 natHp étL vNTiOv Svtoc: 
TAPA UNTPOG E50ONV Sé Eig ovyyevetc “ApaBovc, 

oitivés pe évéOpsyay sic TO sd Eta T6800" 

75 The problem of the heretics in the Balkans lies outside the scope of this study. 
76 Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 95, and 95, nn. 2-8. 

“Ps. Moses of Xoren, Geography (Venice, 1881), 37-38 (50): “‘hufu Pug fq /?, ap pyfut °h 
pAputg Uuryphuy h Uutwutny, h fpSEuy hunt pip pug qurpphepin h qfyfiup, npnif pudubtgut 

2nnnbp h Qupuplp, h ag uy 5 Che p[tiu, op ft wp friuppre? ibid., 30 (41): “a Udinkm, 

qU.qah, pig npng SED fSubt gkinh Pug fin [?, qop Ch ftiu hngkh Sudhlp, wyupi ph uippriwppar”?. 
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He concludes, therefore, that the foundation of the legend is the presence 
of Paulician heretics along the banks of K ‘alirt-Sit‘it‘ma, that is to say, 
along the eastern frontier of the Byzantine Empire. Bart‘ikyan’s geograph- 
ical interpretation of the legend attributes to the heretics a territory 
which corresponds to the Paulician region known to Byzantine sources. 
Two other pieces of information may be obtained from this text. The 

K“alert‘akan, according to heresy #4153, had been driven “beyond the 

Caucasus” by a king of the Greeks. Here also the Byzantine polemicists 

and chroniclers speak of the imperial persecutions which drove the Pauli- 

cians out of the Empire.’® Finally, in the Armenian version of the Geor- 

gian Chronicle, the origin of the Muslims is attributed to the K ‘alrt‘akank‘ 

who were descended from a mythical eponymous prince, K“airt‘.7® The 

association of the Paulicians with the Arabs is attested, as we have seen, 

by all the Greek sources whether historical, polemical or epic. Thus, 

despite its sadly confused content, the Armenian legend provides us not 

only with geographical information but also with some general historical 

corroboration of Paulician history as it is reported by the Byzantine sources. 

If we turn from legendary to historical material, the value of the 

Armenian documents becomes far more obvious and is enhanced par- 

ticularly by their antiquity. It is true that the references to heresy in the 

early Christian period of Armenia are not altogether clear and will have 

to be considered later in relation to the question of the origin of Pauli- 

cianism in Armenia, and that the mention of the sect in little known work 

of the Kat‘otikos John I Mandakuni in the fifth century is not above dis- 

cussion.8° With the middle of the sixth century, however, we find our 

The Geography is usually considered to be incorrectly attributed to Moses of 
Xoren; according to Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 95, it is the work of Ananias of Sirak. 

The author of the Geography knows the locality of the K‘alirt‘-Sit‘it‘ma and identifies 
it correctly as ariver. See Markwart, Erdnahr, 141-2, 161, and Siidarmenien, 274-279, 
for the Sit‘it‘ma (Batmansuyu) on the eastern frontier of the Byzantine Empire and for 
the confusion of some Arab geographers on this subject. Markwart further argues that 
K‘alirt‘ was a pre-Armenian word which also meant ‘bloodthirsty’, Siidarmenien, 

282-284. Bart‘ikyan does not seem to be acquainted with these studies. 
78 See above, nn. 18, 28, 43-44, 50-51. We cannot, of course, date the particular 
persecution intended. It is tempting to identify “Pol from ... Ayrarat”’, with Paul the 
Armenian of the Greek sources. This would give us a date for P6t in the very beginning 
of the eighth century and coincide with the persecution of Philippicus (see nn. 34 and 
36). Also, as we shall see (n. 99), the early eighth century is a period of Paulician-Arab 
cooperation. It is also possible that the period of the flight of Sergius or Karbeas was 
intended. In connection with Arab-Paulician relations, it is interesting to observe that 
in the earlier MS. #3681 the heretic woman Set‘i is called Arab (wwéf/) rather then 

Turkish; Bart‘ikyan, “‘Sources”, 95, n. 9. 

79 Markwart, Siidarmenien, 280-282, and 281, n. 1. 
80 See my Chapter IT, nn. 23-24, and Chapter V. 
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first specific mention of the Paulicians by name in the Oath of Union of 

the Council of Dvin. This mention indicates the presence of Paulicians 

in Armenia a full century before the presumed organization of the sect by 

Constantine-Silvanus and their condemnation by the ecclesiastical au- 

thorities. Also by identifying Nestorian practices and pointing out their 

similarity to those of the Paulicians it implies that the Paulicians, far 

from being a newly created sect, had existed in Armenia long enough 

before the middle of the sixth century to be familiar to the Armenian 

clergy and therefore make such an explanation meaningful.* 

The development of Paulicianism during the century and a half which 

followed the Council of Dvin is briefly related by the Kat‘otikos John of 

Ojun, whose precise information is corroborated by a number of earlier 

sources: 

At first the incestuous and filthy remnants of the Paulician herd endured a 

thorough rebuke from Nersés the Kat‘olikos, but by no means mindful of it, 

they fled after his death and hid somewhere in our land. Certain Iconoclasts 

who had been castigated by the Kat‘olikoi of the Alovanians united with them 

—for any wanderer from the truth wishes to join with his own kind. Before 

these precursors of the Antichrist had found their reinforcement, however, 

trembling, they feared the true and excellent religion of the Christians. °® 

Conybeare expressed some doubt as to the identity of the Kat‘oltikos 

Nersés to whom John of Ojun alludes, since three kat‘olikoi of that name 

had ruled the Armenian Church before John. He was inclined to identify 

him with St. Nersés I, the Great (340?-374), since this pontiff was respon- 

sible for the reform of the Armenian Church in the fourth century.** On 

the other hand, Grégoire, following the theory of Runciman, identifies 

Nersés as the seventh-century Kat‘otikos, Nersés III, the Builder (641- 

661),®* thereby explaining the appearance of Constantine-Silvanus on 

imperial territory as the result of the persecution of Paulicians in Armenia 

at the urging of the Kat‘otikos. This identification would then provide 

81 See my Chapter IJ and Appendix III. = uy 

*? John of Ojun, Contra Paulicianos, 88/9, “Uupuph Soghkm Pt yuyquibiok fubstputp. 
app fupumbuy p, bh ng /Suunbugkuy p, ‘h Ubpufut hu fPng phat, ghip finpah Oulart 

funukwy p gnquh qogkg hh yapnpunu mpkp upfuuplpu dkpry: Ge of tinuw funnwdbuy p Eph 

supigut Jounudpbuy ph ‘h fu Pag plnuugh Uqarubfy ywinlEpudupenp nut p. gh ufpt wn 

Cus subpol pup Coombe Ypfiytujph *f Supers Ge dfligsh Ep binga gopunffigh quéuy 

qh wpusy binu qépuppfumaupt, Eplagkuy p bh yupubuy p tuyhh yregfig hk Of gbpuwy wid hpotify 

epfunnuul atu”. 

83 KT-I, \vii-lviii. 

84 Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 37-38; Grégoire, ‘‘Précisions”’, 300, 303; Sdder- 

berg, Les Cathares, 27. 
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a point of chronological synchronization between the Greek and the 

Armenian accounts. Unfortunately, not only is Kat‘otikos Nersés III not 

famous for any outstanding anti-heretical activity, but the evidence of 

the Oath of Union is absolutely clear. The Kat‘otikos to whom John of 

Ojun is referring must be Nersés II (548-557), as had already been ob- 

served by Ter Mkrttschian.®* 

The information given by John of Ojun on the reinforcement of the 

Paulicians by Afovanian Iconoclasts is also substantiated by the earlier 

sources. We learn from Vrt‘anés K ‘ert‘ol that a certain group of Icono- 

clasts existed in his time under the leadership of Thaddeus and Isaiah.** 

In the Letter to David, Bishop of Mec Kolmank“‘, by John Mayragomeci, 

who lived a few decades after Vrt‘anés, we are told that an Iconoclastic 

party had existed in Atfovania from apostolic times. This group apparently 

held doctrines very similar to the ones which we shall see among the Pauli- 

cians.8” John Mayragomeci ascribes the origin of the heresy to the Greeks, 

but this is probably no more than a manifestation of his anti-Chalcedo- 

nian prejudice, since he cites non-existent councils.8* The heresy appar- 

ently disappeared until the period of the schism between Armenia and 

Georgia (Iberia) in the time of Vrt‘anés K ‘ert‘ot and the Kat‘olikos Abra- 

ham I (607-615).°® In this period, we learn from John Mayragomeci, 

three monks, Thaddeus, Hesu or Joshua, and Grigor, began to preach 

Iconoclasm in Armenia. Persecuted by the Armenian ecclesiastical 

authorities, they fled to Atovania, where they also stirred up heretical 

manifestations. Sent back to Armenia by the Lord of Gardman, they 

were finally persuaded into reconciliation with the Armenian Apostolic 

Church.°° 

The similarity of the accounts of Vrt‘anés K‘ert‘ot and John Mayrago- 

85 Alexander, “An Ascetic Sect”, 159, n. 35; Der Nersessian, ‘““Apologie’’, 70-71, 

and n. 131; Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 51. 

86 Wrt‘anés K‘ert‘ot, Treatise, 67-68, “Aucun d’eux ne fit rien concernant les images ... 

des églises, mais seulement l’impie et l’égaré Thadée et Isaie et leurs companions qui 

entrainérent a leur suite un grand nombre de personnes, tels vous mémes’’. 

87 John Mayragomeci, Letter, 213-214; Der Nersessian, “‘Apologie”’, 71. Alexander, 

“An Ascetic Sect”, 158-160, is of the opinion that the Iconoclastic party was not 

heretical on theological grounds, a point of view which is not shared by S. Der 

Nersessian, “Apologie”, 85-87, and nn. 130-131. See also Der Nersessian, “Image Wor- 

ship in Armenia and its Opponents”, Armenian Quarterly, I, 1 (Spring, 1946), 71, n. 16a. 

8 John Mayragomeci, Letter, 213-214; Der Nersessian, ““Apologie”’, 71, n. Die 

8® The presence of Nestorians in Alovania and the concern of the Armenian eccle- 

siastical authorities in the sixth century are attested by the Letter of John II, Afovanians, 

81-84. For the relation of Nestorians and Paulicians emphasized by the “Oath” of 

the Council of Dvin, see my Chapter V. 

90 John Mayragomeci, Letter, 214-216; Der Nersessian, “Apologie”’, 71-72. 
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meci was observed by Sirapie Der Nersessian in her publication of the 

treatise of Vrt‘anés: 

According to John Mayragomeci the leaders of the Iconoclasts are Hesu, 

Thaddeus and Grigor; now Thaddeus is likewise mentioned in the treatise (of 

Vrt‘anés) and the Isaiah of the treatise could be identified with Hesu, for the 

two names are often confused in Armenian texts. We, therefore, have here the 

same movement directed by the same leaders.* 

This identification is also made by Paul Alexander. In his opinion, the 

sectarians were primarily ascetics protesting against the corruption of 

the Armenian clergy and its undue involvement in the power struggle 

between Byzantium and Persia over the control of Armenia, and were 

only subsequently Iconoclasts whose doctrinal similarities allied them to 

the Paulicians.°? In a Letter written by Vrt‘anés K ‘ert‘ol to Kyrion, Kat*- 

otikos of Georgia, at the time of the schism, there are references to the 

presence of heresy in Georgia and the close relations between that country 

and Armenia, though there is no direct mention of the heretical leaders or 

of Iconoclasm.” 

The interference of the Lord of Gardman in matters of heresy noted by 

John Mayragomeci is witnessed by the Compact of 639 at which the Lord 

of Gardman, Prince of Atovania, and the Atovanian nobles swore to 

reject heretics and particularly Paulicians. The relationship of the Pauli- 

cians to the Atovanian Iconoclasts is thus underlined by this document. 

The Atovanian council held in the early eighth century, whose association 

with the earlier compact perhaps indicates that the council was the 

ecclesiastical confirmation of the earlier decision, may be the condemna- 

tion of the Iconoclasts in Atovania mentioned by John of Ojun.** From 

the preceding account it is evident that the Paulicians were present in 

Armenia throughout the seventh century and indeed that their ranks had 

been strengthened in this period by their union with Iconoclastic heretics 

driven from Atovania, where they had long been active. 

*1 John Mayragomeci, Letter, 73, 79, “D’aprés Jean Mayragometsi les chefs des 
iconoclastes sont Hesu, Thaddée et Grigor; or Thaddée est également nommé dans le 

traité [de Vrt‘anés] et l’Isaie du traité pourrait étre identifié avec Hesu, car les deux 
noms sont souvent confondus dans les textes arméniens. I] s’agit donc du méme mouve- 

ment, dirigé par les mémes chefs”. John Mayragomeci seems to have been interested in 
Iconoclasm, as we learn from Mxit‘ar of Ayrivank‘, History, 76; see also my Chapter 

II, n. 33. 

#2 Alexander, “‘An Ascetic Sect”, 157, 159-160, and 160, n. 37. 

°° Uxtanés of Urha, Histoire en trois parties, trans. M. Brosset (St. Petersburg, 1870), 

283 ff. 
94 See my Chapter II, n. 35. 

95 Jbid., and nn. 37, 39. 
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The importance of the Paulicians in the period of John of Ojun is 

emphasized by his own particular attack on this sect as well as by the 

Canons of the council held at Dvin in 719 during his Kat‘otikosate. 

Singling out the Paulicians from other heretics, the thirty-second canon 

of the council enjoins: 

It is not fitting for anyone to be found in the places of that most wicked sect 

of obscene men who are called Paulicians, nor to adhere to them, nor speak 

to them, nor visit them, but one should retreat from them altogether, to execrate 

them and pursue them with hatred, for they are the sons of Satan, fuel for the 

eternal fires, and alienated from the love of the Creator’s will. 

This on pain of severe punishment and eventual excommunication.’ 

Concerning his own times, John of Ojun gives two interesting pieces 

of historical information: The heretics had originally been centered in a 

district known as Jrkay whence they had spread,°* and, “being deceivers, 

they found a weapon for their evil [to] kill the souls of lovers of Christ [in] 

being allies of the circumcised tyrants [Arabs]”.°® If we accept In¢iéean’s 

identification of Jrkay as the district of the Bitlis River, we find the Pauli- 

cians in the early eighth century located on a northern tributary of the 

Tigris adjoining the K“atirt~Sit‘it‘ma and in alliance with the Arabs as 

was implied by the Armenian legend.1°° 

One more tentative suggestion may be made. From source S we know 

of a mysterious Paul the Armenian who had fled from imperial persecu- 

tion at the very beginning of the eighth century and whose son, Genesius, 

assumed the leadership of the sect in 716/7. Could this Paul, so little 

known to Greek writers, be Pot from Ayrarat, anachronistically described 

in the Armenian legend as both the student of St. Ephrem and the com- 

panion of an Arab woman? Such an identification is not impossible. The 

96 John of Ojun, Canons, XXIX, 74/5, deals with heretics in general, but XXXII, 

74/5-76/7, refers specifically to Paulicians. 

9” Jbid., XXXII, 74/5-76/7, “Ng "t yup fr supuquby sdghthgh mkyfu ap haghh Nay, pybutp, 

oftiy mbbp. bh hud yuply lk foouwlpg pfbky, b En[thblnrfo prio mnhby: Uyy wibhbph Coawhwyp ‘h 

inguihf, qupoby hk uinkwy ginuw. gh opghp vunnutiny fp bok pughhp puse fren b his ash Lpnyh, he 

ommpurg buy Lif uppry Gundy mpi sph? . 

93 John of Ojun, Contra Paulicianos, 88/9. = 

99 Jbid., 78/9, “Uyy k funpwdubhbuy qh gupmpbh fupkuig qfh fungfunghs pppamaum- 
upfpug mbduby, spurt fig | pablus l apg IpdSumbyjngh” ; see Bart‘ikyan, “Paulician 

Movement’’, 127-128. 

100 ¥, Intivean, Geography of Armenia (Venice, 1822); see, KT-I, lix. Conybeare notes 

that Jrkay might be located near Bayezit. The region of the Tigris, however, is more 

suited to the territory of the Paulicians near the Armeno-Byzantine frontier such as 

we know it from all the sources. The Bitlis River is the next important affluent of the 

Tigris on the northern side after the Batmansuyu. The name Qpljwy, meaning “watery”, 

also suits the district of the great tributaries of the Tigris, and it is phonetically closer 

to the province of Qppui or Qpquh than to the Yppwp district of Bayezit*. 

We 
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legend tells us that the K‘alert‘akan had been driven by a Greek ruler 

beyond the Caucasus; however, no proof of it can be offered at present.1° 

From the generation following John of Ojun, that is to say the middle 

of the eighth century, hitherto unnoticed information has been uncovered 

by Bart‘ikyan in the contemporary History of Lewond.!™ Writing of the 

great revolt of the Armenian nobility under Grigor Mamikonean against 

the weakened Umayyad Caliphate in 748, Lewond says of the rebels: 

... they particularly counted on the help of the army of the king of the GreekS 

which was in the province of Pontus because there was a treaty of alliance 

between them by the decree of the emperor Constantine. And all the sons of 

sinfulness came and joined the army of the rebels, they who know neither the 

fear of God nor awe of the princes nor respect of the elders. Just like for- 

eigners and strangers, spreading their raids, they seized their brothers and their 

compatriots [clansmen] and pillaged greatly, bringing suffering on their brothers 

through beatings and tortures. 

On account of this the mercy of God was angered [and] He destroyed their 

unity.2° 

In the opinion of Bart‘ikyan these nameless “sons of sinfulness” who fear 

neither God nor earthly lords and who are found in the region of Pontus, 

can be none other than the Paulicians. Indeed Lewond’s characterization 

of them as compatriots of the Armenians coincides with the description 

of Paulicians found in John of Ojun and corroborated by the later his- 

torian, Aristakés of Lastivert: 

Now these enemies of ours, had they been foreign-speaking races, no matter 

what, could have easily been guarded against; but as the blessed John writes: 

‘They went out from among us, but they were not all of us and therefore it is 

difficult to know them’. They are of our tongue and nation, and have issued 

from one same spring, like sweet water and bitter.1° 

Their treatment of these compatriots, however, is cruel in the extreme, 

101 See nn. 17 and 78. 
i? Bart‘ikyan, “Paulician Movement”, 128-131; “Sources”, 88-92. Lewond, History, 
118 ff., particularly 122-123. The precise date of Lewond is not known, but the one 
usually given is the mid-eighth century (720-790?); see Thorossian, Littérature armé- 
nienne, 108-109. 

108 Lewond, History, 123, “‘h wy wuinubbwy p wnueby fp qopu uppuypih Babug app thi fr 
haqdubu Qakiunuf. pubof tp ft s&9 bag nfun fuuqugqnfebut CpuSubue urjubphs Yaumutgbp: 
Ge wikhuyh apgfp jubgutiug Epftiwy p fuunhtht fi gochey wyunudpmPbwih, opp ng Sutiust hh 
gk ph punts Usnmon bh ngs quit fiofuutiung hong quuinpe Obpng, wy hep aypungh he onupugbuy* 
wuywnwl ufobwy gkpt hh qbnpuipu kh quaqguijfigu fipbutg, bk purgqaed ueupunn~febo unbbbt, 
fungmmbiqutie b quiiifep muh Sub wdbuy fr fépuy Eqpupg fupbutag: 

Buququ npiny up Surg buy bk page |e fbb Uuumedny” pulbug qofupurtine |e fb fingw’?. 

*8  Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 112, ‘--- wpq unpw [Pt yuypupbqae gkofg Eph, yapit be 
hh, Ség qqnivubuy pfepur Ep. pay apyte gpk Eposhby pb Bnflubbty, PES Un f Sti) Ey pi, ayy ng 
ffi witht pkwh fnpu fp SEES. k myo gfuonch 7 phby gdnupfh £: 2uduybgnp kb 4uiugtyp, f 
Sfny gual Fqfutuy p Luqgp Inp k gunk’. 
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as was also observed by source S.1% Indeed, it is from the information 

of the Greek sources that Bart‘ikyan finds his best evidence for the 

identification of the “sons of sinfulness”’ with the Paulicians and inciden- 

tally for the synchronization of Byzantine and Armenian sources on the 

history of the Paulicians. The region of Pontus where the Armenian 

rebels found the “‘sons of sinfulness” undoubtedly was Paulician territory 

in this period.‘ Even more specifically, we know from source S that 

Joseph-Epaphroditus and Zacharias, the successors of the Heresiarch 

Genesius (who had died in.746/7), fled from the Arabs back to Episparis 

of Phanaroia on imperial territory.1°? The only reason for this flight 

of the Paulicians from the Muslims, with whom, on the evidence of John 

of Ojun, they had cooperated at the beginning of the century, would be 

participation in the abortive revolt of Grigor Mamikonean in 748. The 

dates of the two accounts coincide precisely.1%° 

The cause for the change of attitude of the Paulicians was the parallel 

change in the position of the imperial authorities in relation to them. The 

favor shown to Paulicians by the Isaurian emperors in this period would 

logically turn them toward Byzantium and against the traditional ene- 

mies of the empire.1° 

In connection with the story of Joseph-Epaphroditus, Bart‘ikyan sug- 

gests a further explanation for the persecution which destroyed the Pauli- 

cians of Episparis and forced Joseph himself to flee to Antioch of Pisidia. 

According to source S: 

A certain pious man from the local nobility [4py6vtw@v] whose name was Kri- 
koraches [K pixkopdyn¢], having learned of this [the heresy in Episparis], sur- 

rounded with many soldiers the house in which lodged the disciple of Mani, 

and he seized his [Joseph’s] disciples, but he himself [Joseph] escaped and going 

as a fugitive to Phrygia settled in Antioch of Pisidia.!?° 

108 Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1293/4BC. 

106 We know from source S that the Paulicians were to be found both at Episparis 

and across the Euphrates frontier in Mananati. The exact location of Episparis in not 

known, but it was unquestionably in the region of Pontus; see Grégoire, ““Eglises”’, 
513-514, and Bart‘ikyan, “Paulician Movement”, 130-131. For the location of 

Mananati, see my Chapter I, n. 164. 
107 See pp. 118-119, nn. 18-20, 22. 

108 Seen. 21 for the death of Genesius-Timothy according to Grégoire, also Bart‘ikyan, 

“Paulician Movement”, 129. 

109 See pp. 122-123, nn. 37-41. It is to be noted that Lewond says that the rebels coun- 

ted on the assistance of the imperial army stationed in Pontus. 

0 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXXI, 1285/6CD, ““yvodc totto Beo@iAr¢ TIC avnp 

tOv é&keice Gpyovtav Kpixopayns AeyOuevoc, peta TAsiotTOV OTPATLATaV HV 

oikiav éxvKAwoev, év 4 KatéAvoev 6 pabntis¢ tod Mavevtoc: Kai todc HEV paOntas 

abdtod ovvécxev, adtds 5é Siadpac mvyac @xXEtTO mpdc thy Ppvyiav’ Kai &neA0@v 

KataKnoev sic “Avtioxetav tiv Modiac”. 
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Bart‘ikyan rightly observes that this persecution runs counter to the 

avowed protection extended to the Paulicians by the Iconoclastic em- 

perors.141 Indeed, Joseph flees in the direction of the capital rather than 

away from the Empire, and we are told by source S that he subsequently 

lived undisturbed at Antioch of Pisidia for some thirty years.4? Bart‘ikyan 

therefore suggests that “the pious nobleman Krikoraches” who started the 

persecution may be none other than Grigor Mamikonean, the leader of 

the rebellion, carrying out a personal vengeance against those who had 

ruined his revolt rather than acting as an agent of the imperial policy.1¥ 

This identification is possible. There is no doubt that Joseph, reversing 

the normal direction of the Paulicians, fled away from Armenia rather than 

toward it. Furthermore we know from Levond that Grigor Mamikonean, 

after the failure of the revolt, “‘went in haste to the city of Karin [Theodo- 

siopolis-Erzurum]”."44 He was, therefore in the neighborhood of Epis- 

paris and could be described as “‘a local nobleman”. However, tempting 

though it is, such an identification is not beyond question,™° 

Despite the difficulty of some of the material, we find that the broad 

lines of the history of the Paulicians can be reconstituted from the Arme- 

nian sources and that they even dovetail occasionally with the Greek 

evidence. The Paulicians identified in Armenia since before the mid-sixth 

century received a setback at the time of the council of Dvin of 555. 

11 Bart‘ikyan, “‘Paulician Movement”, 130, ““Sources’’, 91. 

12 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXXI, 1285/6. At this point S is probably particularly 

reliable since he is very close to the original source A; see my Chapter I, n. 151. 

113 Bart‘ikyan, “‘Sources’’, 91. 
4 Lewond, History, 124, “hul) puipkapmdh Bpfgnp npytu f O60 mppnfebhl qupdbury 

wbtwitn f puquph Yuptiny”’. The hostility of Lewond, the accredited historian of the 
Bagratids, to Grigor Mamikonean never fails to manifest itself. 
15 The argument of Bart‘ikyan that “Krikoraches” is the Occidental Armenian 

pronunciation of Grigor, ‘‘Sources”, 91, is probable but not proven. The mutation 

of g to k is indeed characteristic of western Armenian dialects, but we have no informa- 

tion as to the Armenian pronunciation in Pontus in the eighth century. Bart‘ikyan is 

quite right in rejecting as a chronological impossibility the suggestion of Ter Mkrt- 
tschian that Krikoraches is to be identified with Gregory Magistros; see “Paulician 

Movement’, 130, n. 5. 

The weakest point of Bart‘ikyan’s thesis is the explanation of the reason for which 
Grigor Mamikonean turned against his former allies. Using a purely social inter- 
pretation, Bart‘ikyan argues that no alliance between the “heretical”-proletariat and 
the exploiting feudal classes could survive, and the revolt fell apart for this reason. 

We know from Lewond, History, 123-124, that the revolt was ruined by the withdrawal 

of Grigor’s traditional opponent, Prince ASot Bagratuni, and his followers, who made 
their peace with the Arabs. The continuous rivalry between Grigor and ASot (ibid., 

118 ff.) flared again, and Grigor succeeded in having ASot blinded. After this deed, 
Grigor fled to Karin (Erzurum) and soon died there. We know nothing of his feelings 

toward the “Sons of Sinfulness”’. 
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Quiescent for a period after this check, they were reinforced by Atovanian 

Iconoclasts in the seventh century and perhaps by refugees from Byzantium 

at the beginning of the eighth. In any case they were dangerous enough 

to alarm the Kat‘otikos John of Ojun and the Council of Dvin of 719. 

Not only were they a religious problem, but through their alliance with 

the Arabs a political menace as well. The benevolent policy of the Isau- 

rian emperors brought a change in the traditional enmity of the Paulicians 

to the Empire and apparently also led to their support of the Armenian 

nobles against their former Arab allies. Probably as a result of this new 

Paulician policy we hear no more of the Paulicians in Armenia. At first 

pursued by the Arabs and Armenian clergy alike, they would logically 

seek the hospitality of the Isaurian emperors in western Asia Minor or 

even in Thrace. By the time that Paulician power, once again thrown back 

to the Euphrates by the persecution of the Orthodox emperors, began to 

grow in the ninth century, the Armenian sources fail altogether. We 

have no source whatsoever for this period, and the later documents never 

speak of Tephriké, which was destroyed long since, and no longer speak 

of Paulicians but of TSondrakeci, to whom we must now turn. 

The relation of the Paulicians to the T‘ondrakeci is no longer seriously 

questioned.4* The basic reason for the identification is the resemblance 

in doctrine between the Paulicians, as described in the Oath of Union 

and the writings of John of Ojun, and the T‘ondrakeci, as seen in the 

Key of Truth and the works of later authors. I will discuss the question 

of dogma in the following chapter; therefore let it suffice to say here that 

a striking similarity of doctrine and practice is observable between the 

sects. Reproaches for identical practices were made to the heretics by 

John of Ojun in the eighth century and by Nersés Snorhali in the twelfth. 

The resemblance was noted by Gregory Magistros in the eleventh cen- 

tury, and he identified the two sects in his Letter to the Kat‘olikos of Syria. 

Speaking of the T‘ondrakeci, of whom he had first-hand information, he 

characterizes them as follows: ‘Here you see the Paulicians, who got 

their poison from Paul of Samosata.’’!47 On two other occasions we hear 

from Gregory that the T‘ondrakeci had been condemned in the writings 

of the “Lord John”."8 To the best of our knowledge, the two kat‘olikoi 

116 See Iuzbashian, “T‘ondrakian Movement”, 31-32, et passim, though cf. nn. 41-42. 

See also loannisyan, “‘T‘ondrakian Movement”, 106 ff., and ““Smbat Zarehavanci’”’, 

passim. 

17 Grigor Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 161, “wemppy Qogphtuipa, app ft Qoqnut 

Uwsnunuginy gégkw, ...”. Numerous translations have been suggested for this 

passage without succeeding in altering its obvious meaning. 

el Did Soe 60: 
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nearest the epoch of Gregory Magistros: John VI the Historian (899-931) 

and John V of Ovayk‘ (833-855), did not concern themselves with the 

heretics; we know of no work of theirs on this subject. On the other 

hand, John IV of Ojun was renowned for his attacks on heretics and 

on Paulicians in particular. Furthermore, Gregory refers to the pontiff as 

“the holy John’”,!° an appellation more accurately applied to John of 

Ojun, who was the only saint among the three kat‘olikoi under discus- 

sion. Finally, the punishment decreed for the heretics condemned at the 

Council of Sahapivan, who are probably Paulicians,!2° namely the brand- 

ing of the heretic on the face with the sign of a fox, is the specific punish- 

ment used for the T‘ondrakeci; it is mentioned as such by both Aristakés 

of Lastivert and Gregory Magistros.!*4. Thus the T‘ondrakeci may be 

identified with the Paulicians in spite of the difficulties noted by Runci- 

man.122 

Concerning the origin of the T‘ondrakeci, the consensus of Armenian 

sources attributes the founding of the sect to a certain Smbat of Zareha- 

wan./23 The identity of this Smbat has led to a good deal of speculation. 

Gregory Magistros states that the beginning of the sect of the T‘ondrakeci 

was to be dated one hundred and seventy years before his own time, that is 

to say, in the first part of the ninth century.!?4 Of Smbat himself he writes: 

“This accursed one appeared in the days of the Lord John and of Smbat 

Bagratuni’’.12° These dates coincide, since the Kat‘otikos John V of 

Ovayk‘ (833-855) and the sparapet (generalissimo), Smbat the Confessor 

(826-855), the second son of Prince ASot Bagratuni, lived in the period 

\ 

9 Grigor Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 160; also Ormanian, The Church of Armenia, 

list of kat‘olikoi at the back. Mgr. Ormanian rejects John III of Bagaran as an anti- 

patriarch and therefore lists the three kat‘olikoi as John III, IV, V. Aristakés of 

Lastivert, History, 112, also refers to John of Ojun as “the blessed John”; see n. 104. 
120 See my Chapter V for a discussion of the heretics condemned at Sahapivan. 

11 KT-I, cviii; Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 116, 121; Gregory Magistros, Syrian 
Kat‘otikos, 162. 

122 The alteration of the sect’s name and the tradition of the founding of a new sect 

by Smbat seem to indicate that the association of the T‘ondrakeci with the earlier 

Paulicians is based on identity of dogma rather than necessarily on historical continuity. 
This may be the case, but the remarkable similarity of dogma and practice supports 

Conybeare’s thesis that Smbat’s activity was one of reform and organization rather 

than the creation of a new movement. See my Chapter IV. 
18 Gregory of Narek, Letter, 498, 500. Gregory Magistros, T‘ulaili, 164; Syrian 
Kat‘olikos, 153-154, 160; Nersés Snorhali, ‘Epistola I’, Letters, 269; Stephen of 
Taron, History, II, 12. 

144 Gregory Magistros, T‘ulaili, 167, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 154. 
25 Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 153, “wpgot Udpun wipdkuyh ujh kplégue 

jsuenpu inkunh BrnfLubiyfrufr h Udpunuy Purgpwuncheny”. 
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which Gregory assigns to the inception of the sect.126 Asolik, however, 
writing a few years before Gregory (ca. 991-1019), suggests a different 
possibility: 

After him in the year 346 of our era [April 16, 887-April 15, 898] the patriarchal 
throne was occupied by the Lord John of Dvin, the orator and historian [John 
VI] who held it for twenty-two years. It was under his pontificate that Smbat, 
the leader of the T‘ondrakeci, the enemy of all institutions, made his appear- 
ance. He came from the village of Zarehawan, in the district of Catkotn.22’ 

Contemporary with the Kat‘otikos John VI the Historian (898-931) there 
is another Smbat Bagratuni, King Smbat I, known as Smbat Nahadak 
(the martyr, 890-914). The earlier alternative for the appearance of the 
T‘ondrakeci seems more likely since Gregory insists upon his date, one 
hundred and seventy to two hundred years earlier, and further writes that 
from thirteen to fifteen kat‘otikoi had anathematized the heretics up to 
his own time. Conybeare counts thirteen patriarchs from the period of 

John V of Ovayk‘ to that of Gregory Magistros.!28 The coincidence of the 

two Smbats and the two Johns easily explains the confusion of Asotik, 

especially since Armenian chroniclers have often failed to distinguish 

the Sparapet Smbat the Confessor from his grandson, King Smbat the 

Martyr. 

Conybeare makes the suggestion that the Heresiarch Smbat and the 

Sparapet of the same name were actually one and the same person, and 

that heresy was rife in the Bagratid royal house.!2® This identification 

seems very doubtful. It is true that both Samuel of Ani and Mxit‘ar of 

Ayrivank‘ attribute the foundation of the T‘ondrakeci to ‘“‘Smbat called 

126 Grousset, Histoire, 349 ff., and genealogical table at back; Ormanian, The Church 

of Armenia, list of kat‘otikoi. 

127 Stephen of Taron, History, II, 12, “Aprés lui, occupa le tréne patriarcal en 346 
de l’ére [arménienne] le seigneur Jean, de Dwin, orateur et historien, et y demeura 22 ans. 

C’est sous son pontificat que parut Smbat, chef des Thondrak, ennemi de toutes 

institutions chrétiennes, originaire du village de Zarehawan, dans le district de Dzatkotn’”. 
Conybeare makes the further suggestion that the Lord John in question may have 

been John of Ojun, KT-J, Ixii, n. 1. To be sure, we have a Smbat Bagratuni, albeit 

an obscure one, in this period also—the Bagratuni had at least one Smbat in every 

generation—yet the suggestion does not seem likely. Three hundred thirty years 

separate John of Ojun from Gregory Magistros, and we should expect some reference 
to Smbat the Heresiarch in the works of John of Ojun if they were contemporaries. 
128 Gregory Magistros, T‘ulaili, 165, 167, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 154. The calculations 

of Gregory Magistros seem to be borne out by the facts. Peter Getadarc (1019-1036, 
1038-1054) the kat‘otikos contemporary with Gregory Magistros (990-1058), was 

indeed the thirteenth patriarch after John of Ovayk‘ (835-855) and was separated from 
him by some 170 to 200 years; see de Morgan, Histoire du peuple arménien, 364, col. 2. 
The early ninth century, therefore, seems the most likely period for the activity of 

Smbat of Zarehawan. 
129° KT-I, Ixi-lxvii. 
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Abulabas, the son of ASot’’, and date this in 824.4°° This is undoubtedly 

a reference to the Sparapet Smbat, the son of ASot Msaker, who received 

the name of Aba’l-‘Abbas during his stay as a hostage at the court of the 

Caliph al-Ma‘miin.!*! These two references, however, are late and not 

unimpeachable; no earlier source attempts the identification. Further- 

more the feud, presumably on religious grounds, between the Kat‘olikos 

John V and the Sparapet Smbat, postulated by Conybeare, cannot be 

substantiated. The quarrel lay between the kat‘otikos and Smbat’s 

elder brother, Bagarat Bagratuni, who bore the title of Prince of Princes. 

We also know that when Bagarat succeeded in having John of Ovayk‘ 

replaced by a kat‘otikos of his own choosing, Smbat called a synod which, 

in opposition to Bagarat, set John V once more on the pontifical throne.1*? 

Finally, the accusation of sodomy which the historian Thomas Arcruni 

lays against the Bagratid court, and in which Conybeare sees a hidden 

reference to heresy, cannot be taken too seriously. Thomas, the official 

historian of his kinsmen, the Arcruni, the greatest rivals of the Bagratuni, 

takes every opportunity of blackening the reputation of the ruling 

house.}°8 

Two more identifications of Smbat the Heresiarch have been attempted. 

Conybeare suggests the possibility that he was that Smbat Bagratuni who 

was known as “Xosrov Snum’’. This identification is based on the in- 

formation given by Gregory Magistros that Smbat the Heresiarch had 

learned his doctrine from a Persian physician.1%* We know that Smbat 

“Xosrov Snum”’ lived in the period of the anti-patriarch, John III of 

Bagaran (590-611), and that he was co-president with the chief physician 

of the Persian court of a doctrinal assembly called at the order of Xosrov 

II Parviz. Stephen Orbelean accuses yet another Smbat Bagratuni, 

sparapet in 691, of being a diphysite and an enemy of the Orthodox 

clergy.4*° These identifications, which completely disagree with the pre- 

cise chronology of Gregory Magistros, seem altogether implausible, 

especially since no Smbat is known to Vrt‘anés K‘ert‘ot or to John of 

Ojun, who would hardly have ignored such an important heresiarch 

190 Samuel of Ani, Collections, 91; Mxit‘ar of Ayrivank‘, History, 83. 

131 Grousset, Histoire, 349-350. 

2 KT-I, lxiii-lxiv; Grousset, Histoire, 350-351; John the Historian, History, 147-148; 
Ioannisyan, ““T‘ondrakian Movement’, 102. 

+88 Thomas Arcruni, “History of the Arcruni’’, trans. M. Brosset, CHA, I, 101-102, 
KT-I, \xiii. 

84 Ibid., \xvii; Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 153. 
185 Sébéos, History, 114. Stephen Orbelean, History of Siunik«, I, 177, also transl. 
by M. Brosset, Histoire de la Siounie, (St. Petersburg, 1884-1886), 82, n. 2. 
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had he lived in a period preceding or contemporary with their own. 

In conclusion, Ioannisyan observed the mention in the Letter of Gre- 

gory of Narek that the T‘ondrakegi, and particularly Smbat, had been 

massacred by the Emir Aplvard (Uujj{upq).%° This personage can now 

be identified as Abt’l-Bard, Muslim Lord of Manazkert in Apahunik‘ 

in the middle of the ninth century.1*7 We must, therefore, accept the 

period of John of Ovayk‘ and the Sparapet Smbat the Confessor, that is 

to say, the early part of the ninth century, as the most likely epoch for the 

appearance of the T‘ondrakeci and of Smbat the Heresiarch, whom we 

may not otherwise identify with the royal Bagratid house. 

In addition to Smbat, Gregory Magistros lists as heresiarchs of the 

T‘ondrakeci: TSodoros, Ananés, Ark‘ay, Sargis, Kiuret (Cyril), Yesu, 

and in his own time Lazar.488 The heresy flourished in the tenth and the 

eleventh centuries. By the end of the tenth century it was so widespread 

that eminent ecclesiastics could be accused of it, and the Abbot of Kéaw 

was an acknowledged heretic.1®° We hear from Aristakés of Lastivert, 

a contemporary, as well as from later sources (Kirakos of Ganjak and 

Stephen Orbelean), that a certain Bishop Jacob of Hark‘ was condemned 

by the Kat‘olikos in the mid-tenth century for practices akin to those of 

the T‘ondrakeci.4° The high nobility was apparently also touched by 

the heresy. In about the year 1000 a certain Prince Vrver of Siri, whose 

brother was said to be of royal rank, became a member of the T‘ondra- 

keci, and his district of Mananali was said to be a hotbed of heresy. 

136 Gregory of Narek, Letter, 498, also 500: “hk fuunhfy wpbwh phy famnpkujot fp 
upay Ypfitufuipfp C6 (eubau wry fis Uypfapauy, ap upqupk quel upmim|ebuts f dknfh 

Skunk 8funuf’’; Yoannisyan, “T‘ondrakian Movement”, 102. 
137 Jbid., 103, and nn. 16-20. Ioannisyan notes that Manazkert is only some three 

hours’ ride from T‘ondrak, which is also in Apahunik‘. See also Ioannisyan, ““Smbat 

Zar ehawanci”, 13 ff. Conybeare, KT, appendix I, 126, n. 3, cannot identify the emir, 

but the demonstration of Ioannisyan seems convincing. 

The reason why a Muslim should have attacked the T‘ondrakeci in the mid-ninth 
century is not known. The implication in the Letter of Gregory of Narek, 500, is that 

Smbat’s claim to be a “‘Christ’’ had been the cause of the attack. 
138 Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 154. 

139 The revolts in which Ioannisyan sees manifestations of T‘ondrakian activity, see 

“T<ondrakian Movement”, 105, and nn. 33, 38, do not seem to have any particular 

relation to the sect. Ioannisyan’s conclusions here stem probably from his thesis that 

the T‘ondrakeci are a social movement in revolt against feudal oppression and as such 

related to all other movements directed against the existing social structure. 

140 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, xxii, 111-117; Kirakos of Ganjak, History, 47-48; 

Stephen Orbelean, History, I, 140, Il, 9-17; Thomas Arcruni, History, 198 (this is 

perhaps a reference to the same heresy). 

141 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 117-125. The evidence of Aristakés on the 

heretical leanings of Prince Vrver of Siri contradicts the thesis of contemporary Soviet 

historians that the Paulicians were an exclusively lower-class movement. 
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The spread of the T‘ondrakeci did not pass unnoticed by the authori- 

ties. Gregory Magistros informs us that: 

Prior to ourselves, many generals and magistrates have given them over to the 

sword, and without pity, have spared neither old men nor children; and quite 

rightly. What is more, our patriarchs have branded their foreheads, and burned 

into them the image of a fox ... Others again have put their eyes out... But 

for all that they have not been able to check the growth of their lust, nor to 

direct back into the bounds of legality their imbecile undisciplined mode of 

living... .14? 

According to Aristakés of Lastivert, the Byzantine authorities cooperated 

in putting down the heresy in Mananali at the beginning of the eleventh 

century.!*3 By the middle of the same century the persecution was being 

carried out by the Duke of Mesopotamia and Vaspurakan, Gregory 

Magistros: 

So we ordered their roof-trees to be thrown down and burned, and the tenants 

of them to be hunted out of our marches. To none of them, however, did we do 

any bodily harm, although the law prescribes that they should suffer the ex- 

treme of punishment.144 

The violent persecutions instituted by Gregory Magistros do not seem to 

have had the successful results of which he boasted ;!*° the T‘ondrakeci, 

far from being extirpated, fled in part to Syria, but were still sufficiently 

flourishing one century later to arouse the indignation of Paul of Taron 

and the Kat‘otikos Nersés Snorhali.14® We also hear from Nersés of the 

existence in this period of a Paulician church at Hamayk‘ in Syrian 

Mesopotamia.’ It is interesting to note that the sect’s association with 

Atovania persisted. Gregory Magistros emphasizes the fact that the 

42 Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 162, “npytu hk twfupwh qikq pugnui qopu- 
Yupp bh yinp fr ump unukpp Sumbbghh ghouw k ubnagapdupup ng fulylghh fp dkpu bh f 

Sublache, opytu wip uhh fp, fuk dbp push ju Einp fh hhgniits gig h f qyingd uiqnt- 

EumlEpuy, oe qnduby Cpu dub fis iinply quigu. ++» he ng hupug fb hbo fuinne[ebuhs Lnynifacifs 

qagu hulwhSky bh ns qoudpm, k qudblh ghEwhu frpiuty uboptinhwdph qupdkuy pum 

opploph yupugnky’. 
143 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 123-124. 

The imperial armies were pushing east of the Euphrates as Basil II claimed the 
inheritance of the Curopalate David of Tayk‘; see Grousset, Histoire, 529-536. 

144 Gregory Magtroiss, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 162, “Ge phuljbuy p tht fi Chunfutuh --- apag 

Cpuduytgup muwywypby qofdnchoh puphugh bh fpaéfg unbky bk gpipkutu fuhky fp um fiutug 

Hkpng, wy ng qnp Piuukgup Supifiul uh yuunnkwupep, [bybink joptiuh Cpuduyt qifip Spi 

yuuneduul bnky ingu’’; also T‘ulaili, 167-168. 

45 Gregory Magistros, T“ulaili, 167-168, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 157-158, 162. He himself 

accuses King Gagik II of failing to put down the sect, Letters, 212. 
146 Paul of Taron, in KT, 175; Nersés Snorhali, Letters, 269. 

147 Nersés Snorhali, Letters, 240-289. 
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T‘ondrake¢i had been anathematized by the kat‘otikoi of Atovania as 
well as Armenia,'** while Aristakés of Lastivert traces the heresy of 
Prince Vrver of Siri back to an Alovanian monk.1#9 

On the later survival of the sect, we do not possess sufficient evidence. 

Conybeare considers all references to the Paulicians after 1166 as doubtful 

though some survival of the sect must be recognized, and the T‘ondrakeci 

were still known to. Daniel de-Thaurizio-in- the fourteenth century. Our 

manuscript of the Key of] Truth ‘dates from 1782; and we hear of an hereti- 

cal Abbot John in this ‘period.15° As late a: as 1833- 1847, the investigation 

carried out at Ark‘weli revealed certain heretics still known as T‘ondrakeci 

whose doctrine bore a remarkable resemblance to that of their namesakes 

one millenium earlier.1°' However, the continuous pressure exerted by 

the Muslim authorities on the Armenian Church from the twelfth century 

onward left little room for the discussion of heresy in the texts of the 

period. 

If we now consider the total information on the history of the Pauli- 

cians, it is apparent that much of the evidence can be reconciled. There 

seems to be no doubt that the sect was present in Armenia before its 

appearance in Asia Minor. The origin of the heresy outside the imperial 

frontier is conceded by all the Greek sources as is its Armenian character. 

We know that Constantine-Silvanus and also Paul, the father of Genesius 

and Theodore, were specifically singled out as Armenians. Futhermore, 

Ter Mkrttschian observed that the name of Sergius’ opponent, Baanes, 

is the Greek version of a purely Armenian name, Vahan (Ywdwir).1°? 

Indeed, it has been pointed out that the very form of the name “*Pauli- 

cians” is not Greek but Armenian in origin, containing as it does the 

characteristic Armenian pejorative diminutive syllable “ik” (/4).°3 On 

the Armenian side, Stephen Orbelean accuses the Georgian Kat‘olikos, 

Kyrion, of having learned the Nestorian heresy from a priest at Kotonia 

(Ynqntifm).1>* Now Koloneia seems to have been a Greek Paulician center 

since, according to source S, the bishop of this city, in which Constantine- 

148 Gregory Magistros, T‘ulaili, 167, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 154. 
149 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 117. 
150) KT-J, Ixxi-lxxii. 

151 Jbid., xxiii-xxviii. It is interesting that the refugees from the Turkish provinces 
still scolded their children with the term “Satana-Pulik (vwmuwhw-Qny fy)”. See G. Ter 

Mkrttschian, Armeniaca (ValarSapat, 1903), 73; this is noted by Melik-Bashian 

Paulician Movement, 238, and Bart‘ikyan, ““Legend’’, 92. 

152 K. Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 21. 

153 KT-I, cv; Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 47; Obolensky, Bogomils, 55, etc. 

154 Stephen Orbelean, History, 1, 146, ‘hk giwghuy kp fp uuphurwgn Plu fr Gaqalifur 

h phil boy wn Ephuphiul fippgne bp h fk ph buy puqostigh”. 
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Silvanus had been executed, warned the Emperor of the presence of the 

heresy in his see and thus provoked the persecution in which Symeon- 

Titus was killed.5> At least two of the Paulician churches, Macedonia- 

Kibossa and Laodicaea-Koinochorion, were located in the neighbor- 

hood. As we have seen from the Oath of Union, Nestorianism was asso- 

ciated with Paulicianism from the earliest period, so that we may have 

here Armenian corroboration of Paulician activity in the district of 

Koloneia. However, it must be remembered that the evidence of Stephen 

Orbelean is late and imprecise, and we may have nothing more here than 

a reference to the Orthodox Byzantine Church, Nestorian by Armenian 

standards, rather than to heresy. 

Even more satisfactory, despite the inaccuracy of the Greek sources, 

is the evidence as to the geographical location of the sect. Both series of 

sources agree that the region on either side of the Armeno-Byzantine 

frontier was Paulician territory. Even more specifically, though Mananali, 

the home of Constantine-Silvanus, is incorrectly placed by Peter of Sicily 

in the neighborhood of Samosata, it is always referred to as being in 

Armenian lands and a center of Paulicianism; Genesius-Timothy returned 

to it to found the second heretic church of Achaia. Mananati is also the 

home district of the heretical Prince Vrver of Siri accused of Paulicianism 

in the early eleventh century by Aristakés of Lastivert.°* Furthermore, 

the name of a district in Mananati given by Aristakés of Lastivert, “the 

mountain which is called the fortress of Smbat’’, may well commemorate 

the name of the founder of the T‘ondrakeci.*? Similarly, Pontus and 

the theme of Armeniakon, the home of Byzantine Paulicianism, is also 

the region in which the “‘sons of sinfulness’ were to be found, according 

to Lewond.8 

In the sphere of politics also, the two series of texts can be brought into 

agreement. The usual alliance of the Paulicians with the Muslims is 

noted by writers on both sides of the frontier, as is the change in this 

policy occasioned by the favor shown to the heretics by the Iconoclastic 

emperors. The shift of Armenians away from Theodosiopolis by Con- 

stantine V is noted by Lewond, who adds that the local population was 

only too happy to follow the Byzantine emperor.1>® The development of 

the T‘ondrakeci during the ninth century coincides with the apogee of 

185 See pp. 117-118, nn. 16 and 27. 
166 See n. 141. 

187 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 61, “ft: qurwnh Uwhuthuqenyhs pp peunl ‘np ngh Uspw- 
nay pep. 
158 See nn. 103, 106. 
18 Lewond, History, 129; cf. Theophanes, Chronographia, 1, 429; see n. 38. 
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Paulician power on the Euphrates. The success of the Paulician move- 

ment in Armenia during the tenth century is probably due to the influx 

of refugees after the fall of Tephriké in 872.1°° Finally, we must note that 

both the Greek and the Armenian sources agree as to the presence of 

Paulicians in Syria in the period following the fall of Tephriké. The 

Greek chroniclers report the deportation of Paulicians from Syria by 

John [ Tsimisces in the late tenth century, and Gregory Magistros, in his 

Letter to the Syrian kat‘olikos almost one century later, notes that they 

were still present in the region.1¢ 

It is tempting to go farther and attempt to reconcile the two lists of 

heresiarchs provided by the Greek sources and Gregory Magistros. 

Here, however, no conclusive relation can as yet be established. Cony- 

beare attempted to relate the Paulician Heresiarch Sergius-Tychicus to 

the fourth leader mentioned by Gregory Magistros, Sargis, since they 

bear the same name.!® It is not, however, possible to make the dates 

coincide. Tychicus lived in 801-835, which is the period of Smbat who 

was a contemporary of John V of Ovayk‘ but by no calculations can 

Sargis be brought into this period. Some memory of a Sargis did linger 

in Armenia, nevertheless. King Gagik II, in the latter part of the eleventh 

century, includes the following anathema in the Confession of Faith he 

makes to the Emperor Constantine X Dukas: 

We also anathematize ... Sargis who has an Armenian name, and who went 

accompanied by a dog and an ass, may he share on the last day the lot of dogs 

and asses.1% 

One century later, Nersés Snorhali in his Confession of Faith in turn pro- 

tests concerning: 

... certain apostates of our faith preserved fables about various things for you... 

of a certain soothsayer Sargis who had a dog and an ass. But the memory of 

this Sargis survives among us even less than the Chimera, for the latter, even 

if it did not exist, at least had a name, while this Sargis has among our people 

neither name nor existence; and if he should have existed any place, albeit 

unknown to us, the Catholic Church anathematizes him, his ass, his dog and 

whoever acknowledged or received him, for no one of our people heard his name, 

except the Greeks, who tell this to calumniate us." 

160 Yyzbashian, “T‘ondrakian Movement’, 41, considers the inhabitants of Glunfutp 

mentioned by Gregory Magistros to be refugees from Koivoxyaptov; see n. 144. 

161 This observation is also supported by the chroniclers of the Crusades. 

162) KT-J, Ixviii-1xix. 

163 Gagik II in Matthew of Edessa, Chronicle, 200, “‘hgnjbip, k q2uy what Uuipgfu 

Luhinkpd oubh h fromfi fupa, h purd obiush jig fing Lgfigh sue jfutineifi, quilig ke fiong gpiip”. 

164 Nersés Snorhali, “‘Confession of Faith”, Letters, 105, “Usuwugmp npp pls be 
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The protestations of Nersés are more violent than coherent. It is evident 

that the story of Sargis was still current. Nersés, living as he did in Cilicia 

rather than in Armenia proper, may have ignored the basis of the story, 

which was becoming vaguer with time. Matthew of Edessa, even though 

he preserved for us the credo of Gagik II, includes in it a completely 

garbled version of the story in which Sergius, a mule-driver, compels 

men to worship his dog.1® A still more fantastic version of the story can 

be found in the Panoplia of Euthymius Zigabenus.}* 

It has often been suggested by Armenian scholars that Sergius-Tychicus 

is none other than Smbat the T‘ondrakeci.1*”? The hypothesis is very 

tempting; the dates of the two heresiarchs coincide; Tychicus and Smbat 

were both active leaders and missionaries. Conybeare, however, objects 

that the spheres of their activities were not identical and that the places 

of origin of the two heresiarchs do not coincide; Sergius, according to 

source S, came from the region of Tabia in the imperial theme of Arme- 

niakon, whereas Smbat’s home, the village of Zarehawan, lay much fur- 

ther east in the Armenian district of Catkotn, that is to say in the neigh- 

borhood of T‘ondrak at the foot of Aladag.1®* Far more probable is 

the hypothesis that Smbat was influenced by the ideas of his contempo- 

rary, Sergius, who as we know had been driven eastward by persecution. 

And it was the legendary memory of this missionary Sergius which sur- 

vived in Byzantium and Armenia as late as the twelfth century.1®° 

Yuu UnuSucopugh ‘fp sth winewbkuy yudng* gop luydaylp mgfaupup, Uupquh apoeifs 

wukyni fusfuupnh fo h uljnby ming. ‘fh peru d ply nigh ‘h Cueminnyu Skpny ws reuse oy Ej os pus Eyre] 

‘h quash uh fp Yuuls unpfh, h wpm Gyr umumyjon punts unu Sf dbp: Puryg wn bbq Jhounmul 

wyuypfuned Uupguh wigan £ wauky pul qkySépmupagh wharwhbuy gh hu th gnyntfe fut ng 

mip, whew yunulEgue, pul) Uupgpow wyu og qaynife piel nub yuqqu dbp hag wha. gap BEE 

np mpkp, [tytn hk dkq whyjwyn £, hqndt qhu hufenen hl GhEqgkgh & gts tinpw b quimbg be 

qpunng np he qplinniing, gh quinch aps ot mp pockuy purge Hep, pay h 2nandng’ aft wut 

q pry wi pint] qulg’’. 

165 Matthew of Edessa, Chronicle, 213-214. 
166 Euthymius Zigabenus, ‘‘Adversus Armenios”, PG, CXXX, 1189/90BC. 

167 KT-I, \xviii n. i. 

168 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXXII, 1287/8; Stephen of Taron, History, II, 12, and 

n. 7; Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 153-154; see also KT, 144, n. 5. 
169 The one difficulty here is that Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 153, says 

that Smbat had learned his heresy from a Persian physician named Mjusik (U; ponuprh). 
In the present state of our knowledge of Armenian Paulicianism in the ninth century 
it is not possible to solve the problem of the origin of Smbat’s ideas. It is possible 
that he may have been influenced by the messianic concept of a mahdi which recurs 
periodically in Shi’ite Persia, though Ioannisyan, “Smbat Zarehawanci”, 24, denies 

this and rejects the thesis that Smbat’s ideas had come from Persia. On the other hand, 
in view of the doctrinal similarity and the possibility of geographical and historical 
contact between them, there seems to be no reason for doubting that the development 
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In conclusion, the broad lines of Paulician history are now tolerably 
clear as are the moves of the heretics back and forth across the imperial 
frontier. The first recognized manifestation of Paulicianism comes from 
Armenia. In the mid-sixth century the Council of Dvin associated it with 
Nestorianism and condemned it. As a result, the activity of Armenian 
Paulicians seems to have been temporarily checked, though not destroyed. 

Almost exactly a century after the Council of Dvin, Paulicianism made 

its first appearance in imperial lands. The reason for this move toward 

the West is not known to us, but the humble beginnings of Constan- 

tine-Silvanus suggest a minor, almost personal undertaking rather than 

a mass movement of population. 

The seventh century was a a period of obscurity for the sect. Persecuted 

by the Emperors Constantine IV and Justinian I, Byzantine Paulicians 
struggled to survive and may even have fled back to Armenia during the 

reign of Philippicus in the first years of the next century. In Armenia, 

the sect was steadily gaining strength through its union with Alovanian 

Iconoclasts but was yet to present a serious problem to the ecclesiastical 

authorities. imot sip 

With the beginning of the eighth century major changes took place. In 

the first decades of the century the Paulicians began to present a political 

as well as a religious problem. Alienated from the Empire by persecu- 

tion, they sought alliance with the Arabs. Alarmed by the growing power 

of the sect in Armenia, the Kat‘olikos John of Ojun had it condemned 

anew by the Council of Dvin of 719. Meanwhile the new policy of the 

Isaurian emperors altered the allegiance of the Paulicians. Turning against 

their Muslim allies, the sectarians now supported the revolt of the Arme- 

nian nobility, and, on its failure, crossed back over the frontier to seek 

haven on Byzantine territory where they prospered until the re-establish- 

ment of Orthodoxy. Some were even settled in Thrace by Constantine 

V as bulwarks of the precarious Bulgarian frontier. 

Persecution by the Armenian ecclesiastical authorities, as well as 

Muslim reprisals for the rebellion of 748, seem to have broken the power 

of the Paulicians in Armenia, at least for a time. In the late eighth and 

early ninth centuries the sect sinks out of sight. Very different was the 

reaction of Byzantine Paulicianism to the renewal of persecution in- 

augurated with the return of Orthodoxy to the Empire. Far from sub- 

mitting, the heretics were driven into open rebellion and the renewal of 

of the T‘ondrakeci in Armenia during the tenth century, after the partial eclipse of 
Armenian Paulicianism in the preceding period, was the result, at least in part, of the 

influence of heretical refugees from the Empire. 
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their Muslim alliance. The ninth century marks the zenith of Paulician 

political power and of its threat to Byzantium. The full strength of the 
Empire had to be marshalled by Basil I to conquer Tephriké and remove 

the perpetual danger to his realm constituted by the Paulician state on 

the Euphrates. 

With the destruction of their capital, the history of the Paulicians in 

the eastern provinces of the Empire comes to an end. Some made their 

submission,!7° others survived in the Balkans to create trouble in the 

future, most fled toward the Arabs and their original home of Armenia. 

The presence of the refugees from Tephriké reinforced the Paulicianism 

of Armenia recreated by Smbat of Zarehawan. By the tenth century the 

sect had become sufficiently powerful to embrace an important segment 

of the population, mostly in the western provinces of Armenia, and to 

spread southward into Syria. The growth of the new Paulicianism—the 

T‘ondrakeci—brought about the expected reaction. The religious and 

secular authorities turned to the repression of the sect. The Byzantine 

and Armenian powers collaborated in this work. The deportation of 

Paulicians from Syria by John Tsimisces in 970) strengthened the sect in 

the Balkans. The armies of Basil II helped the Armenian clergy against 

the heretics in Mananati in the first years of the eleventh century. In 

the middle of the century the persecutions of the imperial viceroy of 

Vaspurakan and Mesopotamia, Gregory Magistros, drove the heretics 

still farther to the east. 

The repressive measures of the eleventh century brought about the final 

weakening of Paulicianism—no further revival was to give it eit power—yet 

had died out in eo Minor proper, they panied in the East where, 

still allied to the Muslims in stubborn opposition to the Empire, they were 

met by the Crusaders. In the Balkans the descendants of the Paulicians 

were to provide both military power and numerous difficulties for Alexis I 

Comnenus and his successors.!7! In Armenia they may have lingered in 

obscurity toa period close to our time ioniane 

110 We hear of a certain Diakonitzes who had been a lieutenant of Chrysocheir and 
had tried to save his leader at the final battle. After the destruction of Tephriké, we 

find him as an officer in the army taken by Nicephorus Phocas, the elder, to Italy in 
885; see Theophanes Continuatus, Chronographia, 275, 313, and my Introduction, n. 3. 
171 Anna Comnena, Alexiade, II, 44, III, 179-180. 



IV 

THE PAULICIAN DOCTRINE 

All attempts to reconstruct the doctrine of the Paulician heresy have been 

faced with two basic difficulties: 1) Most of our knowledge on the subject 

must be derived from hostile Orthodox sources, which may be misin- 

formed or which may deliberately distort the dogma of the sect. 2) The 

apparently irreconcilable disagreement between the Armenian and Greek 

sources permits no conclusive synthesis of Paulician doctrine. 

The first difficulty, common to most studies of heretical dogma, can 

be obviated by the study of the one Paulician document surviving in 

Armenia, the Key of Truth, and the comparison of its doctrine with the 

one described by Orthodox writers. The second problem, though far 

more complicated, can also be solved. The fundamental difficulty in this 

case has been created by the assumption that Paulician doctrine remained 

static throughout the sect’s existence and showed no variation with time 

or place. It is the purpose of this chapter to demonstrate the fallacy of 

this assumption on the basis of the analysis of the Greek sources already 

presented in Chapter I. Once the alteration of Paulician doctrine in 

Byzantium has been shown, a possibility of reconciling the seemingly 

contradictory evidence of the Greek and Armenian material can be found. 

Some conclusions as to the character of Paulician dogma may then be 

formulated. 
Before any such conclusions are attempted, the following aspects of 

the problem must be considered: 

1) The information of the Key of Truth and its relation to the Orthodox 

Armenian material; 

2) The nature of the doctrine presented in the tenth-century Greek 

sources—in Peter of Sicily and the Pseudo-Photius; in the ninth-century 

source P; and finally in sources S and A as well as other sources on early 

Byzantine Paulicianism; 

3) The evidence of a modification of Paulician doctrine within the 
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Empire and the dogmatic relation of Armenian and Byzantine Paulician- 

ism. 

From the Key of Truth a comprehensive picture of Paulician doctrine 

in Armenia can be obtained. The confession of faith found in this docu- 

ment begins as follows: 

We confess and believe that there is one true God, of whom our Lord Christ 

speaketh. ... Again we confess and believe in Jesus Christ (a new creature and 

not) creator.? 

This “‘one true God” is the creator of both the heavens and the earth.” 

Jesus does not seem to have been born the Son of God, but rather to have 

been recognized by the Father as a reward for the virtuousness of his 

life and the quality of his faith: 

Forasmuch as the (created) man Jesus became very faithful to his Father, for 

this reason, the Father bestowed upon him a name of praise which is above 

every name.?® 

Jesus was, therefore, “‘created’”’ and not “‘begotten”’: 
>) 

... out of thy divine compassion thou didst create the new man Jesus.* 

The recognition of Jesus as Son of God came only at his baptism, which 

was the most important sacrament for the Paulicians: 

But the (created) man Jesus knew his Father, and by the inspiration of the Holy 

Spirit came to St. John in all gentleness and humility to be baptized by jhim. 

And at the same time he was crowned by the almighty Father, who said: 

“Yonder is my well-loved son in whom I am well pleased.” 

Such significance is given throughout the Key to the question of baptism 

that it seems worth while to reproduce an extensive section of the text 

listing the attributes and virtues acquired by Jesus with this sacrament: 

1 KT, 28-29 (93-94), “Haunndubfdp k Cacumudp quaunnud sh bSupfn qn, gap mph skp 

Pplamnu muk ... ‘huipdkuy funuumuipd p h Cure winuis p q jfune ppfumnu [inp mpd hk ing] 

upuphs’. Ibid., 94, n. 2, the words in parentheses in the translation were erased in the 
MS. and restored by Conybeare. Alexander Eretzean, working independently, 
confirmed the reconstruction. Unless otherwise noted, I shall quote from the transla- 

tion of Conybeare. 

2 Ibid., 29 (94), also 52 (114). : 

8 Ibid., 12 (80), “Luulnpry jay furumup ps Eqkuy --- dupgh Shun Loph fupry: Yuuk 

wyuaphl sinpléwg fiw whack gaily fap fp ép £ pub qudkhuyh wtincku?. 

4 Ibid., 45 (108), “Upq guna pry wunmndanewhy wpwpkp gin Supple ppunen?. 

5 Ibid., 11 (79), “Rul... Supyh fun dubbun ghayph fig h Ebbw wondudp onepp {nqenyis 

wn unpph Bnlubiku, Cigmtkwip h funtuplaPiwdp Sh puny fh fdwhk: be fayhs Fuduyhr 

yumlEgue fh opt mid brusl wy t [PE buy £ apn pd uppey f pig ap udbgury, npuytu fr Eph gplgue”. 
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First was our Lord Jesus Christ baptized by the command of the heavenly 

Father, when thirty years old, as St. Luke has declared his years, iii, 23: ‘And 

Jesus himself was of years about thirty, beginning with which as he was sup- 

posed son of Joseph’. So then it was in the season of his maturity that he 

received baptism; then it was that he received authority, received the high- 

priesthood, received the kingdom and the office of chief shepherd. Moreover, 

he was then chosen, then won lordship ... Nay more. It was then he became 

chief of beings heavenly and earthly, then he became light of the world, then he 

became the way, the truth, and the life; ... Then he became the foundation of 

our faith; then he became Saviour of us sinners; then he was filled with the 

Godhead; then he was sealed, then anointed; then he was called by the voice, 

then he became the loved one, then he came to be guarded by angels, then to be 

the lamb without blemish. Furthermore he then put on that primal raiment of 

light which Adam lost in the garden. Then accordingly it was that he was in- 

vited by the Spirit of God to converse with the heavenly Father; yea, then also 

he was ordained king of beings in heaven and on earth and under the earth; 

and all else (besides) all this in due order the Father gave to his only born Son.°® 

Since Jesus had received baptism only at the age of thirty as a reward 

for his past life, the Paulicians of the Key were firmly opposed to infant 

baptism. On the eighth day after birth the child was named,’ but baptism 

was granted only to adults after long entreaty on the part of the catechu- 

men, and after instruction, confession, and repentance: 

Thus also the Lord, having learned from the Father, proceeded to teach us to 

perform holy baptism and all his other commands at an age of full growth (or 

lit. in a complete or mature season) and at no other time... So must we also 

perform baptism when they are of full age like our Lord; so that they may seek 

it in faith from us, and that we may give them baptism and perfect blessing... 

He who does not believe and repent cannot be baptized and be justified, be pur- 

ified of sin and be freed from the fetters of Satan... Therefore according to the 

word of the Lord, we must first bring them into the faith, induce them to repent, 

and then give it unto them.® 

6 KT, 5-6 (74-75), “Guu mtp dip Bfunu Pppunne Shpntgue Caudubue Loph Epliurnpp 

Eptunh adku () 4 npiyku unpph qachwuu puyentibwy quidu finpu. Fy. 3, Lip. 23. be fiph Shuncu fn 

miumg fpple Epkubpg, uljubuy nang npyku yupdfip npnf Boukpuy: ; 

Upq?f Fuduhiuhf hunnuptypnrfebwh tun gdhpunnrfefrt, J wbiq gfirfumbineé prt, fun qpu- 

Cush uy wry binned ict, fun 4 Puquinpne |e fir h ghana bine: “huipdkuy why plinpkgue, why 

wbpougue, ++: pul) wpy “whi Engh qyaefu Ephiiuenpug b bplpuenpug, why Ggk jaye ufuuphp, 

win Fgh dubuuywpl kh 625m punar|d feb h hEuhp, --- tsb fgk Cpifi dkpoyu Aurewranery, uihin Enh 

pple Hkq dbquenpugu, why pgue wuunudne bude, iti hipkgur, tig odkgur, why Aeaglelegaae. 

inky Eqlt ufiply fr, ihn byt uyuspuntny ft Cphomulug, tibiy, figh guns ua bsuy pus un: Uuhu why 

qgbgue qymubgth ups inedushhs quinu Shits qap hnpayu Uquriti fh npr fun pris: Upy why Lpueppbg ue 

Lngniju wumn.ony fuoufy pin Lopt Epi iuenp ph: Duku whn fuspq begun. (Puquenp Epi iuinpug h 

Eplpunopwg A umbiqpupurdbinwhwstog: h quyy pum hupgf quye wdbbwyh bin Cayph pop Sfudt fh’. 

7 Jbid., 20-21 (87-88). i 

8 Jbid., 6 (75), “Ujuybu h mbpbs nub f Lont h sty wt hig mung mnbby quapp Shjpuine fi h 

guy wiry bs tyunnnet pu fup f fumupbuy Fudubulf hang uy dun’; 21-22 (88), “Uyuytu 
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The consequence of the importance attributed to the baptism of Jesus 

was the belief that every man who made himself worthy of this sacrament 

could be filled with the Holy Spirit as Jesus had been. In the ritual con- 

tained in the Key we find the following prayer: 

Bestow thy holy grace on this one, who now is come and asks of thee the grace of 

thy holy authority, and that he may be ranked along with thy holy Son, according 

to that which is said that ‘wherever I shall be, there also shall be my worshipper’.® 

and likewise: 

... make them a temple and dwelling-place of the Father increate, of the Son 

our intercessor, now and ever and unto eternity of eternities. Amen.’° 

Thus the elect could indeed reach the same plane as Christ as a result of 

his baptism: 

Now therefore it is necessary for the baptizer to be elect according to the words 

of the heavenly Father to his beloved Son, Luke ix, 35: He is my Son Elect."4 

As we can see from the preceding quotations, Christ is considered to be 

the intercessor for mankind, and indeed is referred to throughout as the 

Savior, the Lamb of God; there appears to be no denial of the Passion 

and the Redemption.!* Because of the doctrine of Jesus’ reception of the 

Holy Spirit at his baptism, the Virgin Mary plays only a small part in 

the Key: She is not considered to have remained a virgin after the birth 

of Jesus.!° Finally, in imitation of the passion of Christ, the catechumen 

took upon himself all sorrows, temptations and suffering.'* 

The Paulicians of the Key definitely claimed to be the heirs of the 

apostolic tradition, which in their opinion had been perverted by the 

Christian Churches.?° Consequently, they rejected the Orthodox sacra- 

h hg Lupl & wrk; gohpun|efrb. pum néunb dhpny fumnuply. gf finpu Coeur fulunpbugth fr 

othy h wun dip muip ingus qolpunnr|efich h qyunupbuy oplhinife firth’; 22 (89), “blot mpp 1s 

furwmuugl, wyurfuupbugt, ng fupt dhpnfy & uppuputiy, Suprpy fp deqig b uqunnfy f furyubuny 

gunn buf? ; 8 (77), “Upp pum pustifh obuntk Luiply £ hig qinuw fut fu f Luci pepe, punyu 

gfumpubu inedubby b wyus ing wu”. 

® KT 46 (108), “manip udu qotinpku pry uaepp, qop mya EhEwy th futigpt ‘h pth qolingku 

po unpp fofombm pbuh bk phy ufpbyp apqenyy pad quupy gap wut. gh mp kul pgkd'(whg) bh 

yurmohkub fi Eqfgh’?. 

10 Ibid., 36 (100), “Uppbu géngpu qufinu ungu hk wp nudwp ke phoulpts Loph whby ft, 
apyenyh pupkfuoufi yay dd h dfgn bk popnkwtiw sunfunthifg. Usk’. Also (109, 111, etc.). 

1 Ibid., 30 (95), “Uyp apy luph £ shpmaghh pif phinptuy pun wufg Coph Ephimenpp wn 

appl fup ufiply fi. ‘Ln. ay. 9 Lip. 35. ‘hu apap pa phunplw)??. 

12 Ibid., 2-3 (72), 44 (106-107), also (101, 103, 112, 122, 124, etc.). 

18 Tbid., 51-52 (113-114). 

14 Ibid., 44 (106-107). 

18 Ibid., (73-74, 76, 80, 86-87, 91,). 
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ments as polluted and inoperative and likewise did not recognize the 

Orthodox clergy.1® Within the sect two grades of members seem to have 

existed, the elect who had received the Holy Spirit at baptism, and the 

simple faithful. A hierarchy of sorts was present, since there are refer- 

ences to elect, priests, bishops, rulers, archrulers, and a president. How- 

ever, it is stated that: 

... all these are one and the same thing; nor are they one greater or lesser than 

another ... authority is one, and is not greater or less.1” 

Hence these offices do not seem to have carried any special authority or 

privileges. Asceticism was not favored, and monks are specifically men- 

tioned as one of the disguises of Satan.'® There is also a condemnation 

of auricular confession and absolution, fasts, and the intercession of 

saints, since the remission of sins belongs to God alone.?® 

In contradiction to a statement found in Peter of Sicily, we do not find 

any particular disrespect paid to the Apostle Peter. It is true that the Key 

of Truth points out that the Church is founded on the twelve apostles and 

not Peter alone, but in another passage we find the reference, “‘St. Peter, 

a member of the universal and apostolic holy Church, saith in his catholic 

Epistle...’’?° which can scarcely be interpreted as a rejection of the Apos- 

tle. Similarly, there is no rejection of the Old Testament in the Key of 

Truth. The story of Adam and Eve is told in its traditional form, and 

Enoch, Elias, Abraham, and Moses are treated with respect, so that we 

must conclude that the Old Testament was acceptable to the Paulicians, 

who used the Key as part of the Scriptures.”! 

One more point is of great interest and importance to us—namely, the 

16 KT (84-86, 118-119). 
17 Jbid., 42-43 (105), also (103, 106), ‘“‘np unpu whbkpiwh uh k bnyh gapd bi k ng bh 

unpuy Uke hws inpp fr fEpuy UpdGutg, wy Gi Cup |F Corwuwp, --- qup ppb fofumbinfebut h 

ng uid hud finpp’’. 

18 Jbid., chapter ix, 17 (84-85), also 62(122). 

19 Ibid., (86, 120). 

20 Jbid., 50 (112), “gap Suu phoubpujat bk wom pkywhuh unepp Ghkqkgeyh uncpph 

wyEmpau mul’? ; also (82-83, 92-93, 110, 115, 124). 

21 Thid., (78-81, 104-105, 118 etc.). Scheidweiler, ‘Paulikianerprobleme”, 378, 

objects to the account of the fall of Adam and Eve and considers non-Orthodox the 

words; “‘... and they beheld each other’s nakedness and were not ashamed, / mbupt 

yuypidud gikplaPfrbo dpilkutig h ng mbugthi’, KT, 10 (79). The important point, 

however, is that both here and on page 81, the fall of man is attributed to the deceit 

of Satan in the Orthodox manner, whereas the Gnostic interpretation would make the 

serpent the messenger of God sent to reveal to Adam and Eve the evil intentions of the 

Demiurge who is the creator of this world. There is no trace of such an interpretation 

anywhere in the Key so that the questionable passage may well be due to an accidental 

error in copying. 
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specific rejection of images and of the reverence of them as idolatry: 

Ye [the unbelievers]... are followers of your father, the evil one, who gave you 

his law, namely, to baptize unbelievers, to worship images, to make silver and 

gold in the form of an image ... and to adore the same.” 

Another passage speaks of: 

(testimonies) Concerning the mediation of our Lord Jesus Christ, and not any 

other holy ones, either of the dead, or of stones, or of crosses and images. 

In this matter some have denied the precious mediation and intercession of 

the beloved Son of God, and have followed after dead (things) and in especial 

after images, stones, crosses, waters, trees, fountains, and all other vain things; 

as they admit, and worship them, so they offer incense and candles, and present 

victims, all of which are contrary to the Godhead.** 

Such, then, is the doctrine of the Key of Truth. Its main points are the 

unity of God; the humanity and adoption of Jesus; the overwhelming 

importance of baptism whereby Jesus was adopted as the Son of God 

and whereby the believer could become the equal of Christ; the apostolic 

claim, with the rejection of all sacraments and of the hierarchy of the 

other churches; and a rejection of both asceticism and image worship. 

We must now see whether the Armenian sources which we possess 

from Orthodox authors give a similar account of the Paulician-T‘ondra- 

keci doctrine. In the earliest period, our information is not decisive. The 

doctrine of the heretics condemned at Sahapivan is not given, and Lazar 

of P‘arpi, writing ca. 480, is none too helpful in his characterization of the 

‘contemporary heresy: 

But the heresy of the land of the Armenians is not named according to a teacher 

[vardapet] and is not written down in words. They are ignorant in faith and 

learning, and in their deeds lazy and incontinent and thus flourish into heresy 

[become blooming as heretics]; of them according to the words of the fable 

[proverb] may be said ‘for the bridal of the swine a bath of manure.’4 

22 KT 19 (86), “--- hk kp Chmbhoq Cop dkpny supph, qnp km akg gopth fup, wyupiipt 

quiibduewiny Sipe, quuinlEpu mupinéy, quid. [0 h qaulfi fi dk wurinh bah ote wnabby h 

Eph preys quatil”. 
3 Ibid., 53-54 (115), “@uququ pupkfounfiuh mbunh dépay ypunup Ppfunnuf bk as wy 

uppag hud HEnbyng h hunt pupfy h Hrs jenfrg h yun rug. qnp niubp mpughuy bh quywnneusl wb 

Up Sinpgne [efits hk pupk foun? fnbs apply f npynyh wunmodny, & Liunkéuy bh Uinkjng A Subhuemtiy 

mul Epus, puphg, suypnfy, Ipng, owang, aqpepwg bk wy utah ea fpug, npytu mukh 

h Ephpp yuqutbt, gfumblu bk qondu plow Eh hk qntu Suunguikh, app unpw wibbEpkuh Eh 

Curl unl; wumntudne|[obuh?? ; 

** Lazar of P‘arpi, Letter, 49, “‘hul) 2uyng wafumplh wquig, qnp wubi* who § pun 
Yuppuybinf b wbgfp pom pub: bh Corumny L pneu dubit ugtinp Eplpi, hh qnpdu dnyj p h 

whdny dp, popay’ pum ubghinn Pb ubh op le ‘h finuw bh ubhupg pum Yuparg, wy fia ful tu ppusprle 

wqubnng dujkptp preumbby* pun yopmmdny wnmuytpwpwinebwhh, PE ‘Cam fungh Cupubugkjny 
999. fnjuImp puquifp’”; Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 31. 
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Conybeare sees the hint of a baptismal tenet in the quoted proverb, 

though this seems to strain the evidence unduly.2> We can, however, de- 

duce from this passage that the heresy described had already existed for 

some time. It is specifically distinguished from the great traditional here- 

sies to which Lazar referred in a passage immediately preceding the above 

quotation.” What is more important is the moral criterion which Lazar 

employs to differentiate between the Armenian heretics, who are “‘in 

their deeds lazy and incontinent”, and the other heretics who, although 

they are to be censured and pitied for their doctrinal errors: 

... yet nonetheless they [limp] in words not in deeds because they have accom- 

plished one by one the mortifications according to chastity of the flesh and 

especially food, drink and the abstention from vice.?’ 

This characterization of the Armenian heretics as “‘incontinent” may well 

be a distortion of the rejection of excessive asceticism and fasts which 

we have already met in the Key of Truth,?* so that these unnamed heretics 

of Lazar of P‘arpi may perhaps be early Paulicians. In any case we see 

that the opposition to extreme asceticism found in the Key of Truth was 

already a characteristic of Armenian heretics as early as the end of the 

fifth century. 
In the Oath of Union of the Council of Dvin, the similarity between 

the Nestorians and the Paulicians is stressed. The separation of the two 

natures of Christ and the consequent refusal of the name Mother of God 

(Theotokos) to Mary in the Nestorian doctrine does indeed show a 

similarity to the belief found in the Key that Jesus was born a man from 

Mary, that she did not remain a virgin, and that only at his baptism was 

he adopted as Son of God.?® 

From the end of the sixth century onward, we have such a plenitude of 

information that it will be necessary for the sake of clarity to discuss it 

25 KT-I, cviii. 

26 Lazar of P‘arpi, Letter, 48. 
27 Ibid., 49, “be wpq Piytnnk gtbuy unpu ulipdrhnpbudp fuqut “fi Lunuinh, wy usly argh 

punt fie L ng qapon]. qf pam Supifuny nyu Esenne|d bor pelle bs bghnt|d frbu gop Sfind Ej heyy 

wnbkh, hk Subueutg ‘h hEpulacpu h pau Ey fo h ‘h apIarfebuh Fadi wjnrfo fri’. 

28 Seen. 18: 

29 The description of Nestorian doctrine found in the official Armenian ecclesiastical 

documents bears the closest ressemblance to the dogma of the Key. Jesus was born 

a mere man of mortal nature; he was the son of God only in name and not truly the 

Son of God. Through the help of the Holy Spirit he became worthy of grace and the 

temple of the Divine Logos, BL, 145. The baptism in the Jordan did not provide for 

the baptism of a divine nature but of a human, weak, and corruptible nature, ibid., 47. 

These Nestorian beliefs are repeated again and again in the Book of Letters; see 

Poladian, Thesis, 31 ff. 
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topically rather than chronologically. We will, therefore, take in order 

the dogmas and practices found in the Key of Truth and compare them 

with the remainder of the existing evidence. 

The first question to be considered is the belief in the unity of God. 

Unfortunately, on this particular point we possess nothing but negative 

information. The Orthodox sources in general are more apt to concern 

themselves with heretical practices which are readily observable than 

with abstruse points of doctrine which the heretics guarded jealously and 

which could be ferreted out only by detailed investigation. Nevertheless 

the absence, with a single exception, of any mention of dualism ascribed 

to the heretics in any period, early or late, is significant. Ecclesiastical 

authorities would certainly have noted a tenet so completely contradictory 

to the basic premise of the Orthodox creed, had it come to their attention. 

It does not seem unwarranted to deduce from this silence that no dualism 

existed among the Paulicians. 

The one exception mentioned above is to be found in a Letter of 

Gregory Magistros, who accused the T‘ondrakeci at one point of saying 

that Moses saw not God, but the devil, and that Satan was the creator of 

the world.?° It must be remembered in this connection that Gregory 

Magistros is not always an entirely reliable source. He is the only one 

of the Armenian writers who is not a churchman, and while his observa- 

tions on the practices as well as the history of the sectarians appear reli- 

able, his theology may perhaps be open to question. Moreover, as has 

already been observed in the discussion of the sources, Gregory was also 

the only Armenian who had lived a long time in Constantinople. His 

allegiance to the Byzantine government is proclaimed by him throughout, 

and his outlook on the T‘ondrakeci is definitely in accord with imperial 

policy. He is well aware of the legislation promulgated by the Byzantine 

emperors to counteract heresy in imperial lands.*! We know him to have 

been a cultivated man, and it is possible that he was acquainted with the 

Greek writers’ accounts of the Paulicians and reproduced one of their 

accusations in his Letter. We shall return later in this chapter to a dis- 

cussion of the relation between the Paulician doctrine found in the Letters 

of Gregory Magistros and that of the Byzantine authorities; let it suffice 
to note here that the accusation of dualism made by Gregory is not found 
in his contemporaries and, for that matter, is not supported by any other 

°° Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 161. 

31 Ibid., 157-158, 162. The reference on 162 seems to be to the laws promulgated by 
the Byzantine emperors against the “Manichaeans”. See my Chapter V. These laws 
are also familiar to Peter of Sicily, see my Chapter I, n., 121. 
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Armenian source. This should lessen the importance of his assertion. In 

the absence of a positive statement on the subject, however, we must 

consider the evidence on this first point of dogma as inconclusive. 

On the second point of the creed, namely the belief that Jesus was born 

a man and subsequently was adopted as the Son of God at baptism, the 

sources are far from numerous. On the other hand, we never find the 

belief quoted by Peter of Sicily that Christ only seemed to be incarnated. 

When John of Ojun lists in his Sermons against the Phantasiasts, the 

heretics who held this belief he does not include the Paulicians.®2 Gregory 

of Narek accuses the T‘ondrakeci of ‘“‘anthropolatrous apostasy’’,*? 

which may be a reference to their refusal to recognize divinity as a part 

of Christ’s nature rather than as a manifestation of God’s grace. More 

specifically, King Gagik II anathematizes those who believe that first 

man was created and that then God entered into him, who deny the divin- 

ity of Christ’s birth and the Incarnation, and who therefore admit two 

sons, one born of God and the other of a mother.* This specific anathema 

shows that the belief so characteristic of the Key of Truth existed in Gagik’s 

time. Even closer to the Key is the following statement of dogma: 

If anyone pretend that only after baptism or his resurrection from the dead, he 

(Jesus) became worthy of adoption as the Son of God, may he be anathe- 

matized.* 

We know of no sect in this period and region other than the T‘ondrakeci 

which would have supported such a doctrine. We must, therefore, assume 

that the anathemas of Gagik are directed against them. Conybeare also 

sees a definite reference to the same point of dogma in the accusation of 

Isaac Kat‘otikos that the Armenians deny the perfection of Christ’s 

Incarnation, but the text seems too ambiguous for any conclusion. 

Finally, Paul of Taron in the twelfth century condemned the T‘ondrakeci 

who “say that Christ was a mere man’’.®’ 

The sacrament of baptism, which played such an important part in 

32° John of Ojun, Contra Phantasiasticos, 134/5. 
33 Gregory of Narek, Letter, 499, “‘qdupauuyuem mpugar[e frit’. 

84 Gagik II in Matthew of Edessa, Chronicle, 204. See my Chapter V, n. 140, for text. 

35 Tbid., 205, ‘“b/et np ju Shp [Fbubh hud jun dinkjng yupoeeiubh npqnbgpne [thu 

upd ubwenp pau wuprgt (qfpfunnu), fignifEwy Eqfgf’’. 

36 Isaac Kat‘olikos, Oratio I, 1181/2CD, “Ovdév yap étepov oi doePeic, 7 10 TEAELOV 

fic Xpiotod évavOpwntjosws apveiobar PovAduevoi, tabta navto @Avapotor Kai 

npogaciCovra, GAAotpious Kai Eévouc tod Xprotob, Kai THv Gyiov abtovs Setkv0ov- 

tec’, See Conybeare, KT, 172, n. 4, KT-I, Ixxvii. 

37. Paul of Taron, Matenadaran #5787, fol. 294b, as quoted in Ioannisyan, ““Smbat 

Zarehawanci”, 15, n. 3, “wubb “Pt jal dug Ep ppfumnu’?. 
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the Key, and which stems directly from the doctrine of Christ’s adoption, 

is amply referred to in the sources. In the Letter of John Mayragomeci we 

learn that the Afovanian heretics who were in contact with the Paulicians 

in Armenia rejected the Orthodox sacrament of baptism.*® John of Ojun 

in his Oratio Synodalis discusses the baptismal practices of the heretics— 

their grant of baptism without the usual preliminary questions of the 

Orthodox ritual and the formal renunciation of the devil, as well as with- 

out the required profession of belief in the Trinity.2® Moreover, he relates 

the belief current among them in his day, that “It is fitting to baptize at 

the age of thirty and to circumcise on the eighth day’’,*® according to 

the example of Christ. Conybeare believes that the mention of circum- 

cision on the eighth day is a reference to the Paulician ceremony of name- 

giving usually performed on that day, as we are told in the Key.*1 The 

belief in the delay of baptism to the age of thirty in imitation of Christ is 

specifically insisted upon in many passages of the Key. Gregory of Narek 

complains that “We know the font is denied by them, in which Christ 

himself was baptized’’.*? Aristakés of Lastivert, though he has stated that 

he would not discuss the doctrine of the heretics, remarks that the fol- 

lowers of Vrver of Siri rejected baptism.4? Gregory Magistros refers to 

the heretics’ “‘graceless baptism’’** and, more importantly, relates the 

following statement made by the heretics: 

... when we [the Orthodox] ask: ‘Why do you not allow yourselves to be bap- 

tized as Christ and the Apostles enjoined?’ they answer: ‘You do not know the 

mystery of baptism; we are in no hurry to be baptized, for baptism is death’.4® 

This passage emphasized both the importance of baptism and its delay, 

as does the Key. Finally, Gregory Magistros admonishes the heretics to 

allow their children to receive baptism, a practice which they consequently 

could not have been following.*® Nersés Snorhali, in his Pastoral Epistle 

to “the country folk and the poor people”, warns them not to reject 

baptism. It is clear from his condemnation of those who “scorn baptism 

88 John Mayragomeci, Letter, xliv, 213; Der Nersessian, ““Apologie”, 71. 
89 John of Ojun, Oratio Synodalis, 24/5. 
40 Ibid., 16/7. “up § bh EpbubiuSéuy Shpunky. & Ppfuinky mfeopkuy.” 

4 KT-I. 1xxxiii. 

42 Gregory of Narek, Letter, 499. 
43 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 125. 

** Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 153. “whihnp£ Shunt Pbwh.” 
45 Ibid., 161, ‘“‘wukh, Ng gimkp qarp qfunplapy Hp Put, dig ng £ shayle Shpunky. putigh 
Shpunkyh juli P?, 

46 Gregory Magistros, T‘ulaili, 166. 
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and the baptizing priest’”’,*” that it was not baptism in general, but rather 

the Orthodox sacrament which was spurned, together with the authority 

of the Orthodox clergy. In the same century, Isaac Kat‘otikos corrobora- 

tes the earlier evidence of John of Ojun: 

Christ was thirty years old when he was baptized. Therefore, let them not bap- 

tize anyone until he be thirty years of age.*® 

Such is the heretical admonition. Isaac also tells us that the catechumen 

neither rejected the devil nor made a pact with God before baptism.*® 

Thus the Orthodox Armenian sources show that the heretics, whether 

Paulicians or T‘ondrakeci, regarded baptism as an all-important sacra- 

ment, which in imitation of Jesus was to be given only to adults and not 

to children, and that they rejected the Orthodox sacrament as worthless. 

One more point can be observed from the sources. The heretics, probably 

again in memory of Jesus’ baptism in the Jordan, rejected the use of the 

baptismal font. John of Ojun notes this practice: 

... they do not build altars and baptistries according to the precepts and tradi- 

tions of our blessed fathers ... and they are accustomed to perform the rite of 

baptism according to the need and time and place in whatever vessel comes to 

hand.®*° 

This point is corroborated by Gregory of Narek and Isaac Kat‘olikos.* 

The emphasis laid by Gregory Magistros on the font which he built in 

T‘ondrak implies that such an action ran counter to local practices. 

The claim that each man could be accepted as the Son of God, the 

equal of Christ, created much scandal among Orthodox Armenian eccle- 

os 
47 Nersés Snorhali, Epistola Pastoralis (Venice, 1829), 170, “Ge ap qahpmmpir bh 
qalpunfis purhushuyh whupgt, wn Lnaph unupp le whup_ne |? fb wyh”?. 

48 Isaac Kat‘otikos, Oratio I, 1179/80B, “““O Xpiotdg tpiakovtaetis éPantio®n. 
odKobv adtoi Zao tTpLaKOVTa étdv pNdéva Panticmoiv’”. 

49 Tbid., 1179/80C. 

50 John of Ojun, Oratio Synodalis, 16/7, 20/1, “--» qh fp mbqfu mbgfu qukquiu bh 

quiuguiy ag wnbbh pum Cpusdushi fr h wtutigne foe Epubkpbughs dipng Luipubg* puplyth h 

ubizupd wpa géplaupbt Cp ifimgarg whbymy. myy quéquibts ipurypinigth kh qupdnuh wunbkpa, ful 

quiwgquibh pun wy funny pg pun Fun L pun mkqgkwgh, op fils whofond h ‘fh dbab quiyjgt, junnupths 

IN 
. . . . 

The injunction of the thirteenth canon of the Council of Dvin that a baptistry is not 

to be built with any material or in any place bears out this point; John of Ojun, 

Canons, 62/3, “Ng § yup quimqubh yay fui pl hfrfeny uypusinprusuinty, h hui mpubop b 

funbugf. wyp ucogqul pupboth Cuumuninty fi buf fal sEhEqbgun Sh, h hud wig kh depd sohbqtghh 

fh Shpnumnnbut”’. 

51 Gregory of Narek, Letter, 499. Isaac Kat‘otikos, Oratio I, 1179/80B, “‘“O Xpiotoc 

av KoAvuBHOpa ovdK EBanticOn, GAM év notapa pnd’ adtoi Ev KoAvLBHOpa Banti- 

OWOLV’’. 
52 Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 158. 
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siastics. Apparently the belief dated from the earliest period, for Vrt‘anés 

K‘ert‘ot accuses the Iconoclasts of his period of this pretension :“ For you, 

made proud by the devil, call yourselves holy, and you resemble whitened 

sepulchres’’.®? In the tenth century Xosrov Anjevaci condemns contem- 

porary South Armenian heretics for the undue reverence which they gave 

to their leaders: 

They pray wherever they find it convenient, and, what is worse, they worship 

not God but a man created in his image, since for prayer they gather in the 

houses of the elders of the village in order to pray not to God but to them [the 

elders] as though they were putting them above God; and scorning the houses 

of God, they prefer to pray in their houses.** 

Xosrov’s son, Gregory of Narek, likewise says that “*... they dared to call 

the head of their abominable sect a Christ’’.*®> He tells us further that 

Smbat was killed because of his claim to be a Christ, for his murderer 

challenged him to rise again, and that Smbat had allowed himself to be 

worshipped by his followers.*® In the twelfth century, Paul of Taron 

compared a certain Proteron, who had said that he was in his own person 

the Church, to the T‘ondrakeci.®” This belief is also noted by Nersés 

Snorhali, according to whom the heretics were accustomed to say: “The 

church is not the one which is built by men, but we ourselves’’.°* The 

consequent rejection of church buildings is remarked by Paul of Taron 

and Isaac Kat‘otikos.°® Gregory of Narek’s Discourse on the Church 

against the Manichaeans who are Paulicians®® enumerates the function of 

each part of the church building, possibly in opposition to the T‘ondra- 

keci doctrine that the church was merely the gathering of the faithful, 

though the Discourse may also be a refutation of Paulician Iconoclasm.® 

A number of other beliefs and practices contained in the Key are like- 

wise recorded by the Orthodox sources. The practice whereby the cate- 

chumen at baptism takes upon himself suffering and sorrow in memory 

BS Vrt‘anés K ‘ert‘ol, Treatise, 69, “Mais vous enorgueillis par le démon, vous appelez 
Saintes vos propres personnes, et vous ressemblez aux sépulcres blanchis’’. 

°4 Xosrov Anjevaci, Matenadaran #8075, fol. 159, as quoted in Ioannisyan, 

“T‘ondrakian Movement”, 105, n. 42; Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 119-120, also 

noted the abandonment of church buildings in the region overrun by the heretics. 

®> Gregory of Narek, Letter, 500, ‘“(t ap qajfuueap wqubghh fopkwhg qupon|ebuth 

Justina h busy Ppfunny winmbbh?. 

bOI bids, “wey FE ufyoh USpuin Iplyfihs Ufint, fupagh eee uu Epinug hs afi ph En Eph puyugby”. 

57 Paul of Taron, in KT, 175. 

58 Nersés Snorhali, Letters, 269... .bhbqhgh ag aphibuyh § *f Supyyuhl wy; dé p dfuyh.” 

°° Paul of Taron, in KT, 174-175; Isaac Kat‘otikos, Oratio I, 1179/80C, 1181/2A. 
See also Xosrov Anjevaci, n. 54. 

6° Gregory of Narek, Discourse, 477-492. 

61 See my Chapter V. 
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of the passion of Christ, seen in the Key, seems to be echoed in the refer- 

ence of Gregory Magistros to “... their strange and horrible and loath- 

some bearing of suffering’’.6* Concerning the position atributed to the 

Virgin Mary by the heretics, we also have a passing mention in Gregory 

Magistros,® but since the belief in her identification with the Heavenly 

Jerusalem was considered Orthodox by Aristakés of Lastivert,®+ this 

question may well have failed to attract the attention of the Armenian 

ecclesiastical authorities. 

The claim of the T‘ondrakeci to be the true Christians is observed and 

rejected by their contemporaries. Gregory of Narek says that the heretics 

called themselves “... the people who have not swerved in faith”.® 

We also learn from him that the T‘ondrakeci had satisfied the Abbot of 

Kéaw that they were not alien to the apostolic tradition, though Gregory 

himself considered them to have abandoned it completely.** Gregory 

Magistros also takes exception to the heretics’ calling themselves Chris- 

tians.®? 

The rejection of the Orthodox sacraments and practices, which resulted 

from the heretics’ claim that they alone possessed the true faith, is 

mentioned by various sources. Our authorities show that the T‘ondrakeci 

entirely rejected the authority of the Armenian Orthodox clergy and had 

themselves no recognizable hierarchy, though the identification within 

the sect of a caste of elect seems to be referred to by Aristakés of Lasti- 

vert.68 We also learn that they rejected the Orthodox forms of baptism, 

marriage,®® and the eucharist.”° Likewise they did not admit such Ortho- 

dox practices as fasts,’ the offering of sacrifices for the dead (a char- 

acteristic ritual of the Armenian Apostolic Church in this period, 

known as mataf),”* and auricular confession.’* The liturgy and special 

62 Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 153. **... & finp quqpuy fk puwifiky fp wfumu- 

hpnifeEuh Nets 

SP Ibid, UST. 

64 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, xxiii, 123. 
SD Kinds CXtX. 

66 Gregory of Narek, Letter, 498-500. 

67 Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 161. 
68 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 114. 

69 Moses of Kalankatuk, History, 213; Der Nersessian, ““Apologie”, 71. To the 

rejection of this sacrament are probably due all the accusations of immorality: John 

of Ojun, Oratio Synodalis, 26/7; Gregory of Narek, Letter, 499-500. 

70 Gregory of Narek, Letter, 499; Paul of Taron, in KT, 176; Aristakés of Lastivert, 

History, 125; see also Appendix II. 

71 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 125; Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 160. 

72 Paul of Taron, in KT, 175-176. See Nersés Snorhali, Letters, 252 ff., for a defense 

of this practice in Armenia. 

73 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 114. 
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prayers,’4 the Church canons,” religious vestments,’® the use of the 

chrism,?? and the celebration of holy days’® were also rejected by them. 

Concerning the attitude of the heretics toward the Apostle Peter, we 

have in Gregory Magistros a purported quotation from the heretics in 

which they are said to “execrate Peter”,’® but this assertion is unsupported 

by any other reference, as was the accusation of dualism made by Gre- 

gory against the T‘ondrakeci. On the subject of the Old Testament, there 

is likewise no information, unless Gregory Magistros’ remark that the 

heretics rejected the old law as well as the new is to be taken in this 

sense.®° There is no indication from any source whatsoever that the 

Paulicians objected to the Gospels, so that this interpretation seems un- 

likely. 

One more practice of the Paulicians-T‘ondrakeci must be discussed in 

some detail since it is of great importance to the further development of 

our study. This is the question of Paulician Iconoclasm. We have seen 

that the rejection of images is definitely stated in the Key of Truth. The 

entire treatise of Vrt‘anés K‘ert‘ot was directed against Iconoclasts who 

“say there must be no pictures or images in the churches and bring testi- 

mony from the Old Testament...”®! We further know from John May- 

ragomeci that the Alovanian heretics, as well as Thaddeus, Hesu, and 

74 Jsaac Kat‘otikos, Oratio I, 1181/2A. In the additions to heresy #62 in the “Book 
of Heretics’, Matenadaran #687, fol. 385b, we find the following passages which do 
not occur in the parallel heresy #65 of the Compendium of St. John Damascene, PG, 
XCIV, 716/7, “Geunpu quuh dinkjpng yunupuge ng phymbph bas jumwpbh, gf yl otgae 

h Lankgth pia efrhe tapagafefrt ng funuundutfi’, and “Unpu qpuptfuounfe fib uppagh ng 

pujujut’. See Melik-Bashian, Paulician Movement, 244, 251, and my Chapter II, 
n. 81. 

We have no evidence outside the first of these two passages that the Paulicians denied 
the resurrection of the dead, but the rejection of special prayers for the dead is attested 
by the other sources. The rejection of the intercession of the saints in the second passage 

seems an echo from the Key of Truth, 53-54; see n. 23. 

75 Nersés Snorhali, Letter, 269; Isaac Kat‘olikos, Oratio I, 1181/2A. 

76 Ibid., 1179/80D. Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 157. 
Ibid 

78 Gregory of Narek, Letter, 499; Nersés Snorhali, Letters, 269; Isaac Kat‘otikos, 

Oratio I, 1181/2. The rejection of church practices is also noted by Gregory Magistros, 
Syrian Kat‘otikos, 157; see n. 92. 

79 Ibid., 161 “qQkupnu ubfdbip.” 

80 Idem. 

81 Vrt‘anés K‘ert‘ol, Treatise, 59, “Il ne faut pas, disent-ils, avoir des peintures et des 
images dans les églises; et ils apportent en témoignage des paroles de l’Ancien 
Testament”. The quotation of the Old Testament injunction against the making of 
graven images is of course one of the standard arguments of all Iconoclasts, but it is 

additional proof that the heretics here attacked were not Gnostics, whose total rejection 

of the Old Testament would hardly allow them to use it as a basis for their doctrine. 
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Grigor, also mentioned by Vrt‘anés, were Iconoclasts.82 The statements 

are corroborated by John of Ojun. In connection with Vrt‘anés’ remark 

that the Iconoclasts of his time still honored the cross,* it is interesting 

to note the statement of John of Ojun that the Paulicians had 

progressed from bad to worse, from the rejection of images to the rejection of 

the cross and the abhorrence of Christ.*4 

This very development seems to have taken place. The importance of the 

Iconoclasts in the time of John of Ojun is attested by the amount of care 

which he devotes to the refutation of their doctrine. Indeed, his attention 

seems to be focused mainly on this point in his Sermon against the Pauli- 

cians, and he indignantly accuses the Paulicians of calling the Orthodox 

Armenians “‘idolators’’.®° A brief story about the theft of a village cross 

from a church, in the History of Thomas Arcruni, may contain a reference 

to Iconoclasm.** The inference that this is not a mere case of robbery 

seems to be indicated, for the thief is accused by Thomas of being a heretic 

and a follower of Nestorius. The identification of the Paulicians with the 

Nestorians is common from the days of the Oath of Union, though the 

term Nestorian may perhaps have no more significance than mere abuse, 

since it is often used in this sense by Armenian Orthodox writers. 

Gregory of Narek also mentions the heretical rejection of the cross.°’ 

Aristakés of Lastivert, in his account of the heretical manifestations led by 

Prince Vrver of Siri, relates that: 

... in the villages whenever the opportunity presented itself, they shamelessly 

tore down the symbol of our salvation and the armour of our Lord’s victory...** 

and as the principal episode of these manifestations he describes the 

overturning of a village cross by the heretics on the day of Pentecost.*® 

Aristakés further states positively that the rejection of the cross was one 

82 John Mayragomeci, Letter, 213-216; Der Nersessian, “Apologie’”’, 71-72. 
8 Vrt‘anés K‘ert‘ol, Treatise, 61, ‘‘... vous honorez la croix ...”. 

84 John of Ojun, Contra Paulicianos, 78/9, “npp supkug “fp suppu fkpughuy by ph. *p 

yoinhbpadupinne [echt >A [iajedapant ppl *h pppumauumkgn Pfr”. 

85 Jbid., 80/1, 90/1, et passim. The official attitude toward the worship of the cross 

in this period is given by Canons XXVII and XXVIII of the Council of Dvin of 719, 

John of Ojun, Canones, 72/3-74/5. 
86 Thomas Arcruni, History, 198. 

87 Gregory of Narek, Letter, 499. 

8 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 120, “be swhpwunuiwgh’ mp bk gpyon Fuh Culigfylp 

fingu, goiplnrfebuh HEpny qhoutih h ginkpocbuslashs yung fim iub qgkil’ apm pulp, Farhan 

sui fenefe fh L pupduh we pr HfL9 unwdp hadulhnp Pofunizayh ---”. 

89 Ibid., 120-121. 
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of the tenets of the sectarians.2® Gregory Magistros likewise asserts that 

the T‘ondrakeci 

represent our [Armenian] worship of God as the worship of idols. As if we, who 

honor the sign of the cross and the holy pictures, were still engaged in wor- 

shipping devils.** 

He quotes them as saying: 

‘We are not worshippers of matter but of God; we reckon the cross and the 

church and the priestly robes and the sacrifice of the Mass all for nothing’’.*? 

This rejection of the cross continued in the following centuries and was 

observed by Nersés Snorhali, Isaac Kat‘otikos, and Paul of Taron.® 

Iconoclasm has been imputed to the Armenian Apostolic Church itself, 

as was done by Isaac Kat‘olikos, but the indignant denials of Nersés 

Snorhali and Daniel de Thaurizio, confirmed by the Council of Sis, show 

that it was the heretics and not the Church who adhered to Iconoclastic 

pratices.%4 

From this discussion we can see that in almost all its particulars, the 

doctrine of the Key of Truth is corroborated by the other Armenian sour- 

ces which we possess. With the exception of the statements on the crea- 

tion of the world by Satan and on the rejection of Peter, which occur only 

in Gregory Magistros, as well as by the silence of the remaining Armenian 

authorities on one or two other points of dogma, the doctrine of the Key 

is substantiated. The major points of the doctrine, namely the humanity 

of Jesus before his baptism, the overwhelming importance of that sacra- 

ment and the refusal of it to children, the belief that every man is a poten- 

tial Christ, the claim of apostolic tradition and the consequent rejection 

of the Orthodox sacraments, rituals, and clergy, as well as the categorical 

90 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 125. 

* Gregory Magistros, ““Concerning the Representation of the Holy Church against 

the Manichaeans’’, Letter, 168, “‘.-- fauywsnm Piel qgdk&pu yupmoh Ludupkynd  fipp 

Et wyunnnnqugh ghout fuushh hb quyumbEpe uppogh: Suhel ppewymmar[ezudp Cunha 

qulbgq wukh bh quyunupily?. 

°° Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 157, “pp wutf, bat dip ng tip liprfPuuyump 
wy) wun uy w>1N1 p. h qfums h gklEqknf h qqgtum pulutuyf h quyminupupugnpone |e fl 

qui junuply ngfiiis lw Sup pip”. 

9 Nersés Snorhali, Letters, 269-270; Isaac Kat‘olikos, Oratio I, 1179/80D, KT-I, 1xxxi; 

Paul of Taron, in KT, 175. 
°4 Nersés Snorhali, “Confession of Faith”, Letters, 98, also 139-140; Daniel de 
Thaurizio, Responsio, 616. See my Chapter II, nn. 86, 93, for the text of these denials. 

Some Iconoclastic tendencies did exist in Armenia; see George Bishop of the Arabs, 

“Letter to the Presbyter Isho’’, trans. V. Ryssel, Theologische Studien und Kritiken, 
LVI (1883), 345 ff., and Alexander, The Patriarch Nicephorus, 42-43. These tendencies 
were, however, opposed and reproved by ecclesiastical authorities such as Nersés 
Snorhali or the Council of Sis. See also my Chapter V, n. 241. 
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opposition to all form of reverence for images, are amply supported. We 

cannot doubt that the Key of Truth was the manual of the heretics de- 

scribed by the Armenian ecclesiastical sources. The agreement of the 

sources both early and late on the doctrine and practices of the heretics 

also provides proof that the Paulicians of Nersés II, Vrt‘anés K ‘ert‘ot, and 

John of Ojun were indeed one and the same as the T‘ondradeci found in 

the tenth, eleventh and twelfth centuries. Furthermore, it is evident that 

Armenian Paulician doctrine showed no apparent modification through- 

out the Middle Ages, and that no Manichaean dualism or docetism was 

imputed to it.” 

One more source of corroboration may be cited for the sake of curio- 

sity, though its date precludes its proper use in this study. The investiga- 

tion carried out in 1837-1845 among the heretics who had appeared in the 

village of Ark‘weli and who used the Key of Truth revealed the following 

doctrine: Christ is not God; Orthodox baptism is of no avail and rebap- 

tism is necessary; the mother of Jesus was not a virgin; the members of 

the sect alone are true Christians; the followers of other churches are 

mere idolators; holy oil, the eucharist, canons, fasts, confession, the inter- 

cession of saints as well as images are absolutely to be rejected.*® Finally, 

we hear of a statement made by a certain Gregory of Katzwan, who ap- 

parently was an elder of the sect: 

Behold I am the Cross; light your tapers on my two hands, and give worship. 

I am able to give you salvation, just as much as the cross and the saints.’ 

The similarity of these confessions to the doctrine of the T‘ondrakeci such 

as we know it for the Middle Ages needs no commentary. However, no 

demonstration of the survival of the sect in the intervening centuries can 

be given at the present moment. 

95 The rejection of the eucharist mentioned in the Orthodox sources is not found in 

the Key; however, communion is distinctly secondary to baptism as a sacrament. It 
is probable that it was the Orthodox form of the sacrament, and not the sacrament 

itself, which was rejected by the heretics. The “Oath” of Dvin seems to indicate that 

communion” ... as in the gatherings ... of the Paulicians’’, did not follow the Orthodox 

ritual; see my Appendix II. 

A suggestion of Manichaeanism and docetism can be found in the Armenian legend, 

heresy #154 (see my Appendix III), ‘“Christ, the Sun, did not die nor was He resurrected, 

therefore, they fast on Sundays’’. However, the legend, with its story of blood sacrifice, 

child slaughter, and depravity, is far too garbled to provide reliable information. The 

stories are closer to the medieval stock-in-trade description of any heresy than to a 

historical account. Conceivably we have here a touch of Persian influence or of 

contact with the Arewordik‘ such as were observed by John of Ojun and Daniel de 

Thaurizio; see my Chapter IT, nn. 46 and 95. 

96 KT-I, xxili-xxix, 
97 Ibid., xxvii. 
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In contrast to the general agreement of the Armenian sources, the 

Byzantine authorities show a number of divergencies which must be 

considered in detail. Heretofore scholars have treated the entire body 

of Greek evidence as a single coherent whole, but the analysis of the 

sources which we have attempted no longer permits such a procedure. 

Therefore, here again an attempt must be made to distinguish the various 

aspects of Greek evidence. There is very little information concerning 

Paulician doctrine in the Chronicles. It will, therefore, be necessary to 

turn first to an analysis of the polemical sources. 

The particular contribution of the tenth-century Byzantine texts on 

the Paulicians, such as Peter of Sicily, the Pseudo-Photius, and even the 

Manichaean Formula, is their insistence upon the Manichaean character 

of the heresy which they present. The identification of the Paulicians 

with the Manichaeans is already found in source P, though not in the 

Paulician Formula,**® but this point is not stressed. In contrast, by the 

tenth century, the identification of the two heresies becomes the main 

theme of polemical writers. Both the works of Peter of Sicily and the 

Pseudo-Photius are entitled Against the Manichaeans.®® In the dedica- 

tory paragraph Peter of Sicily states emphatically that the heresy of the 

Paulicians is pure Manichaeanism,!°° and he reiterates this opinion later 

in his work with reference to the Heresiarch Sergius: “Let no one think 

that Sergius’ heresy was different from Mani’s, for it is one and the 

same’’.!° He treats the anathema readily pronounced by the Paulicians 

against Mani as mere deceitfulness.1° Finally, all the late sources contain 

*8 Petrus Higumenus, I, 60, ““ITavAtktavoi oi kai Mavixaiouw”’, The Paulician Formula 
does not contain a single reference to Manichaeans, as was observed by the editor, 

Ficker, ““Abschworungsformeln’’, 458. The last tenth-century source which we possess, 

the Letter of the Patriarch Theophylactus, differs very interestingly from the opinion 

of its contemporaries in describing the heresy of the Paulicians as, “Mavixaiopoc yap 

Eott TavAiavion® ovupiync”’, 363. I shall return to this characterization. 
%° Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1239/40A, “... ‘Iotopia- xypewmdn¢g sAeyxOc te Kai 
avatpont ... aipgoews tv Mavixaiwv tdv Kai TlavAixidvev Aeyouév@v’’. Pseudo- 

Photius, Narratio, 15/6, “Ainynoic nepi 5 Maviyaiwv avaBAacthoswc’’. 
100 Petrus Siculus, Historia, I, 1239/40B, “‘ovvetdov Ka8eEfic ypdyar byiv mepi tic 
tov Mavixaiov tév Kai TavAikidvev Aeyopévav pvoapic aipgssm@c ... od yap 
GAAou ovtot Kai GAOL éketvor, GAN Kai of adtoi Mavdicidvor Kai Maviyator 
bnapxovolv, taic tHV TpONyNnOAPEVOV aipécsor tac &EevpEAEioas adtoic pvoApac 
aipéoeic émiovvawavtec, Kai Ev dnwAsiag Bapapov éxopvEavtec. ci yap Kai TOV 
aisxpovupylOv adt@v sioiv, A> adtoi Mactv, GuétOXOL, GAAG TOV Gipéce@v adtHv 
aKpiBsic cioi MbAaKEc’’. 

101 Ibid., XL, 1299/1300B, ‘“‘"AAAG pndsic oigéo0m éEtéEpav aipeotv eivar fv &SidaeEv 
Lépytoc, Kai Etépav tod Mavetoc: pia yap got1 Kai } adth’”’. This commentary may 
be the work of the author of S, but there is no doubt that the opening statement of 

the History is the work of Peter himself. 

102 Tbid., TV, 1245/6B. 
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long sections on the ancient Manichaeans, derived from very early sources. 

These sections bear no relation to existing conditions in either the 

ninth or the tenth century, so that their only function seems to be to sup- 

port the fundamental thesis that Paulicianism is nothing more than a 

revival of true Manichaeanism.}°° The actual Paulician doctrine de- 

scribed by the late sources is based on that found in source P,1% to which 

we must turn for the most satisfactory account of the character of 

Byzantine Paulicianism in the mid-ninth century. 

First and foremost, according to P, the Paulicians denied the unity of 

God as maintained in the Orthodox confession. They distinguished 

between the Heavenly Father (6 €movpdvioc), who has no power in this 

world but will be Lord of the Future (t@ pé\Aovtt), and the other God, 

the Creator of the World (6 koopozointis), who holds all the power in 

the visible world.1° The Paulician Formula, carrying it one step further, 

makes Satan the creator of this world.1°* This doctrine is evidently dual- 

istic, as is observed by the Greek authorities, who insist that all recanting 

Paulicians be forced to recite the Creed, thus confessing the Trinity and 

the one true God, creator of the heavens and the earth, and that they be 

closely questioned to make certain that they interpret these beliefs in 

completely Orthodox fashion.!°’ However, the dualism here expressed 

is not absolute. If the Heavenly Father is to be Lord of the Future, that 

is to say eternity, he is superior to the Creator of the World, whose reign 

is transitory and limited both in time and space. Instead of the intransi- 

gent dualism of two co-eternal and equal principles, we have here a 

mitigated dualism, which eventually recognizes the superiority of the 

Heavenly Father.1°° 

Secondly, the Paulicians denied the perpetual virginity of Mary, to 

whom they refused the title of Mother of God (8g0t6ko¢), since Christ 

had not been born of her, but had brought his body from heaven. The 

103 See my Chapter I for a discussion of the “Manichaean” sections. in. Peter of 
Sicily and the Pseudo-Photius. The Manichaean Formula also contains an earlier 

Manichaean Formula which probably dates from the fifth century; see my Chapter I, 

ee my Chapter I. 
105 Petrus Higumenus, VI, 63; Petrus Siculus, Historia, X, 1253/4D; Petrus Siculus, 

Sermo I, passim; Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, V1, 23/4BC; Photius, Verba, I, UU, Ul 

passim; Theophylactus, Letter, 364; Manichaean Formula, 1463/4AB. For the texts of 

the Paulician doctrine as found in P, see my Chapter I. 

106 =Pgylician Formula, Anathemas I, VI, VIII, 453-454. 

107 Jhid., 455; Petrus Higumenus, VI, 63-64. 

108 Ficker, ““Abschwérungsformeln”, 457, goes so far as to say that the doctrine of 

the two principles is not mentioned in the Paulician Formula even though God is not 

the creator of the visible world. 
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Theotokos, to them, was the Heavenly Jerusalem.1°® The heretics’ con- 

cept of the Incarnation of Christ was “‘docetic’’. That is to say, since 

matter was not the creation of the Heavenly Father, it was to be rejected 

as evil;!4° Christ could not in reality have assumed an evil body; con- 

sequently, the Incarnation was merely illusory, and furthermore Jesus 

only seemed to die.1!! 

In addition to these basic dogmas, the Paulicians denied the sacrament 

of the eucharist, understanding the bread and wine symbolically as the 

teachings of Christ.!2. They rejected the cross, thereby arousing the 

violent indignation of Peter of Sicily: 

109 Petrus Higumenus, VII, 64; Petrus Siculus, Historia, X, 1255/6A, also VI, 
1247/8C-1249/50A, etc. Petrus Siculus, Sermo II, passim; Codex Scorialensis, XX1, 

78 ff.; Theophylactus, Letter, 365; Paulician Formula, Anathemas III, IV, 453; 

Manichaean Formula, 1463/4CD, 1465/6A, 1467/8D. 
110 Paulician Formula, Anathema VIII, 455, “’Avé8eya toic Latavav dvopdCovotr 

TOV TOV SAV SHLLOVPYOV BEdv HLUdV Kai TAGOOiVal [tO COLA] Napa tod Latava 
SoypatiCover Kai thy woxtv nap’ adtod AaBsiv ...”. Manichaean Formula, 1463/4B, 

“"AvabsenatiC@ tovs Aéyovtas StL TO Cpa &k tic mOvNpac apxiic OnéotH, Kai StL 
ovoet ott Ta KaKG’’, though this may be a reference to Manichaean rather than 

Paulician doctrine. 

11 Petrus Higumenus, VII, 64; Petrus Siculus, Historia, V1, 1247/8, “oi yap tij¢ GAn- 

Osiac éx8poi tov Oetov adtfic tOKOV év SoKosL Kai OdK év GANOsia yeyvevijoOat 
doyuatiCovoi”’. See also Theophylactus, Letter, 365. 

It is interesting to note that the docetic conception of the Incarnation is not as 

strongly stressed by P. The passage of Peter of Sicily quoted above comes from a 

section which is not directly based on the Higumen and is probably Peter of Sicily’s 

own work. The docetic interpretation is much clearer in the Abjuration formulae, 

Paulician Formula, Anathema II, 453: “‘*Avad@eua toic OuoAoyobot yév nadsiv tov 

KdpLovV HUMV “Inoodv Xpiotov, wh GAnOsia S€ yevvnOiivor &k tio ayiag Kai 

dsimapEvov Kai Tavayvov OeotdKov, GAAG SoKHost SoypatiCovoiw”’. Manichaean 
Formula, 1463/4C: “"Ava8epatil@ tobs Aéyovtac tov Kopiov Hudv Inootv Xpiotov, 

Soxnost TEQavepHoOat TH KOoLe, Kai Lt 6UOAOyOdvtacs adtov cecapKHcba1 GANPHs 
&k tic Gyiacg mapSévov Mapiac tfc &k AaBid Katayouévne, o&pKa thy &VvOparivnyv 
Kai TWiv Opoovotov, Kai tedsiag évavOpwnficar”’. Ibid., 1463/4D: “’AvaSepatiCea 
tove Aéyovtac SoKhost TAaBEtv TOV KUpiov Hud Inoobv Xpiotov ...’’. This doctrine 

is also echoed in the Martyrs of Amorium, 29, “Kai nici toic Gpvovpévoic, tH EK 

mapSEvov adtod, Kata GANGEeiav Kai od Kata Mavtaciav yevouévnv bia mvebpatoc 

ayiov odpKaoty éxi omtepia Kai dvaKAnoel Tod yévovc TOV GVOPdnwv’’. The result 

of such a belief would indeed be the rejection of the Virgin Mary as Theotokos. It 
would also lead to a denial of the reality of the passion and resurrection and conse- 
quently of the redemption of mankind. 

2 Petrus Higumenus, VIII, 64; Petrus Siculus, Historia, X, 1255/6A; Petrus Siculus, 
Sermo Ul, passim; Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, VII, 25/6BC; Theophylactus, Letter, 

365; Manichaean Formula, 1469/70A. This point is not to be found in the Paulician 

Formula. 

Tuzbashian, “Paulician Movement”, 272, is of the opinion that the passage from 
the “Oath” of Dvin, referring to the Paulician communion, is to be understood in the 

same sense. We have no indication that the Paulicians mentioned at Dvin in 554 
believed in symbolic and spiritual communion. Iuzbashian seems to be transferring 
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Let them be shamed and driven to flight and perish, who deny the glory of the 
cross and who do not worship it with undoubting faith as a God-given and 
invincible trophy.!!* 

The true cross, according to the heretics, was not a material object, but 
Christ himself with his arms outstretched.!!4 The authority of the pro- 
phets and the Old Testament was denied,1!* and St. Peter, the cornerstone 

of the Orthodox Church, may also have been rejected by the heretics.1!6 

the beliefs of ninth-century Byzantium to sixth-century Armenia. As we shall see, 
these doctrines were by no means the same. 

118 Petrus Siculus, Historia, VII, 1249/50D-1251/2A, “’AioyvvOhntwcav odv Kai 

EVTPANNtTMOAV Kai GNOAECBMOUV Oi THY 5dEav adtod SLapvobLEVOL Kai [11) TPOCKL- 
vottec abtov dd1otdKTw TiotEl Mo DeoddHpntov Kai &katapaxntov tpdmaiov”. Here 
again we have a commentary of Peter himself, since the passage occurs at the very 

beginning of the History; it is, however, repeated in Chapter X, ibid., 1255/6. 
114 Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1255/6AB, 1283/4C; Petrus Higumenus, IX, 64; Pseudo- 

Photius, Narratio, VII, 25/6C; Manichaean Formula, 1467/8D; Paulician Formula, 

Anathema IV, 453, which at this point adds the rejection of all images: “’Avé@eua 
toic DBpiCovol ... TOV Titov OTALPOV Kai Tac ispdc TOV GyiMv NaVTMV sikOvac Kai 
QvTNV THY CEnthy Kai Gyiav sixdva tod Kvpiov udv “Inood Xpictod Kai tfc adtod 
ayiasg UNtTPOG Kai OeotdKov Kai tHv BEoEldHv dyyéA@v...’’. The cross itself is rejected 
because it is mere wood, therefore evil matter and an accursed instrument. The 

Slavonic translation of George the Monk makes the rejection of the cross because it 
is matter particularly clear. Following the parallel passage in the Codex Coislinianus 

310 verbatim to the end, it then adds the words, “‘pbxxe TBapb’”’, The Chronicle of 

Georgius Hamartolus, II, 461. There is no mention of the cross in the Letter of Theo- 

phylactus. The favoritism shown to the Paulicians by the Iconoclastic emperors, 
particularly in the first period of Iconoclasm, testifies to the heretics’ views on that 
subject. 
115 There is some yariation at this point. Petrus Siculus, Historia, X, 1255/6B, 

Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, VIII, 25/6C-27/8 A,C, Photius, Verba, I, I, Il, passim, and 

The Manichaean Formula, 1463/4A say that the Paulicians rejected not only the 

prophets and saints, but the entire Old Testament as Scriptures. Peter of Sicily actually 

cites those writings which the Paulicians accepted as Scriptures, namely: the Gospels, 

the Epistles of Paul, James, John and Jude, the Acts, and some of the epistles of the 
Heresiarch Sergius, Historia, X, 1255/6. The Paulician Formula, Anathemas VI, 

IX, 453-454, and Theophylactus, Letter, 364, accuse the heretics of perverting the 

Gospels and rejecting the apostles, but do not mention the Old Testament. Petrus 
Higumenus, IJ, X, XV, 61, 64, 66, accuses the heretics of rejecting the prophets 

and the saints but specifies that the heretics use correct Orthodox Scriptures which 

they pervert in interpretation. See my Chapter [, n. 94. 
116 Petrus Higumenus, X, 64-65; Petrus Siculus, Historia, X, 1255/6C; Pseudo-Photius, 
Narratio, 27/8A, C, 29/30A. However, it is quite possible that on this rejection of Peter 
by the heretics, P was either misinformed, or that this practice characterized only a 

particular group of heretics. Both the Abjuration Formulae and the Letter of Theophy- 

lactus do not mention any particular disrespect to St. Peter. Furthermore, both the 

Codex Scorialensis and Pseudo-Photius are forced into elaborate explanations to justify 

this curious rejection of the chief of the apostles. Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, 29/30A, 

observed that Peter could not be rejected by the Paulicians for his denial of Christ, 

since they themselves had been authorized by Mani, their leader, to deny him and their 
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Denying further the authority of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, the Pauli- 

cians considered themselves the true Church and referred contemptuously 

to the Orthodox as “‘the Romans’”’.!1? Nor would they accept the Ortho- 

dox baptism of water, quoting in this connection the words of Christ, 

“T am the living water’’.1!8 Finally, source P asserts that the members of 

the sect were permitted to dissemble their beliefs in order to escape perse- 

cution,}/° and he repeats the traditional accusation aimed at most heretics 

by Orthodox writers, namely that Paulician morals were abominable, that 

they indulged in a number of obscene practices and unnatural sins.’”° 

Leaving aside for the moment the question of whether the Paulicians 

are to be considered Manichaeans, as was asserted by most Byzantine 

sources, we are forced to acknowledge, on the basis of the doctrinal 

exposition of source P, that they undoubtedly accepted both dualism and 

a docetic christology. Such doctrines can hardly be reconciled with the 

Key of Truth and the Armenian sources. 

It is true that most of the secondary points of the dogma and practice 

of the Byzantine Paulicians are similar to those of the Armenian ones. 

The claim of the Paulicians on both sides of the frontier that they were 

the true Church, a natural claim for any sect, would automatically entail 

the rejection of the existing ecclesiastical authorities as erring and the 

Orthodox sacraments as perverted and polluted. In particular, we have 

seen that both Greek and Armenian Paulicians refused Orthodox baptism 

as inadequate.!21_ There is also a suggestion that the Greek Paulicians 

faith in times of stress (cf. Petrus Higumenus, XIII, 65-66). Therefore Pseudo-Photius 

is forced into the unlikely explanation that the Paulicians abhorred St. Peter because 

he had foretold their apostasy. The Codex Scorialensis, 72-73, in a still more fanciful 
episode, attributes the rejection of Peter to his witnessing of Christ’s reverence of the 

devil; see my Chapter I, n. 71. The suggestion of Iuzbashian, “Paulician Movement”, 

274, that the Paulician rejection of St. Peter is symbolic of their rejection of the 
official Church, seems rather far-fetched. 

7 Petrus Higumenus, VI, X, XIV, 63, 65, 66; Petrus Siculus, Historia, X, 1253/4C; 

Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, VI, 23/4B; Manichaean Formula, 1469/70B; Paulician 

Formula, Anathema XIII, 454. 

us Petrus Higumenus, XII, 65, “Bantiopa 6& ta AUatA tod Edayyediov, Kabac 

now 6 Kvpioc: “éy@ eit 10 dp 16 Cov’ ”’. Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXIX, 1283/4D; 

Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, IX, 29/30A; Manichaean Formula, 1469/70B; Paulician 
Formula, Anathemas IV, XVII, 453, 455. This point is singled out by a triple anathema. 
9 Petrus Higumenus, XIII, 65; Petrus Siculus, Historia, IV, 1245/6AB, and XXIX, 

1283/4; Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, VIII, 29/30A. The whole account of Genesius’ 

disputation is presented as a long deception. 
10 Petrus Higumenus, XVII, 67; Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, X, 31/2AB; Manichaean 
Formula, 1465/6C, 1469/70; Paulician Formula, Anathema VII, 453-454; Theophylactus, 
Letter, 354-365. Peter of Sicily unaccountably misses this point. 

181 We have seen the insistence put on baptism by the Key of Truth. Similarly, the 
Paulician Formula twice stresses the fact that the heretics will not accept the Orthodox 
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rejected child baptism, as did the Armenian sectarians. This is particu- 
larly clear in the accusation of source P that some of the sectarians, hypo- 
critically and as a deceit, permitted their children to be baptized by Ortho- 

dox priests, and in the injunction of both Abjuration Formulae to receive 

the heretics returning to the Orthodox Church as “unbaptized children’’ 22 

In both the Greek and the Armenian sect we find the denial that the 

Virgin Mary was the Mother of God!?5 and the rejection of extreme as- 

ceticism and fasts.1*4 Finally, the Iconoclasm so characteristic of the 

Armenian Paulicians and particularly their opposition to the cross is also 

noted by the Greek authorities, and was sufficiently serious to draw the 

particular wrath of Peter of Sicily. 

The similarities of these subordinate points of dogma cannot, however, 

disguise the basic difference between Greek and Armenian Paulicianism. 

The unity of God is not challenged at any time by the Paulicians of the 

Key of Truth. He is the creator of both the heavens and the earth, and 

there is no suggestion that the Armenian Paulicians interpreted the creed 

in any but Orthodox fashion on this point. In source P the Heavenly 

Father, though ultimately the Lord of Eternity and the superior power, is 

not the creator or ruler of this world. In the christology there is also a 

discrepancy. The Armenian belief in Jesus as a man adopted at his bap- 

tism as Son of God, through grace rather than by nature, and their belief 

in the reality of the Passion and the Resurrection, appear to be contra- 

dicted by the docetism of Byzantine Paulicianism in the ninth and tenth 

centuries, in which the Incarnation, Passion, and Resurrection are purely 

illusory. 

Though the fundamental tenets of Greek and Armenian Paulicianism 

cannot be reconciled on the basis of the doctrine set forth in source P, 

sacrament and singles out this point with a triple anathema. The denial of ecclesiastical 
authority and the claim of the heretics to be the only true preservers of the apostolic 
tradition would entail the rejection of the sacraments in their Orthodox form, though 

not necessarily in principle. Similarly Orthodox festivals, regulations, and practices 

would not be recognized by the heretics. 
122 Petrus Higumenus, XVII, 66-67; Paulician Formula, 455; Manichaean Formula, 

1469/70-1471/2A. 
123 We have seen that the identification of Mary with the Heavenly Jerusalem was 
considered orthodox by Aristakés of Lastivert in the early eleventh century. It may, 

therefore, have been a fairly general doctrine in Armenia. 

124 The accusation of immorality on the part of the heretics is probably no more than 

the usual ecclesiastical propaganda and would result from the sectarians’ refusal to 

recognize the sacramental value of a marriage performed by an Orthodox priest. 

However, the Abjuration Formulae specifically condemn Paulicians for not observing 

the Christian fasts and for eating cheese and milk during Quadragesima: Paulician 

Formula, Anathema V, 453; Manichaean Formula, 1469/70B. 
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other evidence remains to be considered. There are indications that 

Byzantine Paulician doctrine was not uniform throughout its existence. The 

Patriarch Theophylactus in the tenth century characterized Paulicianism 

as a combination of the old with the new, of Manichaeanism inter- 

mingled with Paulianism (sic).12° In the preceding century the Patriarch 

Photius had also observed variations in the doctrine of contemporary 

Paulicians.!2° A study of the additional sources which we possess on 

Byzantine Paulicianism reveals the existence within the Empire of a 

Paulician tradition which does not coincide with the one described in 

source P. 

The main historical source on Byzantine Paulicianism, source S, does 

not concern itself overmuch with dogma; nevertheless, several indications 

may be noted in it. One is that the first heresiarch, Constantine-Silvanus, 

had received the Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles from a Syrian 

deacon who taught him, and that these were the only books he used. The 

Paulician scriptures are, therefore, presented as perfectly Orthodox, 

whatever may be their interpretation.!*’ The Letters of Sergius-Tychicus, 

preserved by S, are also singularly unassailable. It is true that Sergius 

is shown by his correspondence to have been in contact with another 

heretic, Leo the Montanist, but he condemns the latter.128 He also 

assures his disciples that through him they had been given light,!?° and he 

goes on to assert: 

We are the body of Christ and he who departs from the tradition of the body of 

Christ departs from us; he sins, for he goes to those who teach different things 

and does not believe in the true doctrine.!*° 

125 See n. 98 and Chapter V. 

1226 Photius, Verbum I, 89/90. 

1% Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXIII, 1277/8A. Source P confirms this by stressing 

that there is nothing unorthodox about the actual Scriptures used by the Paulicians, 
only the interpretation of these texts was heretical; Petrus Higumenus, II, XV, 61, 66. 

Peter of Sicily tries to tie Constantine-Silvanus to his legendary predecessors, the 

Manichaeans Paul and John, and says that Constantine burned all his Manichaean 
books from fear of persecution, Historia, 1277/8AB. There does not seem to be any 
reason for accepting this version which is not supported by P, but even here the absence 

of heretical scriptures among the Paulicians is admitted. 
128 Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1297/8CD. 
129 Ibid., 1295/6AB, D 
180 Ibid., 1299/1300A, “““Hysic gopev cpa Xprotobd: ei tic 58 Ggiotata tov 
Tapadsdce@v to} odpatoc tod Xpiotod, tovtéoti TOV éL@v, Gpaptaver, Sti mpoo- 

TPEXEL TOIC EtepodidacKaAodto, Kai &meWst tots bytaivovoer Adyotc”. It is interesting 
that this particular passage, whose wording seems so unsuited to a docetic heresy 
which denied the existence of “the body of Christ”, is paraphrased but not quoted in 
the parallel section of the Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, 69/70-71/2. 
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Neither of these statements could be acceptable to the Orthodox. How- 

ever, the remainder of his messages of peace and good will to distant 

disciples, and his assurances that he remains with them in spirit, would 

be suitable in the writings of any Church Father.!*! Concerning Sergius 

himself, the narrator of source S adds that he went so far as to call him- 

self the Paraclete and to be adored by his disciples.1*? In short, there is 

no indication in source S that the doctrine of Sergius or of his predeces- 

sors, heretical though it might be, was in the least dualistic or docetic. It 

must furthermore be noted that the adoration accorded to Sergius by his 

followers resembles the treatment of Smbat by his disciples, as observed 

by the Armenian authorities. It is in fact similar to the worship demanded 

by Gregory of Katzwan in the nineteenth century. 

In the light of this evidence we must also reconsider the account found 

in source S of the disputation between the Heresiarch Genesius-Timothy 

and the Patriarch of Constantinople in the reign of Leo III. The dis- 

putation covered six points—namely, the Orthodox faith, the cross, the 

Virgin Mary, the eucharist, the Church, and baptism. In each case 

Genesius agreed with the Patriarch, but the interpretation which we are 

told he gave to his answers was heretical. In the opinion of the narrator, 

Genesius already held all the beliefs characteristic of the Paulicians in the 

ninth century—that the faith and the Church were nothing but his own 

heresy; that the cross was Christ himself with his arms outstretched; that 

the Virgin Mary was to be understood as the Heavenly Jerusalem; and 

similarly, that the eucharist was Christ’s teaching, not bread and wine; 

and that the baptism accepted by the heretics was not the Orthodox 

sacrament.13* Such an interpretation may be partially correct, yet we 

must remember that it is always interpolated by the narrator into the 

actual words of Genesius, and that the narrator’s intention throughout 

this section is to demonstrate the deceitfulness of the Paulicians by im- 

puting a double meaning to Genesius’ answers. Indeed, in view of the 

successful outcome of the disputation, it may well be that S’s account is a 

distortion of the original form of the story as it was given by source A. 

In the first version, Genesius, summoned to Constantinople, would have 

satisfied the Patriarch as to his own Orthodoxy and been honorably sent 

home again. The ninth-century narrator, unwilling to accept this favor- 

131 Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1295/6D; Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, 69/70-71/2. 

182 Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1287/8C, “XSépytov tov éavtov HapaKAntov A€éyovta, 

Toxikdv te gavtov Kadgoavta, Kai O16 tv isiav Waontdv H¢ Ivedpa Gytov mpooKv- 

vobuevov”; Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, 69/70. 
133 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXIX, 1283/4B-1285/6A. 
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able account, reinterpreted the Heresiarch’s words to adapt them to the 

Paulician doctrine prevailing in his own time.1*4 

If we consider the actual words of Genesius, without taking into account 

the interpolated commentary of the narrator, we find in them the same 

inoffensive quality which characterized the Letters of Sergius. Even if we 

accept the interpretation that Genesius was disguising the true sense of his 

answers, there is nothing which would automatically identify them with 

the ninth-century Paulician doctrine of source P. Genesius’ claim of 

possessing the true faith and the genuine apostolic succession, his accep- 

tance of some form, not necessarily Orthodox, of the eucharist and bap- 

tism, are hardly surprising.1°° His identification of the Virgin Mary as 

the Heavenly Jerusalem is in line with the interpretation given by source 

P, but in this connection it must be remembered that Genesius was asso- 

ciated with the Armenian district of Mananati, where such a belief was 

still considered Orthodox by Aristakés of Lastivert as late as the year 1000 

One more point of Paulician doctrine mentioned in the disputation is of 

interest. The question of Paulician Iconoclasm had naturally not been 

raised, since this was the official doctrine at Constantinople in the reign 

of Leo III. However, the narrator says that Genesius only pretended to 

revere the cross, while actually substituting for it the figure of Christ with 

his arms outstretched.1°* We have no evidence that this was the case. If, 

however, Genesius’ words are accepted at face value, we find in them a 

contradiction of later practice, since the Paulician rejection of the cross 

was specifically noted by the Byzantine authorities of the ninth and tenth 

centuries. Here too the evidence of the Armenian sources must be con- 

sidered. In the very period of the disputation, that is to say the early 

134 See my Chapter I, n. 153, for another example of S’s technique of interpolating 
an offensive commentary into a fundamentally harmless text. 
185 There is no evidence besides the narrator’s commentary to indicate that Genesius 

interpreted the eucharist as Christ’s words in the manner of the ninth-century Paulicians 

of source P; Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXIX, 1283/4C, “Kai aA. mpdc adtov mnot 6 

Tatpiapyns “Ara ti ob nEetaAapPdvetc tod Gxpavtov oHLATOS Kai TOD TILiOv aipatoc 

tod Kvupiov qudv ‘Inood Xpiotot, GAG atiydCerc adtd; “O & OvpdOeoc Aéyer- 

"Avabeua TOV LT HetaAapPavovta 7 Gtiwdlovta TO cOpa Kai aiva tod Kupiov hudv 

*Inoob Xpiotob: Ereye 5 ta HHUata adtobd”. The evidence is rather that he accepted 

the eucharist in its traditional form. If he rejected the authority of the existing 
ecclesiastical authorities, he would at most have refused to accept as valid the Orthodox 

sacrament. The claim of true doctrine is natural to any sect, and the rejection of the 

existing sacrament automatically results from it. 

186 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXIX, p. 1283/4BC, “Kai 6 natpiapync Aéyer TAAL 
“Ata ti od TLotEvetc Kai TPOOKUVEIs TOV TiLLLOV OTaLpOv; *O Sé& Aéyer “AvdbEepa tov 
Ht) mpooKvvobvta Kai pt) oeBdpuEvov tov Tipov Kai Cwomo1dv otavpov’ reve bE 
otavpov tov Xpiotov ti é&ktdoEl TOV xELlpPOV otTavpdv drotEAOdvTA”’. 
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eighth century, the Armenian Paulicians, according to John of Ojun, 

were progressing from the rejection of images in general to that of the 

cross itself.137 This development might not have reached Genesius’ 

district of Mananali, so that his belief would represent the earlier Arme- 

nian tradition. 

The vindication of Genesius’ Orthodoxy is not our concern at this 

point. He may have rejected the Orthodox hierarchy and sacraments. 

In common with the Isaurian Patriarch, he must have been an Iconoclast. 

He appears to have shared some of the common beliefs of the Byzantine 

and Armenian Paulicians. Nevertheless, as shown in the disputation with 

the Patriarch, the fundamental aspects of ninth-century Byzantine Pauli- 

cianism are not present in his doctrine. Nowhere is there any intimation 

of either dualism or docetism. In this, Genesius is in agreement with the 

doctrine of Constantine-Silvanus, his predecessor, and Sergius-Tychicus, 

his successor, as this is given by S. We cannot overlook the significant 

fact that the narrator of S, who shows himself quite willing to distort the 

history and dogma of the Paulicians in order to blacken their reputation, 

never accuses them of the two most fundamental breaches of the Chris- 

tian doctrine—the denial of the unity of God, and the denial of Christ’s 

Incarnation. Had these beliefs been characteristic of the Paulicians in the 

early ninth century, it is inconceivable that S should have overlooked them. 

We are therefore brought to the conclusion that a dualistic-docetic 

doctrine was not an integral part of the Paulician tradition as it was known 

to S. 

A number of the Greek sources support the hypothesis that, in part at 

least, the earlier Paulician tradition within the Empire, as well as in 

Armenia, was of a different nature from the one described by P and his 

tenth-century followers. St. John Damascene, a contemporary of the 

Heresiarch Genesius in the first half of the eighth century, describing the 

heresy of the Aposchistae (makers of schism), or Doxarii (gloriers) among 

whom Paulicians may perhaps be found, accuses these sectarians of many 

familiar sins: 

These seek after their own glory and submit neither to the law of God nor to his 

priests. They are thoroughly acquainted with the heresy of the Autoproscoptae. 

Like them, they require the observance of canonical ordinances and, although 

they are neither bishops nor presidents of the people, but only members of the 

common herd, they separate themselves from the Catholic Church. Rivaling 

the Euchites, that is to say, the Messalians, they tell the ascetics not to frequent 

church services, but to be satisfied with the prayers in their own monasteries, 

137 John of Ojun, Contra Paulicianos, 78/9. 
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they differ among themselves and are in a state of utter confusion, because their 

falsehood is split into many factions. They have separated from the communion 

of the Church and pretend to a greater severity of discipline, with each one 

vying to prove himself better than the next. Some of them do not admit holy 

baptism and do not receive Holy Communion, whereas others will kiss neither 

a newly made figure of the venerable cross nor a holy image. What is worst of 

all, since they consider themselves to be superior to all men, they will accept 

absolutely no priest ... May we be delivered both from the frenzy of the Icono- 

clasts and from the madness of the Aposchistae, which although they are 

diametrically opposed evils are equal in their impiety.'*° 

The accusation of extreme asceticism against the Paulicians is unusual 

though even here the suggestion is rather that the heretics recognize only 

their own communities as holy. However, the remainder of the catalogue 

of sins reads exactly like an indictment of Paulicianism such as we have 

found it in Armenia: Rejection of the Orthodox community, its hierarchy, 

churches and sacraments, particularly baptism and the eucharist, and 

most particularly a violent iconoclasm embracing both the cross and holy 

images.18° It is therefore especially interesting that St. John Damascene 

speaks of these nameless contemporary heretics as observing the “‘canon- 

ical ordinances” though “they separate themselves from the Catholic 

138 Johannes Damascenus, Compendium, 775/6A-777/8AB, ““Tpitn Kai éxatooth 

aipsotc, “Anooxioto1 oi kai AoEdpior: of tiv tdiav d60Eav Cyntobvtsc, ti duKatoovvn 
tod Osobd odk brotdooovtal, ote toic ispstoiv adtob. Kai thv aipeotv tHv Adto- 

TPOOKONTOV ENLOTALEVOL, KAVOVLKODG DeGLOds ExiCntoboLv’ UN SvtEs uNtE ExiokomoL 

NTE Aaod mposotMtEs. GAA’ GyEdaiol tivec, yopiCovtat tig KABOAIKT|S “ExkAnoiac. 

Tovs 5& Edxitac, iyovv Macoadiavotc, CnAmoavtsc, toic doKkntaic Aéyovor ph} 

TApapévetv EKKANOLAOTIKAIc ovvaEEoLV, apKetoOar 5é Taig Ev GoKNTNpioIc adtav 

edxaic. Dbdpdnv dé Kai sic GAANAOUS StamEepdpEVOoL TOAVGYXLSESG YAP TO Weddoc’ TIC 

EKKANOLAOTIKT|S KOLVOVIUg ATOOTAVTES TV AKpiPetav brOKPivovtal, GAAOS GAAOD 
Kpgittov deikvvc8at oneddwv: of pév Osiov Pantiopa od Séxovtat, ote tig Osiac 

KOLVOVIASG HETEXOVOLV’ EtEpOL 5E ODSE TOOV Tod TiLiov GtavpOd vewoTi KaTAOKEvA- 

oGévta, 7] Centhy sikoOva GonéCovtal, Kai bnepavéyetv navt@V avOpanwv OidLEVOL, 

TO EOXATOV TOV KAK@V, KaBOAOD iepéa Od Séxovtal, ... Kai dnéotw && icov Kai h 
TOV cikOVOKAGOTOV napotvia Kai 1) TAV ArooxLoTOv TAPAMpPoodbvn, ta &k SiapétpOD 

KOKG Kai OudTiWA thy GoéPetav’’. 

139 See above nn. 38-94, for the Armenian sources on these points. The custom of 

praying in the houses of the community rather than in the churches is particularly 

noted by Xosrov Anjevaci (see n. 54). These accusations are also consonant with 

some of the evidence of source P (see nn. 113, 117-118). See also Petrus Higumenus 

XIV, 66, for the absence of a regular hierarchy among the heretics. 

The observation of K. Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 37, that heresies 153-154 

of the Armenian “‘Book of Heretics” occur in the place where this heresy is found in 
the Compendium of St. John suggests a connection between them. It is also interesting 

that the Armenian compiler has put Paulicians at the point at which St. John discusses 
Iconoclastic heresies, Compendium, 773/4-777/8, particularly the ‘““XpiotiavoKxath- 

yopou”’, 773/4, who are identified as Iconoclasts. 
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Church”, and admits that the Autoproscoptae, to whom the Aposchistae 
are compared, are “‘orthodox in every respect”, though likewise cut off 
from the Orthodox community.!4° Here again, whatever the sins of the 

heretics, the issue of dualism and docetism is never raised. 

More specific evidence can be found in the second half of the century. 
The Emperor Constantine V was accused by a number of chroniclers of 
being a Paulician. The accusation is probably no more than a piece of 
malevolent propaganda directed against the memory of the great Icono- 

clastic emperor, but the doctrine by which George the Monk justifies the 

charge is extremely interesting. According to him the Emperor had claimed 

that the Virgin Mary was not the Theotokos.1#*_ The explanation given 

by Constantine for his belief was that ‘“‘Christ is not God, therefore I will 

not consider Mary as the Mother of God’’.142, According to Theophanes 

Confessor, the beliefs of the Emperor were even more blasphemous and 

heretical. He quotes Constantine as having said: 

Do not think that he whom Mary bore, the so-called Christ, was the Son of 

God, but rather that he was a mere [naked] man. He was born of Mary in the 

same way as my mother Mary bore me.**% 

In the eighth century, therefore, the belief that Christ was a mere creature 

and not the Son of God could be described at Constantinople as Paulician 

doctrine. In the following century a similar dogma can be found. The 

““Manichaean”’ sect of the followers of Lizix or Selix returned to Orthodoxy 

early in the reign of the Empress Theodora. Their leader had believed 

that: 

140 Johannes Damascenus, “Heresy 100’, Compendium, 761/2B-763/4A, on the 

Autoproscoptae, ‘““Adtompooxortat navta Lev Op8ddoEo1 bndpxovtEc, GdEtdc SE TIC 
KaGo0AIKfic “ExKAnoiac Kai Koiv@viag onic abdtobs mpoMdoEws sdtEAOtG EvEKa 

GmoKontovtsc”’. The accusation here, that the heretics have no hierarchy and lead 
lives of doubtful morality, again echoes the Armenian sources. Heresies#100-103 are 

of particular historical interest, since only in this section of the Compendium is St. John 

speaking as a contemporary. See Chase “Introduction”, The Fathers of the Christian 

Church, XXXVII, xxi. 
141 Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, 750-752, 756. 
142 Thid., 756 “obvK Eot1 Oedc 6 Xpiotdc, 614 tobto oddE tHV Mapiav Ex OeotdKoVv”’. 
This statement is echoed by Cedrenus, Compendium, I, 3-4, “GAAG undé SeotdKOV 

avttv ovopdleobar”’. 
143 Theophanes, Chronographia, 1, 415, “eine K@votavtivoc 6 Baoilevs, Sti Wh 
Aoyion vidv Oeot eivar dv Eteke Mapia, tov Agyopevov Xprotov, ci py wirdov 
d&vOpmnov. yap Mapia abdtov étexev. wc Etekev Eve 1H pNtHP (nod fh) Mapia”. The 
same story occurs in several other chronicles: Leo Grammaticus, Chronographia, 182- 

183; Zonaras, “Annales”, PG, CXXXV, 1328, who adds that the Patriarch accused 

Constantine V of being a Nestorian for speaking of the Virgin Mary as ““xpiototoKoc”’ 

rather than as “‘@sotéKoc”’, ibid., 1333. 
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... to revere the cross was foolishness, and he called our Lord and God, Jesus 

Christ, a creature and said that His most holy Mother was not the Mother of 

God. Likewise he derided the awful and divine mystery of communion.™* 

The doctrine of Christ as a mere creature, which we find here attributed 

to the Paulicians in Byzantium, is quite in accord with the Armenian 

Paulician beliefs expressed in the Key of Truth, but it is scarcely the docetic 

Christology observed by the author of source P and the subsequent 

Byzantine sources. 

Two Paulician groups seem, therefore, to have existed in Byzantium. 

These shared a number of beliefs and practices, but one of them held a 

dualistic and docetic doctrine while the other apparently accepted the 

unity of God, but denied the divinity of Christ. A number of additional 

sources attest to the simultaneous presence of the two traditions in the 

Empire. 

In the Codex Scorialensis of the Chronicle of George the Monk, a long 

polemical passage is added to the doctrinal exposition of source P. In 

this section the author accuses the Paulicians of confusion or contradic- 

tion in their beliefs. On the one hand, he says, the heretics believe that 

Christ was an angel, chosen (€vteAAOpEvos) to carry out the things ap- 

pointed by God—to come down and be born of Mary, suffer, die, be 

buried, resurrected and be raised up into Heaven./** Furthermore, they 

believe that Christ was the youngest of the angels'** and that he bowed 

down before the Creator of the World, who recognized him as his son.147 

They do not believe that Christ was the Son of God#*8 nor that he existed 

at the beginning,'*® but rather that he took the name of Christ and Son 

of God as the result of grace:° 

... he became Christ the Son of God through grace in recompense of passing 

over and to carry out the injunctions, and you not only call him a creature as 

did the feeble-minded Arius, but also say that he is the youngest of the angels 

and of men.1>! 

44 Nicetas Choniates, Thesaurus, 283/4A, “AiCiE, 6¢ ta Maviyaiwv povioac, 

TOV MPOCKLVNTOV OTAvPOV HMpiav TyEito, Kai tov KOptov Kai Osdv hudv “Inoodv 

Xpiotov ovopdtov xKtioua, tiv mévayvov adtov pntépa OeotdKov odK Ereys: 
éyéha d& mpdc TObTOIC Kai THY TOV OPIKTOV Kai OEiov LWOTHPiOV pETaANnYWLV”. 

145° Codex Scorialensis, X1X, 1, 2, pp. 74-75. 

46 [bid., XX, 6, 9, pp. 76-77. 
Ea RID ae Xen Os 
USS TbId. XOX, 4.5716: 
140) Ibid. XX, 7; 8; pp: 76-77: 
180 Ibid., XX, 5, p. 76, “Kata yapiv tiv tod viod KAfjow Kai thy tod Xpiotod 
eiAnge”. Ibid., XIX, 2, p. 75, “kai dvopdoar éavtdv vidv tod Ge0d Kata tiv S00Eioav 
avta”’. 

181 Ibid., XX, 6, p. 76, “yevéoOar yapitt H GuoiPh tOv TOpOV Kai TOD TeAéoal TiV 
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On the other hand, the heretics also said that Christ had appeared only 

in the days of Octavius Caesar—a belief which the author of the Codex 

Scorialensis considered to be contradictory to the remainder of Paulician 

christology.* From this account it is evident that two traditions as to 

the nature of Christ existed among the Paulicians in this period. One 

asserted that Christ had only seemed to be incarnate, that he took no flesh 

from the Virgin Mary, and that he manifested himself only in the days of 

Augustus. The other, denying that Jesus was of divine origin, considered 

him a mere creature of God, whether man or angel, created, not begotten, 

neither consubstantial nor co-eternal with God, who raised him through 

grace to the title of Christ, the Son of God. Asa result of this belief, the 

mere creature Jesus could well be considered a subordinate of the Demi- 

urge, the Creator of the visible world. 

The two traditions can also be observed in the Abjuration Formulae. 

Side by side with the docetic tradition mentioned in source P, there is in 

anathema eleven of the Paulician Formula, the following condemnation: 

Anathema to those who confess that our Eternal God sits upon the Heavens 

and who blaspheme that His Son who rules with Him our Lord Jesus Christ 

down below was carried up to Heaven upon the clouds, and who teach their 

agreement.1°* 

The doctrine condemned here again implies that the Son down below was 

inferior to the Father sitting upon the Heavens and that the son was raised 

from an inferior position to be equal and in agreement (6pd@povoc) 

with the Father. Therefore, the Son attained his position of equality 

through an act of grace and did not hold it of all eternity by nature.’** 

Similarly in the Manichaean Formula, the second tradition can be observed 

in a strange and confused condemnation: 

I anathematize then those who ... say that one was born of Mary and baptized, 

or rather as they blaspheme, completely submerged, and another rose from the 

water and received the testimony, and this [latter] one they call the only begotten 

Jesus, and the Light, who appeared in the shape of a man. And they fabricate 

évtoMv tov Xpiotov vidv tot Ocod; Kai od Ldvov Ktioua tobtov EnikaAEic KOTO TOV 

patato@pova “Apetov, GAA Kai TOV ayyéA@v Kai TOV GVOPONOV adtdV LETOAYEVEOTE- 

pov A€yElc sival...”. 

152 Codex Scorialensis, XX, 6, 7, p. 76. 

188 Paqulician Formula, Anathema XI, 454, “’Avd8epLa toc tov HEV TPOLWVLOV Oedv 

Hudv Eni TOV Odpavdv Kabfjoba1 SuoAOyodo1, TOV SE CvVaPXOV TOLTOD vidv Kai KD piov 

Hudv Inoodv Xpiotov broKdto tov obpavav enxi vepérnc épeoOat Anpodoi Te Kat 

TOS SLOMPOVas TOKTHV S1SdoKovOoIV”. The following Anathema XII interestingly 

anathematizes Paul of Samosata and his followers. 

154 Ficker, ““Abschwérungsformeln’’, 454, 458-459. 
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[the story] that the former came of the evil principle and the latter, however, 
from the good ... I anathematize those who say that the passion of our Lord 

Jesus Christ was imaginary, and that there was one who hung on the cross and 

another who stood afar and laughed that someone else was suffering in his 
place. 

In spite of the curiously perverted doctrine described here, the concept of 

the two sons, the human son of Mary and the divine Son of God, can 

still be identified. 

It is evident from the preceding discussion that Byzantine Paulicianism 

was not homogeneous in nature, a fact observed by both St. John 

Damascene and the Patriarch Photius. Though the two traditions within 

the Empire were in agreement on a number of points, they were apparently 

opposed on the fundamental points of dogma. One branch of the sect 

belonged to the tradition described by source P and the tenth-century 

polemicists. It was characterized by a dualistic theology and a docetic 

christology. The other tradition, seen mainly in source S, the accounts 

of the chroniclers, and the Abjuration Formulae, was in agreement with 

the doctrine held by the Paulicians in Armenia. It apparently admitted 

the unity of God, but denied the divinity of Jesus, whom it held to have 

been an ordinary man elevated by an act of divine grace to the rank of 

Son of God. 

The presence of both traditions in the Paulician Formula and the Codex 

Scorialensis indicates that the two traditions were co-existent at Constan- 

tinople by the mid-ninth century. But the problem remains whether two 

Paulician traditions were always present in the Empire or whether a 

modification of Paulician doctrine took place in Constantinople at some 

point during the existence of the sect. 

It will be recalled that the Patriarch Theophylactus had believed that 

the Paulicianism of his period was a mixture of the old and the new. The 

weight of evidence seems to indicate a development and alteration in the 

beliefs of the Paulicians, rather than the existence of two distinct but 

parallel traditions within the Empire. As we have seen, the majority of 

the sources after the middle of the ninth century speak almost exclusively 

189 Manichaean Formula, Il, 1463/4D, “’AvaSepatiCa obv ... kai dAAov pév A€yovtac 
eivat tov yevvnGévta éx Mapiac, kai BanticOevta, LGAAOV 88 @> adtoi Anpotot 
BvOto8évta, GAAov 8& tov éK tod BSatoc avEeAOdvta Kai Laptupnbévta, Sv Kai 
ayévvntov “Inoobv kai Déyyog évoudCovot, év oxhuatt &vOparov QQaVvEvta, Kai TOV 
Lev eivat tig KaKfic Gpxfic, tov 58 Thic GyaOfic pVOOAOYOBOIV. "Avobepatito TOUS 
AEyovtas SoKnoe nabetv tov Kdpiov hudv "Incodv Xptiotov, kai GAXOv pév sivat 
TOV Ev OTALPH Etepov Sé Tov nopPHobEv éEotHta Kai yeA@vta, O> GAAOD avt’ adtod 
Ta8OvtOc’’. 
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of a dualistic doctrine. It is true that the Patriarch Theophylactus, whose 

chancery would contain the records of earlier times, and the Manichaean 

Formula, which is heavily indebted to the previous Paulician Formula,'*® 

both preserve the memory of the other Paulician tradition. However, in 

the Manichaean Formula, this tradition already shows a great deal of 

distortion. In the mid-ninth century both traditions are present in the 

texts which have survived. On the other hand, in the earlier period of 

Paulicianism, generally coincident with the Iconoclastic period, the dual- 

istic tradition is not mentioned and the doctrine which denies the divinity 

of Christ seems dominant. This is the picture which we obtain from 

sources S and A and the observations of the chroniclers. The earlier 

tradition seems to die out in Constantinople around the middle of the 

ninth century. We know that the followers of Lizix, one of the Paulician 

groups attached to the earlier tradition, returned to Orthodoxy soon after 

843. Therefore the inference seems to be that Paulician doctrine in Con- 

stantinople underwent a distinct evolution from the seventh to the tenth 

centuries. The earlier doctrine appears to have been fundamentally the 

same as that of the Armenian Paulicians, but around the middle of the 

ninth century a new dualistic and docetic tradition appeared and was 

soon to dominate the western or Byzantine branch of Paulicianism. 

Some suggestions may be hazarded as to the circumstances of this 

transformation in tradition. No mention of dualism is found in source S 

up to the rule of Sergius.°7 With Sergius, however, a break occurred in 

the Paulician succession. He was not the son or disciple of his predeces- 

sor, Joseph-Epaphroditus, and, except for the brief period of the chance- 

leader Symeon, Sergius was the first Paulician heresiarch to be a Greek 

rather than an Armenian.®8 S stresses the fact that Sergius was taught 

his heresy by a Manichaean woman,!*® and there are definite indications 

156 See my Chapter I, pp. 28-29. 

157 Unless the passage telling of Symeon’s and Justus’ quarrel over Colossians, I, 16, 
is to be interpreted in this fashion, Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXVII, 1281/2BC. 

158 Constantine-Silvanus, Paul the Armenian, and his sons, Genesius and Theodore, 

were all Armenians. Joseph was a foundling, but Genesius had presumably adopted 

him in the Armenian district of Mananali. Peter of Sicily, Historia, XX XI, 1287/8A, 

identifies Baanes as the bastard of an Armenian woman and one of Joseph’s Jewish 

disciples. The name Baanes is clearly Armenian, as was observed by Ter Mkrttschian 

(see my Chapter III, n. 152). Sergius, however, came from the Byzantine theme of 

Armeniakon, and the last leaders, Karbeas and Chrysocheir were imperial officers 

from the capital. The suggestion of Bart‘ikyan, “The Organization”, 186, n. 4, that 

Karbeas is a diminutive for the Armenian name Karapet (Yupwlm), seems singularly 

far-fetched. No source, not even the popular epic tradition of the Digenes Akrites, 

suggests an Armenian background for Karbeas. 

159 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XXXII-XXXVI, 1287/8C-1293/4A. 
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that under Sergius modifications were brought into the Paulician doctrine. 

His colleague, the Armenian Baanes, reproached him for his innovations: 

... you [Sergius] are newly come and you never saw any of our teachers nor 

were you ever present with them, but I began as a disciple of the lord Epaphro- 

ditus and what he transmitted to me from the beginning this do I teach.1®° 

Sergius, however, would not listen to Baanes’ reproaches and “split the 

heresy in two’’.15! The memory of the common origin of the two branches 

survived the breach for a while. After Sergius’ death, his disciple Theo- 

dotus succeeded in preventing the Sergiotes from massacring the Baanio- 

tes by reminding them that “before our master [Sergius] came, we all 

held one faith’’.16? Nevertheless the Baaniotes were almost annihilated, 

and the Sergiotes became the dominant element among the Paulicians. It 

would seem, therefore, that Baanes represented the older, Armenian 

Paulician tradition, while Sergius introduced a new doctrine into the sect. 

It has been observed that the beliefs of Sergius show as yet no dualism, 

and that the adoration of the leader by the disciples practiced in his time 

is in keeping with the Armenian tradition. His disciples, however, carried 

his innovations much further, and the narrator of S accuses them of 

“corrupting his [Sergius’] doctrine and that of his predecessors’’.1%* The 

shift toward dualism after Sergius’ death may explain a comment found 

in the Histories, namely that Karbeas, though continuing to cooperate 

with the Muslims and pretending to embrace Islam, felt unsafe at Argaous 

and therefore moved away to Tephriké for greater safety.1®* No historical 

explanation can be given for Karbeas’ fear of the allies who had welcomed 

him and his predecessor, Sergius. Only on a dogmatic basis may one be 

suggested. The earlier Paulician doctrine of Jesus’ humanity would be 

quite acceptable to the Muslims, but with the alteration of doctrine their 

attitude would change. Dualists could hardly expect to be personae gratae 

in Islam. The hypothesis that the great Paulician leader, Sergius, and his 

followers were responsible for the modification of the Paulician tradition 

which occurs in their time is most tempting; however, it is not yet capable 

of definite proof. 

i609 Petrus Siculus, Historia, XL, 1299/1300C, “Xb vewoti Katepévne, Kai odSéva 
TOV SLSASKGA@V Hud EOPaKas 7} ovLTApévErvac’ Eyd 5é tod Kvpiov "Exagpodsitov 
Ladntrs dbrapxo, Kai KAbHs napsdaxKév por an’ apxfic, obtw>c Kai SiSd0Kw”’. 
161 Ibid., XL, 1299/1300C, ““&ox1ce thv aipsow sic 500”. 

a Ibid., XL, 1299/1300D, “‘...ndvtec yap péxpic avasei~emc tod SiSacKdA0v 
HUdV piav tiottw sixousev’’. 

163 Ibid., XLI, 1301/2C, “taic SidSacKkariats abdtot te Kai tv TPONYNOALEVOV 
AVPALVOLEVOL...”. 
164 Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XXVI, XXVII, 81/2B-83/4A. 
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The main conclusions which may be deduced from the preceding analy- 

sis are these: Paulicianism by the tenth century consisted of at least two 

traditions. Armenian Paulicianism was characterized by the belief in 

the humanity of Jesus and his eventual adoption as Son of God upon 

baptism. This fundamental dogma was attended by the belief that ordi- 

nary men could also become the equals of Christ and worthy of adoration. 

This Armenian Paulicianism was characterized by a violent Iconoclasm 

and showed no apparent modification throughout the Middle Ages.}% 

In Byzantium, on the other hand, a change in dogma took place in the 

mid-ninth century, possibly under the influence of the great Heresiarch 

Sergius and his successors. The original doctrine of the sect which had 

been similar to the one existing in Armenia and which had preserved its 

Iconoclastic character, was gradually transformed into a docetic and 

dualistic tradition. The failure of scholars to observe the change and 

development of Byzantine Paulicianism has led them to ignore the signif- 

icant relationship between it and the Armenian tradition. 

165 The only indication of dualism in the Armenian tradition is the accusation of 

Manichaeanism in the late sources, particularly Gregory Magistros. It is probable 

that some dualistic Paulicians made their way into Armenia after the fall of Tephrike. 

It is also possible that some of the Paulician groups were influenced by Persian practices 

and by their contact with the Arewordik‘, just as they had accepted the beliefs of the 

Atovanian Iconoclasts. But Armenian Paulicianism is characterized by its remarkable 

homogeneity and continuity far more than by any eccentric variations. 
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Certain important problems still remain to be solved before we may haz- 

ard any conclusions about the origin and nature of the Paulicians. One 

problem concerns the accusation of Manichaeanism levelled at the 

Paulicians by most of the Greek sources and by some of the Armenian 

texts. Before the justice of this accusation can be discussed, it will be 

necessary to give a brief outline of the more fundamental aspects of 

Manichaeanism. Only then will it be possible to consider its relation to 

those aspects of Paulician doctrine which we know to have been charac- 

teristic both of the original Armenian Paulicianism and of the secondary 

Byzantine tradition found in source P and the related texts. 

The basic tenet of Manichaeanism runs counter to the fundamental 

premise of the Christian creed. According to the Manicheans, not one 

God, but two principles, one good and the other evil, have coexisted of 

all eternity, and matter pertains to the realm of evil.1_ As a consequence of 

their belief in the evil nature of matter, the Manichaeans were further 

compelled to deny the incarnation of Jesus Christ. Their christology was 

purely docetic.2. The actual position of Jesus in the dogma of the Mani- 

chaeans cannot be ascertained with precision. All religious leaders pre- 

ceding Mani were considered by him to be messengers of the Good God, 

the Lord of Light, and Jesus seems to have been acknowledged by Mani 

as his immediate predecessor. On the other hand, we also find Jesus 

1 Acta Archelai, 9, 26, 31; Theodore bar Khoni, “‘On Mani’s Teaching Concerning 

the Beginning of the World” in A. V. W. Jackson, Researches in Manichaeism with 

Special References to the Turfan Fragments (New York, 1932), appendix viii, 222; 

H. C. Puech, Le Manichéisme (Paris, 1949), 74 ff., and nn. 285-287; P. Alfaric, Les 
Ecritures manichéennes, I (Paris, 1918-1919), 20, 32, 84, et passim. 

® Acta Archelai, 12, “Et veniens filius transformavit se in speciem hominis ... cum non 

esset homo, et homines putabant eum natum esse...”; Jackson, Researches, 12; 

Alfaric, Les Ecritures, II, 26, 64, 116, 172-174, et passim. 

* Puech, Le Manichéisme, 71-72, and n. 277; Jackson, Researches, 12; Runciman, 

Medieval Manichee, 14. 
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coming to Adam in the Garden of Eden to reveal to him the existence of 
the realm of light and free him from the power of evil. Mani himself was 
believed to be the Paraclete promised by Jesus, the last and the greatest of 
the messengers of light.° Salvation was to be attained by the final release 
of the soul, consubstantial with God, from all the bonds of matter,® but 

the doctrine of metempsychosis was accepted for such souls as had not 

yet achieved their ultimate liberation.” In practice the Manichaean sect 

was divided into two groups—the elect who were the true members of the 

sect and complied with all its regulations, and the mere auditors, who 

had not yet attained the higher grade and were required to support and 

attend to the wants of the elect. A hierarchy seems to have existed, since 

we find mention of the following categories—auditors, elect, elders, bish- 

ops, and masters or teachers.* The actual positions and duties are not, how- 

ever, known. The elect were expected to lead lives of extreme asceticism, 

owning no property, observing strict fasts and never remaining in any 

locality for a long period of time.'° The only activity permitted to them 

was that of missionary and teacher, and the taking of life in any form was 

strictly forbidden. Since the Manichaeans believed that life resides in all 

things, any action would involve the destruction of some living creature; 

therefore, each one of the elect was attended by an auditor, who performed 

every service for his master.11 The Old Testament was rejected by the 

Manichaeans in its entirety as incompatible with the teachings of Christ 

and as inspired by the Lord of Evil.1? Finally, baptism, together with 

the other sacraments, was held to be useless.!% 

4 Theodore bar Khoni, loc. cit., 249, 251-253; Puech, Le Manichéisme, 81-82. 

5 Acta Archelai, 24, 61-62, ““Sum quidem ego [Mani] paracletus qui ab Jesu mitti 

praedictus sum ... et si vultis mea verba suscipere invenietis salutem; nolentes autem 

vos aeternum ignis absumere habet’’. See also Mas‘tdi, Le Livre de l’avertissement, 
188; Al Biruni, The Chronology of Ancient Nations, ed. E. Sachau (London, 1879), 
190; and Alfaric, Les Ecritures, I, 21, I, 37, 104, et al. 

6 Puech, Le Manichéisme, 71, n. 275. 

7 Jackson, Researches, 14. 
8 Puech, Le Manichéisme, 88-91; Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 15-16, et al. 

® Burkitt, The Religion of the Manichees (Cambridge, 1925), appendix i, 105-107; 

Jackson, Researches, 15; Puech, Le Manichéisme, 86-87. 

10 Burkitt, The Religion of the Manichees, 57, et passim; Jackson, Researches, 11-12. 
Puech, Le Manichéisme, 63-66, for missionary character and activity; 87, fasts; 89-90, 
asceticism. See E. de Stoop, Essai sur la diffusion du Manichéisme dans empire romain 

(Ghent, 1909), 20. 
1 Puech, Le Manichéisme, 87-90; de Stoop, La Diffusion du Manichéisme, 10; et al. 

12 Acta Archelai, 65; Alfaric, Les Ecritures, I, 140. 

13 Puech, Le Manichéisme, 87, and n. 364. The discussion of Manichaean cosmology 

will be omitted as confusing and irrelevant. Its only relation to the question of 

Paulicianism is its presence in the early part of the Histories of Peter of Sicily and 

Pseudo-Photius, and the “‘Manichaean section” of the Manichaean Formula. We have 
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The similarity of the foregoing doctrine to that described in the Mani- 

chaean sections of the Histories of Peter of Sicily and the Pseudo-Photius 

serves to emphasize the fact that they are indeed following the accounts 

of the very early sources mentioned in their works (Epiphanius, St. Cyril, 

Socrates, and the Acta Archelai); they present the classic Manichaean 

doctrine and nothing more. The identification of Paulicianism with 

Manichaeanism on the basis of doctrine can no longer be sustained as 

soon as we turn to the heretical doctrine described in source P. It is true 

that a certain amount of dualism and docetism is attributed to the Pauli- 

cians, but the dualism is, as we have observed, relative and mitigated.® 

The Paulicians are shown to have given great importance to the sacrament 

of baptism, albeit not in its Orthodox form, whereas the Manichaeans 

disregarded the sacraments altogether. The characteristic asceticism of 

the Manichaeans, dependent on total withdrawal from the material world, 

is absent in source P, as is the belief in metempsychosis. 

The information extant on Paulician practices also differentiates them 

from the true Manichaeans. The military prowess of the Paulicians was 

justly renowned; the raids of Karbeas and Chrysocheir seriously endan- 

gered the Empire in the second half of the ninth century, and the valor of 

the Paulicians was still praised by Anna Comnena more than two cen- 

turies later.16 The only activity permitted to the true Manichaean, on the 

hand, was teaching, and he was strictly forbidden to take any life whatso- 

ever. 

The Paulicians were always recognized as Iconoclasts, and their rejec- 

tion of the cross drew the particular ire of Peter of Sicily himself. By 

the uniform admission of the Greek chroniclers, the Paulicians were 

favored by the Iconoclastic emperors and persecuted by their Iconodule 

successors; their favorable situation under the Iconoclastic Isaurian 

dynasty is corroborated by S’s account of Genesius’ trip to Constanti- 

nople in the days of Leo III.17 It would appear logical that the Mani- 
chaeans, with their abhorrence of matter, should have been Iconoclasts; 

already seen in Chapter I that these portions of the Greek sources are anachronistic 
and not related to the medieval Paulicians. 

“Petrus Siculus, Historia, XI-XX, 1257/8-1271/2; Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XI- 
XVI, 31/2-47/8. See my Chapter I. 
15 See my Chapter IV. 

16 Anna Comnena, Alexiade, II, 44, II, 179-180. The name of K<alert‘akan or 
Bloodthirsty given to the heretics in heresy #153 of the Armenian Book of Heretics 
is hardly suited to a Manichaean sect. 

1” See my Chapter III. The persecution of the Paulicians in the second period of 
Iconoclasm, if it did take place, is explicable in terms of their civil disobedience, 
particularly their involvement in the revolt of Thomas the Slav. 
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indeed, this accusation is often made against them. But it cannot be sub- 

stantiated. A persistent tradition tells that Mani himself was a painter of 

talent.18 Manichean manuscripts are known for the beauty of their 

decoration and illustration, which were meant to amplify and explain the 

text.1° A series of admirable Manichaean religious miniatures from the 

Turfan in Chinese Turkestan have survived to our time.2° A Chinese law 

in the year 1166 decreed that any person painting images or copying 

Manichaean manuscripts was to be punished by exile for one year.”! 

Thus the evidence of both doctrine and practice demonstrates the fun- 

damental incompatibility of even the secondary, late Byzantine tradition 

with Manichaeanism. 

If we turn to the earlier Paulician tradition, particularly in Armenia, 

the doctrinal discrepancy becomes still more evident. Nothing can re- 

concile the dogma of sources S and A or the Key of Truth with the Mani- 

chaean or for that matter with any Gnostic dualistic tradition. All the 

beliefs found in the Key and corroborated by the Armenian and earlier 

Greek sources—the unity of God, the humanity of Jesus, the importance 

of baptism, the rejection of images and asceticism, the acceptance of the 

Old Testament as Scriptures—are diametrically opposed to the tenets of 

Manichaeanism.”? In addition, it is interesting to observe that Gregory 

Magistros notes, concerning the T‘ondrakeci; 

... for a long time have they waited in their hopeless hope that the son of per- 

dition will appear as their leader—he whom Jesus Christ will subdue with the 

breath of his mouth.?* 

Such a remark could not apply to Manichaeans, who believed that the 

Paraclete had already appeared in the person of Mani and that no further 

revelation would be made to the world. 

18 Mirchond, “Histoire universelle’”, in Alfaric, Les Ecritures, I, 128, I, 41-42. 

19 Alfaric, Les Ecritures, I, 23, 27, 53, etc.; also Les Ecritures manichéennes—leur 
constitution—leur histoire, thése complémentaire pour le doctorat-és-lettres (Paris, 

1918), 23-28, (hereafter, Thése). 

20 A. von le Coq, Die buddistische Spdtantike im Mittelasien, II—Die manichdischen 

Miniaturen (Berlin, 1923), Pl. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8a, b; Burkitt, The Religion of the Manichees, 

1, 35, 69. 
21 Alfaric, Thése, 107, “A toute personne qui aura pour le compte d’autrui peint des 

images démoniaques ou qui aura soit copié un manuscrit, soit gravé pour V’impression 

des textes de la Religion de la Lumiére (manichéisme) ou d’autres (hérésies) on appli- 

quera dans tous ces cas, la peine du banissement pour un an ...”. 

22 See my Chapter IV. 

23 Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 156, “... fp YuiSmg Céunt trwh ural udbpnd 

{pups y Eun ppaty fipiuby npyenyhs Ynpumnkuts, qoyi fuunp utibugt 8 funu Ppfunns fpr] pepsin 

Lnqunif”’. 

a ae Le Manichéisme, 62, “Mani est le Révélateur supréme. Supréme, parce qu’il 

est le Messager ultime, mais aussi le plus parfait de tous les Illuminateurs. L’Esprit 
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It cannot be argued that the identification of Paulicianism with Mani- 

chaeanism is due to a gradual evolution of the Manichaean doctrine 

during the Middle Ages. Not only are the two beliefs completely irrec- 

oncilable, but also, wherever true Manichaeanism is found at a later date, 

as in Central Asia, it is clearly recognizable as such and generally un- 

changed. Puech characterizes Manichaeanism as the religion of a book: 

... the measure taken by its promulgator has on the whole assured to Mani- 
chaeanism a remarkable dogmatic stability; the Church of the Holy Spirit 

[Manichaeanism] has not been torn by heresies, and the few schisms which, 

for a brief time, threatened its unity have been provoked by questions of dis- 
cipline alone.”® 

Thus on the basis of dogma the Key of Truth, and, therefore, the funda- 

mental Paulician tradition, can under no circumstances be reconciled 

with Manichaeanism. 

Historically, also, the influence of Manichaeanism on Paulicianism or 

the identification of the two sects cannot be substantiated. There is no 

good evidence of the presence of Manichaeanism in Armenia to any 

appreciable degree.?® It is true that the existence of an Epistle of Mani to 

the Armenians is mentioned by the Arabic writer, an-Nadim.?? Also 

Samuel of Ani, Mxit‘ar of Ayrivank‘, and Kirakos of Ganjak mention 

the coming to Armenia of certain “Syrian Nestorians” who brought with 

them the Gospel of Mani, in the year 591.78 These sources, however, 

are late ones, particularly the Armenian documents, which date from the 

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and are notoriously unreliable. There- 

fore, in the absence of any contemporary corroboration, they can hardly 

be considered definitive for a much earlier period, particularly in view of 

the fact that the Oath of Union, specifically concerned with ‘‘Nestorian 

missionaries” in Armenia during the sixth century, makes no reference 

whatsoever to Manichaeanism. 

That a certain number of Manichaeans reached Armenia from Persia 

in an early epoch is probable. The famous disputation between Archelaus 

Saint ou le Paraclet, dont l’envoi avait été promis par Jésus, s’étant incorporé en lui 
et identifié a lui. Dés lors, la révélation qu’il apporte ne peut étre elle-méme que 

parfaite’’. 

°° Puech, Le Manichéisme 66-67, “... la mesure prise par son promoteur a, dans 

ensemble assuré au Manichéisme une fixité dogmatique remarquable: l’église de 
lEsprit Saint n’a pas été déchirée par les hérésies, et les rares schismes qui ont, pour 
peu de temps d’ailleurs, menacé son unité n’ont été provoqués que par des questions 

disciplinaires’’. 

26 Soderberg, La Religion des Cathares, 26. 

2” Alfaric, Les Ecritures, I, 70-71. 

8 Samuel of Ani, Collections, 395-397; Mxit‘ar of Ayrivank‘, History, 75; Kirakos of 
Ganjak, History, 29. 
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and Mani, recorded by the Acts of Archelaus, presumably took place on 

the Armenian border.?® Lazar of P‘arpi was acquainted with Mani- 

chaeanism, which he ascribes with precision to: 

... the slave Kumbrikios, who later had his name changed to Mani, whence 

also his disciples are called Manichaeans. 

Lazar of P‘arpi specifically distinguishes Manichaeanism from the “‘heresy 

of the land of the Armenians [which] is not named according to any 

teacher’’.®° Yet by the fifth century the Manichaeans were not sufficiently 

important to rate a separate refutation in the work of Eznik of Kolb, 

Against the Sects; they are barely mentioned in the correspondence of the 

Book of Letters; and in the seventh century Vrt‘anés K ‘ert‘ol, in a Letter to 

Kyrion, Kat‘olikos of Georgia, lists a number of heresies in a single ana- 

thema, but omits the Manichaeans. No attention is paid to the Mani- 

chaeans as such, that is to say as a group recognizable by a characteristic 

doctrine and separate from the Paulicians or T‘ondrakeci, until the trea- 

tise of Gregory of Tat‘ew in the fourteenth century.*! This persistent 

silence of the Armenian sources does not argue for the strength of Mani- 

chaean development in Armenia. 

It is very important to note in this connection that Gregory Magistros, 

as well as Nersés Snorhali and Paul of Taron, separate the heresy of the 

T‘ondrakeci from that of the Arewordik‘ (Sons of the Sun).*” These 

Arewordik‘ appear to have been dualists, adoring the sun and abhorring 

darkness, rejecting the possibility of the resurrection of the dead, as well 

as the Holy Scriptures, and apparently believing in the ultimate destruc- 

tion of matter.33 These may indeed be Armenian Manichaeans, and they 

are never confused with the T‘ondrakeci with whom they disagreed on 

29 KT-I, ci-civ. 

30 Lazar of P‘arpi, Letter, 48, “--- quaSppphuy amplp, op & ybuny Vuh ghiph who 

funfinfubug, muuunft h Uw) plgfip Yngskguih upulEpiubwy ph fiju’?. This was noted by Cony- 

beare, KT-J, cix. 

31 See my Chapter II, n. 96. 
32 KT-I, cxxxii; Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 161; Nersés Snorhali, “Epistola 

XX, ad Urbem Samosatam”, Letters, 223-229; Paul of Taron, in KT, 176; Daniel de 

Thaurizio, Responsio, Article CX, 643, confuses the two sects, but this is a late source, 

and his knowledge of the sectarians is admittedly not of the best. He may well have been 

misled by the Persian customs which some of the Paulicians seem to have adopted; 

see my Chapter II, n. 46. This is probably also the case in the Armenian legend 

related in heresy #154; see my Chapter IV, n. 95. 

38 Paul of Taron, in KT, 176, “... they who now are called worshippers of the Sun. 

These do not admit the resurrection of the dead, and are true worshippers of Satan. 

They believe not in the Holy Scriptures, nor accept them; and they say that He who died 

underwent corruption and perished. 

They liken this life to herbs and to trees, and say that (it is) as the herb, which when 

destroyed does not come to life again, whereas its root does so come to life”. 
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several points of doctrine, such as the rdle of God as the creator of the 

world, the Incarnation, and the baptism of Jesus.34 Their beliefs may, 

however, represent a survival of Persian customs in Armenia. John of 

Ojun mentions that the Paulician heretics of his time, in addition to 

associating with sun-worshippers and practicing “Persian sins”, exposed 

the bodies of their dead, an ancient Zoroastrian and not in the least a 

Manichaean custom.*® Confusion may have arisen from the inability 

of Armenian writers to distinguish between the dualism of the Manichae- 

ans and that of the Persian state religion, Zoroastrianism. Eznik of Kotb, 

writing his refutation of the Zoroastrians, states that their religion was 

identical with that of the Manichaeans in point of doctrine.® This is not 

a correct analysis, and we further know that Mani and his followers were 

severely persecuted by the Sasanid authorities.?” Thus, while it is true 

that the Manichaeans as well as the Arewordik‘ were accused of being 

sun-worshippers,?* a much closer and more obvious case of sun-whorship 

is the be found on the very border of Armenia among the Zoroastrians. 

The imposition of the Persian religion on Armenia during the latter part 

of the fifth century is known to all the chroniclers and provoked a 

major revolt of the Armenian nobility.?® It may well have left in Armenia, 

particularly among the heterodox elements, some traces of sun-worship as 

well as other practices which may subsequently have been attributed 

erroneously to a survival of Manichaeanism.?° 

There is no more historical support in Byzantium for the identification 

of the Paulicians with Manichaeans than we found in Armenia. We have 

instead evidence of a very different situation. The favor shown to the 

Paulicians by the Iconoclastic emperors of the Isaurian dynasty has al- 

ready been mentioned a number of times. This was shown particularly in 

the case of the second emperor of the Isaurian house, Constantine V, who 

34 Nersés Snorhali, Letters, 226. 
85 John of Ojun, Contra Paulicianos, 84/5-86/7; see also my Chapter II. 

86° Eznik of Kolb, Against the Sects, 129, “Uy, fr plopl dp th Epjnpkwh. inp Ephwp- 
Surintuh p, h unpu haybiuypupp. inp wipbcuny upp, h unpm Sunuyp upbgut wuts, inpu 

webs) bs ubotisng enilis fupotkh bh unput tingh opphiul ging fdubah? 

3? Theophanes, Chronographia, 169-170. 

88 De Stoop, La Diffusion du Manichéisme, 4. 

8° EliSe, History; Ormanian, The Church of Armenia, 28. 
40 The presence of various Gnostic sects in Armenia can be shown. There is no 

reason, however, for connecting them with the Paulicians. It has already been demon- 
strated repeatedly that Gnostic dualism is not characteristic of Armenian Paulicianism 
in the fifth century or at any other time. The first appearance of dualism in the Pauli- 
cian tradition comes only in the ninth century in Byzantium and can hardly be at- 
tributed to the influence of obscure sects which had flourished some four or five 
centuries earlier on the other side of the Euphrates. 
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was himself accused of being a Paulician. Yet, we find in Article Seven- 

teen of the new Isaurian code, the Ecloga, promulgated in the joint names 

of Leo III and Constantine V, the following clause: ““Manichaeans and 

Montanists shall be punished by the sword’’.*! This particularly harsh 

law (other heresies were not punishable by death) becomes incomprehen- 

sible if we believe that the Paulicians, whom the same emperors so con- 

spicuously favored, were Manichaeans. 

The same situation prevailed in Muslim territory. We know from all 

the accounts that the Paulicians were the allies of the Muslims on many 

occasions. They fled from imperial persecution to the lands of the Emir 

of Melitene after the re-establishment of Orthodoxy, were well received 

and granted lands; and they raided the Empire in conjunction with the 

Muslim armies. Again, after the final destruction of Tephriké, the Pauli- 

cians took refuge in the East under Muslim protection and were still 

the allies of the Arabs against the Christians at the time of the Crusades.*” 

The status of the Manichaeans in the Abbasid realm, however, was far 

from enviable. At first tolerated by the caliphs, the Manichaeans were 

soon persecuted here, too. Al-Mahdi instituted an inquisition against them 

and had a number crucified. The persecution was continued and inten- 

sified by the succeeding caliphs, al-Hadi and ar-Rashid.** Here again, 

therefore, had the Paulicians really been Manichaeans, far from finding 

refuge and assistance from persecution among the Muslims, they would 

have met conditions no better than the ones from which they had fled in 

the Empire. 

Thus, on the basis of the Greek as well as the Armenian and Oriental 

material, we are forced to the conclusion that the Paulicians could under 

no circumstances have been Manichaeans either on dogmatic or historical 

grounds, despite the existing statements to the contrary. It is, therefore, 

of particular interest to consider why this identification should have been 

made by their contemporaries, and to see what was the true meaning of 

the term ‘‘Manichaean”’ in this period. 

It must be recognized that ‘“Manichaean”’ was an epithet widely current 

throughout the Middle Ages in the East as well as in the West, as a general 

term of opprobrium which did not necessarily characterize the sect at 

41 Spulber, L’Eclogue, titlus XVII, 75. “Oi Maviyaior Kai of Movtevoi Eiger TiL@- 

peicdmoav.” The disputed date of the Ecloga, 726 or 740, does not affect the im- 

portance of this article for our subject. See Crontz, La Lutte contre V’hérésie en 

Orient jusqu’au IXe siécle, péres, conciles, empereurs (Paris, 1933), 58-59, 185, 189. 

42 See my Introduction. 
43° Tabari, Annals, IV, 448-449, 452-453. 
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which it was flung.*4 Several flagrant examples of the misuse of this term 

exist in the East. Thus we have: 

Macedonius succeeded him for fourteen years, and the Emperor Anastasius 

sent him into exile, for Macedonius had blamed the emperor and said: ‘Thou 

art a Manichaean and thou sharest the ideas of the Manichaeans’.*® 

There is not the slightest reason for believing the accuracy of this accusa- 

tion. Under the patriarchate of Nestorius, those who called the Virgin 

Mary the Theotokos were likewise called Manichaeans,** even though 

respect for Mary as the Mother of God is hardly a Manichaean tenet. 

The Monophysite Churches were particularly accused of Manichaean- 

ism.47 The accusation hurled at the Emperor Anastasius, quoted above, 

was probably due to his favoring the Monophysite doctrine.*® Anastasius 

Sinaiticus is most definite in his identification of the two heresies: 

*““Eutyches had studied the books of the Manichaeans, the Valentinians, 

the Marcionites and the Arians’”’.49 Furthermore, in his opinion, Eu- 

tyches was a direct descendant of Mani, as indeed were all the followers 

of the Monophysite doctrine.®® This accusation is repeated in an anony- 

mous work attributed to.the seventh or early eighth century, The Doctrine 

of the Fathers on the Incarnation of the Word, of which the first thirty-one 

chapters are perhaps again the work of Anastasius Sinaiticus.*! In the 

early ninth century, the Patriarch Nicephorus accused the Iconoclasts 

of “emulating the ravings and fantastic tales of the Euthychians or rather 

the Manichaeans’’, thus once again linking the Monophysites with the 

44 Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 4, 17-18. 

45° Agapius of Membidj, ‘Histoire universelle”, ed. and trans. A. A. Vasil’ev, 

PO VIII, 3, 423, “Macédonius lui succéda pendant quatorze ans et l’empereur Anastase 

Venvoya en exil, parce qu’il l’avait blamé et lui avait dit: ‘Tu es un Manichéen et tu 

partages les idées des Manichéens’”. 

46 ~Bardy, Paul de Samosate (Louvain, 1923), 451. 

4” Alfaric, Thése, 100, “Au cours des controverses monophysites, les Catholiques 
reprochaient constamment aux disciples d’Eutyches d’emprunter leur doctrine aux 

écrits de Mani, surtout a ses lettres dont ils citaient des passages curieux. Et pour se 

disculper, le parti adverse ne mettait que plus de soin 4 polémiquer contre ces mémes 
textes’’. 

“8 A. A. Vasil’ev, Histoire de l’empire byzantin, trans. P. Brodin and A. Bourguina 
(Paris, 1932), I, 143; Ch. Diehl and G. Margais, Le Monde oriental de 395 a 1081, 

2e ed. (Paris, 1944), 35-36. 

4° Anastasius Sinaiticus, ‘““Viae dux adversus acephalos [‘Odnyoc]’’, PG, LXXXIX 
(1860), 101/2CD, “Taig yap Mavixyaiwv, Kai Odaievtivey, Kai Mapxtoviotav, Kai 

*Apstavév Bipot éykbwas 6 Edtvytc”. 
°° Ibid., 191/2A, 253/4AB, etc., “Ei obv pia pboig 6 Xpiotds navtws Htyeviic 6 
GvOparnoc, Ka0a> of tTAV Mavuaien Ld801 S16G0KOvOLV”’. 
1 Alfaric, Les Ecritures, I, 118; Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 5. 

°? Nicephorus Patriarcha, Refutatio, I, 317/8A,‘ ‘tiv t&v BSeAvpav EdtuyitOv, 4 
oikelotepov sineiv, Mavixaiov Anpddy Kai pacpatodyn pwvOordactiav CnAdoac’’. 
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Manichaeans. The Armenian Apostolic Church, which was considered to 

be Monophysite by the Orthodox authorities, would be included in these 

accusations of Manichaeanism. Armenian heresies might also have been 

included in the mistaken identification. A still less accurate use of the 

epithet ““Manichaean” was its application to the believers in the procession 

of the Holy Ghost from both the Father and the Son because of the im- 

plied dualism of the divided Godhead.** 

As a result of the misuses of the term, scholars have believed that the 

word “‘Manichaean’”’ was devoid of specific content and was a mere term 

of abuse. This may often be the case, as we have just seen, although some 

logic, no matter how tenuous, always seems to underlie the accusation. 

But in reference to the Paulicians, this interpretation appears as an over- 

simplification. 

Before examining the exact meaning attached to the term, however, 

let us first consider what might be the implications and results of an accu- 

sation of Manichaeanism in the Byzantine Empire. Runciman has sug- 

gested that in the eyes of the imperial authorities, dualism was a heresy 

on a par with any other, so that a gratuitous accusation of Manichaeanism 

need have no specific purpose.®** Such does not seem to have been the 

case. In all periods, Manichaeans were singled out from other heresies 

for particularly severe punishment.®> Even before the Christianization 

of the Empire, and in every subsequent legal codification, Manichaeanism 

was invariably and uniformly punishable by death. Diocletian, in an 

edict dating probably from the year 296, had decreed that the Mani- 

chaean elect were to be burned together with their books, and mere 

auditors were to be decapitated and all their property was to revert to 

the fisc, “‘so that this evil might be removed from our blessed epoch’’.*® 

Gratian specifically excepted the Manichaeans, together with the Euno- 

mians and Photinians, from his edict of toleration of all sects.®” In the 

Theodosian Code the Manichaeans were treated as criminals.°* Death was 

58 Frjedrich, “Der urspriingliche Bericht”, 91-92. 
54° Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 48. 
55 Crontz, La Lutte contre I’hérésie, 64, 73, 117, 133, 150, “Et pour la seule pro- 

fession de l’hérésie, il n’y a eu que les manichéens a étre frappé de la peine capitale. 

Cette secte fut toujours pour les empereurs chrétiens l’objet de dispositions trés 

séveres”. De Stoop, La Diffusion, 40-44; J. Kidd, The Churches of Eastern Christendom 

from A.D. 451 to the Present Time (London, 1927), 57. Manichaeans were among the 

heretics for whom rebaptism was required before admission to the Orthodox Church. 

56 De Stoop, La Diffusion, 34-43, “Ut igitur stirpitus amputari mala haec nequitia de 

saeculo beatissimo nostro possit” (38); Crontz, La Lutte contre l’hérésie, 57-58. 

5? Agapius of Membidj, Histoire, VII, 4, 591; Codex Theodosianus, XVI, 5, 4; Crontz, 

La Lutte contre lV’ hérésie, 110. 

58 Codex Theodosianus, XVI, 5, 65. 
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decreed against them and such sects as were considered derived from 

them.®® The severity of this measure is emphasized by the fact that here- 

tics in general were not punishable by death in this Code.®° The persecu- 

tion was continued by the successors of Theodosius. Interestingly enough, 

Anastasius, whom we have just seen accused of Manichaeanism himself, 

apparently promulgated the death penalty for Manichaeans no less than 

the other emperors: “‘Whenever they may appear or be found, let them 

suffer capital punishment’’.* Under Justinian I the legislation became 

still more severe. Justin I maintained the death penalty decreed against 

the heretics, but Justinian’s Code went further than the earlier legis- 

lation; separating the Manichaeans from other heresies, it decreed 

not only that they were punishable by death, but that anyone harboring 

a Manichaean and failing to denounce him to the imperial authorities 

would likewise be liable to capital punishment.*®* The legislation of 

Justinian remained in effect under his successors.“* We have already 

seen that the Isaurian emperors, the patrons of the Paulicians, renewed 

the death penalty against the Manichaeans in their new Code. 

Throughout the imperial legislation preceding the ninth century, the 

Manichaeans were punishable by death. Other heretics suffered the loss 

of the right of assembly and the curtailment of civil rights. Occasionally 

a single heresy would carry the death penalty in a particular act of legis- 

lation, but the Manichaeans were the only ones for whom the sole punish- 

ment was unalterably death. Therefore we must conclude that the accusa- 

tion of Manichaeanism in the Byzantine realm was not merely an expres- 

sion of opprobrium interchangeable with any other term of abuse, but 

a useful and extremely dangerous political weapon. ‘‘Manichaean” 

could be used as a legal term involving the death penalty, designed to 

bring down on the heretic’s head the full force of imperial legislation. An 

accusation of Manichaeanism could bring about the extirpation of the 

party against which it was directed. 

58 Codex Theodosianus, XVI, 5, 9. 

60 Idem, Crontz, La Lutte, 117, “... iln’y a dans le Code Théodosien aucune loi qui 
prescrive la peine capitale contre les hérétiques en général”. 
** Crontz, La Lutte, 133, “si quando apparuerint vel invenuti fuerint capitali poena 
plectantur”. Codex Justinianus, 1, v, 11. 

®?  Ibid., 156-157. The Manichaeans were none the less out of favor, Theophanes, 
Chronographia, I, 165, 171. A contemporary persecution was inaugurated by Khavadh 
in Persia, ibid., 169-170. 

8 Codex Justinianus, I, v, 2-3, 15, 16, 18; Michael the Syrian, Chronique, II, ii, 190-192; 
Crontz, La Lutte, 58, 163, 167; de Stoop, La Diffusion, 85. 
8¢ Crontz, La Lutte, 182-183. 
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The legal aspect of Manichaeanism may well be the cause for the in- 

correct and tendentious insistence upon the identification of Paulicians 

with Manichaeans that we find in the works of Peter of Sicily and the 

Pseudo-Photius. But this motive is insufficient to explain the use of the 

term “‘Manichaean”’ in relation to the Paulicians in source P as well as in 

a number of Armenian texts.To clarify this relationship, we must deter- 

mine still more precisely the connotation of the word “Manichaean” in 

the eighth and ninth centuries. We must, therefore, turn to some of the 

documents relating to the Iconoclastic controversy raging at Constanti- 

nople during this period. 

In the year 754, the Emperor Constantine V convoked in the imperial 

palace of Hieria a church council which condemned the veneration of 

images. The canons of this council, reversed at the seventh oecumenical 

council held at Nicaea in 787 under the auspices of the Orthodox Em- 

press Irene and the Patriarch Tarasius, were ordered destroyed by the 

Orthodox council together with all Iconoclastic writings.*° They have 

been reconstructed by M. Anastos from the acts of the second Council 

of Nicaea.® 

Among these canons we find the rejection of images on the ground that 

images either circumscribe the Godhead and therefore confuse the two 

natures of Christ, which is the heresy of the Monophysites, or, on the 

contrary, separate the human and divine natures, which is the heresy of 

the Nestorians. Further, the fathers of Hieria held that only the Eucharist 

could be considered the true image of Christ, while the only permissible 

images of the saints were the reproductions of their virtues, which all 

Christians would do well to imitate.*? Even more categorical, the decision 

of Hieria was that: 

[The] creator of evil ... in order to subvert to himself the human race, introduced 

secretly idolatry under the guise of Christianity persuading through his artifices 

those looking to him not to reject created objects but to worship and reverence 

them and regard manufactured objects as God [divine] being named with the 

appellation of Christ.®® 

65 Hefele, Histoire des Conciles, Il, ii, 783. 
66 M. Anastos, “The Argument for Iconoclasm as Presented to the Iconoclastic 

Council of 754, “Late Classical and Medieval Studies in Honor of Albert Mathias 

Friend Jr. (Princeton, 1955), 177-188. 

87 Jbid., 188. For the canons of Hieria, see 185-187. 

68 Jbid., 179; Mansi, XIU, 221/2, “...tfi¢ kaxiac Snpwovpydc, ... dote dnd xEipa ov 

anatnc égavt® norfjoar td avOpmmivov' GAA’ Ev npooxnpatt Xpiotiavicpob TTV 

sidmAoAatpEiav Katd TO AEANVd¢ énavnyaye, nEeicac toic idio1g GogiopLacL TOG 

Mpo¢ adtov SpOvtac pw anootfivar tic Kticewo GAAG tabtTHV TPOOKDvVEIV, Kal 

zavthv oéPeo0a1, Kai Oedv 16 noinua oieoOa ti tob Xprotob KAnoer érovopiaco- 

Hevov’’. 
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This point of view is not startlingly novel, as is observed by P. J. Alex- 

ander in his study of Armenian Iconoclasm in the seventh century: 

True sanctity, so they taught, following such fathers as Clement and Origen, 

lay not in sacred objects at all, but in Christian ascetics who cultivated the Chris- 
tian virtues, who themselves became the true image of Christ and could ‘give 

themselves the name saint’.®® 

Nevertheless, the views of the Council of Hieria and therefore of the 

Iconoclastic party could be construed as being a denial of the Incarnation 

and a rejection of matter as evil. It is along these lines that the intellectual 

opposition to Iconoclasm was to develop. 

At the very time of the Council of Hieria, St. John Damascene in his 

Apologetic Orations in Defense of Images attacked directly both aspects 

of the Iconoclastic statement. He admitted that it was indeed an error 

and a sin to depict the invisible God, but denied that this was true in the 

case of His incarnate Son.”° To deny the worship of images was to deny 

the worship of Christ, who was Himself the image of His Father, and to 

deny that any image of God could be made was to deny the Incarnation: 

If you do not worship the image neither do you cherish the Son of God, who is 

the living image of the invisible God... I worship the image of Christ as God 

incarnate.” 

Similarly he answers the Iconoclastic accusation that the worship of 

images was the worship of matter: 

It is not matter which I adore, it is the Creator of matter, becoming matter for 

my sake willing to dwell in matter and working out my salvation through matter. 

Therefore, I will not cease to venerate the matter through which my salvation 

has been achieved.”? 

Far from rejecting matter as evil, St. John Damascene points out again 

and again that all the objects of the Christian faith—the altar, the Gos- 

pels, the cross and even the bread and wine of the eucharist—are indeed 

matter.”* Going still further, he makes clear the fundamental aspect of 

the rejection of matter: 

69 Alexander, ‘“‘An Ascetic Sect’’, 158-159. 

70 Johannes Damascenus, Orationes, II, 1287/8, III, 1319/20, etc. 
1 Ibid., 1, 1251/2, Il, 1301/2B, “Ei od npookvveic eixovi, nate tO Yi® tod Osod 
TpooKvvEl, Sg EoTLV sik@v tod Gopdtov Osod CHoa ...” ae “ie ie 
elkOvl, OG COsoapKMpLévon OE0d”’. 
”  Ibid., 1, 1245/6AB, “Od rpookvvé ty bAN, TPOGKLVA 8é tov Tic HANS dSnLLovpyov, 
TOV Sinv. du ne yevouevov Kai év bAQ KatoiKfjoat KatadeEGuevov, Kai Sv BANC 
THY CMTNpiav Lov épyacdpEvov, Kai céBwv od Tavcopat tiv BAny, dv Ash catnpia 
Lov sipyaotav’”’, 

7 Ibid., 1, 1255/6, 11, 1299/1300, etc. 
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You curse matter and call it evil ... because matter was created by God, I con- 

fess it to be good, You, indeed, if you call it evil, either consider it not created 

by God or else make God the creator of evil.’ 

Thus Iconoclasm is condemned on the double grounds that the rejection 

of matter is an insult either to God’s power or to His mercy, and that the 

rejection of images is a denial of Christ, Himself the image of God, and 

of His Incarnation. Had He not been circumscribed and incarnate, then 

truly He neither could nor should be represented. 

These opinions of St. John Damascene were shared by the major 

Orthodox writers upon Iconoclasm. At the opening session of the Second 

Council of Nicaea, the representative of the Oriental Patriarchs demand- 

ed the condemnation of Iconoclasm as the denial of the Incarnation.”* 

At the beginning of the following century the Patriarch Nicephorus, in 

his Antirrhesis, insisted that the Orthodox should paint representations 

of Christ because He was God incarnate, a statement which was corrobo- 

rated by Nicephorus’ biographer, Ignatius the Deacon.”* The opposition 

to Iconoclasm as the denial of the Incarnation is clearly stated in the very 

title of the Antirrhesis: 

Refutation and opposition to the vain words of the impious Mammon [Con- 

stantine V] against the incarnation of the redeeming Divine Logos.*’ 

In the second period of Iconoclasm, which followed the temporary res- 

toration of images in the reign of the Empress Irene, the leading champion 

of image worship was the Abbot Theodore of the Monastery of Studius. 

From him comes the same accusation as to the denial of the Incarnation 

by his opponents, for in his opinion, if Christ had assumed a body, this 

body could be represented ; if not, his body was but a phantasm.’® Finally, 

in the second half of the ninth century, in a period following the final 

condemnation of Iconoclasm at the Orthodox Council of 843, the Pa- 

74 Johannes Damascenus, Orationes, II, 1297/8BC, “Kakiletc thv bAnv, Kai Gtyov 

anoxahsic; ... “Ey pév obv Kai Oeod noinua tiv SAny, Kai KaATV tTadtHY OLOAO- 

yO: ob 88, ei KaKTv tTavTHV AéyEIG, 7] ODK EK Oeod tadtHV SpOAoYEIG, 7 TOV KAKOV 

aitiov roisic tov cov”. Also Johannes Damascenus, “‘Dialogus”, PG, XCIV, 1507/8, 

1519/20, 1527/8, et passim. All of these arguments are repeated again and again in 

almost identical form. 3 
75 WHefele, Histoire des Conciles, Ul, ii, 762. 

76 Nicephorus Patriarcha, Refutatio, 211/2; Ignatius Diaconus, Vita, 105/6. 

77 Nicephorus Patriarcha, Refutatio, 205/6, “*Avtippnotc Kai “Avatpont tOv napa 

tod SvoceBods Mapdva Katé& tg LotNpiov tob Oeod Adyov LapKacsMs apabi< 

Kai GOeGco KevoAoynOévt@v ANPHLAtoOV”’. 

78 Theodorus Studita, Epistolae II, \xxii, 1xxxi, Ixxxiv, clvii, 1305/6, 1321/2, 1327/8, 

1495/6D, “Od yap to. Xpiotdc 6 Xptotdc, si pn TMEPLYPAMOLTO OVE TPOCKDVEITAL, 

gi p11) mMiotevetar Ev TH sikovi adTOD mpookvvovpevoc”. Refutatio, 451/2C, and Quaes- 

tiones, VII, 479/80D-481/2A, etc. 
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triarch Photius could still write that Christ is not Christ unless He be 

circumscribed in our nature, for if He was incarnate, He was circum- 

scribed: 

Therefore he who denies that Christ can be painted, denies Him to have been 

born a man, and he who does not adore His image, clearly does not adore Him 

either.’® 

Thus, throughout the two:periods of Iconoclasm, in both the eighth and 

ninth centuries, Orthodox writers accused the Iconoclasts of rejecting 

matter as the creation of God, and of denying the Incarnation of Christ. 

Nor did they fail to note that these two beliefs had once been held by the 

Manichaeans or to identify the Iconoclasts with the Manichaeans. Both 

the great Iconoclastic emperors, Leo III and his son, Constantine V, were 

accused of Manichaeanism by George the Monk,®° and Nicephorus 

singles out Constantine V, his particular béte noire, with the same epithet: 

... [he] who followed the impiety of the Manichaeans whose doctrine and teach- 

ings he emulated, into such irreligiosity had he fallen.*? 

St. John Damascene, in admonishing the Iconoclasts in his Apologetic 

Orations, enjoins: 

Do not despise matter for it is not despicable. For nothing is despicable which 

God has made. This [belief] is the heresy of the Manicheans. ®? 

The identification of the Iconoclasts with the Manichaeans was specifi- 

cally made in 787 at the Second Council of Nicaea. At the fifth session of 

the council, held on October fourth, the Patriarch Tarasius opened the 

proceedings by saying: 

... that the Iconoclasts had imitated Jews and Saracens, pagans and Samaritans, 

and above all Manicheans and Phantasiasts.®* 

Xenaias of Mabbug, Bishop of Hierapolis in 488, who had forbidden all 

© Photius Patriarcha, Epistolae, ““CIl ad Theophilum’’, 925/6CD, ‘““Qote 6 dna- 
VaiVvopEevos EyypageoBat Xprotov iipyvntai dvOpwnov yeyovévar. Kai 6 pi} TPOOKDVOV, 
abtod tiv sikova, ob thtov mpooKvvet adtov TO KAaOdAOD...”; Amphilochia, 951/2. 
8° Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, 798; see my Chapter III. 
*t Nicephorus Patriarcha, Refutatio, 347/8D - 349/50A, “peta thc Maviyaiwv 
Gvoowdtnto¢ av thy SdEav Kai thy SidacKkariav enrwKas, émi tocodtav pHavias 
Kai Geias EwA1cPEv”’. 
*2 Johannes Damascenus, Orationes, 1, 1245/6C, I, 1297/8B, III, 1331/2B, “My 
kaKile thy SAnv: od yap Gty0g. OdSév yap Gtmov, 6 napa Osod yeyévntar. Tov 
Mavixai@v todto to epévna”. 
*° Hefele, Histoire des Conciles, Ul, ii, 769, “‘Tarasius remarqua que, dans leur 
destruction des images, les iconoclastes s’étaient inspirés des Juifs, des sarrasins, des 
manichéens, des phantasiastes...’’; Martin, Jconoclastic Controversy, 100; Alfaric, 
Les Ecritures, II, 188. 
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pictures of the Virgin, saints, and angels in his diocese, was condemned as 

a Manichaean at the same session. *4 

In the following century, Nicephorus again identified the Iconoclasts 

with the Manichaeans, because the Iconoclasts had denied the Incarna- 

tion and, therefore, considered Christ to be no more than an hallucina- 

tion,® an opinion which is found in the writings of Theodore the Studite 

also.®* Nicephorus actually went so far as to claim that he had seen 

Manichaean books in which images were condemned,®’ though this was 

an impossibility, as has been pointed out by Alfaric and proved by the 

remains of Manichaean religious art in Chinese Turkestan.®* The true 

Manichaeans did not reject images, so that the works seen by Nicephorus, 

if they existed, must have been merely Iconoclastic, thus illustrating once 

more that the two terms were synonymous to Orthodox writers. Finally, 

in the second period of return to Orthodoxy, the reforming council, called 

in 843 by Michael III and Theodora, was directed against the Iconoclasts 

who were nothing but ‘“‘Manichaeans’’.®® Again and again, then, the 

Orthodox writers in the eighth and ninth centuries equated Iconoclasm 

with Manichaeanism on the basis of the Iconoclastic rejection of matter 

and the Incarnation. In this period, therefore, the term “Manichaean”’ 

hand considerably narrowed from a general term of abuse. It carried a 

legal connotation, and in the hands of ecclesiastical writers it could be- 

come a synonym for Iconoclasm. 

The identification of Manichaeanism with Iconoclasm may explain the 

characterization of the Paulicians as Manichaeans, since they, too, could 

be shown to be Iconoclasts. On doctrinal grounds, as we know, the iden- 

tification of the Paulicians with the Iconoclasts was all too easy and 

clear. One of the leading characteristics of the Paulicians from the 

seventh century on was their opposition to images of all sorts. The 

Iconoclastic practices of the Paulicians, which were readily observable, 

84 Hefele, Histoire des Conciles, Il, ii, 769; Martin, Iconoclastic Controversy, 22, 101, 

L. Bréhier, La Querelle des images (Paris, 1904), 12; Der Nersessian, ‘““Apologie”’ ; 

69-70. 
85 Nicephorus Patriarcha, Refutatio, I,209/10BC, II, 337/8A, III, 395/6A, 443/4C, 533/4, 

“A pologeticus pro inculpabili, pura et immaculata nostra christianorum fide et contra 

eos qui putant nos idolis cultum exhibere’’, PG, C, 561/2, 605/6. 

86 Theodorus Studita, “Antirrheticas Il”, PG, XCIX, 397/8A; “Epistola LXXU, 

Nicholao filio”, from “Epistolae’”, II, 1305/6A, “Td && toiodtov dvetAngévar tov 

Xpiotov o@pa Aéyeiv, Maviyaiwv, Soxioe Kai avtacig thy owthpiov Xpiotob 

oikovopiav mAnvagovvtav, yeyevijcba”, Refutatio, 451/2C, Quaestiones, 479/80D. 

87 Nicephorus Patriarcha, Refutatio, 463/4. 

88 Alfaric, Thése, 119. 

89 Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, 802. 
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soon identified them, in the eyes of the Byzantine authorities and of eccle- 

siastical writers, with the Iconoclastic party at Constantinople. The 

differences in doctrine between the Paulicians and the Greek Iconoclasts, 

which are noted by E. J. Martin, do not seem to have disturbed their 

contemporaries ;°° the practices were sufficiently similar for the identifica- 

tion to be acceptable. We have already seen how, as a result of this iden- 

tification, the Paulicians were favored by all Iconoclastic emperors and 

flourished during their reigns. There seems to be little doubt, in view of 

the radical change of policy coincident with the rise to power of the Icono- 

dules, that the Paulicians were successively favored and persecuted by the 

imperial authorities as Iconoclasts. 

The identification of the Paulicians with the Iconoclasts was explicitly 

made by Byzantine writers. In the Chronicle of George the Monk, 

Constantine V was called ‘‘not a Christian, God forbid, but a Paulician’’.®? 

About the same Constantine a curious legend is related by Theophanes 

Confessor.*? At the time of the attack on Constantinople by the Bulgar 

Khan Krum in 813, the panic-stricken population of the capital rushed 

to the sepulchre of Constantine V in the Church of the Holy Apostles, 

accusing the monks and the image-worshippers of having brought a curse 

upon the city, and imploring the help of the great Iconoclastic Emperor. 

According to the legend, Constantine heard this prayer and rose to the 

assistance of the beleaguered city. It seems fairly evident that this story 

of miraculous intervention was the work of Iconoclastic sympathizers. 

But we are told by Theophanes that this was the fabrication of men who 

*“... only pretended to be Christians, but in truth were Paulicians’.™* 

The equation of Paulicians with Iconoclasts is perfectly clear from his 

commentary; the true Paulicians would have had no interest in propa- 

gating the story of Constantine V’s supernatural assistance. Through such 

identification in the eighth and ninth centuries, the term ‘“‘Manichaean”’ 

could also have been applied to the Paulicians by the Greek writers in the 

same sense in which it had been used for the Iconoclasts themselves, and 

without necessarily implying Manichaean dogma. The pattern of identi- 

fication can best be rendered by the following syllogism: 

90 Martin, [conoclastic Controversy, Appendix, 275-278. 

°  Ibid., 277, “Orthodox partisans found the name [Paulicians] a useful term of abuse 

to apply to the Iconoclasts’. 

% Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, 751, “od yap Av Xpiotiavéc [6 K@votavtivoc], 
HN yévouto, GAAG TavArKkidvoc’’. 
98 Theophanes, Chronographia, 1, 501. 

%  Ibid., “oxhwatt Lovov hoav Xpiotiavoi ti Sé GAnOcia Mavatkiavot”. See also 
Martin, Iconoclastic Controversy, 157, and Diehl and Margais, Le Monde Oriental, 250. 
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Paulicians = Iconoclasts 

Iconoclasts = Manichaeans 

.. Paulicians = Manichaeans 

The Byzantine equation of Paulicians with Manichaeans on the basis of 

their Iconoclasm is supported by the evidence of the Armenian authori- 

ties. In the earliest period before the union of the Armenian Paulicians 

with the Alovanian Iconoclasts, Lazar of P‘arpi still distinguishes between 

the disciples of Mani and the “‘heresy of the land of the Armenians’’.% 

Already in the seventh century, however, at the very time of the union 

between the two groups in Armenia, Vrt‘anés K‘ert‘ot presents the argu- 

ment later used by St. John Damascene and the other Orthodox writers, 

namely the opinion that Iconoclasm is a denial of the Incarnation and is 

therefore nothing more than Manichaean docetism.°* John of Ojun, 

whose Sermon against the Paulicians is primarily concerned with the 

problem of the heretics’ Iconoclasm, may be accusing the Paulicians of 

Manichaeanism.®’ Gregory of Narek’s painstaking description of the 

various features of the church building in his Discourse upon the Church 

against the Manichaeans who are Paulicians, becomes far more compre- 

hensible if it is taken as addressed to an Iconoclastic audience. Similarly, 

_ Gregory Magistros addressed to the T‘ondrakeci a Letter of vituperations 

entitled, reminiscently of Gregory of Narek’s Discourse, ““Concerning the 

representation [picturing or painting] of the church, written to these [the 

T‘ondrakeci] and for the sake of Manichaeans’’. In this letter he accuses 

the T‘ondrakeci of considering the worship of images as mere idolatry, a 

belief which Gregory brands as Manichaean.°® 

The evidence of the Armenian sources appears then to interpret 

Manichaeanism in the sense of Iconoclasm and to support the parallel 

interpretation in the Greek documents. To be sure, by the mid-ninth 

century in Byzantium the dualist development of the “‘new Paulicianism”’ 

would give more immediate grounds for an accusation of Manichaeanism, 

and this in turn could be the accusation picked up by the late Armenian 

sources. This is probably often the case. However, this explanation 

cannot account for the earlier accusations in Armenia, such as that of 

Vrt‘anés K ‘ert‘ot and the problematic reference in John of Ojun. Finally, 

we have a curious passage in the Chronography of Theophanes, written 

aSee pmol 
96 Vrt‘anés K‘ert‘ot, Treatise, 61-62. 

97 John of Ojun, Contra Paulicianos, 86/7. However, see my Chapter II, n. 61. 

98 Gregory Magistros, Letter LXIX, 168. 
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in a period in which Paulician doctrine showed as yet no dualism. 

According to him in 734: 

[The Caliph] Walid ordered to slit the tongue of Peter the most holy metro- 

politan of Damascus, because he spoke out openly against the impiety of the 

Arabs and of the Manichaeans.°®® 

Now al-Walid II would have had no objection to the condemnation of 

teal Manichaeans by Peter since the Muslim authorities opposed them.1°° 

Theophanes could have been using the term Manichaean to mean 

Iconoclast, as had been done by St. John of Damascus and the Patriarch 

Nicephorus, but we now know that Muslim Iconoclasm was an Abbasid 

development not characteristic of the Umayyad period and particularly 

not of the notoriously unorthodox and dissipated court of al-Walid II.1% 

In view of the close contact between the Arabs and the Paulicians in the 

early eighth century, might it be possible that Theophanes is referring to 

the latter? Thus while it is most likely that the later sources speak of 

Paulicians as Manichaeans because of their dualism, it is likewise possible 

that on many occasions the accusation of Manichaeanism stems from 

the Paulicians’ Iconoclasm. 

Many scholars have acknowledged that the Paulicians were not Mani- 

chaeans in any period.1® Nevertheless the concentration of most studies 

99 Theophanes, Chronographia I, 416, ““Ovarid 5& Tlétpov, tov ayi@tatov untpono- 
Aitnv AanacKkod, yAwttotounOfvat EKéAEvoE, WS Gvagavddoyv EAEYYOVTA THY TOV 
“ApaBov Kai Maviyaimv dvocéPeiav. spice te adtov Kata tHhV sddaiLova 

*ApoBiav, évOa Kai tedAsiobtat paptopioas bxép Xpiotob’. Theophanes wrote 
before 814/5 (see my Chapter I, n. 21), that is to say in the early part of Sergius’ 

rule, at a time when we have no evidence for the development of the new Paulician 
dualism even within the Empire. 
100 The Manichaeans were admitted to the accepted status of dhimmis only in the 

early Abbasid period, and then only for a brief period before the renewal of persecu- 
tions. See Ph. Hitti, History of the Arabs, 4th ed. (London, 1949), 353, 359; also above 

p. 193. 

101K. Creswell, A Short Account of Early Muslim Architecture (Harmondsworth, 
1958), 98-99, notes that St. John Damascene, though ‘“‘well acquainted with the 

doctrines of Islam ... and a violent opponent of the Iconoclastic movement ... never 
accuses the Muslims of being hostile to pictures, although it would have been the first 

thing he would have seized upon to reproach them with, had they held such opinions”’. 

Creswell therefore concludes that ‘the prohibition against painting did not exist in 

early Islam [italics in text], but that it grew up gradually, for the reasons given above, 

towards the end of the eighth century’. For the court of al-Walid II, see Hitti, History 
of the Arabs, 227 ff. 

102 Nersoyan, “The Paulicians”, The Eastern Churches Quarterly, V, 12 (1944), 410; 

Grégoire, ““Eglises”, 509, “‘Le Paulicianisme a beau étre accusé d’étre du manichéisme; 

en fait, rien ne permet d’établir la moindre filiation entre les deux doctrines”. Sdderberg, 
La Religion des Cathares, 24-27, 33, “Il est cependant évident que l’épithéte de 
Manichéens leur [Paulicians] fut donnée en raison de leur conception dualiste et d’autres 
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on the later Greek phase of Paulicianism has led to the identification of 

Paulicianism with some Gnostic sect, usually the Marcionites. This 

explanation, which originated with Gieseler and Ter Mkrttschian, has 

been accepted by Grégoire and most modern scholars.1° The hypothesis, 

however, presents serious difficulties. Harnack, the leading authority on 

the Marcionites, opposed the identification of the two sects.1% Friedrich 

pointed out that the late Paulician dualism, which distinguishes between 

the Heavenly Father and the Creator of the World, is not the same as 

the Marcionite opposition of the Kind Stranger to the Just God. He 

further noted that a number of ritual and dogmatic practices separated 
the Paulicians and the Marcionites.} 

Just as the identification of the Paulicians and Marcionites is difficult 

on doctrinal grounds, so the hypothesis of historical contact between the 

two sects is unsatisfactory. It is true that Armenia in the fifth century 

seemed to be threatened by a Marcionite irruption from Syria, and 

Eznik of Kotb devoted one section of his work Against the Sects to them.1°7 

Nevertheless, the Marcionites whom he describes may not have been 

Armenian heretics. Harnack has noted the inaccuracy of the beliefs 

described by Eznik.1°* Mariés remarks on the similarity of the Mar- 

cionite dogma given by Eznik to the the one described by Ephraem Syrus; 

he concludes that Eznik’s refutation may well be addressed to Syrian and 

not Armenian Marcionites and that his work is not an indication of a 

Marcionite development in Armenia.!°° 

The presence of other Gnostic sects in Early Christian Armenia has also 

idées gnostiques qu’ils avaient adoptées. Mais aucune donnée historique ne nous 
indique qu’ils ont été en relation avec le manichéisme”. See also Runciman, Medieval 

Manichee, 49, et al. 

103 See my Introduction, nn. 44, 156; Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 106-110; 

Grégoire, “Eglises”, 513; Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 60-61. 

It is interesting that Soviet scholars generally accept the dualistic interpretation of 

Paulician doctrine despite their familiarity with the Armenian sources which contradict 
this thesis. The avowed lack of interest in theology of these scholars has probably led 
them to accept the traditional interpretation of Paulicianism without any attempt at a 
re-evaluation. The discussions of Paulician doctrine in all the Soviet studies are 

perfunctory and superficial. See my Introduction, n. 58. 
104 Harnack, Marcion, 303, 382-383. 
105 rjedrich, ‘“‘Der urspriingliche Bericht’’, 91, 94-95, 98. 

106 Mariés, Le De Deo, 9. 

107 Jbid., 19; Eznik of Kotb, Against the Sects, 243-298. 
108 ~Warnack, Marcion, 140, n. 2, 180, n. 2. 

109 ~Mariés, Le De Deo, 79-80; F. Burkitt, ed., St. Ephraim’s Prose Refutation of Mani, 

Marcion, and Bardaisan (Oxford, 1921), II, cxvii; Séderberg, La Religion des Cathares, 

118. Eznik of Kotb, Against the Sects, 312, distinguishes among the Marcionites, the 

Manichaeans, and the “‘mctnéayk*’’. 
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been noted and their influence suggested for the origin of Paulician dual- 

ism. The Gnostic leader, Bardaisan, was reputed to have come to Ar- 

menia to proselytize among the pagans, though his activity is said to have 

met with little success.14° Numerous references to the expulsion of the 

Borborites are found in the early Armenian sources. The survival 

of pagan customs in Armenia is noted by Faustus of Byzantium.'? We 

have already seen that the presence of Manichaeans in Armenia is also 

attested, though the cursory attention given to them by Eznik does not 

argue for their importance. 

There can be no question as to the presence in Armenia during the 

fourth and fifth centuries of various heretical sects, some of which were 

undoubtedly Gnostic and dualistic. Nevertheless their existence cannot 

be used as an explanation for the dualism of late Byzantine Paulicianism. 

Whatever contact Paulicianism may have had with Gnosticism in Arme- 

nia during the early Middle Ages, and such contact cannot be proved, no 

similarity of doctrine resulted from it. Early Paulicianism, both in Arme- 

nia and Byzantium, was characterized by neither dualism nor docetism, 

as we have already seen. Both of these elements appear only in the ninth 

century and in Byzantium alone, and are characteristic of the secondary 

Paulician tradition of source P. The secret survival of a Gnostic sect up 

to the later period of Paulicianism, though not outside the realm of 

possibility, has not yet been demonstrated. 

In the absence of any evidence for external influence on late Paulician- 

ism, the sect’s doctrinal shift toward dualism in Constantinople cannot as 

yet be explained satisfactorily. However, a tentative hypothesis of an 

internal evolution responsible for this dogmatic transformation may 

perhaps be suggested. 

It has been shown that Paulicianism, both in Armenia and in Byzan- 

tium, was Iconoclastic in nature. In Armenia this Iconoclasm has pushed 

the Paulicians outside the Orthodox community. In Byzantium during 

the eighth and ninth centuries the Paulician Iconoclasts temporarily 

found themselves in a more congenial milieu. By the middle of the ninth 

century the re-establishment of Orthodoxy finally drove them back to 

their accustomed opposition to the established authorities. It is not im- 

110 Moses of Xoren, History, Il, Ixvi, vol. 1, 307. 

‘11 Koriun, Mesrop, 29; Atticus, “Letter to St. Sahak”, in Moses of Xoren, His- 
tory, HII, 156/7; Michael the Syrian, Chronique, Il, ii, 248. See Melik-Bashian, 
Paulician Movement, 62-73, who finally rejects the suggested identification of the 

Borborites with the Messalians. For the latter, see below. 
112 Faustus of Byzantium, History, Ul, xiii, 43-46; also Moses of Xoren, History, II, 
Ix, vol. II, 162/3. 
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possible that some of the Paulicians acquired and intensified the beliefs 

of the more radical Iconoclastic circles. Iconoclasm did not necessarily 

imply dualism or docetism, but these two doctrines were not incompatible 

with Iconoclastic beliefs, as had been observed by their opponents. The 

Paulicians known to source P seem to have carried this implicit dualism 

and docetism much further than any purely Iconoclastic group. Such 

a development might even be brought into agreement with the earlier 

Paulician tradition. The reconciliation of a docetic christology with the 

Armenian Paulician belief that Jesus was an ordinary man adopted by 

God, though at first sight contradictory, is not completely beyond the 

realm of possibility. A sharp division between the two natures of Christ 

is inherent in an Adoptionist christology—the forma servi is ever dis- 

tinct from the Filius Dei. If, then, the son of Mary, normally born and a 

common mortal, is only adopted at his baptism, it might be possible to 

say that the Son of God was never truly incarnate, which is the docetic 

position.4% Similarly, through the rejection of matter as evil, which is 

implicit in Iconoclasm, the Paulicians might have arrived at the dualistic 

belief that such an evil cannot be the creation of God, but comes rather 

from another principle, whether Demiurge or Devil. No proof can be 

given of such an internal evolution beyond the change along these lines 

observed in Byzantine Paulicianism. The isolation of the two Paulician 

centers from each other, and the absence of an intellectual Iconoclastic 

milieu in Armenia, would, however, explain the double tradition—the 

unchanging character of the eastern Paulician branch with its persistently 

Adoptionist tradition, and, as opposed to it, the evolution shown by 

Byzantine Paulicianism. x 

One more sect must now be considered as the possible ancestor of 

Paulicianism, namely the Messalians, also known as Euchitae or Enthu- 

siasts. K. Ter Mkrttschian was of the opinion that these Messalians are 

the heretics condemned under the name of Mctiné (Uf) at the Council 

of Sahapivan in 447.144 He went on to argue that the leaderless, rootless 

heresy described by Epiphanius as Messalianism is very similar to the 

“heresy of the land of Armenia [which] is not named for any teacher”, 

113. [t is interesting to note in this connection that the Armenian Nestorians, who held 

a doctrine very similar to that of the Paulicians (see my Chapter IV, n. 29), seem to 

have reconciled the adoptionist and docetic traditions. They believed in two natures, 

one human and the other divine, and that Jesus was born a corruptible mortal man 

who became Son of God through grace. On the other hand they also said that Christ 

had received no flesh from the Virgin Mary, BL, 56, and that the coming of Christ 

was not real but imaginary, ibid., 12 etc. Hence the existence of an analogous double 

tradition among the Paulicians is not outside the realm of possibility. 

14 Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 41-42 ff. 

| 
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found in the Letter of Lazar of P‘arpi.> The identification is tempting, 

especially since both Hiibschmann and Aéaryan trace Mciné back to the 

Syriac masallayané, whence the name of the Messalians is derived.1!¢ 

Further investigation, however, seems to indicate that it is not warranted. 

Mciné and its derivative, mcinéut‘iun, have a definite meaning in Arme- 

nian, being usually rendered as “‘filthiness’”.47 The Armenian suffix 

ut‘iun (ntfefiir) is the characteristic ending of an abstract derivative sub- 

stantive and not a proper name.1!® We seem, therefore, to be faced with 

a nameless heresy. But whatever may have been their early form observed 

by Epiphanius, the Messalians in fifth-century Asia Minor were known 

and condemned as Lampetians from their leader, Lampetius. Hence they 

can hardly be the heretics of Lazar of P‘arpi.4° 

In connection with the Council of Sahapivan, it is curious that none of 

the outstanding manifestations of Messalianism are condemned in the 

canons of the council. We hear nothing of the perpetual prayers so 

characteristic of the Messalians that it gave them their name both in 

Syrian and in Greek, nothing of the doctrine of the two souls, or of the 

presence of Satan in the human soul, nothing of the state imperturbability 

(Gxd8e1a) finally reached through prayer and often accompanied by 

wild gesticulations;-a sort-of delirium, whence the sectarians were-also 
known as Enthusiasts.!2° It is curious that the fathers of Sahapivan 

~ 

115 Ter Mikrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 45, 48-49; Epiphanius, “Adversus octoginta 
haereses”, PG, XLII, Haeresis Ixxx, 756/7; Lazar of P‘arpi, Letter, 49. 

116 H. Hiibschmann, Armenische Grammatik (Leipzig, 1897), #76, 311; H. Aéaryan, 

Armenisches etymologisches Wurzelwoérterbuch, IV (Erivan, 1933), 1064-1065. The 
interpretation of Ter Mkrttschian was accepted by Conybeare, KT-I, lvii, cvii-cviii and 
by Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 28. 

117 Dictionary of the Armenian Language (Classical), (Venice, 1837), II, 284, cols. 2-3. 

See also Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 28, n. 1. The interpretation of mciné as a 

substantive rather than as a proper name seems to be accepted by the editor of Eznik, 
Against the Sects, who renders the passage of the author, p. 312, as “Uwplpniis k Wulf 
fx ddqhwyp. Note the use of a lower case letter in the last instance, and the separation of 
the mcinayk‘ from Marcion and Mani. 

us A. Meillet, Altarmenisches Elementarbuch (Heidelberg, 1913), 28-29. The suffix 
-m[#/uh, for example, is never added to the name Qunqflfwhp [Pautikeank‘] to obtain 
the form “Paulicianism”, which is not found in Armenian. “Paylikenut‘iun” is another 

matter, as we shall see. 

119 G. Bareille, “Euchites”, DTC, V, 1459. Bareille notes, 1454, that Epiphanius 
_ seems to be describing an early stage of the sect. Similarly the story of the condem- 
nation of the Messalian leader Adelphius by Flavian of Antioch, repeated from Theo- 
doret of Cyr by St. John Damascene, Compendium, 735/6-737/8, shows that the Mes- 
salians had leaders and were named according to them. 

720 For what is known of Messalian dogma, see Bareille, ‘‘Euchites”, 1454-1465; 
E. Amann, “Messaliens”, DTC, X, 792-795; and St. John Damascene, Compendium, 
729/30-731/2. 
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should have overlooked such glaringly heretical manifestations had they 

been present, especially since the Messalians had already been condemned 

by the Council of Sidé in 390 and by Flavian of Antioch.124 Melik- 

Bashian quite rightly observed that the one Mctné tenet condemned in 

Canon XIV of Sahapivan, the maintenance of a “housekeeper” by mem- 

bers of the clergy, cannot be reconciled with what we know of Messalian 

asceticism and their abandonment of all settled existence and private 

property in favor of a life of wandering beggary.}*? Finally, it is curious 

that the Patriarch Atticus of Constantinople, writing to Kat‘otikos St. 

Sahak I in the decade before the Council of Sahapivan, speaks of Bor- 

borites in Armenia but not of Messalians. Yet Atticus, whose anti- 

heretical activity was directed particularly against the Messalians, would 

hardly have overlooked them in his advice to the Armenian Kat‘olikos 

had they been present in that country.!?° Hence we are brought to the 

conclusion of Melik-Bashian, that the Mctné were not Messalians but 

another sect.1*4 

It is very probable that the nameless “Filthy ones” condemned at 

Sahapivan and mentioned a little later by Lazar of P‘arpi are to be iden- 

tified with the Paulicians. The word mcinéut‘iun is used by John of Ojun 

to characterize the Paulicians and subsequently by Aristakés of Lastivert 

on two occasions as well as by Nersés Snorhali to characterize the dogma 

of the T‘ondrakeci. Conybeare goes so far as to say that it had been used 

by every author since John of Ojun.° We have already seen that the 

punishment decreed for the Mctné heresy in the nineteenth canon of the 

Council of Sahapivan, namely the branding of the heretic on the face 

with the mark of a fox, is the punishment used for the T‘ondrakeci; it is 

mentioned as such by the later Armenian sources.” Particularly inter- 

121 Bareille, ‘“Euchites’’, 1457; Hefele, Histoire des Conciles, U, ii, 75. 

122 Melik-Bashian, Paulician Movement, 80-81. See Bareille, “Euchites”, 1464, for the 

characterization of the Messalians as a “sorte de fréres mendiants”, and Amann, 

“‘Messaliens”, 794-795, for the rejection of the accusation of immorality brought against 

the Messalians by Orthodox authors. Cf. Appendix I for the text of Canon XIV of the 

Council of Sahapivan. 
123 Atticus, “Letter to St. Sahak”, in Moses of Xoren, History, vol. II, 154/5- 156/7. 

Moses invariably gives the name of the sect mentioned by Atticus as “pappnppunntug” 

and not “‘sdqhtuy”, which might have been the Armenian translation. For Atticus’ 

anti-Messalian activity, see G. Bardy, ‘‘Atticus de Constantinople et Cyrille d’Alexan- 

drie’”, in A. Fliche et V. Martin, Histoire de I’ Eglise, 1V, 159-160. It is also interesting 

that Theophanes, Chronographia, 1, 63, speaking of the origin of the Messalians, 

makes no reference to the Paulicians. 

124 Melik-Bashian, Paulician Movement, 76-77. 

125° John of Ojun, Contra Paulicianos, 88/9; Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 116; 

Nersés Snorhali, Letters, 240-289; KT-I, cviii. 

126 See my Chapter III, n. 121. 
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esting in this connection is the distortion of the name Paulicians which 

we find in a number of sources. John of Ojun occasionally calls the 

heresy “‘Paytakenut‘iun” (Quyqwhbhmf¢frh).?” The Alovanian compact of 

639 speaks of ‘‘Payli keank®’, and finally some manuscripts of the Council 
of Dvin in 719 speak in Canon XXXII of “Payli keank®’ (Quy f: f&wti p).128 

Now payl has the same meaning in Armenian as mciné, namely filth, and 

the translation of Payl i keank‘ is: those who are “filthy in life”. The 

two forms are specifically joined in manuscript #795 of the Canons of 

Dvin, “Concerning the evil heresy of the mclné who are payl i keank®”’ 1° 

In conclusion it seems fairly certain that iy heretics condemned at 

Sahapivan weré not Messalians \but Paylicians or Paulicians. Such an 

explanation would push our knowledge of Paulicianism in Armenia a 

century earlier than even the Council of Dvin of 555 and make it quite 

possible that the Kat‘otikos John I Mandakuni had indeed spoken of 

Paulicians at the end of the fifth century despite Bart‘ikyan’s objection.1*° 

Furthermore the elaborate provisions for cases of heresy in all classes of 

both ecclesiastic and secular society in Canon XX of Sahapivan indicate 

the extent of the movement at this early date. 

We must now return to the problem of determining the nature of early 

Armenian Paulician tradition and its origin. Since we have no doctrinal 

basis for the derivation of Paulicianism from any dualistic Gnostic doc- 

trine, it will be necessary to consider Conybeare’ s theory that the Pauli- 

cians were originally an Adoptionist sect descended from the heresy of 

Paul ee emmorate: To do So, We > must f rst note the ne PHC aspects of 

——— 

The hee attributed to Paul of Samosata was almost exactly contem- 

porary with the rise of Manichaeanism in the second half of the third 

century. Until his deposition by the Councils of Antioch in 268 and 270 

and his ultimate ouster at the order of the Emperor Aurelian in 273, Paul 

of Samosata was Bishop of Antioch on the Orontes, one of the major sees 

of early Christendom. Bardy, whose thesis remains the basic work on 
the subject of Paul of Samosata, believes that the Bishop of Antioch was 

127 John of Ojun, Contra Paulicianos, 88/9. 

128 See my Chapter II, n. 36. 
12 Dictionary of the Armenian Language, “Qui ffwh” IW, 592, col. 3; Bart‘ikyan, 
ce 96, n. 2; Matenadaran #795, fol. 129a, “Ywul RL LL Hdqithg np Ei mya 

Fut p”. 

180 See my Chapter II, n. 23, and Appendix I. The terms in which Canon XX 
provides at the end for the judgement of the Ostikan by the Patriarch and the Council 
of Princes, are very reminiscent of the provisions in the Atovanian Compact of 639; 
see my Chapter II, n. 35. 
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an isolated figure without true predecessors.181 Nevertheless, the ancient 
writers placed him in a definite group of heretics of which he was the most 
important. His predecessors were Simon Magus, Ebion, and Artemon.22 
The basic principle of Paul’s doctrine was Monarchianism, that is to say 
the absolute unity of God, which could not be modified or impaired by 
any other doctrine.’** This uncompromising belief in the unity of God 
led Paul to deny the divinity of Jesus as an infringement on that of the 
Father. Jesus was a mere man born Mary who did not remain a virgin, 
and he was adopted as the Son of God as a reward for the progressive 
virtue of his life.4** Every man who equaled the sinlessness of Jesus’ life 
could likewise be adopted as the Son of God and thus become the equal 
of Jesus. Paul apparently claimed that a potential similarity to Christ was 
part of his own nature,'** and complaints reached the Council of An- 
tioch that the Bishop had been worshipped by the congregation in a com- 

pletely unfitting manner and psalms sung in his honor.126 One more 

accustion is interesting in connection with the heresy of Paul of Samosata, 

namely the Judaizing aspect of his Monarchian doctrine. While this 

aspect may have been exaggerated by his opponents, the accusation is 

persistent.13” 

The most fundamental support for the theory identifying Paulicianism 

131 Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 302, 411, n. 1, ““Le Samosatéen est un isolé presque sans 

ancétres et sans disciples”; cf., however, 364. The similarity of Paul’s doctrine to that 
of the Armenian Paulicians was noted by Conybeare, KT-I, cvi. 

182 Simeon of Beth Arsam, “‘Epistola Simeonis Beth Arsamensis de Barsauma 

episcopo Nisibeno deque haeresi Nestorianorum”’, in Assemani, Bibliotheca Orientalis, 

I (Rome, 1719), 347-348; Samuel of Ani, Collections, 361-362; Michael the Syrian, 

Chronique, II, ii, 195-196. 
133 Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 115, 362, 370, 372, 380. 

134 Simeon of Beth Arsam, Epistola de Barsauma, 347: ““Nudum hominem genuit 

Maria, nec post partum Virgo permanserit; Christum autem appellavit creatum, 

factum, mortalem et filius ex gratia”. ‘“‘Consilium Antiochenum I in Causa Pauli 

Samosateni’’, Mansi I, 1033/4, “dc 5& Gv Gvtiaxetat tov vidv tod Oeod. Oedv ph 

sivat TpdcG KaTABOATIc KOoLOv’”’; 1037/8: “Filium vero qui est apud Patrem, Deum 

quidem et dominum omnium creaturam dicit’’; 1101: “Sententia Pauli Somaisetani 

[sic] haec erat, dominum Christum hominem fuisse a deitate creatum ejusdem cum 

nostro aliquo substantiae humanae, comitante ipsum gratia divina et in ipso habitante 

per amorem et voluntatem, ideoque vocatum esse Filium Dei”. Also ibid., 1039/40; 
Agapius of Membidj, Histoire, VII, 4, 530; Michael the Syrian, Chronique, I, i, 169; 
Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 311, 341, 372, 375-377, et passim. 

135 Simeon of Beth Arsam, Epistola de Barsauma, 347, ‘““De seipso vero dicebat: Ego 
quoque si voluero Christus ero, quum ego et Christus unius ejusdemque simus naturae”’. 

136 ©“‘Fnistola Synodica ad Dionysium Romanorum Pontificem’’, Mansi, I, 1093D: 
«,. et in media ecclesia solenni paschatis die, mulieres, quae inanes cantilenas (quas si 

quispiam audiret, plane exhorresceret) in ipsius lauden funderent, pararit’’; also ibid., 

1097/8; Michael the Syrian, Chronique, I, i, 196; Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 343. 

137 Ibid., 382-384. 
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and Adoptionism is the undoubted similarity between the doctrine of the 

Key of Truth and the condemned dogma of Paul of Samosata. It is true 

that a change of emphasis appears to have taken place. Albeit admitting 

the undivided unity of God, the Key did not stress Monarchianism to the 

same extent as did Paul of Samosata, and he in turn did not seem to have 

concerned himself with baptism, the dominant point of the Key.13* In 

both doctrines, however, we find emphasized the basic belief that Jesus 

was a man adopted as the Son of God only as a reward for his virtue and 

through the grace of the Father, and the consequent belief that every man 

is born a potential Christ. The adoration accorded to Smbat and, for 

that matter, to Sergius-Tychicus by their respective disciples seems to be 

the same as the worship of Paul of Samosata which so scandalized the 

Council of Antioch. 

In addition to the similarity of the two doctrines there are several 

specific identifications of the Paulicians with Paul of Samosata among 

both “‘Eastern’’ and Byzantine writers. Gregory Magistros, writing to the 

Kat‘olikos of Syria, characterized the T‘ondrakeci in the following man- 

ner: “Here then you see the Paulicians who get their poison from Paul of 

Samosata’’.°° In the same period King Gagik II, anathematizing those 

who say that Jesus was a man adopted by God, attributes the origin of this 

heresy to Paul of Samosata.!*° Finally, we have an interesting passage of 

Mas‘idi describing the Paulicians: 

... these follow the heresy of Paul of Samosata, one of the first Patriarchs of 

Antioch; he professed doctrines midway between the Christians and the dual- 

ists, for they included the veneration and cult of all the luminaries in order." 

The identification of Mas‘adi has been challenged on the ground that he 

attributed to the Paulicians Magian-Manichaean and not Adoptionist 

doctrines. However, it must be noted that the questionable portion is the 

second half of the sentence, which refers to Paul of Samosata and not to 

188 Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 372. 
139 See my Chapter III, n. 117. KT-I, cvy-cvii. 
140 Gagik II in Matthew of Edessa, Chronique, 204: “b(t np wuuugt junw) unbgdbuy 
qoupyh, h wy us aut Sunkwy phul fy qUuunnud, peru us uy en prastf np ng olny Uummony mut, 

wy tpufush fi obubEnyh: Get np *f hEppu mofigk Eplacu appa, qupih (Uuunedny fr Lopt h 

gkph papal ‘h Honk, uyy mg *qupits h qinyjh, sopq bgp fe bith wi piunus pry whhubp, qop fununmgu 

aug fy Cuuinug bag: Pim frtip fnlacp, puta fe Uunnmsd bk Sup, Lngh h Supp. peyy 

opafip ng Epljacp bh Younus ns Enlacp, my uf. gp h ng wun Enhar Sup, [ekuytin h Mognu 

wyuyte woug, giplne quip phi Supynyhr be qupinw phi winewhbug”? 

M41 Mas‘idi, Les livre de l’avertissement, 208, “... d’autres sectes... comme celle des... 

pauliciens, ces derniers suivent I’hérésie de Paul de Samosate, l’un des premiers 
patriarches d’Antioche; il professa des doctrines qui tiennent le milieu entre celles des 
Chrétiens et celles des Mages et des dualistes, car elles comportaient la vénération et le 

culte de toutes les lumiéres selon leur ordre’’. 
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the Paulicians; the subject is singular. Mas‘idi seems to have been con- 
fused as to the doctrine of Paul himself, but his identification is unques- 
tionable. Indeed, it may be, in view, of some of the Persian practices of 

the Paulicians noted by John of Ojun, that Mas‘idi attributed the same 

practices to Paul of Samosata, knowing him to have been the precursor 

of the Paulician sect. One more statement found in the Armenian sources 

is of interest. We have seen the accusation of Judaism commonly brought 

against Paul of Samosata by his opponents. Gregory Magistros, speaking 

of the T‘ondrakeci, says: 

I find that you resemble not only the sectaries, but that you add Judaism and 

circumcision and are much worse than they.14? 

Similarly the Codex Scorialensis accuses the Paulicians of being ““Monar- 

chian Jews’’.148 

From the evidence of the varied Greek sources, support can also be 

found for the theory that the Paulicians were Adoptionists. The tradition 

that the Paulicians were descendants of Paul of Samosata is not exclusively 

Oriental. The very attribution in the legend found in source P of the origin 

of the Paulician heresy to a Paul of Samosata, the son of Kallinike, is 

significant, and so is the name of the sect. The Paulicians both in Armenia 

and Byzantium called themselves the true believers, and the name “‘Pauli- 

cians’” was given to them pejoratively by their Orthodox opponents. It 

has long been noted that this form, containing the Armenian derogatory 

suffix -ik, cannot be Greek in origin; the name of the Paulicians must have 

come from Armenia.'** Despite the opposition of Ter Mkrttschian it is 

evident that the name of the sect must be derived from a Paul,!** and the 

insulting diminutive, “Paulik”’, cannot refer to St. Paul himself as Gieseler 

had suggested.146 The name “‘Paulicians” gained early currency in Arme- 

nia. In the period of the Council of Sahapivan and of Lazar of P‘arpi, 

“the heresy of the land of Armenia [was still] not named according to any 

142 Gregory Magistros, T‘ulaili, 166, ‘“‘ng Shuyh Ckpdmmduqugh Cudskdun quite ydbg 

ppbky, ayy Spbafe ft h PP pppunnn|efrt pignhky bk GE wjinpph pub quyanupl; suspugnyh?. 

143 Codex Scorialensis, XX, 76-77. 

144 See my Chapter III, n. 153. 

145 Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 62-64. Basing himself exclusively on John of 
Ojun, Ter Mkrttschian objects that neither Pollikeank‘ (m7 ; /j4wp) nor Paytakanut‘iun 

(Quyyuutinef?fuh) can be derived from Paul. The forms of the name are variable. 

John of Ojun uses the ones found objectionable by Ter Mkrttschian and so does 
Gregory of Narek, Discourse, 477. But the correct Pautikeank‘ (Quig/4éwip) occurs 

in both the Oath of Dvin and Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘olikos, 161. We can 

now trace the origin of the pejorative Paylikeank‘. There is, therefore, no longer any 

reason for rejecting the obvious derivation of Paulician from some sort of Paul. 

146 Gieseler, ‘Untersuchungen’, 83, cf. KI-I, cv-cvi. 
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teacher”, and was referred to as filth (mciné), but in the next century the 

term Paulicians was familiar to the ecclesiastics assembled at Dvin. The 

clergy, noting the evident doctrinal similarity between the Armenian 

heretics and Paul of Samosata, reasonably referred to the native sectar- 

ians as “the followers of that wretched Paul”. But even here the memory 

of the traditional reference to the heretics as filthy, as well as the simi- 

larity of sound, tempted some of the writers to distort the name of the 

sect into the still more insulting Paylikeank‘. In Greece the situation 

became more complicated. The name Paulicians was adopted from Ar- 

menia, but by the ninth century, when source P was composed, the doc- 

trine of the Paulicians in Byzantium no longer resembled that of the 

Bishop of Antioch. Even the sectarians seem to have forgotten him.'47 

Therefore a new legend developed to account for the name of the sect: 

the story of the sons of the Manichaean Kallinike. But even in this 

account, distant and confused though it became, lingered the memory of 

an imperfectly remembered Paul of Samosata as the ancestor of the 

Paulicians.14® 

147 We are told by source P that the Byzantine Paulicians would anathematize Mani 
and Paul of Samosata but not Constantine-Silvanus, whom they considered the 
founder of their sect, Petrus Higumenus, V, 63, Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1245/6B, etc. 
(see n. 149). The Paul of Samosata intended here, however, is probably the legendary 

Manichaean son of Kallinike. 

148 The importance of Paul in the legend of the sons of Kallinike is emphasized by 
the derivation of the sect’s name from him alone in source P (Petrus Higumenus, I, 60). 

Only the Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, II, 17/8B, remembers the other heresiarch, John, 

in his pedantic etymology, Paulofjoannai. The more careful Greek sources avoid the 

Armenian form, Paulicians ([IavAvcKiavo1) and refer to the sectarians as Paulianists, 
e.g., Theophylactus, Letter, 363, and Genesius, Regum, 125, 21-2, “é« tij¢ WWoapac 

Opnoksias t&v TavAiavictév’”’. 

Loos, ‘“‘Contributions II’, passim, offers an alternate explanation. According to 

him, Paul the Armenian, the father of Genesius, was born in Samosata and refounded 

the sect, which took its name from him. This is an ingenious argument based on Peter 

of Sicily, Historia XXVIII, and Pseudo-Photius, Narratio, XIX (see Chapter III, n. 6), 
but it is insufficiently supported by the facts. We have no evidence that Paul, the son 

of Kallinike, was a historical figure, as postulated by Loos, ‘“‘Contributions II’’, 209. 

The consensus seems to run the other way, that he was a purely legendary figure. 

Nor is there any reason for supposing that Paul the Armenian was born in Samosata 

and that Kallinike was his mother and consequently the grandmother of Genesius. 
No such relationship is ever suggested by the sources, which place Kallinike in a 
distant and mythical past rather than in the late seventh century as Loos’s hypothesis 

would necessitate. Her name is not Armenian but clearly Greek. It is true that many 
women are found in the Armenian legend of the Book of Heretics, but the one associated 
with Pot of Ayrarat is Set‘i (see my Chapter III, nn. 76-77). Despite Loos’s objection, 
ibid., 208, we have seen that the adoptionism of the Paulicians can logically be associated 
with that of the historical Paul of Samosata. The confusion on this point in Peter of 
Sicily and Pseudo-Photius arises most probably from the appearence of yet another 
Paul in the Paulician tradition. It is quite possible that a number of legends were 
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Throughout the Greek texts we find the linking of Paul of Samosata with 
the Paulicians. Peter of Sicily points out that the Paulicians of Tephriké 
hypocritically anathematized Mani and other heretics and Paul of Samo- 
sata as well.1*° If Paul of Samosata had nothing to do with these heretics, 
why should Peter of Sicily bring him in at all? The account of the worship 

of Sergius by his disciples closely resembles the practice of Paul of Samo- 

sata.4°° Genesius in his Basileia attributes the ancestry of the Paulicians 

to Paul of Samosata and only secondarily to Mani and Montanus.!®! 

Theodore of Studius remarks that the Iconoclasts fall either into the error 

of Paul of Samosata, who believed that Christ was a mere man, or else into 

that of Mani, who considered Christ to be God and not man.12 He 

seems to be commenting on both the Paulician traditions as we know them. 

A scholiast of Dionysius Thrax in the ninth century also mentions Paul 

of Samosata as the originator of Paulicianism.1** 

The most interesting document in this connection is the Letter of the 

Patriarch Theophylactus Lecapenus to Tsar Peter of Bulgaria. Part of 

current in the ninth and tenth centuries to account for the name and the forgotten 

origin of the Paulician movement. We have seen that such legends were in existence 

in Armenia and Bulgaria as well; see my Chapter III, n. 3. 

149 Petrus Siculus, Historia, 1245/6, ‘““Mavevta kai tov obv adt@ piapodvc aipetikodc, 

éti 6€ Kai TladAov tov Lapooatéa, dvalepatiCovor tpoOvuwc”’. However, see n. 147. 

160 Tbid., 1287/8C, cf. 1293/4D. The implied relation between Sergius and Leo the 
Montanist, ibid., 1297/8CD, is more suited to an Adoptionist than a Manichaean, 

since the Montanists were religious reactionaries and not dualists, and furthermore, 

himself. See Epiphanius, Haereses, 871 /2D, “Eri 58 mpootibnot 0 avtos Movtavoc 
ovttm AEy@v: “"Ey@ Kopioc 6 Oedc 6 navtoKpatap KatayivopEvos év GVOPORO.’ 

otvts GyyedAoc, obte mpéoBuc, GAAG Ey@ KOpLOG 6 Osdc Tlatiyp nAGov’’. Gece, 
Bogomils, 20-21, noted that Montanism cannot be proved to have had any direct 

doctrinal or historical. connections swith Manichaeanism; also Runciman, Wfedieval 
Manichee, 18, et al. i= 
5 ool 

151 Genesius, Regum, 120. 
152 Theodorus Studita, Quaestiones, 479/80D-481/2A: “Ei to meptypamtov povov 
Eye TOV Xpiotov, wiAobv égotiv adtov OEdtNTtOG, Sg TO UT) TEpLypd@EeoBar’ SfAOV 

6ti Kai TO GnEepiypantov pLOvov AéyELV, Gnap@Levvbetvy adtov ~oTLV aGVOpandTNHtOG, 
CTO meprypageoOar: Kaita tora iodppora: tO HEV TlavA@ tH Lapooatet AnpwdnGEv, 

wihov &vOpmnov, GAN odxi Kai Oedv tov Xptotov Aéyovtt’ 76 SE Mavy 1H MéEpon 

MAnvagnbév, youVoV OEdv, GAM odxi Kai dvVOpmnov TOV Xpiotov MdoKovtl. “Opiate, 
@ ovtot 10 Gugikpnpvov. “Onotépay obv thHv dosPerdv oisobe megevyévan, LEO 
étépac & dvayKne év hice: Eceo0s, Ho Ek HEPHV OvyKEipevol. Ei yap sinoite ph 
Tlaviiavigéety, ti Maviyaitete, tov Xpiotov w>o Gompatov Adyov ob nEprypagovtEs; 

énep wevyet TlabdAoc. Ei Aéyoute ut MavixaiCerv, ti Movavavilete, tov Xpiotov w<> 
évompatov dvOpwnov SoyyatiCovtes; Snep gebyer Mavnco dots Maviyailovtec 

Tlavaiavicete, o> Kai éunadriv’. 
188 Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 7, n. 1, “...étépov [MavAov] aipetixod tod Lapooatéws 

68ev ot TlavaAikiavoi Katayovtav”’. 
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the Letter seems to have been copied from the Manichaean Formula, but 

his first characterization of the heresy which appeared in Bulgaria and 

which is generally recognized to have had Paulician elements, was that 

it was a mixture of Manichaeanism and Paulianism [sic]. His remedy for 

the heresy is very illuminating: 

... when they shall have cursed and anathematized their heresy they must be 

rebaptized according to the nineteenth canon of the Council of Nicaea, with 

performance of all baptismal rites, for their heresy is Manichaeanism mixed 

with Paulianism.'*? 

Now, Paulianism was the name given to the heresy of the followers of 

Paul of Samosata, and the nineteenth canon of Nicaea was directed against 

them: 

Concerning the Paulinians who have flown for refuge to the Catholic Chu rch, it 

has been directed that they must be altogether rebaptized, and if there are any 

who in former times were numbered among the clergy, and they are found guilt- 

less and without reproach, when they have been baptized let them be reordained 

by the bishop of the Catholic Church. If on examination they are shown to be 

unfit, let them be deposed.'** 

Theodore Balsamon, commenting upon this canon, explains that “‘the 

Paulinians are called Paulicians’’,4°* thus equating the two names. We 

can see, therefore, that far from being a passing error, the identification of 

the Paulicians with Paul of Samosata is a continuous occurrence in this 

period. 

The historical contact between Adoptionism and Paulicianism can also 

be shown satisfactorily. The presence of Adoptionism in Armenia con- 

temporary with the appearance of Christianity in the country is generally 

admitted,!*’ though there does not seem to be much reason to believe 

14 Theophylactus, Letter, 362-363, “(ano)otpéyovteg Kai avabepatiCovtes tiv 

oikciav duooéBeiav, kata tov 10° tév év Nikaig kavova, &avapartilécOwoav, navtov 

Eig adTOLG YLYVOMEévOV Kata TOV TOTOV TOV BanTICoLévMv. Mavixaiopds yap goTt, 

TlavAtaviond ovppiyjs, 1) tobtmv SvooégBeia”’. This is to be rendered Paulianism 

and not Paulicianism as is done by Obolensky, Bogomils, 115. 
199 Mansi, 1, 676/7; Theodore Balsamon, “‘Canones SS. apostolorum Conciliorum 
... Commentaria”, PG, CXXXVII, 301/2C, “epi tév Wavdavicavtrov, sita TPOO- 
QvYOVTMV TH KADOALKH "EkkAnoig. Spoc Exté8e1ta01 dvaPantiCeoOat adtodc &anavtoc. 
Ei 6€ tivec 1H TapeAnAvBovtt xpdove Ev TH KAHPa &ntaoOnoav, ei Lev Gueurto. kai 
dvenidnntor pavetv, avaPantiobévtes yElpotoveic—woav Ono TOD tfc KaBOALKTIS 
*ExkAnotac éntoxdnov. Fi dé f dvaxpioic avenitndeiovs adtovce sdpicKot, Ka8aipsio- 
Bat adtod<s mpocfKev’. 
08 Ibid., 301/2D, “Tavdiaviotai A€yovtar of ‘TMavAiciavoi’’, The objection of 
Bart‘ikyan, “Sources”, 85 ff and 92, to the reference to Paulicians in John Mandakuni 
and the Oath of Dvin is based on his rejection of the identification of Paulianists 
with Paulicians, but we see that the identification was common in the Middle Ages, 
and that it is defensible on logical grounds. 
16? Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 27. 
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Conybeare’s hypothesis that St. Gregory the Illuminator was himself an 

Adoptionist.1°° More interesting is the doctrine of Archelaus of KaSkar, 

the famous opponent of Mani, who is known to have been a bishop of 

Persarmenia.® The doctrine of Archelaus as given in the Acta Archelai 

has been considered nothing more than an unskillful statement of 

early Christian doctrine.1®° However, the opinion of Conybeare that 

the “Orthodox” doctrine of Archelaus shows a strong tinge of Adop- 

tionism is well supported.1®! It is true that there is one possible con- 

tradiction to this hypothesis. Christ is once referred to as ‘‘... he who is 

born of Mary the Mother of God’’,!®? a statement unsuited to the Adop- 

tionist point of view. Nevertheless, numerous statements have a defi- 

nitely Adoptionist ring. Jesus is said to be inferior to John the Baptist on 

earth, though he will be greater in heaven, and we are told that Jesus could 

not have been the perfect Son of God at the time of his baptism, for then 

the Holy Spirit could not have entered into him.** Moreover, the 

christology of Archelaus is summarized as follows by his interlocutor: 

If you [Archelaus] say that He was merely a man born of Mary and that he 

received the spirit at baptism, then he seemed to be the Son of God by progres- 

sion and not by nature.*4 

Further, the statement appears that, “This is the Christ of God, Who 

descended upon him who was born of Mary’. The Divine Logos de- 

scended upon the son of Mary at his baptism, entered into him and re- 

mained with him.!® Hence, we see that the Christianity attributed to an 

Armenian bishop of the fourth century was a doctrine showing strong 

signs of Adoptionism. Furthermore, we learn from Michael the Syrian 

that a Maximus, who preached that men are not inferior to Christ and 

could be gods, was exiled to Armenia.1% Among the spuria of St. 

Anasthasius we have a Letter addressed to a Persian bishop concerning 

158 =KT-I, xiv, CX-CXi. 
159 [bid., xcvii-xcviii, Ci-Ciil. 
160 Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 391 (1929 ed., 503). 
161 KT-I, xcvii-ci, cf. p. 60 n. 129. 

162 Acta Archelai, 55-56, “eum qui de Maria Dei genitrice natus est”. Cf. Bardy, 

Paul de Samosate (1929 ed.), 502. 

163 Jbid., 85, “Sine dubio minor erat Johanne Jesus inter natos mulierum; in regno 

autem caelorum maior illo erat ... Quis est etiam qui baptizatur a Iohanne? Si per- 

fectus erat, si filius erat, si virtus erat, non poterat spiritus ingredi, sicut nec regnum 

potest ingredi intra regnum’’. 

164 Jbid., 86, “Si enim hominem tantummodo ex Maria esse dictis et in baptismate 

spiritum percepisse, ergo per profectum filius videbitur et non per naturam’’. 

165 Jhid., 87-88, “Hic est Christus dei, qui descendit super eum qui de Maria est”. 

166 Michael the Syrian, Chronique, II, iii, 434, III, i, 32-34. 
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the spread of the heresy of Paul of Samosata in his district.1®” An interest 

in the heresy of Paul of Samosata remained in Armenia, for a collection 

of refutations of his doctrine was made in that country as late as the 

seventh century.!6® In 435, Proclus, in his Letter to the Armenians,1®° 

bewailed the appearance in Armenia of the heresy of Theodore of Mop- 

suéstia, who was considered by many of his contemporaries, as well as 

by later writers, to have been a doctrinal descendant of Paul of Samosata.'”° 

Koriun, the biographer of St. Mesrop, admits the presence of Theodore’s 

books in Armenia, and indeed we have evidence of their translation into 

Armenian in the fifth century.!7! Diodorus of Tarsus, who was condemned 

for the same doctrines as the ones held by Theodore of Mopsuestia, 

was also supposed to have come to Armenia,'’* and the presence of 

Nestorian missionaries from Persia and Syria is recorded in the extensive 

correspondence preceding the Council of Dvin of 555, which has been 

preserved in the Book of Letters. The existence of Adoptionist groups 

during the early centuries of Armenian Christianity seems evident. 

A direct relation to Paul of Samosata in person does not seem necessary 

to explain the Adoptionist doctrine of the Paulicians. Bardy insists that 

the doctrine of Paul had no precursors and no true descendants, that it 

was merely centered at Antioch and did not develop far afield.1”* This 

appears to be an exaggeration; we have already seen that the Ebionites 

167 St. Anastasius, Spuria “Eadem epistola ad episcopum Persarum”, PG, XXVIII, 

1565/6-1567/8; Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 65. 

168 Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 15, 66. The anathema against Paul of Samosata 
for saying that Jesus was a mere man is maintained in the Nestorian anathema found 
in the Book of Letters, 66. 

169 Proclus, “Epistola ad Armenos”, I, PG, LXV, 853/4ff., II, 855/6B: “Od petpiac, 

GdEAQoi GvVvEXEEV NUOV TIV WoxT|V Kai TOV AOYLOLOV TH TOPavV@ AUT, Kal EtpwcEV 

A ONnUN tHv veapAv tic anatnso Cilaviov, Gnep Evayxoc th oustépa mavovdpyac 

ENEOTELPE YOPA O KOLVOG TI¢ MboEMS ExOPdc”. See also Koriun, Mesrop, 40; Moses 

of Xoren, Histoire, vol. Il, 166/7; Mariés, Le De Deo, 88; Poladian, Thesis, 13. 

170 Johannes Damascenus, Orationes, III, 1411/2, see n. 176. 

1 Koriun, Mesrop, 40, bottom of page; see also top of page for other version. Both 

versions of Koriun contain the information, but the so called “‘Little Koriun”’ is far 

more detailed and specifically links Theodore of Mopsuestia to Paul of Samosata and 

Nestorius; see Peeters ““L’Alphabet’’, 204-210, 213-214, Koriun, Mesrop, 40 “Buyplit ud 
upp nut p Lujudbuy p f Anyaynyh Gpéunuf, opm minh 9 (Engnpnu, pum Qungnuf Uu- 

Snumuginy hk pun Ubumnph lEpdniwdnyh gfpu unug buy Cu Surdun hin nyu pra en ug bb h ppep fue 

bfigh, & EhEwy segfuuplfu dkp* ud hts munguhby qsup wqutinh’?. Also, Innocent of Maronia 
states that after 435 the books of Theodore of Mopsuestia were translated “in linguam 
Syrorum, Armeniorum, Persarumque’’. Peeters, op. cit., 223. For the relation of 
Mesrop to Theodore of Mopsuestia, see below. 

172 Mariés, Le De Deo, 86. 

178 Bardy, Paul de Samosate, viii, 389, 411-412, 443, etc., yet see 1929 ed., 506-509. 
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and Artemon were considered to be the predecessors of Paul. Many suc- 
cessors were likewise attributed to him, and Bardy himself admits that 
Paul’s preoccupations reflect the problems which attracted his contem- 
poraries.'”* Marcellus of Ancyra and particularly Photinius of Sirmium, 

his disciple who was a native of Galatia, were accused of perpetuating the 

heresy of Paul of Samosata, and of considering Christ a mere man.175 

The same charge was brought against Diodorus of Tarsus, as well as Ibas 

of Edessa and Theodore of Mopsuestia. These theologians were sub- 

sequently condemned at the Second Council of Constantinople (Council 

of the Three Chapters) in 553, and were also accused of saying that they, 

too, by nature were the equals of Christ.17* Finally, Nestorius himself was 

specifically accused of being a spiritual descendant of Paul of Samosata at 

the Council of Ephesus.1”? The doctrine attributed to the Armenian 

Nestorians in the official correspondence which has survived from the 

fifth and sixth centuries bears the closest resemblance to that of Paul of 

Samosata and the Key of Truth: The Son of God and the son of man are 

totally separate; Jesus was born a mortal man who became worthy of 

174 Bardy, Paul de Samosate, ix, 21, 117; Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 20; KT-I 

xcvi. The necessity of a canon directed against the Paulinians at the Council of Nicaea 

(Canon XIX) is evidence of some survival of the sect in this period. 

175 On Marcellus of Ancyra—Michael the Syrian, Chronique, I, i, 263. On Photinus 

of Sirmium—ibid., 272; see also Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 427-428. Both heresies were 

still known in 381, since they were anathematized at the first Council of Constantinople, 

Crontz, La Lutte, 88. The Photinians were still known at the Council of Sirmium as 

late as 409, Bardy, op. cit., 431. 

176 Simeon of Beth Arsam, Epistola de Barsauma, 348, “‘A Paulo accepit Diodorus 
Tarsi. A Diodoro accepit Theodorus Mopsuestiae in Cilicia... Quae vero a Simone 
Mago a Paulo et a Diodoro afferebantur, haec ille amplificavit confirmatque, afferens 

Christum hominem esse creatum, factum, mortalem, consubstantialem nobis, filium 

adoptivum et Templum Filii aeterni non Filius naturalem Dei esse, sed per gratiam 

et adoptionem”. See Michael the Syrian, Chronique, I, i, 298, and Bardy, Paul de 

Samosate, 342. 

Ibas of Edessa was accused at the Council of Tyre in 449 of the following statement: 
“od Pbova 1H Xpiotd yevouéva Oe. EQ’ Soov yap adtdc éyéveto, Kaya EyevounV”’, 
of which he was acquitted at Chalcedon in 451. The same accusation was brought 
against Theodore of Mopsuestia, ibid., 76, 437-439, etc. See also Marius Mercator, 

“Excerpta Theodori Mopsuestiae”, PL, XLVIUII, V, li, 1063/4; cf. PG, LX VI, 759/60D, 

“Non invideo inquit Christo cum factus est Deus, quod enim ipse factus est, ego 

factus sum quia meae naturae est’’. 

177 Council of Ephesus, Chapter XIII, Mansi, IV, 1009/10, “éreyxov tod aipetikod 

Neotopiod, 611 6ud@pav égoti tod GvabepnatioBEvtog TlavAov tob Lapooatéwe ... 

Tlatioc eine. Mapia tov Aoyov odk Eteke, Neotdopiocg ovpugavac cimev ... MatAoc. 

Mopia étexev &vOpwnov hiv icov’ Neotdpioc’ &VOpwmoc 6 texOEic EK TapOEvov. 

Pei waa ey 
Johannes Damascenus, “‘Adversus Nestorianorum Haeresim’”’, PG, XCV, 191/2A, 

“Bi ph Kata mvo. Yidc Ocobd 6 &k Tapbévov Kai Mboer Oeoc, nH¢ “éxGOioev Ev 

deE1& tod Matpdc’’’; also Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 39. 
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grace with the help of the Holy Spirit; he was the Son of God in name 

only and through grace rather than by nature.1’7® The doctrine of the 

humanity of Jesus and his adoption as the son of God seems to have been 

widespread in all the eastern provinces, and its center was apparently 

Antioch. 
To understand the origin of Adoptionism in Armenia, we must con- 

sider the early development of the Armenian Apostolic Church and its 

relations with Syriac Christianity. In the days of Paul of Samosata the 

authority of the Church of Antioch was unquestioned in the East; it 

was the leading center in matters of doctrine. The sphere of influence of 

this see spread northward as far as the Black Sea: 

Until the days of Maximinus Daia and even to the council of Nicaea, Pontus 

remained under the influence of Antioch. It is only after the council of Nicaea 

that Pontus became a metropolitan bishopric.17® 

It is evident that the influence of Antioch must likewise have been felt 

in Armenia by way of Samosata, which controlled the main military and 

commercial route up the Euphrates Valley, the means of communication 

throughout antiquity.1®° Indeed, there is a persistent tradition that Chris- 

tianity was brought to Armenia from Syria.1®! The southern section of 

78 “Tetter to the Persians on Orthodoxy”, BL, 45-46, ““Uéumnpfutinup’ quyu fuun- 
uf. pln Apofa mubkh pau Uummony. quphs Uuunewdh purrh Guu up 2unp np £9t Saphtpg. 

Lo ay Shun dupy Su hpubugae thus dip, op Shunk f Vuipfimdury, h Yuul gh wppwpugue 

ueby fr puts qualita us fs Supp ywinncbg a. h dhapluep Ingkgu Apap Uumnedny, whine ufruyhs 

hong Npgf Uanmeny. hk ny Cocwump 2urp. upp Supe fp wpupkuy Solhobugae apytu qubqu: 

Ge faut gh ueghkug bdu 2ngfh umypp, Yup pug feng 1» pep a h gubhnrebuhg: h 

Yuuk wpqgwpre but tps h Yuuh pupp gnpdng updutif Eqk stinpLp, Lfaky mudup Usunnony 

Puifh: Ce mukh, Pb updtutih §. pudutky bk wuky sey ta® Uuinneud fumupbuy b Supa 

Yuu puny: myufh ph fk, Yond hurmupbuy fun dun funupiuy qofunu Ppfumnu. h quuh 

gf ufiplug qhu. wp uti fs wpup gh upuunny pin fup pEplpuygne efit, hk ypuunnebg ae Supph 

np tun slinptu pip: bk foutu k upuh shy pub gap wabtp puri Uumnrdny’ np £9% pEphipg h 

phulfug fp fiw wyufiph £ ff Sfunu, kh quipuguh fp hidw uputisty iph qup unk, be quidbh a yh 

gui bk qfunbuplac efi mbtn ypipkuh, bk que HuLhubugae opytu guleg, peu fp Supp hots 

wiggly formu frp, puobijul Yummdny, npyf Uanmedn”. These beliefs are repeated again 

and again, BL, 14, 20, 48, 49, 67, 69, 104, 121, 185-186, 192, 213, 333, 383, 385, 404, 

424, 459, 489. Cf. Poladian, Thesis, 31-35. 

9 Bardy, Paul de Samosate, 140-144 and 205 n. 1, “Jusqu’au temps de Maximin 
Daza et méme jusqu’au concile de Nicée, le Pont resta soumis a l’influence d’Antioche. 
Ce fut seulement aprés le concile de Nicée que le Pont devint un diocése avec une 
métropole”. The influence of Antioch’s rival, Alexandria, seems to have been negligible 
in Armenia. 
180 Ibid., 169; V. Chapot, La Frontiére de I’ Euphrate (Paris, 1907), map at end of 
book. See also D. L. O’Leary, How Greek Science Passed to the Arabs (London, 
1948), 47-52; see also KT-I, cix. 

181 EF, Ter Minassiantz, ‘Die Armenische Kirche in ihren Beziehungen zu den syri- 
schen Kirchen bis zum Ende des 13. Jahrhunderts”, TU XXVI (Leipzig, 1904), 1s 
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Armenia, Taron and Vaspurakan, was always in the sphere of Syriac 
Christianity based on Antioch, rather than dependent on the see of 
Caesarea of Cappadocia to which northern Armenia belonged.18? One of 

the liturgical languages of southern Armenia before the establishment of 

the Armenian alphabet was Syriac,!** and both Hiibschmann and Meillet 

have observed how much the Armenian ecclesiastical vocabulary is 
derived from Syriac.18* 

In the period of St. Gregory the Illuminator, we hear of his Syrian 

disciple, Daniel, who was Bishop of Taron.*® In this district was founded 

the first center of Armenian Christianity, the Church of A&tiSat, and Daniel 

was subsequently chosen Kat‘otikos of Armenia, though he did not live 

to occupy the position.1** Ter Minassiantz believes that this Daniel was an 

independent missionary in Taron, found there by St. Gregory. By offi- 

cially appointing him suffragan bishop of Taron, Gregory recognized the 

authority of Daniel over the province which he had Christianized. Ter 

Minassiantz is further of the opinion that Daniel was not the only Syrian 

missionary in southern Armenia, which was a completely Syrianized 

‘Alle alteren Nachrichten und alle Legenden deuten darauf hin, dass zuerst Syrien und 

Mesopotamien christianisiert worden sind, ehe das Christentum in Armenien ein- 

gedrungen ist, und dass Armenien wahrscheinlich durch syrische Missionare zuerst 

dem Glauben an den Heiland naher gebracht worden ist. Schon die geographische 
Lage beider Lander lasst eine solche Vermutung als sehr wahrscheinlich erscheinen”. 
See also Petit, “Arménie”, 1900, and KT-J, vilii-ix, ciii, cxvi. 

The Armenian legend of heresy #154 in the Book of Heretics, in linking the heretic 

Pot of Ayrarat with St. Ephrem Syrus, the head of the school of Nisibis and the 

founder of the school of Edessa, whence radiated adoptionist ‘“‘Nestorian’’ doctrine, 

may be reflecting a distant memory of the Syriac ties of Paulicianism. See O’Leary, 

How Greek Science Passed to the Arabs, 47-52. 

182 Ter Minassiantz, ‘Die Armenische Kirche”, 1-15; also Peeters, ““L’ Alphabet’, 

207. 
183 Ter Minassiantz, ““Die Armenische Kirche”, 1-4; Langlois, ““Discours prélimi- 

naire’, CHAMA, I, xxj; Petit, ““L’Arménie’’, 1892-1893; Runciman, Medieval Mani- 

chee, 26, et al. 
Peeters, “L’Alphabet’’, 207, is of the opinion that the art of writing began in the 

Persian provinces of Armenia where Syrian influence was stronger, and only later 

penetrated into ““Roman’’ Armenia where Greek culture predominated. 

184 Hiibschmann, Armenische Grammatik I,281 ff., 299 ff.; A. Meillet, “Le mot ekeleci”, 

REA, IX, 1, 131-136. 
185 Faustus of Byzantium, History, 46-47; Moses of Xoren, Histoire, vol. I, 30/1. 

186 Faustus of Byzantium, History, 47; be tp uw wqque wunpp, b mite ww quumpdusts 

wfenanyhs Hy fuucnpoe [eeu Supotiny, ft hot hk fusfu quinu Shh Eh bqbyph fp Suyp Ehbqtgbugh 

wubb Cusp usin bi ba yg : Uyu pipt fusfu h quinu I hk h / fuunenp ing fils wypurunncusl wth af ypunu 

fu fu usbig opikuy Ep unpp Ehbqbght, h myqkuy ubqut yoko nkwnt’’, The Armenian chron- 

icles always insist on the primacy of the Church of A&tiSat. See also Ter Minassiantz, 

“Die Armenische Kirche’’, 5, 8, and Petit, “L’ Arménie”’, 1892-3. 
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district.18? In this same district lay the see of Archelaus whose Adop- 

tionist doctrine we have already seen. 

The influence of Syriac Christianity remained powerful in Armenia. 

Michael the Syrian notes that in certain periods the kat‘olikos of Armenia 

was ordained by the patriarch of Antioch, though the bishop of Caesarea 

is commonly considered to have performed this office.*° The Armenian 

chroniclers state that St. Mesrop, in his search for the Armenian alphabet, 

went to Edessa and Samosata rather than to the Greek cities, an action 

which earned him the reproof of the Emperor Theodosius II.18* Peeters 

thinks that Mesrop may well have met Theodore of Mopsuestia himself, 

and that the entire development of Armenian literature took place under 

Syrian-Nestorian influence. In the great monastery of St. John the 

Precursor, one of the great centers of Early Armenian Christianity, the 

rule required that the abbot be a Syrian.1*? 

The Persian authorities favored the Syriac element in their portion of 

Armenia, in opposition to Byzantium, and permitted no Greek liturgy 

on their territory.1°? After the defeat of the rebellious Armenian nobility 

and the consequent exile of the Kat‘otikos St. Sahak I, whose support of 

the rebels made him persona non grata, the Persian authorities twice 

187 The importance of Daniel as supervisor of all the churches of Armenia is stressed 

by Faustus of Byzantium, History, 46-47,‘hwlpt), ujp upuhskph: --- fEpulmgm bh 
yy foucnp Cheqgkwg bwlubghh Swpokay, Rpfgnpp abate fiefumtim Phu haqduh Swuph 

qgapdul wpa febwth dhodf quonwenp buhh, mith gfofumbinr fe fb quiyhs unuisdhirh. my Ep 

fuga hk Cpwiubunup mbums bh Coqupapdne wibby Ehegkgkwgh 2ujng dhdug phy uibwyh 

minfu”’. Daniel was obviously no minor rural dignitary of Taron. 
Ter Minassiantz, “Die Armenische Kirche”, 5, 8, “Ich vermute, dass im siidlichen 

Reichsgebiet syrische Missionare sich so zahlreich aufhielten, dass der Erleuchter es nicht 

mehr nétig fand, Missionare dorthin zu schicken’’. 

188 Michael the Syrian, Chronicle, Ii, iii, 414, ‘““C’est pourquoi le patriarche d’ Antioche 
ordonnait le catholikos des Arméniens ... jusqu’a l’époque ot. Babai [Babouni] fut 

tué par le Persan Bar Cauma. Alors cette régle cessa d’étre en usage jusqu’au temps 

du roi des Perses Ardasir”’’. 

189 Lazar of P‘arpi, History, 43-47; Kirakos of Ganjak, History, 15; Moses of Xoren, 

Histoire, Vil, 136/7-140/1; ‘Letter of Theodosius I to Sahak’’, in Ibid., 152/3-154/5. 

190 Peeters, “L’Alphabet’’, 210. Theodore, according to Photius, ‘‘Bibliotheca’’, PG, 

CII, 281/2, wrote a work, “‘mpog MaotovBuoc & “Appeviac éppmpsvov, y,aperio- 

Komov O€ ToYXavovtTa”’. Peeters and Adontz are of the opinion that this MaotobB10c 
is none other than St. Mesrop, commonly known as Ma&8toc. Peeters also believes, 

op. cit., 211, that the disciples of Diodorus of Tarsus and perhaps Theodore were in 

the entourage of the King of Armenia, Pap, during his exile at Tarsus, and concludes 

that “force ... sera de reconnaitre que la littérature arménienne est éclose sous le signe 

de Théodore de Mopsueste et qu’elle a commencé de s’épanouir dans un terroir saturé 
d’influences nestoriennes’’. Jbid., 217; see also 218, 226. 

John Mamikonean, “‘Histoire de Daron’, CHAMA, I, “Introduction”, 359 and 
2. 

192 Koriun, Mesrop, 25; Moses of Xoren, Histoire, Ill, xxxiv, liv, 82-85, 138-141. 
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appointed Syrians to the kat‘otikosate.1%* In 726, the Council of Manaz- 

kert reaffirmed the union of the Armenian and Syrian Churches, which 

had drifted apart.’ It is interesting to note that it was to the Syrian 

kat‘olikos that the Paulicians, persecuted by Gregory Magistros, turned 

for help.1® The contact between the Armenians and the Syrian Church 

was therefore deep and permanent, and Syriac Christianity, with its 

Adoptionist character, was the first faith of Armenia.1®%* As late as the 

middle of the fifth century, Eznik was to use such Adoptionist authors as 

Diodorus of Tarsus and Theodore of Mopsuestia as bona fide authorities, 

though, as we shall see, they were no longer acceptable to the Armenian 

Apostolic Church.'9” 

In the fourth century, however, a definite shift toward the hellenizing 

school of Caesarea of Cappadocia took place under the influence of the 

continuous political division which split the Greek and Persian parties 

contending for the control of Armenia. The family of St. Gregory the 

Illuminator, in which the early Armenian kat‘oltikosate was hereditary, 

always belonged to the pro-Greek party oriented toward Byzantium. St. 

Gregory himself had been educated and consecrated at Caesarea of Cap- 

padocia instead of Syria. His son, Aristakés, had attended the Council 

of Nicaea in 325.198 Vrt‘anés, his brother and successor, was sent as the 

representative of the Armenian nobility to request the Emperor’s per- 

mission and assistance in the accession of King Tigran VII.1°® Nersés I 

the Great (353-373) continued the liaison work with Constantinople which 

seems to have been incumbent upon the kat‘otikoi of the house of St. 

Gregory. We hear of him at the imperial court, establishing an alliance 

between Armenia and Byzantium, perhaps negotiating the marriage of 

king Arg’ak II with Olympias, the daughter of the praetorian prefect, 

193 Moses of Xoren, Histoire, III, lxiv-lxvi, 178-187; Lazar of P‘arpi, History, 78-81; 

John the Historian, History, 74. The Armenian writers give unedifying accounts of the 

morals of the two Syrian kat‘olikoi, Brk‘iso and Smovel. This is probably due to 
prejudice, anti-Persian opposition aroused by injured national pride, and an anti- 
Syrian attitude on the part of ecclesiastics who had accepted the hellenizing reform of 

which I will speak later. 
194 Michael the Syrian, Chronique, Il, iii, 491-500; Mxit‘ar of Ayrivank‘, History, 79; 

Kirakos of Ganjak, History, 38. 

195 Gregory Magistros, Syrian Kat‘otikos, 148 ff. 

196 It is interesting to observe in the correspondence of the Book of Letters that 

Nestorian influence also came to Armenia via Syria. See BL, 14-22, for correspondence 

with Acacius of Melitene; ibid., 41-52, for correspondence with the Persians; ibid., 

52-70, for correspondence with the Syrians; also 466-467, etc. ; see also KT-I, Viii-ix, Ciil. 

197 Mariés, Le De Deo, 85-92. 

198 Ormanian, The Church of Armenia, 21. 
199 Moses of Xoren, Histoire, II, v-vi, 10-11, 22/3. 
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Church as a whole from the main current of Christianity after the Council 

of Chalcedon, the situation becomes obscure. Conybeare is of the opin- 

ion that the Armenian Church was still ina state of transition from Syriac 

to Greek Christianity as late as the period of John of Ojun, that is to say, 

the early eighth century, but that the Syriac element had definitely been 

relegated to an obscure position.”!* 

There seems to be good reason for believing the hypothesis that Pauli- 

cianism is an outgrowth of the earlier Syriac Christianity of Armenia, 

which had been Adoptionist in its doctrine, and which had become here- 

tical as a result of the shift of the Armenian Apostolic Church to the 

leadership of Caesarea and its acceptance of the anti-Nestorian creed of 

the Council of Ephesus. This theory was formulated by Conybeare and 

has much to recommend it. We know from many sources that the Pauli- 

cian heresy had an old tradition in Armenia. The tone of the writer of 

the Key of Truth is that of one relating ancient doctrine.24° The account 

of Lazar of P‘arpi speaks of a nameless heresy lingering among the more 

ignorant elements of the population. The presence of heresy among the 

higher ranks of the clergy and of the nobility, acknowledged by the 

provisions of the twentieth canon of Sahapivan, argues for a long estab- 

lished tradition rather than a newly arisen heresy. The signers of the 

Oath of Union at Dvin were thoroughly familiar with Paulicianism. John 

Mayragomeci described the heresy of Atovania as having existed from 

apostolic times.74® John of Ojun, speaking of the Paulicians, says that: 

... they thought that they followed something new and great, when it was but 
old and obsolete.??’ 

He himself admits the antiquity of the usages which he has condemned.?28 

mit der national-armenischen Partei, die die Unabhangigkeit der armenischen Kirchen- 

verfassung von Cdsarea forderte und durchsetzte, eng verbunden zu denken ist”. 

See Moses of Xoren, History, III, Ixviii, “Lamentations on the death of St. Sahak”, 
194 ff. 

It is interesting in this connection that the preface to the canons of the Council of 
Sahapivan complains of disorders in the Armenian Church ordinances after the death 
of Mesrop and the destruction of the ordinances of St. Sahak I, Melik-Bashian, op. 
CURTISS Sh tinfufy npus jEplptu Lpitp bydarifs h pay puynift hupqug h op fig hk EhEqtguny, 

npytu hk mbuwhtn fi nbujbuh purr Surg ny ls unipp pu lubwyouybol wumnday Uuluh bud bo 

susan unpph Opfanpfu”’. 

214 KT-I, 1xxxi. 
215 [bid., CXX-CxxXi. 

216 John Mayragomeci, Letter, 213. 

17 John of Ojun, Contra Paulicianos, 88/9, “‘Puly yapdus wyudpl apytu dbdwugnehip pls 
h finpny* Chung kjnyu hk wjomuyby ny Curu whey hupdkg fh’. 

218 John of Ojun, Oratio Synodalis, 16/7. KT-I, \xxxii. 
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Similarly, we hear from Aristakés of Lastivert that the heretics of his time 

were of one nation with the Armenians and apparently had been of one 

faith before they separated one from the other.49 Gregory Magistros 

also writes: ““You are not of us; yet one sees no other to whom you could 

have attached yourselves’’.?° In this connection we have a curious state- 

ment also made by Gregory who, speaking of his own devastation of the 

heretical district of Tondrak, adds, “‘I demolished it, as my ancestors did 

AStiSat’’.22!. We have seen that ASstiSat was the center of the earliest 

Armeno-Syriac Christianity. 

It would, then, appear that the Paulicians are to be taken as the survival 

of the earlier form of Christianity in Armenia. That such a survival was 

possible in the political and geographical division of Armenia is attested 

by a passage of Thomas Arcruni concerning an isolated community of 

mountaineers in his own period: 

Half of them have lost the use of their mother tongue through the remoteness of 

their homes... These people who dwell in the mountains which separate Taron 

from Aitcnik< are called adventurers and Xout‘, because of their fantastic and 

unintelligible Janguage; from this their mountain is called Xoyt‘ [Khoith] 

They know and are forever repeating the Psalms translated by the ancient 

Armenian translators. They are Assyrian peasants who came with Adrametek 

and Sanasar... therefore, they call themselves Sanasnai.?”2 

The last part of this account is dubious. The legend of Adrametek and 

Sanasar, supposedly the sons of Sennecherib, occurs periodically in 

Armenian literature. But the presence of an isolated community of pre- 

sumed Oriental antecedents, using the old Armenian Scriptures in the 

ninth century in a district of south western Armenia known to have con- 

tained Paulicians, is extremely interesting.?”* 

219 Aristakés of Lastivert, History, 132; see my Chapter III, n. 104, for the text. 

Levond also insisted that the “‘Sons of Sinfulness’”’ were native to Armenia; see my 

Chapter III, n. 103. 

220 Gregory Magistros, T‘ulaili, 166, “Quyq pu) ghutip, ap ng qhu plgmbfp bk ng quyy 

np. uuls gf ft UES ng Ep. h ayy np ng Entvf, Efet puyfinuprly Lyfuy jubgbguyp’’. 

22) [bid., 167;“6r fupeay qinuu, muy wyjEgf, qnpopfiuh Luh pa qUpunfiunnh”?. 

222 Thomas Arcruni, History, Il, vii, 106, ‘La moitié ont perdu l’usage de leur langue 

maternelle par la suite de l’éloignement de leur habitations respectives ... Ces gens 

qui habitent la montagne formant la séparation entre le Taron et l’Aghtznik, sont ap- 

pelés coureurs d’aventures de Khouth, a cause de leur language baroque et intelligible; 

de 1A leur montagne a pris le nom de Khoith. Ils connaissent et ont sans cesse a la 

bouche le Psautier traduit par les anciens interprétes arméniens. Ce sont des paysans 

d’Assyrie d’ou ils sont venus a la suite d’Adrametek et de Sanasar... aussi se nomment- 

ils eux-mémes Sanasnai’’. 

223 Xoyt* lies directly west of Lake Van, southeast of Taron, at the source of the 

Sit‘it‘ma (Batmansuyu). 
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In the realm of dogma, there are similarities between the creed of the 

Paulicians and the doctrine of early Orthodox Christianity which con- 

tained many Adoptionist beliefs. One of the most Adoptionist passages of 

St. Paul is significantly quoted in the Key of Truth: 

For you are all Sons of God through faith... For as many of you as were bap- 

tized into Christ did put on Christ.?”4 

We have already seen that the Adoptionist faith was widespread in the 

East both before and after Paul of Samosata. An extant variant of Luke 

iii, 21-22, gives us the Adoptionist version of the baptism of Jesus: 

‘Thou art my son, the Beloved, 

today have I become thy father’ .?”5 

The Paulician veneration of the sacrament of baptism as the most im- 

portant, if not the only sacrament, is characteristic of early Christianity. 

In an apology to the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, Melito, bishop of Sardis, 

presented an Adoptionist point of view, and particularly considered bap- 

tism as the turning point in the life of Christ.276 Similarly, we find in The 

Shepherd of Hermas the firm belief that the one and only remission for 

sins is baptism.”2” This veneration for baptism is also found somewhat 

later in the work of Tertullian On Baptism, in which we also find the 

objection to granting this sacrament to children.??§ 

The Paulician system of an initiated body of elect need not stem from 

Gnosticism. The idea of spiritual leadership entrusted to a group of elect 

is to be found in Clement of Alexandria and Origen.?2° The struggle 

between the clerical hierarchy and a prophetic caste is visible in The 

Shepherd of Hermas,?°° and the early importance of the inspired class 

can be seen from the rise of such heresies as the Montanists, with their 

prophet-leaders. Finally, in connection with Paulician Iconoclasm, we 

must note that archaeological research in the Hauran has shown that 

224 Galatians, I, 26-27. KT 35 (99). 

225 W. Manson, The Gospel of Luke (London, n.d.), 29, n. 1, and 31, “éy@ onpepov 

yeyévvnka o¢”; see also KT-I, xcviii. 

226 ~KT-I, xciv; Anastasius Sinaiticus, “Hodego”, PG, LXXXIX, xiii, 227/8. 

*27 Lelong, ‘‘Introduction”, to Le Pasteur d’ Hermas, ed. A. Lelong (Paris, n.d.), iv, 
lxi, Ixii, Ixv, ‘““D’aprés les rigoristes contemporains d’Hermas, il n’éxistait pas d’autre 
reméde au péché, que le baptéme par consequent, les péchés commis aprés le baptéme 
étaient irrémissibles”. ‘“‘Un siécle encore aprés Hermas le rigorisme un peu attenué 
il est vrai avait toujours la prétention de représenter l’église”, Le Pasteur d@’ Hermas, 

Precept IV, 1-6, 86. 

*8 Tertullian, “De Baptismo contra Quintillam”, PL, I, 1329/30-1331/2. Lelong, 
“Introduction”’, Ixxi; Michael the Syrian, Chronique, I, ii, 315. 

#29 Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 8. 

230 Lelong, ‘Introduction’, Ixxiv. 
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Syrian basilicas and houses of the fourth century are characterized by the 
absence of images,”*! and that the Iconoclastic tradition is deeply rooted 
in early Christianity.”** Originally, therefore, the Paulicians were quite 

in accord with the main stream of Orthodox Christianity in the Orient. 

The similarity which we can observe between the Paulician dogma and 

what little is known of the doctrine of the early Armenian Church is 

even more striking. We have already seen that the Antiochene school of 

Theodore of Mopsuestia, with its Adoptionist tradition, was considered 

acceptable by the Armenian clergy until its heterodoxy was called to the 

attention of St. Sahak I in 435.**3 It is true that certain Paulician customs 

appear in direct contradiction to those traditional in Armenia—for in- 

stance, the rejection of the sacrifice of matat and of the consecration of 

crosses.?*4 These are probably deliberate opposition to Orthodox prac- 

tices, or possibly the rejection of unsuitable innovations. The similarities 

of the two dogmas, however, are striking. The belief that the baptism of 

Christ was also his real birth was extremely strong in Armenia. The 

Annunciation was not celebrated asa feast. According to Isaak Kat‘otikos 

the Armenians apparently fasted on that day.?®° This practice would be 

in keeping with the belief that only a man was born of Mary. On the 

other hand, the birth of St. John the Baptist was commemorated.?%6 

Long after the rise of Paulicianism, and indeed to this day, the Armenian 

Apostolic Church continues to reject the festival of December 25 and 

celebrates jointly the birth and baptism of Christ on January 6.27 A 

231 Bréhier, La Querelle des images, 8, “*... une riche décoration en sculpture et méme 

des symboles chrétiens, comme Je monogramme constantinien, mais jamais de re- 
presentation de la forme humaine”’. 
232 BE. Kitzinger, “The Cult of Images in the Age Before Iconoclasm”, Dumbarton 

Oaks Papers, VIII (1954), 83-150, passim. 
233 Peeters, “L’Alphabet’’, 210, thinks that Mesrop may well have known Theodore 

of Mopsuestia and that ‘“‘Le fait qu’on ne saurait contester de bonne foi, c’est que 

Ma&to¢, d’accord évidemment avec les chefs de sa nation, est allé tout d’abord et 

d’instinct, chercher lumiére et chaleur 4 des foyers qui, en ce moment, étaient de 

simple reflecteurs de la théologie de Mopsueste: Amida, Edesse, Samosate”’, ibid., 218. 
Peeters also notes that it is significant that the Armenian clergy had not objected to 

the spread of Theodore’s ideas in their country until the warning of Rabbula and 

Acacius called their attention to the heterodoxy of these ideas, ibid., 214. Indeed we 

have seen that Eznik still uses Theodore as an authority in the mid-fifth century; 

see nn. 190, 197. 

234 =KT-I, Cxxvili-cxxix; see Nersés Snorhali, Letters, 252 ff., 270 ff., etc. 

festivals of the early Armenian Church according to the Canons of St. Sahak I. 

286K Tel iclx, 
237 Idem, Brosset, ‘‘Introduction”, to Kirakos of Ganjak, Histoire d’ Arménie (St. 

Petersburg, 1870), vi. 
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In the realm of dogma, there are similarities between the creed of the 

Paulicians and the doctrine of early Orthodox Christianity which con- 

tained many Adoptionist beliefs. One of the most Adoptionist passages of 

St. Paul is significantly quoted in the Key of Truth: 

For you are all Sons of God through faith... For as many of you as were bap- 

tized into Christ did put on Christ.?*4 

We have already seen that the Adoptionist faith was widespread in the 

East both before and after Paul of Samosata. An extant variant of Luke 

iii, 21-22, gives us the Adoptionist version of the baptism of Jesus: 

‘Thou art my son, the Beloved, 

today have I become thy father’.?”° 

The Paulician veneration of the sacrament of baptism as the most im- 

portant, if not the only sacrament, is characteristic of early Christianity. 

In an apology to the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, Melito, bishop of Sardis, 

presented an Adoptionist point of view, and particularly considered bap- 

tism as the turning point in the life of Christ.2#6 Similarly, we find in The 

Shepherd of Hermas the firm belief that the one and only remission for 

sins is baptism.?7. This veneration for baptism is also found somewhat 

later in the work of Tertullian On Baptism, in which we also find the 

objection to granting this sacrament to children.??° 

The Paulician system of an initiated body of elect need not stem from 

Gnosticism. The idea of spiritual leadership entrusted to a group of elect 

is to be found in Clement of Alexandria and Origen.?*® The struggle 

between the clerical hierarchy and a prophetic caste is visible in The 

Shepherd of Hermas,?°° and the early importance of the inspired class 

can be seen from the rise of such heresies as the Montanists, with their 

prophet-leaders. Finally, in connection with Paulician Iconoclasm, we 

must note that archaeological research in the Hauran has shown that 

224 Galatians, II, 26-27. KT 35 (99). 

225 W. Manson, The Gospel of Luke (London, n.d.), 29, n. 1, and 31, “&y@ onpepov 

yeyévvnka o&”’; see also KT-I, xcviii. 

226 ~KT-I, xciv; Anastasius Sinaiticus, ““Hodego”, PG, LXXXIX, xiii, 227/8. 

227 Lelong, “Introduction”, to Le Pasteur d’Hermas, ed. A. Lelong (Paris, n.d.), iv, 

\xi, Ixii, Ixv, ““D’aprés les rigoristes contemporains d’Hermas, il n’éxistait pas d’autre 
reméde au péché, que le baptéme par consequent, les péchés commis aprés le baptéme 
étaient irrémissibles”. ‘‘Un siécle encore aprés Hermas le rigorisme un peu attenué 
il est vrai avait toujours la prétention de représenter l’église”, Le Pasteur d’Hermas, 
Precept IV, 1-6, 86. 

228 Tertullian, ““De Baptismo contra Quintillam’”, PL, I, 1329/30-1331/2. Lelong, 
‘Introduction’, Ixxi; Michael the Syrian, Chronique, Ill, ii, 315. 

229° Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 8. 

230 Lelong, ‘Introduction’, Ixxiv. 
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Syrian basilicas and houses of the fourth century are characterized by the 
absence of images,”*! and that the Iconoclastic tradition is deeply rooted 

in early Christianity.*? Originally, therefore, the Paulicians were quite 

in accord with the main stream of Orthodox Christianity in the Orient. 

The similarity which we can observe between the Paulician dogma and 

what little is known of the doctrine of the early Armenian Church is 

even more striking. We have already seen that the Antiochene school of 

Theodore of Mopsuestia, with its Adoptionist tradition, was considered 

acceptable by the Armenian clergy until its heterodoxy was called to the 

attention of St. Sahak I in 435.8% It is true that certain Paulician customs 

appear in direct contradiction to those traditional in Armenia—for in- 

stance, the rejection of the sacrifice of matat and of the consecration of 

crosses.?34 These are probably deliberate opposition to Orthodox prac- 

tices, or possibly the rejection of unsuitable innovations. The similarities 

of the two dogmas, however, are striking. The belief that the baptism of 

Christ was also his real birth was extremely strong in Armenia. The 

Annunciation was not celebrated asa feast. According to Isaak Kat‘otikos 

the Armenians apparently fasted on that day.?*° This practice would be 

in keeping with the belief that only a man was born of Mary. On the 

other hand, the birth of St. John the Baptist was commemorated.?** 

Long after the rise of Paulicianism, and indeed to this day, the Armenian 

Apostolic Church continues to reject the festival of December 25 and 

celebrates jointly the birth and baptism of Christ on January 6.737 A 

231 Bréhier, La Querelle des images, 8, ‘“‘... une riche décoration en sculpture et méme 
des symboles chrétiens, comme le monogramme constantinien, mais jamais de re- 

presentation de la forme humaine’. 

232 B. Kitzinger, “The Cult of Images in the Age Before Iconoclasm’, Dumbarton 

Oaks Papers, VIII (1954), 83-150, passim. 
233 Peeters, “L’Alphabet’”’, 210, thinks that Mesrop may well have known Theodore 
of Mopsuestia and that ‘Le fait qu’on ne saurait contester de bonne foi, c’est que 

Ma&to¢, d’accord évidemment avec les chefs de sa nation, est allé tout d’abord et 

d’instinct, chercher lumiére et chaleur 4 des foyers qui, en ce moment, étaient de 
simple reflecteurs de la théologie de Mopsueste: Amida, Edesse, Samosate’’, ibid., 218. 

Peeters also notes that it is significant that the Armenian clergy had not objected to 

the spread of Theodore’s ideas in their country until the warning of Rabbula and 

Acacius called their attention to the heterodoxy of these ideas, ibid., 214. Indeed we 

have seen that Eznik still uses Theodore as an authority in the mid-fifth century; 

see nn. 190, 197. 

234 =KT-I, cxxvili-cxxix; see Nersés Snorhali, Letters, 252 ff., 270 ff., etc. 

285 Tsaac Kat‘otikos, Oratio I, ii-iii, 1165/6-1169/70. See also KT-J, clix-clxi, for the 

festivals of the early Armenian Church according to the Canons of St. Sahak I. 

236 KT-I, clx. 

237 Idem, Brosset, “Introduction”, to Kirakos of Ganjak, Histoire d’ Arménie (St. 

Petersburg, 1870), vi. 
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large literature arose in Armenia in defence of this practice, which is sup- 

ported by such ecclesiastics as Moses of Katankatuk, Matthew of Edessa, 

and Paul of Taron.?38 The Gospel used on January 6 is the one for bap- 

tism, not nativity,22° and the announcement made by the priest to the 

congregation at the celebration of the evening of January 5 is of “‘the 

blessed birth and baptism’’.“° The tradition that St. Gregory the Illu- 

minator himself had forbidden the making of images in the churches 

indicates the antiquity of the Iconoclastic tradition in Armenia.*44 A 

Letter of Macarius, Patriarch of Jerusalem, to the Armenians reveals that 

the Armenian Apostolic Church in the fourth century had the following 

traits, characteristic of the Paulicians at a later date: Baptism was delayed 

and not given to infants, as was done subsequently. No font was used, 

but rather any vessel that came to hand.”#? Finally, “... in virtue of the 

laying on of hands, the clergy are regarded as all of one rank and do not 

subordinate themselves to superiors’’.?4* 

In conclusion, therefore, it does not seem necessary to look outside 

Armenia for the influence of some ill-defined Gnostic sect to explain the 

development of Paulicianism in that country. Nor does it seem necessary 

to trace a definite filiation to Paul of Samosata. Early Christianity in 

general and more particularly in Armenia leaned toward Adoptionism 

and showed many practices similar to those of the Paulicians in a later 

period. Thus it would seem likely that the Paulicians were most probably 

followers of the early Syriac form of Armenian Christianity, originally 

Orthodox, then driven underground into heresy by the hellenization of 

the Armenian Apostolic Church-in the fourth and fifth_centuries. Far 

from~being foreigners and innovators, the original Paulicians were in 
truth the Armenian Old Believers. 

88 ~KT-I, cliv-clviii. See Moses of Kalankatuk‘, op. cit., Il, xiv, 256-257, 273; 

Matthew of Edessa, op. cit., 209; Paul of Taron, “‘Letters’’, Joc. cit., 177. 

239 KT-I, cliii. 
240 “Chaplucap obiniig h Shpunn|o fl’?. 

#41 George the Arab, Letter to Isho, 345, “‘Ferner aber hat ihnen Gregor gar nicht 
befohlen ... dass sie nicht Bilder in ihren Kirchen machen sollten...”. 
242 Macarius, ‘“‘Letter”, BL, 408, “gh fp mbghh uemqui hupquenp ng mei, bk ynpuybin 
wdwbh dhpnth hk & np ouphyucugnip shpnmpPfl wath’. Cf. John of Ojun, Oratio 
Synodalis, 16/7, 20/1. 
243 Macarius, ‘“‘Letter”, BL, 408. 



CONCLUSION 

As a result of the foregoing study, certain conclusions about the Paulician 

heresy seem permissible: 

I) The Greek sources do not form a homogeneous unit, but consist of 

a complicated triple pattern of texts, which must be carefully distinguished 

on the basis of chronology. The earliest group—the lost source A and the 

Letters of Sergius—were authentic heretical documents and preserved the 

Adoptionist doctrine of the Armenian tradition. The second group, 

polemical in character, consisted of sources S and P, the Paulician 

Formula, the Codex Scorialensis, and the Sermons of the Patriarch Pho- 

tius. In this group is found the evidence for the evolution of Paulician 

dogma in Byzantium, from the Adoptionism still reflected in source S, 

through the double tradition of the Paulician Formula and the Codex 

Scorialensis, to the docetic-dualism of source P. Finally, the third group is 

composed of the Histories of Peter of Sicily (the Jocus classicus for the 

study of Paulicianism) and of the Pseudo-Photius as well as the Mani- 

chaean Formula. These are not contemporary documents, but late com- 

pilations, probably designed to combat the revival of Paulicianism in 

the Balkans. They cannot be discarded, since they have preserved earlier 

lost documents and thus unconsciously reflect some of the characteristics 

of the heresy, such as the filiation of the Paulicians with the Adoptionist 

tradition of Paul of Samosata and their Iconoclastic rejection of the 

cross. Nevertheless, the fundamental purpose of these documents is a 

tendentious presentation of Paulician doctrine, designed to demonstrate 

that it was a form of Manichaeanism and punishable as such. Hence they 

are not primary evidence on the Paulicians and have no claim to the pre- 

eminent position which has been assigned to them. 

On the other hand, the importance of the Armenian sources is para- 

mount in determining the Paulicians’ history and doctrine. These docu- 

ments are, generally speaking, trustworthy, and they present a coherent 
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picture of the sect through the essential agreement of the polemical sour- 

ces with the Key of Truth. The neglect of this material by most scholars is 

one of the basic causes for the distorted presentation of the Paulician 

heresy prevalent heretofore. 

II) The outline of Paulician history can now be reconstructed. The 

sect first developed in Armenia whence it passed to the eastern provinces 

of the Byzantine Empiré and was probably imported into the. Balkans. 

Both in Armenia and in the Empire the sect showed considerable devel- 

opment and a number of leaders, but its organization still remains ob- 

scure. 
The Paulicians shifted their geographic center and political allegiance 

back and forth between Byzantium and Islam according to external cir- 

cumstances, but with the exception of the Iconoclastic periods in Con- 

stantinople their alliance was with the Muslims. In the Empire the period 

of greatest power of the heretics was the creation of the Paulician state on 

the Euphrates in the ninth century. In Armenia two periods of develop- 

ment can be observed—one early, at the end of the seventh and the begin- 

ning of the eighth centuries, after the junction of Paulicianism with 

Atovanian Iconoclasm; the other later, in the tenth and early eleventh 

centuries, probably aided at least in part by the influx of refugees into 

Armenia after the capture of Tephriké. After this second phase of the 

Paulicians or T‘ondrakeci had been crippled in the mid-eleventh century, 

the heretics survived principally on the periphery of their former terri- 

tory—far to the west in Bulgaria, equally far east in Syria, and finally in 

small communities hidden in the highlands of Armenia. 

It) The doctrine of the Paulicians did not develop as a single unit. 

There were two traditions. The older form of Paulicianism exhibited an 

Adoptionist doctrine with an emphasis on the importance of baptism and 

a rejection of extreme asceticism, to which was joined an inflexible Icono- 

clasm. This was the main current of the doctrine, and it remained sub- 

stantially unchanged in Armenia throughout the history of the sect. In 

Byzantium, however, a variant form appeared, probably in the middle of 

the ninth century. This secondary branch of Paulicianism was char- 

acterized by a docetic Christology and a mitigated dualism. Though it 

is not impossible that later Paulicianism reflects the influence of some 
Gnostic sect, Marcionite or other, such an hypothesis presents serious 
difficulties. The hidden survival of such a Gnostic sect from antiquity to 
the ninth century has not yet been conclusively demonstrated. On the 
other hand, it is possible that the shift in Paulician doctrine is due to con- 
tact with extreme Iconoclastic groups in Constantinople. The appearance 
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of the “new” Paulicianism may be an internal development of the early 

doctrine, which led it far from its original form. 

IV) In any case, the origin of the Paulician doctrine is not to be sought 

in Byzantine lands. Its Adoptionist tendencies are all too evident, and 

these were characteristic of early Oriental and particularly Armenian 

Christianity. The identification of the sect with Paul of Samosata is 

illuminating, but need not be emphasized. It seems evident that in Ar- 

menia, Paulicianism, far from being a foreign importation, was simply 

the original Christianity received from Syria. It remained in the main 

stream of the Armenian Church until the hellenizing reforms of the fourth 

and fifth centuries relegated it to the level of heresy. Thereafter, bene- 

fiting from the divided political status of Armenia in the early Middle 

Ages, and reinforced by such heretical groups as Atovanian Iconoclasts 

and Syro-Persian Nestorians, Paulicianism survived in the East, prob- 

ably with the support of Persian and eventually Muslim authorities. 

The spread of Paulicianism westward into the Empire occurred in the 

mid-seventh century. In their new home the Paulicians were to benefit 

from the favor of the Iconoclastic powers for a short while. The return of 

Orthodoxy to Byzantium, however, was to drive the Greek Paulicians 

deeper into heresy. It was also to provoke the ephemeral political power 

and ultimate destruction of the sect in Anatolia. 

Interesting though the docetic-dualistic form of Paulicianism may be, 

particularly as a possible explanation of the double doctrinal tradition 

long observed in the Bogomil Church of the Balkans, it is both a late 

development and a profound mutation of the original Paulician dogma. 

The basic doctrine was clearly Adoptionist and exhibited no docetism or 

dualism. For this reason, true Paulicianism cannot in any real sense be 

considered as the purveyor of Manichean beliefs to the medieval world. 

Nor does it seem to be the link between the dualist heresies of late anti- 

quity and those of western Europe in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 
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CANONS OF THE COUNCIL OF SAHAPIVAN 

CONCERNING THE MCLNE 

Canon XIV: 

«by pulnynu np hud Eptg hud ouplonmg fod nd ke figl ap fp yumohthg 

hud yoofunt, mutinph pi gop sp pofukugt mbky, apytu undapneft 

Hdghthg, wyw fb op mbpgh hb fhuypufiudp yuyotbughh, fp hup_th yopod 

h fg dkpdhugfh fp pug b fudwpbuy by gp apytu wipupproun bk apuyku 

Ju puunp :» 

Canon XIX: 

«Get np pp ddqhtafebut qugh hud Epkg hud omphaeg God wpkgay, purdu- 

buynfefrth podgf, wamkuugpnd fp bulhjuunt ghgh b fp mbq fu Sghoenpag 

suum fempre fh nugbh: Uyw EE qupdbuy fp bdph qungh, gSpqub Ephnuph 

finplughh b ft gaging mugkh, gf dupg fp qu tp kh ns pdwgue. goyh 

yunnkue bh wpbqgey fp: Uy EGE opp yubudpp k apgen p quig hh puqubgph, 

quputg k qywtwhe hk ghpugkin dwbhubg 9 9fpqub funpkugkh, wynckuunpaye fi 

Sul usunhs qpgbt h fi ganthng wnuprg fib susan fuupar |e fr. h Hublachp, nip 

fgth ghumgkwy quyqdmfefrbth, hoy gpl bh moghh fp dknw uv, yupmohkhg wu- 

mndny, np ulaighh hk mungkh ghoow fp Cunume Sd duppnu kh ybphpun 

ntunt “» 

Canon XX: 

«GE mpnip supugnnd guigf ft Poyqodpgtwh bk kpfigntp ghinpgth bh ng 

suypuhtugbh Fuyfuljauynupts, h pop as pliph Lpup, p YE pusy Cwumiifgth h 

39duipi pun fg, h ghuntp Eptgh wLnLppp h udum p Pudububop qqnpol bogus 

h ng paqaphug Eupuljnynupts, quoghthgh quywunedunu qap gf hutntp, 

Ipbugkh bh fnfgnhp gkpfgn fe fb Of fofubugkh yurinky fp huhu fuplbutyg --- 

Uyju E[tt Entgh uupgt ghupfuljaynuh, bh fhujrfebuip fi pupa wnbfgf, b 

fuyfulnuynuts UT) hupuup union bs omdhfgk hui usunfgk bh flu ypnfebudp 

fp puryn Ei tugt, [tt ws pple ELuu suo Su bopus eoqop sippgubg bk bw 
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wiphudup Leg quummppubu wunndry bk hapacutypnyh fubgfp supup be dligk 

fu fuutidwfutighp h ptt fubigfp opphugh wunnedny, wbhbuy yulennnyhs hop- 

Swhbugh, ap dwdhl qotmgnqu. b Epkgh why wpin fgfgf: Uy Ett Fuyfuljaynauh 

Jubugue bs Yptdfubgpp Fgh bh Epfgatp bk ayy Supyfl yf hyujbugkh qui>fuu- 

um [eEbl buypulaynuph, b hw qsupuqapdts puryin wp fisfumtine fe buts apap, 

L firofuut ap Ep upfumphpb, bk glgd mparp wemg hw fumpwp’ nts queunph lush 

won| Eutrhs phat p p puky bh qolmgny gonky bk ugagutky, hud yf wuts In- 

pups updultny quod duo whiwanfiot bk sunny bot, b ag plunpbugt 

qPppunnu ufipby h quant ppt hap, h fpt fubyfp opfiiugt mnkunth bh 

Cnquny hk duspitiony jpliby, Eqfgf byndéwy uyhypuph b ybhkgkgery uppry fr pug 
Fuggt, dpish mugl quyqduqnpdt fp dknuw bypulaynup: GE pf bufuupupp 

wml guighh yqdnfefrbph hud hp bap, hand gong, God apgh, yod piph 

ay fund fir, Ge ng qpinwbpow fp dba mugl Eypulnyauph bong piph fp uppoefe fie 

qupdgh, pobwywonh Gwdfgh ppb, wibby nude fupnd hk dhignp k 

fbop hgnfiwy ppg, p Spuyupul df prfubugl quy, pljkpp bk upfuupé 
wr tit bi ws jh uf Lusqappbug fh pig fitu, Hfiish, ft piph fat fi won buh f 

upparfe fib EhEugl: Usgu fet pirpt as fgl fi yqom[ebwh, gqplunwhpu h 

qounuyy mugl f dba kypulnynuph ny fuaeopp fp faummdpa|e fr: --- 

Uyw Et pirph hu pig phinutiput fp ddqhtnfebwh qugf, yoy gkh spuput 

wyqougnyo piunuhbo ph Lushignkpd h fi C pros easly wdgbh unu If gy fuwenp 

Eypulaynupt, hk wan 9p dkoudkoug fofuubug bk weg quinuenpug h Shpupuh 

Yptdfubighp ppipghi opfiugh wunmedny, gh mkukwy wyng uppaftkwdp kh 

Ephfugpe yuznkughh qupwpfsh wdkbkgach:» 

Canons, ed. A. Liiéean (Tiflis, 1913), 73, 80-82. This text is reproduced by 

Melik-Bashian, Paulician Movement, 80-87, who also gives a Russian translation. 

The German translation of these canons made on a MS. in the Berlin Royal 

Library is given by K. Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer, 42-45. No English 

translation exists to my knowledge. 
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OATH OF THE COUNCIL OF DVIN 

AhWS UPUPULAPPEUL 2U.8N38 UChUPZPU bh QEN-uL UEPUbUP 

2U8N8 GYURNPLPYNUP, Gh UCPCUIZNE UUUPYNUhS EDPU- 

YNDNUP: GR ASPNUh UhhvbuUs bAPUYNANUh: Eh UBLNS 

UPNN-UG38U.8, bh SULNPSEPU.LS: Eh UQUSUS: GR ZUUUPP RU 

FNVNTL FUG UU S: 

Quuh gp blow skg yowhg Logkinp qhymwdf, op Egke Cobwymgappbuh 

Cfeubgm ifr. Eup fp funpkapg Spopohwhwh, gh papdgnep quinn sug pbs 

Chdmfafub guenyu uyunpfly Longing dkpag hk qfupgd f funphpqng srusfugly f 
Hhywg wenwpninkwg, npn ppt, Enptp dtp wi bishupaefo feb: be Yuuls gf fl, 

yf wuhs uybanpl Cuiplfgup unbby qo fmputn |e frie quiyh Lu Su fuup hus busts, bb p 

wikhuyh 2wyp, fp puwh be sappapg wif Woupadn wp pay fg wppuyf, funpp f 

punuwubbpapqub, f frpuhth fuqagadbb pi [aqngndbhfh), Yfuubs sup wyulig pls 

functhwg bkumnpulotug, gape bonfbug unepp 2aghh f dknb uppag aeqqunfun 

buypulnynuag 8dL. fight Pngnfljng f Uphfuy: kh ao. fats f Younwhy pu- 

bacywey fu: A U. figtt Cpu, nping wb fpobuy qUEumop fugtgfh fi pug 

phleg pis, wi ppl yh usps Ors ly us bs puny uxfumpd f foqdute Udphuging, 

qapu Ep[tbuy fudnpbuy, suipugfoin wprbonpe fupm qagfe bag, wpupboy 

qinuuw ihoupbpu h fumewpuphula, sp popabkguh h hagiuh ph Nacdéuunwhpf, 

yopng ndwhtp Cuukuy sus Surging he pusfumpS skp, Yubunurulnfeiudp beg ht 

pig Swpub dkp kh pig bbq, SpupmbmPbudp pf skp Eyégkgend fununndwtikp 9 pb- 

Poute Sfwkurn phy skq: Ge fp mut h jb[thbpapg wif Waupadae wp puyfg 

wp pup, fp dupquy whine buh Uphapul buy, wip pifrhs pita 2pimg jut Uwhw- 

épcp fund hf op funuinugkuy fh Pppunnu h Shpuibuy whrwhby ue Ophanp, h 

wut of woh bapph Cuieunnny, h us uy ut whowbbg hb ghu nbn ft Pagm{ny ujyone- 

(PEwh fupbutg: Uoft h yf uippuy bine unm Siapy fnpunbuts fipbwhy, app 

bhbuy cknhuphkg pi qusy us lustre fd fib fupbutg pEpbypn fp onpp k fp bdupfin 

Qucunn dEp, h ayuunpleg fils fi Fagan pw lwhug ung funurg quip h qhutwyu, 

Lurgqnpnky Curtununny suqunkgnftkwb wqufd fg ting, wubb; Lug phouyh fi mkqp 
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whurptinfekut hingw. plyntky f dhnuy bingu Suqapyn |e fit fpple pacfunt 

bahpag yucgphbiug, ywhggikgut muy qpopkwhg Ii Iughp yipp wihbpp 
Sushi hushg Fayndpgtwh dskpay wn pf Shawty nga wnwhyg Spout giulh 
surfinébulwt, be qqnqu hk quyanhfhu k quyy fhwuwlope qnp 6p wpuu pry 

Ehbqtguy kh wiptine Phu wntbup kb Sudupbup uptubif uppay Suqopqgn- 
Péwhh, Epfeuypi wn fou bk hinpur plant hi Jlupbutg fr ypgd A johuept 
wiplinefe fit b Curqapynr|d fic Faqa wputifis’ Sur hurl Hkq: Quyu ugtin 

{ngtinp ubuwbbpnd fp tingutth, fuuul* [Fbuybin be whugquh, f fEpwy ywnduniy 

uun|[tkwh tanga, gf fiqounopnfthusp aebkypn quite epfannbtafeioh kb 

mpwhuh gdydmpunne eft: pul dip ag jwpugkuy fudpbpby mypouypup sup 
qopong ting, Cuducpth witht pkwh wpupup guipu quyu nefunf bk Cuonw- 
wnfebut withkgabs fudug surFupne fd bundp, waw If ntunb Hkpny Bfuncuf 

Ppfuunuf Uuundny dkny: Pubgkuy witbplgu p quinh wuyue fii whunptha- 

PEwh haga’ bh pupdup fr GLG9 gfrbpuy piri quip fue: 

Gu Ubputu 2uyng fufenig flaw: Ge Viprwuyncd Supurtar ke Wari plnikfg 

fypulaynu, --» Qenpnu Ufrbtug fupulayau;: +++» 

The holding of the council at Dvin under the presidency of Kat‘otikos Nersés II 

is confirmed by a number of sources: ‘‘The Separation of the Nestorians from 

the Holy Church”, BL, 77; John II, Gabeltean, Siunik‘, 78-79, a Letter which is 

also preserved in Stephen Orbelean, History of Siunik, I, 134-138; John of 

Ojun, “Order of the Councils Held among the Armenians”, BL, 21; Stephen 

of Taron (Asotik), in Garitte, La Narratio, 139; Samuel of Ani, Collections, 93, 

etc. Garitte, La Narratio, 13-142, gives additional sources confirming the hold- 

ing of the Council of Dvin, but ignores the Letter of John Gabetean and its 

preservation in the history of Stephen Orbelean. 

The date given for the council is variable. The internal evidence of the text 

and the list of John of Ojun place it in 555 or the twenty-fourth year of Xosrov 

I AnuSirvan, who came to the throne in 531 (A. Christensen, L’/ran sous les 

Sassanides, 2e ed., Copenhagen, 1944, 361). The dating of the council in the 

fourth year of the pontificate of Nersés IJ places it rather closer to the date given 

by Asotik (553), since Nersés II is usually considered to have been kat‘otikos 

from 548 to 557 (de Morgan, Histoire, 364). On the other hand, ‘“The Separa- 

tion of the Nestorians from the Holy Church”, BL, 77 and note, gives the date 

of the council as the twenty-fifth year of Xosrov’s reign. 

Absolute precision is evidently difficult, since the dates themselves are con- 

tradictory. Asotik. op. cit., 50, dates the council in the fourth year of Nersés II, 

the twenty-fourth year of Xosrov I, and the fourteenth year of the Emperor 

Justinian I. But the twenty-fourth year of Xosrov I (531-579) can under no 

circumstance be the same as the fourteenth year of Justinian I (527-565). 

Samuel of Ani, Collections, 73, gives as even more impossible dating. He places 

the council in the period of Nersés II, to whom he assigns the dates 526-535, 

in the eighth year of the second reign of Khavadh I (488-496, 498/9-531), which 

gives the still more unsatisfactory date, 506. Samuel’s chronology need not 

disturb us unduly, however, since it is notoriously inaccurate. He gives the 
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date 396 for the Council of Constantinople of 381, 438 for the Council of 

Ephesus I of 431, and 462 for the Latrocinium of 449! (Ubid., 67, 69, 70.) 

While it is generally true that the chronology of the early Fifties of the sixth 

century, the period of the establishment of the Armenian era, is confused (see 

E. Dulaurier, Recherches sur la chronologie arménienne technique et historique, I, 

Paris, 1859), the evidence of the document itself is very clear and indeed extre- 

mely detailed and accurate. The second date found in the text, the seventeenth 

year of Xosrov I (548), coincides with the marzpanate of Nihorak or Nihorakan 

which is given as 548-552[?] by de Morgan, Histoire, 359. In view of the con- 

firmation of the date given by the text in the contemporary sources, and the 

inaccuracy of the later works, there seems to be no reason for rejecting the 

precise date for the council given by the “‘Oath’’ itself, “tin the twenty-fourth 

year of Xosrov, king of kings, in the holy forty [days] on Palm Sunday’’. 

According to the tables calculated by Grumel, Traité d’études byzantines I, 

La Chronologie (Paris, 1958), 245, 313, this date would be March 21, 555. 
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“PAULICIAN” HERESIES FROM THE BOOK OF HERETICS 

Heresy #4153: 

Woh. Pugbp (Fults, op li wp frbuppoeng : Pr wquenp nif Bnibug wy fuup heh 

yung wyfyd waqubnfh yn plbhug b ns Ywpuwg qupdmgubby qin 

suquigth fupbohg, Copudtug qhiaww whan pub qpounh Yall: Ge hpi pf 

unw Shopng tingu Uuipt win, fusfuupy b harctig: Qupw_gnpdugh puph wnblp 

h pupkgopdugh yuinnduu, bh qyuhwyoh Couupu lug mumguhtn, hb wenpu 

E npnybuy — gap Skip Cwumpulug haskip — gquyh gunubwjpolohs oben, 

A ft tinow Ligmy upp supyny puph wut, bh op muok bh pdyk qupfeb 

Supyay mph mpqupnfefb: Ge gequiobl ouomubuyh mbupyp mbuuttp bh 

Subhahe pngants hk wuts, et ingu Cnofph qui fp mkupy fu fuupqug :» 

Heresy #154: 

«DO"h. Uyu hpi dh Clef whnt, wiybip uqubynagh, Epewy qghif ap pugh khb 

f 2uyu, h Non nif jUypupuinkuy qucwntth, op wuhEpunbuy tn uppoy Ciipkop, 

unbwhlEug gh fits, h fuuntuhbgue wqutigh pin pppunntlarfebut: Qupk- 

qui Pppunny wuthi, ag déabuy bong puopoegkuy. b duot wyhappl dndwtiwh 

fb Afpalth: Ge EhEwy unpph Cppkd ng fupug purlby qhu poqutynyh h wtks 

gh h ghug :» 

The text given above is taken from the MS. Matenadaran #687. The following 

variations taken from the earlier MS. Matenadaran #3681 are given by Bart‘i- 

kyan, “‘Sources”’, 94, nn. 2-4, 95, nn. 1, 3, 4. 

Heresy #153: 

line I: 

«fPuquenp nif Bnhwg upfuup ct pupkywonnftbudp qopuug i wy :» 

line 3: 

«uhlinn pub qpounh Gunton wus preg yu tyr bs wi pul gh oh wnnkubbh ghnuw wqq p 

pppunntthge» 
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line 5: 

ch ghubujo Coumpwhwg wdbbbga bunngubtn A pig uenupf winobuhuy 

yonbha fife whats b phq wpb poplar? fit» 

line 6: 

ch winpu & npinotuy, qop ith p spray su Uy sha Inskip uw wubb 

whonewbtp bh fp boo whLbup Spwduytp Cégqey quppeh supqny h nop mut bh 

peg wok gdupdph bh opp Swopqny Gocwnn, wtwpywpar|e fh» 

Heresy #154: 

line 2: 

«Quy fiir» 

line 3: 

«unphigkung gh fit quiyh appt fupernmts h bkpIun bapph wun hs h 

fumnbbug quiwepth uquiigh phy pppunnabla buts» 
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——, early heresies in, 81-87, 100 and n. 72, 130-131, 157, 190-191, 192 and n. 40, 195, 

205-210. See also listing by name 

——.,, kings of, 97. See also listing by name 

——.,, Paulicians in, see Paulician history, presence of the sect in, Armenia 

——., political and religious divisions of, 84, 223-227, 233 

——.,, revolts of against the 

——, ——, Sasanids (5th C.), 192, 222 

3 , Umayyads (748), 85, 136-139, 149 

, survival of pagan customs in, 82, 84, 192, 206 
Armenia IV, 122 

Armeniakon, theme of, 71 n. 165, 73 n. 173b, 112, 115, 119, 146, 148, 183 n. 158 

Armenian alphabet, 81, 221-222. 

Armenian Apostolic Church, 81-84, 86 n. 18, 89, 91, 94-95, 104-105, 107, 132-133, 145, 
195, 206, 220-224, 225 and n. 113, 226-227, 229-230 

——,, beliefs and customs of, 82, 101, 105, 163-164, 229-230 

——,, clergy of, 85, 86 n. 20, 87, 96, 104, 107-109, 132, 133 and n. 89, 134, 139, 149- 

150, 158, 161-163, 165, 167, 175, 214, 229-230 

——, ——,, rejected, see Paulician customs, rejection of, Orthodox clergy 

——,, early adoptionism of, 216-218, 220 and n. 181, 223, 226, 229-230, 232-233 
——., hellenization of, 132, 223-226, 230, 233 

——,, iconoclasm of, see Iconoclasm, in Armenia 

——, Kat‘otikoi of, 85, 87, 101 nn. 74-75, 102, 132, 144-145, 222-224. See also listing 

by name 

——.,, opposition to the Council of Chalcedon, 104, 225-226 
——., persecution of Paulicians by, see Paulician history, persecutions in Armenia 

——,, relations with 

——.,, —-—,, Georgia, 91, 133-134 

——, ——,, Nestorians, see Nestorians, in Armenia 

——, ——,, Paulicians, see Paulician history, persecutions in, Armenia 
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——, ——,, Syria, 84, 94, 111, 220 and n. 181, 221 and n. 183, 222 and n. 187, 223 
and n. 196, 224, 225 and nn. 209 and 213, 226-227, 229-230, 233 

——,, transformation of, see Hellenization of 

Armenian councils, see listing by name of city 
Armenian era, 92-93, 238 
Armenian legend, see Paulician legends 

Armenian “nameless heresy”, 84, 85, 156-157, 191, 203, 207-209, 213-214, 226. See 

also Mciné 
——,, distinguished from Manichaeanism, 157, 191, 203 
Armenian Paulicianism, see Paulician doctrine, basic tradition 
Armenian scholars, 148 

Armenian sources, 80-111, 159, 192, 223 n. 193 

, on early heresies, 81-85, 131, 191, 206 

——.,, historical, 84-85, 97, 102, 141, 165, 192, 222, 224-225, 227. See also listing by 

name of author 

——., on Nestorians, 85-87, 165, 190 
——, on Paulicians, 21, 22 n. 53e, 24-26, 80-81, 87-95, 98, 102, 107, 111, 113, 130-140, 

161, 176-177, 186, 189, 193, 197, 203, 205 n. 103, 226, 231-232. See also sources on 
T‘ondrakeci (below) 

——, ——., acquaintance with Greek sources, 98-101. See also Gregory Magistros, 

acquaintance with Greek sources of 
——, ——., apparent contradiction of Greek sources, 25, 80 and n. 1, 110-111, 113, 

151, 172. See also corroboration of, Greek sources by (below) 

—,, , authentic Paulician works in, 81, 108-111. See also Key of Truth 

——, ——, corroboration of, Greek sources by, 85, 110, 113, 132-133, 137-138, 145- 

147, 151, 203. See also apparent contradiction of Greek sources (above); Key of 
Truth, see, Key of Truth, doctrine of, supported by Armenian sources 

, , general agreement of, 168, 231-232 

rn , Official documents in, 81, 85-86, 88-90, 92-95, 134, 157 n. 29, 219 

; , polemical works in, 22, 81, 87-95, 104-107, 110, 232. See also on T‘on- 

drakeci (below); listing by author’s name 

——, on Tond‘rakeci, 81, 95-102, 107, 140-145, 161, 209, 213. See also on Paulicians 

(above) 
Armenian SSR, Central Committee of the Communist Party in, 24 

Armenians, 31 n. 21, 33 n. 33, 46 n. 77, 88, 93, 104-105, 106 n. 94, 112, 115, 119, 122, 

136, 145-146, 159, 227, 230 
Armeno-Byzantine frontier, see Euphrates frontier 
ArSak Il, King of Armenia, 223-224 
Arsamosata (Samosata of Armenia), 71 n. 165 
Argarunik‘, Bishop of, see Xad of Marak 
Arsenius, Monk, 37 n. 55, 39 

, Sermon to, see Photius, Patriarch, Sermons 

Artemon, Heresiarch, 211, 219 

Ascalon, battle of, 15 n. 6d 

Asia Minor, see Anatolia 

Asotik (Stephen of Taron), 141, 237 
ASot Bagratuni (The Blind), Prince of Armenia, 138 n. 115 
Asot Bagratuni (Msaker), Prince of Armenia, 140, 142 

Astatoi, 120 n. 39 
A&tigat, 221 and n. 186, 224 and n. 206, 227 

, | Council of, 224 

——, II Council of (435), 225 
Athinganoi, 123 n. 42, 124 nn. 43-44 
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Atticus, Patriarch of Constantinople, Letter to St. Sahak I, 84-85, 209 and n. 123 

Augustus, Emperor, 181 
Aurelian, Emperor, 210 

Authentic Paulician sources, see Armenian sources, on Paulicians, authentic Paulician 

works in; Greek sources, on Paulicians, authentic Paulician works in 

Autoproscoptae, 177, 179 and n. 140 

Avignon, 106 

Baanes (Vahan), Paulician leader, 116 n. 10, 119, 121 n. 34, 145, 183 n. 158, 184 

——., followers of (Baaniotes), 120, 184. See also Paulician history, splits in sect 
Baaniotes, see Baanes, followers of 
Bagarat Bagratuni, Prince of Armenia, 142 

Bagratid dynasty, 102, 141-143. See also listing by name 

Bagrewand, bishops of, see Eznik of Kotb; Xad of Marak 

Balkans, 15-16, 17 n. 18, 18, 20 n. 38, 33 n. 33, 46 n. 77, 111 n. 111, 130 n. 75, 150, 
232-233. See also Bulgaria 

Baptism, 105, 108, 152-156, 157 and n. 29, 159-163, 167, 178, 181, 187, 207, 212, 228- 
230. See also Christ, baptism of: Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, baptism 

——, main sacrament of 

——, ——,, early Christians, 228 and n. 227, 229-230 

——., ——., Paulicians, see Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, baptism, main sacrament 

——, refused to children, 166, 228, 230. See also Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, 

baptism, reserved for adults 

——,, rejected, 167, 172, 187. See also Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, rejection of, 

Orthodox form of sacraments, baptism 

, symbolic interpretation of, see Paulician doctrine, secondary tradition, inno- 

vations in, symbolic interpretation of the sacraments, baptism 
Baptismal font, 161, 230. See also Paulician customs, rejection of, Orthodox practices, 

baptismal font 

Bardaisan, Heresiarch, 206 

Bardy, P., 210, 218-219 
Baronius, Ecclesiastical Annals, 1, 8 

Bart‘ikyan, H., 43 n. 68, 85, 87 and n. 24, 90 n. 28, 92-93, 102, 122, 130-131, 136-137, 
138 and n. 115, 183 n. 158, 210, 216 n. 156 

Basil of Caesarea, St., 113 n. 3, 225 

Basil I, Emperor, 13, 31 n. 24, 32 and nn. 26-28, 33, 38, 55, 57 and n. 118, 58, 68, 70- 

73, 128, 129 and n. 68, 150 

——., embassy to the Paulicians of, 70, 72, 128. See also Peter of Sicily, purported 
embassy of 

——,, Life of, 18 n. 26, 31-32. See also Theophanes Continuatus, Chronicle 
Basil IJ, Emperor, 98, 144 n. 143, 150 

Basil, disciple of Sergius-Tychicus, 63 n. 138 

Basileia, see Genesius 

Batmansuyu, see K‘atirt‘ 

Bayezit, 135 n. 100 

Bayle, P., 18 

Benedict XII, Pope, 106 

Bitlis River, 135 and n. 100 

Black Sea, 128, 220 

Bogomils, 19 n. 33, 28 n. 5, 76, 233 
Book of Ceremonies, see Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus 
Book of Heretics, 22 n. 53e, 95, 102 and nn. 81 and 83, 103, 112-113, 130-131, 178 n. 

139, 188 n. 16, 220 n. 181, 239-240. See also John Damascene, St., Compendium 
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Book of Letters (Girk* Tit‘), 85, 86 and n. 18, 87, 90, 96, 98 n. 61, 191, 218, 223 n. 
196 

Boor, C. de, 36, 44-45, 46 and nn. 76-77, 47 

Borborites, 206 and n. 111, 209 and n. 123 

Boril, Tsar of Bulgaria, Sinodik of, 76 
Bossuet, J. B., 18 

Brinkmann, A., 28, 29 n. 13 
Bubonic plague, epidemic of 746, 118 and n. 21 

Bulgaria, 20 n. 38, 30, 70, 75, 122, 123 n. 38, 130, 149. See also Balkans 

——.,, Archbishop of, 55-57, 60, 69 and n. 157, 70, 75, 76 and n. 176 

——,, presence of heretics in, 33, 76 and n. 177. See also Paulician history, presence of 
the sect in, Bulgaria 

Bulgarian sources on heresy, see Boril, Tsar of Bulgaria, Sinodik of ; Cosmas, the Priest, 

Treatise against the Bogomils; Paulician legends 
Bury, J. B., 25 n. 59, 56, 126 
Byzantine chroniclers, see Greek sources, on Paulicians, historical 

Byzantine Empire (Byzantium), 21, 54, 72, 75, 81, 97-101, 119-120, 122-123, 127-128, 
130, 134, 137-139, 148-152, 158, 192-193, 195-196, 203, 206, 213-214, 222-224, 
231-233 

——.,, anti-heretical legislation in, 27, 58 n. 121, 124, 158 and n. 31, 193, 195 and n. 

55, 196 
——, army, 13, 39, 128, 150, n. 70 
——, Church, 27-29, 39, 64, 91, 119, 146, 172-173, 175-179, 195, 199, 202 
—, , relations with Paulicians, see Paulician history persecutions in, Byzantium 
——,, clergy of, 53, 87, 173, 176-178 

—., , rejected, see Paulician customs, rejection of, Orthodox clergy 

——., eastern provinces of, 26, 78, 124-126, 131, 145, 150, 220 

——., emperors, 57, 62, 68, 111, 121 n. 34, 139, 146, 232. See also listing by name 

——., empresses, see Irene; Theodora 

, iconoclasm in, see Iconoclasm, in Byzantium 
——., Manichaean persecution in, see anti-heretical legislation in (above) 

——, Orthodoxy re-established in, see Orthodoxy, re-establishment of 

——.,, patriarchs, see listing by name 

——., Paulicians in, see Paulician history, presence of sect in, Byzantium 

——., relation with Paulicians, see Paulician history 

, western provinces of, 13, 75, 78 

Byzantine Paulicianism, see Paulician doctrine, secondary tradition 

Byzantine sources, see Greek sources 

Byzantium, see Byzantine Empire 

Caesarea of Cappadocia, 223-225 and n. 213, 226 

——, Armenian kat‘olikoi consecrated at, 221-224 

Catkotn, 141, 148 

Call to Repentance, see John I Mandakuni 
Callistus, Governor of Koloneia, 126 and n. 53, 127 
Caméean, Michael, (Tchamitch), History of the Armenians, 22 

Canons and Constitutions of the Council of Afovania, see Atovania, Council of 
Cappadocia, 224. See also Caesarea of Cappadocia 

Caspian Albania, see Alovania 
Catalogue of Heresies, see, Book of Heretics 
Cathari (Albigensians), 16 n. 14, 17-19 

Catholic interpretation of Paulicianism, see Paulicianism, interpretations of, Catholic 

Caucasus, 103 n. 84, 112, 131, 136 
Cedrenus, Georgius, History, 18, 32, 123 
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Central Asia, 190 
Chalcedon, Council of, 81 n. 3, 86 n. 20, 104, 226 

“‘Chalcedonian”, opprobrious epithet, 92 
Charsinion, theme of, 129 
Chel’tsov, I, V., 23 n. 56, 26 n. 60 

Chinese 
——.,, anti-Manichaean law, 189 

——, Turkestan, see Turfan 

Christ, 44 n. 71, 83, 89, 105, 110, 135, 152-154, 156, 160-163, 166, 174-175, 177, 185- 

187, 197-201, 211, 228-229 
——., adopted, see Adoptionist, doctrine, Christ a creature 

——., an angel, see Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, adoptionist christology, Christ 

an angel 
——.,, baptism of, 44 n. 71, 110 n. 109, 152-154, 156, 157 and n. 29, 160-161, 166, 185, 

192, 217, 229. See also Adoptionist, doctrine, Christ a creature 

——., docetic interpretation of, see Docetism 

——., identified with the cross, see Paulician doctrine, secondary tradition, cross 
identified with Christ 

——.,, Incarnation of, see Incarnation 

, Intercessor for mankind, see Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, orthodoxy of, 

Christ as intercessor for mankind 

——, natures of, 157, 159, 197-198, 207. See also Adoptionist, doctrine; Docetism 

——,, Passion of, see Passion 

——,, Resurrection, of, see Resurrection 

——, Son of God, see Adoptionist, doctrine, Christ a creature 
——., son of Mary, see Adoptionist, doctrine, Christ a creature 
——,, the Sun, 103 n. 84, 113, 167 n. 95 
Christian 
——, Church, see Christians 

——,, faith, 21, 89, 100, 113, 158, 160, 169, 175, 177, 186, 197-198, 212, 216, 220, 
228-230, 233. See also Orthodoxy 

——,, sectarians, 15, 19. See also listing by name of sect 

Christianity, see Christian, faith 

Christianokategoroi, 102 n. 83, 178 n. 139 

Christians, 48 n. 85, 89, 107 n. 95, 135, 193, 197-198, 202, 210, 212. See also Paulician 

doctrine, basic tradition, orthodoxy of, claim to be true Christians 

Christology, see Adoptionist, doctrine; Docetism 

Christophorus, Domesticus, 129 and n. 68 
Chronicles, see listing by author’s name. 

Chrysocheir, John, Paulician leader, 31, 33 and n. 38, 39 and n. 62, 43 n. 68, 57, 63 n. 

138, 67, 70-73, 78, 120 n. 31, 121, 125, 128-130, 183 n. 158. See also John, Spatharios 

——, answer to Basil I, 72-73, 128 

——,, death of, 73, 129 and n. 68 

——, raids on the Byzantine Empire, 72-73, 128-129, 188 

——,, relations with the Patriarch Photius, 31, 39 

Church, see Armenian Apostolic Church; Byzantine Empire, Church; Paulician 

organization, churches 
Cilicia, 101, 130, 148 
——., Armenian kingdom of, 86, 104 

Clement of Alexandria, St., 198, 228 

Codex Coislinianus #305, see George the Monk, Chronicle 

Codex Coislinianus #310, see George the Monk, Chronicle 
Codex Justinianus, see Justinian 1, Code of 
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Codex Regius #1818, see Manichaean Formula 
Codex Scorialensis ID1, see George the Monk, Chronicle 

Codex Scorialensis I R 15, see Manichaean Formula 

Codex Theodosianus, see Theodosius II, Code of 

Codex Vaticanus Graecus #511, see Peter of Sicily, History of the Paulicians; 

Peter the Higumen, Treatise of 
Cologne, 16 
Colosses-Argaous, Paulician church, 114 n. 5, 120 
Compendium of Heresies, see John Damascene, St., Compendium 

Confession of Faith, see Gagik Il Bagratuni; Nersés IV Snorhali; Sis, Council of 

Confession of Faith to Pope Nicholas I, see Photius, Patriarch 
Constans I, Emperor, 46 n. 76, 58 n. 120, 90, 117 and nn. 13-14, 121 n. 34 

Constantine I, Emperor, 136 

Constantine IV Pogonatus, Emperor, 46 n. 76, 58, 117 and nn. 13 and 14, 121 n. 34, 

122, 149 

Constantine V Copronymous (Mammon), Emperor, 31 n. 21, 34, 46 n. 77, 121 n. 34, 

122, 123 nn. 38-39, 146, 149, 193, 197, 199 
——,, accused of Paulicianism, 46 n. 77, 123, 179, 192-193, 200, 202 

——,, doctrine attributed to, 179 and n. 43 

——,, legend concerning, 202 

Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, Emperor, 18 n. 26, 31-32, 77 and nn. 181-183, 79 

——, Book of Ceremonies, 32 

——.,, On the Themes, 32 

Constantine IX Monomachus, Emperor, 97 

Constantine X Ducas, Emperor, 147 

Constantine the Armenian, see Constantine-Silvanus 

Constantine the Macedonian, son of Basil I, 57 and n. 118, 58, 73 

Constantine-Silvanus, Paulician leader, 58 n. 120, 65, 71 and n. 165, 118, 121 nn. 33-34, 

132, 145-146, 177, 183 n. 158 

——,, befriended by a Syrian deacon, 115, 117, 174 

——,, date of activity of, 90, 115, 117 and nn. 13, 14, 121 n. 34, 132 

——, death of, 65, 73 n. 173b, 117 and n. 14, 122, 145-146 

——, founder of Byzantine Paulicianism, 58, 62, 64-65, 90, 115-116, 132, 149, 214 n. 

147. See also Paul, son of Kallinike 

——.,, founder of the Paulician church of Macedonia, 117 

——, revered by his disciples, 65 
——. scriptures used by, 174 and n. 127 

Constantinople, 30, 32, 34, 60 n. 129, 65-66, 72, 76-77, 86, 99 and n. 67, 117-118, 123, 
158, 175-176, 179, 182-183, 188, 197, 202, 206, 223-224, 232 

——, I Council of (381), 88, 219 n. 175, 238 
——,, II Council of 553, (Three Chapters), 219, 225 

——., Council of 843 (Orthodoxy), 18, 199-201 
——., Council of (870), 76 

Conybeare, F. C., 25 and n. 59, 80, 96 n. 51, 97, 99 n. 67, 105, 108, 109 n. 103, 110, 132, 
135 n. 100, 140 n. 122, 141 and n. 127, 142, 145, 147-148, 152 n. 1, 157, 159-160, 

208 n. 116, 209-210, 217, 226 
Cosmas the Priest, Treatise against the Bogomils, 76 
Councils, see listing by name of city 

Cross, the, 56 n. 109, 105, 106 n. 94, 156, 165 and n. 85, 166-167, 171 n. 113, 175-176, 

198, 229 
—., identified with Christ, see Paulician doctrine, secondary tradition, cross identified 

with Christ 
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—, rejection of, 41 n. 66d, 105, 165-166, 178, 180. See also Paulician customs, re- 

jection of, Orthodox practices, the cross 
——., use of in times of sickness, see Paulician customs, use of crosses in times of 

sickness 

Crusader 

—, sources on Paulicians, 14, 15 and nn. 6-9, 16 and nn. 10-11, 111 and n. 112, 

147 n. 161 
——.,, states, 104 

Crusaders, 15 and n. 7, 150 

——.,, relations with Paulicians, see Paulicians, relations with, Crusaders 
Curbaran (Kerbogha), 15 n. 6c 
Cyril of Alexandria, St., 59 n. 125, 60, 67, 86 n. 20, 188 
Cyril, Heresiarch, see Kiuret 

Daniel, Bishop of Taron, 221, 222 n. 187 

Daniel de Thaurizio (Tabriz), 103 n. 84, 106 and n. 91, 107, 145, 166 

——, Responsio of, 86 n. 18, 106 and n. 94, 107 n. 95, 111 n. 114, 191 n. 32 
David of Tayk‘ (Tao), Curopalate of Georgia (Iberia), 98, 144 n. 143 
Demetrius of Cyzicus, Treatise against the Jacobites, 77 n. 182 

Demiurge, see Paulician doctrine, secondary tradition, innovations in, dualism, 

Demiurge; Satan 

Der Nersessian, Sirarpie, 88 n. 25, 91 and n. 31, 93 n. 39, 133 n. 87, 134 

Diakonitzes, Paulician leader, 14 n. 3, 150 n. 170 

Dialogue against the Manichaeans, see John Damascene, St. 

Digenes Akrites, 33, 130 and n. 74, 183 n. 158 

Diocletian, Emperor, 195 

Diodorus of Tarsus, 218-219, 222 n. 190, 223, 225 

Dionysius Thrax, scholia of, 215 
Dioscorus, Heresiarch, 106 

Discourse Concerning the Church against Manichaeans who are Paulicians, see Gregory 

of Narek 

Docetism (docetic christology), 59 n. 123, 159, 167 n. 95, 170, 199-201, 206, 207 and 

n. 113, 215. See also Gnostic, doctrine; Manichaean doctrine; Paulician doctrine, 

secondary traditions, innovations in, docetic christology 

Dollinger, I. von, 22 and n. 50 

Dorylaeum, battle of, 15 n. 6a 
Doxarioi. 177-178 
Dualism (dualist theology), 21, 158, 169, 189, 191, 192 n. 40, 195, 206-207, 210, 215 

n. 150. See also Gnostic, doctrine; Manichaean, doctrine; Paulician doctrine, 

secondary tradition, innovations in, dualism 

——.,, Christian, 19 

——., Marcionite, see Marcionites, doctrine of 

——, Zoroastrian, 192 

Dualists, 21 n. 45, 184, 191, 212. See also Dualism 

Ducange, C., 17 

Ducas, 126 

Dulaurier, E., 101-102 

Dvin, 

——, Council of (555), 88-90, 95, 102, 132, 138, 149, 210, 214, 218, 237-238 
——, ——., Oath of Union of, 88 and n. 25, 89 and n. 27, 90 and n. 28, 95 and n. 45, 

98 n. 61, 102 n. 79, 117 n. 13, 132-133, 139, 146, 157, 165, 167 n. 95, 170 n. 112, 
190, 213 n. 145, 216 n. 156, 226, 236-238 

——, Council of (719), 94 and n. 40, 139, 149, 210 
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——, ——, Canons of, 92 n. 36, 94 and n. 40, 135 and n. 96, 161 n. 50, 165 n. 85, 210 
and n. 130 

Ebion, Heresiarch, 211 
Ebionites, 218 

Ecclesiastical Annals, see Baronius 

Ecloga (Isaurian Code), 58 n. 121, 193, 196. See also Byzantine Empire, anti-heretical 
legislation in 

Eden, Garden of, 153, 187 

Edessa, 71, 220 n. 181, 222, 229 n. 233 
Ejmiacin, 108 
Ekthesis, 91 

Elect, 228. See also Manichaean, elect; Paulician organization, elect 

Elia I, Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 92-93 

Elias, Prophet, 155 

Encyclical Letter for the Year 866, see Photius, Patriarch, Encyclical Letter 

Engels, F., 24 

England, 16 

Enoch, Prophet, 155 

Enthusiasts, see Messalians 

Epaphroditus, see Joseph-Epaphroditus 

Ephesus, 72, 128. See also Ephesus-Mopsuestia 

——, Council of (431), 88, 219, 225-226, 238 
——, Council of 449 (Latrocinium), 238 
Ephesus-Mopsuestia, Paulician church, 114 n. 5, 120 

Ephrem, St. (Ephraem Syrus), 103, 113, 135, 205, 220 n. 181 

Epicureanism, see Paulicians, identified with, Epicureans 

Epiphanius, Against the Heresies, 59 n. 125, 60-61, 67, 102 n. 83, 188, 207-208 
Episparis, 61 and n. 131, 66, 99, 112, 115 and n. 7, 118-119, 122, 123 and n. 41, 137 and 

n. 106, 138 
“Epitome” of Peter of Sicily, see Peter the Higumen, Treatise, relation to, Peter of 

Sicily’s History of the Paulicians 

Erzincan, 71 

Erzurum (Karin, Theodosiopolis), 71, 122 n. 36, 123 nn. 38-39, 138 and n. 115, 146, 224 

Escorial library, 36 
Eucharist, 41 n. 66c, 176 n. 135, 197-198. See also Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, 

rejection of, Orthodox form of sacraments, Eucharist 
Euchitai, see Messalians 

Eunomians, 195 

Euphrates 

, frontier, 13, 39, 53, 76, 124, 127, 131, 135 n. 100, 137 and n. 106 139 146-147 
149-150 

, river, 71, 120 n. 31, 192 n. 40, 220 
Europe, Western, 13, 16, 18 n. 26, 233 

Eustratus of Agaurus, Vita of, 33 

Euthymius Zigabenus, Panoplia Dogmatica, 21 n. 46, 37 and nn. 56 and 57, 50, 54, 79 n. 

185, 99 n. 67, 148 
Eutyches, Heresiarch, 106, 194 and n. 47 
Eve, 155 and n. 21 

Evervinus of Steinfeld, 16 
Eznik of Kotb, Bishop of Bagrewand, Against the Sects, 82, 191-192, 205 and n. 109, 

206, 223, 229 n. 233 
Ezr, Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 91 
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Fasts, see Paulician customs, rejection of, Orthodox practices, fasts 

Ficker, G., 28, 77 n. 182, 169 n. 108 
Filthiness, see, Mctné 

Flavian of Antioch, 208 n. 119, 209 

Fleury, C., 18 and n. 26 

Forgeries, see Peter of Sicily, History of the Paulicians, authenticity of; Pseudo- 

Photius, History of the Manichaeans, authenticity of 
“Fortress of Smbat’’, see Mananati 

France, 16-17 

Friedrich, J., 43-44, 46, 205 

Gagik I, King of Armenia, 99 

Gagik II, King of Armenia, 97, 144 n. 145 

——., Confession of Faith of, 101, 147-148, 159, 212 

Galatia, 219 
Gardman, Lord of, 133-134. See also Siroy-Apihi 
Garitte, G., 104 n. 86 

Genesius, Basileia, 31 and n. 24, 77 n. 183, 128 n. 65, 129 and n. 68, 215 

Genesius-Timothy, Paulician leader, 40 n. 64e, 118, 121 nn. 33-34, 135, 145, 183 n. 158 
——,, death from plague, 118 and n. 21, 121 n. 34, 137 
——.,, disputation with the patriarch, 66, 118 and n. 19, 123, 175-177, 188 

——., doctrine of, 67, 175-177 
——, ——,, distortion of, 66 and n. 149, 68 n. 153, 118 n. 19, 175-177 

——, founder of the Paulician church of Achaia, 118, 146 
——, move to Mananali, 118 and n. 20, 146 

——., rivalry with Theodore, 118 

Geography attributed to Moses of Xoren, see Moses of Xoren, pseudo 
George the Arab, Letter to the Presbyter Isho, 166 n. 94, 230 n. 241 

George the Monk (Georgius Monachus, Georgius Hamartolus), Chronicle, 18 n. 30, 

22 n. 53a, 31 and n. 22, 40-41, 46 n. 77, 49, 51 and n. 92, 53-54, 78, 117 n. 13, 123, 
171 n. 114, 179, 200, 202 

—-~, Codex Coislinianus #4305, 35 and n. 48, 44-47, 53-54 

——, Codex Coislinianus #310, 36 and nn. 49-50, 40-41, 44-47, 51 n. 92, 53-54 

——., Codex Scorialensis I®1, 22 n. 53b, 36 and n. 51, 43-47, 45 nn. 72 and 74, 49, 51 n. 
92, 54, 78, 100 and n. 70, 110 and n. 109, 231 

——, ——., additional material in, 44 and n. 71, 45, 49 and n. 89, 55, 100 and n. 70, 

101 and n. 109, 180 
——, ——,, doctrine described in, 171 n. 116, 180-182, 213, 231 

——, ——.,, evidence of double Paulician tradition in, 46, 180-182 

——, date of, 31 n. 22, 48, 50, 53, 78 
——,, earliest version of, see, *Source P 

——.,, relations with Peter the Higumen, see Peter the Higumen, Treatise 

——., shifts in position of Paulician chapter in, 46 and n. 76, 117 n. 13 

——, versions of, 35-36, 44-47, 53-54 

Georgia (Iberia), 133-134 

Georgian Chronicle, The, 131 

Georgian Church, relations with Armenia, see Armenian Apostolic Church, relations 

with, Georgia 

Georgius Monachus Continuatus, Chronicle, 32 and n. 29, 129 n. 68 

Gibbon, E., 20 and n. 38, 21 

Gieseler, J. K. L., 20-21, 48 n. 85, 50 n. 90c, 56 n. 104, 63 n. 138, 116, 118 n. 20. 205. 213 
Girk* T‘tt‘oc, see, Book of Letters 

Glycas, Michael, Annals, 33, 110 n. 108 
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Gnostic 
——, doctrine, 21, 164 n. 81, 189, 206-207, 210. See also Dualism; Paulician doctrine, 

pecondaty tradition, gnostic character of 
——, sects, 19-20, 23, 192 n. 40, 205-206, 230, 232. See also listing by name 
God, 44 n. 71, 65, 83, 135, 152, 155, 156, 158-159, 161-162, 166-167, 169, 173, 177, 

179, 180-181, 186-187, 189, 192, 197-200, 207, 211-212. See also Paulician doctrine, 
secondary tradition, innovations in, dualism, Heavenly Father 

Good God (Lord of Light), see Manichaean, doctrine 

Gospels, 29 n. 11, 110, 164, 171 n. 115, 174, 198, 228, 230 
Gratian, Emperor, 195 

Greece, 16, 214, 222 

Greek language, use of in Armenia, 81, 222, 225 
Greek legendary king, 103, 112, 131, 136 

Greek sources, 

——., on Iconoclasm, 34 and n. 41, 197, 203 

——., on Manichaeans, 60-61, 67, 68, 73 and n. 173f, 169, 188 

——,, on Paulicians, 13, 20, 21 n. 46, 22, 26, 27-79, 80, 90, 98-100, 110-111, 113, 130- 
131, 133, 135, 137-138, 145-147, 151, 158, 168-169, 172-174, 177, 180, 182-183, 
186, 189, 193, 202-204, 212-213, 214 n. 148, 215, 231 

, 67, 78, 231. See also * Source 
A; Sergius-Tychicus, Letters of 

——, ——,, disagreement among, 168 

——, ——,, historical, 13, 18, 21, 27, 31-33, 67, 77-78, 111, 118 n. 20,-121-131, 147, 
168, 174, 179, 182-183, 188. See also listing by author’s name 

——, ——,, legendary, see Paulician legends 

, Jost, 36, 46 n. 75, 49 n. 89, 55, 64-65. See also *Source A; *Source P; 

* Source S 

—, , miscellaneous, 27, 33-35. See also listing by author’s name 

——, ——, Official documents in, 27-31, 125. See also listing by name 

——, ——., polemical works in, 13, 21-22, 27, 31, 35-79, 99, 131, 151, 168-169, 231. See 

also listing by author’s name 
—--. » ——, relations to one another, 35-56, 59-68, 73-77, 168 

—, —_, , stemmata of, 47, 50, 54, 67 

—., , presumed forgeries in, see Peter Sicily, History of the Paulicians, authenticity 
of; Pseudo-Photius, History of the Manichaeans; authenticity of 

——, ——.,, relations to 
——, ——, ——,, Armenian sources, see Armenian sources on Paulicians, apparent 

contradiction of Greek sources 

——, ——, ——,, Key of Truth, see, Key of Truth, material found in Greek sources 

Greeks, 105, 106 n. 94, 147 
Grégoire, H., 22 n. 51, 38 and n. 60, 40-41, 47, 48 and nn. 84-85, 50, 56 and n. 106, 

57, 61, 63 n. 138, 68-69, 71 n. 165, 73 n. 170, 75 and n. 175, 114 and n. 5, 116, 117 n. 
13, 118 n. 21, 119 n. 23, 121 and n. 34, 126 n. 52, 132, 204n. 102, 205 

Gregory I the Illuminator, St., Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 92, 217, 221, 223-224, 230 

——,, house of, loyal to Byzantium, 223-224 
Gregory II Vkayesér, Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 86 

Gregory Asbestas, Bishop of Syracuse, *Life of the Patriarch Methodius, see Methodius, 

Patriarch 
Gregory of Katzwan, Heresiarch, 167, 175 

Gregory Magistros, Dux of Mesopotamia and Vaspurakan, 97, 98 and n. 61, 99-101, 

138 n. 115, 139, 140, 141 and n. 128, 142-143, 144 and n. 145, 150, 158, 160-161, 

163-164, 166, 185 n. 165, 189, 191, 213, 223, 227 
——, acquaintance with Greek sources, 99 and nn. 65 and 67, 100-101, 158 
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——, disagreement with Armenian sources, 158-159, 164 
——, Letter to the Syrian Kat‘olikos, 95 n. 47, 96, 98, 100, 139 and n. 117, 147, 148 n. 

169, 213 n. 145, 212 
——., Letter to the T‘ondrake¢i, 98, 203 

——., Letters, 98, 158 

Gregory of Narek, St., 85 n. 15, 96-97, 98 and n. 61, 99, 109 n. 103, 159-163, 165 

, Discourse Concerning the Church against the Manichaeans who are Paulicians, 

96-97, 162, 203 

——., Letter to the Abbot of Kéaw, 96-97, 143 and n. 137 
——, philhellenism of, 98-99, 101 

Gregory of Tat‘ew, Treatise against the Manichaeans, 107 n. 96, 191 

Grigor, Armenian heretical monk, 133-134, 165 

Grigor Mamikonean, 136-138 and n. 115 

Grigor, martyr, see Manatrhi-Razik 

al-Hadi, Caliph, 193 
Hamayk‘, church of, 144 

Harnack, A. von, 23 n. 56, 205 
Hauran, 228 

Heavenly Father (Lord of the Future), see Paulician doctrine, secondary traditions, 
innovations in, dualism, Heavenly Father 

Heavenly Jerusalem, see Mary, St. 

Heraclius, Emperor, 91, 119 

Heresiarchs, worship of, 143 n. 137, 162, 167, 175, 184, 211-212, 215 

Heretical beliefs, see listing by name of sect 

Heretics, see listing by name of sect 
Hermas, The Shepherd of, 228 and n. 227 

Hesu (Isaiah, Joshua), Armenian heretical monk, 133 and n. 86, 134, 164 

Hieria, Council of, Canons, 197-198 

Histoire anonyme de la premiére croisade, 15 nn. 6-9 

Histories, see listing by name of author 

Holy Apostles, Church of, 202 

Holy Land, 104, 111 

Holy Spirit, 88, 152-155, 157 n. 29, 189 n. 24, 190 n. 25, 195, 217, 220 
Hromklay, 101 and nn. 74-75 

Hiibschmann, H., 208, 221 

Ibas of Edessa, 219 and n. 176 

Iberia, see Georgia 

Ibn-al-Athir, 111 

Iconoclasm, 105, 156, 164-167, 178, 197-204. See also Iconoclastic doctrine; Icon- 

oclasts; Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, iconoclasm of 

——,, in Alovania, see Alovanian heretics 

——, in Armenia, 91, 105, 106 and n. 94, 133-134, 164-165, 165 n. 85, 166 and n. 94, 

167, 177, 198, 203, 206-207, 230 and n. 241 
, in Byzantium, 34, 123, 125, 176-178, 183, 197-202, 206-207, 232 

——, condemnation of 197-199 

——., early Christian, 229 

——,, identified with 

——, ——, Manichaeanism, 18, 98 n. 61, 99, 188-189, 194, 200-204, 215. See also 

Manichaean, doctrine, toleration of images 

——, ——, Monophysitism, 194, 197 
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——, ——, Nestorianism, 197 
——, ——.,, Paul of Samosata, 215 

: , Paulicianism, see Paulicians, identified with Iconoclasts 
, imputed to the Armenian Apostolic Church, see in Armenia 

—., Muslim, 204 and n. 100 

——,, sources on, see Greek sources on Iconoclasm; Nersés Snorhali; Vrt‘anés K“ert‘ot 

Iconoclastic 

——, doctrine, 35, 134, 164 n. 81, 197-203, 206. See also Iconoclasm 

——, ——.,, docetic denial of the Incarnation, 198-202, 203, 207 

——, ——.,, dualist rejection of matter, 198-200, 206-207 
——, emperors, see listing by name 
——, ——,, favor shown to Paulicians by, see Paulician history, favor of Iconoclastic 

emperors; see also listing by name; 
——., party, see Iconoclasts 

——., writings, 197 

Iconoclasts, 34, 99, 106, 134, 162, 164 n. 81, 165, 178 and n. 138, 188, 194, 198, 200- 
204, 206-207, 215, 232-233. See also Iconoclasm 

Iconodules, 35, 188, 199, 202, 207. See also Nersés Snorhali; Vrt‘anés K‘ert‘ot; John 

Damascene 

——,, doctrine of, 125, 198-201, 203 

Ignatius, Patriarch of Constantinople, 76 

Ignatius the Deacon, Life of Nicephorus Patriarch, see Nicephorus, Patriarch 

Images, 90, 105, 106 n. 94, 167, 178, 189, 197-200, 203, 229. See also Iconoclasm 

Imperial army, see Byzantine Empire, army of 

Imperial lands, see Byzantine Empire 
Incarnation, 56 n. 109, 159, 170, 173, 186, 192, 198-201, 203, 207 and n. 113. See also 

Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, Adoptionist christology, Christ a creature 

Inéiéean, L., 135 

Institutes, see Mosheim, J. L. 

Toannisyan, A. G., 143 and nn. 137, 139, 148 n. 169 

Irene, Empress, 73 n. 173a, 119, 121 n. 34, 123, 197, 199 

Isaac ‘‘Kat‘olikos”, 104 and n. 86, 105, 106 and n. 89, 159, 161, 166 

——., Orations, 104 n. 86, 105 

Isaiah, see Hesu 

Isaurian dynasty, see listing by emperor’s name 

Islam, 184, 204 n. 101, 232. See also Muslims 

Italy, 13, 150 n. 170 
luzbashian, K. N., 76 n. 176, 96 n. 51, 99 n. 67, 100 n. 72, 124 n. 47, 170 n. 112, 171 n. 

116 

Jacob of Hark‘, Bishop, 143 

Jerusalem, 73 n. 171, 106 n. 94 

, Heavenly, see Mary, St., identified with the Heavenly Jerusalem 

Jesus, see Christ 
Jews, 183 n. 158, 200, 211, 213 
Joachim, Bishop of Gardman, 92 

John the Baptist (the Precursor), St., 152, 217, 229 

——, monastery of, 222, 224 

John Chrysostom, St., 113 n. 3 

John Damascene, St., 34 and n. 43, 38 n. 60, 99, 177, 182, 198-199, 203, 204 and n. 101 

——, Compendium of Heresies, 34, 102 and nn. 82-83, 177-178, 179 and n. 140, 208 n. 

119. See also Book of Heretics 
——., Dialogue against the Manichaeans, 34 
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——,, Oration on Holy Images against Constantine V, 34 
——, Three Apologetic Dialogues on Holy Images, 34, 198-200 
John the Theologian, St., Church of, 72-73 
John I Tsimisces, Emperor, 130, 147, 150 

John I Mandakuni, Kat‘otikos of Armenia, Call to Repentance, 87 and n. 24, 131, 210, 

216 n. 156 
John II Gabetean, Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 87 
——.,, Letter to Alovania, 87, 95 n. 45, 133 n. 89 

——., Letter to Siunik‘, 87, 102, 237 
John II of Bagaran, Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 102 n. 79, 140 n. 119, 142 

John IV of Ojun (Imasteser), St., Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 22 and n. 50, 90 n. 28c, 94, 
95 and nn. 44-46, 103 n. 84, 107 n. 95, 122 n. 36, 132-137, 139-140, 141 n. 127, 142, 
149, 161, 165, 167 and n. 95, 177, 192, 203, 209-210, 213, 226, 237 

——., Corpus Juris, 95 

——,, Oratio Synodalis, 94, 160-161 

——, Sermon against the Paulicians, 94-95, 98 n. 61, 165, 203 

——, Sermon against the Phantasiasts, 95 n. 44, 159 

John V of Ovayk‘, Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 140-141, 141 n. 128, 142-143, 147 

John VI the Historian, Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 140-141 

John, the Abbot, Armenian heretic, 145 

John, Bishop of Kapatak, 92 

John Mamikonean, History of Taron, 84 
John Mayragomeci, 90 n. 28b, 91 and n. 33, 92, 93 and n. 39, 133-134, 134 n. 91, 164, 226 

——,, Letter to David of Mec Koimank<‘, 91 and n. 32, 92, 133, 160, 164 

John, son of Kallinike, Paulician Leader, 58, 61-62, 65, 69, 73 n. 173b, 112, 113 n. 3, 

114-115, 115 nn. 6-8, 116 and n. 10, 174 n. 127, 214 and n. 148 

John, Spatharios, 31, 39. See also Chrysocheir 

Jordan River, 157 n. 29, 161 

Joseph I of Hotocim, Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 82 
Joseph-Epaphroditus, Paulician leader, 66 and n. 150, 73 n. 173d, 116 n. 10, 118-119, 

121 nn. 33-34, 123, 137-138, 183 and n. 158, 184 
——,, flight from the Muslim, 73 n. 173d, 118-119, 137-138 
——,, founder of the Paulician church of Philippi, 119 and n. 23 
——,, mistakenly called “‘hireling’’, 66 and n. 150, 119 n. 22 

——.,, reception at Episparis, 66, 119 

——,, rivalry with Zacharias, 118 

——,, settlement at Antioch of Pisidia, 119, 137-138 

Joshua, see Hesu 

Jrkay, 135 and n. 100 
Julian of Halicarnassus, Heresiarch, 94 
Just God, see Marcionites, doctrine of 

Justin I, Emperor, 196 

Justinian I, Emperor, 196, 237 

—.,, Code of, 196 
Justinian Il, Emperor, 58 and n. 120, 65, 118, 121 n. 34, 122, 149 

Justus, disciple of Constantine-Silvanus, 65, 117, 183 n. 157 

Kainochoritai, see Koinochoritai 

K“alert‘akan (Bloodthirsty), 112, 130-131, 136, 188 n. 16 
K‘atirt‘ (Batmansuyu, Sidma, Sit‘it‘ma), 103 n. 84, 130 and n. 77, 131, 135 and n. 100, 

227 n. 223 
Kallinike, Manichaean woman, 58, 61 and n. 131, 112, 115, 213, 214 and n. 148 
K‘alrt‘, legendary prince, 131 
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Karbeas, Paulician leader, 33 and n. 38, 39, 43 n. 68, 57, 59, 67, 71, 73 and n. 173d, 78, 
120 and n. 31, 121, 125 and n. 49, 126-128, 130, 183 n. 158, 188 

——,, cooperation with Omar of Melitene, 126, 128, 184 

——,, date of flight, 125-127, 127 n. 57, 131 n. 78 
——, imperial officer, 39 and n. 62, 126-127, 183 n. 158 

——., probable death at Poson, 32 n. 27, 39 n. 62, 128 

, settlement at Tephriké, 120 n. 31, 126, 128, 184 

Karin, see Erzurum 

Kéaw, heretical abbot of, 96, 143, 163. See also Gregory of Narek, Letter to the Abbot 

of Kéaw 
Kerbogha, see Curbaran 

Key of Truth, the, 96, 108-111, 151, 228 

, authentic Paulician source, 25 n. 59, 108-110, 151, 167 

——, date of, 96, 108-110, 111 n. 111 
——, doctrine of, 108, 109 and n. 103, 110 n. 107, 151-157, 172 and n. 121, 173, 180, 

189-190, 212, 219. See also Adoptionist doctrine 

; , similar to Paulician doctrine, 108-110, 139, 152. See also Paulician doc- 
trine, basic tradition 

—, , supported by Armenian sources, 109 and n. 103, 110, 151, 156-157, 232 

——.,, language and style of, 109 and n. 103, 226 | 

——, manuscript of, 108 and n. 100, 109, 145 

——., material of found in Greek sources, 110 and nn. 107-109 

Khavadh I, King of Persia, 196 n. 62, 237 
Kibossa, 117. See also Macedonia-Kibossa 

“Kind Stranger’, see Marcionites, doctrine of 

Kirakos of Ganjak, History, 102, 143, 190 

Kiuret (Cyril), T‘ondrakeci leader, 143 
K‘timar, 130 

Koinochoritai (Kainochoritai, Kunochoritai), 45 n. 74a, 51, 63 n. 138, 99 and n. 67, 

147 n. 160. See also Laodicaea-Koinochorion 

Koloneia, 62 n. 136, 65, 73 n. 173b, 117, 119 n. 27, 126 and n. 53, 145-146 

, bishop of, 117, 145-146 

Koriun, Life of Saint Mesrop, 82. See also Mesrop, St., Vita of 

Krikoraches, 137, 138 and n. 115 

Krum, Khan of Bulgaria, 202 
Krumbacher, K., 32 and 32 n. 26, 56 n. 104 

Kumbrikios, see Mani 

Kunochoritai, see Koinochoritai 
Kyrion, Kat‘otikos of Georgia, 134, 145, 191 

Lampetians, 208 
Laodicaea-Koinochorion, Paulician church of, 51, 68 n. 153, 114 n. 5, 119 and n. 27, 

124, 146. See also Koinochoritai 

Latin sources on Paulicians, 13-17. See also listing by author’s name 

Lazar, T‘ondrake¢i leader, 143 

Lazar of P‘arpi, 84, 156-157, 191, 203, 208-209, 213 

——.,, Letter to Vahan Mamikonean, 84, 208, 226 

Le Beau, 18 and n. 30 

Legends, see Paulician legends 

Leo III the Isaurian, Emperor, 38 n. 60, 118, 121 n. 34, 122-123, 125, 176, 188, 193, 200 

Leo V, Emperor, 58, 124-125 

Leo VI, Emperor, 57 and n. 118, 58, 69, 73 

Leo Grammaticus, 32 
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Leo the Montanist, Heresiarch, 119, 174, 215 n. 150 

Letters, see listing by author’s name 
Lewond, Vardapet, History, 85, 123 n. 38, 136, 137 n. 109, 138 and nn. 114-115, 146 

Lipshits, E. E., 24n. 58, 38 n. 60, 39 n. 62, 46 n. 75, 63 n. 138, 124 n. 47 
Lives, see listing by name of subject 
Lizix (Selix, Zelikians), ““Manichaean”’ a secretis, 34 and n. 40, 127 n. 58, 179-180, 183 

Loos, M., 38 n. 60, 39 n. 62, 44 n. 70, 45 n. 72, 48 and n. 85, 49 and n. 89, 70 and n. 159, 

73 and n. 173e, 214 n. 148 
Lost sources on Paulicians, 46 and n. 75, 55. See also Ananias, Abbot of Narek, 

* Treatise against the T‘ondrakeci; Greek sources, on Paulicians, lost; *Source A; 

* Source P; *Source S 

Macarius, Patriarch of Jerusalem, Letter to the Armenians, 81 and nn. 3-4, 230 

Macarius of Pelecletes, Vita of, 33, 125 and n. 48 

Macedonia-Kibossa, Paulician church, 117, 146 

Macedonian dynasty, 13, 57, 111, 128 n. 60. See also listing by emperor’s name 

Macedonius, 194 
al-Mahdi, Caliph, 193 
Maimbourg, L. de, History of Iconoclasm, 18 

Mamikonean family, 224. See also listing by name 

Mammon, see Constantine V 

al-Ma‘min, Caliph, 142 

Manatrhi-Razik, Grigor, 89, 102 n. 79 

Mananahi, 71 and nn. 164-165, 115-116, 118, 137 n. 106, 143-144, 146, 150, 176-177. 
See also Achaia-Mananati 

Manazkert, 106, 107 n. 95, 143 and n. 137 

——, Council of (725-726), 94, 111, 223 
Mani (Kumbrikios), 20, 28, 56, 59 n. 126, 60-61, 97, 100 and n. 69, 116, 137, 168, 

171 n. 116, 186-187, 189, 191-192, 194, 203, 208 n. 117, 215 
——., acknowledged as the Paraclete, 187, 189 and n. 24 

——.,, disputation with Archelaus of KaSkar, 57 and n. 116, 60-61, 190-191, 217 

——., doctrine of, see Manichaean, doctrine 

——., Epistle of Mani, 190 

——., Gospel of Mani, 190 

——, pun on name of, 14 n. 4 

Manichaean 

——.,, auditors, 187, 195 

——,, customs, 28 and n. 10, 187-188, 192. See also Paulician customs 

——,, doctrine (Manichaeanism), 21, 28, 56, 60 n. 129, 61, 97, 99, 107 n. 96, 168, 174, 

186-190, 200-202, 210, 212, 216, 233. See also Paulician doctrine 

——, ——,, asceticism of, 28 n. 10, 187-188 

——, ——,, attitude toward Orthodox Scriptures in, 28 n. 10, 187 

——, , docetic christology of, 103 n. 84, 167 n. 95, 186, 200, 203, 215. See also 

Docetism 

, , dualism of, 17, 107 n. 96, 186, 192. See also Dualism; dualism of 

——, ——, ——, Good God, Lord of Light, 186-187 

——, ——, ——,, Lord of Evil, 186-187 
——, ——,, rejection of matter, 186-188, 200. See also Matter 

——, ——, metempsychosis in, 28 n. 10, 187-188 

——,——., pacifism of, 187-188. See also Paulician customs, military; activity 
——, ——,, rejection of Orthodox sacraments in, 187-188 
——, ——,, toleration of images in, 188-189, 201. See also Paulician doctrine, basic 

tradition, iconoclasm of 
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——, ——,, unaltered, 190 

——, elect, 187, 195 
——,, hierarchy, 187 
——., leaders, 28, 65 

——, manuscripts, 189 

——,, sects, 17, 23, 76, 187, 188 n. 16, 190 
——, women, see Kallinike; Sergius-Tychicus, taught by a Manichaean woman 

““Manichaean’’, 
——.,, general term of opprobrium, 19, 28 n. 6, 34 and n. 41, 76, 158 n. 31, 179, 193- 

197, 201-202 
——,, legal meaning of, 195 and n. 55, 196-197, 201, 231. See also Byzantine Empire, 

anti-heretical legislation in 

——., synonym for 

——., ——,, Iconoclasts, see Iconoclasts, identified with Manichaeans 

, ——., Paulicians, see Paulicians, identified with Manichaeans 

Manichaean Formula, 21 n. 46, 27 and n. 1b, 28 and n. 6, 29 and nn. 11 and 13, 43 n. 
68, 50, 54, 79, 121 and n. 32, 170 n. 111, 173 and n. 124, 181-183, 216, 231 

——, Codex Regius # 1818, 27 n. 2b, 29 
——., Codex Scorialensis I R 15, 27 n. 2b, 29 
——., doctrine described in, 168 

——, evidence of double Paulician doctrine in, 29, 46, 181-183. See also Paulician 

doctrine, double tradition present in Byzantium 

, relation to other sources, 28 and n. 10, 29 and nn. 11 and 13. See also Greek 

sources on Paulicians, Stemmata of 

Manichaeanism, see Manichaean, doctrine 

Manichaeans 

——., authentic, 27 n. 1, 28 and n. 6, 107 n. 96, 169, 186-193, 200, 204, 205 n. 109 
——.,, death penalty against, 58 n. 121, 193, 195-196. See also Byzantine Empire, anti- 

heretical legislation of; Sasanids, Manichaeans persecuted by 

——., distinguished from Armenian heretics, see Armenian ‘‘nameless heresy’, distin- 

guished from Manichaeanism 

, identified with 
——, ——, Arewordik‘, 101, 191-192 
——, ——,, Iconoclasts, see Iconoclasts, identified with Manichaeans 

——, ——, Monophysites, 194-195 

——, ——, Paulicians, see Paulicians, identified with Manichaeans 
——., persecution of, see death penalty against 
——,, presence of in Armenia, 101, 190-192, 206 

Manuel I Comnenus, Emperor, 101 

Marcellus of Ancyra, Heresiarch, 219 

Marcionites, 21 and n. 44, 23, 82, 194, 205 and n. 109, 232 
——., doctrine of, 21, 205. See also Dualism 

— , identified with Paulicians, see Paulicians, identified with Marcionites 

——., presence in Armenia, 205 
Marcus Aurelius, Emperor, 228 
Maré, heretical woman, 103 n. 84, 112 

Mariés, L., 82 n. 7, 205 

Markwart, J., 103 n. 84, 130 n. 77 

Marriage, see Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, rejection of, Orthodox form of 

sacraments, marriage 

Martin, E. J., 123 n. 38, 202 

Mary, St., 29 n. 11, 56 n. 109, 110, 154, 163, 175, 180-182, 194, 201, 207, 217 

— , identified with the Heavenly Jerusalem, 42 n. 67, 163, 173 n. 123, 175-176. See also 
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Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, Mary, St., identified with the Heavenly Jerusalem 

——, not recognized as the Theotokos, 59 n. 123, 73 n. 173e, 157, 170 n. 111, 173, 179 
and n. 143, 181, 194, 207 n. 113, 211, 217, 229. See also Paulician doctrine, basic 
tradition, Mary, St., not recognized as the Theotokos 

——., not a virgin after Christ’s birth, 211. See also Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, 
Mary, St., not a virgin after Christ’s birth 

Mary, Mother of Constantine V, 179 
al-Mas‘idi, 107 n. 95, 111 and n. 114, 128 n. 62, 212-213 
Mata, 156, 163, 229 
Matenadaran, collection of Manuscripts, 7, 85 n. 15, 102 

——, MS #687, 102 and nn. 81 and 83, 239. See also Book of Heretics 

—., MS #795, 92 n. 36, 210 and n. 129. See also Dvin, Council of 719, Canons 

—., MS #3681, 102 and nn. 81 and 83, 103 n. 84, 239-240. See also Book of Heretics 

Matter, 186, 191, 197-198, 200 
——,, rejection of, 188, 198-201, 207. See also Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, 

iconoclasm of, rejection of matter 
Matthew of Edessa (Matt‘eos Urhae¢i), Chronicle, 101, 148, 230 

Maximinus Daia, 220 

Maximus, heretic, 217 
Mayragome¢i, see John Mayragomeci 
Mobin (Nisibis), 88, 220 n. 181 
Mctné (Mclnéut‘iun), 82-83, 205 n. 109, 207, 208 and n. 117, 209 and n. 123, 210, 214 
——, identified with 

——, ——.,, Messalians, see Messalians, identified with mctné 

——, ——,, Paulicians, see Paulicians, identified with mciné 

Meillet, A., 109 n. 103, 221 

Melik-Bashian, S. R., 24 n. 58, 145 n. 151, 206 n. 111, 209 
Melitene (Malatya), 120 and n. 28, 122 and n. 36 
——, Emir of, 114 n. 5, 120, 122 n. 36, 124-126, 128, 193 
Melito, Bishop of Sardis, 228 

Men as potential Christs, see Adoptionist, doctrine, men as potential Christs 
MerSapuh, Bishop of the Mamikonean, 88-89 

Masallayané, 208. See also mciné 

Mesopotamia, 13, 97-98, 144, 150 

Mesrop, St., 81, 84, 222 and n. 190, 225 n. 213, 229 n. 233 
——.,, Vita of, 218 and n. 171 

Messalians (Enthusiasts, Euchitai), 82, 177, 206 n. 111, 207, 208 and n. 119, 209 

——,, beliefs and customs of, 208 and n. 120, 209 and n. 122 

——,, identified with 

——, ——, mciné, 207-208, 210 
——, ——, Paulicians, see Paulicians, identified with Messalians 

Metempsychosis, see Manichaean, doctrine, metempsychosis in 

Methodius, Patriarch of Constantinople, 54 
, *Vita of, 34 

Metrophanes of Smyrna, 38 n. 60 

Miaban (Ter Mkrttschian, G.), Book of Heretics, 22 n. 53e, 102 n. 81, 145 n. 151. See 
also Book of Heretics 

Michael I, Emperor, 53 n. 98, 58, 124-125 

Michael II, Emperor, 124-125 
Michael III, Emperor, 32 n. 27, 57 n. 118, 125 n. 48, 126, 128 and n. 60, 201 
Michael, Kat‘otikos of Atovania, 92-94 

Michael the Syrian, Chronicle, 111, 122 n. 36, 217, 222 

Migne, J. B., 36 and n. 52, 55 n. 102, 62 n. 134 
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Myjusik, Persian physician, 142, 148 n. 169 
Moeller, C. R., 59 and nn. 124-125, 60, 62 n. 135 
Monarchianism, 211-213 

Monophysites, 46 n. 77, 123 n. 38, 194-195, 197 
Montanists, 58 nn. 120-121, 193, 215 n. 150, 228. See also Leo the Montanist 

Montanus, Heresiarch, 215. See also Montanists 

Moses, Prophet, 155, 158 

Moses II, Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 91, 102 n. 79 

Moses of Katankatuk‘ (Dasxuran¢i), History of Alovania, 91-92, 230 

Moses of Xoren, History of Armenia, 84-85 

——, Pseudo-, Geography, 130 and n. 77 
Mosheim, J. L., Institutes, 19 and nn. 35-37, 21 

Muralt, E., 36 
Muratori, L. A., 18 

Muslim 
——, iconoclasm, see Iconoclasm, Muslim 

——, persecution of Manichaeans, 193, 204 

Muslims (Arabs), 14-15, 33 n. 38, 106 nn. 94-95, 111, 123 n. 38, 131, 135, 137, 138 n. 

115, 139, 143, 145-146, 149-150, 193, 200, 204, 233. Dee also Islam 
——.,, relations with the Paulicians, see Paulician history, relations with Muslims 

Mxit‘ar of Ayrivank‘, History, 102, 141, 190 

Nablus, see Neapolis 

an-Nadim, 190 

Narek, monastery of, 98. See also Ananias of Narek; Gregory of Narek, St. 

Neander, A., 22 and n. 49 
Neapolis (Nablus), 15 n. 6e 
Neo-Caesarea, 114 n. 5, 119 n. 27 

——, bishop of, see Thomas of Neo-Caesarea 
Nersés I, St., Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 132, 223-225 

——.,, Vita of, 82, 224 
Nersés II of AStarak, Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 88-90, 117 n. 13, 132-133, 167, 237 

Nersés III the Builder, Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 117 n. 13, 132-133 

Nersés IV Snorhali (Clajensis), St., Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 101 and n. 74, 106, 139, 

144, 166, 191, 209 
——., Confession of Faith of, 101, 105, 147-148 

——,, Letters of, 101, 191 n. 32 

——, Pastoral Epistle of, 160 

Nersés Balientes, 106 

, Libellum of, 106 and nn. 90 and 94 

“Nestorian’”’ as pejorative synonym for Orthodox, 86 n. 20, 146, 165 

Nestorians, 85, 86 and n. 20, 87-89, 145, 233 

——., found in 

——, ——, Afovania, 133 n. 89 

—, , Armenia, 85, 86 and n. 20, 87-89, 190, 218, 222 and n. 190, 223 n. 196, 233 

——, ———, ——, doctrine of, 157 n: 29, 179 n. 143, 207 n. 113, 219-220. See also 

Adoptionist, doctrine 

—, ——, , identified with Paulicians, see Paulicians, identified with, Nestorians 

——, —_—, Persia, 87, 89, 218, 233 
= Syria 8751905 219, 2225-223) 1967233 

Nestorius, Patriarch of Constantinople and Heresiarch, 88, 97, 165, 194 

——, relationship with Paul of Samosata, 218 nn. 168 and 171, 219 
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Nicaea, 72, 128 
——, I Council of (325), 81 n. 4, 88, 220, 223 
——, ——, Canon XIX, 216 

——, II Council of (787), 197, 199-200 
Nicephorus I, Emperor, 123 
Nicephorus, Patriarch of Constantinople, 99, 123 n. 38, 124, 194, 201, 204 

——, Antirrhesis (Refutatio), 199, 201 n. 85 
——, Breviarium, 31 n. 21, 122 n. 35 

——., Three Treatises against Constantine V, 34 

——, Vita of, 34, 199 
Nicephorus Phocas the Elder, General, 14 n. 3, 150 n. 170 

Nicetas Choniates, works of, 34, 180 n. 144 

Nicholas Mysticus, Patriarch of Constantinople, Letter of, 33 

Nicomedia, 72, 128 

Nihorak, Persian viceroy of Armenia, 89, 238 
Nisibis, see Mcbin 

Normans in Italy, 14 

Np‘rkert (Miyafarkin), 130 

Oath of Union, see Dvin, Council of 554, Oath of Union of 
Octavius Caesar, see Augustus, Emperor 

Old Testament, 28 n. 10, 164 and n. 164, 187, 191 n. 33. See also Paulician doctrine, 

secondary tradition, innovations in, rejection of, Old Testament 
Olympias, Queen of Armenia, 223 

Omar of Melitene, see Melitene, Emir of 
On the Themes, see Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, On the Themes 

Oratio Synodalis, see John 1V of Ojun, Oratio Synodalis 

Oration on Holy Images against Constantine V, see John Damascene, St., Oration 

Orations against the Armenians, see Isaac ““Kat‘otikos”, Orations 

Oriental patriarchs, 199 
Oriental sources on Paulicians, 111. See also listing by author’s name 
Origen, 198, 228 

Orléans, heretics in, 16 n. 13 

Orthodox, 

——, clergy, see Armenian Apostolic Church, clergy; Byzantine Empire, clergy 
——, community, see Christians 

——., sacraments, rejected, see Manichaean, doctrine, rejection of Orthodox sacraments; 

Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, rejection of, Orthodox form of sacraments 
Orthodoxy, 44, 60 n. 129, 87, 92-93, 100, 102, 158, 169, 175-179, 217, 228-229. See also 

Christian faith 
——, Armenian, see Armenian Apostolic Church, doctrine of 
——,, Byzantine, see Byzantine Empire, Church 

——,, claim of, see Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, orthodoxy of, claim to be true 

Christians 

—, Council of, see Constantinople, Council of 843 

——., re-establishment of, 18, 53-54, 64, 78, 123, 126, 149, 193,201, 206, 233 

Pagan customs in Armenia, see Armenia, survival of pagan customs in 

Panoplia Dogmatica, see Euthemius Zigabenus 
Pap, King of Armenia, 222 n. 190, 224-225 

Paraclete, 175, 187, 189 and n. 24 

Parakondakes, Exarch, 119, 124 
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Passion, the, 154, 163. See also Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, orthodoxy of, in 
interpretation of, Passion 

Paul, St., 20 n. 38, 21 n. 44, 37 n. 57, 65, 73 n. 173a, 117, 119 n. 24, 171 n. 115, 213, 228 

Paul, son of Kallinike, Paulician leader, 58, 61 n. 131, 65, 69, 73 n. 173b, 112, 113 n. 

3, 114, 115 and nn. 6-8, 116 and n. 10, 174 n. 127, 213, 214 and nn. 147-148 

Paul the Armenian, Paulician leader, 115 n. 6,118 and n. 17, 121 nn. 33-34, 122, 131 

n. 78, 135, 145, 183 n. 158, 214 n. 148 

Paul of Samosata, Bishop of Antioch and Heresiarch, 139, 181 n. 153, 210-213, 214 
and n. 148, 215-216, 218-220, 228, 230 

——, accused of Judaizing, 211, 213 
——., ancestor of the Paulicians, see Paulicians, identified with, Paul of Samosata 

——,, doctrine of, 210-212, 218-219. See also Adoptionist, doctrine 

——, ——, Adoptionist christology of, 211-212, 215, 218 n. 168, 219 n. 177 
——, ——,, claim to be potential Christ, 211-212 
—, , Monarchianism of, see Monarchianism 

, relation to other heretics, 210-211, 218 and n. 171, 219 and nn. 176-177, 220 

——., worshiped by congregation, 211-212, 215. See also Heresiarchs, worship of 

Paul of Taron, Letfers, 98 n. 61, 101 and n. 74, 144, 159, 162, 166, 191 and n. 33, 230 

Paulianism, see Paulinians 

Paulician capital, see Tephriké 

Paulician churches, see Paulician organization, churches 

Paulician customs, 28, 35, 43, 51-52, 85 n. 15, 95 n. 46, 105-106, 110, 139, 158, 162, 
188, 229-230. See also Manichaean, customs; Paulician doctrine 

——., deceitfulness, see Paulician doctrine, hidden 
, imitation of Christ’s Passion, 154, 162-163 

, military activity, 126, 188. See also Manichaean doctrine, pacifism in; Paulician 
history, military expeditions against Byzantium 

, rejection of, 

——, ——., cross, see Orthodox practices, the cross 

——, ——., intercession of saints, see Orthodox practices, intercession of saints 

——, ——, Mani, 19, 100 and n. 69, 116, 168, 171 n. 116, 214 n. 147, 215 
——, ——, Orthodox clergy, 41 n. 66, 56 n. 109, 110 n. 107c, 155-156, 161, 163, 166, 

172, 176 n. 135, 177-178 

—., , ——, asceticism, 155-157, 173, 178, 188-189, 232. See also Manichaean, 

doctrine, asceticism of; Paulicians, accused of immorality 
——, ——, ——,, auricular confession, 155, 163, 167 

. , baptism, see Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, baptism 

——, ———, —___, baptismal font, 160-161, 230 

——, ——, ——, churches, see Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, church as com- 

munity of faithful 
cross) the, 40 m1 00d, 56 ny 109,110 mn. 107bs 156; 165-166), 170; 

171 and nn. 113- 114, 173, 176-178, 188, 229, 231. See also use of crosses in times 

of sickness (below); Paulician doctrine, secondary tradition, cross identified with 

Christ in 
; , ——, Eucharist, see Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, rejection of, 

Orthodox form of sacraments, Eucharist 

—, , fasts, 29 n. 11, 155, 157, 163, 167, 173 and n. 124. See also rejection 

of, asceticism (above) 
: , ——, images, see Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, iconoclasm of 

—_—, ——, ——,, intercession of saints, 102 n. 83, 155-156, 164 n. 74, 167 
> 

a a NSS MNOS PD) 
> 

—_—, ——, ——, prayers for the dead, 102 n. 83, 163, 164 and n. 74 
> > 
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——, ——., Paul of Samosata, 116, 214 n. 147, 215. See also Paulicians identified 

with, Paul of Samosata 
——,, use of crosses in times of sickness, 42 n. 67, 73 n. 173c. See also rejection of, 

Orthodox practices, cross (above) ~ 

——., worship of leaders, 162, 167, 175, 184, 212. See also Heresiarchs, worship of 
Paulician doctrine, 13, 22, 28, 30, 35-36, 41 and n. 66, 43, 46, 51-52, 55, 56 and n. 109, 

60, 66 and n. 149, 67, 80-81, 85, 96-97, 101, 102 n. 83, 105, 108, 110, 115, 133, 139 
145, 151-185, 188, 228, 231-233. See also Adoptionist, doctrine; Manichaean, doc- 

trine; Paulician customs 

——, acceptance of Orthodox Scriptures, see basic tradition, orthodoxy of, acceptance 
of, Orthodox Scriptures 

——, Adoptionism of, see basic tradition, Adoptionist christology 
——, Armenian, see basic tradition 
——, baptism, see basic tradition, baptism 
——, basic (Armenian) tradition, 151-167, 172-173, 177-178, 180, 182-185, 186, 190, 

206, 230, 231-233. See also secondary (Byzantine) tradition (below) 

——, ——.,, absence of docetism and dualism in, 158-159, 164, 167, 172-173, 177- 

180, 182-185, 204, 206, 212, 233. See also secondary tradition, Gnostic character 
of (below); Paulicians, distinguished from Gnostics 

——, ——, Adoptionist christology of, 25, 211-213, 218, 231-233. See also Adoptionist 
doctrine; secondary tradition, innovations in, docetic christology (below) 

—, ——, ——.,, Christ 

—, ——, ——, ——, adopted, see a creature (below) 

—,, ——, ——, ——., an angel, 45, 180-181 

——, ——, ——., a creature (Jesus, son of Mary), 152-154, 156-157, 159-160, 

166, 123, 179- 185, 189, 207, 212. See also Adoptionist, doctrine, Christ a creature; 

secondary tradition, innovations in, docetic christology (below) 

——, ——, ——,, men as potential Christs, 143 n. 137, 154, 156, 161-162, 166, 185, 

212. Se also ‘Adoptionist: doctrine, men as potential Christs 
——, ——., baptism, 89. See also, secondary tradition, innovations in, symbolic 

inerereration of sacraments, baptism (below) 

——, ——, ——, main sacrament in, 152-157, 159-161, 166, 188-189, 212, 228, 232 
——, ——, ——, Orthodox form rejected, see rejection of, Orthodox form of sacra- 

ments, baptism (below) 
——, ——, ——., reserved for adults, 153, 156, 160-161, 166, 173 

—, — , chrstoleny, see Adoptionist christology 

——, ——, church as community of faithful, 162, 177, 178 and n. 139 
——, ——.,, claim to be true Christians, see orthodoxy of, claim to be true Christians 

(below) 

——, ——., different from secondary tradition, see secondary tradition, innovations 
in (below) 

——, ——,, disappearance of in Byzantium, 183-185. See also presence of in Byzantium 
(below) 

——, ——, Eucharist, see rejection of, Orthodox form of sacraments, Eucharist 
(below) 

——, ——,, iconoclasm of, 20, 24 n. 58, 105, 106 and n. 94, 156, 162, 164 and n. 81, 
165-167, 171 n. 114, 173, 176-178, 185, 188-189, 201-204, 206-207, 228-230, 231-232. 
See also Manichaean, doctrine, toleration of images in; Paulician customs, rejection 
of Orthodox practices, the cross; Paulicians identified with, Iconoclasts 

——, ——, —— >fejection of matter, 166, 170, 171 n. 114, 207. See also Matter 
—, ——., Tnearnation: see Adoptionist christology, Christ, a creature 
——, ——,, Mary, St., 41 n. 66b, 56 n. 109. See also Mary, St. 

>—, — blessing of transferred to the faithful, 110 
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——, ——, ——, identified with the Heavenly Jerusalem, 41 n. 66b, 42 n. 67, 66 
n. 149, 163, 170, 175-176 

3 : , hot recognized as the Theotokos, 59 n. 123, 157, 169-170, 173 
> 

——, ——.,, men as potential Christs, see Adoptionist christology, men as potential 
Christs 

——, ——, monotheism of, see orthodoxy of, monotheism 

——, ——, orthodoxy of, 68 n. 153, 171 n. 115, 173-177, 179, 228 
——, ——, ——,, acceptance of 

——, ——, ——,, ——_, Orthodox Scriptures, 20,'52, 155 and‘n. 21, 164 and‘n:'81, 
171 nits; 174 BEN 127, 189. See also secondary tradition, innovations in, rejection 

of, Old Testament (below) 

——, ——, ——, ——, Saint Peter, 155, 164, 171 n. 116. See also secondary tradition, 
innovations in, rejection of St. Peter (below) 

——, ——, ——,, Christ as intercessor for mankind, 154, 156 
——, ——, ——,, claim to be true Christians, 66 n. 149, 100 and n. 69, 154, 163, 

166-167, 172, 174-175, 176 n. 135, 178, 213 
——, ——, ——,, in interpretation of 

——, ——, ——, ——, Passion, 154, 173. See also secondary tradition, innovations 
in, docetic christology, Passion illusory (below) 
>— » ——, Resurrection, 154, 164 n. 74, 173. See also secondary tradi- 

tion, innovations in, docetic christology, Resurrection illusory (below) 

——, ——, ——,, monotheism, 152, 156, 158-159, 173, 180, 189, 212. See also second- 

ary tradition, innovations in, dualism (below) 

——, , presence in Byzantium, 174-185. See also disappearance of in Byzantium 
(above); Paulician doctrine, variations in 

——, ——., rejection of 

——, ——, ——, Orthodox customs, see Paulician customs, rejection of, Orthodox 

practices 

—, ——, ——, Orthodox form of sacraments, 26 n. 60, 110 n. 107a and d, 154- 

156, 161, 163, 166, 172 and n. 121, 173, 175, 176 and n. 135, 177-178, 188. See also 
secondary tradition, innovations in, symbolic interpretation of sacraments (below); 

—, —_, — , baptism, 66 n. 149, 89, 110 n. 107a, 160-161, 163, 167, 172 

and nn. 118 ad 121, 175-176, 178 
—, ——, ——, ——, Eucharist, 41 n. 66c, 89, 163, 166, 167 and n. 95, 175, 176 

and n. 135, 178 
. ——, ——, ——, marriage, 110 n. 107d, 163 and n. 69, 173 n. 124. See also 

Paulicians, weet of immorality 

——, ——., set forth in the Key of Truth, see, Key of Truth, doctrine of 

—., , Similar to early Christianity, see Paulicians, identified with, primitive 
Christianity 

, ——., transformed in Byzantium, 29, 46, 151-152, 182-185, 206-207, 231-232. 

See also Paulician doctrine, variations in; unaltered in Armenia (below) 

, ——, unaltered in Armenia, 167, 185, 207, 232. See also transformed in Byzan- 

tium (above) 

——, christology, see basic tradition, Adoptionist christology (above); secondary 
tradition, innovations in, docetic christology (below) 

——., cross, see Paulician customs, rejection of Orthodox practices, the cross; secondary 

tradition, the cross identified with Christ (below) 

——, described in, 

——, ——, Codex Scorialensis, see George the Monk, Chronicle, Codex Scorial- 
> 
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ensis, doctrine described in 

——, ——, Key of Truth, see, Key of Truth, doctrine of; basic tradition (above) 

—_—, ——, Letter of Theophylactus Lecapenus, see Theophylactus Lecapenus Letter 

to Peter Tsar of Bulgaria 
——, ——, Manichaean Formula, see, Manichaean Formula, evidence of double 

Paulician tradition in 
——, ——, Paulician Formula, see, Paulician Formula, doctrine described in, evid- 

ence of double Paulician tradition in 

——, ——, Peter of Sicily, see Peter of Sicily, History of the Paulicians, doctrine 

described in 
——, ——, Pseudo-Photius, see Pseudo-Photius, History of the Manichaeans, doc- 

trine described in 
——, ——, *Source P, see, *Source P, doctrine described in 
——., , *Source S, see, *Source S, doctrine described in 

——,, distinguished from, 

——, ——, Gnosticism, see Paulicians, distinguished from, Gnostics 

——, ——, Manichaeanism, see Paulicians distinguished from, Manichaeans 

——, ——, Marcionite doctrine, see Paulicians, identified with, Marcionites 

——, ——., Messalians, see Paulicians, identified with, Messalians 

——,, distortion of, 63 n. 138, 65, 66 and nn. 149-150, 67, 68 n. 153, 78, 110, 151, 175- 
Tb 288} 

——, docetism of, see secondary tradition, innovations in, docetic christology (below) 

——, double tradition present in Byzantium, 46, 174-185, 207, 231-232. See also 

variations in (below) 

——, dualism in, see secondary tradition, innovations in, dualism (below) 

——, early Byzantine tradition similar to basic (Armenian) tradition, 177-178, 180, 

182-185. See also basic tradition, presence of in Byzantium (above); basic tradition, 

transformation in Byzantium (above) 

——., Eucharist, see basic tradition, rejection of Orthodox form of sacraments, the 
Eucharist (above) 

——, Gnostic, see secondary tradition, Gnostic character of (below) 

——., God, see basic tradition, orthodoxy of, monotheism (above); secondary tradition, 

innovations in, dualism (below) 

——., hidden, 51 and n. 94, 52, 56 n. 109, 66, 100 and n. 69, 118 nn. 19-20, 168, 171 n. 

116, 172 and n. 119, 173, 175, 215 
——,, iconoclastic, see basic tradition, iconoclasm of (above) 

——., Incarnation, see basic tradition, Adoptionist christology, Christ, a creature 

(above) 

——, Mani, see Paulician customs, rejection of, Mani 

——, Mary, St., see basic tradition, Mary, St. (above) 
——, matter, see basic tradition, iconoclasm of, rejection of matter (above) 

——, men as potential Christs, see basic tradition, Adoptionist christology of, men as 
potential Christs (above) 

——., Passion, see basic tradition, orthodoxy of, in interpretation of, Passion (above) 

——, Resurrection, see basic tradition, orthodoxy of, in interpretation of, Resurrection 
(above) 

——-, sacramental theory, see basic tradition, rejection of, Orthodox form of sacraments 

(above); secondary tradition, innovations in, symbolic interpretation of the sacra- 
ments (below) 

——,, Saint Peter, see basic tradition, Orthodoxy of, acceptance of, Saint Peter (above) 
——,, Scriptures, see basic tradition, Orthodoxy of, acceptance of, Orthodox Scriptures 

(above) 
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——, secondary (Byzantine) tradition, 168-174, 177, 180-185, 186, 189, 203, 205- 
207, 214, 231-233. See also basic (Armenian) tradition (above) 

——, ——. appearance of in 9th century, 182-185, 192 n. 40, 203, 204 n. 99, 206, 232 

> , cross identified with Christ, 41 n. 66d. 66 n. 149, 167, 171, 175-176. See also 
Paulician customs, rejection of, Orthodox practices, the cross 

> , Gnostic character of, 169, 206, 232. See also Gnostic, doctrine; Paulicians, 
idcntined with, Gnostics 

, innovations in: 172-173, 182-185, 206-207. See also Paulician doctrine, 
eariatons in 

ne , docetic christology, 59 n. 123, 167 n. 95, 169, 170 and n. 111, 172- 
173, 174 n. 130, 175, 177, 179-183, 185, 188, 206-207, 231-232. See also Docetism; 
basic tradition, Adoptionist christology 

> » ——, ——., appearances of Christ in, 169-170, 180-182 

36) ns 1095115935170 sand mn 1115173; ch 

177, 181, 207 

> 170 and n. 111, 173, 182 > 

——, ——; ——,, ——_, Resurrection illusory, 167 n. 95, 170 n. 111; 173 > 

——, ——, ——,, dualism; 24 and n. 58, 41 n. 66a, 44 n. 71, 59 n. 123, 100, 169 and n. 

108, 172-173, 175, 177, 179-183, 185 and n. 165, 192 n. 40, 203-204, 205 and n. 103, 

206-207, 231-233. See also Dualism; Paulicians, identified with, dualists; basic 

tradition, orthodoxy of, monotheism (above) 

, Demiurge (Creator of the World), 39 n. 63, 110 n. 107, 155 

nm. 21; 169, 173, 180-181, 205, 207. See also Satan 

Father (Lord of the Future), 39 n. 63, 100 and n. 

n, 110 n. 107, 169- 170, 173, 180-181, 205 

? 

dualism 

> ——, ——,, mitigated, 169, 188, 232. See also Manichaean, doctrine, > 

—, —,, , rejection of > 

(above) 

’ 

, , Matter, see basic tradition, iconoclasm of, rejection of matter 

> ——, ——, Old Testament, 39 n. 63, 164, 171 and n. 115. See also basic 

tradition, orthodoxy of, acceptance of, Orthodox Scriptures (above) 

——, ——, ——, ——, Saint Peter, 41 n. 66, 44 n. 71, 73 n. 173e, 164, 166, 171 and > b) 

n. 116. See also basic tradition, orthodoxy of, acceptance of, Saint Peter (above): 

——, ——, ——.,, symbolic interpretation of the sacraments, 170, 172, 175. See also >’ b) 

basic tradition, rejection of, Orthodox form of sacraments (above) 

—, ——, ——,, ——, baptism, 172 and n. 118. See also Baptism cy 

> 

om > 

. ——, Eucharist, 41 n. 66c, 66 n. 149, 170 and n. 112, 175, 176 and > 

n. 135, See also Eucharist 

, Similarities to basic tradition, 66-67, 152, 172-173, 180, 182-183, 185. 

See also innovations in (above); Paulician doctrine, variations in 

, variations in, 25-26, 46, 68, 100-101, 151-152, 168, 174-185, 206-207, 231-233. 
See also basic tradition, unaltered in Armenia 

Paulician Formula, 22 n. 53c, 27 and n. 2a, 28 and n. 5, 29 and n. 11, 43 n. 68, 53 and n. 

96, 54, 66 n. 150, 78, 107 n. 95, 118 n. 17, 121 and n. 33, 125 n. 49, 168-169, 173, 

183, 231 
——,, doctrine described in, 28 and n. 5, 168 and n. 98, 169 and n. 108, 170 n. 111, 171 

nn. 114-116, 172 n. 121, 173 and n. 124, 181-182 
——, ——., evidence of double Paulician tradition in, 181-182 

> 

——,, relation to 

> 

Formula 

, Manichaean Formula, see, Manichaean Formula, relation to Paulician 
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Formula 
Paulician history, 13, 21, 26, 31, 35-37, 51 and n. 91, 52, 56-57, 62, 64-65, 67, 71-73, 

75-76, 77 n. 183, 80, 85, 112-150, 233. See also Paulician legends; Paulician organiza- 

tion; T‘ondrakeci 
——,, chronology, 20, 117 nn. 13 and 15, 118 n. 21, 119 n. 24, 121 n. 34, 125-127, 129 n. 

68, 132-133, 140-143, 147-150 
——, deportations of sect, 14 n. 3, 31 n. 21, 46 n. 77, 122, 123 and nn. 38-39, 130, 

146-147, 149-150 
——, embassy of Basil I, see Basil I, embassy to the Paulicians of 

, Peter the Higumen, see Peter the Higumen, Treatise, relation to Paulician 

114, 188 and n. 17, 192-193, 196, 202, 233. See also Leo III; Constantine V 

——, military expedition against Byzantium, 31 n. 24, 32 and n. 26, 72-73, 111, 124-125, 

128, 129 and n. 68, 130, 139, 149-150, 188, 193 

——., origin of sect, 13, 25-26, 51, 56, 58, 61, 64, 69, 80, 102, 113-116, 125, 210, 213, 
214 n. 148, 233. See also Paulician legends 

——, ——, in Armenia, 13, 87-88, 90, 112-113, 131, 138, 145, 149, 210, 232-233 

——, ——, in Byzantium, 13, 51, 69, 88, 112, 116, 125, 132, 149, 233 
——., persecutions 

——, ——, in Armenia, 89, 94-95, 98, 132-133, 135, 138-139, 144-145, 149-150, 232 

——, ——.,, in Byzantium, 18-19, 30, 53 n. 98, 54, 58, 62, 65, 72-73, 117-120, 122-126, 
127 and n. 58, 131 and n. 78, 135, 137-139, 146, 148-150, 158, 188 and n. 17, 193. 
See also favor of Iconoclastic emperors; Byzantine Empire, anti-heretical legisla- 
tion in 

——, ——,, by Muslims, 118, 139, 143, 149, 184 
——., presence of the sect in 

——, ——, Armenia, 13, 26, 82, 90 and n. 28c, 91, 108, 130-136, 138-139, 145-150, 
152, 213, 232-233. See also Paulicians, Armenian 

——, ——., army of Thomas the Slav, 24 n. 58, 124 and n. 47, 125, 188 n. 17 

——, ——,, Balkans, 15 and n. 9, 16 and n. 11, 17 n. 18, 18, 20 n. 38, 33 n. 33, 46 n. 77, 

111 n. 111, 130, 138, 150, 232-233 
——, ——, Bulgaria, 28, 33, 55,57, 75-76, 79, 113 n. 3, 122, 130, 149, 216, 232. See also 

Balkans (above) 

——, ——, Byzantium, 26, 75, 79, 90, 113-130, 137-139, 145-150, 152, 213, 232-233 
——, ——.,, Italy, 13, 14 nn. 3-4, 20 n. 38, 150 n. 170 
——, ——,, Pontus, 85, 136-137, 146 

——, ——,, Syria-Palestine, 14, 15 and nn. 6-7, 16, 111, 129-130, 144, 147, 150, 232 

——, ——, Western Europe, 16 and nn. 12-14, 17 and nn. 15-18, 19 

——.,, relations with 

——, ——, Afovanian heretics, 92, 95 n. 45, 132-134, 139, 144-145, 149, 160, 185 n. 

165, 203, 232-233 

> 

against Byzantium (above); persecutions, in Byzantium (above) 

——, ——,, Crusaders, 15 and nn. 6-9 

——, ——, Muslims 

——, ——, ——.,, co-operation with, 15 and n. 6, 114 n. 5, 120, 122 and n. 36, 124- 

126, 128, 131 alia 78, 135, 137, 139, 146, 149, 184, 193, 204, 232-233 
——; >; = Opposition to, 1133137, 139. 143and n.9137.0146" 149 

——, splits in sect, 46.n. 75, 58, 63 n. 138, 100 and n. 72, 101, 117-120, 178, 183-184 
——.,, state on ie Euphrates, 13, 31, 53, 73 n. 170, 77-78, 121, 124-129, 146-147, 150 

232-233 
Paulician leaders, see Paulician organization, leer 
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Paulician legends, 20, 65, 69, 102 and n. 83, 103 and n. 84, 112, 113 and n. 3, 114-115, 
130-131, 135, 167 n. 95, 191 n. 32, 213, 214 and n. 148, 220 n. 181 

Paulician organization, 43 n. 68, 51, 119, 127, 232. See also Paulician history 

——,, churches, 28 n. 6, 35, 43, 48, 49 n. 89, 51, 68 n. 153, 75 n. 174, 89, 114 nn. 4-5, 
119, 121. See also listing by name 

——., elect, 155, 163, 228 

, hierarchy, 155, 163, 177, 178 and n. 139, 179 n. 140. See also leaders (below) 
——.,, leaders, 28 and n. 6, 35, 43 and n. 68, 50 n. 90d, 51 and n. 92, 53 n. 96, 62, 63 

n. 138, 67, 73 n. 173f, 91, 114 n. 4, 116 n. 10, 118-120, 121 and n. 33, 127, 147, 232. 
See also listing by name 

Paulician orthodoxy, see Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, orthodoxy of 

Paulician morals, see Paulicians, accused of immorality 

Paulician scriptures, 41 n. 66, 108-109, 171 n. 115, 174 n. 127, 189. See also Key of 
Truth; Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, orthodoxy of, acceptance of, Orthodox 

Scriptures 

Paulician sources, see Armenian; Crusader; Greek; Latin; Oriental, sources on 

Paulicians 

Paulician state, see Paulician history, state on the Euphrates 

Paulician territory, 119 n. 27, 131, 137 and n. 106, 145-146, 149-150 

Paulician war, see Paulician history, expeditions against Byzantium 

Paulicianism, interpretations of, 

, adoptionist thesis, see Paulicians, identified with Adoptionists 

——., Catholic, 18 

——., dualist thesis, see Paulicians identified with dualists; Manichaeans 

——,, Protestant, 18, 19 and n. 37, 20 and n. 38 

, Soviet, 20 n. 38, 24 and n. 58, 80, 205 n. 103. See also Paulicians, identified with, 

proletarian rebellions 
Paulicians, 

, accused of immorality, 29 n. 11, 92, 107 n. 95, 110 n. 107d, 144, 157, 163 n. 69, 

167 n. 95, 172, 173 n. 124, 179 n. 140 
, Armenian, 22, 26, 106, 109, 148 n. 169, 160, 167, 203. See also Paulician doc- 

trine, basic tradition 

-230, 233 
——., customs of, see Paulician customs 

——,, distinguished from 
: , Arewordik‘, 95 n. 46, 107 n. 95, 191 and n. 32, 192. See also Manichaeans, 

identified with, Arewordik‘ 
, Gnostics, 189, 192 n. 40, 210. See also identified with Gnostics (below); 

Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, absence of docetism and dualism in 

, Manichaeans, 17 n. 20, 18, 19 and n. 35, 20-21, 23 and n. 56, 27 n. 1, 69, 

97, 98 and n. 60, 167, 169, 188-189, 191, 193, 204, 208 n. 117, 233. See also identified 

with, Manichaeans (below) 
, doctrine of, see Paulician doctrine 

——, earliest references to, 13, 14 n. 3, 31, 82, 87 and n. 24, 88, 90 and n. 28, 131-132, 210 

——., forms of name, see Paulicians, name of, forms 
——,, history of, see Paulician history 

——,, identified with 

—-, , Adoptionists, 25, 179, 210-230, 231. See also Paulician doctrine, basic 

Tdeioas Adoptionist christology 

——, ——, Armenian “nameless heresy”, 157, 213-214. See also melné (below) 

——=, ==, Cathari, 16 n_ 14, 17-18, 20 n. 38 

——, ——, dualists, 19-20, 21 and n. 45, 24 and n. 58, 158-159, 164, 166, 206. See 

Yes Ghostics (below); Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, absence: of dualism in 
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——, ——, Epicureans, 100 and nn. 70-71 

——, ——, Gnostics, 19-21, 23, 192 n. 40, 205-206, 210, 230, 232. See also dualists 

(above); distinguished from Gnostics (above); Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, 

absence of docetism and dualism in 

——, ——.,, heretics condemned at the Council of Sahapivan, see, mcfné (below) 

——, ——, Iconoclasts, 18, 34, 91, 166, 201, 202 and n. 91, 203-204, 232. See also 

Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, iconoclasm of 
——, ——, Judaism, 213 

——, ——, Manichaeans, 13, 14 and n. 4, 17 and nn. 20-21, 18 and nn. 26 and 30, 19- 

22, 23 n. 56, 34 and n. 41, 36 n. 52, 37, 61, 68 n. 153, 69 and n. 156, 83 n. 9, 90 n. 

28e, 97, 98 and n. 61, 100, 103 n. 84, 112, 124, 162, 168-169, 172, 174 and n. 127, 
185 n. 165, 186, 188, 190, 192, 197, 201, 203-204, 215 n. 150. See also Paulicians, 
distinguished from, Manichaeans 

——, ——, Marcionites, 21 and n. 44, 22 nn. 50 and 52, 23 and n. 56, 205, 208 n. > 

117, 232 
——, ——, mciné, 82, 83 n. 9, 140, 209-210, 213-214 
——, ——, Messalians, 22 n. 52, 207-208, 209 and n. 123, 210. See also mciné (above) 

——, ——, Muslims, 15, 33 n. 38 

, ——, Nestorians, 85, 89, 90 n. 28e, 132, 146, 157, 165, 219 

——, ——, Paul, St., 20 and n. 38, 21 and n. 44, 65, 213 

——, ——.,, Paul of Samosata, 90 n. 28e, 139, 210, 212-213, 214 and n. 148, 215-216, 
218, 230-231, 233. See also Adoptionists (above); Paulinians (below) 

——, ——, Paulinians, 90 n. 28e, 102 n. 83, 168 n. 98, 174, 216 and nn. 154 and 156. 

See also Paul of Samosata (above) 

——, ——,, primitive Christianity, 19 and n. 37, 20 and n. 38, 21 n. 45, 220, 226- 

230, 233 
——, ——., proletarian rebellions, 24 and n. 58, 138 n. 115, 143 and nn. 139 and 

141 
——, ——, “‘sons of sinfulness’’, 85, 136-137, 146 

——, ——, T‘ondrakeci, 85 n. 15, 95-96, 97 and n. 53, 139, 140 and n. 122, 147-148, 
~ 167 
——, ——., Waldensians, 17 n. 20, 19 and n. 31 

——, name of 

——, ——, forms of, 13, 14 n. 5, 61, 95, 115 n. 6, 140 n. 122, 210, 213 and n. 145, 214 
——, ——, origin of, 112, 115-116, 145, 213 and n. 145, 214 n. 148 
——.,, precursors of the Reformation, 19, 20 and n. 38 

——,, relations with other groups, see Paulician history, relations with 

——, transmitters of dualism to Western Europe, 17, 18 and 18 n. 26, 19, 20 n. 38, 21, 

233 

Paulinians (Paulianism), 90 n. 28e, 174, 216, 219 n. 174. See also Paulicians, identified 
with, Paulinians 

Pauloioannai, see Paulicians, name of, forms of 

Payl, 113 n. 3 

Payl i keank*‘, 92 and n. 36, 94 and n. 40, 210, 213 n. 145, 214. See also Paulicians, name 
of, forms of 

Paylakenut‘iun, 210. See also mciné 
Peeters, P., 86, 222 and n. 190, 225 n. 211, 229 n. 233 

Pelagonia (Palagonia, Pelagoine), 15 n. 9 
Persia, 134, 148 n. 169, 190, 224 
Persian 

——,, authorities, see Sasanids 
——,, customs in Armenia, 95 n. 46, 103 n. 84, 107 n. 95, 111 n. 114, 185 n. 165, 191 n. 

32, 192. See also Armenia, survival of pagan customs in 
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——,, physician, see Mjusik 
Persians, 130 

Peter, St., see Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, orthodoxy of, acceptance of, Saint 

Peter 

Peter, Tsar of Bulgaria, 28 and n. 4, 30 and n. 15, 76, 215 

, *Letter to Theophylactus Lecapenus, 30. See also Theophylactus Lecapenus. 

Letter to Peter Tsar of Bulgaria 
Peter Getadarc, Kat‘otikos of Armenia, 141 n. 128 

Peter the Higumen, Treatise, 20 n. 41, 35 and n. 47, 40-43, 44 and n. 70, 45-54, 71 n. 

165, 100 n. 71. See also *Source P 

——.,, characteristics of, 51 and n. 93, 52-53 

——,, content of, see, * Source P 

——.,, date of, 50, 53-54, 67 n. 152, 78 

——., doctrine described in, see, *Source P 

——.,, errors in, see, *Source P 

——, fragment in Codex Vaticanus Graecus # 511, 41 and n. 65, 59 

——.,, inquisitor’s manual, 52-54, 78 

——, relation to 

——, ——, George the Monk’s Chronicle, 40 and n. 64, 41-45, 46 n. 77, 47, 49, 50- 

51, 53-54, 78 
——, ——, Paulician Formula, 53 and n. 96, 54, 78, 171 n. 115 

——, ——,, Peter of Sicily’s History of the Paulicians, 40, 41 and nn. 65-66, 42, 47- 
48, 49 and n. 89, 50 and n. 90, 53, 56, 59-60, 61 and n. 131, 64, 66 n. 149, 115 nn. 
6-7, 170 n. 111 

——, ——, ——,, “Epitome” of, 48 and nn. 84 and 85, 49 nn. 87 and 89, 56 
——, ——.,, Pseudo-Photius’ History of the Manichaeans, 42 and n. 67, 50 and n. 90, 

53-54, 59 n. 126, 73 and n. 173c, 74, 115 nn. 6-7 

; , *Source P, see, *Source P 

Peter, Metropolitan of Damascus, 204 

Peter of Sicily (Petrus Siculus), 36, 45 n. 72, 49 and n. 89, 50, 53, 55, 57, 59, 61, 63 n. 

138, 64, 67-73, 75 and n. 175, 76 n. 180, 99-100, 168 and n. 101, 170 n. 111, 171 n. 
113, 173, 188 

, History of the Paulicians, 17-18, 19 n. 33, 20 nn. 39-41, 21 and n. 46, 36 and 

n. 52, 40-41, 45 n. 74a, 46, 47-49, 50 and n. 90, 51, 54-79, 90 n. 28d, 110, 112, 115 
nn. 6-8, 117 n. 13, 118 n. 19, 119 nn. 22 and 24, 120 and n. 31, 158 n. 31, 168, 214 n. 

148, 215, 231 
——, ——,, authenticity of, 22, 23 and n. 54, 44 n. 70, 55, 56 and n. 106, 57, 59, 61 n. 

130, 68-73, 75 n. 175 
——, ——.,, chapter X, 41 and n. 66, 56 and n. 109, 59, 60 and n. 127, 66 n. 149, 69 

——, ——, Codex Vaticanus Graecus # 511 of, 36 and n. 52, 41 and n. 65, 56, 59 

, ——., compilatory nature of, 59 and n. 125, 60-68, 73-74, 79, 231 

——, ——.,, content and organization of, 42 n. 67, 48 and n. 84, 56-68 

——, ——,, contradictions in, 56-60, 62, 64-65, 68, 70, 78 
—_—, ——,, date of, 36 n. 52, 48-50, 55, 57 and n. 118, 60 n. 127, 64 and n. 143, 68-70, 

73, 75 and n. 175, 76-77, 79, 231 
——, ——.,, dedication of, 55 and n. 102, 56, 59-60, 68-70, 74-77 

——, ——, doctrine described in, 41 and n. 66, 56 and n. 109, 60, 66 n. 149, 110, 151, 

159, 168-170, 171 n. 115, 172 and n. 120, 173, 174 nn. 127 and 130 
; . , variations in, 59 and n. 123, 68 

, ——, epilogue of, 57, 67-68 
——, ——.,, geographical ignorance in, 70, 71 and nn. 164-165, 116, 146 

, ——, incorporation of lost sources in, 64-68, 231 

——, ——, Manichaean sections in, 56-57, 59 n. 126, 60-61, 67-68, 73, 169, 188 
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——, ——, political ignorance in, 64, 67, 70-72, 73 and n. 170, 77 n. 183, 78 

oe ——, prologue of, 55 n. 102, 56, 74, 168 

——, ——., purpose of, 55-57, 61, 66, 69, 169, 231 

——, ——., rejected as a forgery, see authenticity of (above) 
——, ——,, relation to 
=, — > Acts; of Archelaus, 60) andin.1295367, 
—_—, ——, ——, Peter the Higumen, see Peter the Higumen, Treatise, relation to 

Peer of Sicily 

——, ——, ——,, Pseudo-Photius, 40, 50, 54, 56, 73 and n. 173, 74, 75 and n. 175 
——, ——, ——., *Source P, see Peter the Higumen, Treatise, relation to, Peter of 

Sicily 

——, ——, ——,, *Source S, see, *Source S, relation to, Peter of Sicily 

, style of, 51 n. 93, 59 and n. 124, 60, 62 and n. 137, 63 and n. 138, 64-67, 
68 a im LSSe 78} 

——., identification of Paulicians as Manichaeans, 61, 69 and n. 156, 97, 168 and n. 101, 

169, 172, 197, 231. See also Paulicians, identified as, Manichaeans 

——, purported embassy to Tephriké 55, 57 68-73, 75. See also Basil I, embassy of 

——., Sermons of, 17 n. 19, 36, 48 n. 84, 60 and n. 127, 70, 73 nn. 171 and 173e, 77 n. 

183 

Peter of Sicily, Bishop of Argos, 77 n. 183 
Petronas, Domesticus, 128 

Petros, Bishop of Siunik‘, 88-89 

Phanaroia, 61 n. 131, 71 n. 165, 112, 118, 122, 137 

Phantasiasts, 94, 200 

Philippi, Paulician church, 119 and n. 23 

Philippicus, Emperor, 121 n. 34, 122 and n. 36, 131 n. 78, 149 
Philippopolis, 16 n. 11, 130 
Photinians, 195, 219 and n. 175 

Photinius of Sirmium, Heresiarch, 219. See also Photinians 

Photius, Patriarch of Constantinople, 18 n. 27, 21, 27-28, 30, 31, 31 and n. 20, 35, 

38 and n. 60, 39 and nn. 62-63, 75 n. 175, 77 n. 183, 78 n. 184, 99, 174, 182, 199- 
200. See also Pseudo-Photius 

——.,, Amphilochian Questions, 35 

——., Confession of Faith to Pope Nicholas I, 35 

——., Encyclical Letter for the Year 866, 30 

——.,, History of the Manichaeans, attributed to, see Pseudo-Photius 

——.,, Letter to Theophanes the Monk, 35, 200 n. 79 

——,, Letters, 27-28, 30, 31 and n. 20, 37 n. 55, 39, 75 n. 175 

——.,, Sermons, 37 and n. 55, 39 and n. 63, 40, 46 n. 75, 75 n. 175, 77 n. 183, 78 and n. 

184, 100 n. 72, 171 n. 115, 231 
Phrygia, 119, 137 

Poblicani, see Publicani 

Poem addressed to Basil I, 33 

Pot of Ayrarat, heretic, 112, 131 n. 78, 135, 214 n. 148, 220 n. 181 

Poladian, T., 86 n. 18 

Polikean, 87, 112. See also Paulicians, name of, forms of 
Pontus, 85, 136, 137 and nn. 106 and 109, 138 n. 115, 146, 226 
Poplicani, see Publicani 
Populicani, see Publicani 
Poson, battle of, 128 
Proclus, Patriarch of Constantinople, 225 
——, Tome of, 86, 218 

Proteron, heretic, 162 
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Protestant interpretation of Paulicianism, see Paulicianism, interpretations of, Prot- 
estant 

Pseudo-Photius, History of the Manichaeans, 18 n. 27, 19 n. 33, 20 n. 39, 21 and 
n. 46, 29, 37 and n. 57, 40, 42 and n. 67, 50, 53-55, 59 and n. 126, 71 n. 165, 73 and 

n. 173, 74-77, 79, 112, 114 n. 5, 115 nn. 6-8, 117 n. 13, 118 n. 21, 120 and n. 31, 168, 
188, 197, 214 n. 148, 231 

——.,, authenticity of, 23 and n. 54, 29 n. 13, 37, 38 and n. 60 

——, date of, 29, 38-40, 50, 75, 77 and n. 183, 79 

——, doctrine described in, 38 and n. 60, 151, 168-170, 171 and nn. 115-116, 172, 

174 n. 130 
, relation to 

; , authentic works of Photius, 38 n. 60, 39 and n. 63, 40 

——, ——, Manichaean Formula, see, Manichaean Formula, relation to other sources 

——, ——.,, Peter the Higumen, see Peter the Higumen, Treatise, relation to, Pseudo- 

Photius 

——, ——.,, Peter of Sicily, see Peter of Sicily, History of the Paulicians, relation to, 

Pseudo-Photius 

——, ——, *Source P, see, *Source P, relation to Pseudo-Photius 

——,, style of, 59 n. 126, 73 and n. 173f, 74-75 

Publicani (Poblicani, Poplicani, Populicani), 14 and n. 5, 15-16 

Puech, H. C., 187 n. 10, 189 n. 24, 190 
Pullades, 129 

Qudama, 111, 128 n. 61 

Rabbula of Edessa, 225, 229 n. 233 

ar-Rashid, Caliph, 193 

Redemption, doctrine of, 100 n. 71, 154, 170 n. 111 

Responsio of Daniel de Thaurizio, see Daniel de Thaurizio, Responsio of 

Resurrection, 191 and n. 33. See also Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, orthodoxy of, 

in interpretation of, Resurrection 

Ricchini, T., 18 

Romans, 130 

“Romans”, 48 n. 85, 172 

Rome, 104 

Runciman, S., 30 and n. 15, 56 n. 106, 94, 132, 195 

Sacraments, see Paulician doctrine, basic tradition, rejection of, Orthodox form of 

sacraments 

Sahak I, St., Kat‘olikos of Armenia, 84-85, 86n. 20, 104 n. 86, 209, 222, 224-225, 229 

——., Answer to Proclus, 86, 225 

Sahak, Bishop of Amaras, 92 

Sahapivan, Council of, 82, 140, 156, 207-210, 213 
, Canons of, 82-84, 209-210, 225 n. 213, 226, 234-235 

Saints, 162, 167, 197-198, 201. See also listing by name 

, intercession of, see Paulician customs, rejection of, orthodox practices, inter- 

cession of saints 

Salin, 130 
Samaritans, 200 
Samarra, 126-127 

Samosata, 58, 71 and n. 165, 73 n. 173b, 101, 112, 115-116, 128, 146, 214 n. 148, 220, 

222, 229 n. 233 
Samosata of Armenia, see Arsamosata 

Samuel of Ani, History of, 92, 102, 141, 190, 237-238 
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Sanasar, 227 

Sanasnai, 227 

Saracens, see Muslims 
Sargis, T‘ondrakeci leader, 143, 147-148. See also Sergius-Tychicus 

Sargisean, B., 22 
Sasanids, 192, 222 
——., favor Syrian party in Armenia, 222-223, 225, 233 
——, Manichaeans persecuted by, 192, 196 n. 62 
——, oppose Byzantium in Armenia, 222 
Sasun, 130 

Satan, 44 n. 71, 110 n. 109, 112, 113 n. 3, 135, 153, 155 and n. 21, 156, 158, 160-162, 
166, 169, 171 n. 116, 187, 191 n. 33, 197, 207, 208. See also Paulician doctrine, 

secondary tradition, innovations in, dualism of, Demiurge 
Scharf, J., 38 n. 60, 70 n. 159 

Scheidweiler, F., 38 n. 60, 39 n. 63, 45 n. 72, 48 and nn. 84-85, 49 and nn. 87 and 89, 

51 n. 93, 55 n. 102, 57 and n. 118, 60 n. 127, 62, 68 n. 153, 69 and nn. 155-157, 70, 

73 nn. 171 and 173e, 111 n. 111, 155 n. 21 
Sects, see listing by name 

Selix, see Lizix 

Sennecherib, 227 

Sergiotes, see Sergius-Tychicus, followers of 

Sergius, T‘ondrakeci leader, see Sargis, T‘ondrakeci leader 

Sergius-Tychicus, Paulician leader, 37 n. 57, 62 and n. 135, 63-64, 71, 74, 114, 116 n. 10, 

119-120, 121 and nn. 32-34, 147-148, 168, 177, 183, 204 n. 99 
——,, birthplace of, see Tabia 

——.,, competition with Baanes, 119, 184 

——., date of activity, 37 n. 157, 73 n. 173b, 119 and n. 24, 121 n. 34, 123-124, 127, 
147-148, 204 n. 99 

——., death of, 43 and n. 68, 53, 57-58, 64 and n. 141, 67 n. 152, 73 n. 173a, 114 n. 5, 
120, 124, 127 

——,, doctrine of, 168, 174 and n. 130, 175-176, 183-184, 204 n. 99 

——,, flight to Argaous, 53 n. 98, 114 n. 5, 120, 124, 131 n. 78, 148 
, followers of (Sergiotes), 62, 63 n. 138, 64, 67 n. 152, 120, 127, 175, 183-184. 

See also Paulician history, splits in sect 
, founder of three Paulician churches, 114 and n. 5, 119 

——, Greek origin of, 148, 183 and n. 158 
——,, identified with T‘ondrakeci leaders, see Sargis; Smbat of Zarehawan 
——,, Letters of, 56 n. 106, 62 and n. 136, 65, 67, 68 n. 153, 75 and nn. 174-175, 78, 

171 n. 115, 174, 176, 231 
——., missionary activity of, 62, 119 and n. 26, 148 

——, relations with Leo the Montanist, 119, 174, 215 n. 150 

——, taught by a Manichaean woman, 75 n. 174, 183 

——, transformed Paulician doctrine, 184-185. See also Paulician doctrine, basic 

tradition, transformed in Byzantium 
——., worshiped by followers, 175, 184, 212, 215. See also Heresiarchs, worship of 

Set‘i, heretical woman, 103 n. 84, 112, 113 n. 3, 130, 131 n. 78, 214.n. 148 

Sidé, Council of (390), 209 

Sidnu: see K<atirt‘ 
Silvanus, see Constantine-Silvanus 

Simeon of Beth Arsam, 211 nn. 134-135, 219 n. 176 
Simon Magus, Heresiarch, 97, 211 

Sinodik of Tsar Boril, see Boril 

Siroy-Apihi, Lord of Gardman, Prince of Alovania, 92, 93 and n. 39, 133-134 
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Sis, 86, 106 

——, Council of, 106 and n. 93 

eee oN Profession of Faith of, 106 and n. 94, 107 n. 95, 166 
Sit‘it‘ma, see K‘alirt‘ 
Siunik‘, 87 

Smbat I Bagratuni (the Martyr, Smbat Nahadak), King of Armenia, 141 
Smbat Bagratuni (Abi’l-‘Abbas), see Smbat Bagratuni, the Confessor 

Smbat Bagratuni, Sparapet of Armenia in 691, 142 

Smbat Bagratuni, the Confessor (Abi’l-‘Abbas), Sparapet of Armenia (826-855), 
140-143 

Smbat Bagratuni (Xosrov Snum), 142 

Smbat of Zarehawan, T‘ondrakeci leader, 140 and n. 122, 141 and n. 128, 142-143, 
146-147, 150 

——,, identified with Sergius-Tychicus, 148 and n. 169 

——, worshiped by his followers, 143 n. 137, 162, 175, 212. See also Heresiarchs, 

worship of 
Snavank‘ (Dog Monastery), 99 n. 67, 147 n. 160. See also Koinochoritai 

Socinian heresy, 111 n. 111 

Socrates Scholasticus, Ecclesiastical History, 59 n. 125, 60, 67, 188 
Son of God, see Adoptionist, doctrine, Christ a creature 

Son of Mary, see Adoptionist, doctrine, Christ a creature 

Sons of Sinfulness, 85, 136-137, 138 n. 115, 146 
Sons of the Sun, see Arevordik‘ 

* Source A 
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